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Stacks Prices Realized

Nokweb
Mint State 1792 Getz Cent Pattern.

Realized $299,000.

Collection
November 7-8, 2006 • Baltimore, MD
Total Prices Realized: Over $13 Million

Very Rare 1830 Templeton Reid $2.50.

Realized $299,000.

photo reduced"

1848 Zachary Taylor Gold Medalfor Buena Vista.

Realized $460,000.

L(^T PKICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT pric:e LOT PRICE LCT PRIC.E

1 1,840.00 67 1,725.00 141 1,610.00 191 9.2(8).(8) 242 920.(8) 296 5,290.00 367 299.00 442 3.220.(8)

3 11,787.50 71 747.50 145 1,380.00 192 977.50 243 2.3(8).(8) 297 13,8(8).(8) 368 40.25 443 2JW.W
4 10,925.00 72 4,370.00 146 9,487.50 193 2,()7().0() 244 5,()6().()0 298 6.32.50 369 126.50 444 1,610.(8)

6 5,175.(M) 73 1,380.00 147 1,035.00 194 16,100.(8) 245 575.(8) 299 1,092.5(1 370 2.53.(8) 445 4,140.(8)

7 11,500.00 74 2,185.00 148 529.(8) 196 1,495.00 247 920.(8) 3(8) 2,760.(8) 371 276.(8) 446 2.472.50
9 747.50 75 506.00 150 11,5(8).00 197 2,070.00 248 862.50 301 1,725.(8) 372 2.53.(8) 447 6,555.(8)

10 1,322.50 76 3,450.00 .151 1,380.(8) 198 414.00 249 184.00 303 805.(8) 373 632.50 448 1..380.(8)

11 506.(K) 77 1,207.50 152 1,380.(8) 199 1,495.00 250 948.75 307 7,762.50 374 299.(8) 449 1..380.(8)

12 1,782..50 78 1,322.50 154 1,265.00 201 632.50 251 1,610.00 308 11,5(8).(81 375 402.50 4.50 3,105.(8)

13 6,325.00 79 506.00 155 1,150.(8) 202 2,990.00 252 3,910.(8) 317 1,782.50 376 253.(8) 452 2,760.(8)

14 1,035.00 83 138.00 156 1,265.00 203 1,150.(8) 253 1,035.(8) 318 920.(8) 377 218.50 453 2,415.(8)

15 21,850.(X) 85 322.00 157 299.00 204 1,265.(8) 254 805.(8) 320 402.50 378 184.(8) 454 34,.5(8).(8)

16 1,610.00 88 39,1(8).00 158 2,415.00 205 632.50 255 920.(8) 321 1.437.50 379 126.50 457 1,.380.(8)

18 833.75 90 2,875.(8) 159 3,220.00 206 299.00 257 805.00 323 230.(8) 380 207.(8) 458 1,725.(8)

19 4,600.(K) 91 1,552.50 160 632.50 207 805.(8) 258 10,925.(8) 324 3.4.5().(8) 381 2.30.(8) 459 632.50
21 1,138.50 92 661.25 162 2,760.(8) 208 1,38().0() 259 1.092.50 328 1,725.(8) 382 391.(8) 460 862.50
22 690.00 93 575.00 163 3,162.50 210 805.00 262 776.25 331 747.50 .38.3 92.(8) 461 977.50

24 2,990.00 94 805.(8) 164 299.00 212 2,645.00 264 414.(8) 332 747.50 405 48..3(8).(8) 462 6,325.(8)

25 2,530.00 95 747.50 165 690.(8) 214 805.00 267 460.(8) 333 l.()92..5() 406 .5(8i.(8) 46.3 575.(8)

26 13,800.00 97 1,035.00 166 2,990.00 216 1,035.(8) 268 1,150.(8) 334 .368.(8) 407 .368.(8) 4(>4 1,035.(8)

27 1,955.00 99 977.50 167 1,150.(8) 217 460.(8) 269 287.50 336 1,035.(8) 409 977.,50 465 1,955.(8)

28 20,7(X).00 1(8) 3,220.(8) 168 3,565.(8) 218 184.(8) 271 920.(8) 3.38 391.(8) 411 690.(8) 467 1.495.(8)

30 5,060.00 102 12,650.00 169 2,990.(8) 219 172.50 272 368.00 .340 575.(8) 412 1.380.(8) 468 1.725.(8)

31 805.(X) 103 805.00 170 253.00 220 161.(8) 274 805.(8) .341 822.25 41.3 1..380.(8) 470 977.50

33 575.(K) 106 2,990.00 171 1,092.50 221 609.50 276 4.37.(8) .342 .368.(8) 414 977.50 471 1.265 (8)

34 862.50 no 2,070.00 172 6,325.00 222 506.00 277 1,610.(8) 34.3 805.(8) 418 7.762.50 472 6..325.(8)

39 10,062.50 112 1,9.55.(8) 173 9,315.(8) 223 747.50 278 28.750.(8) .346 483.(8) 419 16,1(K).(8) 473 H05 (8)

41 2,070.(K) 114 5,290.00 174 5.060.(8) 224 718.75 281 1,265.(8) 347 .3.4.5().(8) 421 5,200.) N) 474 1.265 is;

42 575.(8) 115 920.00 175 414.00 225 43,7(8).0() 282 2,760.(8) 348 .368.(8) 422 9.77.5.(H) 475 2. ‘ I n I

43 1.265.00 116 322.(8) 176 2,990.00 226 1,840.(8) 283 402..50 349 506.(8) 424 8.625(8) 476 5.of;-;;

47 10,350.(K) 120 833.75 177 3,4.5().(8) 227 2,185.(8) 284 6.9(8).(8) 3.50 345.(8) 425 6.382.50 47^ 3.22) *o

48 12.650(8) 121 6,325.(8) 178 4.370.(8) 229 2,760.(8) 285 3.680.(8) .351 143.75 426 .475.(8) 478 2.o'o iti

49 506(8) 122 862.50 180 3,220.(8) 231 891.25 286 1,495.(8) 352 34.5.(H) 428 7.475 )8) 470 = .2f-5 181

5<» 1,265.(8) 123 1,840.(8) 181 9,890.(8) 232 4,140.(8) 287 2.070.(8) 3.57 218.50 420 8.3.37 5)1 48)1 HI Ui

51 10,925(8) 125 3,220.(8) 182 3.910(8) 233 7.475.00 288 1,0.35.00 359 1.0.35 )8) 4,30 11.5)8; )Hi 4('.i mi

53 552.00 126 1,840.(8) 184 1..380.(8) 234 414.(8) 289 1.725.(8) .3(4

)

1.(00 (8) 431 6.325 <81 2 185 if

56 149 .V) 127 23,(8K).(8) 185 9.775.(8) 235 1..380.(8) 2<8) 4,8.V).(8) .3(0 747 50 4.33 4.;; 3)) )8) 483

58 1.725.(8) 128 805 (81 186 3.220(8) 237 1.0.35(8) 291 172 50 M^2 184 OO 4V, u,‘;5o )8i 484

62 1.840 00 129 1,((.35(8) 187 1,955(8) 238 391.(8) 292 2,7(iO(8) .3(1

3

2^ :r! 43' 3.:’2 3o afti)C

63 3.4>80(8) 1.V) 690(8) IKK 2.070(8) 2.39 8(.2 50 293 2.185 (8) .V,4 44.;) (8> 43=.' 5 ! -^7 ;
‘

• -’Co . 1 fc,
•

65 195 V) 1.32 1.725(8) 189 1.610 (8) 240 1.265 (8) 294 3,220 oo 3(i5 4K3--- 44<i 3 lo' 30 48"

64. 1.840(8) 1.34 3,(>80(8) 1'K) 9.775 (8) 241 1.322 50 2'(5 1,4'»5 (8) 5'5 oo 44S )» iiSo lai

Alt prun lifird nuludr the /.^Wi hnyrr’s fire



1 LOT PKICE Lt3T PKICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE LOT PRICE

4S^) 5,060.1K) 587 1,092,50 692 6,612.50 1012 2,760.00 1112 920.00 1226 3,105.00 1323 977.50 1422 977.50
4^X) 5,2^8).(H) 588 287.50 693 2,990.00 1013 2,875.00 1113 862.50 1227 8,912.50 1324 2,990.(X) 1423 1,035.00

441 2,530.00 589 287.50 694 184.00 1014 2,070.00 1115 1,035.00 1228 1,725.00 1327 2,990.00 1424 920.00
444 1,445.(K) 590 345.00 697 391.00 1016 3,450.00 1116 1,725.00 1229 1,840.00 1328 977.50 1425 920.00

445 2,530.00 591 333.50 698 345.00 1017 7,762.50 1123 920.00 1230 4,370.00 1329 3,220.00 1426 2,760.00

446 4,140.1M) 592 195.50 700 1,150.00 1018 3,220.00 1125 1,955.(X) 1232 2,300.00 1330 2,990.00 1427 2,760.00

447 20,7(K).00 593 506.(X) 701 10,062.50 1019 11,5(X).00 1128 690.00 1233 3,220.00 1331 17,250.00 1429 1,495.00

448 920.00 594 920.00 702 4,830.00 1020 2,990.00 1129 632.50 1234 1,496.15 1333 2,875.00 1430 1,265.00

444 2.990.(K) 595 483.00 703 3,795.00 1021 5,290.00 1130 1,495.00 1235 8,050.00 1334 2,760.00 1431 931.50

1

5(K) 1,265.00 596 230.00 704 3,795.00 1022 6,325.00 1131 977.50 1236 8,625.00 1335 41,400.00 1433 1,063.75

502 977.50 597 1,495.(XJ 705 2,645.00 1023 9,775.00 1134 4,830.00 1237 1,610.00 1.336 5,520.00 1434 1,311.(X)

503 4,370.00 598 345.00 707 2,300.00 1027 5,290.00 1135 3,680.(X) 1238 22,425.00 1337 25,300.00 1435 1,207.50

504 2,645.00 599 13,225.00 708 2,990.00 1028 5,462.50 1136 529.(M) 1239 1,725.00 1339 20,700.00 1436 2,357.50

505 1,150.00 600 322.00 709 27,600.00 1029 7,475.00 1138 19,550.00 1240 1,265.00 1341 6,325.00 1437 6,325.00

506 2,3(X).00 602 368.00 711 805.00 1034 6,900.00 1141 690.00 1241 23,000.00 1342 5,060.00 1438 3,565.00

507 776.25 603 207.00 712 4,600.00 1035 2,990.00 1142 4,255.00 1242 6,555.00 1.344 27,600.00 1439 2,760.00

508 3,220.00 604 207.00 713 690.00 1036 5,290.00 1143 2,472.50 1244 2,530.00 1346 770.50 1440 32,200.00
504 7,015.00 605 126.50 715 517.50 1037 1,840.00 1144 977.50 1245 4,370.(X) 1347 1,955.(X) 1441 9,200.00

510 2,760.4X) 606 299.00 718 460.00 1039 5,520.00 1146 4,830.00 1246 1,437.50 1348 6,325.00 1442 7,475.00

511 2,530.00 607 437.00 719 460.00 1040 11,500.00 1149 690.00 1247 6,037.50 1349 690.00 1443 21,850.(X)

512 1,150.00 608 2,760.00 720 805.00 1041 11,500.00 1150 920.00 1250 14,950.00 1350 2,300.(X) 1444 3,450.00
513 3,220.00 609 747.50 721 5,750.00 1042 20,700.00 1151 172.50 1251 1,955.00 1351 4,600.00 1445 1,046.50
514 3,737.50 610 391.00 722 172.50 1043 2,300.00 1152 1,207.50 1252 16,100.00 1352 4,600.00 1446 1,161.50

515 20,700.(X) 612 368.00 724 195.50 1045 6,325.00 1154 460.00 1253 8,912.50 1353 2,875.00 1447 1,610.00

516 19,550.00 613 4,025.00 726 460.00 1046 3,565.00 1155 345.00 1254 8,625.00 1354 2,990.00 1448 805.00
517 632.50 614 391.00 728 437.00 1049 4,140.00 1157 37,950.00 1255 36,800.00 1355 2,012.50 1449 1,730.75
520 14,375.00 615 235.75 729 172.50 1050 20,125.00 1159 1,782.50 1257 29,900.00 1356 1,840.00 1450 2,530.00
522 575.00 616 230.00 730 517.50 1052 16,100.00 1160 2,530.00 1258 4,945.00 1357 1,725.(M) 1451 977.50
523 431.25 617 230.00 731 1,495.00 1053 6,325.00 1162 1,955.00 1259 31,050.(X) 1358 2,990.00 1452 977.50
524 603.75 619 276.00 732 1,265.00 1056 9,200.00 1163 1,380.00 1260 6,900.00 1359 437.00 1453 1,265.00
525 575.00 620 333.50 733 5,520.00 1059 299,000.00 1165 471.50 1261 3,220.00 1361 15,525.00 1454 21,850.00
526 414.00 621 184.00 734 690.00 1060 13,800.00 1166 471.50 1263 12,650.00 1363 8,625.00 1455 1,725.00
527 1,150.00 622 161.00 735 552.00 1061 6,325.00 1167 1,380.00 1266 7,762.50 1364 2,185.00 1456 2,990.00
528 345.00 623 299.00 736 575.00 1062 83,375.00 1168 391.00 1267 14,375.00 1365 2,990.00 1457 5,462.50
529 747.50 624 316.25 738 1,035.00 1063 18,400.00 1169 1,380.00 1269 2,530.00 1366 862.50 1458 6,037.50
530 575.00 625 299.00 739 977.50 1064 26,450.(X) 1170 2,070.00 1271 40,250.00 1367 25,300.00 1459 977.50
531 103.50 626 345.00 740 287.50 1065 27,600.00 1171 483.00 1272 8,625.00 1368 2,530.00 1460 920.00
532 6,037.50 627 488.75 741 598.00 1066 26,450.00 1172 1,380.00 1274 3,507.50 1369 13,340.00 1461 2,070.00
533 276.00 628 310.50 742 575.00 1067 3,450.00 1174 494.50 1275 6,325.00 1370 517.50 1462 920.00
536 862.50 629 483.00 743 776.25 1068 3,450.00 1175 805.00 1276 8,912.50 1371 46,000.00 1463 4,830.(X)
538 368.00 630 483.00 744 529.00 1069 195,500.00 1177 506.00 1277 8,050.00 1373 718.75 1464 4,140.00
539 299.00 631 • 460.00 745 391.00 1070 126,500.00 1181 4,370.00 1278 7,475.(X) 1374 2,645.00 1465 80,500.00
540 138.00 632 920.00 746 437.00 1071 71,875.{X) 1182 5,750.(M) 1279 7,475.00 1375 4,140.00 1466 166,750.00
541 1,265.00 636 143.75 747 690.00 1072 16,100.00 1183 3,910.00 1280 8,337.50 1376 2,415.00 1467 920.00
545 1,265.00 637 977.50 749 552.00 1073 8,625.(X) 1184 1,840.(X) 1282 7,475.00 1377 7,475.00 1468 3,335.00
546 460.00 638 575.00 750 4,600.00 1074 46,000.00 1185 690.00 1283 6,325.00 1379 1,150.00 1469 920.00
547 1,150.00 639 552.00 752 195.50 1075 14,950.(X) 1187 460.00 1284 43,700.00 1380 4,715.00 1470 920.00
548 414.00 640 517.50 753 575.00 1076 230,000.00 1189 1,322.50 1287 1,265.00 1382 4,830.00 1471 1,207.50
549 414.00 641 920.00 754 4,140.00 1077 11,5(K).00 1190 2,415.00 1288 1,495.00 1383 11,500.00 1472 6,900.00
550 862.50 642 517.50 756 11,500.00 1078 17,250.00 1191 506.00 1289 2,185.(K) 1384 1,380.00 1473 4,945.00
551 437.00 643 506.00 757 1,380.00 1079 32,200.00 1192 805.00 1290 6,440.00 1385 1,840.00 1474 4,600.00
553 253.00 643 483.00 758 1,322.50 1080 276,000.00 1193 460.00 1291 552.(M) 1386 1,058.00 1475 25,300.00
555 483.00 646 1,150.00 760 316.25 1081 36,800.00 1194 368.00 1292 3,795.00 1387 12,075.00 1476 8,050.00
556 132.25 649 115.00 761 3,565.00 1082 17,250.00 1195 1,207.50 1293 4,140.(X) 1388 4,140.00 1477 1,207.50

1

557 138.00 650 368.00 762 149.50 1083 34,500.00 1196 258.75 1294 2,070.00 1389 805.00 1478 33,350.00

1
558 546.25 651 603.75 763 414.00 1084 14,375.00 1197 460.00 1296 3,105.00 1390 2,070.00 1479 5,520.00

1

559 747.50 652 862.50 765 230.00 1085 25,3(X).00 1200 460.00 1297 3,450.00 1391 6,325.00 1480 1,955.00

1
560 977.50 653 2,185.00 766 368.00 1086 40,250.00 1201 1,207.50 1299 1,035.00 1.392 3,450.(M) 1481 57,500.00

1

561 1,035.(X) 654 391.00 767 603.75 1087 74,750.00 1202 1,725.00 13(X) 920.00 1393 2,990.00 1482 1,265.(X)

1
562 1,035.(X) 657 506.(M) 768 207.00 1088 34,500.00 1203 460.00 1301 920.00 1394 1,955.(M) 1483 41,400.00

1

563 1,035.(X) 658 460.(X) 769 402.50 1089 92,000.00 1204 460.00 1302 46,000.00 1395 3,450.00 1484 138,000.00

1

564 13,8(X).00 661 299.(X) 771 862.50 1090 23,000.00 1205 1,265.00 1303 1,380.00 1396 8,625.00 1485 37,950.00

1
56/ 2,185.(M) 662 184.00 772 207.00 1091 109,250.00 1206 460.00 1304 920.00 1397 2,645.00 1486 86,250.00

1

568 368.00 663 1,725.00 774 1,725.00 1092 69,000.00 1207 184.00 1305 920.00 1398 1,610.00 1487 92,0(X).00
1 569 718.75 664 218.50 775 1,955.00 1093 23,000.00 1208 2,185.00 1306 1,207.50 1399 2,070.(M) 1488 40.250.(X1

1

570 483.(X) 666 1,035.(X) 776 1,380.00 1094 17,250.00 1209 39,100.00 1307 644.00 14(X) 14,950.00 1492 776.25

1

571 661.25 670 6,210.(K) 111 414.00 1095 25,300.{X) 1210 6,037.50 1308 1,955.00 1401 3,450.(X) 1493 977.50

I

572 460.(X) 671 2,530.(X) ll^i, 529.00 1096 276,000.00 1211 8,050.00 1309 1,610.00 1402 4,6(X).(X) 1494 6.9(X).(X)

1

573 414.(X) 672 1,437.50 780 1,840.00 1098 4,600.00 1212 11,500.00 1310 621.00 1403 2,760.(X) 1495 6,9(H).(X1

1

574 402.50 676 391 .(K) 781 3,105.00 1099 3,220.(X) 1213 3,220.(X) 1311 2,530.00 1404 4,6(X).(X) 1496 6,9(X).(X)

1

575 402.50 677 I,955.(M) 782 2,760.(X) 1100 12,650.00 1214 6,325.(X) 1312 3,450.(X) 1406 1,380.(X) 1497 6,‘XX).(X)

1

576 402.50 680 1,265.(M) 783 2,070.00 1101 63,250.(X) 1215 2,760.00 1313 2,070.(X) 1407 2.760,(X) 1498 862.50

1

577 952.20 681 862.50 784 6,9(X).(X) 1102 23,(MX).(X) 1216 1,150.(X) 1314 2,990.(X) 1408 5,0(>0.(X) 1499 1.723.(X)
1 578 437.(H) 682 356.50 786 2,587.50 1103 3,220.(X) 1217 6,325.(X) 1315 2,070.00 1409 1,495.(X) 15(X) 3,105.tX)

1
580 805.(H) 683 368.00 787 1,610.00 1104 5.29().(X) 1219 2,070.(X) 1316 3,4.50.00 1411 1,610.(H) 1501 3.105.(X)

1

581 977.50 685 f4)3.75 789 1,840.00 1106 I49.5(M).(H) 1220 1,150.(X) 1317 5,290.(X) 1412 13,8(Xt.OO 1502 3.1(>2,50

1

582 977.50 687 632.50 791 1,322.50 1107 .34,500.00 1221 I,725.1M) 1318 4,.170.00 1413 16,1(M).(H1 1.503 2,9'X).(H»
1 583 1,58.00 688 747.50 l(M)2 23,(MXI.(K) 1108 4.830.(M) 1222 8,0.50.(M) 1319 1,I.50.(MI 1415 1,'»55,(HI 1.504 3,910.(H1
1 584 1.0**2. 50 689 287. .50 I(M)4 2,070.0(1 1109 483. (Ml 1223 3,4.50.00 020 (>32.50 I41(> 1,495.(H) I5(X> 1,207.50

585 290 IK) f>9() 276.(H) 1(MI9 2,300.(MI 1110 2,.3(I(I.(K) 1224 3,(>80.00 021 2,.5.V).00 1417 2.'»‘HI.(HI 1507 8"4,1X1
586 195.50 fi9| 276.00 Kill 1,840.00 nil I,II35.(KI 1225 1,667.50 022 7,475.(MI 1421 1,081.(M) 1.508 6.325.(H>

All ftrias listdl ituliulc tlw 15% l>n)vr\< fir



IDT i*KK:t Lt)T im<k:e lot i*kic:e lot i*kk:e lot i»kk:e lot i*ric;e Lt)T price lot i'Rr;e

3.v|ii(ki 2031 1,.380.00 2112 27i>(NI 2198 1,4‘>5.(HI 22*8

1

(•.32,5(1 24(HI l,6l(l.(HI 2550 1.035 (HI i(>H8 4 r (H'

isto 3.V1II (N) 20.32 1,150 INI 211.3 195.5(1 21*19 92(I.(H) 22*>2 2.S.V)(H) 2401 483.(HI 2551 4*(4 SO 2(i'H( S PS IH<

isn 1,610(10 2033 6‘MMKI 2114 2VV.(ki 22(H) 1,035.(H) 2293 .36,8(H).(H) 2402 1.955.(H) 2552 2,-3<H)(Hi 2(»91 1,437 50

ISO 8h2 50 20.34 5,0<i0.INI 2115 25.3.(KI 2201 575.(HI 2295 •(48 75 2403 1,0*12.50 2553 1,495 (H) 2(i92 34S (HI

ISIS 805.(NI 2035 (i,.325.(KI 2116 1,0.35.(NI 2202 391,(HI 2298 12,075.(H) 2407 575.(hi 2554 2,185 (HI 2(i93 i, M 50

ISIH 3.(>80.(HI 20.36 1I,5(NI.(K) 2117 4()0.(NI 2203 747.50 22W 414.(H) 2416 *(2(I.(H) 2555 1,380 (HI 2(i9H 891 25

1S2«I 2,242.50 20.37 2,5.30.(HI 2118 747.50 2204 862.50 2.3(H) 747.50 2419 1,322.50 2556 718.75 2(|‘(9 4/ id (HI

IS21 8V7.(HI 20.38 7,475.(NI 2119 1,265.(MI 2205 1,4‘(5.(HI 2.301 l,().35.(Hi 2420 977.50 2557 .50(,.(HI 27(H) 747 50

1524 1,()67.50 20.39 2,070.(NI 2120 1,035.(NI 22(K) 4(M).(HI 2302 862.50 2423 (i9().(H) 2558 575. (HI 2702 747.50

1S2K l,4V5.(Ki 2040 1..380.(HI 2121 23,(KM).(K) 2207 943.(H) 2303 ()9().(Hl 2426 977.50 2559 184.(HI 2703 1,(>/t7,5o

152V 782.(K) 2041 .32.2(NI.(MI 2122 25.3,(MN).(HI 2208 1,15().(HI 2.304 1,().35.(H) 2427 747.50 25(iO 3,036.(HI 2704 529.(Hi

1531 1,6I0.(K) 2042 2..3(NI.(M) 2123 2,760.(M) 2209 345.(H) 2.305 368.(X) 2428 8()5.(X) 25(X) 575.(HI 27(X> 1.955 (HI

1535 805.(HI 2043 1,840.(H) 2124 2,7()0.(M) 2210 862.50 2306 977.50 2429 747.50 2570 2,415.00 2707 8(>2,5i)

153V 1,552.50 2044 18.4(KI.(KI 2125 5,750.(M) 2211 632.50 2307 632.50 2430 632.50 2572 787.75 2712 1,437.50

1541 V20.(K) 2045 4.37.(KI 2126 230.(M) 2212 632.50 2308 92().(XI 2432 5()6.(X) 2573 1.(I92..5() 2713 1.725.(HI

1542 776.25 2046 19,550.(MI 2127 48,3(MI.(M) 2214 207.(M) 2309 506.(X) 2438 92().(X) 2575 776.25 2714 8/i2.50

1545 3,68((.IH) 2047 414.(H) 2128 1,265.(M) 2215 138.(M) 2310 529.(H1 2439 471.50 2577 2,012.50 2716 3.22().(Hi

1546 667.00 2048 .368.(M) 2129 391,(MKI.(M) 2216 690.(H) 2311 3,910.00 2445 632.50 2579 1.().35.(H) 2720 299,(HI

1547 2,415.00 2049 5,0()0.(M) 2130 1,265.00 2217 1,035.(K) 2312 1,15().(XI 2446 517.50 2582 1.265.(HI 272.3 1,345.50

1548 805.(K) 2050 74.750.(M) 2131 276.(M) 2218 299.(X) 2313 690.(X) 2447 322.(X) 2585 920.(X) 2724 5(Mi.(HI

154V 1,265.(K) 2051 4.6(MI.(M) 2132 805.(M) 2219 632.50 2314 2,760.(XI 2448 316.25 2586 575.(H) 2725 8(.2.5(l

155(1 l,725.(Ht 2052 29.900.00 2133 1,265.(M) 2220 322.(XJ 2315 2,3(X).(X) 2450 690.(X) 2588 920.(X) 2726 ()9().(HI

1551 862.50 20.53 92,(MM).(M) 2134 230.00 2221 1,955.(X) 2316 862.50 2451 1,495.(X) 2590 92().(XI 2728 (iVO.IHI

1552 805.(K) 2054 12,650.00 2135 632.50 2223 1,380.(X) 2317 368.(MI 2452 345.(X) 2592 1,38().(X) 2730 2,7(*o.(Ki

1553 1,897.50 2055 69,(MM).(M) 2136 690.(M) 2224 .345.(X) 2318 1,495.(X) 2453 253.(X) 2593 2,7(4).(HI 27,31 753.25

1554 4,243.50 2056 55.2(M).00 2137 529.00 2225 253.(X) 2319 6,325.(X) 2455 6,9(XI.(X) 2594 977.50 2732 4,945.(H)

1555 4,255.00 2057 632.50 2138 345.(M) 2226 1,150.(X) 2320 2,530.(H) 2457 1,15().(H) 2596 1,1.5().(X) 2733 408.25

1556 4,427.50 2058 690.00 2140 345.(K) 2227 126.50 2321 1,955.(X) 2458 862.50 25*(9 69().(X) 2734 .345.(H)

1557 3,450.(K) 2059 920.00 2144 3,220.00 2229 2,3(X).(X) 2.322 2,185.(H) 2459 92().()() 2(4)2 69().(M) 2737 575. (H)

1558 833.75 2060 1,265,00 2145 391. (M) 22.30 3,680.(X) 2323 1,437.50 2462 8()5.()() 2(4)4 1,61().(H) 2738 776.25

155V 690.(M) 2061 368.00 2146 2,070.(M) 2231 6,9(X).(X) 2324 1,725.(H) 2469 575.(XI 2(4)6 977..5() 2746 6.32.50

1561 1,725.(M) 2062 11,500.00 2147 391. (Ml 22.32 1,380.(X) 2325 .3,910.(H) 2470 1,092.50 2(4)8 747.50 2747 540.50

1562 1,725.00 2063 4,600.00 2148 575.00 223.3 2,.3(X).(X) 2.326 2,185.(K) 2475 977.50 2611 2.5.3().(H) 2748 .322.(H)

1563 776.25 2064 10,350.00 2149 80.50 2234 2,07().(X) 2.327 92().(H) 2476 253.(M) 2612 4(4).(H) 2750 3,335.(H)

1564 1,265.(K) 2065 4,600.00 2150 253.(K) 2235 6..325.(X) 2.328 3,45().(H) 2477 1,84().(X) 2616 1.840.(XI 2753 747..50

1565 1,207.50 2066 2.30.00 2151 .368.(M) 22.36 2,5.3(I.(H) 2.329 41,4(H).(H) 2481 448.50 2618 2,*(90.(X) 2754 5(X>.(HI

1566 1,265.00 2067 299.00 2152 299.00 22.37 1,840.(H) 2.3.30 2,()7().(H) 2482 8()5.(H) 2619 1,092.50 2755 92().(H)

1567 862.50 2068 12,650.00 2153 .368.(M) 22.38 1,495.(X) 2.3.36 2,7()().(H) 2483 3,68().(M) 2621 92().(XI 2756 862.50

1568 862.50 2069 1,495.00 2154 529.(M) 22.39 747.50 23.37 5,75().(H) 2485 (•03.75 2624 1.840.(X) 2757 862.50

156V 862.50 2070 5,750.00 2155 322.00 2240 46().(K) 2338 2,7W).(X) 2495 1,(X)6.25 2626 1,955.(X) 2758 483.(HI

1570 862.50 2071 6,325.00 21.56 322.(HI 2241 9,775.(X) 2339 1,725.(X) 2496 69().(M) 2627 1,207.50 2759 6,210.(X)

1571 862.50 2072 1,150.00 2157 4.37.(K) 2242 6,.325.(X) 2340 437.(X) 2497 1,322.50 2628 1,265.(X) 2760 529.(X)

1572 862.50 2073 218.50 2158 552.(K) 2243 1,.380.(H) 2.341 1,725.(X) 2498 448.50 2629 575.(X) 2762 2,.3(X).(K)

1573 862.50 2074 690.00 21.59 ,506.(H) 2244 230.(X) 2342 253.(H1 25(X) 1,61().(X) 2630 11,5(X).(X) 2764 1,15().(X)

1574 782.00 2075 253.(M) 2160 632.50 2245 9,775.(X) 2343 391.(X) 2503 1,437.50 2631 2,‘(9().(X) 2767 2,3(X).(X)

1575 2,530.00 2076 1,495.(M) 2161 747.50 2246 7,475.00 2.344 345.(X) 2504 529.(X) 2632 2,070.(X) 2768 2,990.(H)

1576 3,910.(H) 2077 414.00 2162 322.(M) 2247 9,775.00 2345 1,265.00 2505 115.(X) 2633 483.(X) 2769 632.50

1577 3,910.(K) 2078 230.00 2163 483.00 2248 9,775.00 2346 690.(X) 2507 1,265,(X) 2637 632.50 2771 2,3(X).(XI

1578 776.25 2079 3,450.00 2164 529.(K1 2249 4,140.00 2349 2,3(K).0() 2508 632.50 2638 2,3(X).(X) 2772 5,52().(X)

1579 11,500.(K) 2080 2,3(M).00 2165 690.00 2250 11,500.(X) 2351 1,495.00 2510 2,760.(X) 2639 4,6(X).(X) 2773 71,.3(H).(H)

1580 3,450.00 2081 3,450.00 2166 862.50 2251 23,(X)0.00 2354 690.fX) 2511 19,550.(X) 2640 977.50 2775 2,530.(H)

2001 29,900.00 2082 2,530.(M1 2167 552.00 2252 7,475.00 2355 690.00 2514 2,07().(XI 2641 5,750.(XI 2776 1,955.(H)

2002 2,070.(K) 2083 299.00 2168 1,610.00 2253 977.50 2356 632.50 2515 920.fX) 2642 920.(XI 2777 460.(H)

2(M)3 1,265.00 2084 207.(M) 2169 690.(K1 2254 460,(XX1.00 2.357 5,290.00 2517 1,38().(X) 2644 920.00 2778 1,495.(H)

2(K)4 862.50 2085 3,680.00 2170 253.00 2255 2,990.00 2358 483.00 2519 69().(X) 2646 1,15().(X) 2779 8()5.(H)

2(K)5 4,370.00 2086 747.50 2171 391.00 2256 36,800.00 2359 276.00 2520 529.00 2647 5,750.(X) 2780 1,6I0.(XI

2006 1,955.(K) 2087 345.(M1 2172 977.50 2257 .345.00 2360 3,680.00 2521 529.00 2650 1.725.(X) 2781 805 .(HI

2(K)7 1,610.(K) 2088 12,650.00 2173 575.00 2258 874.00 2361 632.50 2522 603.75 2651 747.50 2782 839.50

2(K)8 3,680.00 2089 230.00 2174 .322.00 2259 868.25 2363 345.00 2523 546.25 2653 718.75 2788 1.84().(H)

2(K)V 1,610.(K) 2090 2,990.00 2175 529.00 2260 1,840.(X) 2364 1,840.(X) 2524 690.(X) 2656 2.070.(X) 2789 9,2(HI.(HI

2010 2,990.00 2091 977.50 2176 230.(K) 2261 920.(X) 2365 414.00 2525 483.(X) 2658 437.(XI 2790 8.()5(I,(HI

2011 4.370.00 2092 4,600.00 2177 253.00 2263 368.00 2366 805.00 2526 1,380.(XI 2659 747.50 2791 2..3(Hl.(H)

2012 632.50 2093 4,830.00 2178 2.30.00 2264 977.50 2.367 862.50 2527 5,520.(H) 2660 920.(X) 2792 7,475.(H)

2013 1,035.00 2094 253.00 2179 5,290.(M) 2265 8.39.50 2.368 6,900.00 2528 747.50 2661 632.50 279.3 4,(i(HI(Hl

2014 3,680.{K) 2095 1,380.(M) 2180 368.00 2266 897.(X) 2.369 1,265.(X) 2529 690.(X) 2663 .3.220.(HI 2795 2,.3(HI.(HI

2015 4,140.00 2096 1,610.(K) 2182 184.00 2267 149.50 2.371 92().(H) 2530 46().(XI 2664 1,495.(HI 2798 1,035.(Hi

2016 12.650.(X) 2097 1,092..S0 2183 48.3.00 2268 .368.00 2.372 8,625.(H) 2531 253.(XI 2666 5.29(I,(HI 2802 276.(HI

2017 9.2(K).(KI 2098 1,265.(K) 2184 345.(M) 2269 4.37.00 2.374 7,762.50 2532 402.50 2667 661.25 2804 690(HI

2018 19,5.V).(XI 20<W 690.00 2185 207.00 2270 414.00 2.375 5,060.00 2533 161.(X) 2669 747.,5() 2805 2.070 (HI

2019 103..5(XI.(K) 2100 747.50 2186 .345.(M) 2271 575.00 2.377 1,265.00 2534 1,495.(XI 2671 1.495.(Ni 2806 2,07(1 (HI

2tl20 4.140.(K) 2101 6.32..50 2187 184.(M) 2272 276.(X) 2.381 862.50 2537 6,9(HI.(XI 2673 862..50 2808 4.(i25 (HI

2021 1.32.250.(K) 2102 .368.(M) 2188 690.(M) 2273 5,060.(X) 2.382 603.75 2539 920.(XI 2675 862.50 2809 1.725 (HI

2022 253.(KK(,(K) 210.3 747..50 2189 2.30.(KI 2274 1,495.(X) 2.38.3 402.50 2540 782.(H) 2677 690.1 HI 2813 3,910 (K.

2023 212.75<tOO 2104 1,840.(MI 2190 977..50 2275 1.265.(X) 2.387 345.(XI 2541 701.50 2678 747 .50 2814 5.750 (HI

2024 I84.(XXI.(H) 2105 920.00 21V1 52V.(M) 2277 4,600,(H) 2388 8,625.(H) 2542 1.035.(XI 2679 69(1 (HI 281/, 3./JH(l IH'

2025 2‘«.(XX».fXI 2106 .575.(MI 21V2 2V9.(KI 2278 2,185.(H) 2.389 149.50 2544 977.50 ’(•80 805.(HI 282(1 (•6,125 IHI

2026 2(r7.(xxt.(x( 2107 862.50 21V3 2VV.(KI 2279 4,8.30.00 2.393 1,667.50 2545 747 50 2681 ,345 (10 2821 3.4511 cH,

2027 747.50 2108 .345.(NI 2194 48.3.(KI 2281 1,15().(H) 2394 11,.500.(H) 2546 1.121.25 2682 1.49S (XI 282.3 c'<i ' 1 E '

2028 1.610 (Ml 210‘J 747,50 2195 48.3.(NI 2282 16,1(H)(X) 2.395 575.(H) 2547 575 (HI 2683 414 (X) 2824 ' 1 ' 1 H '

2liri 46.000.00 2110 276(MI 2196 1,610 (Ml 228.3 977.50 2.398 5.52.(HI 2548 3.7.37 50 2(i85 1.49S (HI 2828 1
Sm

20.VI S.7V).(MI 2111 747.5(1 2197 1.265(NI 2288 1,265 (HI 2.399 92(I.(X) 2549 3fi8 (HI 268/, 6*X) (HI 2826 s. . 1.

All pnfcs listed ituludc the 15'Mi hiycr's fee



2S27

2S2S

2824

2830

2831

2832

2833

2834

2835

2837

2838

2839

2841

2842

2843

2844

2845

2846

2847

2848

2849

2850

2851

2852

2853

2854

i*kic:e LtDT BKICE LUT BRICE

632.50 3021 80.50 3104 230.00

294.00 3022 115.00 3107 632.50

t,l50.(X) 3023 632.50 3108 1,265.00

3,910.00 3024 345.00 3109 1,265.00

4,140.00 3025 6,325.00 3110 920.00

368.(X) 3026 8,050.00 3111 747.50

690.(X) 3027 8,050.00 3112 747.50

1,610.00 3028 6,325.00 3113 862.50

4,140.(X) 3029 460.00 3114 2,530.00

391. (X) 3030 276.00 3115 1,495.00

322.00 3031 6,325.00 3116 1,495.00

287.50 3032 460.00 3117 1,265.00

1,265.00 3033 1,725.00 3118 805.00

575.00 3034 1,725.00 3119 345.00

1,150.00 3035 149.50 3120 575.00

7,245.00 3036 690.00 3121 460.00

2,530.00 3038 9,775.00 3122 2,530.00

862.50 3039 1,380.00 3123 1,150.00

1,840.00 3040 69.00 3124 460.00

1,840.00 3041 368.00 3125 69.00

149.50 3042 1,035.00 3126 161.00

1,840.00 3043 1,380.00 3127 690.00

690.00 3044 690.00 3128 1,150.00

1,552.50 3045 218.50 3129 276.00

920.00 3046 414.00 3130 276.00

552.00 3047 276.00 3131 1,150.00

2855 4,830.00 3048 368.00

2856 9,21X3.00 3049 368.00

2857 10,350.00 3050 460.00

I

2858 4,600.00 3051 345.00

2859 5,175.00 3052 368.00

2860 9,200.00 3053 368.00

2861 6,900.00 3054 437.00

2862 11,500.00 3055 506.00

2863 6,325.00 3056 345.00

2864 11,500.00 3057 368.00

2865 20,700.00 3058 276.00

2866 8,625.00 3059 391.00

2867 4,600.00 3060 299.00

2868 1,955.00 3061 1,265.00

2869 862.50 3062 391.00

2870 9,200.00 3063 460.00

2871 9,775.00 3064 368.00

2872 776.25 3065 253.00

2873 1,035.00 3066 356.50

2874 2,070.00 3067 368.00

2875 517.50 3068 276.00

2876 747.50 3069 460.00

2877 2,070.00 3070 690.00

2878 8,050.00 3071 977.50

2879 9,775.00 3072 368.00

2880 862.50 3073 402.50

3001 5,290.00 3074 276.00

3002 69.00 3075 437.00

3003 69.00 3076 368.00
3(M)4 172.50 3077 1,840.00

3005 230.(X) 3078 218.50

3006 5,75().(X) 3079 218.50

3(X)7 230.(X3 3080 230.00
3(X)8 5,060.(X) 3081 230.00
3(X)9 9,775.(X) .3082 862.50

3010 5,750.00 .3083 218.50

3011 69.(X) 3084 391.00

3012 69.(M) 3085 149.50

.3013 13.800.(X) 3086 218.50

3014 6,325.(X) .3087 632.50

3015 4,a30.(X) 3089 218.50

3016 3,680.1X) .3092 414,00

3017 195.,50 3094 1,610.00

-3018 57.50 .3097 172.50

.V)19 80.50 31<X) 138.00

V)20 69.(X) .310.3 .368.00

3132

3133

3134

3135

3136

3137

3138

3139

3140

3141

3142

3143

3144

3145

3146

3147

3148

3150

575.00

103.50

1.265.00

862.50

1.840.00

1.380.00

253.00

109.25

184.00

161.00

126.50

747.50

345.00

322.00

920.00

575.00

690.00

437.00

LOT PRICE Lt9T PRICE LC9T PRICE LC9T PRICE LOT PRICE

3151 322.00 3200 10,062.50 3250 3,220.00 3302 3,220.00 3380 230.00
3152 345.00 3201 1,495.00 3251 1,495.00 3303 17,250.00 3381 690.00

3153 437.00 3202 1,092.50 3252 3,910.00 3304 4,370.00 3382 977.50

3154 276.00 3203 2,472.50 3253 6,325.00 3305 3,220.00 3383 529.00

3155 414.00 3204 437.00 3254 11,500.00 3306 3,450.00 3384 540.50

3156 690.00 3205 747.50 3255 7,475.00 3307 2,300.00 3385 690.00

3157 575.00 3206 632.50 3256 2,990.00 3308 2,070.00 3386 368.00

3158 253.00 3207 1,380.00 3257 13,800.00 3309 2,990.00 3387 1,955.00

3159 506.00 3208 862.50 3258 4,140.00 3310 6,900.00 3388 690.00
3160 517.50 3209 6,325.00 3260 5,520.00 3311 8,625.00 3389 1,265.00

3161 483.00 3210 24,150.00 3261 3,680.00 3312 7,475.00 3391 1,725.00

3162 632.50 3211 18,400.00 3262 6,900.00 3313 483.00 3392 414.00

3163 862.50 3213 2,300.00 3263 5,290.00 3314 6,900.00 3393 2,300.00
3164 253.00 3214 1,840.00 3264 3,910.00 3315 2,185.00 3394 805.00
3165 483.00 3215 862.50 3267 6,612.50 3317 7,475.00 3395 437.00
3166 345.00 3216 1,782.50 3269 207.00 3318 10,350.00 3396 483.00
3167 1,063.75 3217 632.50 3270 5,462.50 3320 8,050.00 3398 299.00
3168 632.50 3218 437.00 3272 46,000.00 3321 10,062.50 3399 2,300.00
3169 586.50 3219 4,830.00 3273 34,500.00 3323 2,760.00 3400 3,450.00
3170 345.00 3220 6,900.00 3274 48,300.00 3324 2,530.00 3401 368.00
3171 218.50 3221 5,290.00 3275 4,485.00 3325 2,760.00 3402 1,006.25

3172 575.00 3222 3,910.00 3277 1,955.00 3326 1,955.00 3403 977.50
3173 230.00 3223 1,610.00 3278 2,300.00 3327 1,725.00 3404 13,800.00
3174 575.00 3224 1,840.00 3279 2,760.00 3328 977.50 3405 460.00
3175 1,150.00 3225 3,220.00 3280 3,450.00 3329 862.50 3406 1,035.00
3177 920.00 3226 1,035.00 3281 7,475.00 3330 7,475.00 3407 2,300.00
3178 345.00 3227 2,679.50 3282 834.90 3331 5,060.00 3408 15,525.00
3179 575.00 3228 1,955.00 3283 3,680.00 3333 2,300.00 3409 977.50
3180 437.00 3230 805.00 3285 4,945.00 3334 5,060.00 3410 1,725.00
3183 9,487.50 3231 2,185.00 3286 977.50 3335 3,680.00 3411 747.50
3184 10,062.50 3232 2,415.00 3287 4,830.00 3336 4,600.00 3412 1,150.00
3185 2,760.00 3233 1,955.00 3288 391.00 3338 805.00 3413 776.25
3186 1,840.00 3234 1,092.50 3289 1,265.00 3339 5,290.00 3414 575.00
3187 1,380.00 3235 1,150.00 3290 575.00 3340 3,220.00 3415 3,450.00
3188 4,485.00 3237 690.00 3291 776.25 3341 5,405.00 3416 10,350.00
3190 2,760.00 3238 1,035.00 3292 253.00 3342 3,047.50 3418 7,187.50
3191 2,185.00 3239 10,925.00 3293 299.00 3343 2,932.50 3420 3,910.00
3192 1,265.00 3241 3,910.00 3294 1,610.00 3344 5,405.00 3421 5,060.00
3193 1,955.00 3242 3,220.00 3295 6,325.00 3345 3,910.00 3422 5,520.00
3194 2,300.00 3243 3,680.00 3296 9,200.00 3346 3,220.00 3423 6,325.00
3196 2,070.00 3244 3,680.00 3297 8,280.00 3347 2,300.00 3425 2,070.00
3197 3,910.00 3247 3,795.00 3298 6,325.00 3348 5,290.00 3427 9,200.00
3198 1,610.00 3248 4,370.00 3299 10,350.00 3349 6,325.00 3429 6,325.00
3199 1,380.00 3249 3,220.00 3300 10,925.00 3350 2,300.00 3431 5,520.00

backA

AUCTION SCHEDULE
January 2, 2007— Orlando, Florida

January 15, 2007 New York City (World and Ancient Coins)

January 16-18, 2007— New York City

February 21, 2007— Coin Galleries (Mail and internet Bid Sale)

March 20-21, 2007— Baltimore, MD
April 16-17, 2007— New York City

April 18, 2007 Coin Galleries (Mail and Internet Bid Sale)

May 22-24, 2007— New York City

June 20-22, 2007— Chicago, Illinois

July 17, 2007 Coin Galleries (Mail and Internet Bid Sale)

July 18-19, 2007— New York City

August 5-6, 2007— Milwaukee, Wisconsin

September 18-20, 2007— New York City

October 16-18, 2007— New York City

3352

3353

3354

3355

3357

3358

3359

3360

3361

3362

3363

3364

3365

3366

3367

3368

3369

3370

3371

3372

3373

3374

3375

3376

3377

3378

3379

1,092.50

4.370.00

747.50

4.140.00

5.060.00

5.060.00

4.485.00

3.220.00

747.50

2.760.00

8.050.00

6.325.00

483.00

2.990.00

3.450.00

1.150.00

3.450.00

115,000.00

103,500.00

1.840.00

402.50

1.610.00

276.00

299.00

632.50

862.50

1,725.00

3433

3435

3437

3438

3439

3442

3443

3444

3445

3447

3448

3450

3451

3452

3456

3458

3459

3460

3462

3464

3466

3468

3469

3473

3474

3477

3478

345.00

2.990.00

17.250.00

2,011.35

9.775.00

5.290.00

4.830.00

6.900.00

4.255.00

18.400.00

3.450.00

5.750.00

13.800.00

21.850.00

1.380.00

6,037.50

4.370.00

4.370.00

10,637.50

4.600.00

6.325.00

4.600.(X1

4.830.00

I38.1X)

1.840.(X)

6.9(X).(X1

8.280.tX)

WWW.STACKS.COM
123 West 57th St. • New York, NY 10019-2280 • 212-582-2580 • fax: 212-245-5018

Box 1804 • Wolfeboro, NH 03894 • 866-811-1804 • 603-569-0823 • fax: 603-569-3875

All pritt's lisU'il ituhulc the l>% hu)vr’s /tV



The

;^ODWED
Collection

featuring selections from

The Archangel Collection of Private and Territorial Gold

The Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111

The El Dorado Collection

The Rocky Mountain Collection

The Glode M. Requa Collection, Part 11

November 7-8, 2006

Pier 5 Hotel

711 Eastern Avenue • Baltimore, Maryland

Stack's Rarities, llc

Sta( k's
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Jtack^
Numismatists

Auctions Appraisals Retail

Since 1935

Stack's New York City

123 West 57th Street • New York, NY 10019-2280

Telephone 212/582-2580 • Fax 212/245-5018
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THE SESSIONS
The Harbor East Room

Pier 5 Hotel

711 Eastern Avenue • Baltimore, MD 21202

410-539-2000

Session One: Tuesday, November 7-1:00 pm

Session Two: Tuesday, November 7 - 6:00 pm

Session Three: Wednesday, November 8-1:00 pm

Session Four: Wednesday, November 8 - 6:00 pm

LOT VIEWING
Harbor West ab • Pier 5 Hotel

Sunday, November 5 • 11:00 am - 6:00 pm

Monday, November 6 • 9:00 am - 6:00 pm

Tuesday, November 7 • 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Wednesday, November 8 • 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

LOT PICK-UP
Harbor West ab • Pier 5 Hotel

Thursday, November 9 • 9:00 am - 11:30 am

To insure we receive your bids:

Please have mail and fax bids to us by: NOON,

Eastern Time, Monday, November 6, 2006.

There will be pre-sale and live bidding available on

the internet at vvww. anrcoins.com

Pre-registration for live internet bidding is required

by Monday, November 6, 2006.

Prices Realized

Prices realized will be posted on the internet s(K>n

after the sale. See www.anrcoins.com

A printed list of prices realized will be sent to all Mib-

scribers approximatelv 30 days after the ^ale.

For prices realized bv phone: Call 603 S^^-OSp"! 1 imit

10 lots per caller.



Stack's

AUCTION SCHEDULE
November 7-8, 2006 — Baltimore, MD

December 13, 2006— Coin Galleries • mail bid/internet

January 2, 2007— Orlando, Florida

January 16-18, 2007— New York City

February 21, 2007— Coin Galleries • mail bid/internet

March 20-21, 2007— Baltimore, MD
April 17-19, 2007— New York City

April 18, 2007— Coin Galleries • mail bid/internet

May 15-17, 2007— New York City

June 20-22, 2007— Chicago, Illinois
Official Auctioneer of the MidAmerica Coin Expo

July 17, 2007— Coin Galleries • mail bid/internet

July 18-19, ^007— New York City

August 5-6, 2007— Milwaukee, WI

September 18-20, 2007— New York City

October 16-18, 2007— New York City

November 13-14, 2007— Baltimore, MD
December 12, 2007— Coin Galleries • mail bid/internet

Dates subject to change with additional dates to be announced.

d
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Our Numismatic Staff

Q. David Bowers, Co-Chairman, is perhaps the best-

known and most noteworthy numismatist of the last

50 years. Beginning in 1953, Dave's contributions

to numismatics have continued uninterrupted and
unabated to the present day. His work with rare coins is

so voluminous and so extraordinary that he was named
by CoinAge magazine as one of the "Numismatists of

the Century." Dave's dedication to the hobby and his

lifelong interest in rare coins, along with his pursuit of

scholarly knowledge, have made him one of the most
honored and revered numismatists of all time. Dave is the only person to

have served as president of both the Professional Numismatists Guild (1977-

1979) and the American Numismatic Association (1983-1985). From the PNG,
he received their highest honor, the Founders Award, and from the ANA,
Dave has received its two most distinguished awards - Numismatist of the

Year and the Farran Zerbe Memorial Award. He has lectured at Harvard
University and appeared on the Today Show as well as on programs on CNN,
CBS, ABC, NBC, Fox, the Discovery Channel and the History Channel. Dave
is the most prolific numismatic author of our generation, having produced
50 works, mostly written in the field of rare coins, including the ANA
Centennial History, History of United States Coinage (for the Johns Hopkins
University), Adventures with Rare Coins, the two-volume Silver Dollars and
Trade Dollars of the United States, and A California Gold Rush History. More
recently, he also serves as Numismatic Director of Whitman Publishing
LLC, where he has produced another group of books including the very
popular Red Book series. More of Dave's books have won "Book of the Year"
honors from the Numismatic Literary Guild than have those of any other
author. From the Professional Numismatists Guild, he has received the

coveted Friedberg Award a record seven times! During his illustrious career,

he has catalogued and sold at public auction many of the finest and most
valuable and important collections ever assembled. They include the Louis
E. Eliasberg, Sr. Collection, the only complete United States coin collection

ever brought together, the Harry W. Bass Jr. Collection, the Ambassador and
Mrs. R. Henry Norweb Collection, the John Work Garrett Collection sold by
order of The Johns Hopkins University, the Childs Collection, the highlight
of which was the finest known 1804 silver dollar, the second most valuable
coin ever auctioned, as well as others.

Lawrence R. Stack is our Chief Executive Offtcer/Director

of Numismatics and has been a key figure in the Stack's

family firm for over three decades. He graduated from
the University of Akron (Akron, Ohio) with a major
in history and a minor in philosophy. An experienced
collector of the highest degree, he has formed major
important and extensive collections of French Ecus, Five-

Franc pieces and Ecus d'Or. His in-depfh collection of

Celfic and Anglo-Saxon coins ranks high among the finest

ever as,sembled and he has pursued a lifelong interest in English Hammered
coinage as well. In the area of U.S. numismatics, Larry is a serious student of
U.S. colonial coins, gold and type coinage. He is a member of PNG, lAPN,
ANA, ANS, Royal Numismatic Society, British Numismatic Society and many
major U.S. state and regional organizations. He is a member of the Colonial
Newsletter Foundation and a qualified appraiser. During his 30 years in the
auction business, Larry has been instrumental in the sale of many of the most
notable collections of our generation. These include the collections of James
A. Stack, the Garrett family for The Johns Hopkins Universify, Ellis Robison,
1 larold Bareford, John L. Roper, Richard Picker, Floyd T. Starr, Congressman
Jimmy Hayes, Herman Halpern,Amon G. Carter, Jr., John Whitney Walter,
Michael F 1 rice, and David Queller. Additional highlights of Larry's careeer
include the sale of the Reed 1 lawn properties (including the sale of 1 lawn's
191 ; Liberty nickel and 1804 dollar); the ongoing sales of the John J. Ford, Jr.

properties, and, with Sotheby s, the auctioning of the world's most valuable
loin, the W Vi$2(), whwh realized S7,.59(),n2(). Whitman Publishing has called
upon he. I (.in pricing expertise as its Valuations Editor to provide up-to-date
valiu . for Its m.iny publi. .itions.

Harvey G. Stack, Co-Chairman, has over 50 years of

numismatic and public auction expertise. An American
Numismatic Association member for over a half century,

Harvey Stack was a contributor to the building of its

Colorado Springs headquarters, which houses the Stack's

Gallery endowed by his family and which bears its name.
He was directly involved with the first ANA Grading
Guide and has received the Association's Medal of Merit.

In 1967 he represented the numismatic industry before

the U.S. Treasury Department and was instrumental

in bringing repeal of the onerous and long-standing gold coin import
regulations that had unfairly impacted coin collectors throughout the country.

In 1973 he was the sole industry representative to appear before Congress
advocating passage of the Hobby Protection Act. Harvey was appointed by
PresidentJimmy Carter to the U.S. Assay Commission in 1976, the last sitting

of this oldest citizens' commission, which had assured the integrity of the

nation's coinage for nearly two centuries. He and his son, Lawrence R. Stack,

have donated significant numismatic materials to the ANS, the ANA and
the National Numismatic Collection of the Smithsonian Institution where he
serves as a lifetime member of the prestigious Smithson Society. He served
as President of the Professional Numismafists Guild in 1990-91. During this

tenure as President, Harvey effectively defended the PNG and the industry
from proposed Federal Trade Commission regulations which he felt were
inappropriate for responsible professional numismatists. He was honored
by his peers with the coveted PNG Founders Award in 1993 and again in

1998 for an unprecedented second time. He is a Fellow of the ANS and an
active member of the International Association of Professional Numismatists
and Royal Numismatic Society. He has served as an expert witness for the

U.S. Treasury Department, the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Secret

Service, a number of world banks, the New York City Police Department,
London s Scotland Yard and other law enforcement agencies all over the

world. Harvey appeared before Congress during the 1990's to propose his

idea for the "50 State Quarters" commemorative program; the product of

which we are enjoying today. In the summer of 1997 he received a singular

honor from the ANA when he was named the Numismatist of the Year for

1997 in recognition of 50 years of service to the coin collecting hobby.

Christine Karstedt serves as our President and oversees

auction operations and customer service. Additionally

she handles our marketing and publicity with unbridled

enthusiasm. A fixture at numismatic conventions and
auctions for two decades (along with her daughter,

Melissa, who is an accomplished numismatist in her

own right), Chris has built a vast network of industry

contacts during her extensive career. Chris' ability to

attract worldwide attention to the sale of numismatic
material placed her at the epicenter of the marketing of the $100 million

treasure of the S.S. Central America. Chris has worked with numismatic trade

publications as well as the mainstream press, appearing on television during
her involvement in the sale of the S.S. Brother Jonathan treasure and the world
record sale of the Childs 1804 dollar. In addition, she structured the publicity

for the early sales of the Eliasberg Collection, the Bass Collection, the Norweb
Collection of Canadian coins, and countless other sales over her incomparable
career. During her most recent tenure at American Numismatic Rarities,

she has been responsible for the marketing and publicity of the Dr. Haig A.

Koshkarian Collection, a fabulous array of valuable copper and silver coins;

the Oliver Jung Collection, one of the finest type collections e\ er assembled;
Richard Jewell's collections of commemorative and thiw-dollar gold coins;

the Cardinal Collection, the finest Bust dollars ever assembled and tlie Lmiis
E. Eliasberg, Sr. Collection of World Gold Ciiins and Medals whose priivs

realized stunned the foreign world. I ler unstinting and tindess ettorts help

consignors avei ve the liighest possible prices U'r their coins. Cliris is invv4\ ixl

with our day-to-day operations and is one ot our auctioiu'ers.
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Djvid T. Alexander rxveived his BS and MA dega>es farm the

University of Miami and joined the firm as a cataloguer in 1990,

A Lite Member of the ANA, he has contributed articles to The

Nuwimatist and the ANA CoikimkI Aiitholo^ and received the

Glenn B. Smi'dley Award and ANA MtMal of Merit. 1 fe serx ed on

the staff at Coin World from 1974-81 . 1 le aveived the Clemy Award

farm the NLG in 1987. David is a 25-year member of the ANS

and a memix'r of the Augustus B. Sage ScK'iety. He has presented

papers at the 1999 and 2005 ANS Conferences on Coinage of the Americas.

David is a Contributing Editor of COlNa^c magazine and pens "The Research

Dc'sk" column for Coin World. He mceived the 1990 Srreiety for International

Numismatics Silver Medal of Merit for Excellence in Writing and Research and

Krause I’ublicatioas' Numismatic Ambassador Award in 1995. In 1998 he founded

the Medal Cirllectors of America and was elected to the Rittenhouse Society. He

was Pmsident of the New York Numismatic Club in 2005-2(K)6.

Dr. Richard A. Bagg, Ph.D. is a nationally known rare coin

expert and scholar with over 30 years of auction experience and

has served as Auction Director for nearly two decades under

the tutelage of Q. David Bowers. In the course of his celebrated

career, Rick has handled well over $500 million in rare coins

at auction for over 10,000 collectors, institutions, executors,

dealers, and investors. In fact, he has probably handled more

coins and negotiated with more consignors than anyone else

in his position in the business today. Rick shows an impressive

degree of expertise and consummate knowledge of numismatics

with few parallels. As a numismatic scholar, he has contributed to The History

of United States Coinage as Illustrated by the Garrett Collection, The Celebrated John

W. Adams Collection of Large Cents of the Year 1794, United States Gold Coins: An

Illustrated History and Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr: King of Coins. Rick has also provided

information to over a dozen standard reference sources, conducted substantive

msearch for the Official ANA Grading Standardsfor United States Coins and edited

a bwk entitled Grading Coins. He has also written numerous articles that have

appeared in numismatic trade publications including The Numismatist where he

won a Heath Literary Award.

Jan Eric Blamberg, Ph.D. is an expert and cataloguer of ancient

Greek, Roman and Byzantine coins as well as Medieval coins.

He joined the firm in 1974 after graduate studies which included

a year in London as a Fulbright Fellow'. There he completed his

dcKtoral research at the Institute of Classical Studies, UniversiW

of London, with extensive use of the numismatic collections of

the British Museum, the Hunter Coin Cabinet (Universit)' of

Glasgow), the Ashmolean Mu.seum (Oxford), and the University

of Helsinki. He received his doctorate in Ancient and Medieval

History from Indiana University. He has w'ritten numerous

articles for The Numismatic Rei'iezo and has conducted seminars in ancient coinage

for students at Yale and New York University. His in-depth cataloguing and

extensive notes have appeared in major sales, most notably the Collections of

KnoblcKh, J.
Pierponf Morgan, "Men of Rome" and Michael Price. He serx-ed as

editor of The Nurrusmatic Legacy of the jeios, published by Stack's in 2000. He is a

member of Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, the New' York Numismatic Club, the

ANA since 1976, the ANS since 1980 and the Augustus B. Sage Societx'.

Arthur Blumenthal's tenure with the firm is rapidly approaching

ten years after more than two decades as a professional

numismatist in various other capacities. Specializing in U.S.

coinage, Arthur has a vast general knowledge of virtually ex’ery

aspect of numismatics. He began his career at Capitol Coin Co.

before becoming General Merchandise Manager at Minkus Stamp

and Publishing where his responsibilities included superx ising

all of the buying and selling of coins, as well as establishing a

nationwide marketing program for numismatics. Later, he was

head trader at the Galerie Des Monnaies where he spent more

than a dtx ade K’fore starting his own coin business. Arthur is a member of the

ANA and ANS as well as several other numismatic organiz.abons He has btvn

quoted in fbe \nr York Time^ arnl The Wall Street loumal cm a varietv of numismatic

topics In addition, he is a t .raduate of C W Post C ollege where he has a degree

.r. Mistorv Education His colUxImg interests are rather ccUvtic ranging from

niimismafr^ to watchi~

John P. Burnham is an expert in U.S., ancient and world • oins and

medals and has btvn a membi-r of the staff since 1974. Educated

at the University' of Oregon and Yale, he sc-rx c*d nearly 30 years as

Curator of the Numismatic Colleclion of Yale Unix ersity. I le is an

avid colk*ctor of medals, especially railroad mcxlals, and kxi one of

the piontrering, medals-only audion house's, Collcxiors Audions

Ltd. He has been a member of the ANAsina* 1964 and is a Fellow

of the ANS, the Russian Numismatic Sexiety and Medal Collcxlors

of America. He is also a founding member of the Augustus B. Sage Society of the

ANS. He has written w'idely on many numismatic subjeds. Burnham is former

Chairman of the Connedicut Central Railroad and the Valley Railroad Company,

and has served on the Board of Diredors of the Providence and Worcester Railroad

Company and Mutual Shares Corporation. He is a member of Phi Bc'ta Kappa, Delta

Chi, the Bizabethan Club and the Morx''s Assexiation.

Bruce Roland Hagen has been a collector since 1971 and a

professional numismatist since 1988. His areas of expertise

include U.S. coins and paper money, world coins from 14(X1 to

1900, American and world medals. Polar exploration ephemera,

world paper money and American historical dixuments. Bruce ^
has worked as a private consultant to numismatic auction

'

houses, museums and foundations, and private collectors of

American historical paper currency and finandal dexurnents. 1 le

has contributed to w-ell over 200 numismatic auction catalogues

featuring over $50 million of historical paper currency, coins and

medals, stcxks and bonds, financial documents and other numismatic items. He is

a member of over a dozen organizations including the PCDA, ANA, ANS, SPMC,

IBNS, eSNS, FUN, and several regional clubs. Most recently, Bruce has been the

lead paper money cataloguer for the John J.
Ford, Jr. Collection. He has also w'orked

on the Herb and Martha Schingexthe obsolete currency sales by R.M. Smythe &

Co. where he had previously served as VP. He has also contributed to numerous

btxxks and articles including Friedberg's Paper Money of the United States and the

Standard Guide to SmalTSize U.S. Paper Money by Oakes and Schwartz.

Michael J. Hodder is a Numismatic Consultant who is currently

responsible for cataloguing the auction sales of the John J.
Ford,

Jr. Collection, the magnificence of which has never before been

seen in numismatics in one collection. Mike's herculean efforts

have vaulted the prices realized to an astonishing $50 million

and that figure is still grow'ing. He specializes in early American

coins, medals and militaria struck prior to 1837 and is one of

the foremost numismatic researchers of our time. He is a Fellow

of the American Numismatic Society and a Founder of the

Colonial Coin Collectors Club. Mike has written several books

and countless articles on colonial and federal issue coins and medals including his

award winning The Nonveb Collection: An American Legacy written w'ith Q. David

Boxvers and the classic Standard Catalogue of Encased Postage Stamps. Ox'er the last

25 years, he has been responsible for cataloguing some of the most significant

collections to be sold at public auction including the landmark John W'hitney

Walter Collection of Coins of 17%, the Queller Family Collection of Half Dollars,

the Hain Family Collection of 1652 Massachusetts Silver and the Ambassador and

Mrs. R. Henrx' Islorw'eb Collection of U.S. Coins. The catalogues Mike has written

hax'e won more prestigious Numismatic Literary’ Guild Catalogue of the Year and

Extraordinary Merit Aw'ards than any other cataloguer in history’.

John J.
Kraljevich, Jr., was a numismatic prodigy since

preadolescence. His insightful and historical contributions to

our catalogues add value and interest to numismatic material

in our sales. An expert on early American coinage, Numismabc

Americana, and the technical aspects of minbng technology,

John has taught seminars hosted by the ANA, the Colonial

Williamsburg Foundation and is a featured columnist in the

ANA magazine. The Numismatist. The NLG recognized John v

cataloguing of the Lucien LaRix'iere Collection, tlxe fir*-! $1

million collection of American medaN exer sold at auction,

xvith its highest cataloging award for tokens and mc-d.xls A trr-quer c, r

to munnims and institubons, John catalogue- manx’ ->l our mpc'ftjn!

of specialized collections and enjox v working dirrxilx wul xif c.T<sigr' 'r jcaAv.

was a nxent recipient of the AN A s ; ox :*teil He.aih 1 iter, r, x-/ jru t.rt .xn

on the coins of pre-kxleral Nexx ^irrk. . -d s'r. r

Bibliomania Nxietx and tfie MnLil - ollo-iitr' ot

ottii'r



Ugo Leca has been with Stack's since 2005, when he left his

native Marseilles, France for the opportunity to rub shoulders

with the great numismatists at Stack's. The coins of the world,

ancient and modem, are his specialty, while the patterns and

essais of his native France are a strong personal research interest.

A collector since the age of 10, Ugo turned his passion into a

business, mnning the numismatic department of Archeopterix,

an antiquities gallery in Marseilles, where he steadily built

a loyal clientele. His in-depth coin studies always paralleled

his schooling, which focused on business education and culminated in a BTS in

Corporate Sales Management. Ugo joins a line of illustrious Europeans to bring their

numismatic skills to Stack's, starting with the 1950s arrival of the Clain-Stefanellis,

who later became curators at the Smithsonian.

James M. Matthews is one of our senior cafaloguers of U.S.

Federal and Colonial coins. He began cafaloguing in the 1980s

and has worked as a consultant for a variety of numismatic firms,

now exclusive to Stack's. Significant specialized collections he

catalogued include the Roger Cohen Half Cents, the H. Rolland

Willasch Bust Half Dollars and Bust Dollars, the Richard Pugh
Bust Half Dollars, the Paul Munson Bust Half Dollars, the Benson

Collection, the Richmond Collection, the Jules Reiver Die Variety

Collection, the Northern Bay Collection, and most recently the

George Byers, J r. Collection of Half Dollars, among countless others. A board member
of the John Reich Collector's Society since 1987, he has written numerous articles for

its quarterly publication. He is also a member of the ANA, ANS, LSCC and EAC. Jim
was a contributor to Jules Reiver's The United States Early Silver Dollars and to The
Complete Encyclopedia of Silver Dollars of the United States by Q. David Bowers. He is

presently contributing and updating Reiver's various Variety Identification Manuals.
Recently he wrote portions of the Smithsonian Institution's book on the Gold Coinage

ofAmerica. He has also worked with the Federal Trade Commission.

Jack McNamara has been interested in numismatics since

boyhood. He was introduced to coin collecting by his maternal

grandfather (whose own grandfather had advertised coins for sale

in the American Journal ofNumismatics in the late 19th century!) by
playing bingo with Wheat cents and a Whitman coin folder. Jack

has a general knowledge of U.S. coins and paper money, with early

American copper coins being his specialty. He is a contributor to

several numismatic publications and auction catalogues including

the Handbook of United States Coins and the 15th sale of the John
j. Ford, Jr. Collection. A graduate of Rutgers University, he is

a lifelong New Jersey resident and as such has a great interest in the coinage and
currency of his home state. "Jack Mac" can regularly be found at the New York office

cataloguing coins, working with consignors and assisting our retail clientele.

Scott Mitchell has been with the firm since 1981. He earned his

Bachelor of Science Degree from Wheaton College (Illinois) in

mathematics and economics with advanced graduate study at the

Indiana University School of Business. Scott was formerly a staff

member of Galerie des Monnaies, Minkus Stamp and Publishing

and Capitol Coin Co. He updated and extensively revised the

American Guide to U.S. Coins during a four year period as its editor

and also is a contributor to A Guide Book of United States Coins, as

well as a number of other coin and currency references. An avid

numismatist since the age of seven, his collecting interests include
Confederate, Fractional and Pre-Federal cnirmncy to U.S. patterns, Roman Imperial
denarii, foreign crowns and even sales tax tokens. On a professional level, he is well-
versed in every area of U.S. coins and airrency and has acquired particular expertise
in U.S. type coins, gold, currency and die variety attributions. As one of our .senior

numismatists, Scott has catalogued many specialized collections, including the Wm.
Thomas Michaels Collection of Indian Head Eagles, the Randolph S. Rothschild
Collection of U.S. Patterns, and the Lemus Collection of Seated Liberty Dimes.

John M. Pack, one of our auction consignment specialists, has
been involved in numismatics for over 20 years. His enthusiasm
for all aspects of numismatics, and his sincere approach,
guarantees that every consignment will be presented to its

finest advantage so as to provide the highest possible prices
realized. Further, John will make sure that each and every
consignor will have a pleasurable transaction with luir firm. In

addition to working with auction consignors, |ohn catalogues

currency for the firm. His cataloguing talents were widely recognized for several

record setting presentations of U.S. paper money highlighted by the world-
renowned collections of Harry W. Bass, Jr. and Wayne S. Rich. In addition, he
was selected to compose the currency chapter of the important Harry W. Bass, Jr.

Museum Sylloge. Most recently, he has become intimately involved with the vast

American Banknote Co. materials and has superbly catalogued a good portion

of our recent offerings.

Tom Panichella became a coin collector at the age of eight,

searching for coins in his family's grocery store register. He
focused on 20th century U.S. coins, making an extensive

study of Buffalo nickels. Mercury dimes and Standing Liberty

quarters. Tom joined the firm in December 1985 after nine

years with Minkus Stamp & Coin, the last two years of which
he served as head coin and currency buyer. In addition to

working at the New York City office, Tom travels to most of

the significant coin and currency conventions held around
the U.S. He also travels extensively to appraise and purchase

collections for the company. An ANA member since 1988, he has a lifelong

interest in the world of stamps and is a former member of the American Philatelic

Society. Tom is also a member of Central States, The Professional Currency
Dealers Association, and the Fractional Currency Collectors Board. His current

interests include collecting New Jersey Obsolete Currency.

Andrew W. Pollock III has authored United States Patterns

and Related Issues, a standard reference book on United
States pattern coins issued from 1792 to circa 1979, which
won the prestigious PNG's Friedberg Award in 1995. This

book is literally an encyclopedia of information about
the ever-popular pattern series. He is also the author of

Advertisement Index to the Boston Newsletter and Massachusetts

Gazette, 1704-1776, nearly 3,700 pages in length. This latter

title features approximately 10,000-12,000 alphabetically-

listed entries for individuals, businesses, ships incorporafing

historical and biographical information gleaned from an estimated 50,000-

60,000 advertisements from the historic newspapers. Over the years. Pollock

has participated in the writing of dozens of rare coin auction catalogues, and
has personally catalogued rare coins having an estimated collective value
approaching $100 million. As a hobby. Pollock enjoys collecting antique hand
tools manufactured in Kingston, MA.

Frank Van Valen is one of America's best known numismatic

personalities and one of our senior cataloguers. Widely
praised for over two decades for his numismatic expertise,

Frank's byline has appeared in dozens of the most important

auction catalogues ever written including the Ambassador
and Mrs. R. Henry Norweb Collection of U.S. coins and
specialized collections, such as the Texas Collection of

California Fractional Gold and the historic coin collection

of Commodore Matthew C. Perry. Frank has contributed

to the last 15 editions of A Guide Book of United States Coins

and his writing talents have earned him the recognition of the NLG. He has
taught numerous summer seminars hosted by the ANA. Frank has an expert

understanding of the intricacies of all American coinage in addition to many
other numismatic fields. He is also one of our very popular and featured

auctioneers.

Vicken Yegparian, one of our auction consignment
specialists, is a cataloguer of U.S. coins in copper, silver and
gold, including coins of the Colonial and Confederation
periods. He is also very much involved with the day-to-

day operations running the auction business. A graduate of

Columbia University, Vicken was the first recipient of the

Georgia Stamm Chamberlain Memorial Award of the Medal
Collectors of America for his pre.sentation on colonial era

medals of his alma mater, "The Silver Medals of the King’s

College Literary Society, 1767-1771," delivered at the :iHU

Coinage of the Americas Conference held b\’ the .VNS. He is a member ot

many numismatic organizations, including the ANA. ANS. the Colonial Coin
Collectors Club, and the |ohn Reich Collectors Societ\. the l.ibertv .b<'ated

C ollectors C lub and the FIv-ln Club (Living Eagle and Indian Head C ollectors

C lub) among numerous other specialt\’ clubs.



Our Auction and Direct Sales Staffs

)ulie Abrams recently joined Slack's with the purpose

ot expanding their e-commerce presence, including the

development of a sophisticated online bidding system. In

kcvping with Stack's tradition of serving the institutional

marketplace with the deaccessioning of their numismatic

prrrpcTties, she markets consignment programs to museum.s,

universities and financial institutions worldwide. Julie brings

to Stack's a varied and rich background as President of

Teletrade, a computerized auction company, where in 1986,

she helped develop a unique coin trading method utilizing

state-of-the-art digitized voice board technology to run live auctions. She went

on to expand the company in size and frequency of auctions, increasing their

annual sales to $24 million. In 1999, GMAl purchased Teletrade and Julie

was promoted to Executive V.P of Sales. There, her responsibilities included

marketing to buyers and consignors with the goal of maintaining a balance

betwt'en inventory and sales while growing the business. She previously

served as Executive V.P. of Business Development at Eureka Trading Systems,

an online dealer-to-dealer trading company. Julie is a member of the ANA as

well as other national organizations.

Vicki L. Martin heads our personnel and operations

department. She coordinates our on-site auction

arrangements and is responsible for providing safe and

secure transportation of valuable coin collections to the

sales. Vicki .supervises the many administrative matters at

our office from insurance to computers and their programs.

Vicki's strong organizational skills and detail-oriented

background have earned her high accolades over her 20

years experience handling personnel and operational issues

with the companies with which she has been associated.

Cynthia LaCarbonara coordinates all aspects of our live

auction sales. From working with consignor reserves,

verification of opening values, and lot assignments, to

reconciliation and finalization of all bidding and purchase

records, Cynthia is an integral part of the system of checks

and balances that make every auction sale a smoothly

functioning success. A prominent figure at auction sales,

Cynthia is well recognized by dealers and collectors alike.

Pamela Roberts is an integral part of the Stack's auction

staff, Pam coordinates between consignors, cataloguers,

and our graphics department, assists with essential

consignment paperw'ork, and is responsible for much of our

internal processing of auction lots, as well as proofreading.

At our auction events, Pam works closely with Cynthia

LaCarbonara and other members of our staff, assisting

our bidders and ensuring that things run smoothly and

efficiently during our sales.

Photography

Melissa Karstedt works with clients in our retail gallery,

with the active support of our team of well-respected

numismatists. She maintains our coin inventory and

superv'ises our Monthly Acquisition Program, which assists

clients with building fine collections by way of budgeted

monthly coin purchases, with each coin carefully and

specifically selected by our numismatists to fit the collector's

interests and preferences. As a valued member of our auction

team, she often assists in auctioneering. At the many coin

conventions she regularly attends, she eagerly assists clients

and visitors to our bourse tables.

Andrew Bowers manages our website content and

coordinates editorial material for our publications. He assists

in our gallery' operatioas, from putting coins in stcKk, to

tracking our inventory'. He brings a great deal of entliusiasm

to Stack's. Andrew has attended many coin conventions

and ANA seminars and has traveled extensively with our

company to gather coins for "want lists" and assist with

our auctions.

Amy Hammontree works in our retail gallery, assisting

with sales, phone inquiries, inventory control, and database

maintenance. Her friendly manner and attention to detail

help to keep our sales department running smtxrthly. Amy is

al.st) a familiar face at our auctions, assisting with lot viewing

and phone bidding, as well as other duties.

I'
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Finance

Doug Plasencia manages our photography department and

perstinally takes all of the coin photographs that appear in

our auction catalogues, on our website, and in our other

publications. In his career, he has photographed many of

the most important numismatic collections ever formed

and sold, including those of Eliasberg, Bass, Childs, among

others. He was selected bv the California Gold Marketing

C.roup to do photography of the gold ingots recovered

from the S.S. Central America, he photographtxi the Jay Roe

Collection of California fractional gold coins to illustrate

the most nxent edition of the Bavn-Gillio reference, and he was selected to

phirtograph th*- Bass Com ColU'Ction by the Bass Ri*search Foundation.

Susan Stack serv'es as chief administrator of Stack's and Coin

Galleries' auctions and mail bid sales. She has been a friendly

and familiar face at all of the Stack's public auction sales for

the past 30 years. She works closely with consignors and

bidders from the moment consignments arrive through the

shipping of lots to successful bidders and has handled this

responsibility in an efficient and meticulous manner. Susan

also directs the experienced staff that performs the vital tasks

that assure expeditious processing of consignments. Behind

the scenes, Susan has complete charge of the firm's many-

faceted employee benefit programs and provides the general administrative

direction that maintains Stack's in its leadership position in the world of

professional numismatics today. She received her Bachelor's Cfegree in Education

at Svracuse University (Syracuse, New York). She earned her Master's Degree in

Special Education at C.W. Post in 1977.

Laurel Morrill manages our accounting department, handling

all receivable and payable accounts. Lauml has significant

experience with the unique accounting requirements of a great

numismatic auction firm. For over 20 y'ears, she participated

in the accounting duties that promptly paid thousands

of auction consignors hundreds of millions of dollars in

settlement funds.



THE TERMS OF SALE
I

rhis sale is by public auction conducted by licensed

auctioneer(s). The bids will be for specific lots which will

be opened for bidding in numerical order. In the event that

bids for the same amount are received for the same lot, the

winning bid will be the earliest received. The decision of

the Auctioneer as to identity of the winning bidder shall be

final. Any person submitting bids on behalf of a corporation

or any other entity agrees to be personally liable for pay-

ment of the purchase price and any related charges as well

as responsible for the performance of all buyer obligations

under these terms of sale. No "buy" or unlimited bids will

be accepted. No bids will be accepted from minors.

2
Stack's, LLC, (subsequently referred to as Stack's) re-

serves the right to postpone or cancel the auction without

notice in its sole discretion. Any lot may be withdrawn by
Stack's without notice prior to it being opened for bidding.

Neither Stack's nor the consignor shall be liable for any costs

or damages arising from either the withdrawal of material

at the auction or the delay or cancellation of the auction.

3
The purchase price shall be the sum of the winning bid

and a buyer's premium of 15% of the amount of the

winning bid. The purchase price shall be paid in full prior

to delivery of the lot absent other arrangements between
the successful bidder and Stack's. The decision to extend
a line of credit and the decision to withdraw a previously

authorized line of credit shall be within the sole discretion

of Stack s. Stack s reserves the right to deny participation in

the auction if, in Stack's sole discretion, the bidder's prior

business dealings with Stack's have been unsatisfactory.

4
Payment shall be by cash in United States funds or checks
drawn on United States banks. Invoices totalling up to

$10,000 may be charged to a credit card (MasterCard, Visa,

AmEx, Discover). The purchase price shall be paid upon
delivery of the lot or receipt of Stack's invoice for the lot,

whichever occurs first. All associated costs for the delivery

of the lot such as handling, shipping, insurance, and related

charges will be added to the purchase price for lots not
picked up after the auction by the winning bidder. On any
account not paid within the pre.scribed terms of .sale, Stack's

reserves the right to extend credit and to impo.se periodic
finance charges at the rate of 1-1/2% per month (IH'f, per

annum) on the unpaid balance. By bidding in the sale, the

bidder grants to Stack's a security interest in all numismatic

material purchased by the bidder, amounts due the bidder

by Stack's, and any numismatic material of the bidder pos-

sessed by Stack's to secure the payment of any present or

future indebtedness of the bidder to Stack's and authorizes

Stack's to file a financing statement without the bidder's

signature. The buyer agrees not to sell, pledge, or hypoth-

ecate the lots purchased until paid in full. If the account is

referred to an attorney for collection, the buyer agrees to pay
all costs, including attorneys' fees, with interest accruing on
the balance, until fully paid, at the specified rate.

5
Bidders shall be responsible for all taxes due as a result

of their purchases.

6
Title does not pass from the consignor to the successful

bidder until the purchase price for the lot has been paid

in full. The risk of loss is on the buyer once the lot is either

in transit to the successful bidder or in their possession.

7
Stack's reserves the right to establish the opening bid for

any lot, to establish bidding increments, and to refuse any
bid. Stack's reserves the right to place bids on behalf of the

consignor up to the amount of a reserve price established

by the consignor. Stack's will not accept a reserve price from
a consignor above the high estimated value shown in the

catalog for the auction and any exceptions to this rule will

be announced at the auction prior to the opening of bidding

on the material. Stack's shall make reasonable efforts to

properly enter and execute bids received by mail or by other

means. However, Stack's shall not be liable for any errors for

incorrectly entered or incorrectly executed bids.

8
Bidders are responsible for their bids including any errors

they may make in placing bids. All bids shall be in even
dollar amounts and any bids not in whole dollar amounts
will be rounded to the next highest dollar. All bid sheets

must be signed, and Stack's reserves the right to refuse and
reject unsigned bid sheets.

9
All items offered in this auction catalog are guaranteed

to be genuine. Buyer agrees that except for questions of

authenticity, there is no right of return for anv reason what-

soever tor any coin certified bv anv third part\' certification



sorvico. I'urthor, Buyer agrees that except for questions of

authenticity, there is no right of return for lots nor shall

Stack's accept any returned lots from any floor bidder or

any bidder who examined the lots prior to the sale. Mail,

FAX and Internet bidders may make return requests within

three days of the receipt of the lot. Coins must be returned

to Stack's offices in Wolfeboro, N.H. within 30 days from

the date of the auction. Any coin which has been physically

altered or removed from its container or holder shall not be

returnable nor accepted by Stack's.

^ ^Bidders by accepting these terms of sale acknowledge

JL Uthat the grading of coins is a subjective process for

describing the relative ranking of coins as to their condi-

tion. Consequently, the language used to describe any coin

in this catalog, including but not limited to the grading of

such coin, are statements of subjective opinion by the Stack's

staff. No warranty, whether expressed or implied, including

the warranty of merchantability, is made with respect to any

coin contained in this catalog. In the event of a typographical

error or other error, Stack's reserves the right to withdraw

any item from the auction with or without notice, to correct

the error by verbal announcement before the lot is opened

for bidding or, if the error is discovered after the auction, to

refund the successful bidder's funds without further obliga-

tion. The maximum obligation of Stack's to any bidder shall

be the purchase price for any lot in dispute or for which a

refund or adjustment is made for any reason.

n Stack's acts as an auctioneer to sell coins for the

various consignors. Therefore, no claims of any kind

(except for authenticity) can be considered by Stack's after

settlements, which occur 45 days after the auction, have

been made with the consignors.

-1 r\ Cash advances may have been made to some consign-

^lOrs in anticipation of auction proceeds. Stack's may

consign items to this auction and may participate as a bid-

der. Stack's or the consignor may bid for their own account

at the auction and mav have information not otherwise

available to the bidders regarding reserves, bid values, and

other material facts relating to the lots opened for bidding

at the auction. When a lot is sold to the bcx)k, it may lx*

sold, passed over, withdrawn from the auction, returned

to the owner or bought by Stack's. Any consignor may bid

on any lot, including lots containing coins consigned by

the consignor.

B By placing a bid in this sale, a bidder agrees that this

transaction shall be construed in accordance with

the laws of the State of New York and that neither New

York's or any other state's choice of laws and/ or conflict

of laws shall be applied. Any dispute between Stack's and

bidders at the auction (except for non-payment) shall be

settled exclusively by binding arbitration under the rules

then in effect of the Professional Numismatists Guild, Inc.

conducted at New York, New York. In the event of non-

payment, Stack's and a successful bidder agree that any

judicial action shall be heard and determined only by the

courts of the State of New York and the successful bidder

hereby consents and submits to the personal jurisdiction

of the courts of New York.

U ln the event of litigation, the party against whom a

final judgment is rendered shall pay the prevailing

parties' legal costs, including attorneys fees and witness

fees, and all other costs incurred by it during the course

of such litigation.

'i ^Information in this catalogue is believed to be cor-

JL Cyrect, but the auctioneer makes no representations or

warranties concerning the property to be auctioned. All

pre-sale announcements and statements shall supersede

the information set forth in this catalogue.

"I ^ These Terms of Sale are intended to be part of all lot

-L Odescriptions contained in this catalogue. Bidding in

this auction sale constitutes acceptance by the bidder of the

foregoing Terms of Sale.

Additional Information for Bidders

To insure we receive your bids, please have mail and fax bids

to us by Noon, Eastern Time, Monday, November 6, 2006.

• There will be pre-sale and live bidding available on the

internet at www. anrcoins.com.

• Pre-registration to bid during the live auction required

by Monday, November 6, 2006.

Phone Descriptions: Any request for phone descriptions should

be made by Tuesday, October 24, 2006.

Prices Realized will be published approximately 30 days after

the auction. Prices realized will be posted on the Internet soon

after the sale at wwAV.anrcoins.com

New Bidders: If you are a new' bidder, be sure to send your

credit information; Attn; Laurel Morrill, at least 10 days before

the auction. There is ver\' little time, if any, to review this

information during the auction. All bidders not know n to us

w'ill be required to submit a deposit of 25' ^ of total bids before

bidding in the sale.

Floor Bidder Registration will bt'gin .30 minutes N ton- the

sale at the entrance to the auction nxim.

nole; Tran-parml holdrrs in which thr auction lots arv stored are to facilitate viewing and inspection of the lots and M^l NOT .ntn /hd tr i.



Stack’s, li.c— Guide to

PRE-SALE
ONLINE
BIDDING

Visit our website at www.stacks.com to

register and bid in The Norweb Collection.

Once you have a user name and password,

you can browse lots from the sale, view

photographs of the coins, and place bids.

Follow the instructions listed in Steps 1-6 to

place your bids over the internet before the

sale begins.

Click on lots you wish

to view or bid on

WWW.STACKS.COM



6
Login with user ID and

Password to place your bids

Online
Bidding
Available
Pre-registration required

at www.stacks.com

Guide to

LIVE ONLINE
BIDDING

We also offer the option of live online bidding during the auction.

However, you must pre-register by ntxm, Monday, November 6, 2tX)6

to take advantage of this service. When the live auction begins, one

click will take you to the live bidding screen below. When your lot

becomes active, you may enter a proxy bid or "InstaBid" as the lot

is being auctioned on the floor. The computer lets you know your

bidding status.

For more information on live bidding, or to pre-register visit an-

rcoins.com or call 866-811-1804.

When the live auction begins, pre-registered

bidders may access live bidding with a click!

Pr«v
I
Lot# J I

Mart Lol» Lot 701 1 It llw*

•201S: Undotod (10S4t) Round 7S4. OG 774. lib.

Gr*d« M«ft4<RCG0)
(jvt btddmg WednttdtT, 1$, 2006 11 :S9 $6 AM (•pRroi .)

sum In: IIVI

C<rrontb<d 6200.00 by bidder # 1 046 (1 b»d)

Your btddor # 1006

Curront Old $2004)0 bv b*ddor #1046

bid Incromont; $204)0

Your bid ($3O0M> mm.)

WWW.STACKS.COM



Suggestions for Mail Bidders
Bidding in our auctions can be an interesting,

enjoyable, and numismatically rewarding experience.

Even if you are an experienced bidder, you may find

that some of the following comments will increase

your success. In the event that you wish to ask further

questions, phone Cynthia LaCarbonara.

Mail your bid sheet as early as possible. This is

particularly important if you are a new bidder,

for it takes us time to check your references. A
bid sheet mailed a few days before the sale might
not reach us until a week later—at which time

the coins will have been sold to others!

As the sale date draws near, fax us your bids
anytime 24 hours a day [our fax number is (603)

569-3875]. Or, telephone your bids to our Auction
Department. Please follow up your phone and
fax bids with written confirmation.

We've found it best to use a work sheet to compile
bids. In this way you can check back and forth

throughout the catalogue, make changes and
revisions, and so on. Then when you've decided
on your final bids, enter them on the bid sheet.

Try your best to keep the bid sheet neat and
clearly understandable, listing the lots in order.

Check your bid sheet carefully. You will be
responsible for any bids on wrong lots or for the

wrong amounts. Please be careful.

Don't bid more than you want to pay! Review your
financial circumstances carefully before bidding.

There is always the possibility that you may be
awarded all of the lots you bid on. If you are

awarded lots, you are legally bound to pay for

them immediately.

Please keep current price levels in mind when
bidding. While high and low prices sometimes
occur, most items sell within market ranges. If a

popular coin sells for $500 on the retail market,

chances are not good that a bid of, say, less than

$400 will win it. On the other hand, chances are

excellent that a bid in the $500-$600 range will be
competitive. There is no harm in bargain hunting,

but as your time is valuable (and so is ours), it

is most productive if you keep current values

in mind while bidding. The higher you bid,

the greater your chances are for success. It has
been our experience that many people who bid

strongly, or check the options to increase bids by
an optional 10% to 30% actually purchase at least

some lots below their maximum authorization

once the sale takes place.

Ink is best for writing bids. Pencil tends to blur.

If bid changes are necessary, do not write over

figures. Instead, cross them out completely and
re-enter the bids. Put your telephone number on
the bid sheet. This way we can call you if there

is a question about a bid.

Special Bidding Options
Total Expenditure

Ifyou wish to limit your total expenditure, please fill in the maxi-
mum amountyou wish to spend on theTOTAL EXPENDITURE
line on your bid sheet. You can then submit bids for amounts up
to eight times the amount of the maximum expenditure. This is

a personal service and an Stack's customer representative will

personally attend to your bid shc'et by bidding from the auc-

tion fl(xir, buying lots for your account until your authorized

expenditure is reached. While we will do our best in your behalf,

due to the sptvd of the auction sale and the sometimes crowded
conditions, we cannot be responsible for failure to execaite such
a bid propt-rly. Due to the b(H)kktvping involved, this sc'rv'ice is

offered only to bidders with maximum exfx'nditures of $1,IXX)

or m(.rt-. rtTI AL f;XPf;NDrrUKf: and single: Ltrr CiROUP
bkiding c.in lx* combinixl.

Single Lot Group
Up to five lots may be grouped with brackets for a SINGLE
LOT GROUP purchase, if you wish to purchase only one
example of a coin of which several examples appear in

the sale. Such lots should be bracketed on yciur bid sheet.

While we will do our best on your behalf, due to the speed
of the auction sale and the sometimes crowded condition.s,

we cannot be responsible for failure to execute such a bid

properly.

Optional Percentage Increase
We invite you ti> take advantage of the optional llV'i todO'L
increase to help ymir chance of being a successful bidder.

C heck the appri>priate place on your bid sheet.



OUR CONSIGNORS
The Norweb Collection

The Norweb Collection represents one of the great stories of

American Numismatics, beginning in the 19th-century. A recollec-

tion of Emery May Norweb in later years identified her grandfather.

Liberty Holden as a collector of Washington pieces, and thus likely

the first member of the family to have owned rare coins, and as

he lived in the mid 19th-century, the era of greatest popularity of

these pieces, it is possible that the beginnings of this great collec-

tion, whether by acquisition or inspiration, extend as far back as

the American Civil War. As is well known today by a story often

told, the Norweb Collection grew over a period of generations to

become one of the truly great collections ever formed in the United

States, with diverse holdings from colonial coins of North America

to prized Federal issues, to extensive collections of Latin American

coinage. We are honored to have been selected to participate in

this family's numismatic tradition through our cataloguing and

presentation of the Norweb Collection of Washingtonia, leading

Session Three of the present sale. For an extensive introduction to

this important offering, see page 263 of the present catalogue.

The El Dorado Collection of Saint Gaudens Double Eagles

On April 18, 1906, powerful tremors began at 5:12 A.M., and

after as much as a full minute this earthquake, among the most

devastating ever recorded, had visited considerable destruction

upon the city of San Francisco. George McLaughlin, a resident of

the city who lived on Clinton Street, was likely awakened by the

tremors. Apparently recognizing immediately the threat of the

devastation, he made his way to the San Francisco Mint where he

was employed, and he is known to have been on the scene as quake-

related fires threatened the building. George was an engineer by

experience, and at the time of the earthquake was Superintendent of

Machinery at the minting facility.

He had earlier been employed at

the Carson City Mint in the 1880s

and 1890s, and spent four years at

the main facility in Philadelphia,

managing the facility's conversion

from steam to electrical power, be-

fore transferring to San Francisco

in 1902. He is one of the handful

of men credited with saving the

Mint from the fires, preserving it

as one of very few structures that

survived the disaster. For this

service, George was thanked by

this pers<inal letter from Director

of the Mint Roberts, on Treasury

Department letterhead.

Ck'orge continued in the Mint's

employ for a number of years,

and in 1907 when the first high

relief double eagles designed by

Augustus Saint Gaudens were

pnxIucetL he t(K»k advantage of an

opportunity to purchase a freshly

TREASURY DEPARTMENT

WASHINGTON 4,190S.

minted example that had been sent to San Francisco from Phila-

delphia. The coin pa.ssed through the family with a note written by

George for the benefit of his heirs to the effect that it was an issue

that was discontinued for not being stackable, and that it should

not be spent. It was the inheritance of this coin that sparked the

interest of George's grandson in Saint Gaudens double eagles and

inspired him to begin collecting a set of these beautiful pieces. It is

this set, the El Dorado Collection, that we have the pleasure of offer-

ing in the present sale. Though the 1907 high relief will be retained

by the family as an heirloom, the set here offered is complete with

all varieties from the 1907 Arabic

numeral issue to the 1932 rarity

with only the prohibitively rare

1927-D missing. Considering all

of the rarities included, such as

1920-S, 1921, and the issues of

the 1930s, this level of completion

for a set of these coins is a superb

accomplishment. Our consignor

is a detail oriented collector by

nature, a quality that has scr\'ed

him well in the careful selection

of pieces for this collection. The

coins are nicely matched, with

good eve appeal and lustre tend-

ing to lx- the rule across the board

Several pieces come from famous

collections such as those of the

Nonveb familv, and Buddv Ebson

Most have been off the market

since the late 1980s The collect '.n

ranks as the airnmt fifth fm-evt

on the D S't Kegwtrv, a ve“

noteworth\

Vr. atom Uclflashlis,

C, UnitMl StatPB Hint,

S*n FmneUeo.Cnllforni*.

D*nr 51rt

Wb arB >11 »BIT *>* tplBoild flftit •»4« th* fore*

of tho 3«n FraacUco Hint to tl» V-lUlng trt contonti Airine tm

nCMt torrltle oonflngratlon. It »b» » front wrgmej nml It *»• rt

In a nannor rtlch coiMn4i onlroroal attontion and pmiao. I too* f ron

)lr. Lnaoh t>» Inportant part yon had la th* *oi*, and «hll* It 10 only

•tiat I »onld eonfldontly onpact or you. I •nt to otpraaa to you T»r-

tonally th* ohllgatlon »hlch a* hood of tha ••rtlc* 1 rocofnlM.and to

than* you for your »ffort« to protect nd •*** the 0OT»riMnft i«-<A

p*rty.

(I*poo trolly.

plrnetoT of th* Hint.



The Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III

Included in the pages to follow are many pieces from the Frog

Run Farm Collection, named for the farm where our consignor,

who has asked to remain anonymous, still puts in 12 hour days at

the minimum managing the property and attending to the cattle

he raises. Though to many who read this, a 12 hour day will sound

like a full work day, our consignor seems very relaxed amidsf one

of these days, as in his younger years his schedule was 18 hours

a day, 7 days a week—such is the life of a farmer in America. In

addition, he has worn many other professional hats along the way

including those of a building contractor, a painter, an auctioneer,

and a community service volunteer. One wonders how he found

the time for numismatics, but he did, and the collection that has

resulted is at once extensive and impressive.

In 1948 as a young entrepreneur, he operated a small business

in his parent's garage repairing bicycles. In those days, he became

fascinated by the old coins that would come his way when people

paid for his services, Indian cents were frequently seen, as were

Buffalo nickels, or perhaps the occasional Barber coin. He began to

save these unusual artifacts, and thus began his collecting career.

Though he took breaks along the way, he recalls visiting his first

major coin show in 1954, where he became further fascinated by the

values of some of the coins he had seen over the years. Even with

his very busy schedule, and his dedication to his growing family,

he immediately endeavored to acquire the missing pieces to his sets

with a goal of obtaining every date and mint.

Here at Stack's we are pleased to offer selections from his exten-

sive collection, the result of his nearly lifelong pursuits in numis-

matics. In November 2004, we had the pleasure of offering dimes

and half dollars from this extensive collection. In the present sale

we have the good fortune of presenting Liberty Seated half dimes

and quarter dollars. The quarter dollars in particular include many
important rarities and high quality examples—a collection that is

mostly PCGS-graded and ranks as both the current and all time

finest set on the PCGS Set Registry for circulation strikes.

We are delighted to once again work with this gentleman on the

sale of his exciting collection.

The Glode M. Requa Collection Part II

Our consignor Glode M. Requa, is from a long genealogical line

in which several ancestors shared the unusual first name "Glode."

The family fradition is thaf the name "Glode" originated when a

scrivener mistakenly inserted that name rather than "Claude" into

some colonial-era New York documents.

One of the first persons to have the name Glode Requa was born

in Tarrytown, N.Y., December 9, 1727, and is noted for his service

during the American Revolution as a captain in the 1st Regiment,

Westchester County Militia. His service extended from October

23, 1776, to June 16, 1778. He is a direct ancestor of our consignor,

who still owns a "Brown Bess" musket which was once used by

his 18th-century namesake.

Our consignor describes himself as "88 years young." He is a

life-long resident of New York state, and lives in the home in which
he was born. During his adult life he occupied his time during the

summer months operating a picturesque 100-acre picnic grounds
named "Requa Lake." The lake was very popular with the public,

and had as many as 5,000 members in any given year. He also

managed his family farm, a concern that involved the cultivation

of many acres of peach groves and fomato fields.

When not occupied with his farm and picnic grounds, he fook
enjoyment in running an antiques dealership that specialized

in fire arms and early American items. He is credited with hav-

ing been one of the foremost dealers of antique fire arms in the

United States.

Our consignor's recreational interests included local prehistory.

He participated in an archeological excavation of an important

Indian site in Monsey, NY. The site had been occupied from abouf

the year 1000 A.D. to the late 1300s. Boxes of arrowheads and

ofher sfone fools fogefher with pottery shards were recovered in

the excavation.

Our consignor's collecting interests are both eclectic and

sophisticated with a constant attention to both quality and his-

torical importance. He started his numismatic collection as a child,

something that was prompted when his grandmother presented

him with a New Jersey copper as a gift. This gift was prescient as

our consignor's specialty focused on colonials and early Federal

issues.

In addition to coins, our consignor has also enjoyed collecting

stamps, antique fire arms, powder horns, and American Indian

items. Of particular note, was his acquisition of a cased pair of 9"-

barrel Texas Paterson Colts in Mint Condition. This million-dollar

set ranks among the finest of its type, and now resides in the Colt

Museum in Hartford, Connecticut.



WELCOME

Welcome to our sale of the Norweb Collection,

held by Stack's Rarities (American Numismatic

Rarities under its new Stack's banner), following

the merger of the two firms in September. Our

future catalogues will appear under the Stack's

family name, with much of the focal point of cata-

logue preparation taking place in New Hampshire,

while keeping the wonderful traditional address

of 123 West 57th Street as our home office in New
York City. 1

personalty will remain here in our

Wolfeboro office to assist with the increased volume of exciting

catalogues, the continued production of the award winning

magazines, (The Numismatic Sun and The Paper Money Rezheii'),

and to continue the multiple writing projects that are my focus

as Co-Chairman of the new firm and Numismatic Director of

Whitman Publishing.

I am excited to have the opportunity to work with such a

delightful group of knowledgeable numismatists, some young,

some seasoned, and some on their way from one group to the

next! Our combined numismatic expertise now provides our

clientele with remarkable depth across all fields. It is with

great pleasure we break new ground for the future with all this

illustrious talent under the well-recognized name of Stack's.

Share in the excitement by getting involved with this landmark

auction.

Showcased in the pages to follow are Washington items and a

number of other pieces from the estate of Ambassador and Mrs.

(Emery May Holden) R. Henry Norweb. Of all great American

collections, the Norweb cabinet is remembered today as one

of the finest. On several occasions in the 1980s and the 1990s I

had the opportunity to work with the Norweb family in bring-

ing to market their main collection of United States coins and,

separately, issues of Canada. Now come the la.st of the pieces

from the Norweb estate, showcasing Washington tokens and

medals—one of the most dazzling offerings ever made. Each

and every piece is by definition fresh to the market and new to

the present generation of bidders.

An astounding collection of territorial gold put together

by a private client is another landmark offering, containing

popular types as well as high grade pieces and notable rarities.

I mention a superb Templeton Reid $2.30, multiple $50 slugs

by Augustus Humbert, one of the finest Miners' Bank tens,

b<ith denominations of Pikes Peak design Clark Gruber gold.

an Oregon $5—and these are just a preview or the

Archangel Collection highlighted in its own special

section of the catalogue.

The unique 90 mm gold medal awarded by

Congress to President Zachary Taylor is a national

treasure, unique with no equivalent anywhere. A

more historical, beautiful, and numismatically

important medal cannot be imagined. Indeed, it

would be worthy of an entire catalogue all by itself.

Suffice it to say that this may be the most important

American medal to be auctioned. Ever.

Currency comes to the fore with an outstanding section of

our catalogue highlighted by Federal issues from 1861 to date.

Multiple Demand Note, popular types including many finalists

in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes, the finest known

$50 Interest Bearing Note, runs of Educational and Rainbow

notes, and more. National Bank Notes include a dazzling array

of Series of 1882 $5s, mostly Brown Backs (including a sheet!),

but with rarer Value Backs and Date Backs as well. A Florence,

Alabama number 1, plate A note of the 1902 Series will attract

the attention of many, as will a remarkable selection of AOOOOOl

note from the Series of 1929, each beautiful, each unique. Again,

this is just a preview.

As to individual attractions and rarities among Federal

and related coins, listing highlights here would take a page or

more of space, even for a quick synopsis! I invite you to check

the descriptions themselves, to contemplate the rarity, beauty,

and desirability of the key issues, "trophy coins," and more,

and bid accordingly.

In addition, you can expect the usual enticements: beautiful

Morgan silver dollars, commemoratives, "type" coins in many

series, and more—something for every want list, for every

desire, for every budget. Look through the following pages

carefully, contemplate the items you would like to own, then

explore to find new areas of possible inteiiest. This is one of the

most important and most div'erse sales of our era, and I invite

you to be a part of it.

Our auction will be held at the Pier 5 Hotel in the Baltimotv

Inner Harbor, a nice venue which we have visited K’toir. lot

viewing begins on Sunday November 5, and the sale itself ev'm-

mences on Tuesday March 7. This will be in four sessions, with

a complimentary dinner to rngisten'd bidders each evening at

approximately 5 PM.

to our sale of The Norweb Collection

and other important properties



For many years Baltimore has been one of my favorite

numismatic cities. Indeed, in terms of tradition it has few

equals. Louis E. Eliasberg, Sr., T. Harrison Garrett and John

Work Garrett, Col. M.I. Cohen, and Waldo C. Newcomer each

formed their great collections here. Dr. George A. Massimore

was prominent in the coin auction field in Baltimore in the

late 19th century, and no mention of Baltimore numismatics

could be made without noting the contributions of George

and Melvin Fuld, in such diverse areas as Civil War tokens,

Washington medals, and numismatic research. The Baltimore

Convention, which begins after our auction, is held at the Con-

vention Center, is a more recent highlight, and has grown to be

one of the most dynamic shows in America, drawing dealers

and collectors from all over the nation, indeed the world. We
will be at the convention after our sale, and you are cordially

invited to stop by.

Thinking of selling? It's now easier then ever to consign

to this fabulous dream team of Stack's numismatists. If your

contacts had been in New York City, feel free fo continue

utilizing the services there. If you are comfortable with your

relationship in Wolfeboro, we stand ready to work with you

as well. As always Chris, Larry, Harvey, and I are just a phone

call away, with Dr. Richard A. Bagg, Vicken Yegparian and an

impressive list of additional numismatic advisors standing

ready as well. Our combined mailing list of proven buyers

covers all areas of collecting interests including those buy-

ers who have purchased items from the finest collections to

ever cross the auction block, and at record setting prices.

Our state of the art Internet and bidding systems offer your

United States and world coins, paper money, tokens and

medals to an international audience. We are dedicated to

marketing your collection to a worldwide audience with a

multi-media approach. And, our individualized, personal

service will guarantee you will be pleased with your trans-

action. Check out our expanded auction calendar on page

4 and you'll find we have just the right event for you. Need
cash now? Cash advances are always available to assist you

in financial planning. Let us put our expertise to work for

you. Call today and soon you will be receiving a generous

settlement check.

On behalf of all of us at Stack's, I thank you for reviewing

the catalogue and wish you the best of luck in acquiring the

pieces that interest you.

Sincerely,

Q. David Bowers
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HALF DIMES
All half dime photos are 2x.

1794 Logan-McCloskey-4, Valentine-4/4a. Rarity-4. Very

Good-8. Full date and legends, generally strongly detailed

with slight flattening at upper right obverse. Light blue and

gray after cleaning at some time in the past.

PCGS #(X14250

High-Grade 1795 LM-10, V-4 Half Dime

1795 LM-10, V-4. Rarity-3. AU-58 (NGC). Toned with a

mix of lavender, blue, and gold on both sides, the obverse

somewhat mottled but better organized on the reverse with

the darker blues relegated to the rims, lavenders and grays

at the center. The surfaces are average with scattered lines

and a few trivial ticks on the obverse; the reverse has a minor

cluster of adjustment marks spanning the leaves below AT

of STATES, and a couple of shallow, dull horizontal nicks on

the eagle's wing skipping to the breast, again scarcely visible

even with a loupe. This is the most common die pairing of

the year, and popular as the first type, issued for two short

years. Early die state.

K C.S a 004251

Desirable 1797 LM-3 16 Star Half Dime

1797 LM-3, V-3. Rarity-5. 16 Stars. AU-50 (PCGS). Exa'ptional

toning graces the obverse and reverse, with dcvp aqua sur-

rounding the rims while the centers display an inner ring of

russet and gray. Such toning is characteristic of a few decades

housc'd in a Wayte Raymond style holder. The strike is reason-

ably sharp for the issue, with Liberty's curls defined as are

the eagle's wing feathers, although his head is a trifle soft. A

pair of thin hairlines are noted on Liberty's bust, identifiable

by a minute planchet flake which extends to the rim from the

top of the L of LIBERTY.
In the most recent John Reich Journal Census of December 2(K)5, then-

were no examples reported of this elusive die pairing by collectors of this

series, thstorically, a similar grade example was in the second collivtion

formed by Ed Price, and a couple of finer examples are known of this die

pairing.

PCGS #004259

Bold Mint State 1800 Half Dime

1800 LM-1, V-1. Rarity-3. MS-61 (NGC). A boldly cxccutcxl

coin with crisp definition on Liberty's curls and all the

obverse stars. Similar on the reverse with sharpness on the

eagle's wings, motto and shield, but a trifle weak on a few of

the stars and clouds above. For this die pairing, the strike is

much better than usually encountered. The surfaces are free

of contact marks, and toned with an attractive gray patina

which hides any lustre that may remain in the fields Identih-

able by a shallow, short vertical nick on LiK’itv s cheek Mow
her temple and an edge tick ab<ivc the "C" of AMFRIC A

Evidence of die clashing on the obverse and reverse and . -r!

engraver's scratch extends fnim tfie curl below the ' B' ot I IBt KTN '

handful are n’ported in various Mint Slate grades bx \i ’ m.- ! iik*

pix'sent variety although not differenliati^J umfer ttv eerx^r- .v= .

year Eor the 1 M l \ aru4v. \(.A. (. ensus 1 iunx -’oer

i’C(;s#n(H2M

ACK S
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Sparkling 1800 Half Dime Scarce 1805 Half Dime

1800 LM-1, V-1. Rarity-3. AU-50 (PCGS). A little beauty

which retains some lustre in the fields and a good strike.

Examination with a loupe will find minor hairlines on the

obverse, but no handling problems are readily apparent.

The toning ranges from light silver with a hint of gold on
the left side and similar light blue on the right. The strike is

sharp on the eagle and Liberty, with minor strike doubling

at the base of STATES as offen seen on this variety. Early die

state before the obverse rim break forms below fhe dafe,

alfhough the reverse does have the thin die crack through

the M of AMERICA to the shield. Multiple clash marks are

present on both sides. Identifiable by a shallow dull nick in

Liberty's hair behind her temple. Housed in an older green

insert PCGS holder.

PCGS #004264

1805 LM-1, V-1. Rarity-4. EF-40 (PCGS). Lovely dark steel

fields with lighter silver on the devices. The strike is notori-

ously soft on Liberty's bust and the opposing right wing
of the eagle on this die pairing, apparently unknown with

strong definition on Liberty's drapery lines. Examination

of fhe obverse finds no surface problems, while the reverse

has a couple of minufe scratches and nicks near the center.

For identification there is a tiny nick extending up from the

leftmost point of the fourth obverse star, and on the reverse

by a shallow nick above the right post of the M of UNUM
in the star field.

Probably among the top two dozen known for this date, and impor-

tantly a single Mint State coin was sold in Lester Merkin's September 18,

1968 Auction, Lot 129; all others showing some evidence of circulation.

PCGS #004272

Pleasing 1800 "LIBEKTY" Half Dime Frosty Gem Brilliant Uncirculated 1829 Half Dime

6 1800 LM-3, V-2. Rarity-4. LIBERTY. EF-45 (NGC). Light

silver dominates the surfaces wifh traces of darker verdigris

adhering to the lettering and devices. A typical strike for fhis

issue, with minor softness on Liberty's curls below her rib-

bon knot, and on the reverse through portions of fhe motto
and star field above the eagle. No surface problems disfracf

the eye, a rather pleasing coin overall. Identifiable by a short

scratch in the field inside the final two obverse stars.

There are three points of interest on this die pairing. The first is the

broken "R" punch used to engrave the obverse, a small piece had chipped
out of the top of that letter, and thus it resembles a "K". The broken "R"
punch was replaced and is not known to have been used on any other dies.

Curiously the 8 punch must have been broken as well, as it appears to be
an overlapping pair of circles which are quite awkward in appearance. A
final point of interest is the die sinking or damage on "BUS" of PLURIBUS
which weakens that area of the die. The LM-3, V-2 die marriage is the third

use of this reverse die, and all examples of this die pairing show this sinking

to some degree. Always in demand for the "LIBERTY" obverse.

F’CGS #004265

1829 LM-7.3, V-4. Rarity-4. MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty white

coin that exudes quality and lustre. The surfaces are fresh

and attractive, and a strong loupe is required to see any signs

of contact. Rather well struck on the stars, but there is minor

softness on Liberty's curls and feathertips within the left

wing. On this later die state, the reverse die has developed

numerous thin cracks, including one to the tops of ER of

AMERICA which became a retained cud soon after this coin

was struck.

PCGS #004276

1830 LM-3, V-8. Rarity-2. MS-63 (PCGS). A satiny coin that

boasts delicate gold toning in the fields over lusta' and a

decent strike. The surfaces are a delight to examine, with

no distracting nicks or hairlines. Middle die state with trace

evidence of clashing before Liberty's neck and face, and on

20
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10 1830 LM-13, V-2. Rarity-3. MS-64 (NGC). Golden toning

throughout, with a couple of specks of dark blue on the lower

reverse. The surfaces are pleasing as they retain ample lustre

in the fields, and no distracting marks. Sharply impressed

for this later die state, with bold definition on Liberty's up-

permost curls and all of the eagle's feathers.

PCGS #004277

11 1831 LM-6, V-1. Rarity-1. MS-62 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous

with peripheral gold toning on both sides. The strike is decent

but not quite sharp, as a tew curls lack fully rounded peaks.

Minor handling marks as expected, but none are problem-

atic. Middle die state with bold clash marks on the obverse,

including "ear bars" on Liberty from the shield on the mverse,

and Liberty's head and profile are clearly outlined on the

reverse.

PCGS #004278

12 1832 LM-12, V-2. Rarity-2. MS-65 (NGC). A satiny Gem
which is graced by delicate iridescent blue and gold toning

and a bold strike. Note the depth on Liberty's curls and the

surrounding stars, features seldom seen so clearly defined

by dies. Excellent surfaces with no distracting hairlines or

nicks present. A delightful coin with strong eye appeal.

Later die state with the die chip out of the lower Icwp of the 8, trace

evidence of die clashing but no sign of the reverse die crack through the

olive leaves to shield.

PCGS « 004279

13 1833 LM-6, V-8. Rarity-6. MS-65 (PCGS). Here is an excep-

tional example of this ran? variety. Bathed in frosty lustre and

highly appealing, with brilliant surfaces and just a trace of

haze. The strike is sharp throughout, although the reverse

die had been lapped weakening the arrow shafts (seen on

all examples of this die pairing). This is a decidedly difficult

die pairing to obtain, with nine examples reported in the

most recent Census printed in the John Reich Jounial; this

is currently the finest seen and alone in the gem category.

Perhaps 15-25 are known in all, with half a dozen at most in

Uncirculated grades. Were this a common variety, the coin

would be highly desirable for the flash and surfaces, but as

a rarity it is a prize indeed. Furthermore, it is housed in an

older, green label PCGS holder.

Both the obverse and reverse die had bt'en used to coin other varieties

prior to this die marriage. In fact, this is the third and final use of each die.

The obverse die always shows evidence of clashing, from the eagle's wing

below the chin, and from the shield below Liberty's ear. No die cracks are

present and it is not known why the obverse die failed and was replaced.

Prior to coining this die marriage, the reverse die had clashed and was

severely lapped, weakening the arrow devices and leaving die roughness

below both wings. The reverse later formed a retained cud over CA of

AMERICA, not seen on the present coin.

PCGS #004280

14 1834 LM-2, V-1. Rarity-1. MS-64 (NGC). A frosty white coin

that retains lustre in the fields and shows a bold strike. The

surfaces are excellent with no distracting nicks or bumps.

Both dies show minor evidence of clashing in the fields, and

the obverse has a thin die crack from Liberty's nose through

her neck to drapery. A common variety but always in demand

in such loft\' grades.

PCGS #004281

Stellar Gem 1833 LM-6, V-8 Half Dime Rarity

Likely the Finest Known
the n.'vers«.> above the eagle. Houst'd in an older green insert

PC LiS holder.

I hi- "div crack thmugh right claw" n-tern'd to in the Logan-McCloskey

n-lereniv apfx-ar> to be an engraver's scratch as the line is considerably

raised, short, and slightly bent and is not at all like the usual thin die cracks

that form on the die as a result of coining stri'ss.

K'GS #(X)4277
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Toned Gem Proof 1834 Half Dime
Magnificent Quality

1834 LM-4, V-4. Proof-65 (NGC). An extraordinary early

gem Proof example of the Capped Bust design. One imme-
diately thinks of the King of Siam Proof set, and the present

coin coming from the same year of issue. The toning comes

alive when examined under a light, and the deep grays dif-

ferentiate themselves into more regal shades of blue, rose,

and gold. Liberty is well frosted by the dies, and stands out

with desirable contrast from the reflective fields. Outstand-

ing surfaces as expected for the grade, with no distracting

hairlines or handling marks. The all important striking char-

acteristics are needle-sharp stars and exceptional definition

on Liberty's curls, hallmarks expected for a Proof. The reverse

too is sharp, but a couple of the feathers on the left wing of

the eagle have rounded tips. For identification, there is a tiny

planchet flake in the field left of the left thigh of the eagle.

Housed in an older NGC style holder. Perhaps 20 Proofs are

known of this date, this one tied with a select group as one

of the finer examples to survive.

Close examination of the reverse includes the following diagnostics,

fine hand engraving touches are present extending along the inside of the

C in the denomination; extending off the tip of the 5 in the denomination,

the eagle's beak, and the recutting is present on the inside of the left por-

tion of the first A in AMERICA. No trace of the obverse die crack from the

neck to the bust is present.

Early Proofs struck at the Philadelphia Mint vary in striking quality

and consistency of die preparation. In some cases. Proofs were struck

with existing dies that had been previously used to coin business strikes,

although generally new dies were prepared for Proofs, and the Proofs

stmck display the earliest die state known. Proof coins normally boast

exceptionally sharp strikes, with die polishing in the fields and frosted

devices. Prior to late 1836 these Proofs were struck by hand with the screw
press. Furthermore, no differentiation between Proofs or business strikes

was recorded in the Philadelphia Mint's records. In many cases. Proofs

were coined from multiple die pairings in a single year, with 1834 being
particularly fruitful for Proof production. In some years no Proofs were
coined, in others quality varied; and the term "Specimen Strike" is best

used to describe a coin that possesses some characteristics (but not all) of

a Proof example.

NGC Census; 5; 1 finer (Proof-66 finest).

PCGS #004297

1834 LM-4, V-4. Rarity-1. MS-63 (PCGS). Gorgeous eye
appeal with .sea green iridescent peripheral toning on both
sides, and radiant lustre in the fields. Sharply struck through-
out. A trivial dull scuff over the 83. 1 loused in an older, green
label I’CGS holder.

I ater die state with .m obverse crack from Libertv's bust, cheek, and
.ip. and filled letters on the revers*- from die chipping.

Pf ‘ .S «II042HI

17 1835 LM-8.2, V-5. Rarity-2. MS-64 (PCGS). Small Date, Large

5C. An early striking from the LM-8.1 marriage, with the die

crack present to the rim from the final A of AMERICA. No
trace of the obverse crack through star 9 or the crack through

the T of UNITED is present on this coin. Strong die clash-

ing as always seen with shield lines surrounding Liberty's

ear. Boldly struck on all devices and especially bright and
frosty. The surfaces are excellent for the grade and a few faint

hairlines must have nudged this back from a higher grade.
PCGS Population: 6; 4 finer (MS-64 finest).

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #004284

18 Group of ANACS-certified half dimes: 1836 Capped
Bust. Valentine-3. Rarity-1. VF-35. Golden rose surfaces with

splashes of deep rich iridescent blue 1837 Liberty Seated,

Small Date. AU-50. Rich golden toning on both surfaces, ob-

verse with splashes of magenta and steel blue 1839 EF-40.

Deep rich rose-gold, deep bluish gray and golden toning at

the high points 1844 AU-50. Rose-gold, rose, and iridescent

blue at the peripheries. Breen-3034. "Partly repunched date."

1853 Arrows. AU-50. Lustrous with splashes of reddish

gold and silver gray on both surfaces 1857-0 VF-35. Rich

rose-gray with hints of gold and blue-green. Breen-3087.

"Retouched hub. Large O." 1860-0 AU-55. Mixture of lilac,

rose, gold, and iridescent blue-green over lustrous surfaces.

Breen-3100. (Total; 7 pieces)

Lustrous Gem 1837 No Stars Half Dime
Small Date Variety

19 1837 Liberty Seated. No Stars, Small Date. MS-66 (NGC).
Highly lustrous with warm champagne toning on both sides.

A sharp and appealing gem, a lively little half dime \vith

delightful eye appeal. Definitely gem quality.

Struck from a familiar die, this particular varietv shows a hoavv die

crack from the dentils at 5:00 to the heel of Libertv's foot. ,‘\dditionallv.

heavy rust and die crumbling along the outer edge of Libc-rtv's chin and
pole arm are plainly evident to the unaided eye.

PCGS #004312

20 1839-0 No Drapery. MS-6t (NGC). Underlying lustn.' sup-

ports deep golden gray surface highlights. Nicelv struck.
PCGS#(X)4320

22
SlACK
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21 1840 Drapery. MS-64 (NGC). Nicely struck and richly lus-

trous, with intense violet and electric blue iridescence on

both sides, particularly on the reverse. Scarcer than the No
Drapery style from earlier in the year.

I’CCS #(X)4326

22 1844 MS-64 (PCGS). Bright, lustrous, and sharply struck,

with a nuance of faint rose at the rims. Absolutely choice for

the grade, and in an old-style frameless PCGS holder.

PCGS #004333

Uncirculated 1844-0 Half Dime

"Medal Turn" Die Alignment

23 1844-0 MS-62 (PCGS). Rich peach toning on lustrous

surfaces. An attractive coin for the grade, certainly finer

than MS-62 implies. A rarity in Mint State grades despite its

somewhat sizable mintage for the era of 220,000 pieces; no

doubt most of that circulated heavily in New Orleans and

the surrounding countryside, as VG to EF is the P^pical grade

for this date. One of just a handful of examples of the date

certified at MS-62 or finer by PCGS. Struck from a rotated

reverse die, with the reverse oriented in the correct manner

when the coin is turned on its vertical axis rather than its

horizontal axis as is normal.

PCGS Population: 3; 4 finer (MS-63 finest).

K'CiS #0043.34

24 1846 Extremely Fine-40. A pleasing, modestly circulated

example of this prized rarity from the early days of the de-

sign type. Medium silver gray with deeper slate highlights.

Sharply struck in all quarters, and devoid of marks of conse-

quence though low magnification reveals a tiny "hit" at the

top of Liberty's forehead. One of just 27,000 examples of the

date struck, far and away the lowest mintage figure in the

design type until the 1863 issue. Indeed, among angular-issue

dates in the Liberty Seated half dime series, the 1846 issue

has the fourth lowest mintage. A pleasing coin, one that is

"raw" because it arrived here far too late to be sent to a third

party-grading service.

PCGS #004336

25 1848-0 MS-65 (PCGS). Diamond-sharp detail and flawless

silver surfaces are highlighted by colorful russet and blue

toning.

PCGS #004340

Choice Proof 1849 Half Dime Rarity

Tied for Finest Certified by NGC
"Medal Turn" Dies

26 1849 Proof-64 (NGC). A richly toned Proof, a highly reflective

specimen with deep slate toning highlights on both sides.

From a small Proof mintage for the date, perhaps just tw'o or

three dozen pieces struck all told; far fewer than that number

exists today. Just three Proofs of the date have been certified

by NGC. Broadly repunched 9 in date, other date numerals

less obvious. A greatly prized rarity that should entice both

half dime specialists and advanced type coin collectors.

NGC Census: 2; none finer within the designation. The only other Proof

of the date certified by NGC is graded Proof-66 CAM by that firm

PCGS #004425
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1853

Arrows. MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty and lustrous with rich

rainbow "album toning" on both sides, heaviest at the rims.

Struck from heavily clashed dies.

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #004356

Splendid Gem 1854 Arrows Half Dime
Solitary MS-67 at PCGS

1854

Arrows. MS-67 (PCGS). A blazing gem with intense

lustre on satiny surfaces. Sharply sfruck and visually ap-

pealing, with rich bursts of deep crimson, violet, and gold at

the rims. The devices are sharp and full, though the dentils

at the rims are soft and mushy in places, a trademark of the

date. Considerably more rare than its counterpart from 1853,

a fact that should be taken into account when your bidding
strategy is planned. The present gem stands up easily to the

rigors of the MS-67 grade, and is finest example extant of the

date in a PCGS holder.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

PCGS #004358

1854 Arrows. MS-64 (PCGS). Lustrous satiny surfaces with
pale champagne iridescence on both sides.

PCGS #004358

Proof 1855 Arrows Half Dime Rarity

1855

Arrows. Proof-62 (PCGS). Attracfive pale steel gray
with rich golden highlights. Reflective fields and lightly

frosted motifs. No Mint records for Proofs of the date were
kept, though conventional wisdom today supposes that a

few dozen or so were sfruck of the date. PCGS has recorded

a dozen events for Proofs of the date at Proof-62, as here, or

finer, though some of those events may indeed represent

resubmissions. Be that as it may, the present coin is undeni-

ably rare.

PCGS Population: 1; 11 finer within the designation (Proof-66 finest).

PCGS #004433

31 1857 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Wonderfully full frosty

lustre joins light die clash. This obverse shows lightly im-

pressed border denticles along the lower rim.

From Bowers and Ruddy's sale of the Michael Steig Collection,

September 1982, Lot 335.

PCGS #004365

32 1860 Transitional. J-267, P-315. Rarity-4. MS-64 (PCGS).
Silver. Reeded edge. Frosty and quite lustrous for this issue,

with a dusting of gold toning on bofh sides. The surfaces are

excellenf for the grade. This half dime displays sfrong eye

appeal and solid surfaces. A few wispy lines are present, but

visible only at certain angles along with the ever-present die

striations common to this obverse. Minor striking softness

on a few obverse sfars and the wreath, a common ailment

to this popular issue.

Always popular as "The Coin Without a Country" as there is no
mention of what country minted this coin. Reportedly a mere 100 were

coined. All show a thin die scratch up from the left edge of the rocky base

to the rim. This 1860 half dime was struck with the old style dies which

retained the stars on the obverse coupled with the new Cereal Wreath

reverse, modifications and die work by Anthony Paquet and struck under

the direction of James Ross Snowden.

PCGS #004373

33 1861 Proof-63 (PCGS). This gliftering example from a Proof

minfage of 1,000 displays fhe remarkably bold, almost coarse

frosting on Liberty often seen on this Civil War date. The
obverse shows broad vertical bands of russet toning.

PCGS #004444

34 1867-S MS-62 (NGC). Pale silver gray with underlving lustre

that supports some lilac highlights.

PCGS #004391

24
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Memorable 1802 JR-2 Dime

Condition Census Quality

2x photo

35 1802 John Reich-2. Rarity-5. AU-55 (NGC). This coin has an

exceptional strike as Liberty shows bold definition on all her

curls save for the one on her neck, which is clearly outlined.

The reverse devices are also bold, especially the shield and

wings of the eagle. This is the rare early die state, struck prior

to the reverse die shattering. Examination of the surfaces

discovers a scattering of minute ticks, including a shallow

scrape extending off the rim of the coin from the top portion

of the 12th obverse star, and a shallow pit below the right

claw of the eagle. An irregular planchet lamination resides

at the top of the R of AMERICA. Toned deep gunmetal with

smoky gray mixed with tinges of brighter orange-gold, par-

ticularly on the reverse. Certainly in the Condition Census

for the variety and c]uite rare in this grade. While not the

most radiant beauty in the lustre department, this example

makes up for this slight with its sharpness and early die state

striking.

NGC Census: 3; 3 finer (MS-62 finest).

PCGS #004472

High Condition Census 1802 JR-3 Dime

The John Reich Plate Coin

lx photo

36 1802 JR-3. Rarity-6. EF-45 (NGC). Light silver with traces

of lustre in the protected areas and a touch of golden toning

accenting the devices. Quite beautiful to behold. The surfaces

show scattered handling nicks, in particular in the right ob-

verse field where a minor nick and a thin scratch intersect

across from Liberty's mouth near the stars. Two other thin

scratches are seen, one extending diagonally up Liberty's

curls near her ribbon knot, the other on her shoulder; men-

tioned for future pedigree tracing as these are not distracting.

The reverse is clean for the grade, with no surface problems

and light silver with gold toning matching that seen on the

obverse. Two finer examples are known, both a hair's breath

from Mint State in the major East Coast collection, and the

present coin apparently ranks as third finest of this rare die

pairing. One of the few plate coins from Early United States

Dimes 1796-1837 to be offered in any given year, and an

important rarity in all grades.

This die pairing represents the third and final usage of the obverse.

No die cracks are present and the obverse app>ears in good condition,

and it is unknown why it was retired after striking this marriage. Each

of the obverse stars has a minor chip at the end of one of the arms which

shows as a blunt edge as opf>osed to the usual sharp point. The reverse

die cracked rather heavily from the rim through the final A of AMERICA

to the C, another lighter crack extends from the rim below the left claw of

the eagle, up through the shield, eagle's breast, reverse stars 11 and six to

the cloud above. A final thin crack connects the tops of NITED. Remarkably

the rev'erse die went on to coin the 1 803 JR-2 die pairing which shows even

more advanced cracks than seen here.

From Superior's Madison Sale, January 19, 1979, Lot 680 at

$6,700; Bill Subjack; Eastern Collection 1992.

PCGS #004472
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Outstanding 1802 JR-4 Dime in Mint State

From the Eliasberg Collection

2x photo

37 1802 JR-4. Rarity-4. MS-61 (NGC). A beautiful coin that for-

tuitously survived in such high grade. The color ranges from
bright silver with golden accents in the protected areas to

darker yet fiery russet gold near the rims. The obverse retains

much of the original lustre as does the reverse. As always
found, the central strike is weak around Liberty's ear and the

upper right portion of the reverse shield, while the motto is

generally sharp. Faint hairlines limit the grade, but they are

minimally distracting. In contrast to the central weakness,
the denticles on both dies are sharp, engraved deeply into

the die rim which perhaps accounts for the central striking

softness. Always found with a small lump on the obverse die

in the field below the lowest portion of the ribbon. On the

obverse, the star punch had a tiny chip off the end of one of

the star points, which makes a single point appear blunt on
each of the 13 stars, seen on the upper left point of most stars

on the left, lower right point on the right. Identifiable by a

couple of minute planchet flaws on the left leg of the eagle,

visible with a loupe.A thoroughly impressive example of this

date, of which no more than five examples have been certi-

fied in Uncirculated grades between the two major grading
services, and certainly not more than a couple of others that

may qualify at that level of this date.

NGC Census: 2; 1 finer within any designation (MS-62 finest).

Early die state, with no die crack on the obverse but the lump is well
developed below Liberty's ribbon. Interestingly this die pairing is the only
use of this obverse, while the reverse die was quite busy. Initial coinage with
this reverse was for this dime issue, 1802 JR-4, reverse die state a, early, no
cracks or evidence of lapping. Next the Philadelphia Mint coined quarter
eagles with this reverse (reverse state a), 1802 BD-2 where a thin crack ap-
pears to the left of S(TATES) to that letter, the reverse lapped during coinage
weakening the leaf below (AMERIC)A (reverse state b). [It is possible that

some quarter eagles were coined first, then 1802 ]R-4 dimes, then more
1802 BD-2 quarter eagles all in the earliest die state seen, not cracked, not
lapped] (all reverse state a). Next comes reverse state c which appears on
the 1804 JR-1 dimes, as coinage continued, the reverse die clashed and was
lapped again (thinner leaf below [AMERICJA). Next came a run of 1804
BD-1 quarter eagles showing evidence of reverse die clashing with the 1804
Dime obverse (!) in the field, followed by more 1804 JR-1 dimes and finally

more 1804 BD-1 quarter eagles struck after the reverse had been lapped yet
again (reverse state d), weakening the leaves in the branch even further and
effacing the die cracks seen on previously coined middle die states of dimes
and quarter eagles. Our thanks to the late Rus.sell J. Logan, Ed Price and John
Dannreuther for articles and bcx)ks that have helped sort out the complex
emission sequence of this reverse die—and many others—in their published
works and in conversations with this cataloguer (JMM).

From Thomas Elder's sale of the Henri/ C. Miller Collection,

April 13, 1917, Lot 113 at a shiyyiYit/y $50; John M. Clapp,
Clapp Estate; private sale brokered by Stack's ca. 1942 to Louis
E. Eliasber/f Collection; Stack's/Bowers and Merena's sale of the

Loui'> E. Ediasber^, Sr. Collection, May 22, 1996, Eot 1050; Tom/
Eerrunova: Private ihillection.

i’( ! ,s «()(i4 »,":

Extraordinary Mint State 1803 Dime
Second Finest of the Date

38 1803 JR-3. Rarity-4. MS-61 (NGC). A phenomenal example of

this issue, which is extremely rare in any Mint State grade. To
date only two examples are known that qualify as Mint State

from the entire issue encompassing five different die pairings.

The finest example is the Parmelee-Atwater-Bareford-Love-

joy-East Coast collection specimen which is reported in the

NGC Census as MS-63 dating back to the Lovejoy Sale in

1990. The finest example is of course held in a splendid East

Coast collection and likely to remain so for some decades to

come. The second finest is the present example, a solid Mint
State coin. Aside from these two Mint State survivors, a small

group of About Uncirculated coins are known, perhaps 15 to

20 in all. Considering the reported mintage of 33,040 pieces, of

which as many as 10,000 were probably dated 1802, the rate

of survival, estimated to be 3% to 5% of those struck, leaves

700 to 1,200 examples—precious few for collectors. The vast

majority of survivors are in low grades, and frequently are

damaged or otherwise numismatically challenged. This may
be the only opportunity to secure a Mint State 1803 dime for

many years to come.

Fully struck on Liberty's curls and stars, the reverse too is

sharp save for a couple of stars over the eagle's head, showing
the expected striking softness. Lustre peeks out from beneath
a thin layer of gray, gold, and blue patina tastefully arranged
by time and careful storage, creating a charming and appeal-

ing example of this date. All in all, a formidable coin which
presents an outstanding opportunity for the connoisseur to

purchase a high Condition Census 1803 dime.
This is a middle to late die state example of this issue. The obverse die

had shattered by the time this was struck, with a beautiful arcing die crack

from the rim through the left side of the 3 up through Liberty's drapery
and curling out her hair, grazing the lowest tip of her ribbon, and out the

rim through the fourth star. Fainter die cracks from the rim to the lowest

left curl on Liberty, another splits the 0 of the date to drapery and yet

another meanders through the field from Liberty's jaw to the final star. A
thick short die cracks connects stars three and four, and a thin branching
crack extends up from the primary die crack in the field to Liberty's hair

ribbons, about midway up. Faint die clashing is seen in the obverse and
reverse fields. The reverse die state is early, with a thin die crack from the

second T of STATES to the cloud below the right side of the E to the right.

Struck prior to the crack forming between the IT of UNITED.
PCGS #004473
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Choice Mint State 1805 Dime

Four Berries Reverse

punches tor the dime, so this tinal pair ot exislinj* dies were

used well beyond their normal lite span. Furthermore, (he

reverse of the 1H()7 dime had previously Ixvn ust*d to com

quarter eagles of 1805, 1H06/4, 1806/5 and 1807.

PCGS »«)448()

44 1827 JR-6. Rarity-2. AU-58 (PCGS). A generally white com

with a touch of peripheral gold and russet. Much ongmal

lustre remains and the strike is reasonably sharp for thi'' date

.

with a few stars soft and the talons as well. Clean surtaoc^

and a pleasing collector coin.

IXTCS «n04S04

39 1805 JR-2. Rarity-2. MS-63 (PCGS). Toned with a mix of gold

and blue over silver, and quite attractive. The strike is sharp

on Liberty's curls and the eagle, although a couple of the

reverse stars over the eagle are slightly soft. Hints of adjust-

ment marks are present on the eagle's tail and AMERICA,

but a strong loupe is needed to locate them. The reverse die

was rotated about 30° clockwise when this was coined, not

uncommon for the variety. Outstanding surfaces for the

grade, with no distracting handling marks. For identification

there is a minute planchet flake on Liberty's temple and a

shallow streak extending up to the right from the eagle's

head. This is one of the only dates of Draped Bust Dimes

which is available in Uncirculated grades.

PCGS #004477

Choice Mint State 1807 Dime

Especially Frosty

1811/9 JR-1. Rarity-3. EF-45 (PCGS). A beautiful example of

this elusive date that boasts rich russet gold toning mixed

with peripheral blue and rose. The obverse has light silver at

the center, while the reverse shows more of the colorful toning

with blue dominating. Average surfaces with minor circula-

tion marks present, none of which are noteworthy. The strike

is typical, with sharp curls on Liberty and all of the feathers

present on the eagle. Middle die state for the reverse, with

several minor die cracks visible, but the die w'as still within

the confines of the same level, a feature which disappears on

later strikings. This reverse die had first been used to strike

all 1809 dimes. A solid and attractive coin for the grade.

PCGS #004487

1821 JR-3. Rarity-5. About Uncirculated-55. A lovely example

that is just a wisp away from full Mint State. Magnificent blue

and rose tones give a bold contrast to the steel gray bust at

the obverse. The reverse is encircled in pleasing rose and gold

toning.

PCGS #004496

1821 JR-9. Rarity-2. MS-61 (PCGS). Here is a delightful coin

for the modest grade, one first notices the full and complete

curls on Liberty, even the tiniest locks engraved at the high-

est elevations show sharp separation. The color ranges from

medium gray on the obverse to gunmetal-gray on the reverse,

with ample lustre beneath. Excellent surfaces are the rule,

with no annoying bumps or nicks present, and a loupe is

needed to see a few stray scratches which reside above the

date. Housed in an older green insert PCGS holder.

The obverse and reverse dies were used only to coin this variety, both

dies show minor evidence of clashing on the present coin but no cracks arc

known which could readily account for the dies later being discarded.

PCGS #0044%

lx

1807 JR-1. Rarity-2. MS-63 (PCGS). A frosty white coin which

retains abundant lustre in the fields and bold visual appeal.

There are no signs of toning here and the surfaces are open

and inviting to the eye. As seen on over 90% of those coined

for the year, the dies show strong evidence of clashing with

the branch from the reverse outlined in the field before

Liberty's face, the clouds above the date, horizontal shield

lines Ix'hind Libertv's ear and many letters weakened by this

process. Remarkably, the curls on Liberty, the date and most

of the central reverse design elements are bold. It is believed

that 100,000 to 165,000 coins were struck from this pair of dies,

making this the most common Draped Bust variety. Some

dime's coined in 1807 may have been dated 1805, perhaps

as many as 50,000 pieces. By 1807 John Reich had joined the

Mint as assistant engraver and soon produced a new design

for the half dollar. There was no time to create new master
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Majestic Gem Brilliant Uncirculated 1827 Dime
Boldly Struck

45 1827 JR-11. Rarity-2. MS-65 (NGC). A thoroughly impressive

example of this date that boasts strong lustre in the fields,

rich coppery-gold toning with blue accents and a sharp

strike. Of course, the defining value indicator is the techni-

cal grade, which in the present case is the sought-after and
seldom found gem level. Combine the technical merits with
the strong visual appeal seen here and you have a highly

desirable coin. The stars are sharply impressed, but there

is trace softness on the central curls of Liberty, no doubt a

cause of frusfrafion at the Mint which endeavored to produce
uniformly well sfruck coins. The reverse however is bold,

including on the neck of the eagle right down to his knobby
talons, areas which are notorious for fheir weak sfrikes on
these early dimes. For identification purposes there is a faint

shallow vertical nick on Liberty's jaw, closer to her ear than
chin.

This is the finest example graded by NGC identified as the JR-11 variety,

but others likely exist including eight graded higher under the generic 1827
label of all varieties by that service.

PCGS #004504

Snow White 1827 Dime

46 1827 JR-11. Rarity-2. MS-64 (PCGS). Totally white and
lustrous with no signs of foiling to be found. The strike is

decent with most of the stars showing full radial lines but
a couple are soft at their centers. On the reverse, the eagle's
neck, feathers, and talons are all bold. Scattered faint ticks

and a few light lines are present. One of the finer examples
to exist behind at least one gem of fhis variety. Housed in an
older green insert PCGS holder.

From the C. W. Collection.

PCGS #004504

B

Prohibitively Rare 1829 Curl Base 2 Dime
Mid-Grade Example

47 1829 JR-10. Rarity-6. VG-8 (PCGS).A pleasing example of this

incredibly rare date punch variant, even for this seemingly
modest grade. The obverse has dark steel gray fields com-
bined with lighter silver gray devices, similar on the reverse

although the color is even silver gray. No surface problems
are present and the coin is entirely wholesome. For identifica-

tion purposes, there is a minor toning spot before Liberty's

forehead in the field, and a very short, shallow scratch which
extends horizontally in the right wing of the eagle below I of

AMERICA. Perhaps 30 are known in all grades, but curiously

most show substantial circulation. PCGS reports one as AU-
53 but many experts doubt the existence of such a coin, and
if if exists it has not been published or seen in the past few
decades. This may be an error by PCGS, or if such an example
exists, it would be far and away the finest known. The balance

of those known are listed in grades up to Very Fine, although
specific grades are nof given by PCGS below Extremely Fine.

A total of 27 examples are reporfed between both services,

with the present example falling about in the middle to top

third of those reported. A variety that is extremely difficult

to locate and has remained decidedly rare since its discovery

by John McCloskey in 1973. The obverse die is known with
a crack from the rim above star 7 to the cap, down Liberty's

face fo her jaw and bust, which apparently terminated the

use of fhis die.

The 1829 Curled Base 2 was borne of change and experimentation by
Mint Engraver William Kneass. After obtaining the mint engraver posi-

tion in 1824 (at the recommendation ofAdam Eckfeldt—thus nudging out

Christian Gobrecht who had also applied), Kneass was responsible not

only for design but for wearing quality. In 1828 Kneass experimented with
a new type of closed collar which allowed the dies to have a continuous
circumferential sunken border as opposed to the prior style of extending
the denticles off the edge of the die. This new sunken border produced a

uniform raised rim instead of the sawtooth denticles of the previous John
Reich designs, and allowed for a much smaller beaded border inside of the

raised rim. The stars were also slightly reduced in size. These new changes
allowed coins to stack more uniformly and probably wear longer as the

central designs were protected by a solid circular wall of raised silver,

imparted and formed by both the dies and the new closed collar.

Here's where this one gets juicy. Kneass also experimented with the

date punches, which also were slightly reduced in size reflecting the tighter

design field which was now limited by the new raised rim. Pmvious dimes
had employed a curled base, curved neck 2 up to and including the 1828
Large Date (JR-2) issue. The 1828 Small Date (JR-1) is the first appearance
of the new date punches, in this case a square base, curved neck 2 (the

curve begins on the inside of the neck below the level of the knob at the

upper termination of the 2). The squatt' base, curved luvk 2 punch was
used again in 1829 to coin die marriages JR- 1 through IR-(i, Ascvond stvle

2 punch has a square base with a straight neck, with the ciirvatuix' into the
top stroke beginning at the level of the knob. This smmd punch was usi\I

on 1829 dimes for varieties |R-7, 8, 9, 1 1 and 12. A thin! st\ le 2 punch was
also created, this one is ot course our favorite, the Gurled Base 2. a bridge
matching the old style 2 but slightly n'duced in si/e in kivping with the
tighter, smaller design elements Iving intiXHliux'd, Kneass. Ix'ing cvnscunis
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ol miiuilo details and wantinj; to introduce his new coming changes, only

us<\l this L urled Base 2 punch on a single obversi' die, that being the )K-10

ol’\erse ollen-d henv I he obverse* die cracked early and apparently was

discarded after a tiny number wen* produced

The curled bast* 2 punch n*appt*an*d again in 1832 during the chaos of

the ^x*ndmg move of the Philadelphia Mint to Chestnut Street. It is easy to

understand that Mint l)in*ctor Samuel Mixm* had his attention on many

details ot the move, and kt*eping up with production demands, and thus

oversight was lax and 1832 coinage has more than its shan* of broken dies

and random die marriages.

PCGS #(KM512

1833 jR-1. Rarity-3. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. This

reverse shows STATES OF so close as to appear as one word.

A jewel-sharp strike offers an absolute wealth of detail,

drowning in blazing silver mint frost. This coin offers startling

overall beauty and is a solid claimant for the finest known, a

status reinforced by Early United States Dimes notation that

only five Mint State examples were known to its authors, the

highest grade among these an MS-63 example.

PCGS #(K)4522

1834 JR-1 . Brilliant Uncirculated-60. A wealth of frosty mint

lustre is found on this steel gray example. A well struck

specimen that is just a few obverse rim bumps away from a

higher grade.

PCGS #004526

1835

jR-8. Rarity-3. AU-58 (PCGS). Strong lustre in the fields

and toned with desirable light blue at the rims, faint gold

and silver to the centers. The strike is sharp, with bold curls

on Liberty and surrounding stars, even the eagle's talons are

clear. The surfaces are clean and attractive. A hint of wear on

the high points, and ever-so-close to new. A great collector

coin to represent this die pairing.

PCGS #004527

Majestic Gem Mint State 1836 Dime

Toned Just So

51 1836 IR-3. Rarity-3. MS-65 (PCGS). Here is a Gem that will

cxTtainly attract well deserx ed attention. Radiant blue, russet,

and gold toning on both sides, with abundant lustre in the

fields. The toning is organized in the proper concentric rings,

52

53

54

with rose-gold at the center, fading to delicate light blue, then

green-yellow mixed with blue near the rims. Lor identitica-

tion there is a shallow horizontal hairline above the date and

two small lustre disturbances are found on the reverse*, one

right of the shield, the other above the denomination. 1 IousihJ

in a first generation small PCGS holder.

Later die stale with clash marks surrounding Libt*rty on the obv t rse, on

the reverse with Liberty's head outlined and thin die cracks from the Itip

two pairs of olive leaves, another from the right edge of the motto down

the right wing to the top arrow shaft. The reverse die was rotated about

30'^ clockwise when struck.

PCGS Population: 8; 5 finer (M&-67 finest).

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #004528

Choice Proof 1837 Liberty Seated 10c

Large Date Style

2x photo

1837 Seated Liberty, Large Date. Proof-64 (NGC). A highly

reflective Proof from the first year of the design type, here

with lightly frosted motifs and generous cameo contrast. Re-

garding the quantity of Proofs of the date struck, the Breen's

Encyclopedia (1988) notes the following: "In triumph. Mint

Director Robert Maskell Patterson on June 30, 1837, ordered

the newly completed Gobrccht dies to be placed into the

press, and some 30 brilliant Proofs struck for presentation

to Treasury officials and other VIPs. About 20 these Proofs

survive today, mostly cleaned, some scratched; one is in the

Smithsonian Institution, from the Mint Cabinet collection

where Chief Coiner Adam Eckfeldt had placed it" NGC
shows 16 grading events at Proof-64, as here, or finer; obvi-

ously, if much credence is placed on Breen's information, then

many of the NGC-certified Proofs of the date must necessarily

represent resubmissions. Numbers and guesswork aside, the

present beauty is rare by any standards.

NGC Census: 10; 6 finer within the designation (Proof-67 finest).

PCGS #004718

1838 No Drapery, Large Stars. MS-62 (PCGS). A splendid

strike is enriched by wonderfully frosty surfaces showing

rose and pearl toning at the peripheries.

PCGS #004568

1843 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. The toning is

exceptional with a blend of aqua and teal mixed with golden

russet. Examination of the surfaces finds a few scattered ti* k-

in the fields, but alsci reveals shari^ly struck dex ices Worth

premium for the dazzling toning and eve ap^X'al

pC(,;s 1! 004332
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1845 MS-65 (NGC). Largely prooflike with frosty motifs,

reflective fields, and pale champagne highlights on both

sides. Light repunching noted at the 45 at the date. Nicely

struck in all places with just a hint of weakness in Liberty's

hair.

NGC Census: 8; 7 finer (MS-67 finest).

Fortin-103. Rarity-3. "Repunching is visible beneath the crossbar and

base of the 4 digit and above / below the flag of the 5 digit. Die chips around

stars 3 through 6."

PCGS #004586

1854 Arrows. Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Here is an example
that displays deep russet, gold, and carbon gray tones.

PCGS #004605

1860-S MS-61 (NGC). Medium steel gray with much retained

lustre and lively champagne highlights on both sides. Among
the eight finest examples of the date certified thus far by
NGC. A popular branch mint issue, the final such coinage

with stars in the obverse die. Some light, well-hidden marks
can be seen under low magnification, yet the unaided eye
appeal is substantial for the grade. We note that the seated-

dimevarieties.com website gives this date a Rarity-7 rating

in Mint State; that rarity is attributed to Brian Greer, noted
Liberty Seated coinage specialist.

NGC Cen.sus: 3; 5 finer (MS-66 finest).

Fortin-101 . Rarify-4. "There are die chips around stars 3 through 7. The
medium S mintmark tilts slightly to the left."

PCGS #004622

Si
llll?

1861 MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty gem with deep silver centers en-
circled by rich rainbow toning highlights. A real "looker."

Fortin- 104. Rarity-2. Many vertical reverse die polish lines are seen
across the denomination and at the viewer's left-hand portion of the wreath;
these probably faded from the die very quickly, hence there is no mention
of them at the seatediiimnmieties.com website.

PCGS #004633

1862 Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64. Iridescent deep brown
and slate gray toning over mirrored surfaces. Some very light

hairlines are its major detriment. The strike is good, which
further enforces this coin's desirability. A scarce coin with
only 550 Proofs struck.

PCGS #004755

60

61

62

November 200i«

Splendid Gem Uncirculated 1865 Dime
Among Five Finest Seen by PCGS

2x photo

1865 MS-66 (PCGS). An incredibly delightful gem. Heavily
frosted surfaces display intense cartwheel lustre, the lustre in

turn supporting rich shades of peach, gold, violet, carmine,

and electric blue. A rarity in Mint State grades, considering

the circulation strike mintage of just 10,000 pieces. Nicely

struck as well, with only a touch of lightness here or there;

the overall appeal is simply stupendous. Among the finest

examples of the date certified by PCGS. An incredible op-

portunity for those who appreciate beautifully toned rarities

in top condition.

PCGS Population: 3; 2 finer (MS-67 finest).

Fortin-lOla. Rarity-5. "The top loop of a previously punched 6 is vis-

ible between and 8 and 6 digits in the date. The 6 digit in the date appears
to be repunched on the left lower side of its vertical segment. Both As in

AMERICA are filled. The D in DIME shows a die defect on the right lower
loop. Ahwash states that 'Proofs and a few business strikes from this die.'

However, I have only seen business strikes from this die pair to date." We
note here that one of the MS-67 examples of this date cited above in the

population information is owned by Gerry Fortin, owner of the seateddi-

mevarieties.com website. We suspect that specimen will stay hidden from
the collecting community for quite some time.

PCGS #004641

1883 Proof-66 CAMEO (NGC), An improssivo gom camoo
Proof of the date with frosty motifs and mirretr fields display-

ing deep golden highlights at the rims. Among the dozen
finest Cameo Proof examples of the date certified bv NGC.

NCiL Census: 5; 7 within the designatii'n (PrxH't-tvS C'.-\Ntl\) tini'st),

Forlin-103. Rarity-3.

PC X;S #08478(1

1882 Proof-67 CAMEO (NGC). Frosty motifs and deeply

mirrored fields display a veritable artist's palette of violet,

electric blue, rose, crimson, and other fiery hues. A small

toning fleck becomes apparent at Liberty's neck when low
magnification is used, and is mentioned here solely for

accuracy. An altogether charming gem with exquisite eye

appeal.

NGC Census: 11; 4 finer within the designation (all Proof-68

Cameo).

PCGS #084779
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beautifully Toned Proof 1884 Dime

1884 Proof-67 (PCGS). A visually enchanting gem with strong

cameo contrast, though such is not noted on the PCGS holder.

Frosty motifs and mirror fields display a rich array of vibrant

orange, crimson, and gold on the obverse, with the reverse

dominated by dc^ep electric blue and violet. A gorgeous gem

survivor from a Proof mintage for the date of 875 pieces.

PCGS Population: 13; 3 finer within the de.signation (all Proof-68).

PCGS #(KM781

Nice AU 1885-S Dime

Late Date Key

1885-S AU-53 (PCGS). Sparkling golden gray with strong un-

derlying lustre and pale rose highlights on both sides. Lightly

circulated with a few well-hidden, unobtrusive marks when

viewed under low magnification, otherwi.se the unaided eye

appeal is substantial. From a business strike mintage for

date of just 43,690 pieces. As noted at the seatcddimcvarictics.

com website, this is: "A date that is rare in any grade, and

becoming very rare in Mint State. This is the key date for

With Legend San Francisco dimes." The present coin is the

sole AU-53 example of the date in the PCGS Population Re}mt.

Indeed, that report lists five Mint State specimens, along

with a half dozen other AU examples. A great opportunity

for advanced Liberty Seated dime specialists.

PCGS Population: 1; 11 finer (MS-66 finest).

PCGS #004695

1889 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Flashing silver

lustre underlies lavish obverse claret toning for bold effect.

PCGS #004702

1897 Proof-65 (PCGS). Deep shades of rose and electric blue

grace the frosty motifs and mirrored fields of this attractive

gem Proof Barber dime.

PCGS #004881

1899 Proof-66 (PCGS). A gorgeous gem Proof Barber dime,

a lovely coin with pale golden obverse central devices that

turn to peach, lilac, and electric blue; the reverse is a bold

mix of electric blue and pale violet.

l\ (,S in04KH3

68

69

70

71

72

Frosty Gem 1899-0 Dime

Among Dozen Finest Graded by NGC

1899-0 MS-65 (NGC). Sparkling cartwheel lustre supports

pale rose, sky blue, and pearlescent toning on both sides.

Nicely struck for the date.

NGC Census: 8; 4 finer within any designation (MS-67 finest)

PCGS #004819

1903-0 MS-64 (NGC). Satiny golden gray with strong under-

lying lustre. Rich golden highlights grace the protected areas.

An elusive date in gem condition. A nicely struck example

of this popular New Orleans issue.

NGC Census: 25; 3 finer (all MS-65).

PCGS #004831

1906-0 MS-66 (NGC). A frosty gem with strong cartwhcx^l

lustre and pale rose iridescence on both sides. Nicely struck

with bold design elements on both sides.

NGC Census: 13; 7 finer within the designation (MS-68 finest).

PCGS #004840

1906-0 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. This frosty silver New
Orleans coin is edged in rich russet gold creating vivid and

colorful beauty.

From Stack's sale of the Harold S. Bareford Collection, October

198, Lot 280.

PCGS #004840

Gem Proof 1907 Barber 10c

Among 10 Finest Seen by PCGS

1907 Proof-67 (PCGS). A sparkling gem with exquisite, color-

ful eye appeal. Rich shades of gold, sea green, peach, and pale

blue grace both sides of this lovely Proof Barber dime. Frosh

motik and mirror fields contrast nicely, though no menbon

is made of the cameo on the PCGS holder. One of just S75

Proofs of the date struck, one of the lowest Pretof mintage-

in the entire Barber dime series.

PCGS Population: 9; 1 finer within the designation iPniot-KS

IX:GS #004891
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1907 Proof-65 (PCGS). A splendidly lustrous gem with strong

cameo contrast, though such is not noted on the holder. No
doubt the intense deep orange, electric blue, and gold ton-

ing highlights dampened the cameo contrast in the grader's

eyes. An exemplary example, sharp and appealing, with the

natural, original toning that is much in vogue today.

PCGS #004891

1907-D MS-64 (PCGS). Sparkling deep champagne surfaces

with intense cartwheel lustre on both sides. A sharply struck

beauty that many might call gem.
PCGS Population; 10; 12 finer (MS-67 finest).

PCGS #004843

Trio of dimes: 1908-0 Brilliant Uncirculated and near-Choice.

Pleasing frosty silver is haloed with old-gold on the obverse;

1911 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1941 Mercury. Gem
Brilliant Uncirculated. Split Bands. All coins are ideal Type
examples, boasting fully frosty silver surfaces without toning.

(Total; 3 pieces)

1909 Proof-67 (PCGS). Frosty motifs and mirror fields form
a delightful contrast, though no mention of that is made on
the PCGS holder. Largely brilliant with some warm gold
at the rims. Cloudy sky blue iridescence on portions of the

obverse.

PCGS Population: 18; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-68).

PCGS #004893

1909 Proof-65 (PCGS). Frosty motifs and mirror fields display
rich gold, orange, and electric blue on the obverse, the reverse
a study in medium slate gray. One of 650 Proofs of the date
struck.

PCGS #004893

1910 Proof-65 (PCGS). A colorful gem Proof of the date. The
frosty motifs and mirror fields are a study in varied rainbow
hues, including peach, gold, lilac, blue, and violet,

pt I ;s «(KUHn4

80

81
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84

85

1911-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Satiny mint bloom
engulfs this attractive specimen. Touches of rose and gold

lend additional eye appeal.

PCGS #004858

1911-S MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty gem with bright electric

blue, sea green, and golden toning on both sides. Highly
lustrous.

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #004859

1912 Gem Brilliant Proof-65. A well struck coin with smooth
reflective fields. A golden silver example with a hint of ice

blue toning.

PCGS #004896

1913 MS-66 (PCGS). Tied for finest certified by PCGS. A
frosty gem with explosive cartwheel lustre that supports
pale champagne hues. Nicely struck in all portions of the

design.

PCGS Population: 24; none finer.

PCGS #004863

1914-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Frosty mint
lustre bathes this boldly struck example. The obverse is a

pale olive gold tone and the reverse is graced with battleship

gray toning.

PCGS #004866

1916 Barber. MS-66 (NGC). A frosty gem from the final year

of Barber dime coinage. Warm mint brilliance at the centers

give way to rich electric blue, rose, and fiery orange at the

rims.

PCGS #004870

Group of PCGS-certified Mercury dimes: 1916, 1935, 1937-

D, 1939-D, 1941-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated, all sporting

Full Bands. The first coin is laved in glowing russet, the

companions are largely gleaming silver. PCGS MS65FB; 1935,

1937-D, 1939-D, 1940-D, 1941-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated,

all showing Full Bands. The richest cart^vheel lustre unifies

this pleasing selection of the Mercury series. PCGS MS^5FB.
(Total: 10 pieces)
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Choice EF 1916-D Mercury Dime

86 1916-D Mercury. EF-45 (PCGS). Deep silver gray with some

slate toning highlights in the protected areas. Low magnifica-

tion reveals a touch of surface roughness, though the unaided

eye sees just a pristine, lightly circulated example of this great

and popular rarity from the first year of the Mercury dime

series.

I’CGS #(K)4m

Popular 1916-D Mercury lOc Rarity

Circulated Collector Grade

87 1916-D Mercury. VF-25 (NGC). Medium silver gray with gold

on both sides. Modestly circulated yet not heavily marked,

and actually quite sharp for the assigned grade. A popular

date with collectors practically since its inception. From a

mintage of just 264,000 pieces, the only date in the Mercury

dime series with a production figure that falls below one

million pieces, hence the extreme popularity of the date.

PCGS#(XM906

Splendid Gem FB 1926-D Dime

Finest Graded by PCGS in Any Designation

88 1926-D MS-67 FB (PCGS). A frosty, highly lustrous gem with

intense physical and aesthetic appeal. Sharply struck in all

central areas, hence the designation; a touch of weakness can

bi* sc'en at the top of the peripheral legends and at the bot-

tom of the 6 in the date, as typical for this date. A splendid

coin, a visual treat that deserv es to be at the top of the PCGS

Population Rqiort. We note that this is the finest example seen

by that firm within any designation.

r\ (.S Poptilation I ,
mint' finer within any designation.

l\(.S»n049S7

89 1928-S MS-67 FB (PCGS). A satiny, highly lustrous gem with

fiery rose, carmine, orange, gold, and violet on the obverse,

the reverse a study in medium champagne with some rich

violet at the rims. A sharp and appealing gem example of the

date, a coin that has not been topped in the PCGS Population

Rqiort within any designation. Simply gorgeous!

PCGS Population: 9; none finer within any designation.

PCGS #(X14971

90 1929-D MS-68 (NGC). A truly gorgeous example of the date,

a satiny gem with intense cartwheel lustre. The obverse is

afire with rich splashes of carmine, gold, and peach, while the

reverse exhibits pale gold and carmine highlights. A sharply

struck specimen, with the all-important central bands on the

reverse fasces tantalizingly near to a FB designation.

NGC Ceasus: 1; none finer within any designation.

PCGS #004974

91 1936 Proof-65 (PCGS). The deepest mirror gleam drenches this

magnificent strike of the first date of resumed Proof coinage.

One of 4,139 struck.

PCGS #005071

92 1937 Proof-66 (PCGS). Largely brilliant and highly reflective

with pale champagne hues on both sides.

PCGS #005072

93 1937 Proof-65 (PCGS). Total brilliance and glass-mirror fields

combine to provide the coin with maximum quality and eye

appeal.

PCGS #005072

94 Pair of dimes certified Proof-65 by PCGS: 1938 Gem Brilliant

Proof. Coruscating glass-reflective brilliance is lai’ished upon

this coin's fields and gleaming devices. PCGS PRo^; 1 939 Gem

Brilliant Proof. Delightful mirror-bright fields and meticulous

reliefs join to create exceptional beauty and appeal. PCGS

PR65. (Total: 2 pieces)

95 Quartette of PCGS-certified dimes: Gleaming mirror-sib er

distinguishes this impressive example of the last pre-war

date of U.S. Proof coinage; 1941, 1942 Mercur\-. Gem Brilliant

Proof; 1950 Roosevelt. Com Brilliant Pmof, nearh Suty’ib

Gleaming silver highlights this trio, the last shows s^imc ateas

of fleck-Risset. PCGS PR65 (2), PR66. (Total 4 pic - s

Gem 1928-S FB Mercury 10c

None Finer in Any Designation at PCGS
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100 1878 Choice Brilliant Proof-63. Glorious iridescent blue-

green contrasts with pale gold at the outer rims for spectacu-

lar visual effect. This delightful coin is one of 600 struck of

the final, Proof-only date of this short-lived denomination.
PCGS #005306

QUARTER DOLLARS
Wonderfully Original Late Die State 1796 B-2b Quarter

TWENTY-CENT PIECES

1941-D MS-68 FB (PCGS). A frosty, satiny gem that readily

deserves the assigned grade. Largely brilliant with just a nu-

ance of faint champagne on either side. Sharp and appealing,

and a coin that is readily deserving of the assigned grade.
PCGS Population: 15; none finer within any designation.

PCGS #005031

1942/1 AU DETAILS (NCS), "improperly cleaned." Medium
golden gray with strong underlying lustre. Finer to the un-

aided eye than the NCS holder implies; we suggest in-person

examination before you plan your bidding strategy.

PCGS #005036

98 1875-S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64, on the cusp of

fully Gem. A squared, crisply detailed San Francisco mint-

mark highlights the quality of this coin's meticulous strike.

Light steel and blue overlie frosty silver without muting the

bold overall flash. The rims are wonderfully wide and crisply

defined to provide additional beauty.

PCGS #005298

99 1875-S MS-62 (PCGS). Deep golden gray with satiny surfaces

and strong lustre and pleasing eye appeal for the grade.
PCGS #005298

iLA fjnunj

1796 Browning-2b. Rarity-3. F-15 (PCGS). The surfaces are toned lovely light gray with darker accents adhering to the devices. Excel-
lent quality despite moderate circulation, with no distracting nicks, adjustment marks or edge bumps. Rarely are 1796 quarters found
without adjustment marks and a dizzying array of surface problems. Although several were saved in mint condition, most circulated
hard. A better than average strike for this date, with a complete head on the eagle, a feature seldom found this well defined on this
date. Furthermore, this is the later die state, with a complex of cracks pushing the edge of the die into oblivion through ERT^' and the
ninth star. This die state is quite advanced and one of the most dramatic die failures in the entire series of Draped and Capped Bust
quarters. As such, obtaining an example is a highlight of any collecting endeavor, and this later die state is eagerly sought after. Qf
further interest, this is housed in an older green insert PCGS holder. For identification purposes tliere is a dull nick on the upper post
of the I in UNI ri;D and two shallow scratches near the point of the eagle's beak.

17% is thr first v.sir of iss.io of tho qi..,rt.T donomin.ition, A nuMgor 6,14h won- n.inod in .ill, with two dio p.,irin>;s usod th.it \ o.ir. Uu.irtors won> not onKlviaxl
.i^.iin until IHIM, .mil thos*- with the now I lor.ildic h.igk' rovorsc, hona- th»' 17% qu.irtor is .i ono-viMr typo ann
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Collectible 1796 Quarter Choice Mint State 1806 Draped Bust Quarter

Rare 1 hus

102 1796 Browning-2. Rarity-3. G-6 (PCGS). Light silver on the

devices and a tad darker in the fields, giving the coin added

definition. The obverse rims and devices are clean, although

a cluster of minor circulation marks are noted in the right

obverse field, visible with a loupe and not unexpected. The

reverse shows its fair share of wear, with a couple of letters

in the legend weak, but the rims are intact and all devices are

visible, some quite strong in fact. As such, this coin displays

all the necessary components for the grade and is unusually

nice. Early die state and a clean and desirable example of this

first year of issue.

PCGS #005310

103 Selection of certified quarters: 1805 Draped Bust. Brown-

ing-3. AG-3 (AN ACS). No major marks or distractions

1818 Capped Bust. Breen-3895. G-4 (ANACS). Medium silver

gray surfaces. 1853 Liberty Seated. Arrows and Rays. VF-

20 (ANACS). Rich silver gray w-ith delicate rose-gray at the

high points 1855 Liberty Seated. Arrows. EF-40 (ANACS).

Deep steel gray over a mixture of rose-gray and gold-gray

1 856 Seated Liberty. EF-45 (ANACS). Rose-gray surfaces wMth

lustre remaining 1874-S Liberty Seated. EF-40 (ANACS).

Olive-gray with hints of gold, rose, and blue on both surfaces

1916 Barber. EF-45 (ANACS). Lustrous silver gray 1917

Standing Libertv. Type I. EF-45 (PCGS). Lustrous silver gray

* 1918 Standing Liberty. AU-50 (ANACS). Lustrous golden

gray surfaces with deeper gold at the peripheries 1932-D

Washington. EF-45 (ANACS). Lustrous golden gray surfaces.

(Total: 10 pieces)

2x pholo

104 1806 Browning-3. Rarity-3. MS-63 (PCGS). The obverse and

reverse are toned medium to dark gray with gunmetal-bluc

accents near the rim of the obverse, more so on the reverse

where blue and russet adhere to the devices, producing an

antique appearance. The surfaces are generally clean and at-

tractive, although faint hairlines can be detected beneath the

toning. This die pairing is always softly struck at the centers,

in this case near Liberty's ear where a couple of curls are

shallow; on the reverse the top of the shield and eagle's head,

although outlined, do lack depth. Draped Bust quarters are

quite scarce in any Mint State grade, and are eagerly sought

by specialists. All in all, the surfaces, color, and eye appeal

of the present coin exceed the vast majority—even in higher

technical grades.

PCGS Population: 7; 11 finer (MS-65 finest).

PCGS #005314



Satiny Gem Toned 1815 Capped Bust Quarter

Desirable Quality

offers better overall visual appeal than a very large number
of technically higher grade specimens. Deep lavender-gray

and emerald toning are accented by hints of pale golden pe-

ripheral iridescence. The underlying fields and devices retain

a full measure of satiny mint lustre. In light of the handsome
presentation of this coin, we would not be surprised to see it

realize a price that significantly exceeds the level normally
expected for this condition range.

PCGS #005331

Desirable 1824/2 Quarter

2x photo

1815 Browning-1. Rarity-1. MS-65 (NGC). Frosty lustre

first draws the eye which then compels enjoyment of the

depths of the toning. Ringed with deep aqua on the obverse
and reverse, which lightening to russet gold and gray at the

centers. The strike is sharp on Liberty's curls, but there is

minor softness on the claws of the eagle. Outstanding quality,

as expected, with minimal signs of handling and no surface

disturbances apparent without scrutiny. Both dies show
minor evidence of clashing in the fields, as usually seen on
this issue. The 1815 quarter represents the first appearance
of the new John Reich design on this denomination, after a

long hiatus since 1807 when the final Draped Bust quarters
were minted. Coinage was disrupted by the War of 1812
and the time required to create new die punches to employ
the Capped Bust design. First year of issue and a decidedly
difficult date to obtain in full gem condition.

NGC Cen.sus; 5; 5 finer within the designation (MS-67 finest).

2.r photo

1824/2 Browning-1. Rarity-2. EF-45 (PCGS). Simply out-

standing for the grade which will delight any numismatist.
The obverse is perfect even gray, the reverse shows a bit

more blue near the rims, and traces of lustre are seen in the

protected areas. Sharply impressed with minimal softness

on Liberty's curls and on the eagle's talons, two areas which
always show some degree of weakness. The surface qual-
ity is amazing, scarcely a nick or mark is present; this is far

and away finer than usually encountered for the grade. For
identification, there is a minor scuff near the back of Liberty's
cap and a thin scratch extends below the C of AMERICA to

the wing. A single pair of dies was used to produce all the
coins for this year, and this date is a rare yet obtainable issue
which has remained popular with collectors for decades.

PCGS Population: 7; 9 finer (MS-64 finest).

PCGS #005335

1821 Browning-4. Rarity-3. AU-58 (NGC). Choice About Un-
circulated and ever so close to a full Mint State designation.

Here is a very well balanced, entirely original example that

The Norweb Collection Quarter Dollars November 200^
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108 1825/4/3 Browning-2. Rarity-2. MS-64 (PCGS). Generally

bright silver although the obverse has a fair amount of rus-

set gold peripheral toning, while the reverse elisplays gold

with a touch of blue over lustre. The curls on Liberty are full

as are the stars, and the reverse is even sharper, with strong

definition on the feathers, talons and leaves. A loupe shows

a faint nick or scuff, with a few thin lines expected. Scarce so

well preserved, and decidedly rare finer.

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #005336

110 1834 Browning-1. Rarity-1. MS-62 (NGC). The reverse die

is rotated approximately 45° clockwise. The obverse exhibits

an arc-like die crack extending from the rim just below the

first star through the 13th star, as well as two distinct sets of

central clash marks. One set of clash marks evidently occurred

after the dies rotated; the other before the rotation. Brilliant

Uncirculated, virtually warranting a Choice distinction. Icy

mint frost is complemented by wispy russet-mauve toning

at the peripheries. The strike is sharp, and the surfaces are

entirely free of any defects that require special mention.

PCGS #005353

Splendid Gem 1839 No Drapery 25c — Among Two Finest Graded by NGC

1839 No Drapery. MS-66 (NGC). FrosW motifs and reflective fields form a pleasing cameo contrast, a nice touch to a gem arculation

strike of the date Rich shades of gold and electric blue grace both sides of this lustrous gem. No Draper\’ noted on the holder, though

that holds tnie for all 1839 Libertv Seated quarter dollars; it was not until 1840 that the drapc’rv’ feature was added to the ot

I ibertv's elbow Nicely struck, not fully represented in all areas, but close enough to suit virtually any serious numismatist Lrc-m^--*

early state of the dies as attested to by the mflective fields and numerous raised die pmparation lines that no doubt taded alter fh,v

die pair saw extensive use. Easily equal to the task of the assigned grade, a visually pleasing and physically appealing -m. ^

N( ( ‘ pn<.u‘ 1, 1 finor rMS-^7)

1*1 CA. *00^3*12

Frosty Near-Gem 1825/4/3 Capped Bust Quarter

109 1832 Browning-2. Rarity-2. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-

63. Magnificent, total silver-white lustre covers both sides,

complementing a needle-sharp impression of the dies.

Cartwheel reflectivity completes the roster of this coin's at-

tractions, marking it as one of the most dramatic examples

of its type. The Robert W. Miller Condition Census names

MS-63 at its top grade, and this indisputably Choice example

is without question among the finest known.

PCGS #005351
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112 1844-0 MS-61 (NGC). Satiny golden gray surfaces with

strong lustre on both sides. Splashes of iridescent blue, gold,

and sea green dot the landscape on this attractive and nicely

struck New Orleans quarter dollar issue.

rCGS #005407

113 1845 MS-64 (PCGS). Strong lustre is but one calling card

of this early-date Liberty Seated quarter dollar. Pleasing

golden gray surfaces wifh rich carmine, violet, and orange
highlights at the obverse periphery; the reverse is a study
in even champagne with a splash here and there of rich

orange or peach. Fewer than a dozen examples of this date

have been called MS-64 or finer by PCGS. Nicely sfruck and
aesthetically appealing.

PCGS Population: 7; 4 finer (all MS-65).

PCGS #005408

Elusive Uncirculated 1850-0 Quarter

Among Finest Graded by NGC

114 1850-0 MS-64 (NGC). A satiny specimen that approaches
gem quality in many respects, including at the visual level;

the present writer suggests this may be the finest MS-64
example of the date to ever cross his desk. The motifs are

frosty and the fields are mirrored, suggesting an early issue
from these circulation strike dies, though Liberty's portrait

and certain other obverse features are slightly textured,

suggesting a modest amount of die rust imparted from the

miasmic air quality of the Gulf region. Medium steel gray
with strong lustre and impressive lilac details. Sharply struck
for a New Orleans date, especially on the reverse where every
nuance of the eagle's plumage is bold and crisp. Far scarce
than it s somewhat sizable mintage of 412,000 circulafion

strike implies, especially in Mint State.

NGC Census: 6; 2 finer (MS-66 finest).

PCGS a()()S416

115 Pair of Liberty Seated quarter dollars: 1853 Arrows and
Kays. AU-58 (PCCiS). A blend of deep dark silver gray and
rosf-gray 1862 MS-62 (PCGS). Mixture of deep rich silver

gr-.ty, rosi', olive, and g(4d over lustrous surfaces. ( lotal: 2

PICI fsj

116 Trio of quarter dollars: 1853 Arrows & Rays. Very Fine; Wash-
ington 1932-D Very Good; 1932-S Fine. These circulated yet

attractive examples display wear appropriate to their grades,

no special problems. (Total: 3 pieces)

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1858 Quarter

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

117 1858 MS-66 (PCGS). Highly lustrous, satiny surfaces display

a broad array of varied golden hues with some lilac and
electric blue creeping into the reverse periphery. Nicely

struck from moderately clashed dies with only a touch of

weakness here or there as is typical for the date. Among
the eight finest grading events currently registered at PCGS.
Indeed, the present specimen easily ranks among the finest

survivors from an extremely large mintage of more than 7.3

million pieces. An altogether pleasing gem with no surface

disfurbances thaf are visible to the unaided eye.

PCGS Population: 8; none finer.

PCGS #005445

118 1858 MS-66 (NGC). A lovely piece, among the finest ex-

amples of fhe date certified by NGC. Frosfy silver cenfers

with rich orange and violet halos at the rims. Sharply struck

as well, with just a modicum of weakness in a few obverse

sfars.

NGC Census: 16; 2 finer (both MS-67).

PCGS #005445

Brilliant Gem Uncirculated 1858 Quarter

119 1858 MS-66 (NGC). fully brilliant and highly lustrous with
just a faint touch of champagne at the i>bverse rim, Nicelv
struck for the date, not completelv so, but still with mucli
detail present. A faint obverse die crack connects the date
with most ot the stars, while other taint die cracks engage
most of the reverse legends.

N't.t t I'lisus: 1 (1 , 2 liiu'r (t’olh MS (i7).

I\1 .S #(H15445
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120 1859-0 AU-58 (NGC). Medium to deep slate gray with rich

blue and rose iridescence present. The reverse is somewhat

prooflike with light pastel toning highlights in abundance.

IVGS « 1X15449

Sleeper 1872 Quarter

Among Four Finest Certified by NGC

124 1874-S Arrows. MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty example of this

popular date, a coin that approaches gem quality in many

respects. Brilliant and lustrous with a whisper hem and there

of champagne toning. A natural planchet flaw, as struck, can

be seen in the obverse field near 9:00.

PCGS #005495

125 1875 Proof-64 (PCGS). On the cusp of fully Gem. Spectacular

bull's eye toning shows a narrow orange-gold band at the

rim, deep iridescent blue surrounding deep rose for breath-

taking beauty.

PCGS #005576

126 1875 Choice Brilliant Proof-63. Deep cameo reflectivity that

lends this coin marvelous eye appeal. A few light lines, oth-

erwise this coin would be a much higher grade. Well struck

which adds further to this coin's desirability.

IXJGS #tX35576

Important Gem 1877-CC Quarter

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

Vividly Toned

121 1872 MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant, frosty, and highly lustrous

with some faint gold at the rims. A nicely struck example

of this notable "sleeper" date in the series. While 182,000

circulation strikes of the date were produced (the largest

mintage figure after 1863), the date is extraordinarily elusive

in Mint State, especially at the gem level. It is supposed by

knowledgeable Liberty Seated quarter dollar specialists a

portion of the mintage may have been melted in 1873 when

the weight change was effected. Sharply struck from faintly

clashed dies, with just a hint of striking weakness at the up-

per most obverse stars. A pleasing coin that should be seen

to be appreciated.

NGC Census: 2; 2 finer (both MS-66).

PCGS #005481

122 1873 Arrows. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Frosty lustre

and just some light lines from a higher grade. An excellent

strike over surfaces that exhibit some light golden toning. A

really pleasing example of this popular type.

PC GS #005491

123 1874 Choice Brilliant Pnx>f-63. Dwply mirrored surfaces that

have some light hairlines. Slate gray toning over an excellent

strike. C>ie of only 700 Pnxifs struck for this year.

PC CA #005575

2x photo

127 1877-CC MS-67 (PCGS). Highly lustrous, satiny golden gray

surfaces spring to life with rich electric blue and rose irides-

cence. A sharply struck gem from the Carson CiU' Mint, a coin

that deserves to be at the top of the PCGS Pq.mlation Report

Careful scrutinv fails to yield a single distracting mark.

PCGS Population; 6; none finer

PCGS #005505

128 1878-CC Brilliant Uncirculated-60, or s<'tmewhat finer Asser-

tive silver-white cartwheel lustre is lavished on Kith suit's

obverse shows a bla/e of diffuse russt't

K C,S #005509

tack's
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1879 Prool-63 (PCGS). Silver-white fields and precisely

detailed reliefs glitter with just a whisper of gold occupying

the peripheries for pleasing, understated contrast.

I’CGS #005580

1888 Proof-62 (PCGS). Close to the Choice category. Pleasing

old-gold toning intensifies af the peripheries, crisply detailed

reliefs stand out from lightly hairlined mirror fields.

PCGS #005589
1892-0 Type I. MS-65 (PCGS). A deeply toned gem from the

first year of the design type, and from a die style used only

briefly in 1892. Deep slate and silvery toning highlighted by
a rich array of mint lustre. Nicely struck in all quarters.

Type I reverse style, eagle's dexter wing covers just the back upright

of the E in UNITED.

PCGS #005602

Gem Cameo Proof 1891 Quarter

1892-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. A lovely example
with deep toning over lightly reflective surfaces. This hand-
some coin is well sfruck and quite scarce from a mintage of

under one million coins.

PCGS #0056031891 Proof-67 CAMEO (NGC). Highly frosty motifs and
richly mirrored fields display a full glory of mint brilliance

with just a hint of champagne af the rims. A boldly struck and
incredibly lovely gem cameo Proof from the final year of the

design type, one of 600 Proofs of fhe dafe struck. Among the

finest grading events registered for a cameo Proof of fhe date

at NGC. Sharp and appealing, a visual treat that is everything

a gem of fhis magnitude should be.

NGC Census: 8; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-68 CAM).
PCGS #085592 1894-S MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty specimen, somewhat proof-

like in appearance, with satiny motifs and largely reflective

fields. Wisps of pale champagne and powder blue grace both
sides of fhis nicely struck branch mint Barber quarter.

PCGS #005609

Splendid Gem DCAM Proof 1897 Quarter

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS1891 Proof-65 CAMEO (NGC). A gem cameo Proof from the

final year of the design type. Frosty motifs and mirror fields

are largely brillianf wifh a nuance of fainf rose seen on bofh
sides.

PCGS #085592

1891 MS-64 (NGC). Safiny and lusfrous with deepening
champagne on both sides. Nicely struck.

PCGS #005524

2.V photo

1897 Proof-67 DCAM (PCGS). .An impress
Pntof Barber quarter, possibly among the I

ever lay eyes on! I leavilv fmsted mi>tifsand d

1892Typc II. MS-66 (PCGS) An aesthetically appealing gem
I’ale silver gray centers encircled by rich halos of fiery car-

mine, bright peach, and vivid electric blue. Sharply struck.

/>()//; the i W. I oUcction.
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holds display varied gold, poach, and pale violet, particularly

at the bi>ttom ol the obverse* and the bottom ot the reverse.

Sharply struck and impressively preserved tor nearly 110

years, a treat that will please even the fussiest Barber quarter

s^X'cialisl. I’CGS has certified the present specimen among

the top five grading eivnts in the DCAM category. A lovely

coin that should be* seen to be appreciated, though we caution

you to beware, to see this one is to covet it!

I’CCiS I’opulation: 5; none finer within the designation.

From the Bruce Scher Collection.

I’tXJS «tN5683

Gem DCAM Proof 1898 Quarter

2x photo

139 1898 Proof-67 DCAM (PCGS). Sparkling champagne and

richer shades of gold embrace the heavily frosted motifs and

mirrored fields of this sparkling, superb gem Proof. One tiny

fleck below Miss Liberty's chin becomes apparent after care-

ful study, otherwise as pristine as the grade implies. Easily

worthy of careful examination, a coin that holds up well to

intensive scrutiny.

PCGS Population: 12; 3 finer within the designation (all Proof-68

DCAM).
PCGS « 095684

Splendid Cameo Gem Proof 1898 Quarter

1898 Proof-67 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). A delightfully im-

pressive cameo Proof 1898 Barber quarter, w'ith unyielding

eye appeal. The heavily frosted motifs and deeply mirrored

fields exhibit faint champagne highlights. The only mark of

note is a lint mark, as struck, that protrudes from Liberty's

lips into the field. No doubt this mark was taken into con-

sideration when it was graded, for otherwise the surfaces are

blemish-free and essentially as made. As pretty as the grade

indicates.

PCGS #095684

140

141 1901 Proof-65 (PCGS). Glass-smooth fields dramatize the

lightly frosted devices on this example from a Proof mintage

of 813 pieces. Finding a finer example would be a daunting

task.

PCGS #005687

Gem Cameo Proof 1903 Quarter

Richly Toned

142 1903 Proof-67 CAM (PCGS). Frosty motifs and mirror field%

display a vast array of rich carmine, electric blue, and rose

iridescence on both sides, the reverse particularly dominated

by varied carmine hues. A lovely gem with few poerv and

fewer superior pieces in the PCGS Population.

PCGS Population: 5; 3 finer within the designation -all Pro<.|

CAM).
PCGS #085689
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Richly Toned Gem Proof 1905 Quarter

143 1905 Proof-67 (NGC). Satiny motifs and deeply mirrored

fields display impressive bull's eye toning on both sides. The
obverse center is pale rose but fades quickly to concentric

halos of lavender, electric blue, and sea green, while the

reverse center is pale gold that spreads outward to deep

crimson and bright neon blue. Exceptional eye appeal and
overall quality.

PCGS #005691

144 1910 Proof-64 (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirror fields form
a pleasing cameo contrast, though such is not noted on the

NGC holder. Medium to deep steel gray in places with rich

electric blue highlights on the obverse, and with a wealth of

varied gold and carmine on the reverse.

PCGS #005696

145 1910-D MS-65 (PCGS). Lustrous silver-white surfaces display

swathes of widely separated copper-red toning.

PCGS #005658

Splendid Gem Proof 1912 Quarter

Among Five Finest Certified by NGC

146 1912 Proof-68 (NGC). An incredibly lovely gem Proof of

the finest ordi*r, a richly toned beauty with deep mirrors

and lightly frosted motifs. A brisk array of rich rose and sea

green iridescence graces the obverse, while the reverse is a

fiery display of bright peach, gold, electric blue, and violet

toning. One of just 700 Proof Barber quarters struck in 1912,

and among the five finest examples certified within the Proof

designation by NGC. A nice original specimen, a coin with a

lot going for it—take a look and we're certain you'll agree.

NGC Census: 4; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-69).

PCGS #003910

147 1914 MS-65 (PCGS). Shimmering silver fields and bold de-

vices offer a tantalizing hint of clear red-gold toning.

PCGS #005667

148 1916-D Barber. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Lovely

reflective silver fields highlight this coin's lightly frosted

devices.

PCGS #005674

Uncirculated 1916 Standing Liberty 25(t Rarity

149 1916 Standing Liberty, MS-62 (NGC). A satiny specimen
with strong underlying lustre. Warm golden hues gather on
the obverse, while the reverse is a study in deep peach, fiery

orange, and electric blue. A popular rarity, a date that saw
just 52,000 circulation strikes issued in the first year of the

design type. Always in demand in all grades, with attractive

Uncirculated examples such as the present piece leading the

pack.

Although the mintage of this issue was limited, as noted abe>ve, usually

the first year of issue pieces were saved in larger quantities than normal.

This did not happen with certain 20th-centurv coins, notably the quarter

dollar here offered, and also the 1916-D dime, and the 1932-b quarter.

PCGS #005704

42
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tver-lmportant 1916 Standing Liberty Quarter

Lustrous AU

2x photo " '

150 1916 Standing Liberty. AU-55 (NGC). A lovely, lustrous, and

eminently desirable example with excellent eye appeal and

will be just right for a collection in the AU category.

From the Frog Rim Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #005704

151 1917 Type I. MS-66 FH (NGC). A lustrous, satiny gem with a

nuance of faint rose and gold on both sides. Nicely struck.

PCGS #005707

152

1917Type I. MS-66 FH (NGC). A satiny pale golden gem with

intense underlying lustre on both sides. Sharply struck.

PCGS #005707

153 1917 Type I. MS-66 FH (NGC). A boldly struck gem with

full design elements present in all areas, including Liberty's

head details, the shield and rivets, the small chevron on the

shield, and other salient points on the obverse, with full eagle

breast feathers on reverse. Satiny and matte-like in apfX'ar-

ance, largely brilliant with a whisper of faint rost'.

PCGS #005707

154 1917 Type I. MS-65 FH (PCGS). A diamond-sharp strike

is seen in Liberty's face, the shield and the eagle's breast.

Smooth gleaming silver underlies pervasive light gold, rost'

and gray.

PCGS #005707

155 1917 Type 1. MS-65 FH (PCGS). A sharply struck (with full

head and full shield rivets) example of this attractive and

popular design. Brilliant and lustrous.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #005707

156 1917 Type 1. MS-65 FH (PCGS). An impressive beauty! A high

degree of lustre swirls broadly beneath varied champagne

hues, with rich peach iridescence gathering on the reverse.

Sharply struck.

PCGS #005707

157 Pair of quarter dollars: 1917 Type 1. Choice About Uncircu-

lated. Full Head. Nearly a full Mint State coin but the lustre

is a bit subdued. The strike is excellent including the shield

lines; 1926-D Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Nice delicate

gold toning over soothing lustre. The strike is typical for the

date with the head flat and the shield lines weak at the waist.

(Total: 2 pieces)

158 1917-D Type 1. MS-65 FH (PCGS). Light golden toning over

lustrous fields. The head is fully struck and the shield rivets

are sharp. A significantly nicer example than usually seen

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS <*005709

TA» k's
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159 1917-S Type I. MS-65 FH (PCGS). A lovely, lustrous example

of the scarcest of the three mint issues of this year. The shield

rivets are bold, and all in all the piece earns a high grade for

quality. This variety is difficult to find so choice.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

I’CGS #005711

160 1917 Type II. MS-65 FH (NGC). Highly lustrous and aestheti-

cally appealing. Wisps of faint champagne grace both sides.-

Matte-like in appearance, and all the more lovely as such.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005715

161 1917-D Type II. MS-66 (NGC). A satiny gem with broadly

sweeping cartwheel lustre that supports rich rose and peach
iridescence on both sides.

PCGS #005716

162 1917-D Type II. MS-65 FH (NGC). A lovely, lustrous example
with significantly above average sharpness of strike. There is

some very slight lightness of strike on the shield rivets, but the

rivets are all defined. Significantly nicer than usually seen.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005717

163 1917-S Type II. MS-65 FH (PCGS). A lustrous gem, brilliant

with a hint of golden toning. Two shield rivets are weak.
From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

p( (.-i #(X)57P)

164 1917-S Type II. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. A vir-

tual Gem displaying a forceful strike with nearly Full Head
and a wealth of tawny peripheral gold at the borders, clear

gold at the centers.

PCGS #005718

165 1918 MS-64 FH (NGC). Bright and lustrous with a hint of

pale champagne at the rims. Full head and shield details.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005721

166 1918-D MS-65 FH (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous with light

golden toning. The shield rivets are all defined, with a couple

of them slightly lightly struck.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005723

167 1918-D MS-65 (PCGS). Bright and lively lustre on satiny

surfaces graced with a touch of faint champagne toning.

Some lightness of strike noted at Liberty's head and the tops

of the date numerals, as frequently seen for the date. Still a

pleasing gem in all regards.

PCGS #005722

Collector Grade 1918/7-S 25(t Rarity

168 1918/7-S F-15 (PCGS). Medium golden gray with some
lighter high points, and with some deeper toning in the

recessed areas. Moderately circulated, as the grade implies,

yet free of deep or unsightly marks, definitely a plus within
the F-15 category. An attractive example of this raritv.

PCGS #005726

44
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1918-S MS-64 FH (PCGS). An attractive example, highly

lustrous. Several shield rivets are not visible.

From the Fro^ Run Farm Collection, Part III.

I’CGS #005725

1918-S Brilliant Uncirculated-6(). A forceful strike has im-

parted Full Head details onto this pleasing example. The
surfaces are lustrous and dove gray with touches of carbon

gray toning at the reverse.

PCGS #005724

1919 MS-65 FH (NGC). Bright, rapidly swirling cartwheel

lustre ignites the surfaces of this largely brilliant beauty.

The strike is sharp, and pale champagne adds to the overall

aesthetics.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #005729

1919-D MS-63 FH (ANACS). Warm cartwheel lustre ignites

faint peach and sky blue iridescence on both sides of this

sharply struck specimen.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #005731

Sparkling Gem 1919-S Quarter

The Eliasberg Specimen

None Certified Finer by NGC

173 1919-S MS-67 (NGC). A sparkling gem of the quality that

has long been a hallmark of the Eliasberg Collection. I3right

and lustrous with rich golden hues on the obverse and with

warm rose iridescence on the reverse. Nearly of FH quality,

indeed, we have seen coins of lesser quality called FH by

major third-party grading services. The present specimen

is among the three finest examples of the date certified by

NGC, and rivals two other specimens called MS-67 FH for

quality; nothing above MS-67 in either designation has been

registered thus far by NGC. A spectacular example of the

date with equally spectacular pedigree.

NGC Census: 3; none finer within the designation. No sjx'cimens have

been graded above MS-67 with any designation by NGC.

From Bowers and Merena's sale of the Eliasberg Collection,

April 1997, Lot 1633.

PCGS #005732

174 1919-S MS-62 FH (NGC). Soft underlying lustre supports

varied champagne hues. Nicely struck and definitely a fine

coin for the assigned grade.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005733

175 1920 MS-64 FH (NGC). Bright and lustrous with stnmg
cartwheels that enhance the pale champagne hues.

From the Frog Run Farm Collectwn, Part III.

PCGS #005735
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176

Superb Gem 1920-S Quarter Dollar

High PCGS Level

177 1920-S MS-66 (PCGS). Only one finer example has been
attributed by PCGS, although at the MS-66 level (without

regard to FH), 18 other certification events have taken place.

The beauty of attractive lustre is added to by light iridescent

toning. The striking is typical for 1920-S, with some lightness

on the features.

PCGS Population: 19; 1 finer within any designation (MS-67 finest).

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005738

Superb Gem 1921 Quarter Dollar

178 1921 MS-66 FH (NGC). This is certainly one of the nicest

1921 quarters we have ever seen—quite a statement. All

rivets are present (although several of them are light), and
the date (often weak on this particular variety) is very bold.

Deep, rich lustre is present on both sides with a hint of golden

toning. A premium coin worth a premium price.

NGC Census: 9; none finer within the designation.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005741

179 1923 MS-67 (NGC). An exceptionally lovely gem with in-

tense cartwheel lustre that swirls beneath faint champagne

1920-D MS-64 FH (PCGS). Nice striking comes to the fore

with this coin, all shield rivets present (but a couple of them
somewhat light), deep, rich lustre, and attractive lilac ton-

ing.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005737

highlights. Nicely struck for the date, indeed, we've seen

coins with lesser head detail called FH by various grading

services. An exceptional opportunity that should attract

serious Standing Liberty quarter specialists.

PCGS #005742

Superb Gem 1923 Quarter Dollar

Exceptional Strike

180 1923 MS-66 FH (NGC). Brilliant, lustrous, and well struck,

this piece bespeaks quality. The shield rivets are full (but a

couple are lightly defined), and the lustre is deep and bril-

liant. This coin cannot have looked much different on the

day it was struck.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005743

Gorgeous Gem FH 1923-S 25(1:

181 1923-S MS-66 FH (PCGS). A satiny gem with expansive cart-

wheel lustre that swirls broadly beneath a pleasing display

of electric blue, rose, and peach. Dynamic eye appeal and a

bold strike are but two of the calling cards for this beauti-

ful gem. A key date at this grade level, and always highh'

respected as such. Indeed, PCGS has certified just a small

handful of examples finer than the present coin within the

FH designation. A sparkling beauty that \vill endear itself

to those who enjoy vividly toned 2t)th-centurv coinage.
PCGS Popiil.ition: 28; 4 finor within tho Oi'signation (.ill MS-n7 PHI
IVtiS #(X)5745
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182 1923-S MS-65 FH (PCGS). The 1923-S is one of the scarcer

issues in the series, and the offering of an MS-65 is always an

important occasion. The present piece is a better strike than

usually seen although a couple shield rivets are missing.

Light brown toning is seen over silvery lustrous surfaces.

From the Pros;; Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #tK)5745

Impressive Gem 1924 Quarter

None Graded Finer by NGC

183 1924 MS-68 (NGC). A high degree of mint brilliance at the

centers gives way to deepening shades of champagne on

both sides. Nicely struck in all quarters with just a touch

of weakness at Liberty's head. Undeniably beautiful, and

worthy of any accolades that may be forthcoming. This one

truly deserves the assigned grade.

NGC Census; 4; none finer within the designation.

PCGS #005746

184 1924 MS-65 FH (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. Above average

strike. The shield rivets arc complete and well struck, and

other features are excellently defined. Brilliant with a hint of

toning.

From the Run Farm Collection, Part III.

Pt(A*00S747

Gem Uncirculated 1924-D Quarter

PCGS MS-66 FH

185 1924-D MS-66 FH (PCGS). Broadly sweeping lustre, satiny

surfaces, and an array of pale peach, rose, and gold all com-
bine here in a winning combination. A sharp and appealing

gem that is near the top of quality in the eyes of PCGS.
PCGS Population: 13; 1 finer within the designation (MS-67 FH),

PCGS #005749

186 1924-D MS-65 FH (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous, this piece

has a hint of champagne toning. The head is ver\' well struck,

and perhaps unimprovable for 1924-D. A couple of the shield

rivets are weak.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005749

187 1924-S MS-64 FH (NGC). A lov'ely, lustrous example of this

somewhat scarce date. The striking is a bit above average.

Several shield rivets are missing, and there is lightness at

the center of the figure of LiberU'. There pn>bably is no such

thing as a needle sharp strike for this date and mintmark

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #005751

[ACK's 4
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188 1925 MS-66 FH (PCGS). Brilliant, lustrous, and very attrac-

tive. Light golden toning. One shield rivet is missing, and

other is very light. Other features are deeply struck. Light

lilac toning on the reverse adds to the attractiveness of this

piece.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005753

189 1926 MS-65 FH (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous, this coin is

another piece that is as bright as the day it was minted. A
couple shield rivets are weak. The lustre is very rich, and the

overall eye appeal is excellent.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005755

Choice 1926-D Quarter Dollar

190 1926-D MS-64 FH (PCGS). A lovely lustrous example of the

1 926-D. Above average strike although a couple of the shield

rivets are missing. Even so, it is finer than the typical 1926-D,

which tends to have a flat head.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

I’C'CiS #005757

Key 1926-S Quarter Dollar

191 1926-S MS-64 FH (PCGS). A lustrous example of the 1926-S,

one of the key issues toward the end of the series. Brilliant

silver surfaces have light magenta and lilac toning. Several

shield rivets are missing, and there is lightness at the center

of the figure.

The survival rate of the 1926-S is somewhat of a mystery. In this year

1,716,000 were struck of the Denver coin and a larger number, 2,700,000 of

the San Francisco issue (as here). However, as happenstance would have

it, the 1926-D was saved in quantity. The writer recalls in the 1950s that

this was one date of Standing Liberty quarter that regularly turned up
in quantities of bank-wrapped rolls. On the other hand, the 1926-S does

not seem to have been saved deliberately, and we have never seen even

a single roll, or, for that matter, a group of Mint State pieces. They were

placed into circulation, where they quickly acquired wear.

Interest in dates and mintmarks in Standing Liberty quarters did not

blossom until the early 1930s when Wayte Raymond marketed his line of

cardboard album pages (made for him by M.L. Beistle of Shippensburg,

Pennsylvania). These were available in several forms, most familiarly in

small wide pages and tall narrow pages, each fitting in albums. As soon

as these became available there was a wide rush to collect by date and

mintmark, accelerated soon by the popular "penny boards" or flat panels

issued by J.K. Post (of Neenah, Wisconsin, who sold out to Whitman
Publi.shing Company), and others. The rush to fill in sets was on! By the

1940s the date and mintmark syndrome was widespread.

The survival of many 20th-century coins is in proportion to the mint-

age quantity, this being a handy rule of thumb for circulated examples. As
to Mint State coins, all bets are off, as the availability of those depends
upon quantities specifically saved—either in hoards, or by investors, or

by happenstance.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #005759
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iridescent toning around the rims. In Mint State tin- 1*27 :

is rare and important at any level. In the MS-67 tategory il

is especially so.

NGC Census: 4; none finer within any desij^nation

From the Fro^^ Run Farm Collection, Part III.

KGS Jt0057h4

I

192 1927 MS-65 FH (PCGS). Brilliant, lustrous, and very attrac-

j

tive. An excellent strike. Several shield rivets are blurred.

Other features are bold. Certainly an above average strike.

From the Fro^ Run Farm Collection, Part III.

I’CGS »00576r

Superb Gem 1927-D Quarter

I 193 1927-D MS-65 FH (NGC). Light golden toning with hints

of iridescence over deeply lustrous surfaces. Several shield

rivets are missing at the lower left. The 1927-D is notable for

its low mintage. However, .some rolls were saved, and today

Mint State pieces are scarce, not rare.

From the Frog Run Farm Collectkm, Part III.

I’CGS #005763

Gem FH 1928 Quarter

Memorable 1927-S Quarter Dollar

Highest NGC Grade

195 1928 MS-67 FH (NGC). Satiny mint brilliance couples with

warm champagne iridescence on the surfaces of this highly

lustrous gem. The eye appeal is nothing short of spectacular,

gem quality even to the unaided eye. Fewer than a do/xm

examples of the date have been certified at MS-67 FH, or

finer by NGC. A beauty to behold.

NGC Census: 8; 3 finer within the designation (all MS-68 FH).

PCGS #005767

196 1928 MS-65 FH (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous. As bright as

the day it was minted. Two of the shield rivets are blura'd.

Other features are bold.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #005767

194 1927-S MS-67 (NGC). Within the grade description (with no

mention of strike) this is one of just four certified by NGC,
with mme higher. The strike is fairly decent, above "average,"

but not full. The head is about half full, and several shield

rivets are missing. I he other features of the coin are boldly

defined. Brilliant lustre is accented by a halo of gold and
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197 1928-D MS-65 FH (NGC). Lustrous with delicate toning. A
couple shield rivets are missing. Light lilac toning over silver

surfaces. One of the finer pieces graded by NGC.
From the Frog Rim Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #005769

198 1928-D MS-65 (NGC ). A vigorous strike results in a wealth of

bold detail. Richly reflective cartwheel silver lustre enriches

smooth surfaces.

PCGS #005768

199 1928-S MS-66 FH (PCGS). The sfriking is better than usually

seen. Several shield rivets are missing. Light golden toning

with hints of lilac over richly lusfrous silver surfaces.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III

PCGS #005771

200 1929 MS-66 (PCGS). Sparkling minf lustre with rich gold

encroaching from the rims.

PCGS #005772

Memorable Grade 1929-D Quarter Dollar

202 1929-D MS-65 FH (PCGS). Light golden toning over richly

lustrous surfaces. Significantly above average in strike. All

shield rivets are completely visible (high marks for this!),

although several are not bold. An above average specimen

by far.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005775

203 1929-S MS-66 FH (PCGS). Mottled light golden toning over

brilliant silver surfaces. Deep, rich lustre. Several shield rivets

are blurred. One of the finer pieces seen by PCGS.
From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #005777

204 1930 MS-66 FH (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem with a bold

strike and impressive eye appeal. Just a hint of champagne
on both sides.

PCGS #005779

201 1929 MS-65 FH (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous. Several shield

rivets are barely visible but are blurred. Other features are

bold. A significantly finer strike than usually seen.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005773

205 1930 MS-65 FH (PCGS). Brilliant with light golden toning.

Deeply lustrous. A couple of shield rivets are blurred. Far

above average.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #005779
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2lk> NJU) MS-h2 FI 1 (NGC). An exceptional coin tor the grade. A
high degav ot lustre swirls broadly beneath rich sky blue

and pale j.x*ach toning highlights.

f rom the C. W. Colhxtum.
K C;S »(K)5779

207 1930-S MS-66 FH (NGC). A frosty, lustrous gem from the

final year of the design type.

PCGS #005781

208 1930-S MS-66 FH (NGC). Brilliant with satiny lustre. A
w'hisper of toning. The head is very well struck. All shield

rivets are visible, but two are blurry. One of the nicest we
have seen.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

j

PCGS #005781

I 209 1930-S MS-66 (PCGS). A .satiny and lustrous gem with pale

I champagne highlights. Struck in the terminal year of the

design type.

!

PCGS #005780

i 210 Cavalcade of quarter dollars. Early Date Washington Quar-

ters. 1932 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1934 Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated; 1934-D Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1935 Gem
Brilliant Uncirculated; 1935-D Extremely Fine, cleaned; 1935-

S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1936, 1936-S, 1937, 1937-D,

1938, 1939, 1939-D, 1940, 1940-S. Very Choice Brilliant Un-

circulated to Near Superb. The 1940 is of exceptional quality

with delicate toning and virtually no signs of handling, the

balance of the group are attractive, some with delicate toning

over lustre. A nice selection for the date collector. (Total: 15

pieces)

Choice Uncirculated 1932-U Quarter

211 1932-D MS-64 (PCGS). Strong underlying lustre on satiny

golden gray surfaces. A wealth of pearlescent rose and violet

graces both sides of this low-mintage key date to the Wash-

ington quarter series.

PCGS #005791

212 1932-D MS-63 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous with pale cham-
pagne highlights on both sides. A few' scattered marks on

Washington's portrait keep this from a finer grade.

PCGS #005791

213 1932-D MS-63 (PCGS). A frosty, lustrous example of this

popular key date. Pale rose and lilac hues adorn both

sides.

PCGS #005791

214 1932-D Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Toned w’ith a blush of hazv

gold on both sides over lustre. The strike is appreciablv sharp,

and the surfaces are of excellent quality. A desirable example

of this elusiv'e date, and worthy of anv date collection.

PCGS #005791
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Gem Mint State 1932-S Washington 25c

Vivid Rainbow Highlights

215 1932-S MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty, satiny gem with a broad

expanse of underlying cartwheel lustre that supports rich

rainbow iridescence on both sides. On the obverse electric

blue, fiery orange, and bright violet reign, while the reverse

is a study in pale champagne with a crescent of deep electric

blue and gold at the bottom.

PCGS #005792

216 1932-S MS-63 (PCGS). Lustrous and satiny with pale rose

and champagne on both sides.

PCGS #005792

217 1932-S Brilliant Uncirculated-60. With the appearance of a

Choice coin, but there is an unfortunate dull scratch through

the left wing of the eagle and a very short scratch in the right

wing as well. Lustrous and pleasing for the delicate gold

toning.

PCGS #005792

218 Trio of certified Quarters: 1934, 1939-D Gem Brilliant Uncir-

culated; 1950 Gem Brilliant Proof, nearly Superb. The first

two coins show traces of gold, the last is fully mirrored for

bold visual appeal. PCGS MS65, NGC MS65, PCGS PR66.

(Total: 3 pieces)

219 1936-D About Uncirculated-50, with delicate hazy toning

over lustre. Close to Uncirculated. Clean surfaces and a

typical good strike add to the appeal.

PCGS #005801

220 Pair of quarter dollars: 1936-S, 1939-D Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. Both coins boast full glowing silver and ap-

proach Gem in their outstanding quality. (Total: 2 pieces)

221 Pair of quarter dollars: 1937-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.

Toned with a blush of gold over lustre and sharp. A desir-

able example of this date; 1938-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.

Strong lustre in the fields beneath a delicate haze of golden

color. Well struck, and carefully preserved. (Total: 2 pieces)

222 Pair of quarter dollars: 1939-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.

Boldly executed by the dies, with crisp details for a Wash-

ington Quarter on the obverse, the reverse more typically

soft on the mintmark in particular; 1940-D Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. A well struck, well preserved coin that boasts

the usual frosty lustre and hazy gold toning. Scarce and

always in demand this nice. (Total: 2 pieces)

223 Washington quarter set: A Nearly Complete Short Set of

Washington (Quarters. The dates run from 1941 through

1963. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. All are mint fresh, vibrant

coins with strong lustre. The coins are generally bright sil-

ver, although starting to tone peripherally at the rims with

golden hues. Housed in a Library of Coins Album which
only had room through the 1963 Philadelphia issue. (Total:

58 pieces)

224 1949-D MS-67 (PCGS). Pale pastel blue and faint golden

toning caresses the obverse of this highly lustrous gem, while

a vivid array of rainbow iridescence lights up the reverse.

PCGS #005840
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Beautiful 1794 Half Dollar

2x photo

225 1794 Overton-101. Rarity-4. EF-40 (PCGS). Through the doors of Stack's and American Numismatic Rarities quite a number of memtv
rable coins have passed. Once in a while a special coin appears like the present one. The toning is splendid, with iridescent blue and

gold around the rims, lighter silver at the centers. Traces of lustm survive in the protected areas, especially on the reverse. The strike

is perfectly balanced and no problematic weakness is found. Examination of the surfaces will discover a few minor faults, a couple of

shallow scuffs around the 4, and on the reverse faint adjustment marks span the eagle's tail and reappear at the rim below. An old scrape*

resides near the base of the reverse below the ribbon knot, and a long hidden scuff slides down the right inside of the right wing, and a

thin pin scratch runs parallel to the rim nearby through the same wing. These marks are offset by the toning, but are mentioned to assist

the buyer in determining value. 1794 is the first year of issue, highly collectible as such, and always in fervent demand.
This is the usual die state for the variety with a thin die crack to the wreath from the rim between the words UNITED STATES. PCGS Population: 3; 13 finer

(MS-64 finest).

PCGS #006051

226 1795 0-108. Rarity-4. F-15 (NGC). Medium gunmetal-gray

toning in the fields, a tad lighter on the devices. There are

faint parallel lines on Liberty's neck and a few of her curls,

perhaps caused by something stored against this coin long

ago. The surfaces are generally clean and attractive, and few

Flowing Hair half dollars are so free of handling problems.

Early to middle die state as usually seen for this die pair-

ing.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PC I .S #006052

227 1795 0-113a. Rarity-3. F-15 (PCGS). This is the A/E varietv

in STATES, with the error quite clear with the aid of a loupe.

Steel gray throughout with darker hints near the rims. The

strike is even and centered, and the surfaces attractive. A
couple of old, dull scratches are found in the field near the

bust and a thin pin scratch is located on LiberU 's profile.

No adjustment marks or rim bumps arc present, and this is

a pleasing later die state specimen with the thin die crack

through the tops of LIBERTV'.

PCGS #006052
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Stunning Near-Gem 1795 Flowing Hair Half Dollar

Certainly Finest Known

228 1795 0-119. Rarity-4. MS-64 (PCGS). An incredible coin that boasts rich teal peripheral toning coupled with rather intense reddish
orange hues to the center of the obverse, the reverse matching but the extreme center on the eagle remains bright silver with traces
of dappled gold. Amazing cartwheel lustre for any coin from this period. The strike is sharp too, with bold definition on Liberty's
curls, the stars, and even at the top of the eagle s breast, which shows the tiny feathers outlined from top to bottom. The surfaces are
outstanding as expected to earn such a lofty grade and a collector would have to search for many years to find its equal or finer.

There are minor adjustment marks around the obverse, primarily crossing stars 10 to 12, but others appear on the denticles. As
to the die state, both dies show evidence of clashing, in particular below Liberty's chin where the eagle's wing feathers are bold, and
Liberty's profile is clear below the right wing, and portions of her hair curls are defined above, on, and below the left wing. Faint
slide marks on Liberty s face probably attest to many years housed in a coin album, where it slowly earned the glorious toning and
escaped the dipping and enhancement craze of the past tew decades. A museum quality coin that is certainly the very finest known
of the variety, and one of the top dozen 1795 half dollars to survive. Further die state information includes a thin crack from the rim
through the fifth star toward Liberty's hair, another die crack connects the final star to the rim, and the ever-present die lump resides
above the final star. This coin is truly an American classic.

PCGS Population: 4; 2 finer within any designation (MS-65 finest).

PCGS #006052

54
S rACK
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224 r.ur of early half dollars certified by NGC: 1805 0-109.

Karity-4. VF-35 1807 0-113. Rarity-2. EF-45. The 1805 is

lovely sttvl-^ray with clean surfaces, although a rim bruise

apjx*ars above the E of LIBERTY. The 1807 has similar steel

gray surfaces and is attractive. (Total; 2 pieces)

Scarce Mint State 1806 Draped Bust Half Dollar

j

Pointed 6, No Stem Variant
I

2x p’holo

230 1806 0-109. Rarity-1. Pointed 6, No Stem. MS-62 (PCGS).

Toned with deep golden gray on the obverse with dark

blue around the rims and well balanced on the obverse and

reverse. The strike is better than average for this pairing,

with strong details on the stars and eagle on the reverse, the

obverse stars too. Slight softness is found on Liberty's up-

permost hair curls, no doubt a function of the multiple die

cracks and severe clashing. The reverse die shows evidence

of rust along the lower portion, and a few' hairlines are found

with a loupe. An impressive example for the type collector.

PCGS Population: 5; 11 finer (MS-64 finest).

Kl.SenowlTl

231 1806 0-116. Rarity-3. EF-40 (NGC). Housed in an NGC
holder which indicates the variety to be 0-115, but this is

an 0-116. Delicate gold and gray toning with silver accents

in the fields, with darker gold and gray near the rims. The

obverse die had been severely lapped by the time this w-as

struck, lowering the die depth on the central curls of Liberty

and her hair ribbon. This was a function of economy at the

early Philadelphia Mint, die life could be extended by cam-

ful maintenance, such as the lapping off of shallow' cracks or

clash marks. Another desirable collector coin for the varietv

specialist.

PCGS #006071

232 1807 O-llOa. Rarity-2. Draped Bust. AU-53 (PCGS). Attrac-

tively toned with golden highlights mixed with light gray

on the obverse and reverse. The reverse rims have flecks

of blue as well. On this later die state, several thin cracks

extend through the peripheral legends and devices. Sharply

impressed on Liberty's curls and the obverse stars, the reverse

too, save for a couple of the stars above the eagle which are

a trifle soft but all are clearly outlined.

PCGS #006079

233 Date set of Capped Bust half dollars, 1807 to 1839-0. Grades

range from Fine to AU, with most pieces averaging VF. Sev-

eral have surface problems, but many good collector pieces

included: 1807 0-112. Rarity-l 1808 0-107. Raritv-3 v

1809 0-106. Rarity-3 1810 O-104a . Rarity-3 1811 d-104a

. Rarity-1 1812 0-107. Rarit\'-1 1813 0-107. Rarit\'-4

1814 0-105. Rarit\'-2^ 1815O-101a. Raritv-3 1817 6-113.

Rarity-2^ 1818 OHll. Rarity-1 18190-115. Rarit\'-3 1820

0-105. Raritv-1 1821 O-105a. Rarit\'-1 1822 6-114. Rar-

ity-3 18230-105. R-1 1824 0-1 08.'Rarit\'-2^ 1824 0-111.

Rarity-2 1825 0-105. Raritv-2 18260-107. Rarit\'-3 - 1827

0-135. Rarity-3 1828 O-llk Raritv-3 18290-117 Rarit\’-2

1830 0-115. Raritv-2 1831 0-111. Rariri'-l 1832 0-l'22.

Rarity-1 1833 0-110. Rarity-1 1834 6-115a. Rarit> -4

1835 0-101. Raritv-1 1836 Lettered edge. O-108a. RanU -2

1837 1838 'l839 1839-0. (Total: 34 pieces-

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.
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234 1808/7 0-101. Rarity-1. Net EF-40; sharpness of AU-50,

cleaned. There are some moderate hairlines from a past clean-

ing, but colorful album toning has returned to the obverse

and reverse, and this should continue its recovery. The over-

date feature is clear with a loupe, and the surfaces are clean

otherwise. Traces of lustre remain and there is a minor streak

through Liberty's cap, a minor flaw from the original silver

planchet rolling process. Later die state with several obverse

and reverse cracks, and devices drawn toward the rim.

PCGS #006091

235 1808 O-102a. Rarity-2. AU-58 (NGC). A frosty coin that

retains enough lustre to please the eye. Generally steel to

silver gray with solid surfaces that lack the handling marks
often present after even limited circulation. Identifiable by
a minute edge tick near the second star. Later die state with

a thin bisecting vertical crack with a small triangle piece

missing from the die in Liberty's hair where the crack makes
a curve. Reasonably well struck with a few points of softness

on the feather tips and curls.

PCGS #006090

236 1808 O-102a. Rarity-2. AU-55 (NGC). Lustre in the fields

comes alive when examined under a light, graced by rus-

set and blue accents near the rims. The strike is average to

strong, which takes into account the die cracks. No surface

distractions and a pleasing coin for the collector who needs

this variety.

NGC Cen.sus: 3; 3 finer (MS-62 finest).

PCGS #006090

237 1809 O-109a. Rarity-2. IIII Edge. AU-53 (NGC). Golden
russet hues over lustre and attractive for the collector. Close

examination will discover a trivial pin scratch before Liberty's

S6

chin. The reverse is frosty and well preserved. Middle die

state with the die crack or perhaps more properly die damage
through the center of AMERICA and the two upper arrow

points.

PCGS #006094

238 1810 O-108a. Rarity-3. About LJncirculated-55. Delicately

toned in shades of gold and lilac-gray, this specimen retains

plenty of underlying icy mint frost on both the obverse and

reverse. Only a single trivial reverse stain just below the BU
in PLURIBUS warrants any mention.

PCGS #006095

239 1811 0-107. Rarity-4. AU-50 (PCGS). Light silver on both

sides with a blush of gold and framed by a ring of teal around

the rims. The surfaces are a delight to behold, trouble free

evidence of limited circulation, and the strike was sharp

enough to define the curls, stars and feathers to their ex-

pected levels. Mint lustre adds to the package too. Close

examination will find a couple of minor hairlines on Liberty's

neck and drapery but this coin is much nicer than usually

encountered for the grade. A scarce variety that should not

be overlooked.

PCGS #006097

240 1811 0-112a. Rarity-4. AU-53 (NGC). A strong, very pleasing

About Uncirculated specimen. Pale lavender-golden fields

and design features are framed by iridescent olive-green

and mauve toning at the peripheries. Underlying satin-frost

completes the visual allure of this scarce coin.

PCGS #006097

241 1812/1 0-102a. Rarity-2. AU-53 (PCGS). Small 8. Toned with
lovely shades of blue, gold, and rose throughout. The sur-

faces are free of distracting nicks or bumps, and the strike is

about average with minor softness particularly on Liberty's

clasp and a few curls. Struck from clashed dies as frequently

seen on this die pairing. The die crack connecting the last two
digits of the date is faint, but present. Make sure to notice the

large 2 punch in the date, it is substantially larger than the

surrounding digits and helped to cover over the offending

final 1 that defines the overdate.
PCGS #006101

242 1813 O-107a. Rarity-1. AU-55 (PCGS). Wonderful deep gray
toning throughout, perfectly even and smooth. The surfaces

are excellent and exceptional for the grade, and the strike

is average for this later die state. Both dies show extensive

thin die cracks, and evidence of multiple clashings. Traces

of lustre peek out from the stars and dex ices, adding to the

seductive allure of the time honored toning.
PCGS #006103

SVAC K
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243 1814 O-104a. Rarity-2. MS-62 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous

with a hint of gold. The surfaces are clean, although there is

a thin hairline crossing Liberty's cheek and ear lobe, possibly

an adjustment mark. A decent strike for the variety, with

softness on a couple of obverse stars and the eagle's talons.

The die cracks are thin and this just qualifies for the later die

state of this die pairing. Not quite in the Condition Census,

but a solid coin regardless.

PCGS #006105

Lustrous 1818 Capped Bust Half Dollar

I

244 1818 0-107. Rarity-1. MS-64 (PCGS). Blazing mint lustre

throughout and toned with a splash of dark peripheral blue

and a layer of thin russet gold. The strike is bold on Liberty's

curls, which show fine separation lacking from coins which

spent any time in circulation. Remarkably clean surfaces and

thoroughly satisfying in every regard. Housed in an older

green insert PCGS holder.

PCGS #006113

245 1818 0-107. Rarity-1. AU-53 (PCGS). Natural light gray patina

with a hint of blue intermixed. The strike is sharp particularly

on Liberty's uppermost curls, which retain definition often

lacking on more circulated examples. One minute rim bruise

near the upper leaf pair, but quite attractive.

PCGS #006113

246 1818 0-114a. Rarity-3. About LJncirculated-55. Displaying

frosty mint lustre beneath a blush of violet toning on either

side. There are, however, a scattering of microscopic specks

on the obverse that are to a large degree concealed by the

coloration.

PCGS #006113

247 1819 0-114. Rarity-3. AU-55 (PCGS). Boldly struck with full

stars surrounding Liberty and sharp on the eagle too. Frosty

light silver dominates the surfaces, although incursions

of russet gold surround the rims. Token hairlines attest to

limited circulation.

KGS #006117

248 1820/19 0-102. Rarity-1. Curl Base 2 EF-45 (NGC). Lilac

and blue over the predominantly gray surfaces. Lustrous

and attractive, with no surface faults, but the strike is s<ift at

the center of the obverse. Finer than one might expc*ct. Early

overdates are experiencing strong demand.
PCGS #006126

249 1821 0-1 06a. Rarity-1. Extremely Fine-40. The open areas of

the surfaces are toned pale gray, and are accompanied by

deeper shades of olive and russet in the devices. An uncom-

mon date in all grades.

PCGS #006128

250 1823 0-103. Rarity-2. AU-58 (PCGS). Deep gunmetal-blue

toning on both sides with a trace of lighter gold highlights

near the rims. Smooth fields and devices with cartw'heel lustre

shining through. No surface problems or detractions deter the

eye, and the rims and fields are pleasing. Diagnostic indented

center dot on the obverse, with fine vertical lines below the

eagle's head. The 3 on this and most of the die pairings of this

year is comical in appearance, with a ponderous upper loop

which appears virtually detached from its lower supporting

loop at the center stroke.

PCGS #006131

251 1824/1 0-lOla. Rarity-2. AU-58 (NGC). This bright, icy-white

specimen exhibits full mint frost accompanied by the slightest

trace of golden toning at areas of the denticles. Well struck

and revealing only a minimal amount of friction at the most

vulnerable locations.

PCGS #006139

Yellow-Gold Toned 1824 Capped Bust Half Dollar

252 1824 0-107. Rarity'-2. MS-64 (PCGS). Toned with atiractn--

yellow-gold over strong lustm, and framiH.! with a thin nng

of blue. Fullv struck on Liberty's curls, with N-ld '<’p.'r.'‘:,-.n
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on her tiniest locks. A strong double profile is found from her

nose to her chest. Clean surfaces as expected for the grade,

with no annoying hairlines or handling marks. Housed in

an older green insert PCGS holder.

PCGS #006137

253 1824 0-112. Rarity-4. AU-53 (PCGS). A bright silver coin

that has remaining lustre in the fields and a frame of golden

iridescence around both rims. The strike is sharp and most
of the curls are well defined save for the uppermost which
took the brunt of the brief circulation wear. Minor surface

lines expected on any circulated coin do not detract, and
there are no distractions to the trained eye. A scarce variety

and probably close to the Condition Census, which includes

both Mint State and top end About Uncirculated coins.

PCGS #006137

254 1825 0-113. Rarity-1. AU-58 (PCGS). Frosty and bright with
a dusting of light gold starting to form. The strike is sharp

on Liberty's curls, but the radial lines are lacking on most
of the stars. No surface problems and much of the lustre

survives.

PCGS #006142

255 1827 0-131. Rarity-2. Square Base 2. AU-58 (PCGS). An im-

pressive coin that boasts strong lustre in the protected areas

coupled with golden iridescence and a touch of peripheral

blue. Rather well struck and preserved, and perfect for the

Red Book or variety collector.

PCGS #006144

256 1829 0-112. Rarity-1. MS-62 (NGC). Deep smoky blue-gray

with tinges of fiery iridescence in Liberty's curls and the date,

also surrounding the eagle and shield lines. This seductive

quality draws the eye to appreciate the well defined sfrike.

Scattered minute specks in the toning, and not quite in the

Condition Census for the variety. Raised die lines below the

final star define the die state.

PCGS #006154

257 1830 0-111. Rarity-2. AU-58 (PCGS). Flashy and bright with
much of the original lustre present. The surfaces are attrac-

tive with minimal signs of handling or circulation, and no
distracting marks.

I’f X.S #006136

Frosty Gem Mint State 1831 Half Dollar

Russet and Blue Toned

lx photo

258 1831 0-103. Rarity-1. MS-66 (NGC). Outstanding color and
surfaces as expecfed for fhe grade, and cerfainly one of, if not

the finest known of the variety although at least two others are

tied based on our research. The toning is a delight, with satiny

gray-blue with russet splashes near the center and teal around
the rims. The strike is decent, but a few of the obverse stars

lack centers. What really makes this specimen stand out is the

superb surfaces. Precious few Capped Bust half dollars are so

well preserved, and this retains not only splendid technical

quality
, but wonderful toning and eye appeal. Identifiable

by a tiny tick in the field nearly touching Libertv's nose.
PCGS #006159

259 1831 0-103. Rarity-1. AU-58 (NGC). Excellent toning with
a touch of peripheral blue and dominant central russet.

Sharply struck and well preserved, with clean fields and
devices. Shallow adjustment marks appear on the obverse,

only visible with a loupe.
PCGS #006159

260 1831 0-108. Rarity- 1. MS-61 (NGC). Brilliant Uncirculated

and a wonderfully honest, entirelv original example. In fact,

were it not for a couple of verv minor facial abrasions, this

stately coin would border on the Choice cafegorv. Satin-vel-

vet underlying mint lustre is bathed in a lovelv veil of olive-

S8
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j;avn toning on fithor side. The pt'ripheries, furthermore, are

emlx'llished by hints of golden gray and rose iridescence.

Lncapsulated NCC MS6] although the coin is certainly nicer

than the holder indicates in some respects.

IVt;S«lK)hl59

i Stellar Gem Brilliant Uncirculated 1831 Half Dollar

Likely the Finest Known of the Variety

2x photo

1 261 1831 0-110. Rarity-2. MS-66 (NGC). A stunning coin that

exudes quality, eye appeal, and colorful toning. The obverse is

frosty and bright silver, with an arc of aqua through the stars

on the right, with flecks of matching gold and blue mixed into

the cap, curls, and date. Well matched on the reverse, although

the color is more extensive and the blues reside on the right

side with a scattering of tawny golden flecks mixed into the

fields on the left. Abundant lustre throughout, and the strike

is sharp on all save for a couple of obverse stars which lack

their central radial lines. All in all, this is a superlative coin

which is likely the ver\' finest known of the varietv'.

A review of Steve Herrman’s Auction & Mail Bid Prices Realized for

• Bust Half Mlars 17^14-1839 reports the finest example of this variety sold

'

in recent years as MS-M NGC has graded 141 other examples of this date

as without recording the variety.

' pcc.sennfil'w

262 1832 O-102a. Rarity-3. AU-58 (PCGS). A frosty and lustrous

coin that has excellent surfaces and shows a hint of light gold

with a few traces of russet. An average strike for this date,

with a few stars centrally soft, but Liberty's curls and the

eagle are crisp. No surface problems detract.

From Heritage's Sale of the Jules Reiver Collection, January

27, 2006, Lot 23216.

PCGS #006160

263 1832 0-109. Rarity-4. Small Letters. AU-53 (PCGS). Bright

and lustrous with a touch of silver gray toning starting to form

with a mix of gold. Natural circulation lines soften the fields,

and the strike is a tad soft as well, particularly on the stars.

One hidden scuff below the N of UNITED. Close to if not just

within the Condition Census for this Rarity-4 variety.

PCGS #006160

264 1832 0-118. Rarity-1. Brilliant Uncirculated-60. An attractive

golden silver example that displays a pleasing silky lustre.

Well struck with no notable marks or major impairments.
PCGS #006161

265 1833 0-114. Rarity-2. AU-55 (PCGS). A satiny and lustrous

Capped Bust half dollar which has acquired golden toning

through time. The strike is sharp on the curls and eagle, but

the stars and peripheral lettering are drawn to the edge.

Average surfaces for the grade.

PCGS #006163

High Rarity-5 1833 0-115

266 1833 0-115. Rarity-5. Ver\’ Fine-25. An elusive varietv which

has never turned up in quantity. Natural dark gray fields mth
lighter silv'er on the high points. Well struck and centered, and

pleasing for the grade. A classic collector coin Identifiable b\

a shallow scuff in the field pointed tobv the first star Sddom
offemd and alwavs in strong demand

PCGS #006] S3
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Satiny Gem 1837 Half Dollar267 1834 0-109. Rarity-1. Small Date, Small Letters. AU-55
(PCGS). Dark steel gray with lighter gray offsetting the

devices. Well struck and quite clean for the grade, with no
distracting surface incursions.

PCGS #006166

268 1835 0-103. Rarity-2. MS-62 (NGC). Full cartwheel lustre in

the fields offsets the softness on the high points of the design

and the left wing of the eagle. Delightful iridescenf toning,

particularly near the rims, and splashed with gunmetal-blue
on Liberty's bust, cheek, and brow. The surfaces are clean for

the grade, and no bumps or scratches.

PCGS #006168

269 1835 0-103. Rarity-2. AU-53 (PCGS). A satiny white coin with
pleasing lustre and an average strike. Scattered scuffs and
circulation lines, but wholesome.

PCGS #006168

270 1836 0-109. Rarity-3. AU-55 (PCGS). Dusky gold toning

throughout and generally even. Traces of lustre reside in

Liberty's curls and near the stars, matching on the reverse

where the lettering and devices are outlined with lighter

gray. Boldly struck on the stars. Liberty's curls and the eagle's

talons. Excellent surfaces.

PCGS #006169

271 1836 0-119. Rarity-3. AU-58 (PCGS). Toned with dark gold
mixed with blue around the rims, bright silver to the centers.

A satiny coin that retains the desired flash and eye appeal

so often lacking on most examples of this type. A few lines

from circulation are present, but they are minimal.
PCGS #006169

272 1836 0-122. Rarity-2. About Uncirculated-55, on the cusp of

full Mint State. Lovely satin-silver lustre underlies the most
delicate clear gold lustre to give this coin its outstanding

beauty.

From Coin Galleries Sale ofAugust 1978, Lot 2189.
PCGS #006169

2x photo

172) 1837 Reeded Edge. MS-65 (NGC). A satiny beauty with
a rich array of golden iridescence that vies with original

mint brilliance for dominance on the lustrous gem surfaces.

Sharply struck with full design details at the centers and the

peripheries. Struck from a slightly misaligned die; when
turned on the coin's horizontal axis, the eagle's head points
to 1:00 rather than 12:00. A pleasing coin for the grade.

From our sale of the ].B. Worthington Collection, May 2005,
Lot 274.

PCGS #006176

274 Group of certified half dollars: 1837 Capped Bust. 50
CENTS. VG-10 (ANACS). Breen-4732. Medium golden gray
surfaces 1838 Capped Bust. HALE DOL. EE-40 (PCGS).
Subdued silver gray with rose-gold highlights 1853 Liberh'

Seated. Arrows and Rays. P-15 (ANACS). WB-101. Rainbow
iridescent on the obverse, reverse with rich rose-gray center
and iridescent blue-green at the peripher\' 1854-0 Lib-

erty Seated. Arrows. EF-40 (NGC). Rich orange and silver

gray blended on both surfaces 1857 Libertv Seated. F-15
(ANACS). Rich olive-gray surfaces 1873 Seated Libertv.

Close 3. AU-53 (PCGS). Satiny lustre 1874 Seated Libertv.

F-15 (ANACS). WB-102. 1894-0 Barber. \'F-30 (PCCiSY
Silver gray with subdued rose at the high points 1*^46

Walking Liberty. MS-63 (ANACS). Lustrous golden surfaces

with speckled gold here and there. (Total: 9 pieces)

SlACK
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Gem Proof 1855/4 Arrows 50c

None Certified Finer by NCC

2x photo

279 1855/4 Arrows. Proof-65 (NGC). A sultr)' lilac-gray gem with

rich rose, gold, and pale blue iridescence on the obverse, but

mainly lilac-gray on the reverse. The motifs are frost\' and

the fields are reflective, though the cameo effect is not noted

on the NGC holder. Very few Proofs of this overdate exist,

though the Wiley-Bugert reference notes "at least three." As

noted in Breen's Encyclopedia, our own Q. David Bowers was

the discoverer of this rare variety. On the present coin, the

overdate feature is strong and unmistakable. Traces of the

previous numerals can be seen at the 8 and first 5, and the

crossbar of the underlying 4 balances plainly on the ball of the

second 5 in the date (the same die was also used for circula-

tion strikes of the issue). Even without the overdate details

the date is a great rarity in Proof—Breen knew of "less than

a dozen" Proofs of the date, and he identified only two or

three of them as overdates. A very’ rare and interesting coin

that w’ill see a memorable bout of bidding activity'.

NGC Census: 3; none finer.

From our sale of the Red Bank Collection, December 20('vT

Lot 739.

PCGS #006409

' 275 1838 MS-63 (NGC). A high degree of lustre swirls broadly

beneath speckled blue, rose, and golden toning. A sharp and

appealing example from the final year of the design type,

here with the reverse denomination as HALF DOL.
I’CGS #006177

: 276 1838 Reeded edge. About Uncirculated-50. A very bold About

Uncirculated or better example, exhibiting frosty mint lustre

on both sides. Shades of lavender and violet-mauve toning

immerse the obverse. The reverse displays a blend of russet

and golden toning. Additionally, there is a reverse die crack

that curves from the denticles above the D in UNITED,
through the center of the coin, to below the OL in DOL-
LAR.

PCGS #006177

277 1845-0 MS-63 (NGC). Frosty surfaces display strong under-

lying lustre and warm, medium champagne on both sides.

Nicely struck, especially for a New Orleans issue of the

era.

PCGS #006249

Colorful Gem 1854 Arrows 50c

Among Dozen Finest Seen by PCGS

278 1854-0 Arrows. MS-66 (PCGS). A sharp and impressive gem

with intense cartwheel lustre. Both sides are alive with robust

gold, fiery violet, dt^p carmine, and bright electric blue, with

several other beautiful shades blending in total harmony. As

sharp as this date ever comes, with every detail crisp and

bold. An exceptional gem that certainly ranks among the

finest examples of the date both physically and visually.

PC(fS PopulatKin: 11,1 finer (MS-67).

From the C.W. Collection.

p(.i.,S #006280

rAi k's M
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Gem Uncirculated 1858 Half Dollar

280 1858 MS-65 (NGC). A satiny gem with warm underlying
lustre and rich champagne on both sides. A touch of striking

softness in places, not at all unusual for the date. Struck from
a heavily clashed obverse die, with portions of the reverse

shield plainly evident at Liberty's lap and knee region.

PCGS #006293

281 1859 Proof-63 (PCGS). Frosty motifs and deeply mirrored

fields display a varied array of rich golden hues. In 1859 the

Mint began keeping records of Proof coinage production,

and those records reveal a Proof mintage for this date of 800

pieces. Choice for the grade.

PCGS #006413

282 1860-S MS-62 (NGC). A satiny Uncirculated example of a

popular branch mint issue. Rich champagne iridescence

enhances the overall appeal and adds to the truly choice

quality of the coin. Sharply struck, just a few faint obverse

marks from a much finer grade; the reverse grades much
finer than the assigned grade if considered on its own.

PCGS #006301

283 1861 Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Splendid cartwheel silver

fields contrast with pleasing gold at the peripheries, a glass

finds several superficial reverse field scratches above the

eagle.

PCGS #006302

Popular 1861 CSA Scott Restrike Half Dollar

284 1861 Confederate Slates of America half dollar. Scott Re-

strike. Breen-8002. AU-50 (PCGS). Steel gray mixed with

gunmetal-blue in the fields on the obverse, the reverse has

gunmetal-blue fields, lighter silver on the devices. Rather

sharp on the reverse which of course is fhe important Con-
federate States of America die. Scoff used existing 1861 half

dollars fo sfrike fhese, he firsf had fhe reverse designs planed

off slightly reducing the silver weight, then restruck the coins

to impart the Confederate reverse. The obverse portion is

always flattened to a degree. Most seen are comparable in

grade and quality, saved as souvenirs by those who pur-

chased them.
PCGS #340403

Gem Cameo Proof 1867 Half Dollar

285 1867 Proof-65 CAM (PCGS). A splendid half dollar with
frosty motifs and mirror fields display deep, even cham-
pagne toning highlights. One of 625 Proofs of fhe date
struck.

PCGS Population: 5; 3 finer within the designation (both Proof-66

CAM).

PCGS #086425

286 1867 MS-63 (PCGS). Satiny and lustrous with rich rose and
pale electric blue iridescence on both sides. Nicely struck
and aesthetically pleasing, choice for the grade.

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #006321

62 SlM K
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I 287 1870 Proof-64 (PCGS). A delightfully toned cameo gem
Proof of the date, though PCGS makes no note of the contrast

between the devices and the fields. Deep electric blue and

gold peripheral toning encroaches upon the golden obverse

center, while the same toning encircles a bright silver eagle

on the reverse.

PCGS #006428

I 288 1871 Choice Brilliant Proof-63. Smoky gold intensifies

around the stars and the legend with an outer band of iri-

descent blue, adding to the coin's colorful appeal. One of 960

Proofs struck.

PCGS #006429

289 1874 Arrows. MS-63 (PCGS). A frosty coin that resides com-

fortably at the high-end of the assigned grade. Nicely struck

with good lustre and a hint of faint champagne toning on

both sides.

PCGS #006346

Elusive 1874-CC Arrows Half Dollar

290 1874-CC Arrows. About LIncircuIated-50, lightly cleaned

long ago, now naturally retoning in vivid gold, sea grc'en,

and lilac; the reverse is largely brilliant at the center. One of

just 39,000 circulation strikes of the date produced, far and

away the lowest mintage figure for any circulation strike

esue in the With Arrows design type, 1873-1874,

pi (,S 1006347

-i ; I
' ! \

c_

291 1876 About Uncirculated-55. Well struck with a band of g>»ld

about the rim. Some light hairlines are presc-nt, but the com
has a decent appearance.

KGS #006352

Gem Mint State 1877-S Half Dollar

292 1877-S MS-65 (PCGS). Dusky silver gray on the matte-like ob-

verse with rich sea green and electric blue at tlie rim, the mversi*

a study in central mint brilliance with rich concentric electric

blue and violet halos toward the rim. Scarce in gem grades

despite a sizeable mintage of nearly 5.4 million pieces.

PCGS Population: 21; 12 finer {MS-67 finest).

PCGS #006357

293 1877-S MS-65 (NGC). Glass-smooth silver-white fields and

frosty, precisely detailed reliefs glow within a halo of tawny

gold clinging to the sharply defined outer rims.

PCGS #006357

294 1880 Proof-64 (PCGS). Brilliant at the obverse center with

deep gold, violet, and electric blue around; the reverse is

largely brilliant with rich blue and violet at the rim.

Holder derwtes "Benson" Collection.

KGS #006441

295 1884 MS-63 (PCGS). Bright, divplv -parkling sih e^ • .>rf . -

V'

complement a vividlv detailed strike tc» nvah K-'kl
,

i

This is one of the lowest late-date mint. pi'v v p.h « -b 4 loi

business strikes pnxlumf
Kt.S #006366
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Delightful Gem 1885 Half Dollar

296 1885 MS-65 (PCGS). A pleasing gem, a lustrous beauty
with intense iridescent blue, rose, and gold on both sides. A
nicely struck survivor from a modest production run for the

date of just 5,200 circulation strikes. Fewer than a half dozen
examples of the date have been certified finer by PCGS.

PCGS Population: 10; 5 finer (MS-67 finest).

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #006367

Attractive Gem DCAM Proof 1886 Half Dollar

Finest Certified by PCGS

297 1886 Proof-66 DCAM (PCGS). An incredibly lovely cameo
Proof, an impressive specimen with richly frosted motifs and
deeply mirrored fields. Delightful carmine and gold toning

enhances the rims, with some faint champagne at the centers.

The finest example of the date certified by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 1; none finer within the designation.

PCGS #096447

298 1887 Very Fine-25. Very Fine with light toning over well

preserved surfaces. The strike is a bit weak but not all that

bad. A very scarce date as a business strike with only 5,000

pieces struck for circulation.

PCGS #006369

299 Pair of certified Barber half dollars: 1892 MS-61 (PCGS).

Steel bluish gray obverse with hints of gold; reverse with
golden toning mainly at the periphery 1909 MS-63
(ANACS). Lustrous with delicate toning. (Total: 2 pieces)

Choice Uncirculated 1892-S Barber 50(1:

300 1892-S MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty specimen with strong un-

derlying lustre and pale champagne iridescence. From the

first year of the Barber half dollar design type, and always
desirable as such. Nicely struck for the date.

P( {,S»(K#>4M

301 1894 Proof-63^ CAMEO (NGC). A pleasing coin, certainly

one that deserves NGC's coveted designation. Center

obverse portrait of Liberty heavily frosted and nearly of

full brilliance, with rich concentric halos of deep violet and
electric blue toward the rim. The reverse is largely brilliant

at the center, with the eagle as frosty and bright as the day

it was struck, with deep violet and blue halos encroaching

upon the peripheral legends. An attractive coin, especially

for the assigned grade.

PCGS #086541

Gem Uncirculated 1894-0 50<:

302 1894-0 MS-65 (PCGS). Frosty, lustrous, and richly toned.

Deep golden gray on the obverse with deep sea green and
gold at the rim; the reverse is a study in deep sea green, gold,

and peach. Fewer than a dozen examples of the date exist in

all PCGS holders at MS-65, or finer. A raised die lump can

be seen on Miss Liberty's cheek below her eye.
PCGS Population: 6; 5 finer (MS-68 finest).

PCGS #006469

303 1894-0 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Flashing silver is

framed by beveled, gold-toned rims for quiet beautv and
appeal.

PCGS #006469

64
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Colorful Gem Proof 1895 Barber 50c Colorful Gem Uncirculated 1898 Barber 50c

304 1895 Proof-67 (NGC). A lovely cameo Proof, though the

contrast is not noted on the NGC holder. Frosty motifs and

mirror fields display rich violet, electric blue, peach, and deep

lilac toning. From a Proof mintage of the date of 880 pieces.

I’C'GS #(K)6542

I 305 1897-S MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty gem with strong underlying

lustre that supports rich peach and rose iridescence. Nicely

struck with just a touch of lightness in the reverse arrow

feathers and adjacent claw. A date that is considerably scarcer

across the grading spectrum than its mintage of 933,900

pieces suggests; like most San Francisco Mint issues of the

era, this date saw heavy duty in the channels of commerce. It

is remarkable, indeed, that gems of the present quality exist

at all!

I’CGS Population: 8; 6 finer (MS-67 finest).

PCGS #006479

Gem Mint State 1897-S Barber 50(1

Key Date Issue

Among Finest Seen by PCGS

307 1898 MS-66 (PCGS). Intense cartwheel lustre supports a

wealth of rich sea green, peach, and carmine iridescence on

both sides. Nicely struck, aesthetically appt-aling, and worthy

of serious consideration by those who appre-ciate gem Barbe*r

material as well as those who enjoy richly tone'd 19th-centur\'

silver coinage.

PCGS Population: 7; 1 finer (MS-67).

Frow the C. W. Collection.

PCGS #006480

Gem Uncirculated 1899-0 Barber 50c

308 1899-0 MS-65 (PCGS). A lovely gem with frosty motifs and

reflective fields, fully prooflike in appearance though not

noted as such on the PCGS holder; we recently srild a MS-63

PL example of the date for more than $6,000, worth noting

when bidding strategy is planned. Largely brilliant with rich

golden toning at the rims and in the protected areas.

PCGS Population: 5; 6 finer (all MS-66).

PCGS #006484

Colorful Gem Proof 1898 Barber 50c

306 1898 Proof-67 (NGC). A delightful cameo is present, though

the vivid toning probably accounts for its exclusion from the

NGC label. Frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields. The

obverse is alive with splashes of rich peach, rose, sky blue,

and gold, while the reverse displays satiny electric blue and

rich lilac highlights.

IX {.S a()06S4S

Gem Proof 1901 Barber 50c

Heartily Toned

309 1901 Proof-67 (NGC). A richly toned gem Proof with satmv

motifs and highly reflective fields. The obverse exhibits vari-

ous shades of smoky gold and gray when \ iewed head on.

but once tilted in the light the coin bursts with an intenM-

display of violet, crimson, peach, and gold: much the sam*

applies to the reverse. From a Pnxif mintage for the dati of

813 pieces.

I\ (.S #n06S48
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311 1906 Proof-67 (NGC). A colorful cameo Proof 1906 Barber

half dollar, though the cameo contrast is not noted on the

holder. Frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields display

lively swaths of bright sky blue, violet, and rose iridescence.

A boldly struck gem survivor from a Proof mintage for the

date of just 675 pieces.

PCGS #006553

312 1906-D MS-64 (SEGS). A lustrous and satiny specimen with
pale golden gray surfaces that display deep slate highlights.

Deeply toned but definitely choice Mint State.

PCGS #006679

314

2x photo

1907-S MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny silver centers with deepening
gold and electric blue at the rims. Not a rare date in lesser

grade.s, but impressively elusive at MS-M or finer. Choice for

the grade with a decent strike for the date and with plenty
of eye appeal to go around.

PCGS Pi>pul.ition: .S; |4 liner lines!).

PCGS#tH)(All

Gem Uncirculated 1907-D Barber SOd:

Rich Rainbow Toning

313 1907-D MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant centers yield to concentric

rainbow highlights including violet, blue, sea green, and
gold. A lustrous gem with satiny surfaces. Struck in the

second year of coinage operations at the fledgling Denver
Mint. Scarce at this grade level. A colorful gem that will make
a nice addition to any Barber half dollar collection.

PCGS Population; 6; 3 finer (all MS-67).

PCGS #006509

Choice Mint State 1907-S Half Dollar

310 1901-S AU-55 (ANACS). A richly toned specimen with deep

gold, blue, and gray toning highlights. Strong underlying

lustre. Lightly circulated but not marked substantially; in-

deed, no marks of consequence appear to the unaided eye.

A popular key date, and especially elusive in AU as here.

PCGS #006491

Colorful Gem Proof 1906 Barber SOd
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Frosty Gem 1908 Barber 50c

Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

2x photo

315 1908 MS-67 (NGC). A satiny gem of the finest order. A coin

that easily merits the assigned grade even after prolonged

scrutiny. Nicely struck as well, with just a touch of weakness

at the reverse arrow feathers and adjacent claw. Largely

brilliant with just a dusting of faint champagne. Among the

finest examples of the date seen thus far by NGC.
NGC Census: 4; none finer.

PCGS #006512

Choice Uncirculated 1908-S Barber 50c

316 1908-S MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny specimen with broadly

sweeping cartwheel lustre. Rich shades of champagne, gold,

electric blue, and rose gather on both sides. Nicely struck for

the date with nearly full details in all quarters. Choice for the

grade.

F\(.S*fiossis

317 1910 Gem Brilliant Proof-65. A meticulous strike is evident

in the faceted obverse stars and eagle's feathers, highlighted

by vivid silver flash for undeniable beauty and powerful

visual quality. Here is one of the finest examples of the 551

Proofs struck, and a coin that would be singularly difficult

to duplicate for sheer appeal.

PCGS #006557

318 1912 Proof-63 (PCGS). A pale golden Proof of the date with

lightly dusted motifs and reflective fields. The reverse is fully

cameo in appearance. From a Proof mintage for the date of

700 pieces.

PCGS #006559

319 1912-D MS-64 (PCGS). Rolling cartwheel lustre spins se-

renely beneath pale lilac and frosty pink iridescence. Nicely

struck.

PCGS #006525

320 1916 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63, on the cusp of fully

Gem. Shimmering clear rose-gold enriches the richly textuRxi

fields and precisely detailed devices.

PCGS #006566

321 Complete set of Walking Liberty half dollars, 1916-1945-S,

which range in grade from good (all three 192Ts) to Brilliant

Uncirculated (1934, 1937, 1938-D, 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944). A
very good set from which to build upon. (Total: 60 pieces)
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322 1916-S MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny specimen from the first year

of the design type. Broadly swirling cartwheel lustre and
pale champagne hues grace both sides. One of only 508,000

examples of the date struck, a modest mintage within the

context of the series; indeed, of the nine dates in the series,

1916-1947, that saw a production figure of fewer than one

million pieces, just three dates have lower mintage figures

than the 1916-S issue.

PCGS #006568

323 1917 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Satisfying hand
and feather detail, and glowing clear gold with old-gold at

the rims define this near-Gem.
PCGS #006569

324 1918-S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. A virtual

Gem of transcendent lustrous quality. This wartime Denver
date is a key to the series and eagerly sought in the higher

grades. Silver-white surfaces are of marvelous smoothness
and bold visual quality, the strike is typical for the date and
shows some weakness at the centers.

PCGS #006576

Choice Uncirculated 1919-D 50(1

325 1919-D MS-63 (ANACS). Satiny silver gray with some
deeper smoky highlights on both sides. Strong underlying

lustre. Typical strike for this scarce and elusive date, with

some flatness at the center hand and Liberty's head details.

A far more elusive date than its modest mintage of 1,165,000

pieces indicates, especially in Uncirculated.
pcc;s #006578

326 1919-S AU-58 (ANACS). Sparkling underlying lustre sup-

ports deep gold, champagne, rose, and electric blue toning

highlights. Lightly circulated but devoid of serious marks,

an altogether pleasing example of this popular key issue.

PCGS #006579

327 1920 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Highly lustrous

and frosty for this issue, and ringed with dark gold, green,

and blue toning on the obverse and reverse. The strike is

reasonably sharp, with Liberty's thumb clearly outlined but

lacking the uppermost details on her upper skirt and head.

Minor bag ticks from handling are present, none of which are

particularly distracting. An excellent example of this early

issue.

PCGS #006580

328 1927-S MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty deep silver surfaces with pale

lilac, sky blue, and champagne toning on both sides. This

date represents the first coinage within the denomination
since 1923. San Francisco was the only mint to produced
half dollar coinage in 1927.

PCGS #006587

329 1927-S Brilliant Uncirculated-60, perhaps a bit better. Lightly

toned over decent surfaces. Some very light pinscratches

on Miss Liberty's front leg are all that keep this coin from a

much higher grade. Pleasing lustre and a respectable strike

define this coin.

PCGS #006587

Mint State 1928-S SOC

330 1928-S Brilliant Uncirculated-6l. Soft underlving lustre

supports a wealth of rose, gold, and skv blue toning high-
lights. Somewhat typical strike tor the date, with a touch ot

weakness at Liberty's head and hand.Satinv and matte-like

in appearance.
PCI ,S a00(v588
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331 l'-l2'-l-n Wry L'hoico Brilliant Uncirciilatod-64. A sharply do-

tailod strike, sniiH>th silver lustre and some ^old-fleck toning

create significant appeal.

KC.S BlXIh.W

332 Quintette of half dollars: 1929-5 Choice About Uncirculated;

1937-S Brilliant Uncirculated and near-Clu)ice. The first coin

shows diffused tawny gold, the second displays peripheral

old-gold; 1934, 1936-S, 1946-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. This trio is distinguished by uniform, brightly reflective

lustre of pleasing intensity. (Total: 5 pieces)

333 1933-S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Here is an

exciting near-Cem example of this lower mintage Great De-

pression date, boasting wonderfully smooth and mark-free

surfaces that show a flavor of clear old gold.

I’CGS #(X)6391

334 Selection of half dollars: 1934, 1940 (2) Choice Brilliant Un-

circulated; 1941 Choice About Uncirculated; 1941-D, 1943 (2),

1945 (3), 1945-S (2) Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A delight-

ful selection of high-quality, lustrous examples. (Total: 12

pieces)

335 1934-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. The boldest cartwheel

gleam shares immaculate surfaces with some obverse toning

flecks. The central obverse detail is typically weak although

the coin's overall visual appeal can only be called outstand-

ing.

PCGS #tX)6593

336 Pairof half dollars: 1935 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Wonder-

ful hand and facial detail testifies to an exceptional strike.

Softly cleaned silver contrasts with deep peripheral gold;

1935-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Richest silver

lustre and a whisper of weakness on Liberty's head define

this boldly reflective example. (Total: 2 pieces)

Brilliant Gem Proof 1936 Half Dollar

337 1936 Proof-66 (PCGS). A largely brilliant gem from the first

year of Proof coinage in the denomination since 1915. Lightly

dusted motifs and mirror fields show a hint of faint gold at

the rims. One of 3,901 Proofs of the date produced.

PCGS «(X166.36

338 Quartette of half dollars: 1936-P, D, 1937, 1938 Very Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. Each coin has a g(x>d strike and is fully

lustrous, while the 1936-D has a touch of gold at the obverse

rim. A wonderful quartette that will please even the most

ardent collector. (Total: 4 pieces)

Impressive Gem 1936-D Half Dollar

339 1936-D MS-67 (NGC). A satiny beauty with expansive

cartwheel lustre and a bold strike. Nuances of rich golden

iridescence gather at the rims. Just one example of the date

has been certified finer than the present beauty by NGC, that

simply a MS-67 specimen with a designation. A truly

beautiful coin.

NGC Ceasus: 16; 1 finer (MS-67*).

PCGS #006599

340 1936-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Wonderful hand and

facial detail testifies to an exceptional strike. Softly cleaned

silver contrasts with deep peripheral gold.

PCGS #(X)6599

341 1936-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Superb mint frost over

wonderful surfaces gives this coin an amazing appt'arance.

A decent strike with nearly full skirt lines and respectable

hand detail. Well worth a closer inspection.

PCGS #(X)66(X)

342 1937 MS-66 (PCGS). Not far from Superb. Silver-white lustre

of startling purity covers both sides of a remarkably full

strike.

PCGS #006601

343 Trioof half dollars: 1937 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Forceful

flashing silver lustre and delicate peripheral gold give this

coin its charm; 1937-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Delicate rose-gold toning over boldly struck fields. The coin is

devoid of any major marks, making this example vcr\' attrac-

tive and desirable; 1937-S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated

with the appearance of a higher grade but for a light dipping

years ago. The surfaces are quite clean and attractive and the

strike is bold for this mint. (Total: 3 pieces)

Gorgeous Gem 1937-S 50c

None Certified Finer by NGC

344 1937-S MS-67 (NGC). A sharp and impressive gem with

intense cartwheel lustre and full mint brilliance. A lo\eh

example of the date, one that definitely deverve*. the lot1\

assigned grade, a Walking LiberU half dollar that will N .

stand out in any collection.

\Gi Crn'.uv S, nonr firn’r
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345 1938 Proof-67^ (NGC). A pleasing gem with rich carmine

and violet scattered here and there on the obverse, the reverse

large brilliant. The devices are lightly frosted, making for a

faint cameo contrast.

PCGS #006638

346 1938-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Frosty lustre

over well preserved surfaces. Some subtle hairlines are all

that prevent this coin from being designated a full Gem. A
scarce late date that is quite desirable in this high grade.

PCGS #006605

347 1939 Proof-68 (PCGS). A lustrous and reflective gem with
varied rose, champagne, sky blue, and violet iridescence

spread evenly on both sides.

PCGS Population: 23; none finer within any designation.

PCGS #006639

348 Selection of half dollars: 1939 P,D,S set. Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. A very lustrous group that shows excellent

strikes and minimal marks for great visual appeal. The coins

show some very faint gold toning, which adds to their desir-

ability; 1940-S, 1942, 1943 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

The 1940-S and 1942 are dazzling silver, the 1942 displays

tantalizing pale red-gold toning. (Total: 6 pieces)

349 Assortment of half dollars: 1939, 1940, 1940-S Very Choice
Brilliant Uncirculated. The first two boast remarkably full

strikes and splendid lustre, the last is typically weak at the

obverse center; 1942, 1944, 1946-D Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. The 1942 and 1944 show vivid red-gold, the

1946-D is stark silver. (Total: 6 pieces)

350 Selection of half dollars: 1940, 1942, 1944 Gem Brilliant Un-
circulated. Dashes of color grace the first two, the last coin

displays delightful clear red-gold; 1944-D, 1945-S, 1946-D
Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Lustre is assertive, strikes are

characteristic of the last years of this Weinman design. (Total:

6 pieces)

351 Trio of half dollars: 1940, 1943, 1944 Gem Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. The first is frosty silver, the companions boast the rich-

est peripheral gold for colorful eye appeal. (Total: 3 pieces)

352

Parade of half dollars: 1940, 1942 (2), 1943 (2) Very Choice
Brilliant Uncirculated to Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Superb
lustre and bold strikes define these wonderful coins. The
pristine surfaces further define these great coins; 1940-S,

1947-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The 1940-S has

lovely mint color with some iridescent gold at the rim. The
strike is typical although not as weak as is normally seen.

The 1947-D is decently struck with satiny surfaces. (Total: 7

pieces)

353 1940-S MS-66 (NGC). Impressive mint brilliance with ex-

pansive lustre on both sides. Nicely struck for the date with

partial hand and head details on the obverse—this date is

notorious for flat strikes!

PCGS #006610

354 1941 Proof-67 (NGC). No "AW" monogram variety. Highly
lustrous and largely brilliant with a nuance of faint gold on
both sides. A pleasing example from the highly polished state

of the reverse die, with Adolph Weinman's initials polished

from the die. A variety that is growing in popularity.
PCGS #006641

355 1941 Proof-66 (PCGS). Warm champagne hues at the center

give way to deep gold at the rims.
PCGS #006641

356 1941 Proof-66 (NGC). No AW monogram. Lightly dusted
motifs and mirror fields splashed here and there with rich

champagne. An aesthetically appealing gem.
PCGS #006641

357 Pairof half dollars: 1941, 1941-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.
Brightest silver-white surfaces unite this high-grade duo.
PCGS MS65. (Total: 2 pieces)

S 1 \CK
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358 1^41 I’DS hall dollar sol: iy41-l’D,S Very Choice Brilliant

I
Unciaulafed to Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A very attractive

!

shows light toning over wondertully lustrous

I
surtaces. I'he strikes are typical for the date with the F and

D minted coins well struck and the S minted coin a bit weak
in the center. (Total; 3 pieces)

!
359 Partial Philadelphia Minted Set of Walking Liberty Half Dol-

lars 1941-1947, missing only the 1946 to be complete. Very

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated with a couple on the cusp of

Gem status. A well struck group that is mostly untoned and

satiny and well worth a closer inspection. Mounted in a large

plastic holder. (Total: 6 pieces)

I 360 Short Set of Walking Liberty Half Dollars, 1941-P,D,S through

1947-D. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Here is a delightfully

high quality set unified by richly gleaming silver lustre with

a wisp of clearest gold. (Total: 20 pieces)

I 361 1941-S MS-65 (PCGS). Flawless silver lustre drenches

this example of a scarce date struck on the verge of World

War 11.

PCGS #006613

\ 362 Pair of half dollars: 1941-S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Dazzling mint lustre over surfaces that are well above average

for the grade. The strike is decent although not full across the

hand. All in all a wonderful example of this difficult late date;

1946 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Nearly pristine fields have

some light iridescent blue and gold at the edge. The strike is

bold, giving this coin the full beauty that Adolph Weinman

intended when he designed it. (Total; 2 pieces)

363 Group of half dollars: 1941-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Medium gold toning over well preserved surfaces. Great lus-

tre gives this coin wonderful appeal; 1942-D Very Choice Bril-

liant Uncirculated. Frosty with some delicate toning found

on both sides; 1943-S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A
lovely coin with good mint frost over boldly struck surfaces;

1942, 1944, 1946-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Stark

silver covers all, the 1944 offers a wisp of clearest gold. (Total:

6 pieces)

364 Trio of half dollars: 1942, 1943 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.

Glow'ing silver lustre drenches both of these delightful

Philadelphia strikes. PCGS MS65; 1943-S Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. Exceptionally bold lustre and a particularly

I

bold reverse strike highlight this San Francisco coin. PCGS
MS65.(Total: 3 pieces)

I 365 Trio of half dollars; 1942-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty

silver shows dashes of rich old-gold along the sharply defined

rims. PCGS MS65; 1944, 1945-SGem Brilliant Uncirculated.

Cilittering frosty silver offers a tantalizing hint of peripheral

gold PCGS MS65. (Total: 3 pieces)

366 Half dollars: 1942-SGem Brilliant Uncirculated. Forceful clc'ar

silver gleam highlights a remarkable strike tor bold Ix'auly

PCGS MS65; 1943-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Rich lustre

joins bold hand detail on this delightful wartime Denver

production. PCGS MS65.(Total: 2 pieces)

367 1942-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Blazing mint lustre

over well struck surfaces. The surfaces are quite clean and

give this coin great eye appeal. The strike is respectable with

just the hand detail a bit weak.
PCGS #006617

368 1943 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated -63, with surfaces that are

in some ways indicative of a Gem designation. Vibrant albcdt

a bit deep rose and neon blue target toning is unusual for the

series and is quite fascinating.

PCGS #006618

369 1943-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Spectacular mint

bloom over ver\' well kept surfaces gives this coin its great

eye appeal. The strike is bold and adds further to this coin's

desirability. A very difficult coin to find in this lofty condi-

tion.

PCGS #006619

370 Pair of 1943-D half dollars: 1943-D (2) Gem Brilliant Uncir-

culated. The first with light toning especially about the rim

while the second is satiny and mostly untoned. Each has an

excellent strike and is worthy of closer inspection. (Total: 2

pieces)

371 1944 PDS set of half dollars. 1944 P,D,S Gem Brilliant Uncir-

culated. A powerful trio that exhibit glowing mint color over

very clean and attractive surfaces. The strikes run typical for

each mint with the first two well struck and the latter a bit

weak in the center. (Total: 3 pieces)

372 Assortment of half dollars: 1944, 1945P,D,S, 1947-D Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated to Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Most

have attractive golden toning with wonderful mint frost

underneath. The strikes are excellent, adding further to these

coins' great appeal; 1944-S, 1946-D, 1946-S Very Choice Bril-

liant Uncirculated. Pleasing frosty silver lustre drenches all

of these later-date examples. (Total: 8 pieces)

373 Half dollars: 1944-D,S, 1945-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.

The first coin is bright silver, the 1944-S boasts a tantalizing

hint of clearest gold, while the 1945-D shows a golden haze.

Here is a wonderful, high quality trio. PCGS MS65. (Total: 3

pieces)

374 Pair of half dollars: 1944-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A
lovely coin with iridescent ring toning on the edge and the

center with blazing lustre. Well struck and very' appealing;

1944-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Russet and gold toning

on the reverse with the obverse exhibiting attractive satiny

surfaces. The central detail is a bit weak but overall this coin

has excellent eye appeal and should be strongly considered.

(Total: 2 pieces)

375 Half dollars; 1945, 1947, 1947-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated

Underlying frosty' silver flashes under var\ ing shades of gold

and peripheral russet. PCGS MS65 (Total: 3 piocx^

r
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37b Quintette of half dollars: 1945, 1946-P,D Gem Brilliant Un-

circulated. The first dates show somewhat matte silver with

hints of gold, the last is brightly glowing silver; 1945-D,

1946-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. The 1945-D and 1946-S

both show a touch of rose-gold on their boldly reflective

silver surfaces. (Total: 5 pieces)

377 Half dollars: 1945-P,D,S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Boldly assertive silver lustre saturates this delightful near-

Gem wartime set. 1947 (2), 1947-D Very Choice Brilliant Un-
circulated, close to Gem. Both gleaming silver and delicately

glowing red-gold are represented. (Total: 6 pieces)

378 Half dollar PDS sets: 1945-P (2), 1945-D (2), 1945-S (2). A dual

set that grades Choice Brilliant Uncirculated to Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. Frosty surfaces thaf show little if any toning.

The strikes are commensurate with the mint they were pro-

duced at, with the -P and -D minted coins nicely struck and
the -S minted coins not as sharp in the central areas. A very

attractive group with excellent eye appeal. (Total: 6 pieces)

379 Half dollars: 1945-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated;

Franklin 1949, 1954-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated; 1957-D
Gem Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Superb. The Franklin

pieces display varying light or fleck-gold. PCGS MS64, MS65
(2), MS66.(Total: 4 pieces)

380 Half dollars: 1945-D,S, 1946-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncir-

culated. The first coin is subtle gold, the next bears a bold

obverse toning swathe, the last is gleaming silver; 1946-D,S

Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Both of these Gems exhibit

swathes of bold russet on frosty silver surfaces. (Total: 5

pieces)

381 Half dollars: 1945-S (2), 1946-D (2), 1947-D (2). Very Choice
Brilliant Uncirculated. Gleaming silver lustre drenches this

trio of pleasing virtual Gems, some of which display deep
gold at the outer rims. (Total: 6 pieces)

382 Half dollars: 1946 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Both lustre and
strike are of the highest quality on this glittering coin. PCGS
MS65; 1946D,S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Gleaming frosty

silver covers both coins, a faint hint of clearest gold can be
detected. PCGS MS65.(Total: 3 pieces)

383 Half dollars: 1946-P,D,S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Superb mint lustre gives these three coins marvelous eye
appeal. The strikes are respectable with the -S minted coin a

bit weak in the center. A great trio that should be seen to be
appreciated. (Total: 3 pieces)

384 1946-S lVlS-67 (NGC). A satiny, frosty gem with strong cart-

wheel lustre and just a whisper of faint champagne at the

rims. Nicely struck for the date.

I’t ( .S«()(Wi62‘)

Set of Walking Liberty Half Dollars

Lustrous Gem 1933-S SOd

385 1933-S MS-66 (PCGS). Satiny golden gray with strong lustre,

and with rich golden tones at the rims at both sides. A sharply

struck example of the issue, the first in the denomination

since 1929. Liberty's head and hand details are sharp and
crisp, a definite plus for this date.

Housed in an old-style PCGS frameless holder.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis. After Lot 404 is sold provisionally, the total for lots 385 through 404

will be computed, 5% will be added to the total, and this will constitute the

opening bid for Lot 405. If the opening bid is met or exceeded, the provi-

sional awards for Lots 385 through 404 will be canceled. If it is not met or

exceeded, then the lots will be sold at the provisional award prices.

PCGS #006591

386 1934 MS-66 (PCGS). Satiny champagne surfaces with strong

underlying lustre, and with deep golden toning at the ob-

verse rim. Nicely struck.

Housed in an old-style PCGS frameless holder.

Each of fhe lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006592

387 1934-D MS-66 (PCGS). A highly lustrous, satinv gem with
pale rose and champagne highlights on both sides. Nicely
struck at the centers, far finer than typically seen for the date,

lust two examples of the date have been certified finer than
the present gem by PCGS. An exceptional coin for the grade,
one with plenty of physical and aesthetic appeal.

PCGS Population; 111; 2 finer (both MS-67).
Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be si'ld I'u a pn'visivmal

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #1X16.593
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Sparkling Gem 1934-S Half Dollar

[
388 1934-S MS-66 (PCGS). A sparkling gem with intense cart-

I wheel lustre and rich champagne on both sides. Sharply

struck at the centers, with full head and hand details on

Miss Liberty. Fewer than a half dozen examples of the date

have been certified finer than the present gem by PCGS. An
exceptional example of the date and grade combination.

I’CGS I’opuLition: 77; 5 finer (all MS-67). 1 toused in an old-style PCGS
frameless holder.

Each of fhe lofs from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006.594

I 389 1935 MS-66 (PCGS). An impressively lustrous gem with

exquisite eye appeal. A burst of faint champagne highlights

Miss Liberty's torso and head area.

Housed in an old-style PCGS frameless holder.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006595

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1935-D 50(t

None Graded Finer by PCGS

390 1935-D MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny, matte-like gem with effusive

cartwheel lustre that seemingly glows from within. Pale

champagne toning decorates both sides. A lovely coin that

deserves to be at the top of the PCGS Population Report for

the date.

It (.S I’opiilation: 72; none finer

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as d«*scnb»’d in Liif .385.

IX (.S #0065%

i

391

Frosty Gem Uncirculated 1935-S 50c

1935-S MS-66 (PCGS). A frostv', highly lustrous gem with rich

gold on both sides. Splendid for the grade, with excellent eye

appeal and overall physical quality.

PCGS Population: 3; 2 6ner (both MS-67). I toused in an old-st\'le IX. tjS

frameless holder.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006597

392 1936 MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty gem with good strike, intense*

lustre, and a hint of rich gold at the rims.

Housed in an old-style PCGS frameless holder.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be* sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006598

393 1936-D MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem with rich underlying

lustre that supports pale lilac highlights on both sides. Nicely

struck.

Housed in an old-st\'le PCGS frameless holder.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006599

394 1936-S MS-66 (PCGS). A blazing gem with intense* rartwhivi

lustre, rich champagne toning highlights, and exquisite eve

peal. Sharplv stmek, e*ver\’ bit the gem the holder pro L ’m*

HoustHj in an old-st\ lo IX i =S framr'k'-w holder

Each of the lots fn^m 3K5 through 4t*4 wil! N •.;4d .

basis, as di'siTiKxl in 1 of 38'^

IX C.S #0066(X1

r
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395 1937 MS-66 (PCGS). Highly lustrous with rich champagne
highlights and a strong strike.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006601

396 1937-D MS-66 (PCGS). Frosty, somewhat matte-like in ap-

pearance, and nicely struck. Highly lustrous with splashes

here and there of rich golden toning.

Housed in an old-style PCGS frameless holder.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006602

397 1937-S MS-66 (PCGS). A delightful gem with broadly swirl-

ing cartwheel lustre and rich champagne toning highlights.

Well struck for the grade with strong details, especially at

Liberty's head.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006603

398 1938 MS-66 (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem with intense fiery

orange highlights at the obverse rim, and with faint rose and
sky blue highlights on the reverse.

Housed in an old-style PCGS frameless holder.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be .sold on a provisional

basis, as describt'd in Lot 385.

PC (iS «fH)6604

399 1938-D MS-66 (PCGS).A highly lustrous beauty with strong

aesthetic appeal. Pale sky blue and champagne highlights

adorn both sides of this frosty gem. The late-date key to the

series, one of just 491,600 examples of the date struck, and the

only date within the design type after 1921 with a mintage

that dips below the one million mark.
Housed in an old-style PCGS frameless holder.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006605

400 1939 MS-66 (PCGS).A satiny gem with distinctive matte-like

appearance. Strong cartwheel lustre seemingly glows from
within the surfaces of this pale champagne beauty.

Housed in an old-style PCGS frameless holder.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006606

401 1939-D MS-66 (PCGS). Satiny and matte-like in appear-
ance, with warm lustre that glows beneath faint rose and
champagne iridescence. Nicely struck.

Housed in an old-style PCGS frameless holder.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006607

SrwK
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402 1939-S MS-66 (PCGS). An exceptional gem example of the

date. Bright cartwheel lustre swirls broadly across largely

brilliant surfaces. A nicely struck gem with exceptional eye

appeal.

Housed in an old-style PCGS frameless holder.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS « 006608

I 403 1940 MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem with rich golden toning

at the obverse rim, and with varied champagne hues spread

evenly on both sides. Highly lustrous.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be .sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

PCGS #006609

404 1940-S MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem with impressive eye

appeal. A high degree of lustre supports nuances of faint

champagne iridescence. Nicely struck for the date, with

partial hand and head details on the obverse, an area that is

virtually always flat and unappealing on the 1940-S Walking

Liberty half dollar. A "cut above average" for this date.

Housed in an old-style PCGS frameless holder.

Each of the lots from 385 through 404 will be sold on a provisional

basis, as described in Lot 385.

;

PCGS #006610

i

I

Superlative Date Run of

Walking Liberty Half Dollars

405 Set of 1933-S-1940-S Walking Liberty Half Dollars, each

grading MS-66 (PCGS). As individually described in lots 385

through 404 above. At this point in the sale, the provisional

awards for lots 385 through 404 will be totaled, 5% will be

added, and this will constitute the opening bid for the current

lot, I^t 405. If this bid is met or exceeded, the provisional

awards will be cancelled and the coins will be owned by the

successful bidder on the present lot. (Total: 20 pieces)

406 Complete Set of Franklin Half Dollars, 1948 through 19fi3-D

Brilliant Uncirculated to Choice Brilliant Uncirculati*d. I lere

is a carefully assembled date and mint si*t which includes a

number of coins displaying fmsh mint lustm. In World Com
Library album. (Total: 35 pieces)

407 A partial Set of Franklin Half Dollars, 1948 through 1960-D.

A partial Set of Franklin Half Dollars, 1948 through 1960-D.

Brilliant Uncirculated. The coins are all bright and frosty, a

few are Choice quality. Cienerally untoned, but a couple have

golden accents at the rim. Mounted in two Capital Plastics

holders. (Total: 29 pieces)

408 1949 MS-66 FBL (PCGS). Light iridescent rainbow toning

over lustrous silver surfaces. Predominantly light gold,

magenta, and blue. Superb eye appeal!

PCGS #086653

409

410

Complete Set of Proof Franklin Half Dollars, 1950 through

1963. Gem to Superb Gem Brilliant Proof. Here is an excit-

ing, virtually flawless set of this short-lived series, offering

a uniform level of nearly unimprovable quality that must be

examined to be fully appreciated. In custom gold-stamped

lucite holder. (Total: 4 pieces)

1950-D MS-66 FBL (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem with

broadly sweeping cartwheels on both sides. Nicely struck,

as the grade implies, and among the finest examples of the

date seen by PCGS in the FBL designation. A real "looker."

PCGS Population: 42; none finer within the designation.

PCGS #086657

411 Half dollars: 1951, 1952 Gem Brilliant Proof; 1955 Superb

Brilliant Proof. All coins are deeply mirrored, the second

shows delicate frosring on bust and bell. PCGS PR67, PR65 (2);

1951-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1956, 1957, 1960

Ciem Brilliant Proof; 1962 Cameo Gem Brilliant Proof; plus

1925 Stone Mountain. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A
pleasing, high quality grouping. (Total: 9 pieces)

412 Three rolls of 1956 half dollars: 1956 (3) Choice Brilliant Un-

circulated. A nice original group that is well struck and quite

lustrous. The surfaces are devoid of any major marks making

this trio of rolls quite desirable. (Total: 3 mils, 60 pieces:
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413 Three rolls of 1956 half dollars: 1956 (3) Choice Brilliant Un-
circulated. Another wonderful group of this date which has

the end coins of one of the rolls showing attractive golden

toning. The other two rolls are satiny with great mint lustre.

(Total: 3 rolls, 60 pieces)

Gem FBL 1961-D Franklin 50(t

None Graded Finer by PCGS

415

414 1959 MS-66 FBL (PCGS). A frosty, brilliant gem with broadly

sweeping cartwheel lustre.

PCGS #086676

1961-D MS-66 FBL (PCGS). Strong cartwheel lustre and
a nuance of faint champagne grace the obverse, while the

lustrous reverse features deep gold at the rim, especially at

STATES OF AMERICA. Among the finest examples of the

date seen thus far by PCGS, and a specimen that will no

doubt see strong bidding support.

PCGS Population: 9; none finer within the designation.

PCGS #086681

SILVER DOLLARS

Toned About Uncirculated 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar

416

2x photo

1795 BB-14, B-4. Rarity-3. AU-50 (NGC). A lovely coin that boasts deep lilac and gray toning throughout, with abundant cascad-
ing curls on Liberty. This die pairing comes particularly well struck and retains much stronger hair definition than any other 1795
obverse die used. Perhaps the denticles were engraved more deeply into the rim, and the wall of silver they formed kept the hair
from wearing quickly after limited circulation. The surfaces are clean with no adjustment marks and minimal signs of handling For
identification purposes there is a tiny edge tick to the right of the 5, and a shallow nick in the field above the right leaf point Nlow
the left wing. A splendid coin for the variety collector.

pcc;s #006853

SrvcK
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417 1795 BB-14, B-4. Rarity-3. VI-30 (PCGS). Medium to dark

gray, an attractive color tor a Flowing Hair dollar, with

lighter gray on the high points of Liberty and the eagle. Clean

surfaces and no signs of adjustment marks. Identifiable by a

shallow rim bruise over (LIBERT)Y.

I'CCiS #(X)b853

Popular Silver Plug 1795 Silver Dollar

418 1795 BB-18, B-7. Rarity-3. VG-10 (ANACS). Despite mod-

erate wear the silver plug is outlined on the obverse, and

even sharper on the reverse, with the entire circle clear and

unbroken by wear. The surfaces are average for the grade,

with moderate hairlines and a tew shallow scratches pres-

ent in the fields. No rim bumps are seen. For identification

there is a pair of shallow, dull scratches in the right obverse

field above Liberty's bust. Minor adjustment marks are seen

around the reverse rim.

The presence of adjustment marks begs the question of what was go-

ing on at the Philadelphia Mint in 1795. It is believed that the silver plugs

were used to bring up the weight of a lightweight planchet. As the silver

plug process took several steps, it would seem logical that a lightweight

planchet would be drilled out, a thicker silver plug inserted to bring the

weight up to standard (or higher), then the plugged dollar planchet would

be struck. If the silver plug combination was too heavy, the usual adjust-

ment marks would be employed to bring the combination to within the

Mint's narrow silver tolerance. It is unlikely that a planchet would have

been adjusted too much as this would create unnecessary work to insert a

silver plug and one can assume that Mint employees were pretW careful

not to create such additional work.

From the Rockif Mountain Collection.

PCGS s(X>>«52

Desirable and Scarce 1795 bb-20, B-2 Mowing Hair SI

2x photo

419 1795 BB-20, B-2. Rarity-3. Two Leaves. AU-53 (NGC). Bright

silver with traces of lustre within the protected areas, par-

ticularly around the wreath. This lustre adds greatly ttt the

eve appeal. The strike is average for the varieW, with trace

softness in Liberty's curls and on the eagle's breast, but the

wings show good feather definition. On the obx ersc', then

is a short die scratch located inside the fourth obverse dar,

seen on all examples struck with this obverse die Appan'ntK

this is an engraver's scratch which (X'curmd whon thi di<

was bt'ing laid out and engraved. For identification then v

thrw small nicks on Libertx 's chtn’k and a dull nick iind! ‘ the

right f(Kit of the first A of .AMFRU A C urioush fh. £ -a

die was rotated about .30 clinkuw \\hon thw \^. !
= k

While not in the Condition C ensie . the e .’n e\c-- ^ .
=

which retains v isual apj-H'al and i- tas le • > v. ’
.

than the two other die pairing- ol I”'
'

p< i .s - .

k's
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Choice Mint State 1795 Flowing Hair Silver Dollar

From the Eliasberg Collection

420 1795 BB-21, B-1. Rarity-2. MS-63 (NGC). A beautiful coin which retains the desirable lilac, gold, and gray toning seen on most of the
high-grade Eliasberg silver coins. The fields retain their reflective nature imparted by the dies 211 years ago. Traces of blue iridescence
are also present in the fields. The strike is typical for this die pairing, with minor softness on the high points of Liberty's curls and the
eagle's breast. A trio of thin adjustment marks are found through (STA)TES to the rim nearby, others much fainter near the eagle in
the field. The surfaces have scattered handling marks, including a short, shallow scratch below Liberty's eye but nothing that really
distracts the eye. No rim bumps are visible. For general eye appeal and surface quality, this is certainly one of the finer examples of
Flowing Hair dollars to exist and would stand up to comparison with others of its type.

The Flowing Hair design on silver coins made its debut in 1794 and a limited number of silver dollars were coined late in that year. By 1795 the Philadelphia Mint
had time to engrave a number of dies for silver dollars, and a significant number were coined. This die pairing is one of the more common seen for the year. Public
opinion did not favor the Flowing Hair obverse, and the eagle reverse was not popular either. As with the Chain cent and Flowing Hair half dollar, the designs were
quickly changed a.s soon as more talented hands could be found. For the silver dollar the famous portrait painter Gilbert Stuart was persuaded to produce drawings
for a new obverse die. Stuart came up with the Draped Bust design and it was quickly instituted first on silver dollars. The eagle reverse was substantially reworkeci.
with a smaller eagle perched on a cloud with its wings outstretched, and the wreath smaller and more organized. These changes were popular oncre instituted on
silver dollars in late 1795 and were soon adapted to other denominations as well. Hence, the Flowing Hair design was limited to two partial years of pnKluction. and
few coins were produced. The Flowing Hair obverse captures the new found freedom of Liberty, and the larger eagle reverse seems to announce America's arrival
as a separate and important new country in the world. Coinage designs always reflect the current artistry of the moment in any given countr\-

From Henry Chapman's sale of the George Earle Collection, June 1912, Lot 2682; John H. Clapp Estate to Louis Elia^bcr^ Sr in bv
Stack's privately: Stack'slBowers and Merena's sale of the Eliasberg Collection April 1997, Lot 2170; Boioers and Mcrcna's salc\fthe Flanmwan
Collection November 2001, Lot 4208; American Numismatic Rarities sale of The Cardinal Collection, June 2005 Lot 1

'*
Herita<:c''^ Dalla< Sale

December 2005, Lot 903.

PC Gb #006853

78
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Attractive 1795 BB-21 Dollar

! 421 1795 BB-21, B-1. Rarity-2. Net EF-40; sharpness of EF-45, altered surface. Another example of this popular die variety. The present

piece has been classified as having "artificial toning." In addition, there is a scrape or tooling mark on the reverse dentils at five

o'clock. This coin should be examined to determine its worth, as its value may vary from one observer to another. That said, the piece

is quite attractive overall, has light gray and blue toning with areas of gold, and is fairly well struck.

From the Glade M. Requa Collection.

PCGS #006853

Choice Extremely Fine 1795 Flowing Hair Dollar

422 1795 BB-27, B-5. Rarity-l. EF-45 (PCGS). Light silver with greenish gold accents near the rims which arc quite attr^etix

:

I- gi - kI for this variety, with most of the curls separated and bold feathers on the eagle's wings. The fi< Id^ and -u != .

although there i‘ an unfortunate broken pin seratch on the right side of the reverse which spans the wn dh . -’d : -v- n

right wine Housed m an older grivn insert PCGS holder,

} r-.m th Ro: ky Mnuntam ( ulle tum.
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Popular 1795 Draped Bust Dollar

423 1795 BB-52, B-15. Rarity-2. AU-50 (PCGS). The first year of issue of the new Draped Bust, Small Eagle silver dollar. This piece is toned
with light gray over silver surfaces, with the usual slight cameo effect caused by the darker fields and lighter hues on the devices. A
few hairlines are present from brief circulation but no rim problems or adjustment marks are found with a loupe. This is the middle
die state of the obverse, with a small chip out of Liberty's hair behind her ear and close to her ribbon knot. Enough breast feathers
remain on the eagle to entice the collector, as lower grade coins lack this feature. An impressive, well preserved example of this die
pairing.

PCGS #006858

2x photo

Satiny Choice Extremely Fine 1795 Draped Bust $1

424 1795 BB-52, B-15. Rarity-2. Centered Bust. EF-45 (PCGS). A
lustrous coin that boasts bright silver surfaces with golden
accents throughout. The cascading curls of Liberty are well

.separated and show minor wear on the highest points only.

A fairly early die state with a small chip out of the die in

Liberty's hair behind her ear, usually larger on most speci-

mens of this variety. The Centered Bust style is scarcer than

the Off Center Bust variety by a good margin. Clean surfaces

and problem-free for the grade. Housed in an older green

insert PCGS holder.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PC (iS #006858

Scarce 1796 BB-63, B-2 Silver Dollar

425 1796 BB-63, B-2. Rarity-4. Small Date, Small Letters. EF-40
(ANACS). Steel gray to silver with darker accents through
the stars and legends. The obverse is a touch irregular with
lighter patches of silver mixed with gray in the fields, while
the reverse color is more typical tawny gray with minute
specks. Well struck and attractive. There are no surface
problems or bumps to distract the eye, and no adjustment
marks. A decidedly scarcer variety which is seldom found
better than the present example.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006859
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Popular 17% Large Date Silver Dollar

42^ 17% HB-b5, B-5. Rarity-4. Large Date, Small Letters. EF-40 (NGC).
Ihe obverse and reverse are toned with medium steel gray with

darker traces near the stars and lettering. Strong definition on
Liberty's hair, which shows bold separation enhanced by the

particular toning on this coin. The reverse is similar in color and
texture, and minor adjustment marks are present on the upper left.

A small area of tooling has removed the ever-present lump at IC

of AMERICA, but this is scarcely noticeable. This coin has a lot of

detail for the grade.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCCiS «(X)68<il

High-Grade 1796 Small Date, Small Letters Dollar

Condition Census Quality

427 1796 BB-66, B-1. Rarity-4. EF-45 (NGC). This variety is much scarcer than the commonly seen Small Date, Large Letters or Large Date

varieties and is generally not appreciated until a high-grade example is desired. The present coin is toned wonderful lilac-gray, with

gold on both sides. There are thin streaks in the planchet as usually seen on this variety as the silver was not properly purified during

the processing and most examples show some degree of streaking. The strike is fairly sharp and the eagle retains some of his breast

feathers, and the wing definition is bold. No adjustment marks are present and the surfaces are clean for the grade. Identifiable bv a

tiny nick which spans both beaks of the eagle.

PCGS #006859

Light Steel Gray 1796 Silver Dollar

428 1796 BB-66, B-1. Rarity-4. Small Date, Small Letters. EF-40

(NGC). Although a scarce varicf\' the present auction has a

small grouping of 1796 dollars which mpR'sent a rare op-

portunity to choose a favorite or two for an adx anced col

lection. Pleasing light silver is mixed with a hint of gold and

gray near the devices. The surfaces am clean althtmgh tht sv

is a small rim bruise over TA of STATES. Thi- i- the Dt: ‘ ,Au

state where the obverse die shows a trace of ru- 1 an id ‘F-

date.

From the Rocky Mountain Cnllirtum

I\ tiS #(Xl6Ksg
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Lustrous High-Grade 1797 Silver Dollar

429 1797 BB-71, B-3. Rarity-2. 10X6 Stars, Large Letters.EF-45

(NGC). A well struck coin that has lovely light gray surfaces

and lustre in the protected areas. There are no adjustment

marks or bumps of note, although a thin pin scratch is seen

at the extreme right edge of the obverse which is noteworthy

for future identification. Bold separation on most of the breast

feathers and enough curl definition to attract notice. A com-
mon variety and available in most grades. The present coin

is a later die state with a few minor lumps on the obverse,

including a dot between the 7 and 9.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006865

Elusive and Desirable 1797 Small Letters Dollar

Scarce 1797 Small Letters Reverse Bust Dollar

431 1797 BB-72, B-2. Rarity-4. 9X7 Stars, Small Letters. VF-20

(ANACS). A mix of dark gold and gray toning on both sides,

a bit darker near the date. The surfaces are very smooth with

even wear on the high points of the design. The obverse

shows bold devices while the reverse is always shallow in

definition, particularly on the 1797 BB-72, B-2 die pairing.

Curiously the reverse die was married to six different obverse

dies over a span of four years. Demand for this particular die

pairing has always been strong, generally due to the Guide

Book listing, this variety being the only Small Letters reverse

die. Furthermore, these are fairly scarce and frequently show
significantly more wear and problems than seen here. For

identification purposes, there is short pin scratch below the

left wing of the eagle ending at his thigh a little above his

claw.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006866

430 1797 BB-72, B-2. Rarity-4. 9X7 Stars, Small Letters. VF-20
(PCGS). A pleasing coin with even gray toning and slightly

darker areas near the rims. The reverse die was quite shallow

by the time this was struck, and thus lacks the depth seen

on most other dies of the period. Identifiable by many fhin

adjustment marks crossing through the eagle and in the fields

nearby. No rim marks or other surface problems. A scarce

and desirable coin for the collector who needs this elusive

variety. Plate matched to the W. Earl Spies sale of 1974.

From Stack's sale of the W. Earl Spies Collection, December

9, 1974, Lot 35.

PCGS #006866
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Solid Choice Extremely Fine 1798 15 Stars, Small Eagle Silver Dollar

2x photo

432 1798 BB-81, B-2. Rarity-3. 15 Stars, Small Eagle Reverse. EF-45 (PCGS). This coin is really a delight to examine. The color is medium
gray and quite natural in appearance. Furthermore, the surfaces lack problematic handling marks, scratches, bumps, or bruises which
so often affect these early Bust dollars. Decidedly scarce this well preserved, and nearly impossible to find in higher grades. A couple

of Mint State examples are known, and a few more that have merited the About Uncirculated level. The reverse die was used to strike

six different die varieties with obverses dating from 1795 to 1798. Popular with type and major variety collectors alike.

I’CGS Population: 6; 7 (MS-62 finest).

The obverse die was apparently a leftover from 17% which lacked the final digit in the date. This is derived as the obverse only has 15 stars, the number used

in 1795 and 1796 on Draped bust obverse dies. By 1797 there were 16 states, the number of stars engraved on 1797 dies. By late 1797 it was decided to return to the

original 13 stars as the obverse and reverse dies were becoming kxi crowded to squeeze in an ever increasing number of stars as more states joined the Union.

PCGS #006868

Popular 1798 15 Star, Small Eagle Reverse Dollar

433 1798 BB-81, B-2. Rarity-3. 15 Stars, Small Eagle Reverse.

VF-20 (ANACS). This coin ranges through dark silver gray

with pleasing tones on both sides. There are shallow adjust-

ment marks through the upper left quarter of the obverse,

primarily affecting the dentils to the stars. Examination will

als») find a trivial scratch on Liberty's neck. Solid surfaces for

the rntnlerafe grade, with a decent strike. Early die state, as

are most seen of this die pairing, although the reverse die had

been u^-d to .trike four or five prior die marriages, with the

1797 BB-72, B-2 possibly being stnick after the present 1798

i" sue, after the reverse die was lapped, reducing the depth

of the revf-rse field.

-• - nv •he R‘'‘ ky Mnutifain ' olln tuvi.

Lovely 1798 BB-94, B-3 Heraldic Eagle Dollar

434 1798 BB-94, B-3. Rarity-5. EF-45 (NGC). The color and sur-

faces are nearly perfect for the grade, with even gray patina on

both sides. Furthermore, the wear is even and light, touching

only the uppiermost design elements. No adjustment mark- i s-

rim problems worthy of note. This is a scarce varieh w hi- h

seldom seen above Ven’ Fine, and this coin is certainh d< ;

to if not well within the lower end of the Condition J
, v -

-

for the varietvs All Knob 9 obverse dies an: -sirs': .-r.-. ;

one much more so than some. An impressive co"- -

for the variety specialist.

NCtC Census: 3; 4 fin( =
' MS s"'. fincM

PC(,S #00f>87S
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435 1798 B B-102, B-20. Rarity-5. Very Fine-25. Dark somber gray

toning with brown and gray accents. The surfaces are decent,

although there has been some tooling on the lower reverse,

perhaps an attempt to reduce or remove the rim cud below

the tail ot the eagle. It is likely that some past owner believed

this raised edge on the coin was a rim dent, and not a feature

caused by the broken edge of the die. A scarce die pairing.

PCGS #006873

Choice About Uncirculated 1798 BB-115, B-31a Dollar

436 1798 BB-115, B-31a. Rarity-5. AU-58 (NGC). Dusky gray toning over bright lustre on the obverse and reverse. The strike is sharp on
Liberty's curls but on the reverse one of the stars and a cloud above the eagle is poorly defined as always seen on this later die state.

The reverse die had shattered by the time this was struck, and meandering cracks are seen through the legends and devices. Clash-

ing between the dies probably accounts for the shattered portion of the reverse die opposite Liberty's bust. No adjustment marks are

present and the surfaces are clean for the grade. Identifiable by two tiny nicks in the field above the right side of the shield below the

motto.

Remarkably this obverse die was paired with seven different reverse dies. Each of the reverse dies is known to show substantial die cracks and were retired, the

obverse also cracked early in its life through the date, but continued to strike more and more coins.

I’CGS #006873

Pleasing 1798 Heraldic Eagle Reverse Dollar

437

1798 BB-122, B-14. Rarity-3. EF-40 (NGC). Another delightful

early dollar which exhibits dark gray fields combineci with
lighter gray on the devices. There are no adjustment marks
or surface distractions, and this is a desirable example ot this

date. Middle die state showing the irregular vertical rough
crack or patch in the left obverse field inside the stars, likelv

from some minor mishap which scored the die or possiblv the

die steel was detective in that area. Most examples ot this die

pairing show this feature on the obverse. For identification

there is a thin scratch connecting LI(B1'I\TM from the top ot

the L down to the lower post ot the 1.

Fwiii the Rocky Moiiiitnin Collection.

I’Gt.S «(10(i873

m
H4 SWCK.
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Steel Gray 1799/8 Silver Dollar

I 438 1799/8 BB-142, B-1. Rarity-4. EF-45 (NGC). Light steel to gray

toning throughout on this popular overdate issue. Darker

russet and tawny gold are seen near the rims. The surfaces

are attractive with pinkish gold reflectivity in the fields, and

smooth even wear on the high points. No adjustment marks
or rim problems are present. The reverse die had a small

defect surrounding the 1 of AMERICA and all examples
.struck show evidence of this feature. Popular for the bold

overdate.

I’CGS #006883

Attractive Irregular Date 1799 BB-151, B-13 Bust $1

439 1799 BB-151, B-13. Rarity-5. EF-40 (NGC). This is a scarcer die

pairing and one of the few challenging varieties to obtain for

1799. The obverse die has earned the name "Irregular Date"

from the first 9 being placed with the top tilting to the left,

while the second 9 is tilting to the right at the top. The color

ranges from dark steel gray to darker brown, with traces of

verdigris within the shield lines and other devices such as

the date and stars. The surfaces are average for the grade,

and there is a small rim bruise above star 7 on the obverse.

Elusive this nice, and quite rare a grade higher.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006878

Desirable 1799 BB-152, B-15 Bust Dollar

440 1799 BB-152, B-15. Rarity-3. EF-45 (ICG). Dark golden gray on

the obverse and reverse with average surfaces for the grade.

The reverse die was first used in 1798 and was carried over

to 1799 and u.sed to strike this variety as well. No other 1798

reverse die was used in 1799. The reverse shows substantial

wear, with the branch stem extending to the rim below and

the letters drawn. Even the reverse stars over the eagle are

softly impressed, commonly seen on this issue. The ICG
holder states "Normal Date" but this is the Irregular Date

obverse, which is much scarcer and more popular for the

variety than most other die pairings of 1799.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

I’CGS #006878

Sparkling and Lustrous 1799 BB-153, B-4 Bust Dollar

441 1799 BB-153, B-4. Rarity-4. AU-50 (PCGS). Lustrous with

light golden toning over silver surfaces and quite attractiv^c.

There are no surface problems although the strike is uneven

as the obverse die was shattered by the time this was struck.

The usually seen later die state with multiple die cracks on the

obverse. Eurthermore, this is the final usage of the "Irregular

Date" obverse die, which could not have lasted much longer

as several severe die cracks arc present. Housed in an older

green insert PCGS holder.

This die pairing is quite interesting. First, the obverse die is the "Irregu-

lar Date" with the cxldly leaning 9s in the date, with 13 stars surrounding

On the reverse the die engraver really messed up, initiallv he engraved 1

8

stars over the eagle, realized his error, then corrected this mistake h\’ ex-

panding the first and last cloud down to cover tw o stars. Hence two clouds

are greatly enlarged, but not quite enough to cover the star points, which

peek out from below the clouds attesting to the senes of events Perhap*- the

superx’isor never noticed the enlarged clouds with tinv star points beneath

on this die, but collectors soon discovered this feature and have enjox’ed if

ever since. Although sev'eral high-grade examples are krM’iwn, the present

coin is one of the better ones to surv ive of this vanetv

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

KGS #006878

A‘ k's
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Middle Die State 1799 BB-157, B-5 Variety

442 1799 BB-157, B-5. Rarity-2. EF-40 (PCGS). The surfaces range

from dark gray to medium silver, with a scattering of minor
darker specks within the reverse star field and lettering.

No surface problems are noted, and the coin retains decent

eye appeal for the grade. Early to middle die state with the

reverse die crack through the legend just forming and thin,

particularly through STA(TES) and extending to the left.

Housed in an older green insert PCGS holder.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006878

443 1799 BB-159, B-23. Rarity-4. 8X5 Stars. Net EF-40 (ANACS),
"AU details, whizzed." This coin has good naked eye ap-

pearance, but a loupe will reveal that the surfaces have been
whizzed to simulate lustre. Retoned with dark green and
gold around the rims, brighter at the centers, and reasonably

appealing. This is the scarce 8X5 stars obverse, the only die

with the stars arranged in that format. Most likely this was
an engraving error, where the engraver placed eight stars on
the left side instead of the usual seven and then was left with

just five more stars for the right side. This star configuration

is also seen on 1799 eagles, and is appropriate based on the

large cap worn by Liberty tor that denomination. Early die

state before the cracks appear through the obverse stars or

spanning Liberty's bust.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006878

B

444 1799 BB-160, B-12. Rarity-3. Net VF-30; sharpness of VF-35,

lightly cleaned. Lovely to look at, but with some problems,

this is another coin which suggests in-person examination.

The coin was lightly cleaned some time ago and is retoned

gray. The variety, while not rare, is certainly scarce. The
present specimen shows extensive die cracks on the obverse,

including from below the date, vertically through the first 9,

and, from about the same position, left to the base of the 1 to

near the first star. Another prominent crack extends from the

border past the final star to the field in front of Miss Liberty's

face. In addition, there are clash marks from the obverse, all

in all creating a very interesting study when viewed under

magnification.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

PCGS #006878

Late Die State 1799 BB-161, B-lla Variety

445 1799 BB-161, B-lla. Rarity-3. EF-45 (NGC). Medium silver

gray in the fields, with lighter silver on Liberty's cheek and
the high points on the design. No surface problems present

themselves and this has good eye appeal for the grade. A
later die state with an encircling die crack left of the eagle's

tail and the horizontal die crack through the edge of the D
of UNITED extends to the eagle's beak. A plentiful variety,

but popular for this later die state.

PCGS #006878

86
Stack
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446 1799 BB-161, B-lla. Rarity-3. VF-35 (PCGS). Medium gray

and attractive. Examination will find a typical full strike

with a patch of adjustment marks through OF and below in

the clouds. Middle die state with the reverse crack light to

the eagle's beak (barely visible) but sharp near the left rim

touching the D of UNITED. A plentiful die pairing. Clean

surfaces throughout, and pleasing overall.

PCGS #006878

Toned 1799 About Uncirculated Bust Dollar

! 447 1799 BB-165, B-8. Rarity-3. AU-53 (NGC). The centers are

toned with russet hues, while the edges are more gray to

silver tones. The colors are a bit irregular and blotchy. The

strike is uneven with minor softness on the reverse stars over

the eagle, but sharper on the obverse. A middle die state with

the usual die crack through the reverse at (STA)TES. This

variety is common but scarce in grades of EF or finer. The

present coin is likely near or just within the lower reaches of

the Condition Census of the top half dozen for this variety.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006878

448 1799 BB-165, B-8. Rarity-3. Extremely Fine-40. Lightly

cleaned. Another early dollar which is given a grade of EF-

40, but which was cleaned some time ago. Since retoned, the

coin is fairly attractive light gray.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

P( (,s #006878

449 1800 BB-192, B-19. Rarity-2. Choice Very Fine-35, scratched.

Medium gray toning is seen on both sides. There are st)me

light scratches, but they are truly light and not particularly

noticeable unless one looks closely. Overall the eye appeal is

quite good. The key feature is on the reverse, where a word
appears as AMERICAI, the extraneous letter at the end being

caused by a die defect (not an engraving error). An ever-

popular issue.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

PCGS #tX)6892

Scarce 1800 BB-195, B-15 Bust Dollar

450 1800 BB-195, B-15. Rarity-4. EF-40 (NGC). Dark gray domi-

nates the surfaces with areas of light speckled gold on the

obverse. The strike is generally sharp although slightly weak

on the left wing of the eagle. Middle die state with tiny die

dots present on the upper reverse between STATES OF. For

identification there is a shallow nearly vertical nick behind

Liberty's temple.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006887
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Lustrous Choice About Uncirculated 1801 Dollar

451 1801 BB-211, B-1. Rarity-3. AU-58 (NGC). A frosty and lustrous coin that boasts excellent surfaces and a good strike, especially for

an 1801 dollar. Each of the obverse stars shows bold radial definition, and Liberty's curls are well defined, including the one on the
center of her neck. Sharp on the reverse with each leaf showing the tiny veins and the eagle's chest retaining feather definition. A hint
of wear on the high points indicates this coin spent limited time in circulation. The surfaces are clean and pleasing to study, and lack
the usual handling marks and hairlines. Toned with a blush of gold over the entire surface. For identification there is a shallow dull
nick near the center of Liberty s head below the right side of the E in LIBERTY. Middle die state with the reverse crack light through
STA(TES), clouds and AM(ERICA). Scarce so well preserved and likely within the Condition Census for the variety

PCGS #006893

Late Die State 1801 BB-211, B-1 Bust Dollar

452 1801 BB-211, B-1. Rarity-3. EF-40 (ANACS). Dark gray and
smoky toning on both sides, average strike. There are surface

nicks visible with a loupe, particularly on Liberty's face and
hair. This later die state is scarce, with an arcing die crack

through the upper reverse, and an additional die crack which
has caused die sinking on MER nearly to the right wing of

the eagle.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

I’CGS #006893

453 1801 BB-211, B-1. Rarity-3. Extremely Fine-40, lightly

cleaned. Lightly cleaned at one time, and now with attrac-

tive gray toning. Good eye appeal. A specimen which merits
in-person examination.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

PCGS #006893
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Sparkling Brilliant Uncirculated 1802 Bust Dollar

Close Date Variety

lx photo

i 454 1802 BB-241, B-6. Rarity-1. MS-62 (PCGS). This coin is generally bright and untoned with ample lustre in the fields and good eye

appeal. Boldly struck throughout, and this is of paramount importance as a significant number of Mint State Bust dollars are not

sharp on Liberty's curls or the reverse stars. Note the depth of each device and the sharply defined curls on Liberty, rarely are these

encountered so sharp. The reverse has even more flash and lustre than the obverse. There is a minor horseshw shaped toning splash

behind Liberty's curls, and a loupe will find shallow adjustment marks crossing over some letters and Liberty's bust and these

are minimally distracting. Excellent surfaces with no impairments to the fields or rims of significance, and a high end coin for the

grade.

I’CGS Population; 6; 17 finer within all designations (MS-65 finest).

PCGS #040087

High-Grade 1802 Close Date Bust Dollar

455 1802 BB-241, B-6. Rarity-1. EF-45 (PCGS). Toned a mix of

green and gold on the obverse and reverse, with lighter hues

on the devices, darker in the fields. The surfaces are average

to a bit better, with scattered handling marks visible under

scrutiny. No rim problems or adjustment marks are present,

making this a desirable collector coin. Gne of the most com-

mon varieties of all Bust dollars, but popular because of the

late date of issue, 1802 Ix'ing far less encountered than 1795,

1798 or 1799.

fs ;,s S0tv>8‘^5

Extremely Fine Close Perfect Date 1802 Dollar

456 1802 BB-241, B-6. Rarity-1. EF-40 (PCGS). This coin has dark

silver gray surfaces and appears quite wholesome. There arc

no surface distractions although there is a small rim bump
below the 2 on the obverse.

PCGS c(X)6895
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457

Three ANACS-certified silver dollars: 1840 EF-40. Rich

olive-gray surfaces 1842 AU-50. Lustrous silver gray with
golden orange at the devices 1847 EF-45. Steel gray with
iridescent rose and sky blue at the high points. (Total: 3

pieces)

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

458 1841 MS-61 (NGC). Medium gray toning with golden
overtones over lustrous surfaces. Fairly scarce in Mint State,

although not in the league with those produced after 1849.
PCGS #006927

459 1841 AU-50 (NGC). Medium silver gray with pale golden
toning at the center, and with deepening rose and violet at

the rims. Somewhat reflective in the fields. Nicely struck and
devoid of all but a few faint marks.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006927

460 1842 AU-55 (PCGS). Deep golden gray with some slate

highlights. Nicely struck and free from marks that disturb

the surfaces.

PCGS #006928

461 Four certified silver dollars: 1842 Seated Liberty. EF-40

(ANACS). Deep dark blue-gray surfaces 1872 Seated

Liberty. EF-45 (PCGS). Medium silver gray with delicate

olive-gray at the devices. Errant 2 in base 1921 Peace.

AU-58 (ANACS). Satiny silver gray with delicate iridescent

highlights 1876-S trade. Type l/I. AU-53 (ANACS). Lus-

trous gray-gold surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces)

Choice Mint State 1843 $1

Among Finest Graded

462 1843 MS-63 (PCGS). A lovely example, "original," as they

say, not having been dipped or brightened. Medium gray and
lilac toning with splashes of blue over lustrous surfaces. As
the 165,100 pieces struck this year were used extensively in

domestic commerce as well as overseas, scattered examples

were saved, as here. However, such coins are rare. Notably,

PCGS has graded only four higher.

PCGS Population: 11; 4 finer (MS-64 finest).

PCGS #006929

463 1843 AU-50 (PCGS). Appealing golden gray surfaces with

some warm sky blue highlights. NE on reverse extremely

weak. Liberty's head details are very sharp.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006929

464 1844 AU-50 (ANACS). Pale golden gray with some lustre

retained in the protected areas. A few light marks present,

none overbearing. Variety with top of errant 8 just above
hemline to right of shield.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006930

465

Trio of Liberty Seated silver dollars grading EF-40 (PCGS):
1845. Olive-gray with orange highlights 1849. Frostv

bluish gray with golden orange at the devices 1859. Sil-

ver gray surfaces with delicate rose-gray at the high points.
(Total: 3 pieces)

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

90 Slack
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I 4fe6 1846 MS-62 (PCGS). Lustrous silver surfaces retain some

original brilliance, nn)dified by light gray and gold toning.

Another popular date.

PCGS #006932

470 1848 EF-45 (ANACS). Modestly circulated yet not heavily

marked; warm golden hues dominate both sides.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006935

467 Pair of Liberty Seated silver dollars grading AU-50 (PCGS):

1846. Rich golden gray over lustrous surfaces 1872. Lus-

trous with a whisper of silver gray and yellow gold toning

at the rims. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

i 468 1846-0 AU-50 (PCGS). Pale sky blue, rose, and lilac grace

both sides of this lustrous, lightly circulated example of our

nation's first branch mint coinage in the dollar denomina-

tion.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006933

Low-Mintage 1848 Silver Dollar

469 1848 MS-62 (PCGS). With just 15,000 struck, this date is scarce

in all grades. In Mint State it becomes a rarity. The present

piece checks in with a very high degree of eye appeal (within

the MS-62 classification), yielding a panorama of rich silver

lustre, light lilac toning, and overall attractiveness. From a

modest mintage for the date of 15,000 circulation strikes.

( ertainly this will be a highlight in the collection of its next

ow’ner.

pi (,S #006935

471 1850 EF-45 (ANACS). Slate gray with lighter gray high points.

A few faint marks present, as should be expected for a large

silver coin that spent time in pocket change. Faint rim bruise

near 3:00 on the obverse noted for accuracy. From a small

mintage of just 7,500 circulation strikes.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006937

Scarce 1850-0 Liberty Seated $1

472 1850-0 AU-58 (PCGS). Close to the Mint State categorv', but

not quite, is this lovely 1850-0, a coin which is still quite high

grade for the issue, as this was the last year such pieces were

widely circulated domestically, and most examples known

today show extensive wear. Light gray toning is seen over

silver surfaces, with iridescence around the border, mainly

light blue and gold.

PCGS #006938
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474 1853 AU-53 (PCGS). Pale golden gray with some retained

lustre and much peach iridescence in the protected areas.

Scattered marks present, none deep or overbearing. A pleas-

ing example of an issue that saw heavy exportation to China
and other ports of call.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006941

475 1854 Net EF-45 (ANACS); "AU details, rims filed-cleaned."

Medium silver gray with some pale golden highlights.

Cleaned some time ago, now lightly retoning. Nowhere near

as offensive as the holder leads one to believe; check this one

out in person. Base of 4 in date repunched.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006942

1850-0 EF-40 (ANACS). Medium silver gray with some
deeper golden highlights in places. Scattered marks attest

to the grade, none deep enough to warrant individual men-
tion.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006938

Underrated 1855 Silver Dollar Rarity

476 1855 AU-53 (PCGS). Plenty of retained lustre sits serenely

beneath pale and varied champagne Nicely struck and lightly

circulated, devoid of serious marks as well. One of just 26,000

examples struck, the majority of which probably went over-

seas. This date is a noted sleeper within the design type.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006943

477 1856 AU-58 (PCGS). Closely approaching Mint State, and
probably a fine substitute for a full Mint State example in

the eyes of many buyers, this piece is richly lustrous with
light golden toning. Some would probably call it MS-60
although we are not suggesting that. The striking is superb,

with needle sharp details, and the eye appeal is likewise. It

has been our experience that among circulation strike silver

dollars from 1853 onward, the 1855 and 1856 are the rarest

today. Population reports are useful, but are not definitive,

for they do not reflect striking and eye appeal. Stated another

way, the present piece would be more desirable in our opin-

ion than an MS-62 that is weakly struck and lacks eye appeal.

One must look at certified numbers, always important, but
modify them with knowledge and connoisseurship.

PCGS #006944

478 1856 AU-50 (PCGS). Medium golden grav with deep gold
verging on slate at the rims. Modestly circulated, as the grade
implies, though not heavily marked. Some striking weakness
on the reverse eagle's dexter leg, with other weakness scat-

tered here and there. A decent coin for the assigned grade.
I rom the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS «00<iM44
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479 1857 Net AU-50 (ANACS); "AU details, cleaned." Medium
golden gray with some deeper highlights on both sides.

Obviously lightly cleaned long ago, though not particularly

detrimental to the overall appeal. A few faint marks noted.

Fnvii the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCCS #006945

Popular 1858 Proof-Only $1 Rarity

480 1858 Proof-55 (NGC). A rare Proof-only issue in the design

tvpe, a date with a mintage that for well over a century was

suggested to be just 80 pieces; conventional wisdom today

suggests that a number of 300 or so Proofs, give or take a

score or two, is a more correct figure. Probably cleaned or

dipped, brightened in some manner sometime ago, though

no heavy cleaning marks are present. Some faint marks show

on this circulated rarity, as should be expected from such a

large silver coin. A prize for an alert specialist.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007001

481 1859-0 AU-58 (NGC). A lightly circulated example of this

popular New Orleans issue, largely brilliant with pale pastel

rose and violet hues. Nicely struck and fairly choice for the

grade. A few faint marks noted.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PC (.S #(106947

482 1859-S EF-45 (PCGS). A scarce and popular date, the first

San Francisco Mint issue in the series. Just 20,000 examples

were struck. Deep golden gray with deeper shades here and

there. Some lustre is seen in the retained amas, and the awerse

eagle's plumage reveals some mint brilliance.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006948

483 1860 Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64, on the cusp of full

Gem. Magnificent steel toning with a whisper of iridescent

blue fills the glass-smooth fields; Liberty and the eagle stand

out boldly with their lighter rose-silver beauty. While 1,330

Proofs were struck, Breen's research proved that only 527

were actually released, the remainder melted, accounting

for their exceptional rarity today.

PCGS #(K)7003

484 Two Liberty Seated silver dollars grading EF-45 (PCGS):

1860. Delicate golden gray surfaces with bluish gray at the

devices 1873. Delicate silver gray with golden highlights

mainly on the obverse. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

485 1860-0 AU-58 (NGC). Medium gold with deeper gold and

champagne on both sides. Some scattered marks betray a

short stay in circulation. Nicely struck.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006950
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Magnificent Gem 1861 $1

None Finer Graded

486 1861 MS-65 (NGC). This 1861 is simply magnificent. The striking is excellent, the lustre is soft and satiny, and the eye appeal is first

class. Light iridescent toning primarily consists of gold, light magenta, heather, and blue. No finer example has been certified by NGC.
No doubt an intending buyer could purchase a half dozen or more Proof-64 or finer coins before coming across a single other MS-65.
This is one of the great highlights of the present offering.

NGC Census: 4; none finer.

PCGS #006951

487 1861 VF-35 (ANACS). Modestly circulated yet free of all but

a few scattered marks, most noticeable of these a faint scratch

near Liberty's face, and a small dig near star 11. Medium
silver gray with lilac overtones.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006951

488 1862 f’roof-62 (PCGS). Medium to deep slate gray witli

deep blue ,ind gold toning highlights on both sides. Hreen's

Encyclopedia (1988) indicates that 550 Proofs of the date were
coined, though just 430 were sold in silver sets, noting also

that most of the remaining pieces were melted in 1863 as

unsold.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007005

Choice and Rare 1862 $1

489 1862 MS-63 (NGC). Well struck in all details, and with rich

silver surfaces modified by delicate golden and brown ton-

ing, this coin has great eye appeal. A raritv, with a circula-

tion strike of just 11,540, this combination of high grade
strike, and eye appeal is not likely to be duplicated anv time
soon.

PCGS #00h952
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Choice Cameo Proof 1863 Dollar

490 1863 rroof-63-A- CAMEO (NGC). Some central mint brilliance

highlights the frosty central devices, while deep silver gray,

gold, and electric blue fill the mirror fields. One of just 460 Proof

Liberty Seated dollars struck in 1863 while military campaigns

of the Civil War raged not far from Philadelphia; the mintage

represents the lowest Proof production figure of any date in

the .series, 1859-1873. Choice for the assigned grade.

PCGS #087006

1 491 1863 Proof-62 (PCGS). Frosty motifs and mirror fields, largely

brilliant at the centers with deep, glowing gold at the rims.

Finer overall than the assigned grade indicates.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007006

Choice and Rare 1864 Silver [dollar

Among Finest Graded

493 1864 MS-64 (NGC). Another first class rarit\' is at hand, a

date for which very few sur\4ve in high Mint State levels. The
present coin has light gray toning over lustrous surfaces, with

hints of gunmetal-blue and gold. Exquisite striking details.

A lovely coin to behold and an even nicer one to own.
PCGS #006954

494 1864 AU-53 (ANACS). Medium golden gray with warm
golden highlights and some lustre retained in the recessed

areas. A few faint marks from circulation, none overbear-

ing.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006954

Beautiful Mint State 1863 Dollar

492 1863 MS-64 (NGC). Another memorable coin, this piece ex-

hibits an outstanding strike and wonderful eye appeal. Light

magenta, heather, and blue toning over lustrous surfaces on the

obverse, and w'ith gold, blue, and magenta on the reverse. Only

27,200 of these wem made, the circulation strike production of

Mlver dollars during the Civil War was low, as international

commerce was severely mstricted by Confederate depa’da-

fions of Union ships on the high seas (most famously by the

<: S .S Alabama under Captain Raphael Semmes).
pi I .S #006953

495 1865 Proof-62 (PCGS). Sultry, satiny silver gray devices and

reflective fields display pale blue, rose, and faint silver gray

toning highlights. From a Proof mintage for the date of 500

pieces.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007008
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497 1866 Motto. Proof-65 CAM (PCGS). Largely brilliant toward the obverse center with rich rose, peach, and electric blue working
outward toward the rim. The reverse is a study in pale rose and electric blue. A sharp and appealing example from the first year of

the design type to bear the motto IN GOD WE TRUST. Among the finest example of the date called CAM by PCGS. A pleasing gem
that is enticing for its beauty.

I’CGS Population: 7; 3 finer within the designation (Proof-68 CAM finest).

PCGS #087014

498 1866 With Motto. AU-50 (NGC). Rich silver gray with warm
golden overtones. A pleasing example of the date, a coin that

saw modest circulation but no serious marks. Struck in the

first year of the denomination to bear the motto IN CjOD WE
IRUST.

/ rom Ihr Rocky Moiintnin Collection.

I'l ! ,S “IHthUSO

499 1867 MS-62 (PCGS). Lovely iridescent toning blending
magenta, gold, and blue (predominantlv) is seen over well

struck surfaces. A rarity so tine, as the vast majoritv of thew
were shipped to L hina, then to Calcutta when.' the\’ won'
melted.

PCGS fliKVinN)

Lustrous 1865 Liberty Seated $1

496 1865 MS-62 (PCGS). Brilliant with a hint of toning around the surfaces,

the obverse displays prominent die striae, made during the finishing

process, and indicating that it must have been a very early impression.

The striking is superb, and everything else is in fine order.

Today in 2006 it is popular to consider circulation strikes and Proofs as different

methods ofmanufacture, rather than part of the same continuum. It is amply recognized

that a coin can be common in Mint State and very rare in Proof, or it can be common
in Proof and rare in Mint State. There are hundreds of examples in the numismatic

spectrum. Liberty Seated silver dollars of the 1860s are scarce in Proof finish, but hardly

rare, whereas choice Mint State pieces are rarities. Just the opposite, gold $20 coins of

the 1890s are generally common in Mint State, but rare as Proofs.

PCGS #006955

Gem Proof 1866 With Motto Silver $1

Among 10 Finest CAM Certified by PCGS
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)1 1868 Proof-65 (NGC). A deep slate gray specimen with a wealth of pale champagne and rich electric blue on the obverse, while the

lilac-gray reverse displays similar iridescent highlights. A sharp and appealing gem Proof of the date, one of 600 such pieces struck

in this popular format. Gorgeous and strictly original, worthy of strong bidder support.

PCGS #007016

Deeply Toned Gem Proof 1868 Silver $1

12 1868 AU-50 (PCGS). Medium golden gray with distinctive

toning highlights particularly in the protected areas. Mod-
estly circulated yet barely marked, with good eye appeal for

the assigned grade. More elusive than its mintage of 162,100

pieces indicates.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006961

Choice 1869 Liberty Seated $1

503 1869 MS-63 (PCGS). Exhibiting a high degree of reflectivitx’,

this piece at first glance appears to be a Proof. Perhaps Prwf
dies were used to make this on a mgular coining press. Deli-

cate lilac, heather, and gunmetal toning over needle sharp

surfaces. A treat to the eve.

PCGS #006962

t

4

XI 1867 .-MJ-S.l (PCGS). The variety with Large Date over Small

Date. Lirgely brilliant with lightly frosted motifs and highly

reflective fields. Faint rost' and champagne hues gather at the

rims. Scattered marks. Breen expostulated that the variety

with large date over small date numerals was a Proof-only is-

sue, noting in his Encyclopeiiia: "with two dubious exceptions,

all sivn are Proofs or impaired Proofs, mostly the later." The
prescMit specimen surely resembles a Proof in many ways.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

IVGS«lX)6960
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Uncirculated 1869 Silver Dollar

504 1869 MS-62 (PCGS). Largely brilliant with warm gold at

the rims and in the protected areas. Scattered marks present

on both sides, no doubt accounting for the assigned grade.

Sharply struck with just a hint of weakness at Liberty's upper

hair details. Raised dash between 1 and 8—the remnants of

misplaced numeral?
PCGS #006962

505 Two Liberty Seated silver dollars grading AU-55 (ANACS):
1869. Lustrous with delicate blue-gray highlights on both

surfaces 1871. Lustrous golden surfaces with splashes of

delicate silver gray here and there. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

Mint State 1870 Silver $1

506 1870 MS-62 (PCGS). Largely lustrous and chiefly brillianf

with a nuance of faint champagne. Weakness of strike present

in a few areas, not unusual for the date.

PCGS #006963

507 1870 AU-58 (NGC). Medium lilac-gray with retained lustre

in the protected areas. Scattered marks present on both sides,

mostly seen under low magnification.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

l’CC;S #(K)6963

508 1870-CC EF-45 (PCGS). Medium golden gray, attractive for

the grade despite a few scattered surface marks. Somewhat
prooflike on the reverse. Nicely struck overall. A popular

rarity from the first year of Carson City Mint operations,

one of just 12,462 examples struck.

Breen-5486. 'T870-CC Widely spaced mintmark. Scarce. Space between

CC almost full width of another C."

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006964

Rare 1871-CC Silver $1

509 1871-CC VF-30 (ANACS). Smoky golden gray with varied

slate hues on both sides. Well-worn, as expected for the as-

signed grade, but with full LIBERTY on the shield. Very few

marks are noted, none of them worthy of particular written

attention. From a small mintage for the date of just 1,376

pieces. Typically found at VF, as here, or lower, the present

specimen will be a welcomed addition to any Liberty Seated

dollar collection being formed.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006967

510 1872 Choice Brilliant Proof-63, with claims to a higher grade.

This coin exhibits the boldest cameo contrast of silver-white,

lightly frosted devices and deep, glass-mirror fields which
unite to create remarkable ov erall eve appeal. One of '^50

Proofs struck of this penultimate date of the long-neglected

Liberty Seated dollar .series and a desirable coin trom anv
standpoint.

PCt iS «(H17()20

Si \i98
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12 grade level. Another low-mintage silver dollar issue from

Nevada's Capital city mint, a date that saw just 3,1S(' silver

dollars roll off the coinage press.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #006%9

515 1873-CC AU-55 details (ANACS), "cleaned." Cleaned some
time ago, long since retoning in natural deep gold, violet, and

lilac. Much retained lustre in the protected areas. A popular

rarity from the final year of the design type, one of just 2,300

examples minted. Some scattered marks are present, none of

them deep or unappealing. The reverse strike is particularly

bold, which adds to the desirability of the piece. Indeed,

Breen's Encyclopedia suggests that many examples from the

small mintage may have been melted at the Carson City

facility after April 1873; that may account for the date's rare

nature, certainly much more elusive in all grades than even

its small mintage suggests.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS<(006972

514 1872-S AU-50 (PCGS). Highly lustrous and largely brilliant

with warm champagne and rose, particularly on the reverse.

Somewhat prooflike in the fields. Nicely struck and devoid

of marks, save for a few scattered ticks. Only 9,0(X) Liberty

Seated dollars were issued from the San Francisco Mint in

1872, making for an ever-popular semi-key branch mint is-

sue.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS#(X)6970

1873-CC $1 Rarity

513 1872-CC F-12 (PCGS). Medium golden gray with some

deeper highlights in the protected areas. Heavily circulated

yet not heavily marked, with some details well above the F-

1872 MS-62 (PCGS). With rich lustre on both sides, and

excellent striking, this is a beautiful coin to behold. The curi-

ous variety, known as a misplaced date, shows what seems to

be the bottom tip of the 2 digit in the logotype, in the base

of Miss Liberty. It is the writer's belief that when logotypes

w'ere punched into working dies, the engraver made a tiny

test tap beforehand, in the dentils or in the seated figure (so

as not to be obvious), to determine the approximate hard-

ness of the steel, thus affecting the strength with which the

logotype would be punched into the die. Once scarcely heard

of in numismatic circles, the misplaced dates are now widely

known across many series. Numismatist Kevin Flynn has

made a specialty of these and has published studies.

PCGS #006968

1872 Brilliant Uncirculated-60, nearly in the Choice category'.

This coin displays a bold impression of the dies amplified

by full frosty lustre for outstanding visual excellence. This

very late date shows a hefty reported mintage but is highly

elusive in higher Mint State grades, arguing that few indeed

were preserved in the better grades.

F^CGS #006968

^ 512
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Gem Proof 1878 Morgan Dollar

8 Tailfeathers Reverse

Among 10 Finest Proofs of the Issue

516 1878 8 Tailfeathers. Proof-66 (PCGS). An impressive gem Proof with frosty motifs and mirrored fields. Pale golden gray highlights

support a wealth of rich pastel violet, peach, and electric blue. Sharply struck and aesthetically appealing, as should be expected.

One of an estimated 500 Proofs struck of this, the first issue in the Morgan dollar series. Among the finest Proofs of the date certified

thus far PCGS. A pleasing coin with aesthetic beauty and physical quality equal to a Proof-66 coin.

PCGS Population: 9; 1 finer within any designation (Proof-67).

From the JFS Collection.

PCGS #007311

517 Morgan dollars: 1878 8 Tailfeathers. Partial Reverse Doubling;

1878 7 Tailfeathers. Obverse Doubling. Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. Both are frosty white with only the lightest

hints of clear gold; 1878 7/8 Tailfeathers; 1878-S, 1881-S

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty silver bears varying

intensities of rose-gold. (Total: 5 pieces)

518 Morgan dollars: 1878 8 Tailfeathers. Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. Bright, fresh and attractive for the grade. No
signs of toning on this example, with abundant lustre and

frosty devices; 1878 7 Tailfeathers. Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Lustrous with a touch of haze; 1878 7/8 Tailfeathers.

Brilliant Uncirculated, but dipped years ago. A trifle cloudy

today; 1887-0 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lustrous and

white, with decent surfaces for the grade. (Total: 4 pieces)

519 1878 Doubled Tailfeathers. MS-65 (PCGS). "Weak." A
highly lustrous gem, largely brilliant and sharply struck.

PCGS #007070
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Gem Proof 1878 Morgan $1

7 Tailfeathers, Reverse of '78

520 1878 7 Tailfeathers, 2nd Reverse. Proof-65 (NGC). Richly toned in deep silver and attractive slate gray, with gold, rose, and irides-

cent blue highlights at the rims. A prize from the first year of Morgan dollar coinage. Reverse of '78 with parallel arrow feather on

reverse. Regarding the actual Proof mintage of this issue. The Official Red Book ofMoreau Silver Dollars by Dave Bowers notes: "250 is

a popular estimate, although there is no official figure. Van Allen and Mallis suggest that 200 Proofs were struck, all of the VAM 131

variety." For all intents and purposes, the present date is probably second only to its sibling of the same style, the 1878 7 Tailfeathers

Proof with Reverse of '79, that with slanted arrow feather details on the reverse; that issue is also covered in the Bowers' reference

as: "Proof mintage (net): Unknown. VAM suggest 50, Michael Fuljenz suggests 25. Breen comment: '300 struck betwcH?n June 28 and

30 , mostly melted.'" (Bowers goes on to call that issue: "The Holey Grail among early Proofs.") All that aside, the present specimen,

with a suggested mintage of some 250 Proofs, is certainly a great rarity among Proofs in the Morgan dollar series. Couple that with

delightful eye appeal, and prospective bidders are presented with a true prize.

From the South Beach Collection.

PCGS #007312

521 1878 7 Tailfeathers, 2nd Reverse. MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty

gem with satiny fields that form a modest yet pleasing cameo

contrast. Nicely struck.

PCGS #007074

522 Morgan dollars: 1878 7 Tailfeathers, Reverse of '78; 1879-S

Verv Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The first exhibits deeply

glowing peripheral gold, the second has magnificently proof-

like fields; 1878-CC, 1878-S, 1881-S Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. These last three coins display powerful lustrous gleam,

the second of which is especially boldly mirrored. (Total: 5

pieces)

523 1878-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Sparkling

white lustre in the fields and totally white. The surfaces

remain clean and display minimal signs of handling. An
impressive example of this popular western mint.

PC (.S s 007080

524 Two Mint State Morgan dollars: 1878-CC MS-63 (PCGS).

Mixture of delicate gold and gray toning over lustrous sur-

faces with slightl) frosted motifs - 1883-CC MS-65 (PCGS).

Satiny lustre with splashes of faint speckled gray toning on

b(»th surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

525 1878-CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Frosty devices rest

upon chrome fields for a wonderful prooflike visual appeal.

Bright white surfaces display touches of pale golden toning

at areas of the rims for an elegant look.

PCGS #007080

526 Morgan dollars: 1878-CC, 1890-S Brilliant Uncirculated and

approaching the Choice ranking. Pleasing, smooth and boldly

lustrous coins exert undeniable appeal; 1 882-CC Choice Bril-

liant Uncirculated. Assertive silver lustre is satisfying, ver\’

few bagmarks are to be found. (Total: 3 pieces)

527 Selection of silver dollars: 1878-CC EF-4n ‘
1 882-CC

AU-50 1886-S AU-50 1888-S AU-50 1890-CC EF-45 • -

1891-CC EF-45 1902-S AU-58 1921 Peace. EF-4B. Each

has silver gray surfaces, some with attractive olive-gray at

the devices. (Total: 8 pieces)

528 Morgan dollars: 1878-S, 1879-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated

The first coin boasts frostv surfaces and an exceptional stnke,

the second is near-Superb with a prooflike obverse; issit-S

Gem Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Superb. Dcx’pK m:-

rored reverse offers exciting autumn-leaf toning in p.itern-

that suggest the folds in an old paper mil wrapp-r 1
">

pieces)
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529 1878-S MS-64^ (NGC). A vividly colored example of the

date, with intense peach, violet, green, and electric blue on
both sides.

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #007082

530 Morgan dollars: 1878-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, frosty

and white; 1879 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1880 Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated; 1883-0 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated;

1884-0 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1885 Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated; 1885-0 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, Satiny;

1890 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, also satiny white lustre;

1896 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1902-0 Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated; 1904-0 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. 1879-0

Choice About Uncirculated; 1880-0 Choice About Uncir-

culated; 1881-0 Brilliant Uncirculated, satiny and lustrous;

1882-0 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice; 1884 Choice

About Uncirculated; 1889-0 Choice About Uncirculated;

1891-0 Choice About Uncirculated; 1892 Choice About Un-
circulated; 1897-S Choice About Uncirculated; 1902 Choice

About Uncirculated. (Total: 21 pieces)

531 Morgan dollars: 1878-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1889

Brilliant Uncirculated, cleaned; Peace. 1923, 1924, 1925 Very

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The first is a prooflike Cameo
example; the companions display a wealth of glowing lustre.

(Total: 5 pieces)

Gem Cameo Proof 1879 Morgan $1

532 1879 Proof-66 CAMEO (NCC). A lovely gem cameo Proof

1879 Morgan dollar. Frosted motifs and mirror fields display

even light champagne toning. Careful magnified scrutiny

fails to yield any disturbances of note.

PCGS #087314

533

Morgan dollars: 1879 Choice About Uncirculated; 1881-S,

1882 Brilliant Uncirculated or finer; 1884, 1885, 1888 (2)

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1887-0 Choice About Uncircu-

lated; 1896 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1898-0 Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated; 1900-0 Choice About Uncirculated.

Here is a pleasing survey group of pleasing visual quality.

(Total: 11 pieces)

Choice 1879-CC Dollar

Large CC Over Small CC

534 1879-CC/CC MS-64 (PCGS). Certified as Capped Die (old

term, predecessor to the modern Large CC Over Small CC).

A well struck and very attractive example of this well known
rarity, the most elusive of all Morgan dollars during the early

range of Carson City operations, 1878 to 1885.

Among those that have been certified by PCGS only

seven coins have earned a higher grade, and only by a point.

However, at the MS-64 level as here there have been quite a

few. The demand for Morgan dollars is never-ending, and

were thousands of them released on the market today, they

would all be gone within a week. This is one variety that

draws extensive and enthusiastic bidding participation.

PCGS #007088

Desirable 1879-CC/CC Dollar

535 1879-CC/CC MS-64 (PCGS). A frosty example of this highly

desirable variety. Partially brilliant surfaces exhibit blushes

of intermingled gray and gold. Close examination reveals

a faint line on Liberty's cheek. The strike is a tad soft above
Liberty's ear, but sharp in virtually all other areas.

PCGS #007088

536 1879-CC Extremely Fine-40. Pleasing for the grade with some
lustre in the fields and the coin is an even white color with

a hint of gray. No surface problems or scratches distract.

Always in strong demand for this elusive date.

PCGS #007086

102 Slav
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Superb Gem 1879-S DMPL Si

3rd Reverse

None Finer Graded by I’CGS

I 537 1879-S 3rd Reverse. MS-67 DMPL (PCGS). A lovely coin struck from dies polished to a high degree of mirror quality in the shop

of the San Francisco Mint. The devices are bold and well frosted and the eye appeal is very nice overall. While early S-Mint Morgan

dollars are generally thought of as common, and often seen with prooflike surfaces, the 1879-S at this grade level is very rare. Only

seven pieces have been assigned this grade by PCGS, with none finer, and on the rare occasions that these are offered they have

generated five-figure selling prices. An important offering for the DMPL dollar specialist. Rare, beautiful, and desirable.

t’CGS Population: 7; none finer within the designation.

PCGS #097093

: 538 Morgan dollars: 1879-S, 1880-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.

The 1879-S is virtually Superb, the 1880-S is prooflike with a

trace of edge roughness at 10:00; 1879-S, 1898-0 Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. This second 1879-S of the lot is stark white, the

New Orleans 1898 shows deeper gleaming silver. (Total: 4

pieces)

' 539 Morgan dollars: 1879-S, 1880-S (2) Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. Varying intensities of gleaming silver lustre

distinguish these high quality examples; 1881-0, 1881-S,

1882 Verv Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Softly glowing silver

distinguishes the 1881-0 and 1881-S, while the 1882 is frosW.

(Total: 6 pieces)

540 Morgan dollars: 1879-S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Frostv and white, with strong lustre. A recut mintmark to

the right; 1881 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. White;

1881-SVer\'Choicc Brilliant Uncirculated. Bright and lustrous

and one of the most common dates in this series. (Total: 3

pieces)

541 Group of Morgan dollars: ^ 1879-S 3rd Reverse. (16). Aver-

age grade MS-62 to MS-6.5. All are lustrous with a few dis-

playing attractive iridescent toning A 1884-0 (19). Average

grade M^ 62 to MS-64. All are lustrous and attractive with

the end pieces attractively toned. (Total: 35 pieces)

2x photo

Appealing Gem Proof 1880 Morgan $1

542 1880 Proof-67 (NGC). An impressive gem with frosW mo-

tifs and mirror fields that exhibit a wealth of bright electric

blue, delightful sea green, peach, rose, and gold. The cameo

contrast is excellent, though the holder makes no note: the

delightful toning tends to obscure the contrast. Regarding

Proofs of this date, the Bowers' reference notes: "The majorih

of coins have been cleaned (so, what else is new? ). In case you

wonder, this is why pristine, lightly toned, beautiful spea-

mens from old-time collections trample price record- m the

dust." Whether the present beautv does just that RTnain- !• K
seen, but one thing is certain— it certainlv is a andid-^tc

I’CGS #00731.

S
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Pair of 1880 Cameo Proof Dollars

Morgan and Trade Dollar Duo

545 1880 MS-65 (PCGS). Rich electric blue surrounds pale peach

iridescence on the obverse, while the reverse is largely bril-

liant at the center with concentric halos working outward of

vibrant peach, violet, and neon blue.

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #007096

546 1880/79-CC Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Wonderfully frosty

silver-white surfaces show scattered obverse bagmarks of

little importance.

PCGS #007108

Pair of NGC-certified Proof Cameo dollars, housed in the

new two-coin NGC holder: Morgan dollar. Proof-65 CAM-
EO. Frosty motifs and mirror fields with pale champagne
toning Trade dollar. Proof-64 CAMEO. Largely brilliant

with frosted motifs and mirrored fields. (Total: 2 pieces)

1880 MS-65 (PCGS). Broadly sweeping lustre on largely

brilliant surfaces.

PCGS #007096

544

543

547 1880-CC 8 over high 7. 3rd Reverse. MS-65 (PCGS). Well

struck, brilliant, and with satiny lustre.

PCGS #007102

548 1880-CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Well struck with

prooflike fields which magnify the medium amount of field

abrasion that is present. Good lustre gives this coin a very

attractive appearance.

PCGS #007104

549 1880-CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Lovely surfaces

that are frosty in nature and mainly untoned. The strike is

excellent which further adds to the eye appeal of this coin.

The 8/7 variety with the lower part of the '7' visible under

the second '8'. Mounted in a GSA holder.

PCGS #007104

550 Morgan dollars: 1880/79-CC Rev. of '79. Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. A whisper of clear gold flavors silver-white

surfaces, the cheek shows a superficial abrasion; 1881-

CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Pure silver-white mint

frost dominates both sides of a meticulous strike. (Total: 2

pieces)

551 1880-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Frosty silver

and subtly glowing gold join in this charming example show-

ing two raised lines curving through the date.

PCGS #007100

552 1880-0 MS-64 (PCGS). Light gold, gray, and iridescent blue

toning over lustrous surfaces. While the 1880-0 is readily

available in lower grades, only a few have been graded higher

than MS-64. Accordingly, it would seem that this coin and
grade would be just right for the vast majoritv of buvers.

PCGS #007114

553 Morgan dollars: 1880-0 Brilliant Uncirculated. This bright

white example is bathed in frostv mint lusta\ A few rim

disturbances are all that prevent this coin from attaining a

higher grade; 1904 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, or better.

This lustrous coin displays virtuallv mark-fav surfaces. The
color is mostly golden gray with a crescent of dcvp russet

toning at the lower left ob\ erse and at the adjacent aa'a of

the reverse. ( Total: 2 pieces)

SW'104
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554

555

556

557

558

1880-S MS-65 DMPL (PCGS). Brilliant and deeply mirror-

like. A very beautiful DMPL coin, with eye appeal nicer than

usually seen at the MS-65 level.

PCGS #097119

Morgan dollars; 1880-S, 1886 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. The

first coin boasts dazzling cartwheel reflectivity; the second

is slightly more subdued. PCGS MS65; 1880-S Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated; 1886 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Both

coins present wonderfully smooth cheeks and assertive cart-

wheel beauty. PCGS MS65, PCGS MS64. (Total: 4 pieces)

1880-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65, and quite lovely with

semi-prooflikc fields and frosted devices. The strike is full

and the coin retains great mint lustre which adds further to

the eye appeal.

PCGS #007118

Morgan dollars: 1880-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. White

and attractive; 1887 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Another

white coin with strong lustre. A clean pair. (Total: 2 pieces)

Group of Morgan and Peace dollars grading MS-64 (PCGS):

1880-S Lustrous with rich peach, gold, violet, and sea green

on the obverse; reverse with just a whisper of delicate ton-

ing 1883. Frosty olive-gray with rose, yellow, and orange

highlights on both surfaces 1883-0. Lustrous with golden

toning at the obverse periphery; reverse with rich rose, violet,

and sea green 1885-0. Lustrous with a crescent of rainbow

toning on the obverse; reverse with a small crescent of rich

blue-green and gold 1889. Satiny lustre with rich golden

and blue at the periphery; reverse with iridescent sea green,

magenta, and rose 1898-0. Lustrous with pale rose at the

obverse periphery; reverse displays rich steel blue and lilac

1902-0. Lustrous with rich golden red with a splash of

iridescent blue at the obverse periphery; reverse rich lilac,

rose, and steel blue 1923. Lustrous with soft iridescent

rainbow highlights on both surfaces 1924. Lustrous with

yellow, sea green, blue-green, and rose on the obverse; reverse

with mottled rose, gold, and blue-green at the periphery

1925. Deep rich golden gray, green-blue, and rose over both

surfaces. (Total: 10 pieces)

559 Roll of 1880-S silver dollars: Very Choice Brilliant Liu ip u-

lated. Sparkling surfaces that are well struck and devoid of

any major marks. A well above average roll that should

thoroughly inspected for maximum numismatic satisfatlion.

(Total: 1 roll, 20 pieces)

560 Two rolls of silver dollars: 1880-S Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Exciting mint lustre over boldly struck surfaces. There

is some reflectivity pmsent which further enhances this roll's

appeal; 1886 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Lovely toned

end coin at the bottom of the roll while the top coin shows

light gold. Well struck and very attractive. (Total; 2 rolls, 40

pieces)

561 Two rolls of silver dollars; 1880-S Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Wonderful cartwheel lustre over well struck surfaces.

A minimum of marks is seen giv'ing this roll excellent eye ap-

peal; 1886 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated with some a bit finer.

A very well struck roll that has marvelous mint lustre and is

devoid of most major marks. (Total: 2 rolls, 40 pieces)

562 Two rolls of silver dollars: 1880-S Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. An excellent roll with each coin exhibiting attractive

reflective surfaces with very little bagmarks; 1899-0 Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. A decent roll with the coins showing

a medium strike and mostly untoned satiny surfaces. Some
scattered marks are seen. (Total: 2 rolls, 40 pieces)

563 Two rolls of silver dollars: 1880-S Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Another sparkling roll that has very good eye appeal

and the coins show a strong strike; 1899-0 Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. A respectable roll that shows some moderate

bagmarking. Satiny with almost no toning. (Total: 2 rolls, 40

pieces)
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Gem Cameo Proof 1881 Morgan $1

564 1881 Proof-67 (NGC). A sparkling gem cameo Proof Morgan dollar, a delightful coin with heavily frosted central devices, especially
in Miss Liberty s tresses, and on the reverse eagle and other design elements. Largely brilliant with warm champagne toning, espe-
cially at the rims. Fewer than a half dozen cameo Proofs of this date have been certified finer than the present beauty by NGC. Easily
worthy of the assigned grade.

NGC Census: 11; 5 finer within the designation (all Proof-68 CAM).
PCGS #087316

Gem Proof 1881 Morgan $1

565 1881 Proof-67 (PCGS). Mint brilliance at the center of Liberty's tresses expands outward through shades of peach rose and electric
blue, while the reverse is a study m concentricity, with violet, electric blue, gold, and rich rose dominating. Among the’ seven tineM
Prouts of the date certified by PCGS. All told, a Proof Morgan dollar from the early vears of the serie.s, a coin \vith glamorous toning
highlights and impressive eye appeal.

I’< ! iS I’lipiil.ition: S; 2 finer within thi- desjgn.ition (bnlh IVont-SK)

I rotti the If 'j e ollirtioii.
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Richly Toned Gem Proof 1881 Morgan $1

2x photo

j

|566 1881 Proof-67 (NGC). A burst of mint brilliance at the center of the obverse expands outward through deep violet and electric blue,

with a touch of rose and peach here and there. The reverse is a study in electric blue and deep violet. From a Proof mintage for the

date of 984 pieces. An attractive gem for those who appreciate richly toned 19th-century silver coins.

PCGS #007316

1

j567 1881 Proof-63 (NGC). A richly toned Proof of the date with

lightly frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields. Deep

shades of gold, violet, and electric blue adorn both sides.

PCGS #007316

568 Morgan dollars; 1881 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated, with lovely

deep blue, russet and green toning over vibrant lustre; 1883-

CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, with matching deep blue,

russet and green toning. A stellar pair that any collector will

love. (Total: 2 pieces)

569 1 881 -CC M S-65 (PCGS). Brilliant with a halo of light golden

toning around the rims. A splendid example of this popular

issue.

PCGS « 0071 26

570 1H81-CC C»em Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Shimmering silver-

white fields contrast beautifully with gleaming peripheral

gold for bold overall eye appeal.

pi (,S *007126

571 Pair of certified Morgan dollars: 1881-CC MS-64 (NGC).

Lustrous with golden hues at the peripheries 1884-CC

MS-65 (ANACS). Satiny lustre with golden toning at the

peripheries. (Total: 2 pieces)

572 1881-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Frosty sur-

faces that are quite lustrous. There are a few light marks but

none too serious. A real flashy coin that should please most

collectors.

PCGS #007126

573 1881-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Boldly struck

with subtle obverse gold contrasting with a silver-white

reverse.

PCGS #007126

574 1881-CC MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty and lustrous with a nuance

of faint gold on both sides. An attractive coin for the grade.

Housed in old-style PCGS frameless holder.

PCGS #007126

575 1881-CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. This coin's lustrous

silver obverse is balanced by clear gold on the reverse.

PCGS #007126

576 1881-CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Frost)- and lus-

trous, with excellent fields and surfaces. One thin line on

LiberU^'s cheek limits the grade. Sharp.

PCGS #007126

577 Pair of GSA Morgan dollars: 1881-C't MS-61 Bnlliant

and lustrous with lightlv fntsted motifs lK,sS-i t MS-^'*

Lustrous with nearly full mint brilliance save tor a -p!^ h

delicate golden toning on the revorM’ B«Mh w ifh or. gin 'I L, -

of issue. (Total: 2 piiws)

( K s
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578

Morgan dollars: 1881-CC About Good; 1893-CC Very Good.
Both coins show their share of honest wear, the first is deeply
toned around the devices; the second was cleaned years ago.

(Total: 2 pieces)

579 1881-S MS-66 (PCGS). Vivid toning on highly lustrous,

prooflike surfaces. The obverse is alive with rich gold, peach,

violet, and blue, while the reverse is a study in deep violet

and electric blue.

¥rom the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #007130

580 Pair of Morgan dollars grading MS-66 (PCGS): 1881-

S. Lustrous with bright iridescent rainbow toning on the

obverse; reverse with just a whisper of gold at the rim
1885-0. Lustrous iridescent rose, gold, and blue-green on
both surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

581 1881-S MS-64^ (NGC). Vivid rainbow toning graces both
sides of this satiny, highly lustrous Morgan dollar. A beauty
that should be seen to be appreciated.

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #007130

582 Two rolls of silver dollars: 1881-S Very Choice Brilliant Un-
circulated. Fully lustrous with semi-reflective surfaces. A
great strike further defines this lovely roll that has the end
coins showing some light gold toning; 1922 Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. An attractive original roll with the end coins

exhibiting some light russet and gold toning. Decent lustre

and better than average surfaces give these coins wonderful
eye appeal. (Total: 2 rolls, 40 pieces)

583 Morgan dollars: 1881-S, 1884, 1921 Morgan. Very Choice
Brilliant Uncirculated. The first and last display a haze of

pleasing gold, the .second coin is frosty silver; 1883-0, 1886

Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1887 Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. The-O Mint shows a whisper of gold, the 1886

and 1887 companions are gleaming silver. (Total: 6 pieces)

584 Selection of New Orleans Morgan dollars, average grade

MS-60 to MS-63: 1881-S (3) 1882-0 (5) 1883-0 (7)

1888-0 1898-0 (4) 1899-0 (12) 1904-0 (8). All are

lustrous and attractive. Some are brilliant, some satiny, some
semi-prooflike, and a few display lovely toning. (Total: 40

pieces)

585 Morgan dollars: 1882 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Stark

white fields and devices and a vigorous strike combine for

tremendous overall visual appeal. PCGS MS65; 1888 Gem
Brilliant Uncirculated. Brightest cartwheel centers contrast

with pleasing old-gold at the peripheries. NGC MS65. (Total:

2 pieces)

586 Morgan dollars: 1882 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A totally

white coin which has a typical strong strike but better sur-

faces than most. Liberty's cheek is clean; 1889 Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. Frosty and bright save for a blush of haze near

the rims. The surfaces lack the usual bagmarks making this

a solid coin for the collector. (Total: 2 pieces)

587 1882-CC MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty gem with strong lustre and
just a pale hint of champagne iridescence. A pleasing Carson
City Mint dollar.

PCGS #007134

588 1882-CC Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Gloriously prooflike

glitter and boldest strike yield maximum visual appeal.
PCGS #007134

589 1882-CC Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Subtle clear gold
accentuates the beauty of smooth silver.

PCGS #007134

590 Morgan dollars: 1882-CC (2) Very Choice Brilliant Uncir-
culated. A wealth of cartwheel silver lustre shines through
understated pale gold on both coins. (Total: 2 pieces)

591 Morgan dollars: 1882-CC, 1883-CC Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. A handsome pair with wonderful mint frost

and sharp strike. No serious marks to negate the excellent
eye appeal of these coins that were struck at this popular
western mint. (Total: 2 pieces)

592 1882-CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Prootlike fields
add to the appeal, with well frosted devices producing
contrast. A few nicks on Libertv's jaw, but pleasing overall.

PCGS #007134
^

D9
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5‘>3 Morj;an dollars: 1882-CC CiSA Holders (3). Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. Nicely matched examples boast silver-white

cartwheel lustre with moderate obverse bagmarks. (Total: 3

pieces)

3*^4 Group of Mint Stale Morgan dollars: 1882-CC MS-62.

Delicate silver gray w'ith splashes of golden toning on both

surfaces 1887-S MS-63. Silver gray with rose-gray and rich

blue iridescence at the devices 1890-S MS-62. Mixture of

rose, gold, and gray over both surfaces 1891-S (2). MS-62.

Lustrous; MS-61. Mixture of orange-brown and golden at

the devices 1897-S MS-63. Satiny lustre with a toning spot

noted on both obverse and reverse 1903 MS-62. Splashes

of mottled olive-gray over both surfaces. (Total: 7 pieces)

595 Morgan dollars: 1882-CC GSA Holders (3). Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Pleasing silver-white coins offer uniform silver-white

mint frost, moderate obverse bagging. The last holder is

severely cracked. (Total: 3 pieces)

596 Morgan dollars: 1882-0, 1884, 1888-0 Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. Each coin displays pleasing silver edged in

light gold at the rims; 1882-0, 1888 (2) Choice Brilliant Uncir-

culated. Each of these last three coins is decidedly prooflike

to give them added visual appeal. (Total: 6 pieces)

597 1882-S MS-65^ (NGC). Rich electric violet, purple, sea gavn,

and blue grace the obverse, while the reverse ranges from

pale to deep champagne.

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #007140

598 Morgan dollars: 1882-S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Bright and untoned; 1883 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated,

lustrous and bright; 1886 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated,

vibrant cartwheel lustre; 1888 Very Choice Brilliant Uncir-

culated, sparkling and bright; 1888-0 Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated, pleasing for the grade, and bright; and 1897

Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, a few minor scuffs from

Gem, lustrous; 1898 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, white;

1898-0 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, lustrous; 1899-0

Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, frosty and bright; 19(K1

Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, another bright satiny coin;

1 900-0 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, lustrous and 1 901 -O

Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated, a little haze over lustre. All

coins in this lot are mostly white. (Total: 12 pieces)

Attractive Gem Proof 1883 Morgan Dollar

2x photo

599 1883 Proof-67 (NGC). A sharply struck gem Pnmf of the date, a pretty coin with rich toning highlights of dwp sea green, gold \ let

and peach on the obverse, while the reverse' consists of heavy cameo contrast overlaid with bright [X'ach and gold A lowh :

all resp(*cts, definitely a PrcHif Morgan dollar worthy of the assigned grade.

\.i A ( n, 1 6rKT wilhin lb<’ designation d’niof-^i

; ,s #(*17^1 K
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600

Morgan dollars; 1883, 1884 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.

Lovely cartwheel lustre and absence of distracting marks
define this gleaming duo. PCGS MS65. (Total; 2 pieces)

Gem Uncirculated 1883-CC $1

Vivid Obverse Toning

601 1883-CC MS-67 (PCGS). A satiny, highly lustrous gem,
somewhat reflective in the fields, especially on the reverse.

The obverse exhibits a rich crescent of deep crimson, gold,

and electric blue on the obverse, the other half of the obverse

is pale champagne. The reverse is largely brilliant with a

dusting of deep golden toning at the left rim. Nicely struck

and gem quality all the way.
Faint but noticeable repunching at the date numerals.

PCGS #007144

602 1883-CC Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Cartwheel silver

drenches both sides of this near-Superb Carson City strike.

PCGS #007144

603 1883-CC Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. A hint of pale gold

intensifies to a swathe of clear russet on the obverse.
PCGS #007144

604 1883-CC Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Crystalline silver

frost gives this coin its pure silver-white appeal.
PCGS #007144

605 1883-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Smooth
surfaces with a trace of light toning. Well struck with great

lustre. GSA holder.

PCGS #007144

606 Morgan dollars; 1883-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Magnificent mirror prooflike fields flash mightily under a

faint golden haze; 1884-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Boldly prooflike fields highlight the fully frosty reliefs

for assertive visual quality. (Total; 2 pieces)

607 Original roll of 1883-0 Morgan dollars, average grade
MS-60 to MS-63. All are lustrous and attractive with a few
displaying splashes of delicate toning. The two end pieces

are deeply and attractively toned bluish green and lilac-gray.

(Total; 20 pieces)

608 1883-S MS-64 (NGC). Lustrous and somewhat prooflike,

with modest cameo contrast and pale golden highlights on

both sides. An elusive date in choice Mint State or finer, an

issue that never fails to see strong bidding activity when fine

specimens such as the present coin are offered.

PCGS #007148

609 1883-S About Uncirculated-55. On the cusp of full Mint State.

Deep iridescent color over semi-reflective surfaces. The strike

is strong and the only detriment is a small shallow scratch

near the eye. Closer inspection is warranted.
PCGS #007148

610 Morgan dollars; 1883-S About Uncirculated, with bright

surfaces and minor nicks from circulation; 1884-S About
Uncirculated, some lustre in the fields and the ever-present

light wear for this date; 1885-S Extremely Fine, untoned with
minimal handling marks and lustre remaining. A nice trio

of elusive dates. (Total; 3 pieces)

Exemplary Gem 1884 Morgan $1

611 1884 MS-67 (NGC). A satiny gem. The virtually impeccable
surfaces display rich cartwheel lustre and a nuance of faint

rose. Sharp and appealing.
PCGS #007150

612 Morgan dollars; 1884-0, 1887Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. The
first displays clear gold toning, the companion displavs the

brightest silver. PCGS MS65; 1884-0, 1904-0 Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. The 1884-0 is bright flashing silver, the 1904-0
shows somewhat hazy diffused gold. NGC MS65. (Total; 2

pieces)
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Sparkling Gem 1884-CC Morgan $1

613 1884-CC MS-67 (PCGS). A pleasing gem with sparkling

cartwheel lustre and a whisper of faint champagne on both

sides. Sharply struck with strong central details on both

sides. Fewer than a half dozen examples of the date have

I been certified finer by PCGS.
PCGS Population: 53; 4 finer within the designation (all MS-68).

From the NFL Set.

I

PCGS #007152

614 1884-CC Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. A vibrant white coin

that is bathed in thick frost on the devices which are seduc-

tively offset by the mirror fields. Excellent surfaces and eye

appeal in every way.

F’CGS #007152

615 1884-CC Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. This delightful high-

grade example exhibits the deepest silver frost and smoothest

cheek that might be wished for and is refreshingly free of

distracting marks. GSA holder.

PCGS #007152

1 616 1884-CC Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. This stark silver-

white strike boasts the most frosty mint lustre and is only a

tic or two from firm claims to a higher grade. GSA holder.

PCGS #007152

617 1884-CC Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Blazing white mint

lustre throughout with frosted devices. Clean surfaces al-

though a hint of roller marks are present on the high points

of Liberty.

PCGS #007152

618 1884-CC Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Glittering full cart-

wheel silver on the obverse joins a pale rose-gold reverse for

bold appeal.

PCGS #007152

619 1884-CC Gem Brilliant Uncircutated-65. Frosty silver is high-

lighted by a vivid blue and russet obverse peripheral arc.

[•CGS #007152

620 1 884-CC Very' Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. 1884-CC GSA
Holders (2). Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The first

' coin approaches Gem with its nearly mark-free obverse, the

companion show's light reeding marks. (Total: 2 pieces)

PC CkS 2007152

621 1 884-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. On the cusp of

the Ck*m category. Flashing fields and meticulously detailed

devices glow w'ith lustm and faintest golden toning.

PCGS *007152

622 1884-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-M, appr(*achmg

the Gem category. Rich mint frost is lav ished over a meticu

lous strike to create exceptional eye appeal.

IX-GS #007152

623 1884-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. 1884-CC GSA
Holders (2). Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Both coins

show some superficial obverse tics, cartwheel lustre gives

vivid visual quality. (Total: 2 pieces)

PCGS #007152

624 1884-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. 1 884-CC GSA
Holders (2). Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Full silver-

white mint frost dominates both, obverse marks are discover-

able but relatively inconsequential. (Total: 2 pieces)

PCGS #007152

625 1884-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. 1884-CC

GSA Holders (2). Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Rich

and deep silver mint frost and some obverse* bagging define

both of these near-Gem examples of a popular Carson City

date. (Total: 2 pieces)

PCGS #007152

626 1884-CC GSA. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Frosty lus-

trous surfaces. One of the more affordable items from one of

the greatest collections ever formed in America.

Accompanied by original black box of issue.

From the Norweh Collection.

PCGS #007152

627 1884-CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. 1884-CC GSA
Holders (3). Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. All coins boast

formidable mint lustre with a complement of bagmarks

almost wholly confined to the obverses. (Total: 3 pieces)

PCGS #007152

628 Morgan dollars: 1884-CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. At-

tractive mint lustre over surfaces that have some moderate

contact marks; 1892-0 Brilliant Uncirculated, perhaps a bit

better. Medium golden toning over softly struck surfaces. A
slightly scarcer date to find. (Total: 2 pieces)

629 Morgan dollars: 1884-CC GSA Holders (3). Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. Gleaming silver lustre defines all three coins,

bagmarks on the cheeks are equally distributed. (Total: 3

pieces)

630 Morgan dollars: 1884-CC GSA Holders (3). Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. Silver lustre and moderately bagmarked ob-

verses characterize this pleasing frosty trio. (Total: 3 pieces)

631 Morgan dollars: 1884-CC GSA Holder. Brilliant Uncirculated.

This frostv' silver-white coin show's a bold strike and notable

obverse bag abrasion; 1886 GSA Holder. Choice Brilliant Un-

circulated. Full frosty lustre results in rich cartwheel reflectiv-

ity with the obverse show'ing some tiny scattered bagmarkv.

This pleasing coin is one of about two dozen Morgan dollar*'

in GSA holders that do NOT bear the CC mintmark! (Total:

2 pieces)

632 Two rolls of Morgan dollars, average grade MS-61 to MS-h3:

•Cr 1884-0 ^ 1885-0. Mainlv brilliant, though the end puvt"

tend to be colorfully toned. A nice mix of grade- in t a h roll

(Total: 40 pieces)
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633 1884-S MS-62 (PCGS). On the cusp of fully Choice. Splendid

flashing lustre imparts the richest prooflike gleam to this

magnificent example of a San Francisco date that has long
been recognized as virtually non-collectible in higher Mint
State grades.

PCGS #007156

634 1885 MS-66 (PCGS). A vivid array of fiery peach, carmine,

purple, and electric blue adorns the obverse, offset by a large-

ly brilliant reverse with just a dash of gold at UNITED.
From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #007158

635 1885 MS-65 (PCGS). Bright electric blue on the obverse with

peripheral hints of deep violet and fiery peach, with a reverse

that is basically bright with pale champagne.
From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #007158

636 Morgan dollars: 1885 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Reddish brown color with a hint of blue iridescence. Well

struck and attractive; 1886 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Exceptional iridescent gold, blue and rose toning blend to

give this coin marvelous eye appeal; 1889 (2). Very Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. Marvelous original mint color in

shades of blue, gold and russet gives these wonderfully

matched coins their exceptional eye appeal. Close inspection

is suggested. (Total: 4 pieces)

637 1885-CC MS-65 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous, an engaging

gem Morgan dollar.

p( ( ,s #(K)7IH)

638 1885-CC MS-64 (PCGS). Somewhat prooflike in appearance

with frosty motifs and mirror fields. Warm violet, electric

blue and rose glances across the lustrous surfaces on both

sides.

PCGS #007160

639 1885-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Close to the

Gem category. Clear rose gold is wispy on the obverse, bolder

on the reverse.

PCGS #007160

640 1885-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. A few scuffs

from a Gem grade, but ample lustre and clean surfaces. White
in color save for a touch of haze.

PCGS #007160

641 1885-CC MS-63 DMPL (PCGS). Erosty motifs and mirror

fields with strong lustre and lovely cameo contrast.

PCGS #097161

642 1885-CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Wonderful proof-

like glitter fills the smooth fields, in contrast to frosty and
well detailed reliefs.

PCGS #007160

643 1885-CC Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. A well preserved
example that has decent lustre and a generous strike. There
are no major contact marks to devalue this coin's eye appeal.

A scarce coin from this popular western mint.
PCGS #007160

644 1885-0 MS-67 (NGC). A satiny gem with bold lustre and a

nuance of faint golden toning. An otherwise common date
in an uncommon grade.

PCGS #007162

645 Morgan dollars: 1885-0, 1898-0 Gem Brilliant Uncirculatixl.

Both coins boast the richest silver-white cartwluvl lusta' and
exemplary strikes. PCGS MS65; 1902 Gem Brilliant Uncircu-
lated. Delighttully unitorm light sih er frost laves both side^'

of this thoroughly pleasing example. PCGS MSn5. (Total: 3
pieces)

S t vv •
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646 1885-S MS-65 (PCGS). Rich peach and rose toning graces

both sides of this lustrous and satiny gem Morgan dollar.

PCGS #007164

647 1886MS-65^ (NGC). A satiny, lustrous gem with impressive

array of violet, blue, peach, and sea green on the obverse,

countered by a fully brilliant reverse.

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #007166

651 Morgan dollars: 1886 (12) Ver\' Choice Brilliant Uncirculated

A well struck group that has some of the coins exhibiting light

golden toning while the rest are satiny with excellent mint

lustre. Another well above average grouping that should bc^

closely viewed for maximum numismatic satisfaction. (Total:

12 pieces)

652 Roll of 1886 silver dollars: Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Sensational surfaces with many examples approaching the

Gem category. The end coins are attractively toned adding

further to this roll's appeal. (Total: 1 roll, 20 pieces)

653 1886-0 MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty and lustrous with a nuance of

medium champagne toning on both sides. While over 10 mil-

lion examples of the date were struck, much of that mintage

went into circulation in New Orleans and the surrounding

environs, with very few examples saved for numismatic

purposes. Today, this date becomes a notable rarity at MS-63

or finer, though it is very common in lower grades.

PCGS #007168

648 1886 MS-64^ (NGC). A richly toned specimen with fier\'

peach, gold, violet, indigo, and electric blue on the reverse,

the obverse a study in mint brilliance with a nuance of faint

champagne at the rim; this coin is placed reverse side up in

the holder to exhibit the incredible, colorful array.

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #007166

649 Morgan dollars: 1886 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated,

a splendid Cameo prooflike example of the most exquisite

quality boasting exceptional visual appeal; 1887 Very Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. Prooflike fields reflect tawny russet-

gold bordering the reflective fields. (Total: 2 pieces)

650 Morgan dollars: 1886 (8) Very' Choice Brilliant Uncirculated

to Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A few with iridescent rainbow

toning while the others are lustrous with some golden toning.

Well stnick and well above average for what is normally seen

in a group lot. Close inspc’ction is strongly advised. (Total: 8

pieces;

654 Morgan dollars: 1 886-0 Choice Extremely Fine. Hints of lustre

remain in the protected areas; 1897-0 About Uncirculated,

but cleaned at one time, with minor resulting hairlines; 1904-

S Extremely Fine, nice surfaces for a gently circulated coin.

(Total: 3 pieces)

655 1886-S/S MS-65 (PCGS). Mottled light gray toning over

slightly mirrorlike surfaces. The double punched S mintmark

is readily visible under low magnification.

PCGS #042790
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656 1887 MS-67 (NGC). A frosty, lustrous gem with a whisper of

faint champagne on the obverse and a crescent of deep gold

and electric blue at the left rim on the reverse.

PCGS #007172

657 Morgan dollars: 1887, 1903 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Pleas-

ing assertive silver gleam enriches both of these well-struck

coins. PCGS MS65; 1889, 1900-0 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.

Glowing silver contrasts with varied intensities of peripheral

gold. NGC MS65. (Total: 4 pieces)

658 Roll of 1887 Morgan dollars grading MS-62 to MS-64. All

are lustrous with nearly all brilliant, save for the end pieces

which tend to be colorfully toned. (Total: 20 pieces)

Popular 1887/6-0 Overdate $1

coin should be closely viewed as it will favor fhose who take

the time to do so.

PCGS #007176

662 1887-0 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64, with claims

to the Gem category. Wonderfully bright and powerfully

reflective fields and crisply defined devices join to give this

coin its indisputable quality.

PCGS #007176

663 1887-S MS-65 (PCGS). Satisfying cartwheel flash gleams

through a wealth of clear glowing gold in the smooth fields

and bold reliefs, the S mintmark is exceptionally bold and
clear for added attracfion. Here is a San Francisco date that

did not flood the market in the great liquidation of the Trea-

sury hoard.

PCGS #007180

659 1887/6-0 MS-64 (PCGS). Pale champagne surfaces display

strong lustre on both sides, while the obverse displays some
deeper golden toning above Miss Liberty's portrait. Far scarcer

in high grades than its Philadelphia Mint counterpart. A nice

opportunity for a quality-conscious Morgan collector.

PCGS #007178

660 1887-0 MS-65 (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem with rich,

ebullient cartwheels and pale golden toning on both sides.

I’Ct.S«007176

661 1887-0 MS-64 (PCCiS). Lovely mint bloom with giilden ton-

ing about the rim. The strike is average for this New Orleans

Mint product,, but the overall appearance is exceptional. This

664 Morgan dollars: 1887-S Brilliant Uncirculated. White and
lustrous, with moderate handling marks; 1890-S Choice
Brilliant Uncirculated. Lustrous and sharp. 1891-S Brilliant

Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Frosty and bright white. A nice

trio. (Total: 3 pieces)

665 1888-0 AU-50 (SEGS). VAM-4, "Hot Lips" variety. A me-
dium golden gray specimen with plenty of lustre in the

recessed areas. The popular variety with distinct doubling
at Liberty's mouth.

PCGS #007184

666 Morgan dollars: 1888-S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Bathed in thick mint frost and attractive for the grade with
minimal abrasions from bag handling. A scarce date this well

preserved; 1889-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. A sharply
impressed, clean example that remains untoned other than
light cloudiness on the lower obverse. (Total: 2 pieces)

Gem Cameo Proof 1889 Morgan $1

667 1889 Proof-65 CAMEO (NGC). Frostv motifs and mirnv
fields display rich silver gray highlight.s, while d«.vp halos
lit carmine and electric blue gather at the rims. L^ne of Sll
Proofs ot the date produced.

Pl 'l.S #087.124

1
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673 1889-0 MS-65 (NGC). Largely brilliant and highly lustrous

with a whisper of faint champagne on both sides. Nicely

struck for the date, and laden with eye appeal.

PCGS #007192

Superb Gem 1889-S Dollar

Only One Finer by PCGS

A LMIU R

Choice Cameo Proof 1889 Morgan $1 Popular 1889-CC Morgan $1 Rarity

669 1889-CC AU-55 (PCGS). Here is a thoroughly attractive

example of the most elusive Morgan dollars struck by this

western branch mint. Glowing lustre outlines the sharply

defined reliefs and such wear as is present must be called

minimal. Here is a Carson City date that was apparently

released into circulation during the 19th century, leaving few

in the U.S. Treasury hoard for 20th-century collectors.

PCGS #007190

Key 1889-CC Dollar

668 1889 Proof-64 CAM (PCGS). A splash of mint brilliance at

the obverse center gives way to violet and bright electric

blue, while the reverse center shows warm champagne and

peach highlights encircled by rich electric blue. An old, faint

diagonal contact mark in the eagle's lower breast feathers is

perhaps the only reason for the assigned grade. A pleasing

coin for the assigned grade, a lovely piece with frosty mo-

tifs and deeply mirrored fields. The Bowers' Morgan dollar

reference notes "average strike, usually flat at centers" for

Proofs of this date, though the present specimen is a definite

exception to that rule of thumb.
PCGS #087324

672

1889-

CC Net EF-45; sharpness of AU-55, harshly cleaned long

ago but nicely retoning in golden hues.

PCGS #007190

Half dozen Morgan dollars: 1889-CC F-12. Rim nick

1890-

CC VG-8 1892-CC VG-10 1892-S VF-35 1894-0

VG-10 1895-0 VG-10. No serious marks of consequence

for the assigned grades. (Total: 6 pieces)

Frosty Gem 1889-0 Morgan $1

670 1889-CC AU-55 (NGC). This piece retains much original lus-

tre, ha-, attractive silver surfaces with a halo of gold around

the rim, and is very desirable at the assigned grade.

I-*
i.s 1007190

674 1889-S MS-66 (PCGS). Ver\’ near to the top of the PC* iS

roster, this 1889-S joins others in what is the highest madilv

collectible grade for this p<ipular San Franasco issue Bril-

liant, well struck, and with excellent eye appeal

PCGS #007194
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675 1889-S MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny gem with broadly sweeping
lustre. Attractiv^e shades of violet play at the rims on both
sides. Nicely struck for the date.

PCGS #007194

676 1889-S MS-64 (NGC). Highly lustrous with fully brilliant

surfaces. An attractive coin for the grade.
PCGS #007194

677 Group of 1889-S Morgan dollars, average grade MS-62 to

MS-63. All are lustrous with one displaying rich mottled
gray and sunset orange toning on both surfaces and one with
splashes of delicate mottled golden toning on the obverse.

(Total: 9 pieces)

678 1890 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64, with claims to

the Gem category. Light lemon gold about the rim with the

central portion sparkling with lustre. Well struck and very
attractive for the grade.

PCGS #007196

679 Morgan dollars: 1890 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Attrac-

tive iridescent blue and gold over decent surfaces. The strike

is a bit weak at the ear and the eagle's breast; 1898-0 Very
Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Deep russet toning over well

struck surfaces. No major marks to detract from the beauty
of this coin; 1891 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Marvelous
color and a decent strike give this coin excellent eye appeal.

A few light lines are all that keep this coin out of a much
higher grade. (Total: 3 pieces)

680 1890-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64, on the

threshold of full Gem. This flashing coin represents a very
high grade for this notoriously scarce Carson City date. Deep
frosty silver contrasts delightfully with rich tawny rose-gold

toning that hugs the obverse rim but shows notably greater

intensity on the boldly cartwheel-gleaming reverse.
PCGS #007198

681 1890-CC MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant with scattered contact

marks mostly visible on the obverse. Light golden toning

around the rims.

PCGS #007198

682 1890-CC Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Moderate obverse abra-

sion is magnified by the reflective fields. The reverse is very
close to the Choice category. The strike is good, although
not complete. A respectable example of this Gay Nineties

i.ssue.

PC GS «(X)719H

683 1890-CC Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Frosty with gcnid lustre

and a hint of gold toning starting to form.
P( > «(X)7198

684 1890-S MS-66 (PCGS). Sparkling cartwheel lustre fairly

explodes on the satiny gem surfaces of this pale golden

beauty. Absolutely stunning for the grade. Nicely struck at

the centers. Near the top of the PCGS population roster, with

fewer than a half dozen examples of the date certified finer.

Truly lovely, a high-quality MS-66 Morgan dollar.

PCGS #007202

685 1890-S MS-65 (PCGS). Magnificent gleaming cartwheel lustre

is haloed by richly satisfying gold toward the rims.

PCGS #007202

686 1891 MS-64 (PCGS). Highly lustrous, fully brilliant on the

obverse with a dusting of pale champagne on the reverse.

PCGS #007204

687 1891-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. A few chatter

marks from a Gem grade, but ample eye appeal remains.

Blazing white lustre and always in demand for the scarce

date and popular mintmark. The strike is sharp throughout,

and the fields are clean. A satisfying example of this date.
PCGS #007206

688 1891-CC Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64, approach-
ing Gem. Frosty silver centers are broadly haloed in assertive

gold for vivid contrast. This bold variety presents a boldly
defined die blob that shows the eagle appearing to expecto-
rate.

PCGS #007206

689 1891-CC Brilliant Uncirculated-60, or somewhat finer.

Marvelously smooth surfaces are richly frosty and offer the

merest hint of delicate clear gold. The reverse is an especialh
precise example of this popular die varietv.

PCGS #007206

690 1891-CC Brilliant Uncirculalod-60. Sharply struck. Frosty
mint lustre gives this coin nice appeal. Some moderate abra-
sion is found along with a tew .scattea'd contact marks. .A

very unusual and popular varietv that issua' to please.
PCGS «(X)72(Vi

St M «
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IS^l-CC Brilliant Uncirculatt*d-6(). Delicate tawny gold fla-

vors this coin's smcx)th cartwhec'l-reflective fields and sharply

detined a'liefs.

K GS #tX)7206

Gem Mint State 1891-0 $1

692 1891-0 MS-65 (NGC). A bright and lustrous specimen with

satiny surfaces and impressive eye appeal. Nicely struck

for the date, with just a touch of weakness in the hair above

Liberty's ear.

PCGS #007208

693 1891-S MS-66 (PCGS). Pale champagne iridescence and

extensive, strong cartwheel lustre enhance the overall beauty

of this sharp and attractive gem Morgan dollar. Just a handful

of grading events have been registered finer at PCGS.
PCGS Population: 45; 7 finer (all MS-67).

PCGS #007210

694 Morgan dollars: 1891-S, 1899-0, 1902-0 Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated. All display varying degrees of gold peripheral

foning, which is especially bold on the second coin. (Total: 3

pieces)

Impressive Gem Proof 1892 Morgan $1

695 1892 Proof-67 (PCGS). Some mint brilliance at the obverse center gives way to pale violet, rose, and medium blue, while the reverse

center spreads outward from pale champagne through violet and blue hues. From a Proof mintage for the date of 1,245 pieces, a fairly

large quantity within the context of the series, but explained in the Bowers reference as: "A high figure explained by the introduction

of the new Barber Prcxif dime, quarter, and half dollar included as part of the silver Proof set." Distinctly heavy cameo contrast is

present, though the rich toning highlights precluded notice of that on the PCGS holder. Absolutely gem.

PCliS Population: 17; 2 finer within the designation (both Proof-68),

rx (.s «(Xr7327
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1892-0 MS-65 (NGC).A highly lustrous gem with mint bril-

liance at the centers that gives way to fiery bright crimson,

orange, and electric blue.

PCGS #007216

Morgan dollars: 1892-0 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice.

Frosty white lustre throughout, but the typical softness on the

eagle's breast; 1896-0 About Uncirculated. A hint of rub on
the high points, but most of the lustre is present. Moderate
nicks from handling are present. (Total: 2 pieces)

1892-S About Uncirculated-50, or virtually so. Substantial

lustre surrounds the reliefs, fields show light hairlining with
pale gold intensifying at the denticles for added colorful ap-

peal. Here is a very collectible example of a date notoriously

difficult to obtain in this and any higher grade.
PCGS #007218

700 1893 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. A desirable coin for

the clean cheek on Liberty and excellent surfaces. Frosty and

white in color, with strong lustre undiminished by hairlines

or harsh cleaning. One of the key dates to the series.

PCGS #007220

Choice Uncirculated 1893-CC Morgan $1

701 1893-CC MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty motifs and satiny, partly

reflective fields form a faint yet endearing cameo contrast.

Pale champagne and rose decorate both sides, chiefly on the

devices. One of 677,000 Morgan dollar produced during the

final year of coinage at the Carson City Mint. Nicely struck at

the centers, essentially full hair details above Miss Liberty's

ear.

PCGS #007222

696

697

698

Gem Proof 1893 Morgan Dollar

1893 Proof-65 (NGC). Much central brilliance on the obverse

encompasses most of Liberty's frosty portrait, with concentric

circles of fiery orange, violet, and electric blue toward the rim.

The reverse is a study in deep champagne, with the heavily

frosted motifs set against medium blue fields. Cameo contrast

is heavy and quite obvious, though the NGC holder does not

mention such. One of just 782 Proofs of the date struck, down
nearly 500 pieces from the previous year, no doubt explained

by the introduction of the Barber coinage in the preceding

year. A pretty coin.

PCGS #007328

Lustrous 1893-CC Morgan $1

702 1893-CC MS-62 (NGC). Highly lustrous and quite choicv for

the assigned grade, with frosty motifs and somewhat a'flec-

tive surfaces. Strong eye appeal for the assigned grade, and
a better-than average strike in the hair above Miss Lilx'rtv's

ear.

PCCiS #(K17222

699

118 SvVLl
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Frosty 1893-CC Morgan $1

703 1893-CC MS-62 (NGC). A high degree of lustre and a whisper

of faint champagne graces both sides. Obverse with some

scattered marLs, reverse much finer in quality, as often seen

for the date.

I’CGS #007222

Mint State 1893-CC Morgan $1

704 1893-CC MS-62 (NGC). A frosty specimen with strong un-

derlying lustre. Some obverse surface disturbances account

for the grades; if graded by the reverse alone the coin would

easily grade MS-63 or finer.

PCGS #007222

705 1893-CC MS-61 (NGC). Strong lustre on both sides. Obverse

with rich golden hues and an area of deep violet-gray toning;

the reverse is largely deep rose.

PC GS #007222

Choice Uncirculateci 1893-0 Morgan $1

706 1893-0 MS-64 (NGC). Largely brilliant and highly lustrous

with a faint hint of pale champagne on both sides. One of

only 300,000 examples of the date struck, far and away the

lowest production figure from the New Orleans Mint in the

Morgan dollar series. Elusive and desirable in all grades,

particularly so at MS-64, as offered here.

From the Richmond Collection.

PCGS #007224

707 1893-0 Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Another totally white coin

which retains full lustre and ample visual appeal. There are

a few minor bagmarks on Liberty's neck but a magnifier

is needed to see them. The mintage fell to 300,000 for the

year, most of those were later melted under the terms of the

Pittman Act of 1918. Seldom found better than the present

example.
PCGS #007225

708 1893-S G-6 (PCGS). Medium silver gray with pale golden

highlights. Well-circulated but barely marked at all, and an

altogether pleasing example of this important key date.

PCGS #007226
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709 1894 Proof-68 (NGC). Sparkling mint brilliance blends with rich pale violet iridescence on Liberty's portrait, with the heavily mirrored
fields displaying rich violet and electric blue. The reverse is largely electric blue with rose and violet iridescence. A pleasing cameo
with no notice of such on the NGC holder. Among the finest examples of the date certified thus far by NGC, and certainly worthy of

those accolades. An exceptional example of this date, one that is often selected in Proof owing to the scarcity of the date in circulation

strike format.

NGC Census: 11; none finer within the designation.

PCGS #007329

Exceptional Grade 1894-0 Dollar Gem Uncirculated 1894-S Silver $1

Exemplary Gem Proof 1894 Morgan $1

Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

712 1894-S MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny beauty with richly swirling

cartwheel lustre and faint champagne hues on both sides.

Somewhat prooflike, especially on the reverse. Nicely struck,

with just a tad of weakness above Miss Libertv's ear; still

finer than typically seen for the date in our opinion. Not a

great rarity, but certainly elusive at MS-65 or finer—fewer
than a dozen finer grading events have been mgistemd for

the date by PCGS. A pretty coin, just the wav vou want a

MS-65 Morgan to appear.
PCGS Population: 97; 1 1 finer (MS-h7 finest).

PCGS #007232

713 1894-S Choice brilliant Uncirculatod-63. Significant lustn.'.

minimal bag tics and a tow toning tlecks on the upjx'r right

obverse detine this example ot a scarce and sought-after San
hrancisco date.

/ ivni Hvu'ers luui Kui/t/i/ .s snle of .Marc/i I9t>2. Lot .Co.
PCt.S #007232

710 1894-0 MS-64 (NGC). A very high grade among existing

1894-0 dollars, this piece is exceeded only by five others

seen by NGC, and those only by a point. Richly lustrous,

coruscating silver surfaces with a few hints of gold. One of

the more important issues of its era.

PCGS #007230

711 1894-0 Brilliant Uncirculatcd-60. A scattering of bagmarks
are present on the devices and fields. This one has the usual

central softness in the strike and clean surfaces.

PCGS #007230

Si w120
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Impressive Gem Ultra Cameo Proof 1895 $1 Rarity

King of Morgan Dollars

Among Dozen Finest Certified by NGC

714 1895 Proof-67 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). Heavily frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields form an amazingly lovely visual display.

Boldly struck. A hint of faint champagne graces both sides, heaviest at the rims. While 12,000 circulation strikes were reportedly

struck in Philadelphia in 1895, no legitimate circulation strike 1895 Philadelphia Morgan dollar has ever surfaced. Of the 880 Proofs

of the date struck, perhaps just 600 to 650 or so can be accounted for today, among which the present specimen must rank high for

physical quality and visual appeal. Far and away the King of Morgan dollars, and among the most desirable of all silver dollar is-

sues in the entire U.S. dollar series. The present beauty is among the finest dozen events registered for the date with NGC, though it

is difficult for the present writer to imagine a finer gem Ultra Cameo Proof than presently offered. The winner of this prize will hold

a true numismatic treasure that will be a centerpiece to any silver dollar collection being formed!
NGC Census: 6; 6 finer within the designation (Proof-69 ULTRA CAMEO finest).

PCGS #097330

715 1895-0 Extremely Fine-40. Light silver in color with lustre

remaining in the protected areas. One of the key dates to

the series, and the wear is minimal. Minor circulation ticks

including two on Liberty's jaw. This issue always has healthy

demand for examples this nice.

PCGS #007236

Deeply Mirrored 1896 Dollar

No Finer PCGS Grade

716 1896 MS-66 DMPL (PCGS). At the vciy top of the PCGS
order is this DMPL 1896, none finer, but sharing honors with

a number of others. Deeply mirrored silver surfaces with

delicate golden toning around the rims on biHh sides

PCGS Populafion: 10; none finer within the designation

PCGS a 097241

,CK S 121
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717 1896 MS-66 (PCGS).A rich array of pastel iridescence adorn

both sides of this satiny gem. Bursts of crimson, peach, pale

sea green and electric blue dominate both sides.

From the C.W. Collection.

PCGS #007240

718 Morgan dollars: 1896, 1903 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. The
first coin is distinctly frosty, the second is more satiny. PCGS
MS65; 1899-0, 1902-0 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Flashing

cartwheel silver distinguishes each of these pleasing New
Orleans coins. PCGS MS65. (Total: 4 pieces)

719 Morgan dollars: 1896, 1904-0 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.

Gleaming cartwheel silver drenches each of these later-date

Gem Morgans to assure maximum eye appeal. PCGS MS65;

1897, 1900 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. These exceptionally

pleasing Philadelphia Mint coins share a deeply glowing sil-

ver lustre of unusual beauty. PCGS MS65. (Total: 4 pieces)

720 1896-0 Brilliant Uncirculated-60, and offering somewhat
better than average surface quality and definition. Both the

eagle's breast feathers and the hair curls of Liberty are far

sharper than typically encountered. A full measure of frosfy

mint lustre is highlighted by an ever so subtle blush of overly-

ing lilac toning, and aptly complete this specimen. Solid Mint

State examples of this date such as the coin offered here are

quite elusive indeed!

PCGS #007242

Choice CAM Proof 1897 Morgan $1

721 1897 Proof-64 CAM (PCGS). Lovely for the grade, just a few

faint slide marks on Liberty's portrait away from perfection.

Heavily frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields form a

pleasing contrast, the obverse, largely brilliant with cham-

pagne at the rims; the reverse is an even display of varied

champagne hues. A sharp and appealing surv'ivor from a

Proof mintage for the date of just 731 pieces.

Pt ( -S #0873,12

722 1897 MS-6S (PCGS). Lovely cartwheel lustre i>ver well kept

surfai es. I he strike is decent although not full. I'lie sparkling

fields give this min rn.irvelous eye appeal.
|'( ! tfi

723 1897-0 MS-62 (NGC). Swirling cartwheel lustre supports

pale champagne highlights. More elusive in Mint State than

its mintage of 4,004,000 pieces suggests.

PCGS #007248

724 1897-0 AU-58 (PCGS), and on the cusp of full Mint State.

Frosty surfaces with a little bit of gold about the rim. The

strike is respectable giving this scarce coin a very attractive

appearance.

PCGS #007248

725 1897-S MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty gem with lightly dusted

motifs, somewhat reflective fields, and a splash here and

there of bright champagne iridescence.

PCGS #007250

726 1897-S MS-65 (PCGS). A wonderfully smooth cheek, glitter-

ing cartwheel lustre and traces of old-gold at the rims define

this pleasing example.
PCGS #007250

727 1898 Proof-61 (PCGS). Frosty motifs and mirror fields form a

pleasing cameo contrast, though the contrast gix’s unnoticed

on the PCGS holder. Pale golden central devices expand
outward through concentric halos of vivid peach, vibraiit

violet, and deep electric blue. An aesthetically appealing

piece, one that gives the impression of a much finer grade.

From the C.W. Collection.

I’CGS «(X17.1.11
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728 Morgan dollars: 1898, 1904-0 Ciem Brilliant Uncirculated,

j

Both coins bi>ast lavish gold and russet toning with hints of

iridescent blue, NGC MS65; 1899-0, 1901-0 Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. These New Orleans coins display satisfyingly

deep frosty lustre. I’CGS MS65. (Total: 4 pieces)

729 Morgan dollars: 1898-0 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Im-

maculate .surfaces that exhibit creamy mint lustre. The strike

is excellent and the fields are nearly pristine. A top notch coin

that should garner a significant amount of bidding; 1898 Very

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Incredible color over very at-

tractive surfaces. Well struck with good underlying lustre.

No major impairments detract from this coin's appeal. (Total:

2 pieces)

730 Roll of 1898-0 Morgan dollars, average grade MS-62 to

MS-64. Satiny lustrous surfaces with the end pieces colorfully

toned with frosty iridescence. (Total: 20 pieces)

Choice Proof 1899 Morgan Dollar

733 1899 Proof-64 (NGC). Pale champagne centers yield to con-

centric circles of deep, fiery peach, gold, electric blue, and
violet. Heavy cameo contrast present, though such is not

noted on the NGC holder. Choice for the grade.

PCGS #007334

731 1898-S MS-65 (NGC). A satiny gem with broadly sweeping

cartwheel lustre. Nicely struck for the date.

PCGS #007256

732 1898-S MS-65 (NGC). The strongest cartwheel reflectiv-

ity highlights a meticulous strike, assertive silver flash is

complemented by old-gold coalescing around the sharply

defined rims.

PCGS #007256

734 Morgan dollars: 1899 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Frosty

white lustre throughout and quite attractive. Liberty's cheek

is generally clean for the grade, as are the surrounding fields;

1903-0 Ver)' Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Blazing white lus-

tre throughout and attractive for the clean surfaces and mint

frost. Liberty's cheek is particularly clean. For identification,

there is a minor drift mark above the right wing of the eagle

in the field. For many years this was one of the rarest dates

of Morgan silver dollars, but then a few bags turned up in

the 1960s when the Treasury Department decided to release

their remaining hoards of these coins. (Total: 2 pieces)

735 Roll of 1899-0 silver dollars: Very Choice Brilliant Uncir-

culated. A bright and satiny roll with each coin exhibiting

a decent strike. Most are untoned with delightful surface

quality. (Total: 1 roll, 20 pieces)

736 Morgan dollars: 1899-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Sharp on

the eagle's breast and lustrous. There is a hint of haze within

the fields, mostly on the reverse. Another better date from this

series; 1900-S Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. This one

has a touch of cloudiness in the fields, but the lustre remains

intact and the strike is better than average. A few scuffs on

Liberty's jaw and cheek as expected. (Total: 2 pieces)

Colorful Gem Proof 1900 Morgan $1

737 1900 Proof-65 (NGC). A richlv toned gem Pnxif ot the date,

a pleasing coin with mingled splasher of ro^c, gold, peach,

violet, and electric blue on both sides. Some carnet^ amtrasf

present, though the toning tends to obscum this f.-. i If you
enjoy v'ividlv toned Pnxif Morgan dollars it will dr \ r r v

.

to "take a gander" at (his one
i\(;s#nn733s
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744 1903-0 MS-65 (PCGS). Boldly shimmering silver surfaces

join a meticulous strike on this charming example of a classic

New Orleans date.

PCGS #007286

745 1904 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Pleasing clear

golden haze, toning spot at chin define this near-Gem.
PCGS #007290

739 1901 AU-58 (PCGS), and very close to full Mint State. Pale

russet toning about the rim with the centers mostly satiny. A
bit weakly struck in the central area and a toning spot near

star 5 on the obverse. Attractive eye appeal dominates with

this coin showing virtually full mint lustre. Scarce and in

demand as a date.

PCGS #007272

740 1901 About Uncirculated-50. This date is elusive as the vast

majority of those coined were melted later. Most seen are

exactly like the present coin, with some limited circulation.

It is logical to assume that the Uncirculated examples of

this date were melted under the Pittman Act of 1918 from

the Treasury holdings, while those that did survive came to

us from circulation. In true Uncirculated grades, this date is

expensive and rare.

PCGS #007272

741 Morgan dollars: 1901-S Brilliant Uncirculated or finer.A frosty

white coin that has nice color and surfaces. There is a trace

of haze on the reverse. Another scarce issue; 1903 Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. Totally white and attractive for the

grade; 1904 Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly Choice. Another

white, lustrous coin with a few nicks from bag handling.

(Total: 3 pieces)

747 1904-0 MS-66 PL (PCGS). A frosty, brilliant gem with heavy

prooflike reflectivity in the fields; we suggest if the devices

were slightly more frosty, a full DMPL designation may have

been in order. Faint champagne on both sides.

PCGS #007293

748 1904-0 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Spectacular mint

lustre over well kept surfaces. A bold and discerning strike

further enhances this lovely coin. A few light lines from

superb.

PCGS #007292

749 Roll of 1904-0 Morgan dollars, average grade MS-62 to

MS-64. All are lustrous and attractive, mainly brilliant, with

the end pieces colorfully and attractively toned. (Total: 20

pieces)

738 1900-S MS-65 (PCGS). Glorious underlying lustre boldly

supports faint champagne on both sides of this satiny gem.
PCGS #007270

746 1904 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Palest pink-gold

offers subtle but pervasive visual appeal.

PCGS #007290

742 Morgan dollars: 1901-S Brilliant Uncirculated. A pleasing

example with lustrous pale silver surfaces; 1904 Brilliant

Uncirculated. Here is a beautiful example that is well struck

and displays reflective fields that are somewhat prooflike.

(Total: 2 pieces)

Choice "Zerbe" Proof 1921 Morgan $1

743 1902-S MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny coin with very little in the

way of marks to negate the overall appeal. Some light die

flow lines on the cheek as is ncirmally seen with this date,

rhe strike is a bit weak over the ear and the corresponding

reverse area, otherwise this coin might very well have graded

( lem.

p( ( ,S #007282

750 1921 Zerbe Proof-63 (PCGS). Highlv lustrous with modestlv
frosted motifs and somewhat reflective fields. Pale cham-
pagne hues gather on both sides. Scattea'd contact mark*^

present.

From the Rocku Moitntnin Colkrtioit.

PCGS#(K1734I

1 24 Si u"
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753 1921-D Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Here is an altogether

exceptional example of the sole Denver date, boasting richly

gleaming frosty devices. Fields exhibit wonderful rippling

lustre.

PCGS #007298

Satiny Gem 1921-S Morgan $1

'54 1921-S Morgan. MS-66 (NGC). A frosty gem with strong

lustre on both sides, and with a blush of pale champagne
on Miss Liberty's cheek. About as nice as this date is ever

found.

PCC.S«007300

755 1921-S Morgan. MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty, satiny gem with

expansive cartwheel lustre. Devoid of marks of consequence,

and readily worthy of the assigned grade.

P' ( .s tnUMK)

758 1921 Peace. MS-65 (PCGS). A boldly glitteringhigh relief i'
boasting the richest lustre imaginable. Striking wr-akn* - at

obverse center is minimal, more than > -imfH’nNatod to’-

the gleaming overall beautv of this top-qu. ’
i

t\l,S#007,'^V,

757 1921 Peace. MS-65 (NGC). Faint peach and champagne on
both sides of this lustrous High Relief Peace dollar from the

first year of the series. The reverse toning deepens to fier\'

orange and electric blue at the rims.

PCGS #007356

Popular 1921 Morgan $1

"Zerbe" Proof

751 1921 Zerbe Proof-62 (PCGS). Reflective fields and lightly

dusted motifs display warm champagne hues. Sharply struck

and a few faint hairlines short of a finer grade. The popular
Zerbe Proof of the date, reportedly made especially for Farran

Zerbe at the Mint in 1921; suppo.sedly he appeared there to

pick up the new Peace dollar issue and was told they were
not yet ready, at which time he wheedled his way into a

special striking of Morgans. This issue, long in contention as

to its actual status, is still avidly collected by Morgan dollar

.specialists and other aficionados of "odd-ball" U.S. coinage

issues.

PCGS #007341

752 1921-D MS-65 (PCGS). An unusually pleasing Denver ex-

ample displaying substantial fleck-russet and clear gold.
PCGS #007298

Rare and Desirable San Francisco Mint Reverse I9ie

Seldom Offered or Seen

756 San Francisco Mint Re-

verse Die. An original San

Francisco Mint reverse

die for a Morgan silver

dollar. The die is in excel-

lent condition although

has been cancelled with

a large "X" chisel mark
at the center. The die sur-

face has patches of light

verdigris and a few nicks

and small marks, prob-

ably from post minting

handling. No die cracks

or other identifying ele-

ments readily present

themselves so it is not known when this die was used, but

the "S" mintmark style is that of the 1880s or perhaps the

1890s. No rim breaks are present in the denticles.

Cancelled dies an.' seldom offered or found from this period . Most wen-
appaamfly destroyed and never found their way into collectors' hands.

Most seen have similar cancelled chisel marks at the center, and some have
identifying numbers on their sides, but not the present one. To hold the

heavy die in your hand evokes many stories about the Comstock Lode and
the immense quantity of Morgan dollars produced from the silver mined
out of Nevada. A thoroughly impressive piece of American numismatic
history, with the storied San Francisco mintmark to boot.

k's 1'^
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Gem Uncirculated 1925-S Peace $1

None Graded Finer by PCGS

759 1921 Peace. MS-64^ (NGC). Fully brilliant and highly

lustrous with a hint of prooflike reflectivity on both sides.

A popular high relief issue from the first year of the design

type; the following years, 1922-1935, were from lower relief

dies (though some high relief 1922s are known).
PCGS #007356

760 1922-D MS-65 (PCGS). Flawless surfaces combine with daz-

zling silver lustre for the highest visual quality.

PCGS #007358

Gem Mint State 1923-D Peace $1

None Graded Finer by PCGS

761 1923-D MS-66 (PCGS). A sparkling gem with intense

cartwheel lustre that erupts on the frosty, largely brilliant

surfaces. Just a nuance of faint gold attracts the viewer's eye.

Nicely struck and worthy of the assigned grade. No 1923-D

Peace dollar has been certified finer than the present gem by

PCGS.
PCGS Population: 67; none finer within the designation.

I’CGS #007361

762 Peace dollars: 1923-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated;

1923-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. First coin is glowing

silver, its companion is lavishly toned with broad dashes of

deep russet-gold. (Total: 2 pieces)

From Boivers and Ruddy's sale of the Sprin^eld Collection,

September 1 981, Lot 2325; Boivers and Ruddy's Harbor Sale, June

1982, Lot 178.

763 1924-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63, with claims to higher

grade. Delicate golden toning highlights, deeply gleaming

silver lustre, and a very faint hint of filmy residue.

Boivers and Ruddy's Harbor Sale, June 1982.

PCGS #007364

764

765

766

767

768

769

1925-S MS-65 (PCGS). A sparkling, satiny gem with matte-

like appearance. Rich underlying lustre swirls broadly

beneath lightly speckled rose, electric blue, and gold irides-

cence; mint brilliance dominates the reverse. One of "those"

dates in the Peace dollar series that is seldom encountered

in gem grades. If you enjoy nicely toned Peace dollars in the

finest available grade, take a glance at this attractive gem.
PCGS Population: 35; none finer.

PCGS #007366

Peace dollars: 1926, 1926-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Both display glowing silver, the first with a dramatic

dash of obverse russet. (Total: 2 pieces)

From Boivers and Ruddy's sale of the Springfield Collection,

September 1981, Lot 2340.

Peace dollars: 1926-D, 1926-S Very Choice Brilliant Un-

circulated. Nicely matched coins are enriched by brightly

sparkling silver lustre that covers both sharply struck virtual

Gem coins. (Total: 2 pieces)

From Boivers and Ruddy's July 1981 Sale; Bowers and Ruddy's

Harbor Sale, June 1982, Lot 709.

1926-S MS-65 (NGC). Smooth frosty silver underlies clear

harmonious gold for bold visual quality.

PCGS #007369

1927 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Here is a satiny

near-Gem whose white surfaces enhance the beauty of a bold

strike.

From Boivers and Ruddy's sale of the Springfield Collection

September 1981, Lot 2349.

PCGS #007370

1928 About Uncirculated-55. Actual wear is decidedly light,

but there are slight traces of an old residue on the smooth
surfaces.

PCGS #007373

126 Svui
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) 770 1928-S MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous. A very attractive

example of this somewhat .scarce San Francisco issue. The
1928-S is usually found with many bagmarks. The present

piece is a remarkable exception.

PCGS #(K)7374

771 1928-S MS-64 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous surfaces with just

a few scattered marks that keep this coin from even a higher

grade. Typically struck in the central area with the other parts

struck much better. A very difficult coin to find in this high

grade.

PCGS #007374

772 1934 Ver\' Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Gleaming satiny

cartwheel lustre shows a whisper of clearesf gold, with one

or two deep flecks.

From Bouvrs and Ruddy's Harbor Sale, June 1982, Lot 723.

PCGS #007375

Marvelous 1934-S Peace Dollar

Superb Eye Appeal

" - ^

TRADE DOLLARS

^773 1934-S MS-65 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, and with eye

appt'al far finer than expected, this coin will grace a sufK^rb

1 ollection of Peace silver dollars. Both sides am lustrous silver

with a tiny hint of gold. ertainly, this is one of the nicest to

ome on the market in recent times.

P* (,- ?0(T7377

774 1873 Proof-62 (ANACS). Frosty motifs and deeply mirrored

fields display a rich array of fiery peach and gold on both

sides. Sharply struck. An unsung rarity among Proof trade

dollars, as its Proof mintage figure of 865 pieces is somewhat
misleading, far fewer than that number survived, and the

date is certainly much rarer than any of the Proof-only dates

in the series.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007053

775 1874 Proof-63 (PCGS). Medium silver gray with lightly

frosted motifs and reflective fields. Splashes of deepening
gold gather at the obverse rim, w'hile the reverse displays

evenly dispersed deep champagne. One of 7(30 Proof trade

dollars of the date struck.

Froni the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007054

776 1875 Type I/I. Proof-61 (NGC). Medium silver grav with

reflective fields, frosty motifs, and an even wash of rich

champagne on both sides. Nicely struck, worth mentioning

here as Proofs of this date are sometimes wt-ak in natum
Type I C)b\'ep.e and Reverse; on the T\ pe I C*‘.ivers< the • ‘ p

Libertv'sscmll point distinctlx to theleh, ..I, the T- = I^ ^

ends point distinct!V downward (>n the T\ pr I R*"- * , ^ il.. rri h

the branch between the eagle's sinisti f t." ' ... - .rihe
;

|s .

berr\' is n<- longer part c-f the dc.igr.

Frofn the Rc- ky Mountain '
; 'V ^

I\ ( ,s rim’i .-

k s i:



780 1877 Choice Brilliant Proof-63. Deeply toned in electric blue

and rose. One of only 510 Proofs of the date struck, a low

Proof mintage figure within the trade dollar series.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007057
'

Proof-Only 1878 Trade Dollar

783 1879 Proof-62 (PCGS). The first of the Proof-only trade dollar

issues. The present specimen exhibits heavy cameo contrast,

though it is not noted on the PCGS holder. Rich shades of

peach and pale gold vie with electric blue which is chiefly at

the rims. An exceptional coin for the grade, one with plenty

of eye appeal.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007059

Choice Cameo Proof 1880 Trade $1

782 1879 Proof-63 (PCGS). A deeply glittering, needle-sharp

example of this Proof-only date which saw only 1,541 struck.
|

Mirror-gleaming, concave glass-mirror fields are suffused
j

with tawny gold that deepens at the peripheries for rare
|

beauty and exceptional visual appeal.
j

PCGS #007059

779 1876-S II/II. MS-64 (NGC). A beautiful example with above

average striking quality, attractive silver surfaces, and a very

pleasing overall aspect. Ideal for the trade dollar specialist,

a niche that is becoming increasingly popular.

PCGS #007043

The Norweb Collection Silver Dollars November 200e

777 1875-CC About Uncirculated-50. The color is a bit pale but

hints of lustre remain in the fields. Light silver-gray through-

out and generally well struck. Minor handling marks are

present from circulation.

PCGS #007038

were also produced in 1878. One of only 900 trade dollars

issued in Philadelphia this year, all in the Proof format as

noted.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007058

778 1876 Type I/II. Net Proof-50 (ANACS), "corroded, cleaned."

Medium silver gray with some deepening highlights.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007056

Choice 1876-S Trade Dollar

Type II/II

78 1 1878 Proof-64 (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirror fields make a

cameo contrast that is not noted on the NGC holder. A I’roof-

only issue, though branch mint circulation strike trade dollars

784 1880 Proof-64 CAM (PCGS). A sharp and appealing trade

dollar. Rich shades of gold and peach adorn the central

devices, while vibrant violet and deep neon blue cnn\ d the

borders. Simply lovely.

From the C.VV. Collection.

I’CCS «0.S7lV41

Siv1 28
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Choice Cameo Proof 1880 Trade Dollar

785 1880 Proof-64 CAMEO (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirror fields

display brilliant centers with deep gold and electric blue halos

at the rims. A popular issue that is often chosen to represent

the Proof trade dollar in advance type collections.

I’CGS #087060

Choice Proof-Only 1880 Trade $1

786 1880 Proof-64 (ANACS). An exceptionally toned example

of this Proof-only issue, a coin with rich rose highlights at

Liberty's center, with a broad expanse of heavy electric blui-

reaching outward to the rim. The reverse is chiefly elc; tn.

blue with some pale slate highlights.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007060

787 1881 Proof-63 (SEGS). Deep gold with intermittent splashes

of electric blue and rose. Cameo contrast evident.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007061

Splendid Gem Ultra Cameo Proof 1882 Trade $1

2.T photo

788 1882 Proof-66 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). A simply superb Pnxif trade dollar from the waning vears of the sene-, an impn

with heavily frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields. Largely brilliant w ith a whisper here and then' of pale ehamp^tne ‘

gorgiHiiis.

j ‘ rr.MJs finer within the de'>ignation ''rr'"»f-68 ULTRA C AMT( i fine*.!

)

('• f , i(i‘/7!>-2
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789 1882 Proof-63 (ANACS). Deep gold, peach, and sea green

dominate both sides of this choice Proof trade dollar. Nice

cameo contrast is also present.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007062

Gem Cameo Proof 1883 Trade $1

Final Collectable Trade Dollar Issue

Just One Graded Finer by NGC

790 1883 Proof-67 CAMEO (NGC). Largely brilliant with a whisper of faint champagne at the obverse rim, and with uniform faint

champagne across the entire reverse. Heavily frosted motifs and deeply mirrored fields form an abundant cameo display. Sharp and
appealing, struck in the final collectable year of the trade dollar series.

NGC Census: 11; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-67^ CAMEO finest).

PCGS #087063

END OF SESSION ONE

791 1883 Proof-58 (ANACS). A faintly circulated Proof from the

final collectable year of the trade dollar series. Medium to

deep slate gray mingles with splashes of electric blue and
pale peach. Probably never circulated, simplv some faint

"cabinet friction" present.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #007063

no
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PATTERN COINS

Exceedingly Rare 1805 $5 Restrike in Copper

1001 1805 pattern $5. ]udd-37, Pollock-6115. Rarity-8. Proof-65

BN (NGC). Copper. Plain edge. A privately issued restrike

minted from rusted and broken Mint-made half eagle dies.

The history of these restrikes is presented below. Because

these dies have been rusted and lapped, only the obverse can

be identified with certainty; it is Breen's Obverse 3 of 1805,

and is a close match for that obverse in Q. David Bowers'

Harry W. Bass, Jr. Museum Sylloge written in 2001 for the Bass

Foundation of Dallas Texas. The reverse appears to be Breen

A of 1807; something inferred by the arrangement of letters

STATES OF above the clouds, with special attention to the

fact that the second S in STATES extends past the right side

of the cloud.

Q David Bowers provided the following interesting commentary of

the variety back when he catalogued the Hatie Collection sale in 1983: "At

several timi’s dunng the 19th century the United States Mint disposed of

dies as scrap iron ' A number of these were obtained by pioneer numisma-

tist 1 1 Mickley, who made restrikes from them in various metals. Others

were obtained by oth«*r individuals " These were "usually crudely done

ar>d on planchets of irregular weight
"

From Bowers atid Ruddy’s sale of the Rothert Collection,

Norrmher 197^, l^t 1267. Subsequently offered in Bouvrs and

Mercna sale of the Hatie Collection, August 198.3, Lot 1636.

Important 1805 $5 Restrike in White Metal

1002 1805 pattern $5. J-38, P-6120. Rarity-8. MS-63 (NGC). White

metal. Plain edge. From the same dies as the copper example

offered in the preceding lot and just as rare. The only example

known to Andrew Pollock when he wrote his United States

Patterns and Related Issues was the Virgil M. Brand specimen,

which was subsequently offered by New Netherlands Coin

Company in August 1953; perhaps the same specimen as

offered here, although we have no proof to that effect.

In addition to examples struck in white metal and copper, tw'o or

three silver examples are thought to exist; there doesn't appear to hav'e

been any auction appearances for silver impressions since the early 197f)s,

however.
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Rare Judd-150 Pattern Cent

m

:L8^3.
*/

lx photo

1003 1853 pattern U. J-150, P-178. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 (PCGS).
German silver. Reeded edge. Pleasing silver gray surfaces

with virtually all design features showing bold definition

save for a few obverse stars. The obverse is the regular die

for the 1853 quarter eagle. The reverse has the denomination
ONE CENT centered within a laurel wreath. Although the

current 9th edition of the Judd pattern reference list three

different compositions, these are difficult to distinguish

from one another; indeed the authors of Judd write: "in

the absence of elemental analysis, these are impossible to

determine today." Significantly, J-150 is considered to be the

scarcest of the three composition varieties rating an "L7" in

Judd, indicating an estimated surviving population of no
more than a dozen pieces and possibly as few as seven.

PCGS Population; 2; none finer.

Public dissatisfaction with the large one-cent pieces that circulated at

the time resulted in a series of experiments at the Mint with a view to create

a small-size substitute. In 1850 and 1851 small-size pattern cents were struck

in billon, a family of alloys consisting of copper and silver, with emphasis
on copper. Experimentation continued in 1853 and 1854 with the production

of a series of small-size pattern cents in German silver, a family of alloys

containing copper, nickel, and zinc, but ironically, no silver. The Mint finally

accommodated the public with a smaller cent in 1857, the famous Flying

Eagle type, consisting of an alloy of copper-nickel containing 12% nickel

and 88% copper. This alloy was retained by the Mint until a bronze alloy

was adopted for Indian cent production in 1864.

PCGS #011624

1004 1853 pattern Ic. J-151D, P-178. Rarity-7+. MS-62 (NGC). Bil-

lon. Plain edge. Deep silver gray with smoky slate highlights

in the recessed design areas. Small open-topped wreath with
ONE CENT in two lines within, other side blank. The fin-

est J-151D certified by NGC. As the uspatterns.com website

notes regarding J-151D: "This is listed in Judd in Appendix
A on page 232. Examples were struck in the following com-
binations: Copper, J151B/P179; copper-nickel, J151C/P180;
and billon, J151D/P181. Less than a half dozen of each are

known."
NGC Census: 1; none finer.

PCGS aO 1 1628

Unusual Proof-64 J-158 Pattern Cent

lx pjhoto

1005 1854 pattern Ic. J-158, P-185. Rarity-6+. Proof-64 (PCGS).

40% nickel, 60% copper. Reeded edge. Mostly brilliant sur-

faces with some wisps and blushes of silver gray. Striking

softness is evident at the top of the obverse and bottom of the

reverse. The reverse is misaligned with respect to the obverse,

due to carelessness on the part of the coinage press operator

at the time the dies were installed in the press. Although

certified as a Proof, the reverse is not thoroughly finished,

thus giving the impression of a "circulation" striking. The

obverse, however, shows delightful cameo contrast between

the mirror field and frosty design elements. The obverse was
created by using a portrait lathe to reduce the design of a

1854 silver dollar die to a diameter approximately equal to

that of a 20-cent piece. The result of the process was that the

final digit in the date had the appearance of a 1 rather than a

4. The reverse is a simple design consisting of the denomina-
tion "1 CENT" centered in an oak wreath.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

PCGS #011652

1006 1854 pattern Ic. J-159, P-186. Rarity-7-. Proof-64 BN (PCGS).
Copper. Plain edge. Golden brown surfaces with pale pink
and blue iridescent highlights. The designs of both the ob-

verse and reverse are the same as those of the J-158 offered

above. The Liberty Seated motif on the obverse was created

by using a portrait lathe to reduce an 1854 silver dollar

die. Although, the reverse design is sharp throughout, the

obverse design is somewhat "mushy," as detail was lost in

the process of design reduction. Our staff has had the op-

portunity to catalogue several examples of J-159 over the

years, and virtually all examples seen are actuallv mint-made
electrotypes. These can be identified by examining the edge,

which shows a seam; unfortunately, since this specimen is

slabbed it s not possible to report whether or not this par-

ticular example was made using the electrotype process.
PCGS I opuliition; 7; none finor within tho dosijination,

PCGS #011654
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Gem I’roof-65 J-186 Pattern Cent

2x photo

007 1857 pattern Ic. J-186, P-222. Rarity-7+. Proof-65 (PCGS).

Copper-nickel. Plain edge. Warmly and attractively toned

with gold, pink, and blue predominating. Sharply struck

with virtually all of the design showing bold definition. The

obverse features a head of Liberty encircled by 13 stars with

the date 1857 below. This design must have made a positive

impression on Mint officials at the time, as it appeared on

regular-issue nickel three-cent pieces beginning less than a

decade later in 1865. The reverse features the denomination

ONE CENT centered within a laurel wreath. The authors of

the most recent edition of the Judd pattern book estimate a

surviving population of only four to six pieces!

PCGS Population: 3; none finer.

PCGS #011815

Handsome 1858 "Small Eagle" Cent

008 1858 pattern Ic. J-206, P-242. Rarity-5. Proof-64 (PCGS).

Copper-nickel. Plain edge. Fully brilliant with sharp, frosty

devices. The fields have a texture intermediate between satiny

and mirrorlike, as is typical of many copper-nickel Proofs of

the era. An attractive example of this popular variety which

features the so-called "Skinny Eagle" motif on the obverse,

mated to the regular-i.ssue type Flving Eagle cent reverse. The

Small Eagle motif was a favorite with one-time Mint Director

James Ross Snowden who referred to it as the "Small Eagle

Volant" in his book A Description ofAncient and Modern Coins

in the Cabinet Collection of the Mint of the United States. Rogers

Fred, Jr., years ago, attributed the design to the talented, albeit

somewhat mysterious engraver, Anthony Paquet.

PCC.S Population: 18; 1 finer (Pnxif-65).

Examples of this variety were included in 12-piece sets possibly sold

to numismatists of the era, although no details on this pciint have yet come

to our attention Thi'se 12-piece sets, which included 11 1858-dated pattern

cent varieties together with a regular-issue Paxif 1858 Flving Eagle cent,

apfx-anxl at auction at mgular intervals during the balance of the 1‘fth and

early part of the 20th centuries, but are now rare, and although we don’t

have a roster of surx iving st-ts, it s ptissible that a few may still exist.

(.S 8011877

1009

1858 pattern Ic. J-206, P-242. Rarity-5. Proof-63 (PCGS).

Copper-nickel. Plain edge. Another example of the scarce

and desirable J-206 variety'. Both surfaces are mostly brilliant

with blushes of orange-gold and lilac. A few tiny flecks and

a scattering of contact marks account for the assigned grade.

The strike is sharp with virtually all design features showing

bold definition including all of the eagle's feather details.

PCGS #011877

Popular 1863 Washington-Head Two Cents

1010

1863 pattern 2c. J-305, P-370. Rarity-4. Proof-65 BN CAM
(NGC). Bronze. Plain edge. Chocolate brown surfaces with

wisps of vivid blue-green iridescence around the design

elements. The fields arc glittering mirrors and virtually all

design features are as sharp as could be desired. The obverse

features a peruked bust of Washington with GOD AND
OUR COUNTRY above and the date 1863 below. The reverse

is similar to the adopted type of 1864, but with the word
CENTS markedly curved. Copper and bronze strikings from

these dies are known with two different weight ranges: thin

planchet pieces have reported weights in the 78 to 79 grains

range, while thick planchet pieces have recorded weights

ranging from 88 to 94 grains.

NGC Census: 1; none finer w'ithin the designation.

92.0 grains. NGC kindly arranges for elemental analysis on patterns

at the request of the clients of that certification service. The present speci-

men has been spectroscopically analyzed and has a composition reported

as follows: 95% copper, 3% tin, and 2% zinc. This is an alloy of bronze as

described above.

PCGS #060460

1011

1863 pattern 2c. J-305, P-370. Rarity-4. Proof-64 RB (PCGS).

Copper. Plain edge. 91.4 grains. 22.8 mm. Mostly faded red

surfaces with blushes of pink and violet and splashes of vivid

blue. The devices are sharp and the fields have a texture

intermediate between satinv and mirrorlike. Close examina-

tion reveals a scattering of tinv flecks with in the wreath on

the reverse, and a few minor contact marks on Washington's

portrait.

From the l^onoeb Collection, where it wa*^ ini’,„d,d ni fc-

cabinet of Washington pieces.

IVt.S #0704*0
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1012

1863 pattern 2c. J-305, P-370. Rarity-4. Proof-64 RB (NGC).
Bronze. Plain edge. A lovely example from the same dies as

the preceding. Both surfaces are about 30% mint red with

blushes of blue, pink, and violet. Virtually all design features

are about as sharp as could be desired. Close examination

under magnification indicates some die finishing lines in the

fields on both surfaces.

NGC Census; 2; 5 finer within the designation (Proof-66 RB finest).

92.0 grains. The composition as reported on the NGC label: 95% copper,

3% tin, and 2% zinc. This is an alloy of bronze as described above.

PCGS #070460

Rare 1864 Copper-Nickel Pattern 2(1:

J-371, Low Rarity-6

Finest Cameo Proof Graded by NGC
1013

1864 pattern 2c. J-371, P-440. Rarity-6-. Proof-65 CAMEO
(NGC). Copper-nickel. Plain edge. Pale golden rose surfaces

with high reflectivity and great eye appeal, a few tiny obverse

flecks noted for accuracy. Finest cameo Proof of the variety

certified by NGC. The uspatterns.com website calls this issue:

"The regular dies trial piece. Examples are believed struck

from both the 'Small Motto' and 'Large Motto' obverse dies

as follows... Copper-nickel J371/P440 with over a dozen
known. Metallurgical analysis is recommended as oddly
toned regular Proofs could be misattributed as one of these."

A lovely gem.
NGC Census: 1; none finer within the designation.

PCGS #060541

1014

1864 pattern 2<r. J-371, P-440. Rarity-6-. Proof-64 (NGC).
Copper-nickel. Plain edge. A splendid strike with all design

features exhibiting bold detail, including the horizontal and
vertical lines in the shield and the foliage in the wreath. The
fields are nicely reflective. Both surfaces are partially brilliant

with wisps and blushes of tan and pale blue. Struck using

regular-issue two-cent dies with Large Motto.
NGC Census: 10; 6 finer within any designation (Proof-66 finest).

P( ( ;S #060541

November 200
(

Gem Proof-65 1864 "IN GOD WE TRUST" Quarter

1015

1864 pattern 25c. J-387, P-455. Rarity-6+. Proof-65 BN (NGC).

A popular transitional variety having the date 1864, but with

the motto IN GOD WE TRUST as adopted in 1866. Both

surfaces exhibit warm gunmetal-gray toning with delicate

gold and blue iridescent highlights. All design features show
bold character including Liberty's hair and drapery as well

as the eagle's claws and plumage. Each of the obverse stars

shows full radial definition. Close examination reveals some
die rust on the reverse beneath the eagle's right (viewer's

left) wing. Although ranked as Rarity-6-i- by the authors of

the most recent edition of the Judd pattern book, Andrew
Pollock was only able to account for two auction appearances

in a survey of several hundred auction sales when he wrote

his United States Patterns and Related Issues in 1994.
NGC Census; 2; none finer within any designation.

PCGS #060558

Gem Proof-65 Nickel 1865 Ic

1016

1865 pattern Id. J-406, P-475. Rarity-6-. Proof-65 (NGC).
Nickel. Plain edge. Sharply struck and mostly brilliant with
hints of gold-gray. The devices are sharp and frostv while
the fields have a texture intermediate between satinv and
prooflike, as is characteristic of manv nickel Proofs of the era.

Struck from regular-issue Indian cent dies with a "Plain 5" in

the date. All of the date numerals show traces of n'punching
under low magnification. No more than 30 examples of the

variety are thought to have survived to the pn'sent time.
Lonsu.s: 5; 1 tiiuT witliin .inv dosign.ition (PixH't-66 C.VMtt.'

finost).

50.
1
gr.iins. 1 ho oinnposilion .)s rv'portod oi\ the NtlC l.iK'l:

.

a'f'-

por, 23',. niokol. Prnh.ihlv struok tn'in .i pl.mohot out trv'in .» strip ot .illov

pn’p.irod tor tho niokol thnv-ivnt piooo. which was a nowlv intrwluad
ilonnniination in l,s^5. .Mthough tho niokol allov tor tho throt'-ox'nt donv'ini-
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lutuni was inli‘iidi‘d to lx- 75"i, copper, 257a nickel, it is widely believed that

the ailual cvmjxwition would not be entin.-ly uniform throughout an ingot

ot alloyed metal, and thus a spectrographically determined difference of

2'
c is not a surprising result.

K GS #l)«)383

Gem Red Proof-65 1865 Shield Nickel Prototype

tl017 1865 pattern 5c. J-417, P-489. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 RD (NGC).

Copper. Plain edge. A blazing brilliant gem example hav-

ing sharp frosty devices and glittering mirror fields. Both

the obverse and reverse designs closely approximate the

adopted Shield nickel motifs, With Rays, as adopted in 1866.

The present issue is not only popular with pattern collectors,

but also with nickel specialists, because of the transitional

nature of the design. No more than a dozen examples of the

J-417 variety are thought to exist in all numismatics, and the

present example certainly ranks among the finest.

NGC Census: 1; none finer within the designation.

PCGS #080599

Extremely Rare 1866 Washington Pattern Five Cents

"Dutch 5" Reverse

photo

1019 1866 pattern 5c. J-465, P-559. Rarity-8. Proof-63 BN (PCGS).

Copper. Plain edge. 57.2 grains. 20.5 mm. Mostly gold-brown

surfaces with blushes of pale blue. Traces of fiery red can be

seen around the letters and numerals. The obverse features a

portrait of Washington facing right with IN GOD WE TRUST
above and 1866 below. The reverse has a "Dutch" 5 centered

within a wreath of laurel foliage, with UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA around. Copper impressions of this particular die

combination are exceedingly rare, with an estimated surviv-

ing population of only two or thme examples according to the

authors of the most recent edition of Judd. Perhaps a once in

a generation opportunity!

PCGS Population: 1; none finer within the designation.

Although the term "Dutch 5" is relatively obscure in modern times, it

was evidently readily understood in the 1 9th century, as Walter Breen noted

that the term appeared in numerous 19th-century auction catalogues.

From the Norweb Collection, where it was included in the

cabinet of Washington pieces.

PCGS #060660

Gem Proof-65 1866 Washington Head 5(1:

1018 1866 pattern 5c. J-461, P-535. Rarity-5. Proof-65 CAM
(PCGS). Nickel. Plain edge. 76.3 grains. 20.5 mm. The frosty

devices contrast beautifully with the blazing mirror fields.

Almost fully brilliant with faint hints of gold and gray on both

surfaces. The obverse features a peruked bust of Washington

facing right with UNITED STATES OF AMERICA around

and the date 1866 below. The reverse has the denomination

of 5 / CENTS in a wreath of laurel foliage, with IN GOD
WE TRUST above. Although the authors of the Judd pattern

bKK)k estimate a surviving p(')pulation as large as 75 pieces,

few others could match the quality offered here.

PC(.S Population: 5; none finer.

From the Norweb Collection, where it was included in the

cabinet of Washington pieces.

PC C;S *860656

1020 1866 pattern 5c. J-473, P-564. Rarity-6-. Proof-64 CAM
(PCGS). Nickel. Plain edge. 75.7 grains. 20.5 mm. The frostv'

cameo design elements contrast nicely with the reflective

fields. The surfaces are essentially brilliant with faint hints

of gold and gray. All design features are deeply and boldly

delineated. The obverse has Washington's portrait with the

motto IN GOD WE TRUST above, while the reverse is the

adopted regular-issue type of the year with rays. An elusive

and perennially popular issue w'ith both pattern collectors

and Washingtonia specialists.

PCGS Populafion: 10; 4 finer (Proof-66 finest).

From the Norweb Collection, where it was included in the

cabinet of Washington pieces.

PCGS #860669
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Rare GOD AND OUR COUNTRY Washington Sd

1021

1866 pattern 5c. H81, P-571. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 (PCGS).
Nickel. Plain edge. 77.6 grains. 20.6 mm. A splendid example
of this desirable rarity. The striking relief is remarkably high

for a pattern issue, being reminiscent of some the presidential

medalettes enumerated by Robert Julian in his Medals of the

United States Mint. Despite the high relief, the detail defini-

tion is sharp in virtually all areas except for a few strands

of hair above Washington's ear and a leaf or two to the left

of the bow on the laurel wreath. Pleasing delicate gold-gray

toning complements both surfaces. J-471 ranks as one of the

scarcest die combinations in the 1866 pattern Washington
nickel series of 1866. No more than a dozen examples of the

variety are thought to exist, and only a tiny proportion of

them could match the presently offered specimen in terms

of quality and beauty.

PCGS Population: 3; none finer.

From the Norweb Collection, where it was included in the

cabinet of Washington pieces.

PCGS #060677

1866 Shield Nickel Muling

1022

1866 pattern 5c. J-504, P-589. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 (PCGS).
Nickel. Plain edge. A splendid gem example exhibiting a nu-

ance of pale gold on essentially brilliant surfaces. The strike

is superb with all design features defined to full advantage.

The obverse features the Shield motif adopted for regular-

issue nickel five-cent pieces of the year. The reverse has the

numeral 5 centered in a wreath with UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA around. J-504 is a rare variety.

PCGS Popul.ition: .3; 2 finer (both Pr(H)f-66).

PCGS «()6()70fl

1023

1866 pattern 5C. J-517, P-544. Rarity-7+. MS-63 BN (NGC).

Copper. Plain edge. Deep brown with tan, blue, and rose

highlights. "This pattern is believed to have been struck

outside the mint from dies sold as scrap that were purchased

by Joseph J. Mickley," relates uspatterns.com, where the pres-

ent specimen is illustrated. Double struck, most noticeable

on the reverse, which is broadly rotated as well. A prized

rarity in an unusual state, a treat for both an advanced error

specialist or pattern collector.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

Seemingly, more than one example of J-517 shows distinctive die rota-

tion, as noted at the uspatterns.com site, where the following is found (the

presently offered specimen is the one in question noted at the website):

"The illustrated example, from Bowers and Merena's 6/96 and Herifage's

11/03 sales, shows a 45 degree rotation on the reverse between strikes.

A second example of this design, ex Crouch-Superior 6/77, shows an 80

degree rotation on the reverse between strikes."

PCGS #060714

1024

1867 pattern 5(t. J-570, P-638. Rarity-5. Proof-64 (NGC).
Nickel. Plain edge. Essentially brilliant surfaces with a nu-

ance of pale gold. The devices are sharp and frosty. The ob-

verse field is fully mirrorlike, while the reverse has a texture

intermediate between mirrorlike and satiny, a characteristic

of many nickel Proofs of the era. The obverse features a por-

trait of Liberty, very similar in style to that adopted for the

nickel three-cent denomination in 1865. The reverse has the

denomination 5 CENTS centered in a simple laurel wreath
with the motto IN GOD WE TRUST above. Two diffemnt
obverses are distinguished for the J-570 varietv. On the t\ pe
offered here (the more common ob\’erse) the 7 in the date is

distant from Liberty's lowest curl. (.In the other x'ariety ot
'

obverse the 7 nearly touches the curl. i

NGC Census: 7; 8 finer witbin .mv design.Uion (PixH'f-tyi L’LTK.-V

CAMEO finest).
'

PCCiS #0«f780

Rare 1866 Five-Cent Pattern

J-517, High Rarity-7

Finest Graded by NGC
Double Struck, Rotated Reverse
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Gem rroof-65 1868 J-606 Cent

2x photo

fl025 1868 pattern Ic. J-606, P-671. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 RB (NGC).

Copper. Plain edge. A beautiful example of this handsomely

designed, albeit diminutive variety. The surfaces are about

30% mint red, with blushes of intermingled blue, violet, pink,

and gold. Most design features are sharp despite the fact that

the small, thin planchet made it difficult for the Mint's coin-

age press to bring up full relief. The obver.se is a miniature

version of the nickel three-cent design, while the reverse

features James Longacre's corn, tobacco, and cotton wreath

which had been adopted in 1854 for the production of gold

dollars and three-dollar gold pieces, and again in 1857 for

I

the production of Flying Eagle cents.

NGC Ccn.sus: 1; none finer within any designation.

In the 1860s the Mint issued three-piece .sets of nickel one-cent pieces,

three-cent pieces, and five-cent pieces. Although nickel three-cent pieces

and five-cent pieces proved to be popular with the public, it may be that

the proposed nickel cent (such as the type offered here) may have been

regarded as a bit too small for convenient use.

PCGS #070818

Exceedingly Rare 1868 Aluminum 2(t

1026 1868 pattern 2c. J-614, P-679. Rarity-7-. Proof-63 (NGC).

Aluminum. Plain edge. 29.6 grains. Brilliant surfaces with

prominent cameo contrast. An aluminum striking from

regular-issue 1868 twocent dies. Quoting from the PollcKk

pattern reference; "Complete PriH)f sets struck in aluminum
from regular-issue dies were prepared at the request of Mint

Director H.R. Linderman: 'Please have two sc*ts of impres-

sions of our coins in Aluminum prepared as early as they

can be without an interruption to the regular business of

the Mint. 1 desire to send one set to the Bank of England and

another to France.' Two days later Linderman expanded
his request: 'As you can furnish impressions of our coins in

Aluminum so readily, 1 desire that you will make four sets

instead of two.' " The authors of the most recent edition of

Judd estimate a surxdving population of only from seven to

12 specimens.

NGC Census: 1; 2 finer within any designation (Prtx>f-65 CAMHO
finest).

Spectral analysis as reported on the NGC label: 94% aluminum, 4%
iron, 2% silicon.

PCGS #060826

1868 Broad Planchet Pattern 5c

1027 1868 pattern 5c. J-627, P-696. Rarity-7-. Proof-64 RD (PCGS).

Copper. Plain edge. Faded red surfaces exhibit faint blushes

of blue and violet. All design features show bold delineation.

Close examination reveals a myriad of die finish lines in the

fields of both the obverse and reverse, a feature that imparts

a subdued rather than mirrored aspect to the fields. The ob-

verse features a portrait of Liberty adapted from the nickel

three-cent piece of the era. The reverse has the denominahon

5 CENTS within a laurel wreath, with IN GOD WE TRUST
above.

PCGS Population: 2; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-68 RD)

Broad-planchet pieces are about 1 / 10 larger in diameter than the "regu-

lar-size" planchet pieces. Pollock reported that "regular-size" planchet^

range in diameter from 0.850 to 0.853 inches, while broad-planchet pietv*-

range from 0.944 to 0.947 inches.

PCGS 080844
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Superb 1869 Nickel 3(t in Aluminum

1028

1869 pattern 3c. J-679, P-758. Rarity-7+. Proof-65 (PCGS).
Aluminum. Plain edge. Struck from the regular-issue dies of

the nickel three-cent denomination. The strike is superb, and
the devices show bold cameo contrast against the glittering

mirror fields. Magnification reveals some faint die finish lines

in the fields. The authors of the most recent edition of Judd
estimate a surviving population of only four to six pieces.

PCGS Population: 3; none finer.

This piece is almost certainly from the 10-piece 1869 aluminum Proof

set offered by Kagin's in their ANA convention sale of August 1977, Lot

2128, but as the piece was not illustrated in that sale, we are unable to at-

test that this specific specimen was part of that lot. The 10 pieces included

in that lot were as follows: J-679, 682, 688, 693, 719, 740, 761, 764, 767, and

776. All of these Judd numbers are represented in the present November
2006 sale, but only the trime, half dime, dime, half dollar, and half eagle

can be plate matched to the Kagin's sale. The other pieces offered were
not illustrated.

PCGS #060904

Desirable Proof-64 1869 Aluminum Trime
1029

1869 pattern 3c. J-682, P-761. Rarity-7+. Proof-64 (PCGS).

Aluminum. Plain edge. Struck from the regular-issue dies

of the silver three-cent denomination. The strike is about

average with softness noted on the reverse stars and arrow
feathers. Magnification reveals two of three tiny flecks, some
faint die finish lines, and a few small lint marks in the fields.

The authors of the most recent edition of Judd estimate a

surviving population of only four to six pieces.

PCGS Population: 3; none finer.

This piece is from the 10-piece 1869 aluminum Proof set offered by
Kagin's in their ANA convention sale of August 1977, Lot 2128. This was
determined by plate matching the presently offered coin with the piece

illustrated in the Kagin's sale. The 10 pieces included in that lot were as

follows: J-679, 682, 688, 693, 719, 740, 761, 764, 767, and 776. All of these Judd

numbers are represented in the present November 2006 sale, but only the

trime, half dime, dime, half dollar, and half eagle have been plate matched

to the Kagin's sale. The other pieces offered were not illustrated.

From Kagin's ANA Convention Sale of August 1977, part of

l.ot2I28

I’d .s nmm?

Sparkling Gem Proof-66 1869 Shield Nickel

1030

1869 pattern 5<t. J-688, P-769. Rarity-7-i-. Proof-66 (PCGS).

Aluminum. Plain edge. Struck from regular-issue Shield

nickel dies. Fully brilliant surfaces with glittering mirror

fields. Virtually all design features are as sharp as could

be desired. Close examination of the letters in the legend

indicates that some are broken at their tops, including the D
in UNITED, both of the letters S in STATES, the F in OF, and

the second A in AMERICA. The reason for this is not certain;

is it possible that the letters in the die became clogged with

aluminum as a consequence of earlier strikings? A piece that

ranks among the finest we've ever seen.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

This piece is almost certainly from the 10-piece 1869 aluminum Proof

set offered by Kagin's in their ANA convention sale of August 1977, Lot

2128, but as the piece was not illustrated in that sale, we are unable to attest

that this specific specimen was part of that lot. The 10 pieces included in

that lot were as follows: J-679, 682, 688, 693, 719, 740, 761, 764, 767, and

776. All of these Judd numbers are represented in the present November
2006 sale, but only the trime, half dime, dime, half dollar, and half eagle

can be plate matched to the Kagin's sale. The other pieces offered were

not illustrated.

PCGS #060913

Gem Proof-66 1869 Aluminum Half Dime1031

1869 pattern half dime. J-693, P-772. Rarity-7+. Proof-66
(PCGS). Aluminum. Reeded edge. Struck from regular-issue

half dime dies. A splendid, brilliant gem exhibiting frostv

devices and glittering mirror fields. The strike is about av-

erage with softness noted at the top of the reverse wreath.
Certainly, one of the finest survivors from a tiny estimated
population of only four to six specimens.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

This piece is from the 10-piece 1869 aluminum Pn.Hif set offer\xI bv

Kagin's in their ANA convention .sale of August 1977, Lot 2128. This was
determined by plate matching the pm.sentlv otferc'd ivin with the pitw
illustrated in the Kagin's sale. The 10 pieces included in that lot wen' as

follows: 1-679, S82, 688, 693, 719, 740, 7M , 7M, 767, and 776, .Ml of thes,' ludvl

numbers are repn'sented in the pivsent NovemK'r 21X^6 sale, but onlv the

trime, half dime, dime, half dollar, and halt eagle have N't'!! plate match«\l

to the Kagin s sale, I he other pieces otien'd wen' iiot illiistratixl.

} roin Kagin's ANA Convention Sale of August 1977, part

of Lot 2128.

PCGS « 0609 18

138 Svvek
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1032

1869 pattern 10c. J-696, P-775. Rarity-5. Proof-66 CAM
(PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. A lovely gem example of this

popular STANDARD SILVER variety. The design elements

are sharply defined and satiny, while the fields are glittering

mirrors. Both surfaces are partially brilliant with blushes of

pleasing pale gold. Although J-696 is not a particularly elusive

pattern variety overall, the particular specimen offered here

is outstanding in terms of pre.servation, and probably ranks

near the top of the roster of surviving examples.
I’CGS #860921

1035 1869 pattern 25c. J-727, P-808. Rarity-5. Proof-64 (NGC). Silver.

Reeded edge. Pale violet and gold toning in the central aaMs
changes to vivid electric blue at the borders. The devices aa*

sharp and frosty and the fields are glittering mirrors.

The Mint issued a great number of STANDARD SILVER pattern variet-

ies in 1869 and 1870. The idea was to produce a silver coinage consisting

of 90% silver alloy (used at the Mint from the late 1830s up through 1964

for the production of half dimes, dimes, 20-cent pieces, quarters, halt dol-

lars, and dollars), but of reduced weight, which would make hoarding ol

Federal silver coins less likely to cKcur. Regular-issue silver quarters of

the era weigh 96 grains, but the STANDARD SILVER issues of 1869 and

1870 typically have a weight of either 77 grains or 84 grains. The weight

of the particular spt'cimen offert'd here cannot be determined because of

encapsulation.

PCGS #060954

1033

1869 pattern lOc. J-709, P-788. Rarity-6-i-. Proof-65 (NGC).

Silver. Plain edge. Pale golden iridescence in the central areas

changes to pink, violet, and blue at the peripheries. The strike

is about average with a touch of softness noted in the tresses

of hair above Liberty's hair and at the foliage at the base of

the wreath. Close examination reveals some faint die poli.shing

lines in the fields. The authors of the most recent edition of the

Judd pattern book assign the H6 rarity ranking, indicating an

estimated surviving population of 12 to 20 examples; of these

the present specimen certainly ranks among the finest.

NGC Censu.s: 5; none finer.

PCGS #060934

Superb Proof-65 Aluminum 1869 Dime

1034

1869 pattern 10c. J-719, P-800. Rarity-7-i-. Proof-65 (PCGS).

Aluminum. Reeded edge. Struck from regular-issue dime

dies. Frosty devices and glittering mirror fields characterize

b<ifh the obverse and reverse. The strike is soft at the top of

the reverse wreath, but shows sharpness in most other areas.

Certainly, one of the finest survivors from a tiny estimated

population of only four to six examples.

Pt (iS Population: 1; none finer.

This piece is from the 10-piece 1869 aluminum Proof set offered by

Kagin''. in their ANA convention sale of August 1977, Lot 2128. This was

detetmini'd by plate matching the presently offered coin with the piece

illustrated in the Kagin's sale The 10 pieces included in that lot were as

follow s 1-679, 68Z 688, 693. 71 9, 740, 761 , 764, 767, and 776. All of these |udd

numbers are represimted in the present November 2006 sale, but only the

tnrTH-. half dime, dime, half dollar, and half eagle have been plate matched

to the Kagin's ,ile The other piec*-- offered vs'ere not illustrated

From Ka^w '

. ANA Comrtilioii Sale of August 1977, part of

L>l N28.
|t <- f 0W»'i46

Rare Proof-65 Aluminum 1869 Quarter

2x photo

1036 1869 pattern 25c. J-740, P-821. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 (PCGS).

Aluminum. Reeded edge. Struck from regular-issue quarter

dollar dies. Both surfaces exhibit frosty devices and glittering

mirror fields. Virtually all design features show bold definition

including the eagle's claws and plumage. Here's an cxtremelv

rare and desirable variety with an estimated population of no

more than a dozen pieces, and the presently offered specimen

certainly ranks among the finest of the surv ivors.

PCGS Population: 3; none finer.

This piece is almost certainly from the 10-piece 1869 aluminum Pn>^-

set offered bv Kagin’s in their ANA convention sale of August 19~
I

2128, but as the piece was not illustrated in that sale, we are unable to

test that this specific specimen was part of that lot The 10 pieces m> Iv

in that lot were as follows 1-679, 682, 688, 693, rpi, 741' l

776. All of these |udd numbers are represented in the preserii \ err.N-r

2006 sale, but onlv the tnme, half dime dime h.;!! dolUr er.d L.=;|| oAgle

can be plate matched to the Kagin' The oihe- pu-,-,- . -6. lem
not illustrated

p( ( ,s #060967
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1037 1869 pattern 50c. J-746, P-828. Rarity-7-. Proof-60 (ANACS).
Aluminum. Reeded edge. Brilliant surfaces. Myriad fine die

polishing lines in the fields on both surfaces give the impres-

sion of faint hairlines from an old cleaning at first glance. A
scattering of oxidation spots account for the assigned grade.

The obverse features a capped bust of Liberty facing right.

The reverse has the denomination 50 CENTS within a wreath
of laurel and oak foliage; STANDARD SILVER is above and
the date 1869 below. Aluminum strikings from STANDARD
SILVER dies rank among the rarest and most desirable issues

in the pattern series, and the presently offered J-746 variety

is no exception.

PCGS #060974

1038 1869 pattern 50c. J-749, P-832. Rarity-6+. Proof-61 (PCGS).

Silver. Plain edge. Silver gray toning enhances the central

areas, while wisps and tinges of blue and gold ornament

the rims. Scattered hairlines and contact marks can be seen

on both surfaces consistent with the grade. Magnification

reveals a faint scratch in the field between Liberty's neck and

the second A in AMERICA. The J-749 variety is estimated to

have a surviving population of no more than 20 pieces in all

grades; substantially scarcer than the reeded edge variety of

the same design type.

PCGS #060978

Important Proof-65 Aluminum 1969 Half Dollar

1039 1869 pattern 50c. J-761, P-846. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 (PCGS). Aluminum. Reeded edge. Struck from regular-issue half dollar dies. The
die impressions are bold with virtually all design features showing sharp detail save for a few feathers on the eagle's right (viewer's
left) shin. Liberty's portrait is frosty and shows bold cameo contrast. Close examination reveals some scattered mint-caused planchet
lamination flaws, a feature not uncommon to aluminum impressions of the era. The most prominent lamination flaw extends from
the eagle s left (viewer s right) claw to the base of 1 in AMERICA. J-761 is extremely rare with an estimated surviving population of
no more than a dozen pieces.

PCGS Population: 2; 1 finer (Proof-66).

Thi.s piece is from the 10-piece 1869 aluminum Proof set offered by Kagin's in their ANA convention sale of August 1977, Lot 2128. This was determinoit by
plate matching the presently offered coin with the piece illustrated in the Kagin's .sale. The 10 pieces included in that lot were as follows: J-679, tvS2, 688, 7D,
740, 761, 764, 767, and 776. All of these Judd numbers are represented in the present November 2006 sale, but only the trime, half dime, dime, half dollar, and half
eagle have been plate matched to the Kagin's sale. The other pieces offered were not illustrated.

From Ka;^in's ANA Convention Sale ofAugust 1977, part of Lot 2128.

I’GGS #060992
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2x photo

1040 1869 pattern $1. ]-764, P-849. Rarity-7-. Proof-65 (PCGS). Aluminum. Reeded edge. Struck from regular-issue silver dollar dies. Both
surfaces exhibit pronounced cameo contrast, although there is no such designation on the PCCS label. When this piece was made,
the striking pressure was a tad too low, with the result that some softness can be seen on the high points of the eagle's plumage
and Liberty's drapery, most prominently at her thighs. Close examination reveals some mint-caused planchet striations on the high
points. No more than a dozen examples of the J-764 variety are thought to have survived to the present time, and it's doubtful that

more than a few of them could match the quality offered here.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

This piece is almost certainly from the 10-piece 1869 aluminum Proof set offered by Kagin's in their ANA convention sale of August 1977, Lot 2128, but as the

piece was not illustrated in that sale, we are unable to attest that this specihe specimen was part of that lot. The 10 pieces included in that lot were as follows: J-679,

682, 688, 693, 719, 740, 761, 764, 767, and 776. All of these Judd numbers are represented in the present November 2006 sale, but only the trime, half dime, dime, half

dollar, and half eagle can be plate matched to the Kagin's sale. The other pieces offered were not illustrated.

PCGS #060995

Outstanding Proof-65 Aluminum 1869 Dollar

gold dollar dies. Both surfaces exhibit sharp frosty devices

and glittering mirror fields. The present specimen is dis-

tinguished by a tiny planchet flake just outside the reverse

w'reath at 8:00. An extremely rare variety with an estimated

population of just four to six pieces in all grades.

PCGS Population: 1; 1 finer (Proof-66).

This piece was not from the 10-piece 1869 aluminum Proof set offered

by Kagin’s in fheirANA convention sale of August 1977, Lot 2128. Although

an example of J-767 was included in the set, we speculate that the present

piece was acquired in order to upgrade the set, and that the original example

from the set was sold separately.

From Paramount's section of Auction ‘86, July 1986, Lot

1809; Earlier from Stack’s ANA Conivntion sale, Auji^ust 1976,

Lot 3633.

PCGS *060998

Exceptional Proof-65 Aluminum 1869 "Gold" $1

2x photo

1041 1869 pattern gold SI. J-767, P-852. Rarity-7-(-. Proof-65

(PCGS). Aluminum. Reeded edge. Struck from regular-issue
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Exceedingly Rare 1869 Aluminum $5

Superb Proof-65 Example

2x photo

1042

1869 pattern $5. J-776, P-862. Rarity-7+. Proof-65 (PCGS).

Aluminum. Reeded edge. Struck from regular-issue half

eagle dies. Boldly struck with virtually all design features

defined to full advantage. The devices are deeply frosted,

although there is no "Cameo" designation on the PCGS
holder, and the fields are glittering mirrors. Certainly among
the finest extant, and very possibly the finest. The authors of

the latest edition of Judd estimate a surviving population of

only four to six specimens.
PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

This piece is from the 10-piece 1869 aluminum Proof set offered by

Kagin's in their ANA convention sale of August 1977, Lot 2128. This was

determined by plate matching the presently offered coin with the piece

illustrated in the Kagin's sale. The 10 pieces included in that lot were as

follows: J-679, 682, 688, 693, 719, 740, 761, 764, 767, and 776. All of these Judd

numbers are represented in the present November 2006 sale, but only the

trime, half dime, dime, half dollar, and half eagle have been plate matched

to the Kagin's sale. The other pieces offered were not illustrated.

From Kagin's ANA Convention Sale ofAugust 1977, part of

Lot 2128.

PCGS #061008

1043

1870 pattern 25c. J-879, P-976. Rarity-6+. Proof-63 BN
(PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. Mostly tan surfaces with deli-

cate blue and violet iridescent highlights. Hints of faded red

can be seen despite the "BN" designation on the PCGS label.

The obverse features a seated portrait of Liberty attributed to

William Barber. The reverse has the denomination 25 CENTS
centered in a wreath of corn and cotton with STANDARD
above. The strike is sharp with all design features showing

bold definition. The mirror quality of the fields is subdued.

Opinions of the rarity of the J-879 variety have varied over the

years. The authors of the most recent edition ofJudd estimate

a surviving population as high as 20 pieces. Andrew Pollock

in his United Slates Patterns and Related Issues considered the

variety to be Rarity-7, with an extant population of no more

than a dozen pieces.

I’CCS I’opiil.thon: 2; 5 finer (Prcxif-M MN fincsO.

P( (.S«()MIZ3

1044

1870 pattern 25(1:. J-894, P-1001. Rarity-5. Proof-64 (PCGS).

Silver. Reeded edge. The obverse is gunmetal-gray with deli-

cate blue, pink, and gold iridescent highlights. The reverse
I

exhibits pleasing intermingled pale blue and champagne

toning. Virtually all design features are boldly and deeply
;

delineated. This specimen is incorrectly attributed as J-913

on the PCGS label.

The J-894 variety is known on both thin and thick planchet types.

Thin-planchet pieces weigh about 77 grains and thick-planchet pieces
j

weigh about 84 grains. It's impossible to ascertain the weight of the present

specimen because of encapsulation.

PCGS #061138

1045

1870 pattern 25<t. J-900, P-1015. Rarity-5. Proof-66 (PCGS).

Silver. Reeded edge. A superb gem, virtually as nice as the

moment it was struck. The obverse is brilliant at the center

with concentric bands of golden brown and electric blue

peripherally. The reverse is gunmetal-gray with delicate

blue and violet iridescent highlights. Although J-900 is not

particularly rare, the present example certainly ranks as an

important condition rarity. We expect many generous bids

when this beauty crosses the auction block.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

Both thick and thin planchet varieties are known for the J-900 variety.

Ttiin planchet pieces typically weigh about 77 grains, while heavy planchet

pieces weigh in at about 84 grains.

PCGS #061144

1046

1873 pattern trade dollar. J-1322, P-1465. Rarity-4. Proof-63

(NGC). The devices are satiny and the fields are glittering

mirrors. Pale champagne toning enhances the central amas,
while wisps of vivid gold ornament the borders. Magnihca-
tion reveals some taint hairlines from a light cleaning long

ago; a feature which is probablv all that kevps this beautv out

of the Proot-65 category. Examples of )-1322 wea' included
in six-piece sets of pattern trade dollars distributed bv the

Mint in the year of issue. Ben Gavn, a coin dealer whi> was
active in business about a century ag(\ claimed that the price

of issue tor these sets was $30.

142 Stum
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NunuTimj. pattern trade dollar varieties dated 1873 have come down
to the pa-sent-day j>eneration of numismatists. The obverse of the pres-

ent variety was designated as the "Olive branch" by William barber, the

engraver who created the design.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

IVCiS «ll6lh08

Exceedingly Rare Morgan Design Half Dollar

2.r photo

1047 1877 pattern 50c. j-1504, P-1666. Rarity-7+. Proof-63 (PCGS).

Silver. Reeded edge. The devices are sharp and satiny and

the fields are glittering mirrors. The central areas are bril-

liant, while tinges of gold, blue, and violet ornament the

rims. The obverse design is a virtual miniature version of

that adopted for the silver "Morgan" dollar of 1878, and is

especially esteemed by collectors as such. The reverse depicts

a perched eagle motif centered on a shield surrounded by a

wreath and in.scriptions. J-1504 is an exceedingly rare variety'

with an estimated population of no more than a half dozen

spt'cimens. Andrew Pollock was not aware of any examples

w'hen he wrote his United States Patterns and Related Issues

back in 1W4, despite a thorough search through several

hundred important auction sales. Here's an opportunity' that

might not present itself again for decades. Worth a generous

bid from the advanced pattern specialist.

IX'GS f’npulafion I; 1 finer (I’mof-M)

IVGS*nf,1839

2x photo

1048 1877 pattern 50c. J-1510, P-1674. Rarity-7+. Proof-65 CAM
(PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. A spectacular example of one

of the most desirable issues in the pattern half dollar series.

The obverse and reverse motifs, created by Mint engraver

George Morgan, are virtual miniature versions of the designs

adopted for regular-issue Morgan dollars in the following

year, 1878. The devices are frosty cameos and the fields are

glittering mirrors. The central areas exhibit delightful gold

toning. Wisps and blushes of vivid blue and violet irides-

cence ornament the borders. Although J-1 510 is a variety that

countless numismatists would doubtless love to own, the

tiny estimated population of only four to six surv'ivors, will

forever keep the roster of owners to ver\' small number.
PCGS Population: 1 ; none finer. Technical details: Weight: 193.3 grains

Diameter: 30.6 mm. Die alignment: 180 degrees.

From Bowers and Merena's sale of the Harry W. Bass, Jr. Col-

lection, May 1999, Lot 1218. Purchased by Mr. Bass from Brwton

T. Schorer, May 3, 1 973

PCGS #061848

k's
/
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1049

1878 pattern $1. J-1554, P-1741. Rarity-5. Proof-62 (PCGS).

Silver. Reeded edge. Pale golden gray surfaces. Most design

features are sharp, excepting only a few feathers on the

eagle's chest. Faint hairlines in the fields are probably all

that prevented PCGS from assigning a substantially higher

grade. Here's an attractive example of William Barber's

popular Liberty Head design, which first appeared on pat-

tern $50 gold pieces minted during the preceding year, 1877.

The reverse features a perched eagle motif. For some reason

that has not come to our attention, the Mint issued several

different die varieties of the J-1554/ 1555 type. Three different

die varieties of J-1554 are enumerated in Andrew Pollock's

United States Patterns and Related Issues. On the presently

offered die variety, the 13th star is distant from the back of

Liberty's hair, and the "m" in "unum" is centered directly

beneath the M in AMERICA.
PCGS #061915

Gorgeous 1879 Morgan Dime

1050

1879 pattern 10<t. J-1588, P-1781. Rarity-6+. Proof-67 DCAM
(PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. A simply splendid example.

The devices are sharp frosty cameos and the fields are glit-

tering mirrors. Both surfaces display a nuance of delicate

champagne iridescence. The portrait of Liberty on the ob-

verse is adapted from the motif used on the Morgan dollar

in the preceding year. This existence of this variety supports

the view that the Mint may have been contemplating a

changeover from the Liberty Seated design that was first

adopted for the production of dimes in 1837. A complete

series of silver coinage based on Morgan's design certainly

would have created a enjoyable prospect for numismatists

of the era. The reverse features the denomination, stars,

and E PLURIBUS UNUM, all skillfully presented within a

handsomely designed laurel wreath. A gem that successfully

combines rarity, aesthetic beauty, and historical importance

in a single piece.

I’C't.S I’opiil.ition: I; 2 finor {Pr()of-6S finest).

pr (;s fl()^)l‘>65
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Blazing 1879 Morgan Quarter Dollar Pattern

Gem Proof-66 Cameo

1051

1879 pattern 25<t. J-1593, P-1787. Rarity-6+. Proof-66 CAM
(PCGS). Silver. Reeded edge. A brilliant blazing gem having

frosty cameo devices and glittering mirror fields. All design ^

features are boldly and deeply delineated. The obverse fea-

tures George Morgan's Liberty Head motif adopted in 1878

for the production of Morgan dollars. The eagle motif on the

reverse earlier appeared on 1878 dated pattern dollars and

half eagles. The J-1593 variety is considered to be a very rare

variety, rating a Rarity-6+ designation from the authors of

the most recent edition of the Judd pattern book.
PCGS Population: 1; 1 finer (Proof-67).

PCGS #061970

Stunning 1879 J-1594 Morgan Quarter

Outstanding Proof-67 Example

2\ photo

1052

1879 pattern 25(1. 1-1594, P-1788. Rarity-6+. Proof-67 RH
(N(.C ). C upper. Reeded edge. Struck from the same dies as

I-L5'^)3 ottered above. Both surfaces exhibit warm chocolate
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Desirable Proof-64 J-1694 Pattern Nickel

1054 1882 pattern 5c. J-1694, P-1896. Rarity-7-. Proof-64 RD
(PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. A handsome blazing red ex-

ample of this extremely rare variety. The obverse is similar

to the regular-issue type, but without the ornamental ball at

the bottom of the shield. The reverse is the identical type used

to pnxluce regular-issue shield nickels. A few tiny flecks and

spot*, w’ere probably all that prevented PCGS from assign-

ing the Pr(Kif-65 classification to this bt'auty. The authors of

the most recent edition of the |udd pattern btxik estimate a

surviving population of no more than a dozen pieces.

I*« ( .s I’(»ptilati(ni 1 . noTM- 6n<'r within fh»' itcsignation

1056 1885 pattern 3c. J-1741, P-1953. Rarity-8. Proof-66 CAM
(PCGS). Aluminum. Plain edge. Struck from the regular-is-

sue dies of the nickel three-cent denomination. A splendid

gem example having frosty devices and glittering mirror

fields. Close examination of Liberty's portrait suggests that

the obverse die had been exposed to moisture, evidenml bv

a texture indicating light rust in the area of Liberty’s neck

and throat. Since the die field had probably been piMished

just prior to use, no traces of rust aiv visible in the obverse

field. No indications of rust are noted on the reverse. )-1741

is an exceedingly rare varietx’ with a survix ing population

estimated to be no greater than three pieces, Accc»rdingl\,

entire decades can elapse between auction ap}x*arana^-

I\.'GS Population: 1 : none finor

I\t;S«(V.21S3

brviwn toning with vivid electric blue and violet iridescent

highlights. Iraces of faded red can be stvn around some of

the stars, letters, and numerals. Virtually all design features

am as sharp as could bt* desired. Although more than a dozen
examples are thought to exist, the presently offered example
ranks as the finest specimen ever graded by NGC. We expect

many generous bids when this beauty cro.sses the block.

NtiC CVnsus: 1; none finer within any desij'nation.

Pt'GS ttiVWl

Gem Proof-66 1883 Liberty Nickel Pattern

CENTS on Scroll Format

Desirable Transitional 1882 Liberty Nickel

2x photo

1055 1883 pattern 5c. j-1717, P-1922. Rarity-6-i-. Proof-66 CAM
(PCGS). Nickel. Plain edge. A superb strike with virtually all

design features defined to full advantage including Liberty's

hair, the obverse stars, and the wreath foliage. The devices

are satiny and the fields are glittering mirrors. Both surfaces

are essentially brilliant with just a whisper of champagne
iridescence. The obverse features the regular-issue Liberty

Head motif adopted in 1883, while the reverse is similar to

the adopted type, but with the word CENTS on a scroll across

the central reverse "V". Andrew Pollock, in his United States

Patterns and Related Issues writes: "It is thought that this re-

verse was produced in response to reports that unscrupulous

individuals were reeding and gold plating Liberty nickels

without CENTS and passing them off as $5 gold pieces."

PCCS Population: 3; none finer.

PCGS #062134

Gem Proof-66 1885 Nickel 3<t in Aluminum

.1053 1882 pattern 5c. J-1690, P-1892. Rarity-5. Proof-64 (PCGS).

Nickel. Plain edge. Essentially brilliant surfaces with just a

hint of pale gold. All design features are boldly and deeply

defined including Liberty's hair tresses, the obverse stars (all

of which show their radials), and the foliage details of the

wreath. The j-1690 variety is extraordinarily popular because

of its status as a transitional pattern; an issue which is identi-

cal to the adopted design of 1883 in almost all particulars,

except for some trivial differences in the arrangement of the

obverse stars. The S in PLURIBUS is boldly doubled, a feature

shared by some, but not all, of the Proof regular-issue 1883

No CENTS Liberty nickels.
' PCGS #(162095

( K S
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Uncirculated "1759" Martha Washington Quarter

2x photo

1057 "1759" pattern 25c. Martha Washington test token. J-2116.
Rarity-7-. MS-61 (NGC). Cupronickel-copper. Reeded edge.

5.7 grams. Pale champagne iridescence. Both the obverse

and reverse are lustrous; scattered contact marks suggest

that the present specimen was probably produced in large

quantities, possibly to study how well dies would hold up
under normal operating conditions. The date of manufacture

is uncertain, but most surviving examples of this type were
probably made circa 1965, when the Mint was evaluating

alternatives to the 90% silver alloy that had been in use at

the Mint since the 1830s. Altogether, a dozen or more differ-

ent compositions were tested, the Mint ultimately decided

to adopt a "sandwich" composition having two outer layers

of cupronickel bonded fo a inner layer of copper.
The obverse of this variety, portraying Martha Washington, is attributed

to Edward R. Grove. The reverse design, featuring a view of Mount Vernon,

is said to have been created by Philip Fowler.

Historic DeFrancisci Design for the Jefferson Sc

Apparently Unique

1058 Undated (1938) Jefferson nickel reverse pattern by An-
thony DeFrancisci. Electrotrial. J-C1938-1. MS-62 (PCGS).

A unique and highly important coin-sized rendering of

the reverse design submitted by Anthony DeFrancisci, the

designer of the Peace dollar, to the 1938 Jefferson nickel

design competition. Even medium brown with glossy sur-

faces. A uniface piece, produced by the electrotype method
and termed an "electrotrial" today, this piece was made by

creating a thin copper shell from a larger sculptural plaster

then backing it with lead for durability. The term electrotrial,

according to Dick Johnson, former historian of Medallic Art

Company, is a modern creation by Breen and notes that these

pieces are simply called galvanos in the die-producing trade.

A raised spot is seen among the rays near the right side of

the "obverse," a few hairlines, generally a very nice state of

preservation.

This nickel-sized pattern displays a design that met the requirements

of the 1938 design competition to replace the Buffalo nickel. In order to

compete for the $1,000 prize, the designs submitted by the artists had
to show "a representation of Monticello, Jefferson's historic home near

Charlottesville. In addition to the words required by law to appear on the

coin, the coin may contain the inscription "MONTICELLO," in order to

identify the architecture ... none of the legends are to be abbreviated and
should be in capital letters." Though rendered in capitals, the font used
by DeFrancisci resembles that used on his Peace dollar design, including

apparent V s substituted for "U"s and the use of "oF" in the legend.

Monticello is rendered with a view from the West Front, the more deco-

rative side though not the "front door" used by Jefferson or his guests.

The view is realistic, backed by 22 radiant lines and framed with 13 stars.

Though the significance of the 13 stars, like Jefferson's conception of truth,

is self-evident, the number of rays may be simply a function of the design.

The design is unsigned, though it precisely matches DeFrancisci's original

plaster which was donated to the Smithsonian by his widow. Were it not

for the survival of that plaster, the author of this important pattern might
remain unknown.

Some 390 different designs were submitted to the design competi-
tion, though few of those designs survived to the present day. A W38
Time Magazine article noted that the entries "showed Jefferson standing,
sitting, amused, grim, spindly, fat, and Monticello from all angles, in one
case with an eagle perched on the roof." Felix Schlag's original design
remains well-known despite the fact that it was not used on the nickel. .A

few plasfers from unsuccessful designs survive though we have not stvn
any other design in this format. Other examples of this galvanic fechnol-

ogy though, may be .seen in our lanuarv 200o sale \vhere two such pitxx's

by James Earle Fraser were offen'd, both created as a lead-up fo the HI.'

introduction of the Buffalo tiickel. T hose pieu's n\ili/ed ver\' stning priws.

$34,5(X1 and $25,300 each. This lascinating sjvcimen is of similar histv'ric

and artistic value, cn'ated by the talenteil artist ol ime of .'Vinerica s most
beloved designs. lelfersim nickels an' endlessl\- ^xquilar with iX'lUvtors.

and this pattern that n'lates to the history ot their cn'ation would K' the

centerpiece ol an advanced collection.

I’t (iS IV'pulalion: 1; mine tiner.



PRIVATE AND TERRITORIAL GOLD COINS

The^^rcl lai igel Collectioi i

of Piwaleand Teirilorial Gold Coins
We lire pleased to present one of the most remarkable collections

private and territorial gold coins to cross the auction block in our

neration. Containing many if not most of the popular types and

iced with landmark rarities, the offering will be long remembered,

e cabinet was gathered over a long period of time by a private cli-

t of Stack's. Many of the specimens trace their provenance to great

lections of the past. Now, the coins are presented to a new audience

enthusiasts.

We have added numismatic and background notes in many in-

nces, derived from the information Q. David Bowers presented in

; descriptions of the Eliasberg Collection coins a decade ago and in

i 2001 A History ofthe California Gold Rush. The romance and history of

'se coins from California and other gold strikes is incomparable.

The Coinages

During the 19th century rich gold deposits were discovered in

‘orgia. North Carolina, California, Oregon, Colorado, and other

rations. While the United States government eventually established

inch mints in Georgia (Dahlonega, 1838), North Carolina (Charlotte,

38), California (California, 1854), and Colorado (Denver, 1906), in

? early years assaying and refining of gold was accomplished by

vate individuals, banks, and other commercial enterprises. Some of

rse produced coins which today are variously referred to as private,

mecr, or territorial issues.

While the 1787 gold doubloon produced by Ephraim Brasher in

•w York City is a private issue, and Standish Barry issued gold coins

Baltimore a few years later, collectors today primarily associate the

d with the coinage produced by Templeton Reid in Georgia in 1830,

? pieces produced by the Bechtlers in North Carolina beginning in

? early 1830s, the especially rich array of California gold issues of

? period 1849-1855, the 1849 $5 and $10 gold coins of Oregon, the

irmon coinage dated 1849-1860, and issues of Colorado 1860-1861.

ir sale includes specimens from each of these areas.

Jacob R. Eckfeldt and William E. DuBois of the United States Mint

studied and described various California, Mormon, and other gold

coins as they were received for assay and testing at the Mint shortly

after the time of issue and were probably the first to take a serious

numismatic interest in the pieces. During the 1850s and early 186()s

the Philadelphia Mint was probably the leading "collector" of coins

(for the Mint Cabinet) and, unofficially, the largest "dealer" as well

(via restrikes and Proofs of legal tender issues).

Collector interest in private gold coins emerged at an early date, due

in part to California and related pieces being bought and sold by bullion

exchange houses and being listed in registers (such as ThotJipson’s) of

the 1850s and 1860s. By 1877 the Spier Collection, which later passed to

the StKiety of California Pioneers, contained many outstanding private

and territorial pieces. Examples were numerous in auction sales of the

late 19th century, but the coins were of sufficient scarcity and high value

that interest was not widespread. No specialized numismatic reference

works on the series were available for consultation or education, and

little useful information about them appeared in print.

It was not until Edgar H. Adams delved into the subject in the early

1900s that activity grew apace. Adams' Official Premium List ofthe United

States, Private, and Territorial Gold Coins appeared in 1909, to be followed

in 1912-1913 by the publication in sections of his monumental Private

Gold Coinage ofCalifornia, 1 849-1 855. In more recent times Walter Breen,

Henry Clifford, John J. Ford, Jr., Donald Kagin, Nolie Mumey, Dexter

C. Seymour, and others have studied and written about the series. The

present writer (QDB) recalls cataloguing several important collections

of this specialty including the Garrett, Brand, Norweb, and Eliasberg

coins and (with the help of John J. Ford, Jr. and George Fuld) the Henry'

Clifford patterns.

The close relationship of the privately minted gold coins of Colora-

do, California, and other areas with the petiple, economy, and romance

of the times has made them favorites with numismatists today.

K S 14
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Very Rare Templeton Reid $2.50

The First Southern Gold Issue

Ex. Gregory (1916), Nygren (1924), Brand (1933)

1059 1830 Templeton Reid $2.50 gold. K-1. Rarity-6. Choice
About Uncirculated-55. A beautiful example of this very rare

Georgia private gold coinage, surpassed by perhaps only one

or two examples in private hands. Splendid natural lustre

persists on delightfully foned surfaces, light yellow gold

with highlights of deeper orange gold subtly framing design

elements. The reverse is lightly reflective, as sometimes seen

on higher grade specimens of this issue, the obverse less

so but still showing some prooflike character. The strike is

exceptional, nicely centered and bold, even atop the reverse

legends which occasionally show weakness. The reeding is

likewise bold and some wire rim is present. Extremely choice

for the grade and lacking any noteworthy field marks, just

the most minor handling ticks. Some light hairlines are seen,

a very thin scratch from atop G of GOLD to the base of 18

is noted for identification, tiny nick in the wire rim below
O in GOLD. As pretty an example of this rarity as we have

ever seen and, though perhaps one or two technically better

pieces may exist, quite possibly the "nicest" survivor of this

entire type.

Rarity estimates for this issue vary. Kagin called this

Rarity-6, with somewhere between 13 and 30 known. Many
authorities estimate about 20 specimens in all grades, many
of which are impounded in museums. PCCiS has certified a

specimen of this issue on II different occasions, only once

assigning a Mint State grade. Ihat piece, graded MS-60, is

not .ippri'i i.ibly better than this coin and shows a ln>ld nick

on each side. Two others have been graded AU-55, one of

which recently transacted privately in the $175,000 range.

NGC has graded a specimen on three occasions, but it seems
unlikely that they represent different coins from those at

PCGS or even among themselves; the grades assigned were
AU-55, MS-61, and MS-62 PL. Indeed, the MS-61 on the NGC
census is prooflike (the Duke's Creek coin), and we suspect
it was regraded MS-62 PL later. Garrett's was a pleasing
VF. Two examples are impounded in the Smithsonian, one
from the Lilly bequest and another from the Mint Cabinet.
Some known specimens are repaired or damaged beyond
the point of certifiability, i.e. the burnished VF Clifford coin,

the mounted VF in the 1997ANA Sale and the badly tooled
VF Eliasberg coin. A piece sold at Christie's in 1991 was
described as having toothmarks.

The provenance of this piece deserves special mention.
S.H. Chapman singled this specimen out as a highlight
of the Gregory Collection in the introduction to that 1916
catalogue. The 240 lots of private and territorial issues in

that sale included specimens of coinages like the Parsons
issues of Colorado and tlie rare Dunbar $5. Niit prex iously
connected to this coin but discovered during the course of
our research, the provenance of this piece alst.^ includes the
A.C. Nygren C ollectiiMi (sold 1924) and the X’irgil Brand L'ol-

lection, where it remained until the 1933 Wa'vte Raymond
and lames Macallister sale called "Selections tix^n a Givat
Ameriian L ollectii>n." Biiind alsi^bi^ught a superb NKirnu>n

SiVCK
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$5 in the Nyga'n sale that remained in the Brand family until

the 1*^84 Bowers and Ruddy sale.

The coins of Templeton Reid occupy a special place in

the history of American coinage, as they represent both the

first Southern gold coins and the first private gold pieces is-

sued after the ratification of the U.S. Constitution. Bechtler's

coinage was not begun until a full year after Reid's coins had
entered circulation; the Dahlonega and Charlotte mints were
the better part of a decade away. While the quarter eagle is

very rare today, it is the only denomination which—despite

a six-figure price tag for nice examples—can be considered

collectible. The last specimens to hit public auction, accord-

ing to Garrett and Dannreuther, sold in 1999. This example,

off the market for two decades, is one of the best of its kind

and could be the most natural appearing specimen extant,

fit for a connoisseur.

Gold had been discovered in Georgia during the 1820s. By the latter part

of the decade news had spread and many fortune seekers had arrived in the

district. Milledgeville, then the state capital, was one of the centers of activ-

ity. Templeton Reid, a gunsmith and clockmaker, sensed an opportunity to

fill a commercial need by converting gold dust, then traded by weight in

the area, into coins. The nearest and only Federal mint was at Philadelphia,

which was hundreds of miles distant. For an entrepreneurial miner to send

bullion there involved several weeks of time, risk of transportation, and

loss of capital. On July 24, 1830, an article appeared in the Southern Recorder

which told of Reid's new enterpri.se:

"We have examined, during the past week, with great pleasure, an

apparatus constructed by our very ingenious fellow citizen, Mr. Templeton

Reid for the purpose of putting gold into a shape more convenient than

that in which it is originally found. He makes with great facility and great

neatness, pieces worth ten, five, and two and a half dollars. No alloy is

mixed with it, and it is so stamped that it cannot be easily imitated. He sets

out soon for the mines, and intends putting his apparatus into operation,

as soon as he reaches them.

"About $1500 worth of Georgia Gold has been stamped by our in-

genious townsman, Mr. Templeton Reid, with handsome dies, showing

the actual value of each piece of metal, in parcels of $2.50, $5, and $10....

Mr. Reid informs us that the gold dust stamped by him will be taken at

the Mint and at most of the banks for the value it purports on its face to

bear. This will give it a pretty general currency, and make it answer the

purposes of money.. .

."

Shortly thereafter Templeton Reid moved to Gainesville, which was

situated closer to the center of actual mining activity. Coins were made
and put into circulation, including one specimen which, unfortunately

for Reid, found its way to a disgruntled citizen who styled himself anony-

mously as "No Assayer" in a letter to the Georgia Courier August 16, 1830,

and complained that Reid was making nearly a 7% profit on his coinage

scheme, an amount considered to be exploitative. According to "No As-

sayer," Reid's $10 pieces contained just $9.38 worth o( bullum. Apparently

Reid produced his coins from native metal without alloying it to a standard

fineness. Although his pieces wea- worth somewhat li*ss than the laa* value

indicated upon them, it is not known whether Reid was seeking an unusu-

ally high profit from his coinage or whether the situation was inadvertent

In any event, this and subsequent newspapier accounts apparently serx ed

to diminish the reputation of his coins, and minting ceased.

Templeton Reid's private Georgia mint only operated for about three

months. Coinage was effected during part of July, all of August and Si*ptem-

berand part of October, 1830. Many of his coins were subsequently melted

by the United States Mint, accounting in part for their extreme raritv today.

Dexter C. Seymour, who studied the series intensively, suggested that only

about 1,600 coins were produced totally, including approximately 1,000

quarter eagles, 300 half eagles, and 250 eagles. Templeton Reid may have

gone to California in 1849, for dies bearing his name were made with that

location as an imprint, but if he did, facts concerning his activities in the

far West are not known today.

In 1839, the Republic of Texas awarded a patent to Templeton Reid for

improvements in the cotton gin. Breen relates that the cotton gin and its

improvements were still holding Reid's attention until his death in 1851.

An historic marker has been placed in Gainesville, Georgia to recognize

Reid's activities. Prominently located in the town square, it reads:

"FIRST PRIVATE MINT'
TEMPLETON REID MINT
1830-1831

Two hundred yards west, on the north side of Washington Street is

the site of the first private mint in the United States to manufacture gold

coins in dollar values. During the Georgia gold rush, trade suffered due to

a shortage of sound money. There were few coins in circulation and most

business was by barter. Templeton Reid (ca. 1787-1851), Milledgeville sil-

versmith and expert machinist, saw an answer to the problem. 1 le decided

to buy raw gold, refine it and stamp coins of proven value, acceptable in

any transaction. In 1830 he came to Gainesville, Georgia and opened an

assay office. With machines and dies of his design and make he bran to

strike coins of $2.50, $5.00, and $10.00 denominations. Although questioned

by many, this was legal under the U.S. Constitution. The business was not

profitable and closed in 1831. The Reid gold coins minted in Gainesville

are extremely rare and are eagerly sought by collectors."

From the Archangel Collection. Previously from S.H. Chap-

man's sale of the Charles Gregory Collection, June 1916, Lot 2283

(at $300); Henry Chapman's sale of the A.C. Nygren Collection,

April 1924, Lot 20; f.C. Morgenthau and Co. (V\Iayte Raymond and

James Macallister's sale of "Selectionsfrom a Great American Col-

lection" (i.e. Virgil Brand), November 1933, Lot 236; Bowers and

Ruddy's sale of the Stanislaw Herstel Collection, February 1974;

Lot 803; Stack's sale of the Lighthouse Collection, June 1978, Lot

677; Stack's sale of the Coles Collection, October 1983, Lot 193.

PCGS #010320
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Lustrous C. Bechtler Gold Dollar

Reversed "N"

1060 Undated C. Bechtler $1 gold. K-4. Rarity-4. Reversed "N."
Brilliant Uncirculated-60, bright and lustrous but light hair-

lines are seen from an old cleaning. The fields have traces

of prooflike reflectivity, rich yellow toning and traces of

deeper copper color around the devices, a highly desirable

earmark of originality. A tiny planchet streak is seen off the

U of RUTHERF, which will serve to identify this specimen in

the future. Sharply struck with bold detail and a high, sharp
rim in places. A pleasing example of this popular error die

variety.

During the 1830s the Bechtler family coined $2,241,850.50 worth of

gold coins. Additional coins were minted after 1840 (see later account of

Augustus Bechtler). Bearing the imprint CAROLINAGOLD or GEORGIA
GOLD, depending upon the state in which the coinage metal originated,

the pieces were produced in the denominations of $1, $2.50, and $5 from

minting facilities in the Rutherfordton, North Carolina vicinity.

On October 22, 1831, the 'biorih Carolina Spectator and Western Advertiser,

published in Rutherfordton, noted:

"Mr. C. Bechtler showed us a specimen of gold a few days since, taken

from the mine of Mr. RH. Richardson, of Richardson's Creek, which he

assayed and ascertained it to be worth 23-1 / 2 carats fine-worth 94 cents

per dwt. This is the richest native gold yet assayed by Mr. Bechtler and is

probably the finest obtained from the mines in this region."

Christopher Bechtler, the elder, and several members of his family

came from Germany to Rutherfordton in 1830. Accompanying him were

his two sons, Charles and Augustus, and his nephew who is known as

Christopher Bechtler, the younger. The elder Bechtler, trained in the art of

ISO
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the gunsmith and goldsmith, established a jewelry store shortly after his

arrival. There was gold-bearing earth on his property, and several shafts

were sunk to exploit it. His son Augustus shared his interests and abilities

and was a capable assistant.

Bechtler's entry into coinage occurred in the summer of 1831 when
he announced he was ready to receive gold and coin it into $2.50 and $5

pieces. Beginning on August 27, 1831, this advertisement appeared in the

North Carolina Spectator And Western Advertiser:

"The undersigned having coined a great quantity of North Carolina

Gold into pieces of $2.50 and $5.00 value of 20 carats fine, and being well

prepared to increase the business to any extent, at his establishment 3-1/2

miles north of Rutherfordton on the road leading from Rutherfordton to

Jeanstown, invites the attention of miners in S. Carolina and Georgia, as

well as North Carolina, to the advantage which would result from having

the product of their mines coined, or made into ingots, bearing their just

value, rather than disposing of it in its fluxed state, without an assay, and

therefore liable to produce an improper value; gold in a fluxed state, of 22

and 23 carats, is generally sold for 84 cents per dwt. in the Bank, whereas

its intrinsic value, if coined, is 90 and 94 cents-consequently an actual

saving of 6 cents per dwt. will be made by having it coined-after paying

all the expense of coining, etc. Should encouragement be given, new dies

will be made especially for stamping S. Carolina and also Georgia Gold. . .

.

C. BECHTLER. August 27, 1831."

It is believed that pieces of the $1 denomination were first produced in

1832. From that time onward specimens were produced of three denomina-

tions, $1, $2.50, and $5. The weight and fineness was prominently lettered

as part of each coin's inscription. In addition the origin was stated as

CAROLINA GOLD, GEORGIA GOLD, or NORTH CAROLINA GOLD.
The metallic content and appearance of Bechtler gold coins varied

depending upon the source of the metal. Generally, the pieces struck from

Georgia metal and gold from certain areas in central North Carolina had a

bright yellow appearance. Gold from the North Carolina mountain range

and from certain South Carolina areas tended to have a dull appearance.

Examples of finished coins are often wavy, this being particularly true of

the $1 pieces.

Realizing the service that the Bechtler minting operation was providing

to miners and tradesmen of the area, the government made no effort to

stop them. A Treasury investigation into the Bechtler coinage did provide

the data which led Congress in 1835 to provide for the establishment of a

branch mint at Charlotte. In 1838 the Charlotte Mint issued its first coins

for circulation.

From the Archangel Collection.

PCGS #010055

A Second C. Bechtler Gold Dollar

Reversed "N"
I

1061 Undated C. Bechtler $1 gold. K-4. Rarity-4. Reversed "N."
Choice Extremely Fine-45. Medium yellow gold with at-

tractive deeper orange gold toning throughout the protected

areas. A few light hairlines are seen, probably from long ago, i

as the mellow toning is attractive and appears very much
original. A pleasing example, nicely struck and with no ad- :

ditional surface marks worthy of mention.
|

From the Archangel Collection. Previously from Mayflou'cr

Coin Auctions sale of the Emerson Gaylord Collection, Mdi/ 1963: !'

Stack's sale of the Gibson Collection, November 1974, Lot 154. 1

;

PCGS #010055
i

Si
I
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txlraordinary C. Bechtler $2.50 Gold

20 Carats; 75 Grains

2x photo

1062 Undated C. Bechtler $2.50 gold. K-8. Rarity-7. 20 C. 75 G.

Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly choice-63. A superb speci-

men of this Bechtler rarity, without question the finest this

cataloguer has seen. The brilliant surfaces are bright yellow

gold, with the faintest traces of more mellow toning in the

less protected field areas. The obverse is somewhat prooflike

and visually striking, while the reverse is satiny and highly

lustrous, also very beautiful. The coin is well centered and

sharply and evenly struck on a nice even planchet. The fine

edge reeding is almost complete. A small scrape is seen right

on the reverse rim at 3:00, but the edge device is complete at

this position and the obverse is unaffected. A couple of thin

scratches are noted for the sake of accuracy, as are some fine

hairlines, but overall the coin presents very well.

This Bechtler variety is quite scarce and is missing from

many major collections, with auction appearances being few

and far between. In Jerry Kimmell's Analysis of Pioneer Gold,

12 appearances are cited, from 1972 going back to Stickney

in 1907. Six of these 12 listings are reported as Uncirculated,

but plate matching the present specimen to any of them has

proven inconclusive. Suffice it to say, the present specimen

is a wonderful high-grade example of a rarely offered piece.

Its appearance here provides a valuable opportunity for the

connoisseur and it is destined for placement in another ad-

vanced collection of private and territorial gold coins, where

it will likely remain a centerpiece.

From the Archangel Collection. Purchasedfrom New England

Rare Coin Galleries on April 12, 1976.

PCGS #010070

Scarce C. Bechtler $2.50 Gold

64 Grains; 22 Carats

style of Bechtler $2.50 gold piece struck on thick planclwts • »f

|
compact diameter. Uniform medium to light yellow gold on

both sides with good lustre remaining. Aside from the signs

of light handling as suggested by the grade, a thin cut is sivn

between the Lof BECHTLER and the rim, fortunately not in

a prime focal area and thus not particularly distracting to the

eye. Hints of reflectivity remain in the obverse field and the

usual die cracks are seen. An ever popular variety.

From the Archangel Collection. Previously from Stack's sale of

the Lighthouse Collection, June 1978, Lot 679.

PCGS #010073

Scarce C. Bechtler $2.50

70 Grains; 20 Carats

1064 Undated C. Bechtler $2.50 gold. K-13. Rarity-6. 70 G. 20

Carats. Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Almost fully brilliant rich

yellow gold, with just the faintest trace of warm gold toning

in the exposed fields. A few scattered light surface marks

are seen from handling, but the lustre is unbroken and the

eye appeal is superb. The coin is boldly struck, with sharp

definition of all details and high rims. This sharp striking had

begun to take its toll on the dies as evidenced by several die

cracks seen on both sides. The obverse fields are somewhat

prooflike, and both sides exhibit pleasing lustre. A very sharp,

high quality example of the scarcest denomination among
the coins produced by the Bechtlers.

This coin led off a spectacular offering of territorial gold coins included

in RARCOA's section of Auchon '82. The collection catalogued therein in-

cluded 32 specimens, many being outstanding examples of their respective

varieties. The collection was introduced in the catalogue with the following

short paragraph that nicely sums up that offering, "The following selection

of Pioneer and Territorial Gold represents the Finest quality collection ever

assembled. While there have been others that were numerically larger in

size, condition-wise the following is totally unsurpassed. It was painstak-

ingly assembled over a period of some 4f) years. To our knowledge no other

collection has ever contained as many Mint State or FINEST KNOWN
specimens. The sale of this collection offers the specialist a once in a lifehme

opportunity." This introduebon placed that collection on a high pedestal

where the taste and connoisseurship of the collector were concerned It is

important to note with regard to the presently offered Archangel Collection,

that the gentleman who assembled these coins was an active partiapani

in that sale. He was the next-generabon connoisseur who in striving to

acquire a world class collecbon of territorial gold coins saw fit to secure

eight wonderful specimens from the August 1982 offering, a full 28''
c>t

the pieces in that landmark collecbon.

From the Archangel Collection. Previously from Stack's Sale

of the Gibson Collection, Noi'cmbcr 1974, Lot 1S7: RARCO.A
session of Auction '82, August 1982, Lot 969.

PCGS #010070

2x photo

1063 Undated C. Bechtler $2.50 gold. K-11. Rarity-6. 64 G. 22 Car-

ats. About Uncirculated-50. A sharp, nicely struck example

with bold details and high rims as typically st*en on this
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1065

IX pnoto

Undated C. Bechtler $5 gold. K-17. Rarity-5. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly choice-63, but with light hairlines from an old cleaning
seen on both sides. The surfaces have nicely toned since that time and show generous amounts of orange gold toning which is a
nice accent against the greenish gold metal. Some reflectivity is seen in the fields. Nicely struck, with even definition of all design
elements. A respectable and very pleasing Bechtler $5 issue.

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom RARCOA's session ofAuction '82, August 1982, Lot 971.
PCGS #010112

Attractive C. Bechtler $5 Gold

128 G. 22 Carats— Rutherford

1066

Undated C. Bechtler $5 gold. K-22. Rarity-7. 128 G. 22 Carats. Rutherford. About Uncirculated-53. Brilliant light yellow gold, lustrous
and attractive. Reflective prooflike texture seen around the letters of the legend add to the visual appeal. A small dark encrustation
IS .seen at the L in GOLD, making this piece easy to identify as the Goshen Collection specimen. Sharply and evenly struck with rims
clearly delineated on both sides.

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom Stack's sale of the Goshen Collection, February 1978 Lot 127^
PCGS #010103 y ,

Choice A. Bechtler Gold Dollar

Plain Edge

Second A. Bechtler Gold Dollar

Plain Edge

1067

Undated A. Bechtler $1 gold. K-24. Rarity-3. Plain Edge.
Choice About Uncirculated-58. Lirstrous warm yellow gold
with strong prooflike reflectivity seen in the areas protected

by the legends. A sharp, evenly struck piece with only a few
trivial surface marks noted. A lovely Bechtler dollar of the

more commonly seen type.

From the Archangel Collection.

pi f «()|ii;;4n

1068

Undated A. Bechtler $1 gold. K-24. Rarity-3. About Unci^
culated-55, or perliaps even a little finer for sharpness, but

with a somewhat heavy scratch between CARfM INA and
CiOLD on the reverse, and a couple of small digs on the ol"**

verse. Lustrous liglit yellow gold with prootlike adlectivilv

remaining in among the letters ot the legend.
/ rom the Archangel Collection. Previously from Slack 's salecf

the Dalton Family Collection, December 1978, Lot lOlO.
Pt tiS ffOKHMO

Toned 1834 C. Bechtler $5 Gold

140 G., 20 Carats
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Very Rare 1851 Augustus Humbert $50 Gold

Lettered Edge, .880 Fine

Incused "50" Reverse

2x photo

1)69 1851 Augustus Humbert $50 gold. K-1. Rarity-6+. Lettered Edge. 880 THOUS. "50" Reverse. About Uncirculated-55. An outstanding

original example of this early "hand-crafted" Augustus Humbert slug. The surfaces are deep honey gold with beautiful orange and
rose overtones seen around the devices in the most protected areas of the obverse field. The struck area of the obverse, as opposed
to the broad rounded rim, is pleasantly lustrous and though some light hairlines are seen from handling over the years, there are no

marks worthy of specific mention. The devices are boldly struck up, with the central details of the eagle's neck and body feathers well

defined and separated from the arrow feathers and upper portion of the shield, which design elements are themselves somewhat soft

and rounded as usual. The rim exhibits a couple of minor nicks, scarcely worthy of mention, and one minor corner bump left of the

ED of UNITED. The rim is smooth and rounded otherwise, with only minor imperfections which are natural for an unstruck planchet,

as made. The reverse is deep gold with perhaps a faint olive tone. Some mild orange gold toning adds to the originality. The planchet

shows several small fissures and imperfections that did not strike out, and the engine turned design fades somewhat toward 3:00,

indicating a somewhat uneven strike. Lustre is seen, and this side is very clean aside from a couple of trivial bagmarks. The hand-

punched edge devices are complete and deeply impressed, save for a single letter that is not fully executed. A lovely example of this

.seldom seen Humbert rarity, last offered by Stack's in Auction '82 and off the market since that time. An important opportunity.

In September 1850 Congress authorized the secretary of the Treasury to contract with a well-established assaying business in California to affix the stamp of the

United States to bars and ingots, to assay gold, and assign value to it. Moffat & Company, the most respected of the San Francisco coiners, received the commission.

Appointed to the position of United States assayer was Augustus Humbert, a New York City maker of watch cases. In preparation for the new franchise, in late

1850, Moffat & Co. curtailed most of their private business and prepared to issue coins under the government contract. New premises were secured on Montgomerx'

Stri-et betwc'en Clay and Commercial streets. The Daily Alta California published this advertisement on January' 29, 1851:

"UNITED STATES ASSAY OEFICE. We give notice that on or about the first of February ensuing we will be prepared to receive gold dust for smelting and

assciving, and forming the same into ingots and bars, in accordance with our recent contract with the Secretary' of the Treasure', authorized by act of Congress ap-

proved September 30, 1850, under the supervision of the United States Assayer, August Humbert, Esq., who will cause the United States stamp to be affixed to tht

s<ime. MOFFAT & CO."

On January 30 or 31, 1851, Augustus Humbert arrived in San Francisco. At the same time the first octagonal S50 gold piece bearing his r^tamp was show to

the press, probably in the form of a trial piece brought from New York, The Pacific Neu's, Februaiy 1, 1851 noted that "the dies for this purpose-the striking o: the

$50 pu'ci's-have been procured, and the first coin produced by them was shown us yesterday." It is unlikely that gold $50 pieces were struck in San Franc;

HumK-rt from t 'alifomia metal at this early date.

On l ebruarv 14, 1851 San Franci-ico Priccf: Current contained an article relating to the $50 slugs, indicating their regular production was about tc b< v.r. "Th*

aNi\c cut n-pn-M-nts the obverse of the United Stan's ingot, or, rather, coin, of the value of $50, about to be issued at the Government .^ssav (Tffice It e pw. .ri’

lhi‘ si/e and shape The ri'verse side bt'ars an impression of rayed work without any inscription. Upon the edges following: Augustus Humb?-t United " *

Assayer ( alifornia { aild 1851

.

The fifty -dollar pieces will be of uniform value, and will be manufactured in the same manner as coins Ry orUcr o! iU, se'-ri wr >

'if fh«’ Tri'asurv thes<' ingots and cinn are to be received for duties and other dues to the United States government, and our bankers, we ’r*' ad\ :se-.i = :tl iv.'er •;

them at tJwir stamped value This will prinluce an important change in the monetary affairs here, gold dust will immediately go up, -m c, ; s jrr.-n,-!

t(,n';gn and domestu |I asti'm] exchange will be at a premium 5 to 7' ..
."

The Do'tv Alta CaUhrma < ommented -on the new $50 pn'ci's on FebI^lar^• 21, 1851 : "The new 50-dollar gold piece ws i-^sued b\ Mc.ft.s! A v VT-stcpdav

th-t-e hundred of the a- piei es have aln-adv been stnick off. . The com is pt'culiar, containing only one face, and the eagle m the ‘s^nte: hr i, ar. ib< . -^ds

UNMET' STATIT- ( >1 AMI KK A |ust over the eagle e- -tampi-d "887 THOUS " signifying the fineness of the gold At th. 1 . ’! • ' ,t,.~r J o fv, v.
i
s [>„ ,,ih. i

:U'e i-Ti.-.rr.mteif with a kind of work tei hnu ally railed engine-turning, being a number of radii extending from the common = erinc m hi. I, o si.amp..! in v.mall

- 'V> Around iJw edge is stampi'd the name of the United Mate . A' .ixer

f dgjiis H AiSim’ noted that it was suppos«Hl that the v.ariel' with the letter* T> (
" on tht' -ibverst' .;r.t; 5(V -.n :he rrx ttm vi as ih. (.r .: Th. a,

,

iF' T'S" Alla

r

af,;-r.:a would si-eni to indit .ite another \.‘.riet\ .:>mmenlir,c on this Ad.rr,. . wr.ite ' S,' l,tt as |s Kno*,x n th. vai'iO tsiinth. h-i, —v,. •
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the reverse has always been accompanied by an obverse showing the letters 'D C,' [for "Dollars" and "Cents," value to be filled in] which is still believed to be the

first variety issued. But according to the Alta California the $50 ingots described by it were stamped '50 DOLLS,' which style of obverse, so far as we know, always
accompanies the reverse with the '50' omitted. If our recollection is correct, the cut in the Prices Current [a reference to the previously-quoted article], showed the

'D C' variety. Therefore, as this appeared on February 14, and the Alta California account on February 21, it may be that both varieties of obverse were struck within

this period, and that there was such a variety as mentioned in the latter account. However, there is also a chance for a mistake on the part of the newspaper writer,

especially if both varieties of $50 ingots had been made at that time. Such a trifling die difference would not be apparent to him."

The later varieties with the denomination marked "FIFTY DOLLS" had the value as part of the die and, presumably, replaced the very early issues (such as the

coin offered in this lot) which had the value and fineness individually hand punched. From the preceding, it seems reasonable to conclude that the coin here offered

was part of the group released on February 20, 1851, and that later pieces were all of the "DOLLS" type. In the first quarter of 1851 the Moffat-Humbert coiners

produced $530,000 worth of pieces. This is equal to 10,600 $50 pieces. It further seems reasonable to assume that only a few of the style with the "50" value, "880"
[

or "887" fineness, and eight edge segments hand stamped were made, and that late February and all March pieces were of the type with the value and fineness in
i

the die and with reeded edge.
j

While the Federal standard for gold coinage was 900/ 1000 fine, in San Francisco in 1851 this was difficult to attain with the refining processes then in use, and I

the Humbert coinage was of two finenesses, 880 and 887, the latter coins being slightly lighter in overall weight due to the smaller proportion of alloy. By 1852, coins
i

of 900 fineness were being made, but other finenesses (884 and 887) were employed as well. The remaining alloy was native silver (whereas under the government
!

standard, copper was used).
|

Although the Humbert $50 pieces were clearly produced under government auspices, and although they were receivable for U.S. customs payment in San I

Francisco, in Philadelphia on April 23, 1851, Mint Director George N. Eckert perversely (it would seem) stated that while Augustus Humbert was the United States

Assayer in California, his stamping of bars for owners of bullion did not make them legal tender. i

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom Stack's Greater New York Sale, May 1981, Lot 1198; Stack's session ofAuction '82, August
1982, Lot 488.

PCGS #010199

Boldly Lustrous 1851 Humbert $50

Lettered Edge, .880 Fine

1070 1851 Augustus Humbert $50 gold. K-2. Rarity-5. Lettered Edge. 880 THOUS. Choice About Uncirculated-58. Fully brilliant light

yellow California gold, immediately impressive to behold. The obverse fields, though slightly hairlined from handling and showing
a few scattered marks, are highly lustrous and attractive with a faint trace of reflectivity remaining. The marks have been taken into
consideration in assigning the grade, as this specimen would challenge the quality and eye appeal of a good number of the pieces
graded Mint State in the marketplace today. The details of the eagle are well executed with good definition of the central feathers and
wings, but with the leg, arrow feathers, and upper shield details soft as often seen. The broad rims are nicely rounded, as thev wea'
made, with only a single noteworthy nick seen at 2:00. A bump at 10:00 is so small as to be nearly negligible and a small imperfection
at the 8:30 corner is a small planchet flaw, as made. The reverse is highly lustrous, fairly evenlv struck and showing onlv a fo\v .soft

bagmarks with none standing out individually. Careful study will reveal ghostlike clash marks from the obverse die, a characteristic
that is interesting but not easy to see unless one knows to look for it. The hand applied edge device is a little uneven’, but all pa'sent
and easily legible, including the date which is sharp. Very nearly the equal of a specimen .sold in our (ANR) julv ^15 Sale Lot 4,

that piece being well toned and graded MS-63 (NGC) also showed the faint clash marks and was sonunvhat sharper in the o’bversc
detail. However, edge nicks on the previous specimen outnumber those .seen on the present mie which is also e\ erv bit as lustanis.
rhe earlier piece sold ti> applause at $I 15,()()0, illustrating the vigi^r with which kncnviedgeable collectors compete for specimens v>t

sill h unusual i|uality. Another opportunity beckons.

I font the Archangel t olleetion. Previously from Stack's sale of the Lighthouse Collection. June PCS I of
[( ( .S filllOl'K.

I
-.1

I
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Third 1851 Augustus Humbert S50 Gold

Reeded Edge

880THOUS

2x I’hoto

071 1851 Augustus Humbert $50 gold. K-5. Rarity-5-. Reeded Edge. 880 THOUS. Choice About Uncirculated-58, with a few light obverse

hairlines remaining from an old light cleaning. However, the piece is quite lustrous warm yellow gold on both sides with delightful

accents of soft coppery orange around the obverse devices. In short, the aesthetic appeal is just about as nice as ever seen for one of

these large issues. Humbert's $50 "slugs" are often seen with heavy nicks and edge bruises, as the soft metal would not withstand the

hard use that it saw. It was commonplace to toss them into bags of gold in various forms, including bars, for transportation. Those

surviving examples that do not show these imperfections have often been repaired in an attempt to "improve" their look over the

years. The present specimen is a welcome exception in both regards. A few minor marks are seen on the rims but there is only a single

soft bump on one reverse corner worthy of specific mention. The reverse also shows a couple of marks in the engine turned device,

but neither is too serious. The piece has been well cared for and has seen no repair work. All considered, this is a superior example

of this impressive and very popular territorial issue produced under the authority of Augustus Humbert, the United States assayer

at San Francisco, whose personal collection of coins was sold in 1901 by the Chapman Brothers.

Fnmi the Archangel Collection. Preihouslyfrom Stack's sale of the George O. Walton Collection, October 1963, Lot 2189; Stack's Gold Coins

of the World sale, April 1975, Lot 851.

PCGS #010211

Lustrous and Toned 1852 Humbert $10

1852 Augustus Humbert $10 gold. K-10. Rarity-5.

Brilliant Uncirculated-60, in terms of sharpness but

with light hairlines on both sides left by a light cleaning

long ago. The surfaces are verv' lustrous for this issue,

which is usually seen in considerably lower grade, and

rich yellow gold with areas of light golden brown and

traces of pale-blue gray. The attractive toning patti-m

easilv identifies this coin, but should the toning ev er N
remov ed the piece mav be identified bv a thin si ratch

between TEX and DOES, and what apfX'.^.^- to K’ an

old test mark hidden on the edge at 1:00 relative to S"

obverse. The eve appeal is excellent tor the ismi.' ;

the noted imperfections are forgiv able ti' lareo e t. -t

Struck from somewhat aged dies, with ev : ier-. >! o

pitting along with cnimbling and hne ^ ^

letters of the obverse legend An ur-ss:. ij\ ;;r

example.

From the Arch-in :rl Ci'-!l;\ th'n :

i .itld e' S/?// .

.S '.

[X ; f I : '! s

I

(!

J
\
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Scarce U.S. Assay Office $10

.884 Fine

1852 U.S. Assay Office $10 gold. K-12a. Rarity-6. Choice
Extremely Fine-45, with a small test cut on the edge, carefully

placed within the reeding and thus as hidden as a test cut

could be. Medium yellow gold with traces of olive toning and
light encrustation seen in the letters of the reverse legend. A
minor rim bump seen on the reverse is noted for the sake of

accuracy. Good detail remains.

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom Stack's sale of

the Dalton Family Collection, December 1975, Lot 1006.
PCGS #010001

November
20(S

1074 1852 U.S. Assay Office $50 gold. K-13. Rarity-5. Reeded Edge. 887 THOUS. About Uncirculated-55, lightly cleaned with light hair-
lines seen on the obverse, though the first characteristic that meets the eye is the pleasing lustre over medium gold surfaces. Closer
study will reveal the hairlines and a number of nicks and bagmarks. In comparison with the earlier "hand-crafted" style pieces by
Augustus Humbert, these pieces are never as sharply struck and it is the norm for the upper shield details to blend with the arrows
and leg of the eagle, as here. Otherwise, the piece is sharp with good definition of the wing and body feathers. The peripheral inscrip-
tion is shallowly struck in places, but legible all around. Notably, the obverse rims are free of serious defects. The reverse is lustrous
and even medium yellow gold. Minor rim bumps are noted, but none are serious or particularly distracting. A lovely Assay Office
slug, all considered.

^

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom Stack's session ofAuction '82, August 1982 Lot 490
PCGS #010016

Lovely 1852 U.S. Assay $50 Gold

Reeded Edge, .887 Fine

2x

IS6

—

^

Si
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Toned Original 1854 Kellogg $20

lx photo

075 1854 Kellogg & Co. $20 gold. K-1. Rarity-5. About Uncirculatcd-55. A sharply struck specimen with nice definition of the central

details including the lines of Liberty's hair, the beads on the coronet and the company name, KELLOGG & Co. Considerable mint
lustre remains in the most protected design areas, and in concert with the pleasing deep orange toning in the same areas the piece

offers nice aesthetic quality. Traces of light violet and blue are also seen near the rims. An original and pleasing piece, off the market
for over 30 years and mounted in the same Lucite holder it was in when last offered in 1975.

The latest major entry in the field of private coinage was Kellogg & Co. of San Franci.sco, which produced its first coins in 1854.

John Glover Kellogg, of Auburn, New York, came to San Francisco on October 12, 1849. He secured a position with Moffat & Co. and remained with them dur-

ing the opc'rations of the United States Assay Office of Gold. When the latter institution discontinued business on December 14, 1853, and began the changeov'er of

facilities that would lead to the opening of the San Francisco Mint, Kellogg formed a new partnership with G.F, Richter, who earlier had worked with the United

States Assay Office as an assayer.

On December 19, 1853, the Sail Francisco Herald carried this adverti.sement: "ASSAY OFFICE. The undersigned, who have been connected with the United States

Assay Office from its commencement, have opened an office for melting and assaying gold in the basement of J. P. Haven's Building, No. 106 Montgomery St., one

door of Lucas, Turner & Co.'s banking house and nearly opposite Adams & Co. Kellogg & Richter."

On January 14, 1854, a number of leading banking houses of San Francisco and Sacramento addressed a petition to Kellogg & Richter imploring them to preniuce

coins, in the period after which the United States Assay Office of Gold had ceased operations and before the United States Mint at San Francisco had begun. The

merchants indicated their willingness to receive any coins that would be produced. Kellogg & Richter jumped at the opportunity, and on Februaiy 9, 1854, the first

Kellogg $20 coin was issued.

Following the opening of the San Franci.sco Mint production at the government facility was quite limited. Kellogg & Co. therefore did a large business by con-

tinuing their private coinage. Toward the end of 1854 the firm of Kellogg & Richter was dissolved and a new firm, Kellogg & Humbert, took its place, with Augustus

Humbert, formerly the United States assayer connected with Moffat, joining. This partnership continued until 1860, although the last coins were struck in 1855.

Beginning in 1999, and continuing for the next several years, several hundred gold ingots from the long-lost S.S. Central America were offered by the California Gold

Marketing Group, creating a sensation, what Coin World editor Beth Deisher in 2000 called "the story of the year." In connection w'ith this, Q. David Bowers’ 1,000-*

page btxrk, A California Gold Rush History, achieved wide circulation and helped create the great interest for California coins so evident today.

¥rom the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom Stack's Gold Coins of the World Sale, April 1975, Lot 853.

PCGS a010222
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Magnificent (1849) Miners Bank $10

Among the Finest Known
Ex. "Memorable" (1948)

1076 (1849) Miners Bank $10 gold. K-1. Rarity-6. Choice Very

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. A simply stunning ex-

ample, off fhe market for more than two decades and one

of the very finest known of this popular issue. In 1948, Abe
Kosoff called this coin "probably the finest in existence." In

1982, the RARCOA cataloguer wrote this piece was "SUPERB
GEM BRILLIANT UNCIRCULATED. A spectacular coin with

incredible blazing lustre, full brilliance and totally full sfrike.

Gorgeous, deep orange color makes this one of the prettiest

territorial issues we have ever seen, let alone the Miners Bank
rarity. Quality-wise unimprovable. FINEST KNOWN with

the only piece that even comes close being the specimen in

the Garrett Collection with was similar, though not quite

fully struck up on the wing tips."

Now, for the third time since World War II, a cataloguer

has his chance to lavish praise on this exquisite property.

The color is rich, a bold even dark yellow that fairly glows.

The lustre is remarkable, truly unlike any territorial we have
seen—and recall we have offered the finest known Moffat

$10 and the finest known Kellogg $20 in the last year alone.

The surfaces are reflective and flashy. The strike is boldly

detailed from rims to center on both sides, and the reverse

is as nice as the obverse, which often grades higher than

the wide-open reverse. The fields are immaculate, showing
no nieks, just .i scattering of hairlines. A very tiny rim nick

is hiilden in thi* denticles just above 9:00 un the t>bverse. A

tiny spot at the eagle's throat allows us to definitively plate

match this to the 1948 "Memorable" plate. The visual appeal

is simply extraordinary. Many would grade this a gem despite

the light hairlines.

A typical Miners Bank $10 is lightly circulated but not

badly worn. Most are in the EF range, with some graduated
to AU in recent years. We have never seen one more worn
than VF, undoubtedly a byproduct of their quick withdrawal
from circulation in 1850. Despite the fact that most are not

heavily worn, true Uncs are extremely rare. It is instructive

that Captain Andrew Zabriskie, who purchased the lion's

share of Augustus Humbert's personal collection of private

and territorial gold coins, owned a Miners Bank that was
graded Extremely Fine obverse. Very Fine reverse. Humbert's
brother's portion of the collection, sold in 1902, lacked this

type, so it seems that not even Humbert had saved a choice

specimen! Nygren's was graded EF and, while it would
probably be called AU or better todav, it likelv did not rival

this near-gem. The specimen in the superb ludge Slack Col-

lection, sold by B. Max Mehl in 1925, was called "Exta'melv
Fine, practically Uncirculated, with mint luster," again
undoubtedly a nice coin but not comparable to this one. The
Clapp-Eliasberg piece was graded FF'-40.

The best specimen aside trom this one we could locate,

the piece that seems the likeliest candidate for finest known,
is the l,llswoI•th-tlarrett coin, which also serves as the Kagin
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plate cnin. C'.raded MS-63 in 1980, it sold for $135,000. The
fri'sh comparison of this piece to the Garrett coin, written

by the RARCCTA cataloguer in 1982, may be seen in the

first paragraph of this description. It seems fair to call this

either finest known, tied for finest known, or very close to

achieving that honor, depending upon taste. We rather like

this one, however.

Amt)ng those pieces certified by the major services, PCGS
has graded only two examples as Mint State, one at MS-60
and one at MS-61. Undoubtedly this example would surpass

either of them. NGC has certified a few more as Mint State,

two in MS-60, two in MS-61, one in MS-62, and a single speci-

men as MS-64. It is unknown to us if the MS-64 specimen is

the Garrett specimen or another choice example. Either way,

in choice or gem Mint State, the number of this type extant is

obviously very small. Breen made a comment in his Encyclope-

dia about a hoard of 10 Mint State pieces turning up in Texas

in the 1950s that was then slowly dispersed. Our research has

turned up so few Mint State pieces that this seems impossible,

and the certification data (only one specimen certified better

than MS-62 in the combined data of the two major services)

is persuasive evidence as well. Breen either repeated a rumor
or was confused with another issue.

This piece was a highlight of the Ketterman Collection,

sold in Auction '82, a grouping of superb territorials that

included the Kellogg $20 from our March 2005 sale (where it

sold for $310,500) and other similarly well pre.served prizes.

That collection was assembled over .several decades with

a finicky eye for quality. A collector today with the same
goal—assembling the nicest territorial gold coins that come
onto the market into a single advanced cabinet—would bt^*

hard pressed to find a reason not to pursue this coin.

The firm of Wright & Co., exchange brokers, was liKaled at the corner

of Washington and Kearny streets, Portsmouth Square, San Erancisio, earl)’

in September 1849. On August 7 the firm requested permission from IcK'al

authorities to coin $5 and $10 gold coins, declaring they would be worth

as much as Federal issues. Authorization was not granted. In November,
Wright & Co. reorganized. Composing the new company were Stephen A.

Wright, John Thompson, Samuel W. Haight, and j.C.L. Wadsworth. Known
as the Miners' (or Miners or Miner's—punctuation varied ) Bank, the outfit

was housed in a wooden frame structure for which the incredible sum of

$75,000 rent per year was paid.

It is believed that the $10 coins were prtxluced in the autumn, appar-

ently before the November 1849 reorganization was completed, for William

P. Hoit, assayer of the New Orleans Mint, reported on December 13, 1849,

that he had assayed a Miners' Bank $10 nearly tw’O months earlier, and that

he had found it to be worth only $9.65.

Alta California reported this on April 11, 1850: "The issue of the Min-

ers' Bank is a drug on the market. Brokers refuse to touch it at less than 20

percent discount...." On December 14, 1850, the Miners Bank dissolved.

As the Miners Bank $10 pieces no longer circulated at par, the pieces in the

hands of the public went to bullion dealers at a discount and were melted.

Within a few years thev were rare.

From the Archangel Collection. Preihously from Numismatic

Gallery's (Abe Kosoffand Abner Kreisberg) sale ofthe "Memorable

Collection" (i.e. }.F. Shapiro aka j.F. Bell), March 1948, Lot 968;

RARCOA’s session of Auction '82, August 1982, Lot 989.

PCGS #010236
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Sharp 1849 Moffat $5

1849 Moffat & Co. S5 gold. K-4a. Rarity-4. About Uncir-

culated-55, cleaned and pale light yellow gold as a result.

Light abrasions are also seen, but the surfaces retain a good

amount of lustre and from a standpoint of wear alone, the

piece is quite sharp. Some softness of strike is noted on the

hair bun and curls. Some corresponding softness is seen on

the reverse on the eagle's neck and inner wing details, but

most feathers are visible. Struck from a reverse die that was
clashed at least twice, with tv\'o clear outlines of Liberty's face

and hair seen in the fields. Imperfect, but sharp and offering

good detail.

Moffat & Co., while not the first coiner of gold in California, became the

most important private mint in San Francisco. At a time when the coinage

of other assayers, bankers, and minters was being seriously questioned, the

issues of Moffat were readily accepted by merchants. Later, the facilities of

the firm were incorporated into the United States Assay Office of Gold and,

later, the San Francisco Mint. The firm's name is from one of the partners,

John Little Moffat (1788-1865), of New York City, who came to California

in 1849 to recoup his fortune which had dwindled in recent years.

The Nezc York Tribune on February 14, 1849, told of his departure from

that city; "The good bark Guilford sails today from the foot of Wall Street.

Whatever success may attend the various adventurers, associated or

individual, they will require a certain medium of circulation, or a fixed

standard for their gold-dust. This end may be obtained through the op-

erations of Mes.srs. Moffat & Co., who go out in the Guilford, with proper

assistance, and most complete machinery and apparatus, to supply the want

of Californians; in other words, to establish a sort of mint, to receive the

gold-dust, smelt and assay it, and by their stamp to give it a currency and

value, which must, in the absence of a government character, be received by

the merchants and consumers. Mr. John L. Moffat, known as the standard

a.ssayer in this city for many years, carries with him testimonials of our

most eminent merchants, bankers, and bullion dealers.... They have our

best wishes for their success."

Moffat, who in New York was associated with the firm of Wilmarth,

Moffat & Curtis, began business in San Francisco in the summer of 1849.

Associated with him were Joseph R. Curtis, P.H.W. Perry, and Samuel H.

Ward. Their office at Clay and Dupont streets was busy with the activity of

trading in gold dust, refining it and converting the metal to bars and ingots

to ship to the East for sale. Moffat produced small rectangular gold ingots

ranging in value from $9.43 to $264. Most were of the value of $16. These

are believed to have been the first i.ssued in June or July 1849.

The engraver Albert Kuner, who arrived in San Francisco on July 16th,

was employed by Moffat & Co. Dies for a $10 issue within the next two
weeks. Shortly thereafter dies were made for the $5 half eagle. Thus the

first Moffat coinage became a reality, and in time the rectangular hand-

imprinted slugs were no longer produced. Kiiner went on to cut many
dies for Moffat and other California coiners and remained in San Francisco

until his death in early 1906.

At the Philadelphia Mint Jacob Eckfeldt and William DuBois examined
certain of the 1849 i.ssues and pronounced them to be inferior in quality to

the standard of the Mint. However, the average value of the $10 piece was
$9,977, which was far above the value of other California issues.

In 1850, only pieces of the $5 denomination were made by Moffat. Prices

Current, a financial publication i.ssued in San Francisco, noted on Decembt'r

14, 1850, that Moffat coins were being traded at their face value:

"(k)ld dust $lf) to $16.2.5; quicksilver $15 to $I5.,50; Moffat's coin, par;

douhkxms $ 1 6; sovereigns $4.85; 20-franc pied's $4, or at the Custom 1 louse

$.3.85; ten-guilder pieces $4; ten-thaler pieces $8; Spanish dollars$l; Mexican
doll.irs $1, Peruvian dollars $1; Chilean dollars $1; 5 francs, 95 cents."

It w.is noteil thiit at the tim»' $1.5 million worth of coins was ston'd in

the C iistom II(Uis<', thereby m.iking pieces very scarce in general circula-

tion Ihiring the -ame [X'ruHl in 1850 most other private gold coins were
(jtioled at a ill*-; oiinl ot 8'

. or more

As Moffat $5, $10, and $20 coins resembled Federal issues at quid;

glance, many examples were mixed among later Mint-issue coins and

thus remained in circulation long after California pieces of unique design*

(Norri.s, Gregg & Norris; Miners Bank; Ormsby; etc. were melted). The satin

thing happened with certain gold coins of other issues that were similai

to the Federal product, the 1854 and 1855 coins of Kellogg & Co. being

examples. It was not unusual for eastern bankers to retrieve these from

circulation in the 1880s and 1890s and sell them to coin dealers.

In 1850, Moffat perfected an agreement with the Treasury Depart-

ment, and in its premi.ses, beginning in early 1851, conducted the United

States Assay Office of Gold, with Augustus Humbert in charge. At the

time coinage by various San Francisco as.sayers, bankers, and refiners

increased at a rapid pace. From January 1st to March 31st Baldwin &

Co. produced $590,000 worth of coins, Dubosq emitted $150,000 worth,

Schultz made $93,000 in $5 pieces, and Moffat & Co., in the 27 days before

they stopped coinage to begin work under the government contract and

Augustus Humbert, made $89,000 worth of pieces. These were probably

of the $5 denomination from 1850 dies as no 1851-dated issues are known

to exist today.

Uf) to the end of 1851 the shortage of smaller denomination gold coins

continued to be acute, with 4% often charged to change $50 slugs into small

denominations. This was no improvement on the earlier situation when the

coins of Dubosq, Schultz, and others were accepted in commerce at a slight

discount from face value. Finally, relief came in a letter dated December9,

1851, from acting Secretary of the Treasury William L. Hodge, addressed

to Joseph R. Curtis of Moffat & Co.:

"In reply to your letter of the 6th instant suggesting the expediency

of authorizing the United States Assayer in California to affix the United

States stamp to ingots or bars of gold of denominations and values under

fifty dollars, I have to inform you that the Department has under this date

authorized Mr. Augustus Humbert, the United States Assayer in California,

to stamp ingots or bars of gold of the denominations and values of twenty

and ten dollars respiectively, and has so informed Messrs. Moffat & Co. of

San Francisco, the contractors of the Treasury Department."

Unfortunately, the expected remedy did not occur, for the next day,

December 10, 1851, Hodge wrote to Moffat: "As a bill has been introduced

into Congress in connection with a Mint and Assay Office in San Francisco,

you will, until further instructed on the subject, suspend any action under

the authority in the letter of the Department of the 9th Inst, relative to the

stamping of ingots of twenty and ten dollars."

On December 24, 1851, the Daily Alta California carried this notice: "The

firm heretofore known and existing under the name and style of Moffat &

Co. is this day dissolved by mutual consent, the entire interest of the spedal

partner, John L. Moffat, having been purchased by the remaining partners,

who have the right to use the name of Moffat & Co." The declaration

was signed by John L Moffat, Joseph R. Curtis, Samuel Ward, and Philo

H. Perry. It was further stated that "the firm will hereafter consist of the

undersigned remaining partners, and its busine.ss until further notice will

be conducted under the name and style of Moffat & Co." The addendum

was signed by Curtis, Perry, and Ward.
On January 15, 1852, the letters from the Treasury which authorized

the coinage of smaller denominations and then on the next day rescinded

the authorization, reached Moffat. Upon receiving the Treasury refusal

Moffat wrote to the Treasury to inform the Department of its impendinj|

coinage in respon.se to the aforementioned petition:

"We have heretofore represented to the Department that in amse-

quence of the great scarcity of small coin in this state the issues of the

Assay Office are at a discount of 2 to 3 percent; that the Office has incurre4|

the odium of the people on account of the great inconvenience and actual

loss they were subjected to by the depreciation of its issues; that its issuer

were consequently daily diminishing in amount; that private cv’inait^

would be again resorted to and coin with a private stamp bt' at a pat

whilst that stamped by authoritv of the U. S. Government would K’ ^

a discount and the object of the Assay Office defeated, unless authonO

should be .speedily granted to issue ingots of smaller denominations than

that of fifty dollars.

To these n.'pn.'sentations wo have now to add that the state ot thu^'

above described has K'en cvintinually gunving worse: that a private

lishment (thatol Wass, Molitori's Go.), witlunit rv'putation or ix's^x'iiMbil’''’

commenceil operations earlv last wi't'k: that its issues ar\' at a pix'nuuun'l

*. to 3 iH'rcent over those ot this iiltiix', that the business ot this otfuv

lU'arlv coast'd, aiui not hav ing Kvn tor the last .3(1 davs siitticient

Its t urri'iit e\(H'nses. ,i humiliating and lamentable jH'situ'ii tt'r a (.•t"'
-’*’

mi'iil esi.iblishnu'nl.
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surfaces are frosty and fully brilliant rich yellow gold. iTie

lustre is sup>erb on lx)th sides, and only just barely broken on

the obverse high pK)ints. These pieces were struck somewhat
unevenly front to back, with the obverse tK)wed outward, and

the reverse well protected by the rims. As a consequence, the

obverse alw'ays shows more wear and abrasions, as in this

case. The typical Moffat $10 piece averages Choice VF to AU,
with very few crossing the Mint State mark. Had it not been

for the noted imperfections, this piece would likely have btvn

graded in the Mint State range by one of the grading ser\'ices,

though in our opinion it technically falls just short. A coin that

has much to offer in terms of sharpness and lustre, qualities

that are not usually seen on examples of this issue.

From the Archangel Collection. Previously from New England

Rare Coin Auctions' New England Numismatic Association sale,

November 1975, Lot 822.

PCGS »010246

Mint State 1850 Moffat $5

"Fur nuinth> past we have btvn solicited by bankers, merchants, and
others to issue a limited amount of 'Mottat & Co.' coin. Expecting, however,

at each succvssive arrival of the mail to receive the desired authority from

the LX‘partment, we declined their appeals. At last, however, the exigencies

have become so gri-at we could not resist the impression that duty to the

Assay Office, to the community, and to ourselves required our assent....

> We have not yet commenced the issue, but shall do so in a few days, and

will of course discontinue it should the instruciions of the Department of

the 9th of December ult. (and countermanded by those of the following

day) be confirmed...."

Apparently, the smaller denomination Moffat coins, which had a value

of $10, made their appearance in the middle of January. Replying to the

letters from the Department of Trea.sury which had arrived on January 15,

' Moffat noted that "We have not yet commenced the issue, but shall do so

in a few days," as quoted earlier. TTie issue of Prices Current dated January

I 14, 1852, states that "Messrs. Moffat & Co., and Was,s, Molitor & Co. have

again commenced to issue small coins." The Picayune of January 23 noted

that the Moffat $10 had appeared in circulation the day before and that

Moffat did not intend for the moment to issue any coin denominatioas

less than $10.

These $10 gold coins were produced to the extent of 8,650 pieces.

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom New England

1 Rare Coin Auctions' New England Numismatic Association sale,

I November 1975, Lot 819.

PCGS #010240

Lustrous 1849 Moffat $10

TEN DOL. Variety

2x photo

S 1M9 Moffat & Co. $10 gold. K-5. Rarity-6+. TEN DOL.

Choice About Uncirculatcd-58, but with obverse scrapes

affec ting the portrait and rim at the lower right. These are

ptwitioned such that they are not seriously distracting to the

unaidtxj eye, but tht^ are considerably more obvious under

magnification. A few fine reverse scrafcht*s are also noted.

B«'\'ond these imperfections, the piece offers nice qualitv. The

2x photo

1079 1850 Moffat & Co. S5 gold. K-7. Rarity-4. Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-63. An exceptional and refreshing specimen of

this issue w'hich is typically seen in grades from VF to AU,
even when considering both dates of the Moffat S5 pieces.

True Mint State specimens are scarcely seen, and this is a

wonderful exception to the rule. Beautifully struck, with the

obverse showing excellent definition of the central details,

about as nice as is ever seen on this issue. The stars are like-

wise boldly defined, with full radial lines in each one. The

device has a fine satin texture, somewhat standing out from

the fields which exhibit a somew'hat rougher character, as

made. Both are boldly lustrous. The reverse w'as struck by an

apparently harshly used die, with heavy flowiines showing

in the fields, and extensive crumbling and cracking through

the letters of the legend. The rev^erse lustre is ev'ery bit the

equal to the obverse, and ov'erall the piece is visually striking.

Surface marks include an abrasion in the field, right of the

portrait, and a thin cut left of the ear. Otherwise, the surfaces

are free of all but the most trivial marks. A superb example

last offered in Auction '82. Another prize for the quality

conscious collector.

From the Archangel Collection. Prexhouslv from R,^RC- V i
-

session of Auction '82, August 1982, Lot 977.

PCGS #010243
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Remarkable 1852 Moffat $10

Boldly Prooflike Near Gem

Kin to the Humbert Specimen Strike

1080 1852 Moffat & Co. $10 gold. K-9. Rarity-6. Wide date. Choice
Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64 PL. A truly special

example of this rare issue, a near-twin to the Specimen-67
(PCGS) we sold for a record-shattering $948,750 in August
2006. Bold cartwheel lustre encircles exemplary light yellow
gold surfaces. The fields are remarkably reflective, essentially

fully prooflike. While this does not have quite the extent of

"flash" of the unique Specimen striking (once Humbert's
personal coin), the reflectivity is greater than any other ex-

ample seen. Indeed, if the other Moffat $10 had not recently

crossed our desks, we would be sorely tempted to call this a

Specimen. Even in the shadow of that coin, the mirrors are

impressive and the overall preservation is highly unusual
for any territorial coin.

Some light hairlines are seen in the fields, but no bagmarks
or nicks are seen. This piece has clearly seen no circulation,

just some minor handling. Shallow abrasions are noted on
either side of star 7, another near a minuscule nick above star

1. A natural depression may be seen on the cheek, a useful

identifying mark. Clearly this piece was preserved away from
coins bound for circulation, and calling it a possible presenta-

tion piece does not seem overly speculative considering that

we know another was made.

rhe die state is essentially identical to the Specimen-67,

with the polished fields still showing circular lathe marks

around the devices. The faint reverse die cracks present on
the other piece are present, as are the fine lapping marks in

protected areas.A tiny rim cud below star 13 looks essentially

as it does on the Specimen-67 coin, though in general the bot-

tom obverse rims of that piece were a bit more boldly defined.

That example showed two lint marks outside obverse stars;

we do not detect the presence of those tiny strands of lint

on the die when this piece was struck.

As beautiful as this coin is, as spectacular as its state of

preservation is, it is seemingly bound to be considered "the

other coin." If the Humbert Specimen-67 example was the

first 1852 Moffat $10 coined, this one was second, third, or

somewhere in close order behind it. The intent of the minter
was clear on the other specimen, but this piece was undoubt-
edly coined soon after while the fields vv'ere still deeply
prooflike. It was evidently saved, otherwise it wouldn't
be Choice Mint State, and speculation that Humbert gave
this piece to someone else after striking and saved a special

Specimen striking for himself certainly makes sense, even if

it is not provable. Today, anyone who examines this coin in

person will know it is not just a nicely preserved coin, but a

very special one, truly a prize of the highest order.
Whon llu' pa'si'nt writt-r tlu' 1S.S2

Motf.tl $1(1 tor inir Aumist 2(H1<i s.ilo, tiu' pnn on.uHVs ter this sjxviiuon .uut

th.it i'\.iniplt> won' unlortiiii.itolv .inJ ornnu'inisly intortwinod. dospito iho
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>;ut tivluif; that M>nu-thinj’ wasn't quite right. The fact that a priKitlike gem
example i>t that issue appean-d in the 1*^48 Memorable sale was befuddling:

hinv eould the coin escape the Brand estate to appear in that sale, yet still

apjHMr in a 1%4 s.ile ot selections from the Brand estate? The mystery is

now solved, now that we know there art* tux) highly reflective specimens
ot the Mottat $10 extant. Kostiff's description from 1948—"acquired as a

brilliant prinit, with which we disagree, although the coin has a proof-like

lustre"—did not st*em to fit the Sf)ecimen-67 example, which kxiks as Proof

as any coin from California of the era could. Further confusion came from
KAKCOA's 1982 description of the specimen presently offered, in which
this coin was called "unquestionably THE FINEST KNOWN example." It

appears the RARCOA cataloguer did not know of the Specimen-67 example.

Mint State Norris, Gregg, and Norris

Plain Edge

2x photo

)81 1849 Norris, Gregg & Norris $5 gold. K-2. Rarity-5. Plain

Edge. Period after Alloy. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly

choice-63 PL. A beautiful product from this San Francisco

area coiner, active in Benicia City on San Francisco Bay, and

considered to be the first type of territorial gold coin issued

in California. Struck in rich yellow California gold, with fine

traces of soft coppery red brown toning seen in the most

protected areas of the legends. The piece is sharply struck,

the definition of the "5" on the breast of the eagle being fully

executed, and most other design details being quite sharp

save for trivial softness on the outer edge of the eagle's left

wing and leg feathers (viewer's right). The fields of both sides

are prooflike, the coin having been struck after a repolishing

of the dies. Careful study of the piece reveals slight loss of

With the present s^iecimen in frunt of us, it is easy to stx* that the plati-s

in the 1948 Memorable sale and Auction '82, neither of sujx'rb quality,

showcase this exact coin. When this piece appearx'd on our desk, it was a

"Eureka!" moment, since the presence of the ex. Brand Specimen-67 in tlie

1948 "Memorable" sale was difficult to understand

From the Archangel Collection. Prexhously from Numismatic
Gallery (Abe Kosoff and Abner Kreisbcrg)'s sale of the "Memo-
rable" Collection (i.e. Jacob Shapiro or "Bell"), March 1948, Lot

970; RARCOA's session of Auction '82, August 1982, Lot 981.

Plated in the Kagin's Private Gold Coins and Patterns of the

United States.

PCGS #010254

fine detail from the reworking of the obverse die, and an
extensive network of fine polishing lines seen in several

directions around the central device. The fields show light

handling marks including a fine scratch, and these are some-
what accentuated by the prooflike character of the surface. A
visually stunning example with excellent aesthetic appeal.

Another highlight from the Auction '82 offering, one of two
Mint State Norris, Gregg, and Norris pieces in that sale, both

of which are offered here as part of the Archangel Collection

for the first time in nearly a quarter century.

The newspaper Alta California noted on May 31, 1849, the existence of

".
. a five-dollar gold coin struck at Benicia City, though the imprint is San

Franci.sco. In general appearance it resembles the United States coin of the

same value, but it bears the private stamp of Norris, Gregg & Norris and
is in other particulars widely different."

The firm was earlier IcKated in New York City where the principals

engaged in plumbing, steamfitting, and civil engineering. The new El

Dorado beckoned, and the partners headed west. Gold coins of the $5

denomination were subsequently made in several varieties by the Norris,

Gregg & Norris firm in California. TFiree of the pieces were assayed at the

Philadelphia Mint and showed finenesses of 870, 880, and 892 thousandths,

and respective intrinsic gold values of $4.83, $4.89, and $4,955, not includ-

ing the silver alloy (which if added to the computations would have given

them each about $0,025 extra value).

Examples of the coinage with the imprint of San FrancLsco were made
in large quantities and circulated extensively, probably the first such private

issues to achieve popular distribution in the region. Varieties were made
with plain or reeded edges. A variety imprinted STOCKTON is unique.

It is not knowm by whom the dies were cut, but a strong possibility’

is that they were produced in New York before the partners sailed for

California.

From the Archangel Collection. Previously from RARCOA's
session ofAuction '82, August 1982, Lot 974.

PCGS #010279
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A Second Norris, Gregg, and Norris

Plain Edge

lx photo

1082

1849 Norris, Gregg & Norris $5 gold. K-2. Rarity-5. Plain

Edge. Period after Alloy. About Uncirculated-55, but with

the edge heavily polished and bright. This unfortunate im-

perfection is for the most part not visible when examining
either side. The surfaces otherwise are appealing light yel-

low gold with traces of reflectivity remaining. Struck very

slightly off center, with part of the rim being slightly wider
than the remaining portion, but sharp and with the "5" on the

eagle's breast being clearly visible. The planchet was slightly

imperfect, with minor roughness seen on the obverse near

the D of GOLD, as made. Otherwise, only minor handling

marks are seen as expected for the grade. Lustrous and sharp,

and with much to offer the collector who does not require

perfection.

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom New England

Rare Coin Auctions' New England Numismatic Association sale

ofNovember 1975, Eot 824.

PCGS #010279

2x photo

Mint State Norris, Gregg & Norris

Reeded Edge

lx photo

1083

1849 Norris, Gregg & Norris $5 gold. K-4. Rarity-4. Reeded

Edge. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly choice-63. Rich yellow

gold and fully brilliant. The surfaces have a fine satiny texture

on both sides and are boldly lustrous. Light surface marks

in the least protected field areas account for the grade, but

the eye appeal is superb. The sharpest struck example of

the four Norris, Gregg & Norris $5 pieces in this sale. The

legends are sharp, and the fine details of the eagle are all fully

executed from the central design elements on the breast to

the fine network of feathers, to the ribs in the olive leaves.

The fine edge reeds are sharply defined all around. A beauti-

ful specimen, and the perfect match to the Mint State plain

edge example offered previously. Both pieces appeared in

Auction '82, and reappear here for the first time since that

landmark offering of territorial gold coins.

From the Archangel Collection. Previously from RARCOA's
session ofAuction ‘82, August 1982, Lot 975.

PCGS #010282

A Fourth Norris, Gregg & Norris

Reeded Edge

1084

1849 Norris, Gregg & Norris $5 gold. K-4. Rarity-4. Reeded
Edge. Choice Extremely Fine-45. A fairly typical example
of this popular California issue, showing even wear from

service in the channels of commerce, but without any imper-

fections worthy of note for the grade assigned. The surfaces

are uniform medium gold with traces of light golden browm
toning around the devices, mostly on the reverse. Some light

encrustation is seen in the recesses of the eagle's feathers,

adding to the original appearance. Nicely struck, with about

half of the "5"
still seen at this grade level. The fine reeding is

complete and clear around the entire edge. A verv pleasing

Norris, Gregg & Norris.

From the Archangel Collection. Previously from Stack's sale ot

the Gibson Collection, November 1974, Lot 199.
PCGS #010282
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Rare Wass, Molitor & Co. $5 Gold

Large Head, Pointed Bust

2x photo

085 1852 Wass, Molitor & Co. $5 gold. K-2. Rarity-6. Large Head.

Pointed Bust. About Uncirculated-50, or finer for sharpness

but with a pair of light obverse scratches and a numeral "4"

lightly scratched above the eagle on the reverse. The light

yellow gold surfaces mostly exhibit light scattered marks
otherwise, as expected for the grade. Both sides retain nice

lustre, enough to make the coin inviting at first glance. The
details arc about as sharp as is ever seen on the rare occasions

when a Wass, Molitor & Company $5 piece of this variety

makes an auction appearance. A brief look at population

data for PCGS and NGC reveals only 16 instances where one

of these coins has been graded, combining both .services. It

is probably safe to assume that this low number does not

represent 16 dijferent specimens however, nicely illustrating

just how rare these coins are. Additionally, over half of these

pieces are graded in the VG to VF range, with the highest

certified grade being AU-55. Even taking into consideration

the imperfections mentioned, the present piece is a very

worthwhile specimen of a rare issue, and considerably finer

than a large percentage of the few specimens extant.

Among the private issuers of gold coins in San Francisco Wass, Molitor

& Co. was one of the most important, although their initial production did

not begin until relatively late, in 1852. Count S.C. Wass and A.P. Molitor,

Hungarians, earlier were engaged in refining and assaying in the same

city.

The Daily Alta California of January 8, 1852 noted: "The day before

yesterday we were shown a piece of the denomination $5 which Messrs.

Wass, Molitor & Co. are preparing to issue from their assay office, Naglee's

Building, in Merchant St. It has the head and stars like the American coin,

with the letters WM & CO. in the place occupied by the word LIBERTY on

our National currency. Below is the date, 1852. On the reverse is the eagle,

with the words Tn California Gold-Five Dollars' around it. The coin has

the pale yellow appearance which is peculiar to the private coinage of the

State, and which is caused by the silver alloy natural to the gold, whereas

the issues from the United States Mint are slightly alloyed with copper."

On the same date another newspaper, the San Francisco Herald, com-

mented, here quoted in part:

"The very serious inconveniences to which the people of California have

been subjected through the want of a mint, and the stream of unwieldy slugs

that have issued from the United States Assay Office have imperatively

called for an increase of small coins. The well known and highly respect-

able firm of Wass, Molitor & Co. have come forward in this emergency, and

are now issuing a coin of the value of $5 to supply the necessities of trade.

Their coining establishment, located in Naglee's fireproof brick building

in Merchant St., is now complete, being provided with the most powerful

and improved machinery for such purposes....

"The high reputation for honor and integrity enjoyed by Count Wass

and his associates in this enterprise is additional guaranty that every rep-

resentation made by them will be strictly complied with. The public will

be glad to have a coin in which they can feel confidence, and which can't

depreciate in their hands. The leading bankers, too, sustained and encour-

aged this i.ssue, and will receive it on deposit. Among others are the heavy

houses of Adams & Co., Burgoyne & Co., and Page, Bacon & Co.

"Messrs. Wass, Molitor & Co. coining establishment, which is entirely

disconnected from the smelting and assaying office, now in active opera-

tion, is capable of turning out from $7,000 to $8,000 in five dollar pieces

p>er day."

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom Stack's sale of

the Dalton Family Collection, December 1975, Lot 1008.

PCGS #010342
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1855 Wass, Molitor & Company $50 Gold

lx photo

1086 1855 Wass, Molitor & Co. $50 gold. K-9. Rarity-5. About Uncirculated-50 in terms of sharpness, but lightly cleaned with evidence
of fine rim filing seen around the obverse. Sharply struck and finer in this regard than typically seen, as moving enough metal to fill

both dies to capacity required considerable energy, apparently more than the average striking operations provided. As a result, many
of these large coins have much softness in the details of Liberty's hair curls, and the letters of DOLLARS on the reverse often fade at

the center. On the present coin, these details are sharp as are the obverse star centers and the finer wreath details on the reverse. The
surfaces are somewhat pale yellow gold, with traces of mild orange gold toning around the devices and traces of lustre remaining.
The $50 gold coins of Wass, Molitor & Company join those of Augustus Humbert, and the U.S. Assay Office of Gold as the largest
denomination coins struck for circulation in California. But while the coins of the latter two firms appear for a sale at auction with
regularity, issues of Wass, Molitor & Company do not. When they do appear, they tend to be graded VF to EF, and are often softly

struck as discussed above. The present coin, while not perfect, has much to offer in terms of sharpness, lustre, and general eye appeal
regardless of the imperfections. A somewhat scarcer issue, and always in demand.

From the Archangel Collection. Purchased privatelyfrom Stack's, September 22, 1975.
PCGS #010363

I
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Very Rare 1849 Oregon $5

A Well Detailed Specimen

2x photo

il087 1849 Oregon $5 gold. K-1. Rarity-5. Choice Extremely Fine-

45. A very desirable and sharp example of this classic Cold

Rush era issue from the Pacific Northwest. Mostly even light

yellow gold, a trifle overbright from a long-ago light cleaning,

now showing pleasing deeper toning at the reverse peripher-

ies. The detail is excellent for this rare and usually well-worn

issue. The 1981 Stack's description noted the "considerable

fur on the beaver," mostly on the belly though the head is

also well-defined. The legends are complete, not a given on

even high grade specimens of this crudely prepared coin-

age, but on this piece all legends at peripheries and centers

are extremely bold. As often seen, the planchet shows a few

inherent flaws. A rolling striation may be seen beneath T.O.,

principally at O, a few tiny pits present between G and the

beaver's head, and two small pits flank the P of COMPANY.
None of these affect detail or visual appeal, indeed, they are

part of the lay of the land when considering acquiring any

Oregon Exchange Company coin.

Both the $10 and the $5 coins struck in Oregon in 1849 are

very rare, though the population of the later denomination,

as here, is slightly larger than that of the former. We sold an

Oregon $10 graded VF-20 (PCCS) in our August 2tK)6 sale for

$138,000. Oregon $5 pieces appear on the market M)mewhat
more frequently, though a year or more could pass betwwn
offerings, even longer for pieces of this caliber. The average

Oregon $5 is fairly well worn and has some kind of problem

or other. Even Garrett's had planchet flaws and various

marks and bruises. Mint State pieces are essentially unheard

of; PCGS has never graded any Oregon piece as Mint State,

while NGC has twice assigned low Mint State grades to an

Oregon $5, perhaps the same coin graded twice. Perhaps a

few dozen exist in all grades, though few have the visual

appeal to rival this one.

Citizens of Oregon returning from the California gold fields in 1H49

brought with them quantities of gold dust and nuggets. The Oregon
Legislature on Februan,' 15, 1849, passed an act which provided for the

establishment of a territorial mint. However, the governor declared this

act to be in contravention to the laws of the United States, and plans wen'

terminated.

To remedy the situation a group of eight prominent merchants and

citizens banded together to establish a private mint. The principals wen'

W.K. Kilbome, Theophilus Magruder, James Taylor, George Abernathy,

W H. Wilson, William H. Rector, J. G. Campbell, and Noyes Smith. The

firm was designated as the Oregon Exchange Co. Hamilton Campbell, a

Methodist missionary, was employed to cut dies for a $5 coin. Victor W'al-

lace, machinist, engraved the dies for a coin of the $10 denomination. The

coins pnxiuced wen* to be virgin gold without alloy.

The $5 gold dies bore on the obverse the initials K.M.T.A.W.K.G.S.,

representing the names of the company members. The G was an error and

should have been C for Campbell. The obverse of the $5 piece pictured a

beaver on a log, facing to the right, the same animal which, being a trade-

mark of the Territory, was earlier used on the North West Co. tokens. Below

was the designation T. O. for Territory of Oregon, and below that, the year

1849, with branches to the sides. On the reverse appeared the notation

OREGON EXCHANGE COMPANY, 1 30 G. NATIVE GOLD 5 D. The pieces

contained 1 30 grains of gold, or nearly 5-1/2 jjennyweight.

Coinage amounted to approximately 6,000 of the $5 pieces and 2,850

$10 coins. These were accepted as legal tender throughout the Oregon

Territory, which at that time included the present states of Oregon and

Washington and all land toward the east reaching to the Rocky Mountains.

Oregon City had approximately 1,000 white citizens, while the entire

Territory comprised about 9,000 inhabitants. Many of the Oregon issues

were sent to California in payment for merchandise. Eventually nearly all

were melted. By a decade after the original issue only a small number of

Oregon coins existed.

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom Stack's sale of

the Wayman Collection, September 1981, Lot 426.

PCGS #010288
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Very Attractive Mormon $2.50

1088 1849 Mormon $2.50 gold. K-1. Rarity-5+. Extremely Fine-40.

A very pretty specimen of this diminutive rarity, an elusive

denomination in the endlessly popular Mormon series. Nice

smooth light gold surfaces display attractive old peripheral

toning, rich with pastel violet, blue, and deep gold around
the obverse while a deeper gold shade encircles the reverse.

The surfaces show no significant contact marks and only very

minor hairlines, giving this piece excellent visual appeal and
a remarkably choice look overall. The usual softness of strike

is present, obscuring L of LORD and making the first date

digit soft but partially present. Breen noted that this issue

was "very rare with all letters legible" and pointed out that

the 1 in the date is a typical victim of the softness. Central

details, like the fingers in the handshake, are still bold for

the grade. While some specimens may be slightly less worn,

we doubt a more pleasing specimen could be located.

Though not as elusive as the very rare $20 or the extremely

rare $10, the 1849 Mormon $2.50 has been missing from many
major cabinets. The 1948 Memorable sale, replete with rari-

ties, did contain a specimen, nor did Norweb. Eliasberg's

was badly tooled, while Garrett's was similar overall to this

specimen, showing slight wear but good overall quality.

This coin, with its generous sharpness and visual appeal,

is the sort of piece that elicits a positive response from all who
see it. There are some finer pieces, but the pleasing originality

of this specimen will make it a must-have for many who view
it. We would gladly eschew some higher grade specimens in

exchange for the attractiveness of the present coin.

In the autumn of 1848, Mormons returning from California brought

large quantities of gold dust into the Great Salt Lake area. Mormon Island,

located downstream from Sutter's Mill at Coloma on the American River,

was one of the richer gold deposits during the early days of discovery.

Mormons were among the most active miners during the early part of the

era, and gold estimated to have been worth several million dollars was
located by them.

In the settlement at Great Salt Lake, called the State of Deseret (deseret

~ honeybee, a Mormon symbol of industriousness). Dr. Willard Richards,

an official of the Mormon Church, weighed the gold dust and distributed

it in paper packages which contained from $1 to $20 in value. In November
1848 coinage designs were formulated. Each piece was to depict on one side

the priesthcxid emblem, a 3-point Phrygian crown over the all-seeing eye of

Jehovah, with the phrase "I loliness to the Lord." The reverse was to bear

the inscription "Pure Gold," clasped hands, and the denomination.

Oi December 10, 1848, Mormons with gold dust were invited to leave it

for coinage. The first deposit was made by William T. Follett, who received a

credit of $232 for 14-1 /2 ounces at the rate of $16 per ounce. Soon thereafter

46 $10 gold pieces had been minted by John M. Kay, a Mormon who earlier

had been employed with a private mint in Birmingham, England.

It is believed that the pieces struck in December 1848 were dated the

following year. The ten-di)llar coins were designed by Brigham Young, John

Mobourn Kay, and John Taylor. They were dubbed "Valley Coin." Problems

developeil, anil by December 22, 1848, the equipment was inoperable.

Ailditional facilities for coinage were ordered through a church agent

in St I ,( nil*. ( )ies were prep.ired for $2.30, $5, .ind $20 pieces. Coinage at the

^ huri h mint commenced on Si-ptember 12, IH4^t. I rom that point through

early I8S|, about $73,IMH) face value in gold pieces was produceil Designs

followed those suggested a year earlier, but the words "Pure Gold" were

represented by the initials P.G., and for Great Salt Lake City the letters

G.S.L.C. were added.

Apparently there was little understanding or interest in Salt Lake City

concerning the fineness or purity of gold, and only the total weight was

considered when the coins were made. This caused the Mormon coinage

to be condemned in many regions, particularly in California where it

became the subject of many vituperative comments in the press, which

noted the coins were "spurious," "vile falsehoods," and "debased." In

areas other than Salt Lake City they circulated only at a discount of 10%

to 25% from face value. Within Salt Lake City itself there were numerous

questions raised, and in 1851 and 1852 many were reluctant to accept the

pieces, but the church applied pressures which made the coins circulate.

Eventually Brigham Young, the Mormon leader, closed the mint, and the

pieces disappeared from circulation.

The issues dated 1849 and 1850 are aU from dies in shallow relief.

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom Stack's sale of

the Gibson Collection, November 1974, Lot 226.

PCGS #010259

Remarkably Choice AU 1849 Mormon $5

Among the Finest Known

1089 1849 Mormon $5 gold. K-2. Rarity-5. Choice About Un-
circulated-55. Rich deep yellow gold surfaces retain the

majority of their natural mint lustre. The surfaces are deeply

toned and original in appearance, while the lively fields

show good frost and excellent eye appeal. Boldly detailed

on both sides, sharply struck from center to upset rim, one

of the sharpest survivors of this important issue. Some faint

hairlines are seen, a thin old vertical scratch blends in above
the handshake, no severe nicks though a few flecks of harm-
less surface dirt are noted under a glass to serve as further

evidence of originality.

No 1849 Mormon gold coin can be called common, but

the $5 denomination is the most frequently encountered
today. Still, most examples are quite worn. Kagin notes that

this denomination is "very rare above very fine" and Breen's

comment—"usually in low grades"—is more apt to be seen

in the description of a colonial coin than a territorial. A speci-

men in our August 2005 sale was worn down to AG! A tvpical

grade for this coin is perhaps VF or so, and \vhile EFs are

known, the herd truly thins in grades higher than that. The
only Mint State example graded by PCGS is an MS-bO and
NGC has never graded one better than MS-bl . This pieev may

j

well rival those pieces, especially if a connois.seur places a

premium on the rich color and natural appearance that this

example retains but many other pic'ces do not. The winning !

bidder will never need to be concerned with finding a finer
j

example, as we beliex’e this one is just right.

} torn the Archangel Collectioti. Previously fnnn Stack s Sttle

of April 1 97b. Lot /b.L

I'ttiSff 010282
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Highly Elusive 1850 Mormon $5

ThK AkCHANGFI. CoLLE^CTION of I’kIVATF and Ti KKIK;I<1AI CkM IJ C:

Choice Toned AU 1860 Mormon $5

1090 1850 Mormon S5 gold. K-5. Rarity-5+. About Uncirculated-

50, but lightly cleaned decades ago. Even light yellow gold

with good eye appeal, only trivially overbright and nearly

natural in appearance. Hairlines are seen on both sides, a

tiny nick on the rim below F of FIVE and a small abrasion

above nearby I are the only notable marks among the few

contact points seen under magnification. The sharpness is

excellent for the issue which, like the more numerous $5

pieces issued a year earlier, seems to have enjoyed lengthy

circulation. Most examples seen are in the VF range, though

some sharper pieces also survive.

The 1850 $5 is rarer than its 1849 counterpart but, more im-

portantly from an historical perspective, shows a distinctive

appearance that points to the work of a different engraver.

A tantalizing scrap of original documentation is noted in

the Kagin work, found in Mint Director Thomas Bullock's

diary entry for March 15, 1850: "B.Y. called in morning &
gave orders about new dies." The existence of this type is

a testimony to Brigham Young's involvement in the gold

coinage of the Mormons in 1849 and 1850.

Today, this variety is avidly sought and brings strong

prices even when mounted, damaged, or badly worn. This

piece has a lot to offer and will no doubt see strong competi-

tion.

From the Archangel Collection. Purchased from Stack’s in

1978.

PCGS fl010265

Bold Lustre and Detail

1091 1860 Mormon $5 gold. K-6. Rarity-5+. Choice About Un-

circulated-55. A supremely attractive specimen of this final

Mormon gold coin. Bold lustre remains on deep yellow gold

surfaces, highlighted by deeper gold color around the obverse

and violet toning around the reverse. The fields are lightly

reflective and remain lively despite some very light wear. No
heavy marks are seen, few hairlines, a single spot and a nick

near the legends at 9:00 on the obverse. The raised die lines

that cover much of the reverse fields are intact, and the de-

signs are superbly defined. The sharpness of the lion's mane
is exceptional, and the visual appeal is perhaps unrivalled

among AU survivors of this type.

Records indicate that the 1860 coinage of the Deseret

Assay Office was made from imported Colorado gold and

struck from dies made locally in Salt Lake City. The designs

are evocative and distinctive, and the popularity of this

type is consistently strong. Very few sur\’i\'e in such nice

condition as found here, with a typical piece apt to be EF or

perhaps a low-end AU by today's standards, and the only

two Mint State examples seen by PCGS graded MS-6] and

MS-62. The present coin is about as nice as the AU-58 (PCGS)

piece that garnered $69,000 in our August 2005 sale. Few
survivors today would surpass it in terms of sharpness, and

in terms of eye appeal this might just be the prettiest one

we have seen.

From the Archangel Collection. Previously from Stack's 1971

ANA sale, August 1971, Lot 2588; Stack's sale of April 1976,

Lot 165.

PCGS #010268
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High-Grade 1860 Clark, Gruber & Co. $2.50

2x photo

1092 1860 Clark, Gruber & Co. $2.50 gold. K-1. Rarity-4. Gem
Brilliant Uncirculated-65, or very nearly so. A truly superb

specimen of this popular Colorado territorial issue, struck

in beautiful green gold, fresh and original. The surfaces are

almost completely brilliant with just the faintest trace of

golden toning detected in certain light. The strike is excellent,

with the rims high and rounded, while the devices are as

sharp as ever seen on this issue. The typical softness is noted

at the centers on both sides, but again, this is expected. The
surfaces have a fine satin texture, and the lustre is uniformly

bold and radiant on both sides. Marks are few, and the ones

present are minor in nature. A delightful specimen, sure to

please the most discriminating collector. Off the market for

nearly 25 years and likely to invite spirited competition in

the present sale.

The firm of Clark, Gruber & Co., Leavenworth, Kansas bankers, es-

tablished a branch in Denver following discovery of gold deposits in the

area, primarily in the mountains to the west. From that beginning was to

grow Colorado's largest mint, an operation which subsequently laid the

framework for the government mint in the same city. Partners were Austin

M. Clark, Milton Edward Clark, and Emanuel Henry Gruber.

Framework for the minting business was begun in December 1859 when
Milton E. Clark journeyed to New York and Philadelphia to make arrange-

ments in person to acquire coining and metal processing machinery. It is

believed that Bailey & Co., Philadelphia jewelers, made arrangements for

the dies, possibly enlisting the services of Chief Engraver James B. Longacre

at the Mint. The workmanship of the dies differs from one to another, and

it is believed by the writer that more than one engraver was involved.

In the spring of 1860 Austin Clark and Emanuel H. Gruber arrived in

Denver and purcha.sed several lots on the northwest comer of McCaa and

F streets, later to become Market and 16th streets. An imposing two-story

brick stmcture with a stone basement was set up. In April the machinery

arrived by an ox-drawn wagon. By July 16th the building was complete

inside and out, and coinage operations were ready to begin. At first, $10

coins were minted.

The Rocky Mountain News, July 25, 1860, described the Clark, Gmber
& Co. facility and the mintage of $10 coins:

"[Upon] invitation we forthwith repaired to the elegant banking house

of the firm...and were admitted to their coining room in the basement,

where we found preparations almost complete for the issue of Pikes Peak

coin. A hundred 'blanks' had been prepared, weight and fineness tested.

and last manipulation gone through with prior to their passage through

the stamping press. The little engine that drives the machinery was fired

up, belts adjusted, and between 3 and 4 o'clock the machinery was put

in motion and "mint drop'" of the value of $10 each began dropping into

a tin pail with the most musical 'clink.' About $1,000 were turned out, at

the rate of fifteen or twenty coins a minute, which was deemed satisfac-

tory for the first equipment. The coins-of which none but $10 pieces are

yet coined-are seventeen grains heavier than the United States coin of the

same denomination.

"On the face is a representation of the Peak, its base surrounded by a

forest of timber, and 'Pikes Peak Gold' encircling the summit. Immediately
|

under its base is the word 'Denver' and beneath it 'Ten D.' On the reverse
j

is the American eagle, encircled by the name of the firm 'Clark, Gruber &
Co.,' and beneath it the date, 'I860.' The coin has a little of the roughness

peculiar to newness, but is upon the whole, very credible in appearance,

and a vast improvement over 'dust' as a circulating medium."

Most probably the Pikes Peak motif was discontinued after 1860 in

favor of a Federal-copy obverse to facilitate circulation.

The Rocky Mountain News reported on the continuing progress of the
|

firm in an article in the August 29, 1860 issue:

"Clark Gruber & Co. melted and coined about $18,000 in $10, $5, and

$2.50 pieces. As specimens of coinage these pieces are far superior to any

of the private mint drops issued in San Francisco, and are nearly as perfect

as the regular United States Mint issues. The faces of the $5s and $2.50s are

a good imitation of the government coinage—the stars, with the name of

'Clark & Co.' occupying the head tiara. The reverse is occupied, of course,

with 'our noble bird' encircled by the words 'Pikes Peak Gold, Denver

21 /2D.' Altogether it is a creditable piece of work, and we hope to see

hosts of it in circulation before the snow flies. The fineness of this coin is

828-1 / 2; and the excess of weight over U.S. coin is 23 grains in a $10 piece.

The value in gold is the same as government coin of like denomination,

with an additional value in silver alloy equal to near 1%. Deduct the cost

of coining at the U.S. mint, about 1 / 2%, and the actual worth of Clark &
Co.'s coin is 1 /2% more than any other coinage."

The initial coinages were of the $10 and $20 denominations. Later,

pieces of $2.50 and $5 were made, as noted in the preceding article. By

October 1860 the coins were in wide circulation tJiroughout the "Jefferson"

Territory. The mint operated both day and night, and by October $120,000

worth had been struck.

Toward the end of 1860 Clark, Gruber & Co. opened a branch office in

Central City, Colorado. At the time. Central City, and its neighbor. Black

Hawk, were among the most active gold mining areas.

In 1861 new dies were produced. Gold content of the Clark, Gruber

& Co. coins was increased to 1% more than that used by the United States

government mints. The Colorado Republican and Rocl^ Mountain Herald

wrote on August 3, 1861, of a visit to the coining establishment:

"We yesterday stepped into the fine banking house of Messrs. Clark,

Gruber & Co. and by invitation of the gentlemanly proprietors took a look

at the machinery and fixtures for minting...The gold is first refined by

chemicals, then put into a crucible, melted, and run into bars. Then it is run

through a rolling machine, which reduces it to the proper thickness; it is

then taken to a punching machine where it is cut in the proper size; a man
then takes it and reduces it to the proper weight, when it is taken to the die

and stamped, then the edges are milled, which is the finishing stroke."

Front the Archangel Collection. Previously from Abner
Kreisberg's sale of the ]ohn A. Beck Collection, Part 11, February

1976, Lot 695; RARCOA's session ofAuction '82, August 1982,

Lot 997.

PCGS #010135
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Mint State 1860 Clark, Gruber & Co. $2.50

^093 1860 Clark, Gruber & Co. $2.50 gold. K-1. Rarity-4. Bril-

liant Uncirculated-61. Lustrous rich yellow gold surfaces

with considerable deep copper toning on both sides. Some
prooflike reflectivity is seen in the fields, adding much to

the visual appeal. The typical softness of strike is seen in

the central details, but the major design elements are clear.

Attractive, original, and off the market for 30 years.

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom Stack's sale of

April 1976, lot 168^

PCGS #010135

Mint State 1860 Clark, Gruber $5

1860

2x photo

1094 1860 Clark, Gruber & Co. $5 gold. K-2. Rarity-4. Brilliant

Uncirculated, nearly choice-63. Fully brilliant greenish

yellow gold with strong lustre on both sides. The surfaces

have a fine satiny texture, giving the piece particularly nice

eye appeal. Marks are few, but a pair on the obverse before

and behind Liberty's head along with one on the reverse at

the D of FIVE D will serve to easily identify this specimen

I

in the future. The coin is very nicely struck and though

I

trivial weakness is seen on the highest points of the portrait,

and on the corresponding details of the reverse, both are

typical for the issue. The fine details of Liberty's hair, and

I

the eagle's feathers are all nicely defined. The centers of all

obverse stars are likewise complete. A lovely Clark, Gruber

St Company $.5.

From the Archanf^el Collection. Prex'iously from Neu' England

Rare Coin Auctions' Neu' England Numismatic Association sale

of Noirmhcr 1975, Lot 810.

r\(.s*nini36

Sharp 1860 Mountain $10

Clark, Gruber & Company

2x photo

1095 1860 Clark, Gruber & Co. $10 gold. K-3. Rarity-5. About
Uncirculated-50, or finer for sharpness, but the surfaces

show several areas of light tooling in the fields of both sides

and the piece has been cleaned to mask the effects. However,

this appears to have been done long ago, as the greenish gold

shows attractive russet and reddish brown toning returning.

The details of the devices are quite sharp, the piece being well

struck. To the unaided eye, the imperfections do not sharply

stand out and as such the piece retains decent eye appeal, all

things considered. A popular type and perfect for the collector

who does not demand perfection.

From the Archangel Collection. Prezhouslyfrom Stack's sale of

the George O. Walton Collection, October 1963, Lot 2232; Stack's

sale of the Gibson Collection, November 1974, Lot 208.

PCGS #010137
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Famous Clark Gruber Mountain $20

An Historic Rarity

2x photo

1096 1860 Clark, Gruber & Co. $20 gold. K-4. Rarity-6+. About Uncirculated-50. A lovely example of a very famous rarify, one of perhaps
15 fhaf survive in all grades. Even light yellow gold with generous remaining lustre and some reflective surface still bright around
design elements. The central definition is very bold, showcasing the eagle, his sometimes-weak shield, and the imaginative version
of Pikes Peak thaf gives this type its name. The reverse is a bit sharper than the obverse, which shows the most minor sort of natural
granularity at the periphery. The word PEAK is often weak on even very high-grade pieces, and it is a bit weaker than other parts
of the legend here. Scattered hairlines are seen, along with minor contact marks consistent with the grade and a thin vertical scratch
right of the date. The rims are free of nicks or bruises. The aesthetic impact is attractive and powerful, and this hefty coin is a joy to

hold and examine in hand.

This evocative type has long been a classic among collectors, a type desired by those who want to own no other territorial gold
coin as well as a rare prize for specialists. Of course, the supply has never been large—^just over a dozen are in private hands by most
estimates—and most collectors settle for owning one of fhe scarce Mountain $10s, themselves found only when fine cabinefs are
sold. Mountain $20s are purchased when they turn up, and in most calendar years the riches of Croesus would not help you acquire

PCGS has certified a specimen of this rare issue on nine occasions: three in the EE range, three in the AU range, two as Mint State,

and one graded VF or lower. NGC's four grade assignments on this type all fall between AU-55 and MS-62. A specimen formerly
graded MS-64 (NGC) has recently been reclassified as a Specimen; that piece was once in the 1948 Memorable sale though not so
noted in the recent offering. We have little doubt there is some overlap and/or resubmissions that make for a true certified popula-
tion of fewer than 13 examples. Only two different specimens sold in the period covered by the Dannreuther-Garrett auction records
book. The Eliasberg specimen sold twice; once as a raw AU-50 for $90,200 in 1996, again as PCGS AU-55 a year later for $112 500.
The only specimen to sell since then is the MS-64 /SP-64 coin that brought $690,000 at Heritage in January 2006; that example is the
only Mountain $20 ever sold by that firm.

This design is one of the most distinctive types in the whole realm of private and territorial gold coins. It would be highlv valued
even it if was common. As it is, only the patient get to include one in their cabinets, so infrequent are appearances at public sale Con-
noisseurs who have waited for years, even decades, for a chance to acquire a nice specimen may now have their chance

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom Stack's sale of the Wayman Collection, September 1981 Lot 427
PCGS«010138

' ,
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Rare 1861 Clark Gruber $20

The Gibson (1974) Coin

2x photo

097 1861 Clark, Gruber & Co. $20 gold. K-8. Rarity-5+. Brilliant Uncirculated-60, but a bit ovcrbright from a cleaning decades ago. Even
light yellow gold, lustrous and lightly reflective, far more detailed than most known specimens of this rare coinage. Parallel hairlines

may be seen on both sides, mostly running northwest to southeast. Only light scattered marks may be seen, many in the planchet

before striking while others are just harmless and tiny bagmarks. A few nicks between stars 8 and 9 are the only ones worth noting.

Good cartwheel persists on both sides. A thin lintmark curls beneath RK of CLARK. The visual appeal is quite nice despite the clean-

ing.

A very rare issue, nearly as elusive as the more famous (and much more expensive) 1860 Clark Gruber Mountain $20. Many ex-

amples of this type show significant wear; others are merely softly struck on the face. This is about as sharp as any specimen extant.

Neither PCGS nor NGC has never graded a specimen in Mint State, other than some overstrikes whose date of striking may not be

contemporary. Even with its flaws, this remains one of the finest available of this final private $20 to be struck in the United State.

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom Stack's sale of the Gibson Collection, November 1974, Lot 211; Stack's sale of September 1979,

Lot 390; Stack's sale of October 1980, Lot 630.

PCGS #010142
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Choice Mint State 1870 Round Liberty Head $1

"Lantern Jaw" or "Goofy Head" Variety

lx photo

1098 1870 Round $1. Liberty Head. BG-1205. Rarity-4+. Choice
Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Deep yellow gold with highly
reflective fields and frosty motifs, and with deep orange
highlights adorning the rims. Nicely struck at the centers

with some falling off at the rims as frequently seen for the

variety. Struck on a gold-plated silver core, as are all known
examples of BG-1205. One of the "maverick" pieces, made
by "Unknown Maker C" as listed in the second edition of

the Breen-Gillio reference, written and researched largely by
Bob Leonard. Scarcer this fine than the Rarity-4+ designation

indicates.

From the Archangel Collection. Previouslyfrom Stack's Met-
ropolitan New York Numismatic Convention sale, April 1976,

Lot 122.

PCGS #010950

Uncirculated 1872 Round Indian Head $1

Key Design Type

lx photo

1099 1872 Round $1, Indian Head. BG-1207. Rarity-4. Brilliant

Uncirculated, nearly choice-63. Medium olive gold with

bright orange highlights, somewhat prooflike as frequently

seen for the variety. One of the Large Indian Head types made
by Christoph Ferdinand Morig, a German immigrant who
was active in San Francisco as a "jeweler and watch maker"
as early as 1855, though no evidence suggests he made any

of the Period One (1852-1857) pieces. All told, the Round
Indian Head dollars are the scarcest type of the Round and
Octagonal quarters, halves, and dollars made with Liberty

or Indian Head motifs.

From the Archangel Collection. Previously from Stack's Met-

ropolitan New York Numismatic Convention sale, April 1976,

Lot 123.

PCGS #010952

This concludes the Archangel Collection of Private and Territorial Gold Coins
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rieasing C Bechtler $5 Gold

140 G. 20 Carats

Nice Collector Grade

too 1834 C. Bechtler $5 gold. K-17. Rarity-5. EF-40 (NGC).
A very pleasing example of this desirable North Carolina

gold issue, dated August 1, 1834 not in reference to when
this piece was struck but rather identifying the date of

the Federal coinage act of 1834, which specified a newly
authorized reduced weight for Federal gold coins. The
present piece was struck on an uneven planchet, with the

rims toward 2:00 on the obverse and the corresponding

area of the reverse being weak, while the opposing rims

are fully defined. Attractive medium yellow gold with

deep toning in areas of the legends. Surface marks as

expected for the grade, which is a very nice one for the

average collector, particularly since so few are graded at

this level or above.

NGC Census: 1; 7 finer (MS-62 finest).

PCGS #010112

AU 1851 Augustus Humbert Octagonal $50

Reeded Edge, 887 THOUS Variety

2x photo

101 1851 Augustus Humbert $50 gold. K-6. Rarity-4. 887 THOUS. Reeded edge. AU-55 (PCGS). Medium yellow gold with some warm
orange highlights. Some lustre in the protected areas, and with nice overall eye appeal. Some scattered marks and a few tinv edge

bruises noted, as virtually always seen on these large octagonal Gold Rush issues. Always popular and alwavs liable to set off a bid

ding fren/y when an example crosses the auction block.

I\ ( .S Population 6, 5 firHT (MS-62 finest).

I*' (,S 1010214
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Historic 1852 Augustus Humbert $50 Gold

887 THOUS Variety

Scarce 1852 Wass, Molitor $10

S.S. Central America Treasure

1102 1852 Augustus Humbert $50 gold. K-11. Rarity-5. 887
THOUS. VF-35 (PCGS).A nice example, lightly cleaned years

ago (but not important to PCGS in the certification process),

of one of the most historic American coins. Struck at the

height of the Gold Rush in 1852, this piece undoubtedly saw
service in saloons, bordellos, and other such places—history

you can hold in your hand. Both sides show light wear, as

expected. The buyer of this coin can double or triple his or her

numismatic pleasure by acquiring a copy of Dave Bowers' A
California Gold Rush History, which tells just about anything

anyone would want to know on how these coins were minted,

used in circulation, and highly appreciated by miners and

others.

PCGS #010016

1105 1861 Clark, Gruber & Co. $10 gold. K-7. Rarity-4. AU-58
(NGC). Medium yellow gold surfaces with some attractive

copper toning around the devices and through tlio an orso

legends. Some lustre remains in the same aa'as, adding to tlie

visual appeal. Slight hairlines are seen, and some small cuts

are noted on the obver.so, with only one in the field near star

13 being in a prime focal area. Some softness is noted, mosth

at the upper portion of the coronet and the lowermost details

of the reverse device, though luU unusual in this a'gard.

tlverall a pleasing example from this Colorado coiner.

i’ctis«(imi4i

1104 1852 Wass, Molitor & Co. $10 gold. K-4. Rarity-5. VF-30

(PCGS). Large Head. Medium yellow gold with some deeper

highlights, particularly on the reverse. Scattered marks
|

present. One of 89 Wass, Molitor $10 gold pieces found in I

the S.S. Central America treasure. Not a great rarity, but cer-

tainly a prize when one considers the S.S. Central America

provenance.

S.S. Central America gold PCGS label with certificate of authenticity. i

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #010348

1861 Clark, Gruber & Co. $10 Gold

1103 1853 U.S. Assay Office of Gold $20 gold. K-18. Rarity-2. 900

THOUS. About Uncirculated-50. This handsome example

shows crossbars in the A's, 900 THOUS on the scroll over

the defiant eagle. Much lustre is present, with some very

faint obverse scuffs and a narrow dropped lamination on the

reverse rim at 3:00. This is a generally high quality example

of one of the best-made USAOG issues struck before the

opening of the San Francisco Mint.

PCGS #010013
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The S.S. Central America Treasure

Bif Q. David Bowers

The Coins and Ingots

In connection with the next two lots, a commentary concerning the

S. Central America may be of interest.

Early in the year 2000, 1 was contacted by Dwight Manley, who
)ld me about the California Cold Marketing Group (CGMC), of

, hich I subsequently became the owner of a very small part, as did

hristine Karstedt and Ray Merena, joining the main partners. Manly

)gether with Ira and Larry Goldberg. In Wolfeboro, Chris Karstedt

elped with much of the publicity and I delved into writing a book on

le treasure, A California Gold Rush History Featuring Treasure from the

.5. Central America, which was sponsored by the CGMG, and which

wolved several hundred thousand dollars' worth of time, field work,

nd research efforts—quite possibly the "grandest" such project in

le history of American numismatics. Or, at least it seems that way to

le! Later, the rights to the book passed to Whitman Publishing, LLC,

,'hich today in 2006 has copies for sale, as do we in our Publications

tepartment.

In the field of American gold coins the S.S. Central America, which

'cnt to the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean on September 12, 1857, car-

ding with it a king's ransom in gold coins and ingots, has yielded

lore numismatic treasures by a factor of ten or more than all other

nown recoveries. Moreover, no other known recovery has included

ven a single gold ingot of the California types found with the S.S.

entral America treasure. The find included about 7,500 gold coin.s,

ominated by slightly over 5,000 1857-S double eagles, nearly all in

lint State, many of choice and gem quality. Beth Deisher, editor of

oin World, called the find and distribution "the story of the year."

xcitement prevailed!

The availability of .so many examples of a single variety magnetized

1C world of numismatics and collectibles as thousands rushed to

cquire an example. By the end of 2001 they were sold out. All of the

smaller" ingots were sold as well, many increasing in value sharply

fterward when offered on the after market. A few of the larger ingots,

alued at hundreds of thousands of dollars' each and with incredible

old content remained. More about these in a later paragraph.

The Ship of Gold

In 1857, the S.S. Central America was in service from New York City

1 the eastern side of the Isthmus of Panama. Between October 1853 and

eptember 1857, the steamer with auxiliary sails completed 43 round

ips and carried to New York about a third of the value of gold shipped

n that route. In September she was in Panama to board people and

•casure that had come from San Francisco on the S.S. Sonora.

The Sonora was one of several steamships from San Francisco that

arried Gold Rush coin.s, nuggets, and coins as well as passengers south

) Panama City. There, the ships were unloaded, and passengers and

ie treasure r(»de the Panama Railroad (opened in 1855) 48 miles over

iilly terrain to Aspinwall on the Atlantic Ocean side of the isthmus, to

onnect with steamers leaving for New York City, England, and other

lesfinations. Nearly all passenger traffic and commerce was conducted

^ia this route in an era long before the 1869 transcontinental rail link

vas completed.

On S'ptemfK’r 9th, 1857, while returning from Aspinwall to New

f'ork ( ity (»n its 44th trip, S.S. Central America ran into high seas

vhipp«*d up by a hurricane. On the 11th, a major leak developed,

ind hiToii «-fff>rts were made to bail out the water. On the 12th, all

women and 28 of 29 children aboard w'ere saved by a passing vessel,

as were several dozen men. Shortly after eight in the evening of tlu

12th, the Central America slipped below the waves and was no more.

Over 300 men were drowned. Aboard was a vast store of gold Ix'ing

shipped from the San Francisco Mint to the New York Assay Office,

plus coins and bullion carried for other accounts and on the persons

of passengers, totaling $1,600,000 or more at a time when gold was

valued at just $20.67 per ounce.

The loss of this bullion was a contributing cause of the Panic of

1857, which dramatically affected the American economy and banking

system. Years later, in the 1980s, a group of intrepid treasure st*ekers,

the Columbus-America Discovery Group (C-ADG), Inc., led by Tommy
Thompson, Robert Evans, and Barr)' Schatz, discovered the remains

of the ship in nearly 8,500 feet of water on the Outer Continental

Shelf. Explorations soon found a great treasure. After lengthy legal

skirmishes, C-ADG sold the treasure to Dwight Manley and associ-

ates, as noted above.

Treasure to the Forefront

Bob Evans, who by that time was a fine friend of mine, created a

special program that was presented in 2000 at the American Numis-

matic Asstxriation Convention to a stand ing-rixim-only audience, while

1 contributed the introduction and numismatic remarks. Gail Baker,

then in charge of education for the ANA, commented it was the best-

attended event in the history of conventions held by the Association!

The record still stands today in 2006.

The Ship of Gold exhibit, consisting of a replica of the side of the

ship w'ith portholes through which observers could view gold ingots

and coin.s, with a separate small building, the Kellogg & Humbert

A.ssay Office nearby, was the focal point of that convention. Later, it

went on tour, including the California State Fair, where it was viewed

by 700,000(!) people, and in 2003 at the Tucson Gem & Mineral Show,

the largest annual worldwide gathering of enthusiasts in those fields.

Although the Tucson show had hosted a display of the Hope Diamond

and the Forbes collection of Faberge eggs on earlier occasions, this

was the first time that crowd control was needed. Long lines of visitors

waited up to an hour to see the unique treasures.

By the summer of 2001 only a few large-size ingots remained

unsold. The demand from museums, collectors, historians, and oth-

ers had been satisfied. What to do with these large, heavy ingots? By

special arrangement with the California Historical Society' as sponsor,

the original dies for the Kellogg & Co. $50, which had survived the

years, were used to make transfer dies to which a small inscription

was added on the otherwise blank ribbon on the reverse, noting the

source of the gold and the initials of the ScKiety, C.H.S.

The gold used was taken from certain unsold large gold ingots

made in the 1850s by Kellogg & Humbert, in which John Glover

Kellogg was a partner, thus giving the commemorative restrikes a

particularly unusual connection with the past. This was done bv

carefully cutting the face away from each ingot, creating a face-plate,

beautiful and still quite heax'y, but now marketable at a price within

the reach of more buyers.

Production of 5,000 pieces, billed as "commemorative restnkes,'

took place in San Francisco from August 20 to September 1 2, 2(^11 ctr

144 years after the S.S. Central America sank, with the speamenv -tri!. I

each day being counterstamped yvith the appropriate day d. lTt»

remaining face plates yvem quickly sold, as were the ix^mmemi .'t;** c

mstrikes. The distribution of the S.S Central . tn iv.:

complete!
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S.S. CENTRAL AMERICA INGOTS

1106 Large Kellogg and Humbert
gold ingot from the S.S. Central

America treasure. Kellogg &
Humbert ingot No. 685. 111.63

troy ounces (9.3025 troy pounds).

.896 Fine. $2,067.61 melt value
based on U.S. Mint gold prices

at the time of $20.67 per ounce at

.999 fine. A spectacular ingot from
the S.S. Central America treasure

hoard. Sold by Christie's of New
York in December 2000. Bright

yellow gold, face reads: No 685,

rectangle below with KELLOGG
/ & / HUMBERT / ASSAYERS
within on four lines, 111.63 OZ
/ .896 FINE / $2067.61. Lower
left face corner taken for assay

purposes, four sides featureless,

back with 685 stamped inverted

at the bottom, upper right corner

taken for assay purposes. A great

numismatic item owing to its con-

nection with Kellogg & Humbert,
and an even greater treasure piece,

representing as it does a piece of

the greatest treasure ever to suc-

cumb to the briny depths.

For information, the following is ex-

cerpted from Q. David Bowers' A California

Gold Rush History:

Characteri.stics of Kellogg & Humbert
Ingots

Punches: Separate stamps were used to

impress the information on the ingots:

"KELLOGG / & / tlUMBERT / AS-
SAYERS." logotype punch in frame, four

lines o Notes: KELLOGG & HUMBERT
with letters large, open and with serifs.

ASSAYERS in slightly smaller sans-serif font. Thin line frame around four

line inscription of logotype.

"FINE" four-letter logotype punch • Notes: Letters medium size, open,
and with serifs.

"No" logotype punch • Notes: Used before serial number digits. Large
open N with serifs; o is small, vertical (as in a zero), and high. Beneath the

o are two diagonal dashes in the manner of ditto marks or snakebites; the

leftmost dash is slightly the smaller of the two.

"Oz" logotype punch • Notes: O in medium font; nearly round outline;

heavy at left and right, oval space at center. Small z with serifs is high and
has single underline.

$ sign • Notes: Separate punch before value. Large open S-shaped letter

with two thin vertical lines.

Numerals used to express .serial number (in many instances), weight
(in many instances), fineness, and value, (large size font). With serifs as
appropriate • Notes: Digits separately punched. Characteristics: • 0: Nearly
round in outline, left and right sides thick • 1: 1 leavy vertical element; left

bottom serif is longer than right bottom serif; flag is small and extends

horizontally to left • 2: Square-base 2 with

knob; serif upward from right end of base; knob
(ball) is large • 3: Open 3 with each ball tucked

inward at end of curve; round top • 4: Heavy
vertical element, thin diagonal and crossbar, no

serif on crossbar, thin bottom serifs to upright •

5: Upright; ball extends left of vertical element;

flag does not extend full width of numeral • 6:

Top and bottom parts of numeral are about the

same height; left side very heavy; right side

heavy; ball is tucked under thin curve and is

distant from the curve below it • 7: With plain

horizontal element; serif at left side extends

downward only; base of 7 rounded • 8: Block

style; sides heavy; top and bottom interior about

the same size • 9. Inverted 6.

Numerals used to express serial number
and / or weight on some smaller ingots (small-

size font). With serifs as appropriate • Notes:

Characteristics: • 0: Thin with large open center

• 1: Heavy upright; right bottom serif is longer

than left bottom serif; top of upright squared off;

flag with upper left curved • 2: Curved base 2

with knob; base of 2 extends beyond right curve

of numeral • 3: Open 3 with each ball in normal

position (not tucked in at end of curve); round

top • 4: Heavy upright with squared-off top;

thin crossbar and diagonal; serifs on base; no

serif on crossbar • 5: Upright; flag thick with

curved top and bottom and pointed tip and
ends short of outside of curve below; ball distant

from upright • 6: Wide; inner curve stops short

of left side • 7: With horizontal element curved

at top and bottom ("fancy"); serif at left side

extends above and below horizontal line; base

of 7 rounded • 8: Block style; top and bottom

openings about the same size • 9: Inverted 6.

Numerals used for reference on the back

of some ingots • Notes: Characteristics: • 0: •

1: Narrow and with heavy upright; small bot-

tom serifs; flag sharply downward and does

not extend far from upright • 2: Square base 2

with knob; small serif from top of right side of

base; edge of right curve of 2 extends beyond edge of base • 3; Flat top • 4:

Short and heavy vertical element is truncated above thin crossbar; diagonal
extends from crossbar to upper right in the manner of a bat and ends far

above truncated vertical element; serif upward from right end of crossbar
• 5: Narrow; short "fancy" top • 6: Tall and narrow; left and right sides
thick; interior space with nearly straight vertical sides; ball far above curve
below it; broken at bottom. • 7: With plain horizontal element; serif at left

side extends downward only; base of 7 truncated • 8: Thin and narniw; top
interior slightly smaller than bottom interior; both with nearly vertical sides
to interior • 9: Inverted 6; now, used as a 9, it is broken at top.

Molds used by Kellogg & 1 lumbert:

Mold K&H-Ol: 24mm x 34mm
Mold K&H-02: 41mm x 52mm
Mold K&I 1-03: 44mm x 99mm
Mold K&I 1-04: 55mm x 1 1 1mm
Mold K&l 1-05: (vlmm \ 14‘^mm
Mold K&H-Ofi: 74nim \ 174mm
Mold K&l 1-07: '^4mm \ 22(imm
Mold K&l 1-08: ‘>8mm \ 24^ mm. "Fun'ka" bar.

Spectacular Kellogg & Humbert Gold Ingot

S.S. Central America Treasure Bar

111.63 Ounces, 896 Fine
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Spectacular Kellogg & Humbert Gold Ingot Face Plate

S.S. Central America Treasure liar

Inscribed 457.75 Ounces, 886 Fine

Personal Collection of Q. David Bowers

1107 Face plate now weighing 28.5 troy ounces, from one of the

largest and most impressive Kellogg & Humbert treasure

ingots. Marked on the face. No. 963, 457.75 oz, 886 Fine,

$8,383.78. This remarkable display piece is from the private

collection of Q. David Bowers, who by virtue of his connec-

tion with California Gold Marketing Group and his author-

ship of the A California Gold Rush History book was allowed

to select from the few face plates that were made. This was

his choice. Since that time it has remained in a bank vault,

now to possibly grace a museum exhibit or a fine numismatic

display. Had the back of the ingot been kept, the numismatic

value would be more than a half million dollars! As it is,

viewed face-on, the face plate is identical in appearance to

when it was the face of the ingot.

Numismatic Notes: In autumn 1854, John Glover Kellogg, formerly of

Kellogg & Co. and Kellogg & Richter, and Augustus Humbert, the famed

appointee of the United States Office of Gold and coiner of the famous

tKtagonal $50 coias, joined to form Kellogg & Humbert. The partnership

operated to the year 1860.

The history of Kellogg & 1 lumber! is rich and romantic, indeed incred-

ible. In its time no firm was mom important in the assaying and refining

of gold and the making of ingots. How fortunate numismatists are that

ingots of this particular firm were so well represented in the S.S. Central

America treasure!
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CALIFORNIA SMALL
DENOMINATION GOLD
All California Small Denomination gold photos are 2x.

1108

1853 Round 25<t. Liberty Head. BG-212. Rarity- 7-. Brilliant

Uncirculated, nearly choice-63. Deep gold with warm olive

highlights. Nicely struck. One of the crude Frontier, Deviercy
& Co. "Broad Head" issues, and one of about a dozen or so
examples known of this desirable rarity, a piece that falls at

the upper end of the known specimens for quality and eye
appeal.

PCGS #010397

1109

1852 Round 50c. Liberty Head. BG-401. Rarity-3. Choice
About Uncirculated-58. A lovely coin loosely modeled after

a contemporary gold dollar of the Type I format. The obverse
has a Liberty Head, in high relief and with excellent detail,

surrounded by stars. The reverse has an open wreath, the

date within, and inscriptions surrounding. The color is a very
pleasing rich gold with some hints of magenta. Absolutely
superb eye appeal!

PCGS #010437

1110

1853 Round 50c. Liberty Head. BG-420. Rarity-7. About
Uncirculated-55. This coin was created by M. Deriberpie
and has his initial D below Liberty’s bust. This variety is

differentiated from other similar issues by the eighth star

touching the upper roll of hair bun. A wealth of detail is

present as the result of a bold strike. The surfaces are pale
yellow and quite lustrous. Some fine abrasions are found at

the obverse but they are trivial and do little to infringe upon
the pleasing eye appeal. This example is likely at the low
end of the Condition Census and is right in the center of all

known examples in terms of quality. This variety is rarely

encountered and the only one sold in recent memory was part
of the Jay Roe Collection where it sold for over $7,500. An
important opportunity for the California gold specialist

PCCiS «nif)456

1111 1871 Octagonal 25c. Liberty Head. BG-717. Rarity-3. MS-66
'

j

PL (NGC). A superb little gem with heavily frosted motifs
\

and deeply mirrored fields. Fairly common as a variety, yet
j

unusually scarce in such beautiful gem condition. l'

PCGS #010544
i

1112

1871 Round 50c. Liberty Head. BG-1011. Rarity-2. MS-65 PL
(NGC). Reflective fields and frosty motifs. Pale yellow gold

iridescence and strong lustre graces both sides. Uncommonly
lovely.

PCGS #010840

GOLD DOLLARS
All gold dollar photos are 2x.

1113

Three gold dollar types: 1851 EF-40 (ANACS). Olive-gold

surfaces with yellow gold at the high points 1855 Type
II. EF-45 (NGC). Rose gold surfaces with lustre remaining

1862 MS-62 (NGC). Lustrous golden surfaces. (Total: 3

pieces)

Gem Uncirculated 1853 Gold $1

1114 1853 MS-65 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with warm orange i

highlights. A sharply struck gem, a coin that holds up well \

to careful scrutiny.

PCGS #007521

1115 1853 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64, on the threshold
of fully Gem. Lovely, deeply glowing gold lustre drenches
both sides, a trace of die clash appears in the left obverse
field.

PCGS #007521
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il IB C'.mup of gold dollars: <r 1853 Typn? 1. EF-40. Rose-gray over

lustrvms surfaces 1854 Type 11. EF-4(). Medium golden sur-

tax's 'Cr 1855 Type 11. AU-55. Lustrous yellow gold surfaces

1856 Type 111. Slanting 5. AU-55. Lustrous with rich rose

at the devices 1862 Type 111. MS-61. Lustrous with rose

highlights and splashes of gray on both surfaces. Struck from

clashed dies, a rim ding noted at 5:(X) on the obverse. (Total:

5 pieces)

117

1854 Type 1. MS-64 (NGC). A sharp and frosty specimen

that boarders on gem quality, especially to the unaided eye.

The lustre is unyielding, and the deep honey gold surfaces

erupt with rich peach and orange. Struck in the final year of

the Type 1 gold dollar style.

PCGS #007525

Choice Mint State 1854 Type II Gold $1118

1854 Type IL MS-63 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with warm
rose highlights and plenty of supportive mint lustre. Nicely

struck for the date with strong design elements including

the date and wreath details on the reverse, with just a hint

of lightness on the highest hair curls on Liberty's portrait.

A popular date from the first year of this short-lived design

type, 1854-1856.

PCGS #007531

119

1854 Type II. MS-61 (NGC). Light lustrous surfaces on both

sides retain most of the original mint frost. Some lightness of

striking at the center of the obverse, but boldly defined date

and other features on the reverse, the last quite unusual.

PCGS #007531

Choice Mint State 1855 Gold Dollar

1120

1855 MS-64 (NGC). Heavy cartwheel lustre erupts on the

surfaces of this rich golden specimen, a lovely coin that ap-

proaches gem quality in many respects. Nicely struck for the

date with evidence of die clash on both sides, and with just a

hint of weakness at the 8 in the date. Undeniably choice for

the assigned grade, a truly pleasing example of this desirable

gold dollar design type.

PCGS #007532

Mint State 1855 Gold $1

1121 1855 MS-62 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with strong lustre

and great overall eye appeal. Struck from clashed dies, as

typically seen for this scarce and popular Type II gold dollar

issue.

PCGS #007532

1122 1855 Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Lustre is delightfully bold, die

clash is typically evident on the well-detailed reverse. Careful

examination reveals what is either a surface lamination or

small dig in the obverse field.

PCGS #007532

1123 Pair of gold dollars: 1868 AU-55. Lustrous with delicate

rose-gray highlights on both surfaces 1887 MS-62. Lightly

cleaned at one time. (Total: 2 pieces)

181
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Gem Uncirculated 1870 Gold Dollar

The Harry W. Bass, Jr. Specimen

1124

1870 MS-67 (PCGS). Fiery honey gold with intense cartwheel

lustre and rich peach iridescence on both sides. One of 6,300

circulation strikes of the date produced, a beautiful coin that

ranks high on the PCGS roster for the date. A lovely gem that

was fine enough for Harry Bass, giving good indication that

it should be fine enough for your cabinet as well!
PCGS Population; 7; 1 finer within the designation (MS-68).

From Bowers and Merena's sale of the Harry W. Bass, Jr., Col-

lection, October 1999, Lot 175.

PCGS #007569

1125

1871 MS-64 (NGC). Deep honey gold with bright mint yellow
iridescence and a hint of rose on both sides. Heavy diagonal

die polish lines around Liberty's ear. Nicely struck in all

places save for a touch of lightness at the center of the date

and the O in DOLLAR. From a circulation strike mintage for

the date of 3,900, plus an additional 30 Proofs. Choice for the

grade.

PCGS #007571

Extraordinary Gem PL 1872 Gold Dollar

Ex Bareford

Finest Graded by NGC

1126

1872 MS-68 PL (NGC). An exceptional gem prooflike ex-

ample, a pleasing rose-gold specimen with intense lustre,

frosty motif.s, and heavily mirrored fields. A sharply staick

and aesthetically appealing beauty, perhaps the finest 1872

gold dollar currently extant. From a circulation strike mintage
for the date of 3,500 pieces. This exciting gem stands proudly
alone at the top of the PL category in the NGC Census Report.

A lovely coin that holds up well to careful scrutiny, and
< iTtainly deserves the exceptional grade.

Novembe^^

NGC Census: 1; none finer within the designation.

From Mehl's sale of the W.W. Neil Collections, June 1947,

Lot 2321; Stack's sale of the Bareford Collection, December 1978,

Lot 57.

PCGS #007572

1127

1873 Open 3. MS-64 (NGC). Brilliant, well struck, and

trous. A very nice example of the date and variety.

PCGS #007573

lus-

1128

1873 Open 3. MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty medium gold with

some rich rose iridescence. A satiny specimen, choice for the

grade.

PCGS #007573

1129

1874 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. A near-Gem
boasting vibrant, essentially prooflike mint lustre and delight-

ful overall flash for the boldest visual appeal that might be

desired.

PCGS #007575

1130

1878 MS-64 (NGC). A highly lustrous specimen, a coin ;vith

strong visual appeal. Medium gold with heavv lusta' and
lightly frosted motifs set against reflective fields.

PCC;S #007579
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131

1885 MS-64 (NGC). Highly lustrous yellow gold with honey

highlights on the high points. Somewhat prooflike in the

fields with strong eye appeal for the assigned grade.

PCCS #(X17586

Choice Proof 1887 Gold Dollar

132

1887 Proof-64 (PCGS). Deeply mirrored surfaces are attrac-

tive and warm yellow-gold. A splendid coin for whatever

purpose—inclusion in a date set, or type set, or simply for

someone who enjoys owning a beautiful and rare speci-

men.
PCCS #007637

Choice Cameo Proof 1888 Gold $1

133

1888 Proof-64 CAM (PCGS). Frosty motifs and mirror fields

display pale rose iridescence. A pleasing cameo Proof of the

date. One of 1,079 Proofs of the date struck during an era

when investment speculation in gold dollars and gold $3

gave rise to large production figures. Thankfully, delightful

cameo Proofs of this date are frequently available in today's

collecting marketplace as a result.

PCC'.S 2087638

Frosty Gem 1888 Gold Dollar

Ex DiBello Collection

1134

1888 MS-67 (NGC).A highly lustrous gem with frosty honey

gold surfaces that display warm rose highlights. A visu-

ally stunning gem with essentially flawless surfaces; low

magnification reveals some planchet roughness, as struck,

well-hidden in Liberty's tresses.

NGC Cen.sus: 35; 2 finer within the designation (both MS-68).

From Stack's sale of the DiBello Collection, May 1970, Lot

590.

PCGS #007589

Frosty Gem 1889 Gold Dollar

Final Issue in Denomination

1135

1889 MS-67 (NGC). A highly lustrous gem with frosty honey

gold surfaces. Boldly struck, a delightful gold dollar from the

final year of the series, a coin that holds up well to intense

magnified scrutiny.

PCGS #0075901136

1889 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. An exceptionally

well struck example, displaying marvelous full lustre.

PCGS #007590
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QUARTER EAGLES

Uncirculated 1807 Quarter Eagle

2x photo

1137

1807 Bass Dannreuther-l, Breen-1. Rarity-3. MS-62 (PCGS).
Bright and lustrous yellow gold with satiny surfaces and
strong eye appeal. Warm orange highlights in the recessed
areas. A few faint marks are noted, perhaps the most promi-
nent of these a faint scratch on the reverse from the tip of

the shield to the wing beneath NUM on the ribbon. Other
than that, the surfaces are essentially immaculate, especially

within the context of the grade. Nicely struck for the design
type; not fully so, but with enough details present to earn our
appreciation. Easily the most plentiful date in the design type

despite its estimated mintage of just 6,812 pieces, a figure that

would be regarded as a scant mintage within the context of

practically any U.S. coin design type. The Bass-Dannreuther
reference estimates perhaps 250 to 350 examples are known
in all grades, with the present MS-62 specimen among the

20 finest examples of the date seen thus far by PCGS. Faint

die cracks at bottom and top of LIBERTY. A pleasing coin for

the grade, with plenty of eye appeal and a fresh, attractive

look.

PCGS Population: 12; 8 finer (MS-65 finest).

PCGS #007656

1138

1807 BD-1, Breen-1. AU-53 (PCGS). Lustre surrounds the

reliefs on this boldly struck example of the only variety of

the final year of this historic first type. A glass finds scattered

marks suggesting bag storage long ago.

f’CGS a 007656

Lustrous 1834 Classic Head $2.50

1139

1834 Classic Head. B-6138. MS-62 (NGC). A well struck and
attractive example of the new Classic Head design by William

Kneass. Light evidences of circulation in the fields, and a tiny

planchet lamination on the reverse are mentioned.
Numismatic Notes: From 1821 through early 1834 no gold coins circu-

lated in the United States. It cost more than face value to produce half eagles

and quarter eagles, so this was done only by depositors who intended to

use the resulting coins for bullion. The vast majority of half eagles struck

(less so for quarter eagles) went overseas during that period. In 1834, largely

through the efforts of Missouri Senator Thomas Hart Benton, the Coinage

Act of June 28 was passed, reducing the authorized weight of gold coins

so that they now were intrinsically worth face value, no longer a premium.
I

j

After that time gold circulated readily and would remain in commerce until

the waning days of December 1861.

The Classic Head design, so-called, was modeled by William Kneass,

the head being copied from the portrait created by John Reich and earlier
|

used on half cents beginning in 1809 and cents beginning in 1808.

PCGS #007692

Frosty Uncirculated 1835 Quarter Eagle

1140

1835 B-6141. MS-62 (NGC). Deep yellow gold with some
prooflike reflectivity in the fields. Frosty motifs exhibit warm
olive highlights and strong lustre. Some faint hairlines and
scattered light marks account for the assigned grade, but

overall, a very choice coin within the MS-62 range.
Breen-6141. "1853 Taller Head. Most of reported mintage [131,402]

was dated 1834."

PCGS #007693

1141

1836 Breen-6142. About Uncirculated-50. Nice color and
lustre, but there is a nick on and near Liberty's chin. Pleasing
orange-gold toning and sharply impressed.

PCGS #097694
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Uncirculated 1837 Quarter Eagle

1142

1837 B-6145. MS-60 (NGC). Medium honey gold with deep
yellow and faint peach highlights on both sides. A frosty,

lustrous specimen with a few faint marks scattered here and
there. Choice for the grade.

Brwn-6145. "Very .scarce. Much of reported mintage [45,080] was
dated 1836."

I’CGS #(X)7695

1143

1839-C Breen-6150. About UncircuIated-50, in strict terms

of wear. Deep yellow-gold surfaces show some faint marks,

a single obverse pinscratch and hints of pa.st cleaning at up-

per left reverse. One of 18,140 struck of this last Classic Head
date.

PCGS #0076991144

1840-0 EF-45 (ICG). Pale yellow gold with olive highlights,

a few faint marks on the reverse.

PCGS #007720

1145

1841-C About Uncirculated-50, and a strong representative

of this grade in strict terms of wear. The devices are bold

with the high Charlotte mintmark merging with the arrow

feathers. One of 10,281 struck, making this a difficult branch

mint date to obtain in any collectible grade.

PCGS #007721

Attractive AU 1844-C $2.50
1146

1844-C AU-55(NGC). Medium yellow gold with frosty lustre

and distinctive olive highlights. Some pnxiflike reflectivity on

both sides. Devoid of circulation marks, choice for the grade

as a result. One of 11,622 examples produced in Charlotte,

with the majority of survivors in today's numismatic mar-

ketplace considerably lower in grade than ottered here.

From the Ylaug Ylan^ Collection.

PCGS #007735

Sparkling Choice Uncirculated 1847-C $2.50

None Graded Finer by NGC

1147

1847-C MS-64 (NGC). Sparkling yellow gold with distinc-

tive olive highlights. Broadly sweeping lustre and somewhat
prcxiflike fields add to the overall appeal, as does a sharp

strike and generally impressive quality. Of the 23,226 ex-

amples of the date produced, very few can be found at AU
or finer, while choice MS-64 specimens such as the presently

offered beauty certainly come few and far betwc^en. NGC
has certified three examples of the date at the MS-64 level

offered here, and we have no way of knowing whether that

figure represents three individual pieces.

NGC Census: 3; none finer.

Date high, top of 1 and upper right side of 7 touch neckline above. On
reverse, the C mintmark is embedded high in the arrow feathers and olive

stem, centered between the fraction and the D in the denomination.

PCGS #007745

Choice Mint State 1850 Quarter Eagle

1148 1850 MS-64 (NGC). A frosty, sparkling yellow gold beauty

with satiny surfaces and pale olive highlights. The reverse

is somewhat prooflike in appearance. Sharply struck for the

design type, with just a hint of weakness in the eagle's dexter

teg and the very underside of its sinister wing; this date and

others in the series are often very flat in those areas. NGC
has certified just two examples of the date finer than that

presently offered. An exceptional opportunity for a collec-

tor who desires an early Liberty' quarter eagle for his or her

advanced U.S. type set.

NGC Census: 6; 2 finer (MS-67 finest).

PCGS *007755

1149 Three certified quarter eagles: 1851 EF-45 (PCGS)
Subdued golden surfaces with iridescent rose highlights

at the high points 1966 AU-58 (NGC). Lustu'tus golden

surfaces with deeper gold and splashes of indesevni blue at

the peripheries 1916 MS-61 :\’C>C). Lustrous golden ros<'

surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)
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1150 Group of Liberty and Indian quarter eagles: 1851-0

Repunched Date. EF-45 1861 (2) AU-53; EF-45 1878-S

EF-45 1914 AU-50. Each has medium gold surfaces and
hints of rose and gray toning. (Total: 5 pieces)

1151 1852-0 Extremely Fine-40. A lightly circulated greenish gold

example with some light hairlines but no major distrac-

tions.

PCGS #007766

1152

1853 MS-64 (NGC). A frosty and highly lustrous example of

this early Liberty quarter eagle issue. A few faint marks are

present, none overbearing, and all fairly well hidden. Choice
for the grade and a great opportunity to add an early Liberty

quarter eagle to your U.S. gold type collection.

From the Ylang Ylang Collection.

PCGS #007767

1153 1859-D About Uncirculated-55. A bold strike but for part

of the eagle's left leg. Struck with a greenish gold patina

which is normally seen from this popular southern mint. A
few hairlines are visible under magnification which do not

diminish the overall appeal of this marvelous coin. A small

rim nick at 1:00 on the obverse is mentioned for the sake of

accuracy. A wonderful coin that should elicit some strong

collector bidder.

PCGS #007789

1154 1888 Brilliant Uncirculated-60, and approaching Choice.

Plentiful lustre and a full strike join to assure bold visual

appeal.

PCGS #007840

1155 1889 Brilliant Uncirculated-60, or somewhat finer. A pleas-

ing combination of high-quality strike and lustre assure this

coin's eye appeal.

From Coin Galleries August 1978 sale, Lot 1958.

PCGS #007841

Choice Uncirculated PL 1891 $2.50

Finest PL Graded by NGC

1156

1891 MS-64 PL (PCGS). Frosty motifs and mirror fields dis-

play a distinct cameo contrast. Rich honey gold with definite

orange highlights. Nicely struck. The finest PL example of

the date certified by NGC.
N(iC Census: I; none finer within the designation.

Pt (.S tf(H)7H41

Splendid Cameo Proof 1900 Quarter Eagle

1157

1900 Proof-66 CAM (NGC). A splendid gem cameo Proof of

the date, a lovely quarter eagle with heavily frosted motifs

and mirrored fields. Rich yellow gold with warm honey

highlights. One of 205 Proofs of the date struck, with enough

specimens to go around for those who diligently seek one.

Absolutely gorgeous, certainly worthy of the assigned grade,

perhaps "stunning" is the word best suited to describe this

lovely Proof.

PCGS #007926

Gem Cameo Proof 1900 Quarter Eagle

1158

1900 Gem Brilliant Proof-65. Bright yellow gold. Frosty

motifs and mirror fields display a nuance of faint olive iri-

descence on both sides. A sharp and appealing gem, a lovely

survivor from a Proof mintage for the date of 205 pieces. Of

that number enough survivors have come down to today's

collecting community that all who desire a lovely gem Liberty

quarter eagle can rely on this date to supply their needs.
PCGS #007926

1159

1900 Proof-55. A lightly mishandled Proof of the date. Wami
honey gold with frosty motifs and mirror fields that displa\

sunset orange highlights. No serious marks present, just some
hairlines in the fields.

PCGS #007926
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1900 MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty medium gold with rich rose

highlights. Strong lustre present on both sides.

PCGS #007852

1162 1907 Liberty. MS-65 (NGC). A frosty gem from the final year

of the design type. Satiny honey gold surfaces display warm
olive highlights.

PCGS #007859

1163 1908 Indian. MS-64 (PCGS). Truly choice with expansive

cartwheel lustre on bright yellow surfaces. A satiny beauty

that approaches gem quality both physically and aestheti-

cally.

PCGS #007939

1164 1908 MS-63 (NGC). A lovely and lustrous example of the

first year of issue.

PCGS #007939

1165 1908 Indian. MS-62 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with rich

yellow highlights in the protected areas.

KGS #007939

1166 1908 MS-62 (NGC). Lovely mint lustre with wonderful yellow

gold color. The strike is typical for this date as the reverse at

the eagle's shoulder is a bit weak while the rest is decently

struck.

K (,S *007939

1167 1908 Brilliant Uncirculated-60, near the Choice category.

Sparkling yellow gold covers both sides, complementing a

vividly detailed strike.

K (.S *007939

Quarter eagles; 1908 Brilliant Uncirculated or thereabouts.

A pleasing pale yellow example w'ith attractive lustre; 1913

Brilliant Uncirculated. An attractive wheat gold example
with pleasing lustre and just one mentionable hairline at the

upper reverse. (Total; 2 pieces)

Group of Indian quarter eagles: 1908 AU-50 1911 AU-
55 1913 AU-55 1915 AU-50 1926 AU-53. Each with

lustrous surfaces. (Total; 5 pieces)

1171

1172

1909 MS-64 (NGC). Lustrous light gold. A nice example of

the second year of the Indian Head design.

PCGS #007940

1909 MS-62 (NGC). A clean coin wdth some very light marks
as this coin's only detraction. Excellent lustre and a good

strike are this coin's main attributes.

PCGS #007940

Group of Indian quarter eagles: 1909 AU-55. Golden gray

surfaces 1912 AU-58. Lu.strous golden orange 1914-D

AU-55. Lustrous yellow surfaces 1925-D AU-50. Delicate

gray over golden surfaces 1928 AU-58. Lustrous with just

a whisper of toning. (Total: 5 pieces)

1173

1174

1175

1910 MS-63 (PCGS). Warm orange-magenta surfaces on both

sides with some hints of iridescent blue.

PCGS #007941

1910 MS-62 (NGC). Frosty with great surfaces. The strike

is excellent and the lustre is wonderful. A very appealing

coin.

PCGS #007941

Quartette of Indian quarter eagles: 1910 AU-55 1914-D

AU-50 1927 AU-50 1929 AU-58. All have been cleaned

at one time. In-person inspection is recommended. (Total; 4

pieces)

1176 1911 MS-63 (NGC). Lustrous light yellow’ surfaces.

KGS #007942

1177 1911 MS-62 (NGC), nearly of Choice qualiW. Well struck

in yellow’ gold w’ith excellent lustre which gives thi‘< coin

marx’elous eve appeal.

KGS #007942

K S / IS'
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Key 1911-D Quarter Eagle

Attractive and Lustrous

Choice AU 1911-D Quarter Eagle

Popular Key Date Rarity

1178

1911-D MS-62 (PCGS). Earning high marks for eye appeal,

and with a well defined mintmark, this 1911-D will be just

right for anyone seeking an MS-62 example. Of all of the

Indian quarter eagles from 1908 to 1929 the 1911 is far and
away the key issue, with no others mounting even close

competition in lower grades.

PCGS #007943

1181

1911-D AU-58 (NGC). Bright yellow gold with warm honey

highlights. Substantial lustre can be found on both sides,

with just a hint of wear on the high points, as choice AU-58

should appear. A few faint marks noted on the Indian's cheek,

otherwise devoid of noticeable flaws. Strong D mintmark, a

plus where this rarity is concerned.

PCGS #007943

Mint State 1911-D Indian $2.50

Key Date in the Series

1179

1911-D MS-62 (PCGS). Satiny honey gold with broadly

sweeping cartwheel lustre. Pale rose and olive highlights

adorn both sides. Bold D mintmark; this date is also found
with a soft, mushy mintmark though discerning collectors

prefer the present variety. An appealing coin for the grade,

and an equally appealing opportunity for an Indian quarter

eagle specialist.

PCGS #007943

Another Notable 1911-D $2.50
1180

1911-D MS-62 (NGC). Lustrous light yellow gold. Bold,

clear mintmark. Another example of the quarter eagle that

everyone wants.

r'C(;s #007943

1182

1911-D AU-58 (NGC), and on the cusp of full Mint State. Pale

yellow covers surfaces that exhibit some light marks but none

too serious. The mintmark is strongly impressed as is most of

the coin. The only weakness is on the eagle's shoulder which

shows appropriate wear for the grade. A lovely coin.

PCGS #007943

Key Date 1911-D Quarter Eagle

1183

1911-D About Uncirculated-50, lightly cleaned some time

ago, now retoned in mellow honey gold. Much original lustre

is retained in the protected areas. Though lightly brushed
at one time, the present specimen would still make an ideal

filler for this elusive and desirable key in the Indian quarter

eagle series.

PCGS #007943

1184 1912 MS-63 (NGC). A lovely orange-gold patina enlivens

this great looking coin. The strike is excellent and the lusta'

is quite good. A few reverse marks are all that keeps this coin

from a higher designation.
PCGS #007944

1185 1912 MS-63 (ICG). Deep honev gold with rich orange and
pale lilac highlights.

PC(.;S #007^)44
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186 l‘)13 MS-63 (NGC). [brilliant and lustrous. Light yellow
color.

IVGS » 1X17945

187 1913 MS-62 (NGC), nearly of Choice quality. A delightful

strike combined with wonderful mint frost gives this coin
great eye appeal. Very few marks are found on this coin to

disrupt its beauty.

[’CCS #007945

188 1913 Brilliant Uncirculated-60, virtually Choice. A few harm-
less bagmarks are seen with magnification. Well struck with
most of the intricate detail plainly seen. An attractive example
for the type or date collector.

I’CGS*#007945

189 1914 MS-62 (NGC), nearly of Choice quality. Frosty surfaces

with pink and gold toning. Some moderate bagmarking is

found but overall the appeal of this scarce date is such as to

entice the most ardent collectors.

PCGS #007946

90 1914-D MS-63 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous. Light yellow
gold.

PCGS #007947

91 1914-D MS-62 (PCGS), nearly of Choice quality. Well struck

but for the lower obverse which is never full. Good mint color

and minimal marks add further to this coin's zesty appeal.
PCGS #007947

92 1915 MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty orange gold with warm underly-

ing lustre.

PCGS #007948

93 1915 MS-62 (NGC), nearly of Choice quality. Frosty and very

well struck with most detail plainly visible. Medium gold

patina adds life to relatively mark-free surfaces. A wonderful

coin.

PCGS #007948

94 Quarter eagles: 1915 Brilliant Uncirculated. A well struck

greenish gold example; 1927 Brilliant Uncirculated. Satiny

mint sheen bathes the surfaces of this lemon yellow jewel.

fTotal: 2 pieces)

1195 1925-D MS-64 (NGC). A lovely and lustrous example of the

only Denver Mint quarter eagle from the 1920s.
PCGS #007949

1196 1925-D Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. This sharply struck

example is lustrous and quite appealing.
PCGS #007949

1197 1925-D MS-62 (NGC), nearly of Choice quality. Greeni.sh gold
patina is highlighted by a good strike and excellent mint
color. A few light marl« but none damaging as to negate
the wonderful appeal that this coin attained.

PCGS #007949

Gem Mint State 1926 Indian $2.501198

1926 MS-65 (PCGS). A frosty gem with rich honey gold

surfaces that erupt with underlying lustre and rich peach,

rose, and pale sky blue. Definitely of gem quality.

PCGS #007950

1199 1926 MS-64 (NGC). Light yellow gold. Deeply and richly

lustrous.

PCGS #007950

1200 1926 MS-62 (NGC), nearly of Choice quality. Attractive yel-

low gold toning over radiant surfaces. Some minor marks
are present but they do not impede the wonderful appeal

that this coin possesses.

PCGS #007950

1201 1927 MS-64 (PCGS). Broadly sweeping lustre on rich orange

surfaces. Splashes of iridescent rose.

PCGS #007951

1202 Pair of Indian quarter eagles grading MS-64 (ICG): 1927.

Attractive sunset orange surfaces with a hint of v*ellow gold

in the protected areas 1928. Lustrous golden surfaces with

splashes of delicate olive. (Total; 2 pieces)

J
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1203 1927 MS-62 (NGC), nearly of Choice quality. Pleasing mint
frost over surfaces that are nicely struck. The fields exhibit

some light marks but they do not diminish the overall appeal

of this lovely coin.

PCGS 9007951

1204 1928 MS-62 (NGC), nearly of Choice quality. Superb mint
lustre over boldly struck surfaces. Some minor surface marks,

otherwise this coin is quite attractive. A medium golden
patina vitalizes this coin's wonderful eye appeal.

PCGS #007952

1205 1929 MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous. Warm yellow-

orange surfaces.

PCGS #007953

1206 1929 MS-62 (NGC), nearly of Choice quality. Frosty yellow-

gold surfaces that exhibit some moderate contact marks. Well

struck with outstanding lustre.

PCGS #007953

1207 1929 Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Pale yellow gold surfaces are

steeped in frosty mint bloom for a wonderful appearance.
PCGS #007953

THREE-DOLLAR GOLD1208

1854 Choice About Uncirculated-58, lightly cleaned. Frosty

yellow gold with strong lustre in the protected areas. Faint

traces of an old cleaning present on the reverse. A one-year-

only design type; the word DOLLARS appears in much larger

letters from 1855 to the end of the series in 1889.

PCGS #007969

Attractive EF 1854-D Low-Mintage $3 Rarity

Just 1,120 Struck, Sole Dahlonega $3 Issue

Ex William "Rudy" Sieck

1209

1854-D EF-40 (PCGS). Deep yellow gold with warm olive
j

highlights and plenty of retained lustre. A pleasing EF-40

example of one of the most popular and prominent rarities

in the $3 gold series, the only issue in the denomination from

the Dahlonega Mint, and struck to the limited tune of just

1,120 pieces. Typical softness in the dentils on both sides, a

noted diagnostic of all genuine examples of this numismatic

prize. A few light marks are noted, as should be expected for

a gold coin that saw wide circulation, but the overall physical

and visual integrity of the coin is unchallenged.
Accompanied by an invoice for the sale of the coin.

Owned at one time by the late Rudy Sieck, a fine friend to many here

at ANR—the present writer (FW) made several trips to visit Mr. Sieck

for consignments in the 1990s, and every trip was a memorable visit!

His knowledge of the $3 series was uncanny, and he also collected U.S.

commemorative coins with a passion, along with other series such as

double eagles.

Purchased by Rudy Sieck from William Youngerman at the

A.N.A. Convention, August 15, 1991.

PCGS #007970

1210

1854-0 AU-53 (NGC). Deep yellow gold with some olive

highlights. Somewhat circulated, though not overly marked
or unattractive to the eye. Retained lustre in the protected

areas.

PCGS #007971
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Choice Mint State 1855 $3 Choice AU 1856-S S3

Medium S Mintmark

1212 1855-S AU-55 (NGC). Warm honey gold with lots of mint

frost and lustre, especially in the protected areas. Deep peach

and orange iridescence noted in the protected areas. A few

faint circulation marks are present, though the surfaces are

otherwise pristine. From a modest mintage of 6,600 pieces,

and always desirable as such.

PCGS #007973

Uncirculated 1856 $3

1214

1856-S AU-58 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with strong lustm

and great eye appeal of the assigned grade. Medium S
mintmark variety. A nice example devoid of all but a few
tiny marks.

Breen-6355. "Medium S. Mintmark as on later half dollars and dimes.

Break from base of L."

PCGS #007975

1215

1856-S AU-53 (NGC). Bright yellow gold with frosty surfaces

and a generous amount of mint lustre present. A few scat-

tered marks present, none overly detrimental to the visual

appeal.

Breen-6356. "Small S. Very scarce. Usually weak and in low grades."

PCGS #007975

1216

1857 Net AU-50; sharpness of AU-55, lightly cleaned, faint

scratches, still much original lustre is retained in the pro-

tected areas.

PCGS #007976

Elusive 1857-S $3

1217

1857-S AU-53 (NGC). Warm honey gold with strong mint

brilliance in the protected areas. Moderately worn vet devoid

of all but a few tiny, insignificant marks. From a modest

mintage for the date of 14,0(X1 pieces.

PCGS #007977

1211 1855 MS-63 (NGC). Frosty yellow gold surfaces with warm
olive highlights and strong lustre. Moderately obvious die

polish lines present on both side.s, particularly on the ob-

verse. A few faint marks probably account for the assigned

grade.

Purchasedfrom RARCOA, May 12, 1978.

PCGS #007972

Elusive 1855-S $3 Gold

First San Francisco Mint $3 Issue

[1213 1856 MS-61 (NGC). Medium orange gold with much lustre

in the protected areas. A few faint marks present, tvpical for

the assigned grade.

IX (,S *007974

k's IQl
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Elusive Low-Mintage 1858 $3 Popular 1860-S $3 Rarity

1225 1863 About Uncirculated-50, lightly cleaned. Peep honey
gold with much retained lustre, scattered marks on lxith

sides. From a modest mintage ot 5,000 circulation strikes.

Struck from heavily clashed dies.

From Bowcri^mul Riuhiu'^ sale ofOctoher 1977, lot 170S.
I’CCiS #(H)7W4

2x photo

1858 AU-50 (PCGS). Medium honey gold with some rose

iridescence and lustre in the protected areas. From a mintage
of just 2,133 circulation strikes, with probably fewer than 150

examples known today in all grades. The Bowers reference

notes; "As the limited mintage suggests, the 1858 is the rar-

est three-dollar gold piece of the 1850s. So far as is known,
all went into circulation and none were deliberately saved.

Interested numismatists, not more than a handful at the time

being specialists in this series, opted for Proofs." Typically

found at VF or occasionally EF, a pleasing AU specimen
represents a prize.

PCGS #007978

1219

1220

1221

1858 Net EF-45; sharpness of AU-58, harshly cleaned. One
of only 2,133 examples of the date struck.

From Stack's sale of October 1968, Lot 276; Stack's sale of

October 1973, Lot 2205.

PCGS #007978

1859 Net EF-45; sharpness of AU-58, faint graffiti on both

sides. Repunched 9 in date.

PCGS #007979

1860 Net EF-45; sharpness of AU-55, cleaned. From a mint-

age for the date of 7,036 pieces of which 2,592 were melted at

the mint, leaving a net distribution for the date of just 4,444

pieces.

PCGS #007980

1218

2x photo I

1222 1860-S AU-53 (NGC). Warm honey gold with strong lustre
-i

in the protected areas. Modestly worn yet free from serious

marks. Some prooflike reflectivity in the reverse field. Much
scarcer than its modest mintage of 7,000 pieces indicates, as

most San Francisco Mint issues of the era saw extensive use j

in circulation. The last collectable S-mint issue in the series;

the 1870-S is a unique coin, and now resides in the Harry W.

Bass, Jr. Collection, housed at the A.N.A. Museum in Colo-

rado Springs, Colorado.

PCGS #007981

1223 1861 AU-58 (NGC). Bright yellow gold with distinctive olive

highlights. Much mint lustre remains in the protected areas,

and much prooflike reflectivity is seen on both sides. Just

5,959 $3 gold pieces were produced in 1861, making for a

moderately elusive issue in all grades.

From Bowers and Ruddy's sale of the Fairfield Collection,

October 1977, Lot 1705.

PCGS #007982

1224 1862 AU-58 (NGC). Medium honey gold with warm olive

and rose highlights. Strong retained lustre in the protected

areas.

From RARCOA's sale ofMay 1977, Lot 395.
PCGS #007983

192
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fl22b 1864 AU-55 (NGC). Deep honey gold with sparkling yellow
i mint brilliance and strong lustre in the protected areas. Some

ptxH)flike a‘flt*ctivity around the design devices. From a mod-
est mintage for the date of just 2,630 circulation strikes.

From Bowers and Ruddy's sale of the Fairfield Collection,

October 1977, LH 1709.

IX-CS #(K)7985

1230

1868 MS-61 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with strong mint

brilliance on slightly reflective fields; plenty of lustre blos-

soms in the protected areas. One of just 4,850 circulation

strikes prexJuced, with the typical survivor from that mintage

just EF or so.

From Bowers and Merena's sale of the Einstein Collection,

June 1986, Lot 300.

PCGS #007989

Choice AU 1865 $3 Rarity

Mintage: 1,140

227 1865 AU-55 (NGC). Medium honey gold with distinctive

olive and peach highlights, especially in the protected areas.

Lightly circulated but retaining a fair amount of lustre among
the devices. Just 1,140 circulation strikes of the date were

produced, making for a low-mintage $3 that has always bcH-'n

elu.sive to specialists in the series.

From Bowers and Ruddy's sale of the Fairfield Collection,

October 1977, Lot 1710.

PCGS #007986

228 1866 About Uncirculated-55, lightly cleaned. Bright honey

gold, somewhat prooflike, loads of lustre in the protected

areas.

Mintage; 4,000 circulation strikes.

From RARCOA's sale ofMay 1977, Lot 396.

PCGS #007987

}229 1867 About Uncirculated-50, lightly bent, though not overly

I

noticeable. Deep honey gold. One of just 2,600 circulation

I

strikes of the date produced.

PCGS #007988

1231

1868 Brilliant Uncirculated-60, with strong claims to the

Choice category. Bright, reflective surfaces that magnify the

marks in the field. Excellent mint color and an adequate

strike add further to this lovely coin. One of only 4,850 pieces

struck and hard to find this nice.

PCGS #007989

Low-Mintage 1868 $3
1232

1868 AU-55 (PCGS). From a circulation strike mintage of only

4,850 pieces, the number of 1868 $3 pieces surviving today

is in the low hundreds. The present coin is especially choice

within the AU level and is sufficiently nice that some might

even call it Mint State. Light yellow gold. The surfaces are

somewhat prooflike.

PCGS #007989

1233

1869 AU-58 (NGC). Bright yellow gold with frosty motifs and

reflective fields that bear the modest signs of slight circula-

tion. A few faint marks scattered here and there, none overly

serious. One of only 2,500 examples of the date struck.

From RARCOA's sale ofMay 1977, Lot 398.

PCGS #007990
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survivors EF or moderately finer.

NGC Census: 2; 1 finer within the designation (MS-63 PL).

From Bowers and Merena's sale of April 1983, Lot 2307.
PCGS #007994

1234 1870 EF-45 (NGC).A well-circulated survivor from a mintage
for the date of 3,500 pieces. Medium honey gold with retained
lustre and rich rose iridescence in the protected areas. A few
light marks noted, most obvious of these a faint diagonal on
Miss Liberty's neck.

From Bowers and Ruddy's sale of the Fairfield Collection,

October 1977, Lot 1716.

PCGS #007991

Lustrous Uncirculated 1871 $3 Rarity

1235

Zx photo

1871 MS-62 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with satiny devices
and reflective fields. The lustre is strong for the grade, and
other than a few hairlines and a modest touch of cloudiness
in the fields, the coin is without noticeable blemish. A nicely

struck survivor from a business strike mintage of just 1,300

pieces, with the added touch of great overall eye appeal for

the assigned grade.

From Stack's sale of the Clarke Collection, October 1975,

Lot 18.

PCGS #007993

Uncirculated 1872 $3 Gold
Among Three Finest PL Examples Seen by NGC

1237

1872 Net EF-40; sharpness ofAU-58, lightly cleaned. Medium
honey gold with rose highlights.

PCGS #007994

Choice AU 1873 $3 Rarity

Close 3 Variety

zx piwto

1238

1873 Close 3. AU-55 (PCGS). A great and cherished prize for

an attentive $3 specialist. Sparkling yellow gold with some
frostiness to the devices and heavy reflectivity in the fields.

A few light marks are noted, though this coin admirably
survived the ravages of a short stay in circulation; perhaps
it was merely a pocket piece or mishandled over the last 133

years. In The United States $3 Gold Pieces 1854-1889, author
Dave Bowers estimates the circulation strike mintage for the

Close 3 variety of the date, at some 600 to 900 pieces, small

by any reckoning. That fine book calls this date "one of the

key issues of the series," noting further that "most on the

market are circulated examples of the Close 3 variety, typi-

cally encountered in EF or AU grade." Interestingly enough,
Mint records are nonexistent for this variety. Very few marks
of any size are noted here, with the few that draw your at-

tention being simply minor ticks in a reflective field, an area

where any disturbances is liable to show. All in all, a splendid
example.

From Boivers and Ruddy's sale of the Fairfield Collection,

October 1977, Lot 1719.

PCGS #007995

1239

1874 AU-55 (NGC). Medium honev gold with much lustm
and yellow brilliance in the protected aivas. No serious marks
present.

I’Ct ;s #oo7w,s

2.T photo

1236 1872 MS-62 PL (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirrored fields

form a pleasing cameo contrast. A high degree of aesthetic

appeal is present, and other than a few faint hairlines in the

obverse field, the coin suggests a much finer grade overall.

Indeed, it is among the three finest PL examples of the date

certified thus far by NGC. Only 2,()()0 examples of this date

were struck for general circulation, with the majority of
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Affordable 1874 $3 Gold

1240

1874 About Uncirculated-55, lightly cleaned. An attractive

example that was lightly cleaned years ago. Overall attrac-

tive. No doubt an opportunity to acquire a fairly high-grade

coin for an inexpensive price.

rCCS »(X)7998

Choice AU 1877 $3 Rarity

Mintage: 1,468 Circulation Strikes

1241

1877 AU-58 PL (NGC). A lustrous yellow gold specimen of

this key issue in the series, a date for which perhaps just 100 or

so circulation strikes are still in existence. The present speci-

men shows warm honey toning and plenty of lustre, along

with heavy reflectivity in the fields. A few faint hairlines are

seen, though no gouges or scratches of note. Nicely struck

and among the 20 finest grading evcJtts for the date registered

by NGC. Certainly a worthwhile addition to your collection

if you are seeking a nice example of this prized date.

NGC Census: 13; 7 finer within any designation (MS-63 PL finest).

From Bowers and Ruddy's sale of the Fairfield Collection,

October 1977, Lot 1722.

PCCS #007999

Choice Mint State 1878 Gold $3

1242

1878 MS-63 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with expansive cart-

wheel lustre, a more than adequate strike, and exceptional

eye appeal for the grade. No serious marks are pmsent, and

the present beauty would do justice to any cabinet of $3 gold

pieces currently in the works.

P( ( ,s looNnrxi

Lustrous 1878 S3 Gold

1243

1878 MS-62 (PCGS). With deep, rich lustre toned light blue

and orange, this piece is pristine, undipped, and serves as

a worthwhile representative of one of the more available

issues of its decade.

PCGS #008000

Lustrous 1878 $3 Gold
1244

1878 MS-60 (NGC). Sharply struck and lustrous, with light

yellow gold color.

PCGS #(K)8000

1245

1878 Brilliant Uncirculated-60, and nearly Choice. Marv'el-

ous frosty gleam radiates from both sides of this sparkling

and boldly struck specimen. This high-quality coin would be

ideal for any carefully assembled type or date collection.

PCGS #008000

1246

1878 About Uncirculated-55, lightly cleaned some time ago,

now mellowed to medium yellow gold with some warm
orange highlights in the protected areas.

PCGS #008000
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PL Uncirculated 1879 $3 Incredible Gem Proof 1880 $3 Gold

NGC Proof-67^ Ultra Cameo

None Graded Finer by NGC
Mintage: 36 Pieces

Uncirculated 1879 $3

1248 1879 MS-62 (NGC). Frosty motifs and mirrorlike fields that

display pleasing if somewhat mild cameo contrast. Some
faint hairlines in the obverse field no doubt account for the

assigned grade. From a circulation strike mintage of 3,000

pieces, of which Henry Chapman speculated in a May 1915

auction catalogue that "about 2,000 or more of these were
melted at the Mint." Whether Chapman's information was
correct or not can be argued today, but his surmises were car-

ried on in later catalogues in 1916 and 1924. All speculation

aside, the 1879 $3 is a scarce and popular issue, especially in

Mint State.

PCGS #008001

1250 1880 MS-64 (NGC). A spectacular coin where physical qualitv

and aesthetic appeal are concerned. The fields are prooflike

in some places, satiny in others, while the devices are heavily

frosted. Both sides are bright yellow gold with warm honev
highlights and expansive cartwheel lustre. From a mintage
for the date of just 1,000 pieces, though manv of the known
survivors tend to be Uncirculated, these no doubt from
hoards of 1879 and 1880 $3 pieces put aside by Thomas L.

Elder circa 1904 or so. A nicely struck example of both the

date and design type, with essentially full design elements
on both sides.

From Bowers mui RudiU/'s Austin sale, Alai/ 1974. Lot W27
l’(.'t;s #008002

1879 MS-62 PL (NGC). A frosty cameo portrait of Liberty

adorns the obverse, with frosty cameo reverse wreath, both
set against reflective honey gold fields. Plenty of lustre re-

mains. Some scattered hairlines in the fields account for the

grade, otherwise choice overall. Nicely struck as well. From
a mintage for the date of 3,000 circulation strikes, with 200 or

so pieces currently known in all grades. The present specimen
is far finer than is typically seen at the MS-62 level in today's

numismatic marketplace.

From Bowers and Merena's sale of April 1983, Lot 2310.
PCGS #008001

2x photo

1249 1880 Proof-67^ ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). A richly frosted

head of Liberty seemingly floats on molten, reflective gold

on the obverse, with the reverse wreath and denomination

equally as impressive. From a scant Proof mintage for the date

of just 36 pieces, with perhaps 25 to 30 of those still available

to today's numismatic community. The Bowers reference on

the series notes: "Proofs are rare and desirable. Most of the 36

pieces minted seem to have survived. However, over a long

period of years collectors spent many Proofs, as the market for

them was not strong until the 20th century." Bowers also cites

a reference of a six-piece gold Proof set of the date selling in

June 1885 in a Chapman brothers' sale for just $42, or 50 cents

more than face value. With no numismatic premium placed

such pieces at the time it is entirely possible that some examples

were spent at face value. The present gem is an exceptional

coin that truly belongs at the top of the NGC Census.
NGC Censu.s: 2; none finer within any designation.

PCGS #098044

Impressive Choice Mint State 1880 $3

1247

196
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1251 1880 About Uncirculated-50, in respect to actual circulation

and boasting a forceful strike and resultant detail. Careful

study under a glass reveals hints of a past gentle cleaning on
this example, one of only 1,000 business strikes produced.

' I’CCS «l)0«(K)2

Impressive Ultra Cameo Proof 1881 $3

Among Four Finest UC Proofs Seen by NGC

2x photo

:
1252 1881 Proof-64 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). A spectacular Proof

with exquisite eye appeal. Frosty motifs and deeply mirrored

fields form a delightful cameo contrast. Warm honey gold

with pale tangerine highlights. A faint, stray abrasion in

the field before Miss Liberty's chin, perhaps an old staple

scratch from decades ago, is the only mark of merit, and the

I only reason why this coin is not designated at a much finer

level. One of 54 Proofs of the date struck, though various

cataloguers and firms over the years have given the mintage
i as low as just 15 to 20 (Thomas L. Elder, May 1937). As the

Bowers reference on the series notes, "Walter Breen found

the quantity to be 54, as used here, from the records of the

Chief Coiner at the Mint." Interestingly, at the time the Bow-
ers reference was printed, 2005, the combined populations

at NGC and PCGS totaled 77 Proofs for the date, absolute

evidence that many resubmissions have occurred for this

rarity. A worthwhile coin, and as noted, one stray mark from

gem quality.

NGC Census: 1; 3 finer within the designation (Proof-67 ULTRA
CAMEO finest).

PCGS #098045

I

!

Low-Mintage 1881 S3 Rarity

Mintage: 500 pieces

2x photo

1253 1881 AU-58 (NGC). Warm honey gold with prooflike re-

flectivity and much mint lustre in protected areas. Lightly

circulated but devoid of serious marks. As the Bowers refer-

ence on the series notes: "The 1881 three-dollar gold piece has

been the apple of many collectors' eyes for a long period of

time. There are few things as enticing and irresistible as a low

mintage figure, and the number 5()0 shines like a beacon."

Curiously, perhaps as many as 120 or so circulation strikes

of the date still remain, a goodly proportion of the original

mintage, with many of the survivors no doubt owing their

availability to Thomas L. Elder who obtained many of these

from bank deposits after alerting tellers and cashiers via let-

ters as to just which American gold coins were rarities with

a premium. An altogether pleasing example of a popular

rarity.

PCGS #0()8(K)3

Choice Uncirculated 1882 Gold $3

1254 1882 MS-63 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous yellow gold with

warm peach highlights. Frosty motifs and mirrored fields

display elegant lustre and good overall eye appeal for the

grade. From a circulation strike mintage for the date of 1,500

pieces, a modest though not unusually low mintage figure

within the context of the $3 series. Variety' with broadlv

repunched 2 in the date. A pleasing coin for the grade, one

that is certain to bring high marks to the next owner's S3

gold cabinet.

BR'en-63%. "1882 over high 2. Business strikes onlv: line nearly x'ertical

up from 2. Later die states have rust marks in feathers
'

From Stack’s Auction '84.

PCGS #008004
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1255 1883 Proof-65 CAM (PCGS). An impressively beautiful speci-

men in all ways. Heavily frosted motifs and deeply mirrored
fields display a rich and impressive cameo contrast. Sharply
struck, which certainly adds to the grand appeal. One of 89
Proofs of the date struck, with perhaps somewhere between
50 and 70 still in existence. Demand is great for Proofs of

the date, however, for only 900 circulation strikes were
produced. A truly splendid coin that should be seen to be
appreciated.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer within the designation.

From Bowers and Ruddy's sale of the United States Gold Coin

Collection (Eliasherg Collection), October 1982, Lot 309.
PCGS #088047

Choice AU 1883 $3

Mintage: 900

2.r photo

1256 1883 AU-55 (NGC). A scarce date from the waning years of the

denomination, one of only 900 circulation strikes produced.

Medium honey gold with reflectivity and much lustre in the

protected areas. It is estimated that fewer than 150 circula-

tion strikes of the date currently exist, though this date can

be found in AU with only a little effort. Still, greatly prized

as a low-mintage issue, especially when found as attractive

as the pre.sent .specimen.

PCGS #008005

lx photo

1257 1884 Proof-65 CAM (PCGS). Bright yellow gold with rich

honey highlights. Satisfying lusfre graces the heavily frosted

motifs and deeply mirrored orange peel fields. One of 106

Proofs of the date struck, with perhaps 50 to 60 or so Proofs

still extant. The present coin is among the four finest CAM
examples of the date graded thus far by PCGS. The Bowers
reference points out that 21 of the 106 Proofs of the date

produced were not delivered to the Mint until January 10,

1885. The reference notes: "As the rules posted by the Mint

stated unequivocally that Proofs could not be sold after the

year in which they were dated, what happened to these 21

is not known.
J. Colvin Randall, a local dealer, often bought

unsold Proofs from the Mint, and possibly these went to him."

The present specimen is easily worthy of the assigned grade,

and we dare say it is quite "high-end." A real beauty.
PCGS Population: 4; none finer within the designation.

From Bowers and Ruddy’s sale of the Fairfield Collection,

October 1977, Lot 1731.

PCGS #088048

1258 1884 AU-55 (PCGS), approaching Mint State. Boldly struck

and displaying impressive sparkling lustre. From a business

strike mintage of only 1,000 pieces, ideal for any quality Type
or date collection.

PCGS #008006

Splendid Gem Cameo Proof 1883 $3

Tied for Finest CAM Proof by PCGS
The Eliasberg Coin

Gem CAM Proof 1884 $3

Tied for Finest CAM Proof at PCGS
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Choice CAM Proof 1885 $3

1259 1885 Proof-64 CAM (PCGS). A sparkling cameo Proof of the

date. Rich yellow gold is tempered with attractive honey and

peach highlights. The fields are heavily mirrored and the

devices heavily frosted, as the CAM designation suggests.

Mint records report 109 Proofs of the date, a somewhat siz-

able Proof production run within the context of the $3 series,

though demand for Proofs is high owing to the low circula-

tion strike mintage of the date of just 801 pieces. Some 75 or

more Proofs of fhe dafe are still extant, though many have

found homes in advanced $3 gold collections. A pleasing coin

for the grade, one that holds up well to careful scrutiny.

PCGS Population: 7; 4 finer within the designation (Prcx)f-66 CAM
finest).

PCGS #088049

Mint State 1886 Gold $3

lx photo

260 1886 MS-62 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with a decided proof-

like character to the fields. Strong cartwheel lustre on both

sides. A few faint marks are present, none serious enough

to warrant individual attention. One of only 1,000 circula-

tion strikes of the date, with about 150 to 200 or so pieces

currently knowm in all grades. We note here that only a half

dozen grading roents have been noted at a finer level in the

NGC roster.

NGC Census: 14; 6 finer within the designation (MS-64 finest).

Front Bowers and Merena’s sale of the Einstein Collection,

June 1986, Lot 316.

PCGS *008008

V

1261 1886 AU-58 (NGC). Warm honey gold with frosty motifs,

reflective fields, strong lustre, and pale olive highlights.

PCGS #008008

Splendid Gem Proof DCAM 1887 $3

Finest Graded by PCGS

Medal-Turn Dies

lx photo

1262 1887 Proof-67 DCAM (PCGS). An exceptional gem Proof

of the date, the finest example certified by PCGS within any

designation. Heavily frosted motifs and deeply mirrored

fields form a nearly "black and white" contrast as the grade

implies. Careful examination reveals no flaws or planchet

problems worth mentioning. Additionally, the strike is su-

perb. While 160 Proofs of the date were reportedly struck, it

is thought that perhaps 90 to 120 or so are known to today's

collecting community. The present coin exhibits medal-

turn die alignment, causing both sides to be right-side-up

when the coin is turned on its vertical axis rather than on its

horizontal axis as is typical for most U.S. coins. There are not

enough superlatives to explain the beauty of this attractive

gem, and we sincerely hope that all interested parties have

a chance to examine this gem before it enters the auction

arena.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer within any designation.

PCGS #098051
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2x photo

1263 1887 Proof-64 CAM (PCGS). Bright honey gold with strong
lustre. The devices are frosty and the fields are reflective,

with a touch of cloudiness in the obverse field probably
accounting for the assigned grade. No serious marks are

present, certainly none that greet the unaided eye. One of 160
Proofs of the date produced, a somewhat prolific issuance,

with perhaps 90 to 120 or so Proofs still extant. We note that

a fewer than a dozen grading events have occurred at PCGS
at a finer level than that offered here. A great opportunity to

obtain a choice Proof of the date, a coin with good overall

aesthetic appeal and solid quality.

PCGS Population: 1; 11 finer within the designation (Proof-66 CAM
finest).

From Bowers and Ruddy's sale of the Fairfield Collection,

October 1977, Lot 1736.

PCGS #088051

2x photo

1888 MS-66 (PCGS).A sparkling gem with intense cartwheel

lustre on both sides. A nicely struck example of the design

type, produced in the penultimate year of the denomination.

Just 5,000 examples of the date were produced for circulation;

only two have been certified finer than that presently offered

by PCGS. As the Bowers' reference on the series notes: "At

one time J.W. Scott, the New York City dealer, bought a group

of these from the Mint, probably several hundred (though

no record has been found). These were mostly sold over the

counter for years afterwards." A beautiful coin for the grade,

one that offers plenty of good old-fashioned eye appeal.
PCGS Population: 26; 2 finer (both MS-67).

PCGS #008010

Choice Uncirculated 1888 $3

Choice Proof 1888 $3 Gold

Solo Finest NGC Grade

2x photo
j'

I

1266 1888MS-63(NGC). Frosty honey gold with strong lustre and j*

exceptional eye appeal for the assigned grade. The unaided
eye is essentially unable to pick up a blemish of any sort on ?

the frosty surfaces of this attractive coin. Even with the add !'

Choice CAM Proof 1887 $3 Gem Mint State 1888 $3

1264 1888 Proof-64 ULTRA CAMEO (NGC). Right at the top of

the NGC grading pyramid, this is a gorgeous 1888 Proof $3.

Attractive medium gold surfaces, frosted highlights, and
"orange peel" Proof fields. A lovely coin that will engender
spirited competition.

NGC Ceasu.s: 1; none finer within the designation.

PCGS #008052

8X magnification, the coins surfaces remain near pristine. A
frosty coin from the penultimate year of the design tvpe.

PCGS #008010
'
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Choice CAM Proof 1889 $3

1267

1889 Proof-64 CAM (PCGS). Highly lustrous yellow gold

with strong mint brilliance on frosty motifs and richly

mirrored fields. Warm peach iridescence graces both sides,

especially in the recessed areas. A delightful cameo Proof of

the date, the terminal issue of the $3 gold series. One of 129

Proofs struck in the final year of the series, though perhaps

just 85 to 95 or so can be accounted for today in all grades.

The present specimen is among the 10 finest cameo Proofs of

the date seen thus far PCGS. A few faint hairlines are noted,

though no nicks or heavy scratches are present. A pleasing

coin for the grade, one that defines the choice Proof level.

PCGS Population: 6; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-66 CAM).

From Bowers and Ruddy's sale of the Fairfield Collection,

October 1977, Lot 1738.

PCGS #088053

Choice Proof 1889 $3 Gold

1268

1889 Proof-63 CAM (PCGS). Quite rare in any advanced

Proof grade, the 1889 $3 gold is a prized issue. The offered

coin is a very nice Proof-63, with frosty devices against

deeply mirrored gold surfaces. Important as the last year of

the denomination.

PCGS #088053

1269

1889 A LI-55 (PCGS), on the cusp of Mint State. The boldest

red-gold lustre covers fields and devices, giving this coin

its impressive eye appeal. Wear can only be described as

minimal and free of problems.

PCGS *008011

Stack’s Auction Schedule
November 7-8, 2006 — Baltimore, MD
December 13, 2006— Coin Galleries

January 2, 2007— Orlando, Florida

January 16-18, 2007— New York City

February 21, 2007— Coin Galleries

March 20-21, 2007— Baltimore, MD
April 17-19, 2007— New York City

April 18, 2007— Coin Galleries

May 15-17, 2007— New York City

June 20-22, 2007— Chicago, Illinois

July 17, 2007— Coin Galleries

July 18-19, 2007— New York City

August 5-6, 2007— Milwaukee, Wisconsin

September 18-20, 2007— New York City

October 16-18, 2007— New York City

November 13-14, 2007— Baltimore, MD
December 12, 2007— Coin Galleries

Dates subject to change with additional dates to be announced.
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HALF EAGLES

Lustrous Mint State 1795 $5

Small Eagle Design

1270 1795 Bass Dannreuther-8, Breen-6-G. Rarity-5+. Small Eagle. MS-62 (PCGS). Lustrous yellow gold with highly reflective fields and
warm olive highlights on both sides. From the first year of our nation's gold coinage, and eagerly sought by type collectors and half
eagle specialists alike. Some faint hairlines and a few scattered marks in the fields, though the overall appeal is substantially finer
than typically associated with MS-62. The Narrow Date, 3 Berries variety of the year, here with a broadly repunched A in STATES.
Nicely struck for the variety, with just some weakness on the high points on both sides. Some diagonal planchet adjustment marks
are noted in Liberty's tresses. These were mostly struck flat during the minting processes. Again, a pleasing coin for the grade, and
a scarce variety among 1795 half eagle issues.

PCGS #008066
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AU 1795 Small Eagle $5 AU 1798 Heraldic Eagle S5

lx photo

1273 1798 BD-8, Breen 6-H. Rarity-5. Heraldic Eagle. AU-53
(NGC). Deep yellow gold with rich orange and rose high-

lights, especially on the high points. Reverse field somewhat
prooflike. Unevenly struck, not an unusual occurrence for

this die pair. A few faint marks present, the most obvious a

short horizontal mark just below the central edge of Liberty's

cap; the rest of the coin is devoid of marks of consequence. A
scarce variety, with perhaps 40 or 50 pieces, currently known
to today's collecting community. From an early state of the

dies, no obverse or reverse cracks yet formed.

PCGS #008079

AU 1800 Half Eagle

1274 1800 BD-2, Breen 1-B. Rarity-3+. AU-50 DETAILS (ANACS).
"Cleaned." Blunt 1. Medium yellow gold with decided olive

highlights. Prooflike reflectivity and plenty of lustre on both

sides. Lightly cleaned long ago but not to the coin's obvious

detriment. Natural planchet flaw at stars 2 and 3 on the ob-

verse, a few other scattered marks here and there. Definitclv

a suitable filler example for the design type.

PCGS #008082

1271 1795 BD-8, Breen 6-G. Rarity-5+. Small Eagle. AU-53
(PCGS). Warm yellow gold with strong olive highlights, and

with some deep orange highlights in the protected area.s, es-

pecially on the reverse. A few scattered marks here and there,

as should be expected from a coin that saw a modest amount

of circulation; none are overly deep or visually disturbing.

Another example of the Narrow Date, 3 Berries die pairing.

An ever-popular type coin from the first year of U.S. gold

coinage.

PCGS #008066

1272 1798 BD-5, Breen 3-E. Rarity-5+. Large 8, 13-Star Reverse.

VF-30 (PCGS). Choice Very Fine. This die state shows a bold

die crack bisecting the obverse, star 7 through 8. This bold

strike retains substantial detail, despite seeing its share of

normal circulation. Its surfaces are enriched by a wealth of

clear and glowing red-gold toning.

PCGS #008078

k's 203
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Pleasing EF 1800 $5 Choice AU 1808/7 Overdate $5

1276

2x photo

1807 BD-6, Breen 4-C. Rarity-4+. Draped Bust, Large Stars

reverse. AU-55 (NGC). Bright yellow gold with some proof-
like reflectivity and warm olive highlights on both sides. Faint

marks and hairlines present but none that draw the unaided
eye. The Bass-Dannreuther reference accounts for about 80
to 100 or so examples of this die pairing in all grades. From
the final year of the design type.

From RARCOA's CSNS sale ofMay 1973, Lot 175.
PCGS #008092

lx photo

1277 1808/7 BD-2, Breen 2-A. Rarity-4+. AU-55 (PCGS). Sparkling

honey gold with much yellow mint brilliance and strong

lustre on both sides. Pale peach iridescence crowds the rim

on the reverse. A nicely struck example of the date, not fully

so, but with enough details present to merit mention. Low
magnification reveals some scattered marks and hairlines,

though none assail the unaided eye. Perhaps as many as

100 examples of this popular variety are currently known,
though fewer than 20 have received finer grades than the

present specimen from PCGS.
PCGS #008103

1275 1800 BD-4, Breen 1-C. Rarity-4. EF-45 (PCGS). Pleasing
medium yellow gold, with light surface marks as expected
for the grade. Some lustre remains on the reverse, where the
fields are better protected by the design, and there are no
serious marks worthy of specific mention. A nice example
for the grade.

From Superior's sale of the Buddy Ebsen Collection, May
1987, Lot 2451.

PCGS #008082

Lustrous AU 1807 Half Eagle

Draped Bust, Large Stars Reverse

204
Svalk
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"Overdate" 1809/8 Half Eagle AU 1811 Small 5 Half Eagle

2x photo

278 1809/8 BD-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. AU-55 (PCGS). Bright

mint yellow at the center gives way to rich peach and orange

iridescence at the rims. Highly lustrous and thoroughly ap-

pealing; a few faint marks are noted for accuracy, none deep

or overbearing. The only known variety of the year, long

called an overdate but recent thought leans toward simply a

repunched 9. Either way, this is a popular variety, and a date

that is necessary for a complete run of early half eagles.

PCGS #008104

1279 1811 BD-2, Breen 1-B. Rarity-3. Small 5. AU-55 (PCGS).

Medium yellow gold with strong underlying lustre and

plenty of eye appeal. A few faint marks are noted, as should

be expected for a lightly circulated coin. Reverse planchet

adjustment marks, mint-caused, at rim above STATES. Struck

from a slightly rotated reverse die, with eagle's head point-

ing toward 10:30 rather than the usual 12:00 when the coin

is turned on its horizontal axis.

PCGS #008109

280

2x photo

1811 BD-2, Breen 1-B. Rarity-3. Small 5. AU-55 (PCGS). Deep yellow gold with distinctive olive highlights and plenU' of lustre on

both sides. Devoid of marks of consequence, and choice as such. A frosty example of the Small 5 variety.

PCGS #008109



2x photo

1281 1813 BD-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-2. AU-58 (NGC). Bright yellow
gold with strong lustre, a bold strike for the design type, and
pale olive highlights on both sides. Devoid of marks of conse-
quence, always a plus where early goki types are concerned.
Not a great rarity, but certainlv desirable in this grade.

PCGS #008116

un

1282

1283

1813 BD-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-2. AU-50 (PCGS). Medium to

deep yellow gold with deepening peach iridescence on both

sides. Nicely struck. A few faint marks present, as should be

expected, though the overall appeal is substantial.
On the reverse, the first S in STATES is far to the right of the E in E

PLURIBUS UNUM on the ribbon below, a diagnostic for this variety, as

the obverse was used for both varieties of 1813.

PCGS #008116

Nice AU 1813 Half Eagle

1813 BD-2, Breen 1-B. Rarity-4. AU-53 (PCGS). Medium
yellow gold with olive highlights and plenty of lustre, and
with deep orange tones on the high points. A pleasing coin

with just a few faint marks present, and certain to please its

next owner.
On the reverse, the first S in STATES is directly over the E in E PLL'Rl-

BUS UNUM on the ribbon below, a diagnostic for BD-2
PCGS #008116

—

j
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Choice AU 1813 Half Eagle
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Choice Uncirculated 1814/3 Overdate $5

Only Variety of Year

2x photo

1284 1814/3 BD-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-4+. MS-63 (PCGS). A satiny

specimen with grand aesthetic appeal. Warm olive gold with

strong underlying lustre that .seemingly glows from within.

Essentially mark-free to the unaided eye, at once calling a

finer grade to mind. Underlying 3 plainly evident to the un-

aided eye. Perhaps 80 to 100 or so examples of this popular

overdate are currently known in all grades, with the present

specimen high in the rankings at PCGS. Well worth pursuing

if a pleasing choice Mint State example of the date or tvpe is

on your want list.

PCGS Population: 8; 3 finer (MS-64 finest).

PCGS #008117

Frosty Choice Uncirculated 1820 $5

Square Base 2, Large Letters

1285 1820 BD-3, Breen 1-A. Rarity-5. MS-64 (PCGS). A rare prize,

as is just about any date in this half eagle design type, espe-

cially in choice Mint State. Satiny yellow gold with robust

cartwheel lustre, a bold strike, and with some pale olive

highlights on both sides. An exceptionally lovely example
of the design type and date, a pretty coin with no serious

flaws or contact marks. Natural planchet flaw at the extreme

outside of the obverse rim at 5:00 is worthy of note, and a

faint, well-hidden scratch can be seen at the bottom center

of the reverse shield, otherwise the surfaces are essentially

flawless. The new Bass-Dannreuther reference notes that

"Bass had a single example of this scarce variety" in his

collection, though its beauty and overall quality rivals the

present specimen. Perhaps 50 to 65 or so examples of BD-3
are currently known, but the present specimen is certainly

among the finest known for the die pairing, especially if aes-

thetic and physical appeal has anything to do with it. PCGS
has certified just three 1820 Square 2 half eagles finer than

the present specimen, though we, of course, have no way of

knowing what die pair those three may be. An exceptional

coin with plenty of eye appeal that will certainly see spirited

bidding activity.

PCGS Population: 55; 3 finer within the designation (MS-66 finest).

PCGS #008125
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Magnificent 1834 Crosslet 4 $5

Among The Finest Known

1286 1834 B-6503. Classic Head. Crosslet 4. MS-64 (NGC). Magnificent gem-quality lustre swirls over rich yellow gold surfaces whose
color deepens at the periphery. The surfaces are frosty and intense with mint bloom, showing some reflectivity on both sides. Only
minor scattered marks are seen, and we note a nick in front of Liberty's lips as the only one large enough to serve as an identifier.

‘

A thin scratch runs along the top of the wing behind the eagle's head. The strike is bold, with definition in the often-flat curl above
Liberty's ear and a reverse sharp enough that the die clash from obverse's LIBERTY is clear inside the shield. The visual appeal is

extraordinary, with a liveliness and beauty not frequently found on coins of this type, let alone on specimens of this scarce Crosslet i

4 variety.

Eliasberg owned three Plain 4s, two lines and a Proof; his Crosslet 4 was graded only EF. Norweb's Crosslet 4 was a VF-20 and
j

Garrett lacked the variety entirely. The three Bass sales contained only a certified AU-55 and a raw AU-55, and none were retained by
|

the Bass Foundation. Because the Classic Head series has been so unappreciated for so long—Norweb presumably had a VF because i

it didn't much matter, not because no finer was available—that the rarity of this variety in high grade is also not widely known. PCGS
has graded a Plain 4 on 905 separate occasions in all grades; the total population of the Crosslet 4 is a mere 73, with none finer than

'

MS-63! NGC's numbers are even more staggering; populations of 1241 vs. 58, with only two grading events finer than MS-62.
The data published by David Akers in 1979 also supports the rarity of this issue. Of the 49 auction appearances he cited (not neces-

sarily representing distinct coins), only three were AU examples and only four were called Mint State. Just two of the four Mint State

appearances were accompanied by a photograph and both (NERCA 12-76 and B+R 10-77) were of the same coin, a different specimen
from this one. The more we delve into the Crosslet 4 in Mint State, the more convinced we become of its great rarity. Further, we
would not be surprised if this was the single finest known example. A world-class collection is founded upon coins like this, pieces
which can scarcely be duplicated at any price. As interest in this series matches that of earlier half eagles, this piece will become one
of the centerpiece trophy coins of the entire design type.

NGC Census: 1; none finer.

From our sale of the Red Bank Collection, December 2003, Lot 944.
PCGS #008172
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1292

1851-C About Uncirculated-50. Rather well struck for this

date and mint. Liberty's lovelock on her neck is present, but

soft and rounded in appearance, as are her uppermost curls

near her face. The eagle's talons are sharp, as are the feathers

on his wings. Examination will find a couple of trivial nicks

and handling marks, but Liberty's face is attractive. Trace

evidence of lines are present inside of the first star on the

obverse. A scarce and desirable coin in this grade and one

of the finer examples of 49,176 struck for the entire year.

PCGS #008247

Elusive 1856-D Half Eagle

1293

1856-D Choice About Uncirculated-58, lightly cleaned but

not harshly so, with no serious evidence remaining. Deep
oliv'^e-gold with much mint brilliance and fiery orange high-

lights in the protected areas. Far more elusive than its mod-
est mintage of 19,786 pieces suggests. Breen's Encyclopedia

(1988) suggested that this coin is "ver\' rare above EF," and

that opinion has not drastically changed in the ensuing 18

years. An aesthetically appealing coin despite some scattered

hairlines.

PCGS #008268

1294

1857-C EF-40 (NGC). Medium honey gold with some warm
rose toning. Modestly circulated with a few small marks to

show for the time spent in commerce, none ovcrlv detrimen-

tal to the eye appeal. From a mintage for the date ot 31 3 3^’

pieces, with typical sur\ i\'ors at \T, or I F as here.

KGS #0082^

287

1836 B-6509. EF-45 (PCGS). Loads of lustre remains on the

lightly circulated surfaces of this medium gold specimen.

Some faint circulation marks present, none deep or raw.
Brivn-6509. "1836 Second head, large close date, large 5. As last but

tall 1, kni>bs of 3 far apart, tall broad 6."

PCGS #008174

288

1840 AU-53 (NGC). A well struck, well preserved specimen

which retains traces of lustre in the protected areas. The
devices and fields are clean and attractive despite the usual

faint evidence of contact from circulation. Two types of col-

lars were used to produce these, a narrow mill reeding and a

coarse mill reeding are known, but this cannot be determined

in the holder as the edge is not visible.

PCGS #008194

289

1844-D Fine-12. Well-circulated but not heavily marked, a

coin that did its fair share of duty in the channels of southern

commerce. Considerably scarcer in all grades than its mintage

of 88,982 pieces suggests.

PCGS #008221

290

1844-0 Brilliant Uncirculated-60. An attractive semi-proof-

like New Orleans coin offering an exceptional strike and

detail. A glass finds scattered hairlines that ironically are

visible largely because of the quality of the wonderfully

reflective fields.

PCGS #008222

1291 1848 AU-55 (NGC), nearly Choice. Traces of prcxiflike re-

flectivity survive in the protected areas near the stars and

devices. As always, there are ticks from circulation, but

Liberty's face and neck are free of all but the most minor

signs of handling. A thin die crack extends down the back

of Liberty's neck and head. Ov'erall, a sharp and attractive

example of this date.

PCGS #008236

I
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1296

1859-C AU-53 (NGC). Medium honey gold with a generous
amount of lustre present. Some faint surface marks, though
none are heavy or overly intrusive. Shallow reverse planchet

mark, as struck, near the eagle's head. Typically found at VF
or so, with EF examples scarce, and with AU examples, as

here, quite scarce.

PCGS #008281

Mint State 1861 Half Eagle

1297 1861 MS-62 (PCGS). Satiny honey gold with rich rose high-

lights. Nicely struck and aesthetically appealing, definitely

a choice coin for the assigned grade.

PCGS #008288

1298 1 872-S About Uncirculated-50. This barely circulated example
retains a great deal of frosty mint lustre. A pair of small reverse

rim cuts at 3:00 are the only distractions on this scarce coin.

PCGS #008327

1299 Two IJberty half eagles: 18,’^ MS-61. Lustrous with

splashes of rose on both surfaces A 1891-CC AU-58. Lightly

cleaned long ago. (Total; 2 pieces)

Choice AU 1858-S Half Eagle

None Graded Finer by PCGS

2x photo

1295 1858-S AU-58 (PCGS). Sparkling yellow gold with rich

honey highlights and intense lustre on both sides. Nicely
struck. Much rarer than its modest mintage of 18,600 pieces

indicates. Indeed, VF is the norm for this date, with an oc-

casional EF making its appearance. In AU, the rarity of the

date can not be understated, and in AU-58, as here, its rarity

is undeniable. Indeed, no Mint State example of this date
has been certified thus far by PCGS. A spectacular coin for a

high-class half eagle collection.

PCGS Population: 3; none finer.

PCGS #008279

1300

Group of Liberty half eagles: 1880-S AU-58. Lustrous with

hints of delicate toning 1881 VF-35. Rose gold surfaces

1887-S EF-45. Lustrous yellow gold with rose at the periph-

eries 1899 MS-61. Lustrous rose gold surfaces with a rim

ding noted at 4:00 on the obverse for accuracy 1901 AU-58.

Lustrous with rose highlights. (Total: 5 pieces)

1301

1881/0 AU-58 (PCGS). More properly called 1881/1880, as

remnants of all four underlying numerals are plainly seen on
the present specimen. Highly lustrous with rich honey gold i

surfaces.
|

PCGS #008355

Uncirculated 1881-CC $5 Rarity

Among Finest seen by NGC

2x photo

1302

1881-CC MS-62 (NGC). From our recent sale of the Old West
Collection of Carson City Mint Half Eagles and Eagles, where
the description read: "With just one graded at this level by
NGC (the present piece) and one finer (only by a notch), the

present 1881-CC is another 'must have' item from this truly

remarkable offering. Both obverse and reverse are very well

struck and display exquisite detail. The lustre is rich. Some
handling marks are normal for the grade. While the 1881-CC
is not regarded in the same rarity class as issues of the preced-

ing decade, still high-grade pieces are few and far between.
It may be a significant wait until a similar opportunity oc-

curs.

"The 1881-CC is easily the scarcest Carson City half eagle

from the 1880s and it actually rivals some of the better-known
issues from the 1870s in higher grades. We are aware of three

Uncirculated examples, which are as follows:

Chicago Collection, ex Doug Winter /Lee Minshull,
November 1996. Graded MS-63 by NGC.

"Nevada Collection. Graded MS-61 by PCGS.
"Old West Collection, Bowers and Merena Julv 2(X12, Lot

618, Henry Lang Collection. Graded MS-61 bv NGC.
There is a PCGS MS-65 listed in that firm's population

report and if this coin diK's actuallv exist it would Ix' the finest

known and would bring the total of Uncirculated examples
of this date to four."

NCiCGonsus: 1; 1 linor (MS-(vt).

Fnmi tIicC.W. Coihrtum.
PGGS #(H)8.35<1
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( 1303 1884 MS-63 (NGC). Satiny honey gold with rich rose high-

lights. Fewer than five 1884 half eagles have been certified

finer by NCIC. Choice for the grade.

NCiC Census: 14; 4 finer (MS-65 finest).

IVCS »(X)S364

it 1304 1886-S MS-62 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with rich rose

iridescence. Choice for the grade.

I’CCS #(K)8.470

'( 1305 1 889 About Uncirculated-55. This coin approaches Mint State

with its abundant lustre and pleasing strike. A glass reveals

a scattering of minute obverse contact tics on this satisfying

example from a business strike mintage of only 7,510.

PCCS #008374

i 1306 1894-0 MS-60 (NGC). Deep honey gold with rich rose high-

lights and strong underlying lustre. From a modest mintage

of 16,400 examples of the date produced for circulation, and

;
the final half eagle produced at the New Orleans Mint until

the 1909-0 Indian half eagle rarity was produced during the

final year of operations at our southern most mint.

PCGS #008388

1307 1897 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. A lemon yellow

example that is immersed in satiny mint frost an has a won-

derful level of eye appeal.

PCGS #(K)8394

1308 Four gold half eagles: 1899 MS-61 . Satiny lustre with just

a hint of rose 1909-D EF-45. Pale yellow gold surfaces

1915 AU-58. Lustrous golden gray surfaces 1915-S EF-45.

Delicate golden gray with hints of rose on both surfaces.

(Total: 4 pieces)

1309

1902-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Magnificent glass-

smmith red-gold surfaces create jewcl-like perfection for

this glittering San Francisco coin, struck near the end of this

long-lived design but showing it at its finest.

r\(,5*008406

I

1310

1907 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Satiny lustre givi-v .i

pleasing lcH)k to this well struck lemon yellow example
l*CGS#(XI8416

Choice Uncirculated 1908 Indian $5

1311

1908 Indian. MS-63 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with satiny

rose highlights on both sides. A pleasing coin for the grade,

one that holds up well to careful scrutiny. Struck during the

first year of the Indian half eagle design type.
PCGS #008510

Choice Mint State 1908 Indian $5

1312 1908 Indian. MS-63 (NGC). An intensely lustrous speci-

men with an overall "look" that immediately calls to mind
a much finer grade. Careful examination reveals no serious

detriments, and brings to mind the choice designation. From
the first year of Bela Lyon Pratt's incused Indian Head half

eagle design type.
PCGS #008510

1313 Trio of Indian half eagles grading AU-58: 1908 1911

1913. Each displays medium golden surfaces with just a

whisper of rose. (Total: 3 pieces)

Choice Uncirculated 1908-D Indian S5

1314 1908-D Indian. MS-63 (NGC). Satiny honey gold with strong

underlying lustre and warm olive highlights. A pleasing coin

at the assigned grade level, one with much eye appeal and

sound physical quality.

PCGS #008511

1315 Pair of Mint State Indian half eagles: * 1908-D MS-60.

Lustrous yellow gold surfaces with just a whisper of rose ^

1916-S MS-61. Lustrous rose-gold surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces’

1316 Group of Indian half eagles grading AU-55: 19<3S-n

1909 1914 191 4-D 1914-S 1915 All with luMnne
and attractive surfaces. (Total: 6 pieces •
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Lustrous 1908-S $5

2x photo

1317

1908-S Indian. MS-63 (NGC). A scarce date from the first

year of the design type, one of just 82,000 pieces struck in San
Francisco. Highly lustrous honey gold with warm yellow and
peach highlights, especially on the reverse. Typically found
in lower grades, choice MS-63 or finer specimens of this date
are always in demand.

PCGS #008512

Choice Uncirculated 1909 Half Eagle1318

1909 MS-63 (NGC). Highly lustrous yellow gold with rich

olive highlights. A pleasing example of fhis popular Phila-

delphia Minf issue.

PCGS #008513

1319 1909-D Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. A beautifully ex-

ecuted strike results in a wealth of fhe most pleasing detail,

drenched in red-gold lustre for exquisife visual qualify and
exceptional overall appeal.

PCGS #008514

1320 1909-D MS-61 (PCGS). Brilliant and richly lustrous.

PCGS #008514

1321 Selection of Indian half eagles: 1909-D AU-50 1909-S

AU-50 1910 AU-50 1910-D AU-50 1910-S AU-53
191 1-S EF-45 1912 AU-50. All with medium golden surfaces

and hints of delicate toning. A very well-matched group.

(Total: 7 pieces)

Frosty Uncirculated 1909-S $5

1322 1909-S MS-62 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with some pale

olive highlights and a strong, frosty lustre. Finer to the un-

aided eye than the assigned grade indicates. Fairly scarce

in Uncirculated grades, with just a baker's dozen grading

events finer in the NGC roster. A lot of coin for the assigned

grade.

NGC Census: 40; 13 finer (MS-66 finest).

PCGS #008516

1323 1910 MS-60 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with strong lustre and
great eye appeal for the assigned grade.

PCGS #008517

Choice Mint State 1910-D $5
1324

1910-D MS-63 (PCGS). A highly lustrous and impressively

toned specimen with rich rose, sky blue, and peach irides-

cence on both sides.

PCGS #008518

1325

1910-D MS-62 (PCGS). Lustrous orange-gold surfaces are

very attractive.

PCGS #008518

Choice Uncirculated 1911 Half Eagle

1326 1911 MS-64 (PCGS). Deep honey gold with rich rose and

peach highlights. Strong underlying lustre.

PCGS #008520

212
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Lustrous 1911 Indian Half Eagle

1327 1911 MS-63 (NGC). A lustrous MS-63 Indian half eagle, honey
gold with rich mint yellow and peach on both sides.

I’CCS #008520

1333 1914-D MS-63 (NGC). Frost\' honev gold with swirling

cartwheel lustre on both sides. A pleasing example of this

popular branch mint issue.

PCGS #008528

1328 1911 MS-62 (NGC). Highly lustrous honey gold with rich

rose highlights. A satiny specimen that approaches choice

Mint State.

I’CGS #008520

Choice Uncirculated 1912 $5

2x photo

1331 1913-S MS-63 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with strong bril-

liance and great eye appeal for the assigned grade. Only a

half dozen examples of the date have been certified finer by

NGC. Well worth the effort to take this one home, so bid

strongly.

NGC Census: 23; 6 finer within the designation (MS-66 finest).

PCGS #008526

Choice Mint State 1914 Half Eagle

Elusive 1913-S $5

Choice Mint State

2x photo

1332 1914 MS-64 (PCGS). Deep honey gold with rich peach and

rose iridescence. Heavy underlying lustre greets the viewer's

eye. A small horizontal mark on the Indian's check is no

doubt what kept this from a much finer grade.

PCGS #008527

Lustrous Choice Mint State 1914-D $5

329 1912 MS-63 (NGC). Bright and lustrous honey gold with a

dash here and there of rich rose iridescence. Plenty of eye

appeal.

PCGS #008523

Satiny 1913 Indian Half Eagle

330 1913 MS-63 (NGC). Highly lustrous yellow gold with de-

cided olive highlights. A frosty, satiny specimen with grand

aesthetic appeal.

PCGS #008525
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Choice Uncirculated 1915 Indian $5

1334

1915 MS-63 (PCGS). A high degree of lustre supports pale
rose toning highlights on rich honey gold surfaces.

PCGS #008530

Choice Mint State 1915-S $5

Among 10 Finest Seen by NGC

2x photo

1335

1915-S MS-64 (NGC). An exceptional example of this scarce

branch mint issue, a coin with unbroken lustre on satiny

high points. Rich honey gold with warm peach overtones.

Very scarce in the high range of the Uncirculated category,

this despite a sizable mintage for the design type of 164,000

pieces. Among the 10 finest examples of the date certified by
NGC. Pleasing in every regard.

NGC Census: 9; 1 finer (MS-65).

PCGS #008531

November

Frosty Uncirculated 1916-S $5

2x photo

1336

1916-S MS-63 (NGC). Absolutely choice Mint State. A high i

degree of lustre swirls broadly across honey gold fields, the

lustre tempered with rich rose iridescence. From the only

mint to produce half eagles in 1916, and the final half eagle *

coinage until 1929. Usually found well circulated, this MS-63
specimen meets all the standards of the assigned grade.

PCGS #008532

Choice Uncirculated 1929 Half Eagle

Denomination Swan Song

2x photo

1337

1929 MS-63 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with strong lustre and
warm peach highlights. A pleasing example from the final

year of half eagle coinage, and the first coinage within the

denomination since 1916. Though some 662,000 examples of

the date were struck, it is believed that much of that mintage
went to the melting pots sometime after 1933. One of the

key dates among all 20th-century half eagles, and highly

respected as such.

PCGS #008533

214 Si
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Popular 1795 Eagle

Small Eagle, 13 Leaves

2x photo

^ 1338 1795 BD-2, Taraszka-2, Breen 2-A. Rarity-4+. Small Eagle, 13 Leaves. EF Details (NCS), "repaired, improperly cleaned." Deep rose

iridescence on deep golden surfaces. Cleaned long ago, since retoned. Smoothed and burnished on the eagle's legs on the reverse. A
few scattered marks here and there, none overly serious. Finer than the NCS holder would have one believe, certainly a fine "filler"

example of this popular rarity from the first year of U.S. gold coinage. Indeed, slightly more than a 100 or so examples of this variety

are currently known, so its rarity is scarcely impugned by its condition.

PCGS #(X)8551

1339 1799 BD-7,Taraszka-19, Breen 4-E/B. Rarity-3. AU-50 (PCGS). Boldly detailed reliefs are outlined in original lustre for bold visual dis-

tinction. Examination of the fields reveals some light marks consistent with brief circulation that was free from special problems.
PC'CiS anOSS62



AU 1799 Large Stars $10 Popular 1800 Eagle

2x photo

1340

1799 BD-10, Taraszka-22, Breen 5-G. Rarity-3. AU-55 (NGC).

One of just two 1799 eagle varieties with large obverse stars,

key to its attribution. Medium olive gold with some deeper

highlights on the high points. Some retained lustre is seen in

the protected areas. Lightly circulated yet free of disturbing

marks. Among the more popular dates in the early eagle series,

often selected for inclusion in early U.S. gold type sets.

PCGS #tX}8562

EF 1800 Eagle

1341

1800 BD-l, Taraszka-23, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. EF-40 DE-
TAILS (ANACS), "cleaned." Bright yellow gold with some
olive highlights setting in, cleaned as noted, but nicely reton-

ing. rhe only variety of the date.

1342

1800 BD-1, Taraszka-23, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. Net VF-20;

sharpness of EF-45, tooled. Medium yellow gold with distinc-

tive olive surfaces. Obverse fields tooled, also lightly cleaned

long ago, though still a suitable filler example of the date and

design type.

PCGS #008563

Lustrous AU 1801 Eagle

1343

1801 BD-2, Taraszka-25, Breen 2-B. Rarity-2. AU-50 trCGSll

Bright yellow gold with strong lustm and rich oli\’e iridescviuv*

Some prooflike reflectivitv on both sides. Modestlv circulatixt

yet not heavily marked, though some scatteivd ticks aiv nottni

here and there. A sharplv struck specimeii, one that shouKl

appeal to serious earlv gold collectors at all levels.

PCGS«0(18,5M
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Choice AU 1803 Eagle

Small Reverse Stars

lx

344 1803 BD-1, Taraszka-26, Breen 1-D. Rarity-5+. Small Reverse Stars. AU-58 (NGC). A pleasing example of a moderately rare variety.

Deep olive gold with strong orange and violet highlights here and there, and with some prooflike reflectivity, especially among the

reverse legends. A few marks scattered here and there, most noticeable of these a horizontal mark behind Liberty's bust, and a vertical

mark underscoring ME on the reverse. Nicely struck overall. Perhaps just 30 or 40 examples of this scarce variety are known, accord-

ing to the Bass-Dannreuther reference. Pleasing overall, and among the five finest examples of the Small Stars variety certified thus

far by NGC. Worth your bidding attention.

NGC Census: 3; 2 finer (MS-62 finest).

PCGS #008565

Elusive AU 1844-0 Eagle

345 1844-0 Choice About Uncirculated-58, light hairlines. Deep
yellow gold with reflective surfaces and warm olive high-

lights. Sharply struck and devoid of serious marks, though

some faint hairlines, perhaps from an old brushing, can be

seen on both sides. A very elusive date in AU or finer; the

celebrated Harry W. Bass, Jr. sales offered an AU-55 example

as the finest found by Bass in years of searching. Undeniably

scarce in high grade despite a mintage of 118,700 pieces. NGC
and PCGS have certified a total of seven examples at MS-60

or finer, none above MS-62. Indeed, even the AU-58 categor\^

is sparsely populated by examples in third-party holders. A
condition rarity.

PCGS #008591

.346 1 847 AU-55 (NGC). Well struck on the devices and well

pri'served for a large early gold coin. Minor hairlines from

circulation, and a few reeding nicks are present in the fields.

IX^cent eye appeal for the grade, and attractive. The '1' and
'7' in the date arc ponderous in stature, while the digits '84'

are slender.

PCC,S#OOKS97

1347 1847 About Uncirculated-55, and on the cusp of full Mint

State. A bold strike over semi-reflective fields. Great lustre

defines this lovely coin. Some moderate hairlines are pres-

ent but overall this coin presents to the prospective buyer a

wonderful example of the No Motto type.

PCGS #008597

Uncirculated 1847-0 Eagle

1348 1847-0 MS-61 (NGC). Bright vellow gold with rich lustre

and some deepening highlights. Nicely struck for the issue.

Considerably scarcer in Mint State grades than its somewhat

sizable mintage of 571 ,5f)0 pieces indicates. Indeed. NGC has

certified just three examples of this date finer A pleasing

coin for the assigned grade, an eagle that displavs great eve

appeal overall.

NCKT Cen*>u‘>’ 1,3; 3 finer ;\1S-#)3 finr<>t;

PCGS #008S98
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1349 1850 Small Date. EF-45 (ICG). Medium yellow gold with
some olive highlights. Faint, scattered marks present on both
sides.

PCGS #008604

1350 1874 MS-61 (NGC). Lustrous honey gold with warm rose
iridescence, a nice coin for the assigned grade. Scarce in

Mint State as its modest mintage of 53,140 business strikes

suggests.

PCGS #008669

1351 Selection of Liberty eagles grade average EF-45 to AU-53:
1879 1880 1880-S (2) 1881 1882 (2) 1885-S 1886
1887-S 1888-S 1893 1898 1898-S 1907-D. All

display golden surfaces with traces of rose at the peripheries.

(Total: 15 pieces)

1352 Group of Liberty eagles grade average EF-45-AU-53: 1880

1880-S 1881-S 1882 1894 1895 1899 (3) 1901

(2) 1901-S 1905-S 1907 1907-S. All with medium
golden surfaces, most are lustrous with traces of rose at the

peripheries. (Total: 15 pieces)

1353 Group of Liberty eagles grade average EF-40 to AU-55:
1880 1890 1892-S 1893 1897 1901-S (4) 1907.

AH have been cleaned at one time. In-person examination is

recommended. (Total: 10 pieces)

1354 Selection of Liberty eagles grade average VF-35 to EF-45:

1880-S 1881 1881-S 1886 1887-S 1888-S 1898-S

1899-S 1906-S (2). Most display rose-gold surfaces and a few
are medium gold with olive highlights. (Total: 10 pieces)

1355

1881-CC About UncircuIated-55. This boldly gleaming
example from a mintage of only 24,015 is highlighted by
red-gold coalescing around the boldly defined rims, rich yel-

low-gold fields with absolutely minimal visible circulation.

PC GS #nOH692

1356

1889 Choice About Uncirculated-58, on the cusp of Mint
State. Flere is a very high quality, minimally circulated

example of a dramatically low-mintage issue of only 4,440

pieces. This coin shows partially mirrored fields and crisply

defined reliefs. Bagmarks are more apparent than actual

circulation.

Fro?n Stack's sale of the Ellis Robison Collection, February

1979, Lot 762.

PCGS #008715

1357

1891-CC Brilliant Uncirculated-60, and nearly in the Choice
category. Wonderfully bold golden glitter gives this late

Carson City Gold piece its undeniable charm, undeterred
by some scattered bagmarks. Here is a coin personifying
the neglect of mintmarks by collectors before the mid-1890s,

when few branch mint coins were saved by numismatists
seeking only a single representative of each date.

PCGS #008720

1358 1893-CC AU-50 (NGC). Medium yellow gold with deep
honey highlights on both sides. A rare yet somewhat unsung
eagle from fhe final year of Carson City Mint production, an
issue that saw just 14,000 pieces roll off the presses before they
were silenced forever. Somewhat prooflike in the protected
areas.

PCGS #008726

1359 1893-0 AU-55 (PCGS). Lustre is pervasive and gives the

coin its undeniable glitter, the obverse bears a complement
of bagmarks.

PCGS #008727
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Splendid Gem Uncirculated 1897-S $10

Solitary MS-bb of the Date from PCGS

2x photo

i 13b0 1897-S MS-66 (PCGS). A sparkling gem, the finest example of

the date seen thus far by PCGS. A satiny beauty with honey

gold surfaces that display a rich array of warm peach and

rose iridescence. Nicely struck as well. While not a great

rarity—234,750 examples were struck—it certainly is quite

rare in gem grades. For those who are building Registr\^ Sets

as well as those who simply appreciate a rare, high-quality

coin, the present beauty will be attractive and desirable.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

PCGS #008739

Choice Proof 1899 $10 Gold

2x photo

1361 1899 Proof-64 DCAM (ANACS). A splendid coin with

frosted devices and letters set against a deep mirror field.

Light yellow gold. Only 86 Proofs were coined, from which
fewer than 50 can probably be traced today.

PCGS #008839

Satiny Gem 1901 Eagle

1362 1901 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty, satiny gem with effusive cart-

wheel lustre that ignites fiery' peach and rose highlights on

both sides. Sharply struck and an undeniable gem.
PCGS #008747
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Gem Uncirculated 1907 Indian No Periods $10

1363

1907 Indian. No Periods. MS-65 (NGC). A satiny, lustrous

gem with excellent eye appeal. Nicely struck and devoid of

contact marks of consequence. Absolutely gem.
PCGS #008852

1364

1907 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Wonderful
satiny yellow gold surfaces, reverse legend, and motto
show none of the tiny triangle-periods otherwise typical of

this Augustus Saint Gaudens design. Perhaps only a single

hairline keeps this coin from full Gem.
PCGS #008852

1365 1907 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63, with solid claims to

the Gem category. Delicately shimmering, glass-smooth fields

highlight the meticulously detailed devices, stars and letter-

ing, alt framed and protected by high rims for exceptional

visual appeal.

PCGS #008852

1366 1907 Indian. No Periods. MS-61 (ICG). Lustrous yellow gold

with warm rose highlights.

PCGS #008850

Choice Sandblast Proof 1908 Indian With Motto $10

lx photo

1367

1908 Motto. Matte Proof-63 (PCGS). Attractive Sandblast or

Matte surfaces glow with infused mint lustre. Pale olive gold.

A faint crescent mark in the obverse field before the Indian's

portrait is the only intrusive blemish; the reverse, if graded

separately, is easily gem quality. From a Proof mintage for the

date of 116 pieces, with somewhat fewer than that amount
currently known. Again, the obverse mark is easily forgiven,

and the overall aesthetics of this dynamic Saint-Gaudens

design type are superb for the grade.
PCGS #008890

1368

1910-D MS-63 (PCGS). Exquisite tawny orange-gold lustre

drowns both sides of this beautifully struck Denver eagle.

PCGS #008866
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1369 1910-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Satin-gleaming

red-gold fields complement an extraordinarily precise im-

pression of the dies. Although this San Francisco date had a

respectable reported mintage, examples in the higher Mint
State grades have long been recognized as possessing the

greatest rarity. Akers called this issue low R-7. The 10-year

auction record compiled by Dannreuther and Garrett lists 39

appearances in all grades, but only three were Gem.
I’CGS #008867

fl370 1911 Choice About Uncirculated-58. Highly lustrous honey
gold with few marks and good eye appeal.

PCGS #008868

Blazing 1930-S Eagle

1371

h s

1930-S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated -64. We knew this

was a special coin from the moment we unwrapped it from

the handkerchief that our consignor had carefully stored it in.

Blazing lemon gold radiates from the surfaces of this satiny

beauty. Net'dlc sharp devices add to the visual allure of this

lustrous coin. A few minute ticks can be found with careful

scrutiny but they are of little const'quencc. Although most

examples of this issue are Mint State, this coin is superior in

both condition and eye appeal to most other specimens. With

most esfimati*s placing the number of surx’iving coins of this

date in the range of 73 to 100 pirxes, this issue is raa* and

/

highly sought after in all grades. A stunning bc-auty that has

bc'en in our consignor's family for years and is here making
its debut to the collecting community.

PCGS #008883

1372 1932 MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny, frosty specimen with a wealth

of supporting lustre that highlights the pale rose and peach

iridescence on both sides.

PCGS #008884

1373 1932 MS-62 (PCGS). Lustrous warm honey gold with rich

yellow iridescence in the protected areas.

PCGS #008884

1
/
/
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DOUBLE EAGLES

1378

1379

1380

1374

Pair of Liberty double eagles: 1850 Net EF-45; sharpness
of AU-50, cleaned 1850-0 EF-40. Lightly cleaned. (Total: 2

pieces)

1375

1851 AU-58 (NGC). Especially bright and lustrous, with ap-

pealing mint frost throughout. The surfaces display minimal
circulation marks, and rarely are these early double eagles

found significantly finer. An impressive example for the col-

lector who appreciates a lot of history and eye appeal.
Prior to 1849 there was little call for a double eagle as a denomination.

Eagles were perfectly suited to larger transactions along with half eagles.

This all changed in 1848 when gold was discovered in California. By 1849

boatloads of gold were steaming to the east, some in the form of large

gold bars, others as Territorial gold coins and all of it to be melted into

regular issue coins by the Philadelphia Mint. The authorizing Act was
originally proposed by Representative James McKay to give birth to the

gold dollar, but was amended to included the double eagle, and became
law on March 3, 1849. With the tremendous influx of gold from California,

the new double eagle denomination was a welcome way to coin large

amounts of gold bullion.

PCGS #008904

1376

1852 Brilliant Uncirculated-60. A magnificent strike joins

remarkable, subtly gleaming red-gold lustre for breath-taking

beauty. Careful study under a glass shows signs of a light

wiping years ago but the overall beauty of this large gold coin

can only be called exceptional. A splendid representative of

an early double eagle date for any quality collection.

PCGS #008906

Lustrous 1854 Small Date $20

any collection of early double eagles. Although this issue is

quite common in lower grades, at the present level just four

have been certified by PCGS, with only a dozen finer.

PCGS #008911

1854 AU-58 (PCGS). Frosty mint lustre in the fields and pleas-

ing for the well struck devices. There are two thin scratches

on Liberty's face, neither of which stands out. The balance of

the surfaces are nicer than normally encountered with fewer

signs of contact from brief circulation. The Small Date punch

was intended for the eagle denomination, although such a

minor difference is scarcely noticeable unless a Large Date

coin is handy for comparison.
PCGS #008911

1857-0 Extremely Fine-40, with some prooflike surface still
|

remaining in the protected areas. A light green patina over '

surfaces that have accumulated some heavy abrasion. The

strike is bold for this mint, although the mintmark is a tad

weak. A few scattered marks but overall a decent example .

of this rare date that had onlv 30,000 pieces struck.
PCGS #008921

'

1855 About Uncirculated-50. Frosty light yellow-gold sur-

faces highlight the boldly detailed devices, stars and legend.

A glass reveals light field lines and some red-gold atop ENTY
D but the overall visual quality of this early double eagle can

only be called high.

PCGS #008914

1377

1854 MS-61 (PC'GS). A well-struck example with nearly all

lustre still preset!!, this 1854 will be an attractive aildition to
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Gem Mint State 1857-S $20

From the S.S. Central America Treasure

I 1381 1857-S MS-65 (NGC). A sparkling, frosty gem with intense cartwheel lustre and all the eye appeal that today's collectors have come
to expect from beautiful 1857-S double eagles found in the S.S. Central America treasure. It is nice, in our opinion, to see gems .such as
this enter the aftermarket, making it possible for those who "missed the boat" the first time around to obtain such beautiful coins.

From the S.S. Central America.

PCCS #008922

1382 1858-0 About Uncirculated-50. A pleasing yellow-gold toned

coin that has some light reflectivity. A sharp strike further

defines this coin. The fields are moderately abraded and show
some scattered scratches and marks throughout, including

a couple of small reverse rim nicks. Scarce with only 35,250

pieces struck.

PCGS #008924

1384

1860 About Uncirculated-55, and virtually of Mint State

quality. The reverse is fully Uncirculated and exhibits a mel-

low lemon gold tone, while the obverse has some moderate
abrasion in the fields that keeps this coin from a higher

designation. An excellent strike along with vibrant lustre

gives this coin wonderful eye appeal.

PCGS #008929

1383 1859 About Uncirciilated-55,and nearly of Mint State qualitv.

Flashy mint lustre over boldly struck surfaces. The mverse is

fully Uncirculated while the obverse exhibits numerous little

marks. The eye appeal is quite g(H>d despite the problems

and lends this scarce coin added desirability.

P= {.* 008^26

1385

Two Liberty double eagles: 1861 AU-50. Lustrous yellow

gold 1890-S AU-58. Lustrous rose-gold. (Total; 2 pieces)

1386

1862-S About Uncirculated-5fl. 1 ight ranan \eK mint

fn>st lax’esboth sides, and caivtul stiid\ find- a sing!: r% erH'

pinscratch along with scatten*d hairlines suy :. ‘-r- p
•

wiping.

I\ I ,s eddsuis

"Z3
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Choice Uncirculated 1865-S $20

S.S. Brother Jonathan Treasure Coin

1387

1865-S MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with rich, effusive cartwheel lustre and a whisper of pale rose here and there. Nicely struck.

Some deep violet toning can be seen at TW(ENTY) on the reverse. A few faint marks from a much finer grade, decidedly choice at the

MS-64 level. A pretty and historical double eagle.

A network of fine die cracks connect most of the obverse stars. On the reverse, a diagonal raised die line crosses the upper left serif of the second T in TWENTY.
Faint die breaks can be seen among the reverse legends.

From the S.S. Brother Jonathan.

PCGS #008944

1388

1867 Brilliant Uncirculated-60, and approaching the Choice

category. Brightest flashing gold lustre saturates both sides

of this coin, whose obverse shows typical bagmarks, the

reverse a couple of minute copper spots.

PCGS #008951

1389

1868-S About Uncirculated-50. Bold red-gold surfaces show
lightest wear along with faint hairlines from a very gentle

cleaning at some point in the coin's past.

!’( ! ,S tt(H)H‘)54

1390

1872 AU-58 (PCGS). Bright and lustrous honey gold with

rich rose iridescence. The fields are somewhat prooflike. A
few faint marks present, with the overall appeal substantial

for the grade.

PCGS #008963

Elusive 1872-CC Double Eagle

1391 1872-CC About Uncirculated-50. .A generous degree pt

lustre remains on the honev gold surfaces of this attracti'P

C arson L ity Mint double eagle. A few marks aiv noted,

the reverse is somewhat prootlike in appearaiuv. thu' pt

224
kl
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2h,^X) oviimplos of the date struck. The Bowers' double eagle

retea*nce notes: "1 he 1872-CC double eagle is a rarity in the

ci>nte\t ot the Carson City series. Most extant pieces are VF

j

others are EF, but only a few are AU or finer. Similar to its kin

!
from the same mint, this variety probably circulated mainly
in the West, and extensively so."

IVCiS »(X)H%4

! 392 Quintette of Liberty double eagles, average grade EF-45 or

finer: 1873 Open 3. Golden surfaces with frosty olive at

the peripheries 1874-S. Golden yellow surfaces 1875-S.

Rose-gold 1876-S (2). One displays yellow gold surfaces;

one rose-gold. (Total: 5 pieces)

’393 1873-S MS-61 (NGC), and enjoying better visual appeal

than the norm. Unlike the overwhelming number of Mint

State coins of this Type 11 design, this evenly struck, frosty

specimen is free of any large, unsightly obverse marks. The

reverse is toned a pleasant subtle rose-gold; the obverse a

somewhat paler orange-gold. Although this date is quite

plentiful in the lower grades, full Mint State examples such

as that offered here are surprisingly scarce. In fact, this date

is many times rarer than the so-called common dates of this

type.

PCGS #008969

394 1874-CC Choice Extremely Fine-45. Medium honey gold

with much mtained lustre in the protected areas. A few faint

marks are present, and except for a very tiny "X" in the field

befoa' Liberty's nose, most other marks go unnoticed the first

time around. Dave Bowers notes that this date "is the earliest

year for which Carson City coins are readily available in the

marketplace, although it is hardly in the common category."

A nice opportunity.

PC GS *008971

395 Group of Liberty double eagles grading AU-50: 1874-S

(2) - 1875-S (2) 1876. Each displays golden surfaces with

lijsta’ a’maining. (Total: 5 pieces)

I

I

Uncirculated 1875-CC $20

1396

1875-CC MS-62 (PCGS). Medium honey gold with st>me

deeper highlights on the high points, and with strong cart-

wheel lustre present on both sides. Nicely struck and exhibit-

ing plenty of eye appeal for the a.ssigned grade. Some scatteaxi

marks present, as typical for the grade, none heavy or liable to

draw the viewer's attention immediately. A popular Carson

City Mint double eagle that is often selected for inclusion in

U.S. gold type sets to add variety to the collection.

PCGS #(X)8974

1397

1875-CC AU-58 (NGC). Deep yellow gold with distinctive

olive highlights. Generous amounts of lustre remain on both

sides. A popular date from Nevada's capital city mint.

PCGS #008974

1398

1875-CC About Uncirculated-50. A popular Carson Citv'

Mint issue, rich yellow gold with much lustre, especially in

the protected areas. Not heavily marked, and choice for the

assigned grade.

PCGS #008974

1399

1876-CC FF-45 (NGC). 1 ight vellow gold Popu’-- t ‘M'n

Citv issue

PC (.s #(xisy7"
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Choice AU 1877-CC $20 Rarity

1400

1877-CC AU-58 (NGC). Medium honey gold with rich yellow iridescence and much lustre retained on both sides. From a modest
mintage for the date of just 42,565 pieces, a production number which caused Dave Bowers to comment in his reference on the series:

"As the low mintage figure might suggest, the 1877-CC is a key issue in any and all grades." Generally found at VF or EF, and quite
elusive even in those grades. At choice AU, as here, the rarity and desirability both increase exponentially. A few faint marks here
and there, though overall this large gold coin has escaped the ravages of its brief time in circulation.

Struck in the first year of Type II double eagle coinage, with IN GOD WE TRUST, above the reverse eagle, and with the denomination spelled out as TWENTY
DOLLARS.

PCGS #008983

1401

1878-CC Choice Extremely Fine-45. Much retained lustre

on honey gold surfaces. Some light, scattered marks, none
of them overbearing or liable to upset bidders. From a small

mintage of 13,180 pieces, making for one of the key dates in

the Carson City double eagle series. Elusive in all grades. In

fact. Bowers' reference calls this the "rarest Type III Carson
City $20."

PCGS #008986

Mint State 1879 Double Eagle

1402

1879 MS-62 (NGC). Warm honey gold with rich cartwheel

lustre and a dash of olive iridescence here and there. A few

faint marks are present, none heavy or overbearing, but just

enough to keep this from a choice Mint State category'. Scarcer

in Mint State than its mintage of 207,600 pieces suggests; the

typical survivor is VF to AU.
NGC Census: 23; 5 finer within the any designation (MS-63'iif finest).

PCGS #008988

1403

1882-CC About Uucirculated-50 some liglit abrasions at tire

date and minor rim marks 12:tl0 trn the i>b\ erse. tltherw im'

quite attractive overall with a generous degiw ot lustix' dir

birth sides, .ind with very tew other irrarks pivseirt.

PCGS«(H)8W7
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11404 1885-CC Net EF-40; sharpness of AU-55, rims lightly filed

on both sides, otherwise choice and attractive. A few faint

marks are present on the lustrous yellow surfaces, though

none are overbearing. Pale olive highlights on both sides.

One of just 9,450 examples of the date struck, making for

a scarce issue in all grades. Worthy of careful examination

before your bidding strategies are formed.
PCGS #009004

4 405 1888-S MS-62 (NGC). A frosty, lustrous example of the

date, a coin with a few faint marks on the obverse, but with

a reverse that grades MS-63 or considerably finer. Pleasing

for the grade.

PCGS #009009

406 1889 MS-60 (PCGS). Deeply frosty gold gives this sharply

struck gold piece its delicate yet compelling cartwheel

beau tv.

PCGS #009010

407 Quartette of Liberty double eagles grading EF-40 to AU-
50: 1889 1895-S 1905 1905-S. Each with some lustre

remaining and with golden gray and rose surfaces. (Total: 4

pieces)

1408

1889-CC AU-58 (PCGS). A whisper away from full Mint
State. The deepest gleaming cartwheel lustre drenches both

sides of this extraordinary late-date Carson Cit\' strike. A
few bagmarks and virtually undetectable wear define this

wholly satisfying example.
PCGS #009011

1409

1889-CC Choice Extremely Fine-45. Medium honey gold

with some prooflike reflectivity in much retained lustre.

One of only 30,945 pieces, making for a Carson City double

eagle that is fairly scarce in all grades. A few faint marks are

noted, none overbearing.

PCGS #009011

1410 1889-S MS-62 (NGC). Sparkling honey gold with rich lustre

and delightful eye appeal for the assigned grade.

PCGS #009012
"

1411 Double eagles: 1889-S Brilliant Uncirculated and close to

Choice. Full cartwheel lustre shows minimal marks while

adding significantly to the beauty of a bold strike; 1901 Bril-

liant Uncirculated and approaching Choice with luxuriant

cartwheel flash amplifying the powerful appeal of a full

strike. (Total: 2 pieces)
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Important 1891-CC Double Eagle

1412

1891-CC AU-53 (PCGS). A modestly circulated example of this great prize from the Carson City Mint, one of only 5,000 examples of

the date produced. Medium honey gold with some deeper highlights on the high points, and with a generous proportion of lustre

present on both sides. Some faint marks are present, none heavy or fresh, all of the kind one should expect in the low range of AU.
As the Bowers reference notes about this rare date: "The 1891-CC is the lowest mintage Carson City issue of the later reach of the CC
series, 1889 to 1893. Probably a thousand or two were exported, after acquiring light wear. Most of these are long gone, but a couple
hundred or so have been returned in modern times, accounting for most of the available supply. Double eagles of this date and mint
were in fantastic demand. There are so few around that in 1982 this was one of the very few twenties of this era for which David W.
Akers did not need more than one page to give auction appearances." There you have it, a prized rarity in all grades. We suspect this

attractive AU specimen will draw the attention of more than one serious double eagle collector.

PCGS #009017

Low-Mint 1891-CC $20

1413

1891-CC About Uncirculated-50 PL. Warm honey gold with

much prooflike reflectivity and a generous degree of lusfre on
both sides. Scattered marks present, not unusual for Carson
City Mint double eagles. One of only 5,000 double eagles

of the date struck, the Bowers' reference on double eagles

comments at length about this date noting: "The 1891-CC
is the lowest mintage Carson City issue of the CC series,

1889 to 1893. Probably a thousand or two were exported

after acquiring light wear. Most of these are long gone, but a

couple hundred or so have been returned in modern times,

accounting for most of the available supply. Double eagles

of this date and mint are in fantastic demand. There are so

few around that in 1982 this is one of the very few twenties

of this era for which David Akers did not need more than

one page to give auction appearances." A nice opportunity

for an advanced Carson City Mint specialist.

I’( (;S «fK)9017

Choice Mint State 1891-S $20

1414

1891-S MS-63 (PCGS). Satiny honey gold with warm olive

highlights and generous lustre on both sides. Sharp and

pleasing, and undeniably choice for the assigned grade.
PCGS #009018

1415

1893-CC Choice About Uncirculated-58, lightly cleaned,

but not tt> the detriment of the aesthetic apfX'al. Sv>me taiid

marks an* noted, the most obvious of these' the diagemal mark

below I .iberty's lip. tltherwise, the ei>in is quite attractive, and

certainly worth a prolonged glaiuv. Cine of just 18,402 double

eagles struck in the tinal year eq C'arsem C'itv Mint annage
ll CiS#(K)*H)2.1
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il416 1898 MS-62 (NGC). A satiny honey gold specimen with

warm rose highlights and broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre.

Choice for the assigned grade; approaching MS-63 in many
regards. Scarcer in Uncirculated than is generally credited.

PCGS #009033

417 Four Liberty double eagles grading AU-55 to MS-61: 1899

1900 1904-S 1907-D. Each is lustrous and attractive

with hints of delicate toning. A very well-matched group.

(Total: 4 pieces)

Choice CAM Proof 1901 Double Eagle

2r phntn

418 1901 Proof-64 CAM (I\ CiS). Rich honey gold with distinc-

tive, dtvp orange highlights, especially on the frosty portrait

K S

of Liberty. The camc*o effcHrt is substantial, and aside from two
small marks high in Liberty's cheek, no doubt from mishan-

dling long ago, the coin is well above average for the grade

on the obverse. The reverse displays a small diagonal mark in

the horizontal field lines, otherwise that side is of substantial

integrity as well. One of 96 Proofs of the date struck, with

somewhat fewer than that number currently known. Among
the dozen finest CAM grading ei'cnts registered with PCGS
for the date. A nice coin, one that will no doubt wind up in

a pleasing advanced U.S. gold tvpe set.

PCGS Population: 9; 3 finer within the designation (Proof-66 CA.M
finest).

PCGS #089117

Choice Uncirculated 1902-S $20

1419

1902-S MS-63 (NGC). A highly lustrous example of the date

and grade combination. Broadly sweeping cartwheels sup-

port pale olive and rose iridescence on both sides.

PCGS #009042

Satiny Gem Uncirculated 1903 $20

1420

1903 MS-65 (NGC). A bright and satiny gem with pale orange

highlights on frosty honey gold surfaces. Sharply struck and

aesthetically appealing.

PCGS #009043

1421

1903 MS-63 (PCGS). Beautifullv struck, this aiin \ :- i<l

bright and forceful lustm makes it a visual st.miL -d

PC (,S #00^041
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1422

1904 MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with warm peach
highlights and intense cartwheel lustre.

PCGS #009045

1423

1904 MS-63 (PCGS). Satiny honey gold with strong lustre

and eye appeal that far exceeds the assigned grade.
PCGS #009045

1424

1904 MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with deeper high-

lights at the rims and with strong lustre on both sides.

PCGS #009045

1425 1904 MS-63 (PCGS). Lustrous honey gold with strong peach

highlights and with modest prooflike reflectivity on both

sides.

PCGS #009045

1426 Trio of 1904 double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS). Each is

lustrous and attractive with hints of rose. (Total: 3 pieces)

1427 Three 1904 double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS). All are

lustrous with one displaying splashes of delicate sky blue

and another with hints of orange. (Total; 3 pieces)

Gem Mint State 1904-S $20

1428

1904-S MS-65 (NGC). A highly lustrous honey gold gem
with pale peach and rose iridescence. Only two examples

of the date have been certified finer by NGC. An excellent

opportunity.

NGC Census: 247; 2 finer (both MS-66).

PCGS #009046

1429 1905-S Brilliant Uncirculated-60, nearly of Choice c]uality

from an overall standpoint. The obverse is wonderfully

smooth and is easily that of a borderline Gem. The reverse,

likewise, is essentially Gem were it not for an area of light

wiping around a thin planchet flaw in the left field. With up-

per quality Mint State examples of this date being very rare,

the coin offered here constitutes an opportunity to acquire a

specimen that certainly "looks the part" without necessarily

having to pay a premium price.

PCGS #009048

1430 Pair of Liberty double eagles: 1905-S VF-25. Cleaned 1907

Net EF-45; sharpness of AU-58, polished. (Total; 2 pieces)

1431 1906-S Brilliant Uncirculated-60. Lovely golden patina over

well struck fields. The surfaces are clean but for some light

marks on the cheek. Good lustre gives this coin wonderful

eye appeal. A somewhat scarcer date to locate.

PCGS #009051

Gem Mint State 1907-D Liberty $20

1432

1907-11 Liberty. MS-65 (NGC). .A bright and satinv hone'

gold specimen with rich cartwhivl lustn.' on both sides. Stn.K'1"

in the final year the 1 ibertv double eagle design tvfX', and

mon.' elusive in gem qualitv than its mintage of v'42,2iHl piisv"

suggests. An attractive coin for the grade.
Pr GS »lHM)5.t
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THE EL DORADO COLLECTION OF
SAINT-GAUDENS DOUBLE EAGLES
Numismatic Notes

While outstanding American gold coins have come our way on

my occasions, only now and then do we have an illustrious run of

e of the most popular of all series: Saint-Gaudens double eagles,

e El Dorado Collection, here offered, showcases these twenties,

i;inning with the first widely distributed circulation strike, the 1907

rabic date" (the MCMVll was retained by the consignor as a family

irlcK)m), and continuing without interruption through and including

12, with the solitary exception of the 1927-D.

The collection is uniformly nice, with eye appeal at the forefront

ough an offering in which MS-63 and MS-64 coins are the rule,

ded o by selected gems. The 1920-S and 1921, perhaps the two most

ficult coins in the entire series to locate with good eye appeal cross

‘ finish line with high honors in this regard.

Truly, the El Dorado Collection is memorable—a magnificent op-

rtunity to acquire beautiful coins, a presentation that will be long

nembered.

Beginning with the 1907 "Arabic" numerals double eagle, and

itinuing to 1916, the Saint-Gaudens $20 gold piece continued the

dition as America's most popular coin for export. Indeed, in the

ire period of American coinage history, well over 75 percent of all

'cious metals made into coins—silver and gold—were minted in

form of double eagles.

The low-relief Saint Gaudens design was continued in use through

ly 1908. At that time Congress added the motto IN GOD WE TRUST
he reverse, above the sun. Earlier, Roosevelt specifically mandated

t this motto not appear on the new gold coins (Indian Head and

) denominations) as he felt that it was a sacrilege (see details in

r listing). The public and Congress disagreed, and beginning in

summer of 1908, and continuing ever afterw'ard, the IN GOD WE
UST motto was used.

Production and Distribution

Production of double eagles continued apace at the three active

ntJi—Philadelphia, Denver, and San Francisco. The quantities varied

:h year, depending upon bullion deposits and the request for such

ces for commerce and export. The low point in the design, which

itinucd to 1933, was achieved with the 1908 San Francisco double

le, of which just 22,000 were struck. Taking honors for the second

vest mintage is 1913-S at 34,000. Along the way the only overdate in

series was created, the 1909/8, interesting then, and today a neces-

V for a complete set. Fortunately, enough examples are around that

issue is not a rarity, although high-grade examples arc scarce.

Through 1916, many millions of double eagles were shipped over-

s while millions more were distributed to banks. In that era gold

ns were still stvn in commerce in certain of the RiKky Mountain

tes and m areas of California. 1 lowever, they wvw largely absent in

East and Midw(*st, although banks kept stocks of them and they

uid be obtained easily enough upon application.

After 191B, during World Warll, the price of metals rose, and

•duftion of all gold coins was halted. The market settled down by

20, and double eagles were agair/sfnu k, to be minted continuously

through 1933. In the 1920s there was a change on the American scene,

and in the West, where double eagles had been used in commerce a

few years earlier, they did not reappear. As in the East, these coins

could be obtained by applying to banks, but they w'ere not used in

everyday domestic commerce. Relatively few people tex^k advantage

of the opportunity to obtain such pieces, with the result that the large

mintages of the decade of the 1920s w'ent overseas and, at the same

time, in Treasury Department vaults, in the latter place as backing for

Gold Certificates. Stocks in banks in the United States remained suf-

ficient, and after 1928 very few' new-ly minted coins were distributed

to banks. Virtually all of the later coins w-ere stored by the Treasury

Department, with probably no more than a few' thousand sent to

foreign destinations.

The 1930s

In spring 1933, the recently inaugurated (March 4) Franklin D.

Roosevelt set about trying to straighten out the American economy,

w'hich by that time w'as mired in the Depression. He called for the

Bank Holiday, closing all banks until their records could be exam-

ined and their strength determined. Later, he forbade the paying out

of gold coins from Treasury holdings, and still later he commanded
that the banks and general public surrender to the government the

coins they had.

This edict had several results. First, overseas banks and financial

interests who had reserves of double eagles from earlier times elected

to hold onto more tightly than ever. One thing they did not want w'as

American paper dollars in exchange. In overseas vaults, stored double

eagles were tucked away, some to be melted, others to be examined

a generation later to reveal many interesting dates and mintmarks.

Stateside, the Treasury holdings w'ere placed in vaults, w'ithout being

inventoried as to date and mint, and, years later in 1937, w'ere melted.

As no records were kept w'e can only assume that the huge mintage of

1931 double eagles, for example, w'ith 2,938,250 struck, largely w'ent

to the melting pot, as examples are very rare today, w'ith a population

numbering an estimated 100 to 125 or so, if that. It is likely that of

the mintage of 1932, amounting to 1,101,750 pieces, none w'crc ever

shipped overseas or given to banks, but all w'ere melted except for

a small quantity, made available to numismatists. The 1933 double

eagle, of w'hich 445,500 were struck, is likely to have been legal for

numismatists to have ow'ned (this being a big point of dispute todav),

but in any event most of them w-ere later melted.

Fortunately for numismatic posterit)', a number of employex's at

the Treasur)' Department and the Philadelphia Mint recognized circa

1936 and 1937 that numismatically desirable gold coins of all kinds,

including double eagles that were scarce on the collectors' market,

W’ere going to be utterly destroyed. Accordinglv, thev obtained com-

mon gold coins and substituted them among the pieces headed tr-r

melting—with no net change to the Treasur\’ l>epartment and tor

the people involved, some extra pmfit on the side. Tlit'sc nurir Triti'n-.

heroes made a beeline to New York Citv’, where coin dealers honchf

such otherwise unobtainable double eagles dahxl fn^m ihrough

and including 1933. Numismatic inten'st m double e='<gU w ,r- rxif Fngh

at the time, as the IX’pmssion w as still m effeH and thi!- tor stn-.i.
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these issues the pieces delivered to professional numismatists in New
York City probably ranged from the dozens to just a few hundred. If

the market had been greater, no doubt the same dealers could have
purchased and sold hundreds or thousands of such issues. These gov-
ernment employees also rescued many gold dollars and other early

rare coins, and even some octagonal $50 gold coins.

Some years later in 1944, due to the actions of a curmudgeon named
Leland Howard, of the Treasury Department, the official action was
taken that 1933-dated double eagles in collectors' hands were illegal.

The Secret Service was dispatched to track them down and to make
life difficult for anyone holding such pieces or who was suspected

of selling them. Apparently the World War II effort was going along

nicely, and agents could be spared for such domestic harassment of

coin collectors and dealers.

A later study of the matter by the present writer (QDB), Robert W.
Julian, and a number of other students has delineated clearly that Wil-

liam H. Woodin, one of America's leading numismatisfs in 1933, and
also Roosevelt's first Secretary of the Treasury, could reasonably have
exchanged 1933 double eagles, perfectly legally, with anyone who in-

quired. There are other ramifications, not relevant to the present text.

After the recall of double eagles by Roosevelt in 1933-1934, numis-

matists and others perked up their interest in collecting gold coins,

which could be done by purchasing them from dealers. It was not illegal

for a numismatist to hold pieces of interest or importance, although

the general public was not allowed to do so. Louis E. Eliasberg, the

famous Baltimore collector who began his interest in numismatics

about 1925, jumped into collecting gold with vigor, as did Floyd Starr

of Philadelphia, and a few others. By 1940 probably at least several

dozen collectors were interested in saving double eagles by date and

mint. In addition, far more collecfed basic types.

Double Eagles Become Popular to Collect

During World War II, cash was common and commodities were

scarce on the domestic market. Inflation set in, and prices rose. Double

eagles were a convenient way to hold gold, as Americans were forbidden

from buying ingofs or gold in bulk. Twenty-dollar gold pieces rose in

price while, af the same time, many people started forming collecfions.

By 1950 the collecting of this denomination was a solid part ofAmerican

numismafic activity, with interest in all issues from 1850 onward. The

Sainf-Gaudens series from 1907 through 1933 formed a special focus.

The key issues were by then recognized as the 1920-S, 1921, branch

mint issues of 1924 and later, and all coins 1929 to 1933. Interestingly,

the 1927-D, recognized as the rarest issue today (and not present in the

El Dorado Collection or our recent Springdale Collection sale) did not

attract particular notice in the numismatic market of the 1940s.

In the postwar era, overseas vaults were inspected, and many trea-

sures were found, including such issues as 1926-S, earlier considered

so rare that only three or so existed, but in time discovered anew to the

extent of hundreds of pieces. James F. Kelly, the well-known Dayton,

Ohio dealer, was at the forefront of tapping overseas sources. Today

in 2(X)6, with most foreign vaults examined, with certification services

keeping track of the number of pieces submitted for grading, and the

proliferation of other data, it's possible to sort out what is rare and

what is not. The writer's study, A Guide Book of United States Double

Erty/fs, published by Whitman, gives much detail concerning the his-

tory expressed here, together with information about the estimated

rarity of each issue.

A Remarkable Letter

Several years ago Dr. George J. Fuld sent the writer a copy of a let- ^

ter that he had obtained from our mutual friend Richard A. Eliasberg
|

during a visit to the latter's office. Permission was granted to use it, and I

I do so forthwith. Somehow, I had missed this when looking through

Eliasberg correspondence earlier.

Charles W. Green, M.D.,

60 West Tenth Street,

New York, N.Y.

February 15, 1947

Mr. Louis Eliasberg

Munsey Building

Baltimore, Maryland

Dear Louis:

Several weeks ago I went to the office of the Director of the Mint, had

a conference with the Assistant Director and told him I would like certain

statistics on the issue of double eagles. My curiosity was aroused by the

scarcity of the 1921 and some other coins of which from half a million to

more than a million were struck.

I was told that the true record would be, not the number struck, but the

number "put out"; that is, actually issued from the producing mints, all

the rest having gone to the melt and of course very possibly some of those

put out went to the melt also. This was the nearest way of arriving at the i

scarcity of certain things you and I are interested in.

After having allowed several weeks to elapse, I again went to the As-

sistant Director's office. He was busily engaged in some official conferences

as I personally saw, but he sent word to me and was kind enough to order

the whole correspondence which had resulted from my inquiries, to be

put in my hands.

I spent much more than an hour in carefully going over all these records

with the following result:

Of the 1921 Philadelphia double eagle, only 25 coins were put out. So :

there we have a perfect record of rarity. The rest went to the melt.
’

The 1929 which is a very scarce coin presented a different picture for i

of these 25,170 were put out.

But the 1931 and 1932 double eagles have good reason for their scarcity ;

for of the 1931 Philadelphia only 45 were put out, and of the 1932 Philadel- '

phia only 110 were issued.

As to the Denver mint, the records apparently were in bad shape as far

as answering my query was concerned. It was stated that it would take a

year to provide the information whereupon Mrs. Ross, the Director, because
j,

of the rush of work there, told the Denver Mint to forego the matter.

From the San Francisco Mint a better report was provided. The interest- '

ing things there were that of the 1922-S, 21,250 were put out; of the scarce t

1924-S, 259,000 were put out; of the 1925-S which we know to be much more
,

common, a total of 454,700 were put out. In the later "S" dates, however,
j

the story was different. Of the 1926-S, 2,500 were put out; of the 1927-S,
|

3,750; and of the 1930-S, 3,250 were put out. '

As the report gave not only the number struck of the various issues but

the number put out of each issue, and gave the total amount as struck in :

dollars, I was able to check list by list and this I did with certainty so that my
1

information would be correct and I was given abundant time to do it in. r

Of course it is understood that starting with the number actuallv put out '

by each mint, not only were all the rest melted into gold bars, but ultimately

in many instances large numbers of certain dates of various issues of those

put out, also went to the melting pot because they were held by banks and ;

sub-treasuries as cash reserves and when the order came for melting thev

were shot back to the nearest mint to join in the melt. Furthermore, coins

held by great numbers of smaller banks throughout the countrv werv' at

once returned to the nearest mint for similar melting.

The information was very valuable ti> me as a student of the subjtvt and

I thought it might be to you, hence I fulfill mv pn>mise as made Thursdav
last. Incidentally, I have imparted this intormatiiin to no one extx'pt ni\

friends Max Mehl and the Stacks, although 1 believe 1 did tell lohn /ug
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Smirrolv,

IsigiuM]

Tho pawding letter is remarkable. The next edition of my study

r Whitman Tublishing Company, A Guide Book of United States Gold

vuNe £(Jv;/i’s, will include the preceding information, with due credit

Messrs. Eliasberg and Fuld. Regarding Dr. Charles W. Green, he

an icon in the field, and the 1949 sale of his rare double eagles, by

Max Mehl, was a sensation at the time. Details are given in my
orementioned book.

The above numbers, as startling and as important as they are, do

)t constitute the bottom line, for additional rarities were rescued

om the melting pot by enlightened Treasury Department employ-

Lustrous 1907 Saint-Gaudens $20

1433 1907 Saint-Gaudens. Arabic Numerals. MS-63 (PCGS). A
lovely specimen with an especially generous c]uota of Mint

lustre and brilliance. This is the first widely distributed issue

in the Saint-Gaudens series. These were struck in December

1907 in parallel with MCMVIl pieces (which were made in

another department on a special medal press). Unlike the

MCMVIl, these did not attract much attention at the time

of issue. An essential coin for a type set.

Regarding the lack of the traditional motto on the new coins, an

explanation from President Theodore Roosevelt, datelined Washington,

November 12, 1907, stated, in part:

"When the question of the new coinage came up we looked into the

law and found there was no warrant therein for putting IN GOD WE
TRUST on the coins. As the custom, although without legal warrant, had

grown up, however, I might have felt at liberty to keep the inscription had

1 approved of its being on the coinage. But as 1 did not approve of it, 1 did

not direct that it should again be put on. Of course the matter of the law

is absolutely in the hands of Congress, and any direction of Congress in

the matter will be immediately obeyed. At present, as 1 have said, there is

no warrant in law for the inscription.

"My own feeling in the matter is due to my very firm conviction that to

put such a motto on coins or to use it in any kindred manner, not only does

no good but does positive harm, and is in effect irreverence which comes

dangerously close to sacrilege. A beautiful and solemn sentence such as

the one in question should be treated and uttered with that fine reverence

which necessarily implies a certain exultation of spirit....

"As regards to its use on the coinage, we have actual experience by

which to go. In all my life 1 have nev'er heard any human being speak

reverently of this motto on the coins, or show any signs of its having ap-

pealed to any high emotion in him, but 1 have literally hundreds of times

heard it used as an cKcasion of, and incitement to the sneering ridicule

which It IS above all things undesirable that so beautiful and exalted a

phrase should excite.

"For example, throughout the long contest extending over several

de.-ade^ on the frev coinage question, the existence of this motto on the

coins was a constant source of jest and ndicule, and this was unavoidable.

F verviw must remember the innumerable cartoons and articles based on

phrase* like In l.od We Trust For The Eight Cents,’ 'In ChxI We Trust For

ees, as noted above. However, these figures are far more meanin^'ful

than the mintaj^es. Net distribution numbers are always useful, and

it is noted that in the Guide Book of United Stales Coins it is only ihest-

figures that are given for commemorative coins, not the original

mintages.

The El Dorado Collection

We invite you to review our presentation and to bid on items of

interest. If you are an advanced specialist, the opportunity to acquia'

legendary rarities awaits you. If you have contemplated collecting

double eagles but have not yet begun, the present sale offers many
entry level issues, so to speak, pieces that are choice, beautiful, and

desirable, but which are not great rarities.

Please enjoy and consider our offering.

The Short Weight,' 'In God We Trust For The 37 Cents We Do Not Pay,' etc.,

etc. Surely I am well within bounds when I say that a use of the phrase

which invites constant levity of this type is most undesirable..

.

The president's sentiments notwithstanding. Congress restored the

motto in 1908.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009141

Gem 1908 No Motto $20

Short Rays Variety

1434 1908 No Motto, Short Rays. MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant surfaces

with a faint rose tint. A lovely, lustrous gem example of the

interesting but seldom publicized variety with short rays to

the sun on the obverse. The distinction is quite noticeable to

the student of the series who knows to look for it. The rays

are all shorter. The specific points of difference are noted

below.

Short rays, as here: on the left the hrst or leftmost ray extends just to

the third star. The second ray ends just short of the sixth star. On the right,

the ray pointing to the bottom of the branch stops perhapis a quarter inch

from the branch.

Long rays: the first ray extends to close to star four. The second ray runs

through the edge of star six. The ray pointing to the end of the branch stem

is so close that it nearly touches the branch.

Numismatic Notes

The May 1908 issue of The Numismatist told of an intense effort to coin

double eagles:

"The rush at the Philadelphia Mint to turn out $00 million in gold

coins in three months is making things hum in the big establishment at

17th and Spring Garden streets. The coins that are being turned out are ot

the double eagle denomination, and when the job shall have been finished

there will be three million more $20 gold pieces than there were before it

was started. In the vaults of the mint there are already stored close to $2(10

million of gold that is in circulation, vet is not Against the $20ti million

the Treasury' at Washington has issued Gold Certificates, which do the real

work of the gold coin."

From the El Dorado Collection

Pt 'GS #009142
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Choice 1908 No Motto $20

Long Rays Variety

Gem 1908-D No Motto $20

Long Rays Variety

1437 1908-r) No Motto, Long Rays. MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant and

highly lustrous with just a trace of rose toning. Marks are

few and all trivial in nature. Well struck and a splendid coin

1439 1908-D Motto. MS-64 (PCGS). A spectacular coin for the

assigned grade. This piece has superb brilliance, lusta\ and '

eye appeal with almost no marks seen upon first glance and
very few upon close inspection. Easilv a candidate for the

finest looking Saint Gaudens double eagle this cataloguer has

seen with this assigned grade. Look at this one closelv! At

the Denver Mint, double eagles of this type were first struck

on July 31, 1908.

Fro;/; the El Demio Collection.

l’a;s«()(Ni48

in every aspect, this gem ranks high among those graded by

PCGS as the firm has graded only seven examples finer, and
only by a single point.

PCGS Population: 133; 7 finer (MS-66 finest).

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009143

1436 1908-D No Motto, Short Rays. MS-64 (PCGS). A choice Mint
State example of the variety with short rays to the obverse

sun. Highly lustrous, mostly brilliant and very attractive.

Bright yellow gold toning is seen at the rims. The 1908-D is

the only branch mint variety of the type. The variety carries

away top honors for scarcity among twenties of the No Motto
type, with just 12,500 to 17,500 Mint State coins estimated to

exist—a small population in relation to the great demand for

double eagles of this era.

Wide D mintmark as seen on all other Denver Mint twenties of thi.s

year.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009143

1438 1908 Motto. MS-64 (PCGS). Another lovely coin with brilliant

yellow gold surfaces and bold lustre. Attractive, and fairly

scarce. The 1908 twenties with motto on the reverse were first

coined in the second half of 1908, replacing the earlier style.

The rays are of the long type, as described earlier.

Numismatic Notes

The Numismatist, August 1908, carried news to the effect that IN GOD
WE TRUST would appear on the $10 and $20 coins to be struck after the

resumption of coinage operations at the mints on August 1. The motto had

been used last on the Coronet Head $20 pieces of 1907. When the Saint-

Gaudens pieces, MCMVII as well as 1907 and 1908 dated varieties, were

made, they lacked the motto, in response to President Theodore Roosevelt's

directive that they not be used. Roosevelt felt that using the name of the

Deity on circulating coinage was a sacrilege.

Congress restored the motto, and coins minted after August 1 carried

it, continuing to the end of the design type in 1933. Double eagles of 1908

through 1911 have 46 obverse stars, and those minted from 1912 to 1933

have 48, reflective of new states added to the Union. While these different

star counts should be considered as different design types, numismatists

have ignored the difference. The two new stars were added at the lower

right of the coin. The position of the other 46 stars was not changed.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009147

Choice 1908 With Motto $20

1435 1908 No Motto, Long Rays. MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant, lus-

trous and quite attractive. Another lovely and very lustrous

example, this with the longer rays to the sun. This difference

is not widely noted, making it possible to collect one of each
variety without paying a premium for either.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009142

Choice 1908-D With Motto $20

1908-D No Motto $20

Short Rays Variety

2.34 SlACk*
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Choice 1908-S $20 Gold

Lowest Mintage of the Type

1440

1908-S MS-64 (PCGS). Both obverse and reverse are well struck and have rich golden orange lustre, lightly toned and very pleasing.

The eye appeal is excellent. An outstanding example of this long-time American classic, a key in the early range of Saint-Gaudens

twenties.With a mintage of just 22,000 pieces the 1908-S has the lowest production quantity of any double eagle of the 1908-1933

type With Motto. At the time of i.ssue there was scant interest in numismatic circles, and except for possibly a handful being saved,

all were either turned into circulation or shipped to bank vaults for storage, some overseas. Today, examples in the marketplace are

primarily from overseas sources, where pieces were repatriated beginning in a significant way in the late 1940s, with James F. Kelly,

prominent Ohio dealer, taking the lead. We estimate that only 400 to 600 Mint State examples exist totally, with most in lower grades

than the lovely piece offered here.

From the El Dorado Collection.

rCGS #009149

Choice 1909/8 Overdate

1441

1909/8 MS-63 (PCGS). A brilliant and highly lustrous example

of this popular variety among the Saint-Gaudens double

eagles. Very' attractive overall. The overdate feature is very

bold, as is usual. The overdate double eagle is one of the

most famous and most desired of the Saint-Gaudens issues.

Today it is scarce, not rare, although generations ago it was

viewed as quite unusual. Today, many pieces have come to

light, making the variety' eminently collectible. The MS-63

grade offered here is just right—high enough to be choice

and attractive, low enough to be w’ithin the financial reach

of just about any advanced specialist in the series. Housed in

an older generation PCGS holder and choice for the grade.

The May-|tint' 1910 issue of The Numifmati^t included this item by

F dj^ar H Adams: "(Versfruck dates are those where the die of one year

has been altered t(' do s<'r\ ice for the succeeding one The last hgure in the

date IS usually gouged out and replart'd by the new one, but seldom is this

>p«'ration conducted s<i skillfully that traces of it are not left. Of course the

rras<jn for this is to save mcjm-y in the making of the dies, and the practice

h- s by no means been abandoned altogether, for careful scrutiny of the

uni Gfluden. $20 pn^r of 1909 will reveal trace*, of what seems to have

been the ilterafion of fh«' figure H to 9
"

The 1909/8 overdate $20 would subsequently have the status of being

the only overdated coin among Saint-Gaudens issues of that denomina-

tion. Today we know that the master die contained the full date, 1908 or

1909 as the case may be. The most likely scenario is that an already made
1908 working die was impressed bv a 1909 master die, neatly creating the

overdate. There was no "gouging" or alteration of the date hgures; one

simply appeared over the other.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009151

Choice 1909 Double Eagle
1442

1909 MS-64 (PCGS). A very' attractive example, brilliant and

lustrous, with the lustre in this case being of a sc^mewhat

satiny or matte texture. A pleasing coin that was camfulh

selected for this collection, with only a few small marks soon

A lovely piece that will certainly safish.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS 2009150
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Remarkable Gem 1909-D $20

Among Finest Graded

1444 1909-S MS-65 (PCGS).A lovely gem, highly lustrous and bril-

liant save for the faintest whisper of rose toning. Superb eye

appeal and nicely struck. The surfaces show only a few light

marks. Although this MS-65 twenty has plenty of company
at the MS-65 grade, only six specimens have been graded

higher by PCGS. A very attractive example of a date scarcely

seen finer, certainly in keeping with the overall quality of the

El Dorado Collection.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009153

1445 1909-S MS-64 (PCGS). A choice example of the interesting

variety with the S mintmark sharply double punched. It was
first entered lower on the die, and in an upright position,

then overpunched with the final S tilted at an unusual angle.

Interesting, to say the least! Almost completely brilliant with

just a trace of light toning. A nice match to the majority of

this collection, lustrous, and attractive.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009153

Gem 1909-S Double Eagle

Among Finest Graded

Choice 1909-S $20

Repunched Mintmark Variety

1443 1909-D. Repunched mintmark. MS-65 (PCGS). Destined for one of the finest Saint-Gaudens collections ever formed, this piece stands

high in the ranking of PCGS coins, with just five noted above it. Both the obverse and reverse are brilliant, exhibiting rich satiny lustre.

All of the details are fully executed and the piece offers excellent eye appeal. A nice gem example of a tougher date in high grade.
PCGS Population: 14; 5 finer (MS-67 finest).

Wide D mintmark as seen on all others of this year.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009152

2x photo
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Choice 1910 $20

I
1446 1910 MS-64 (PCGS). Medium golden yellow surfaces with

just a trace of warm orange toning. Well struck and very

lustrous. A nice example.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCCS #(X)9154

Choice 1910-S $20

1449

1910-S MS-64 (PCGS). A very choice Mint State example,

brilliant, well struck, highly lustrous, and, if anything, per-

haps conservatively graded. A very nice sp>ecimen of the

issue.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009156

Choice 1910-D $20

1447 1910-D MS-64 (PCGS). Mostly brilliant with just enough

warm orange gold toning to add considerably to the aesthetic

appeal. Highly lustrous with only the faintest surface marks

detected. A very attractive specimen in a first generation

PCCS holder. With wide D mintmark, as on all seen. How-
ever, there is a slim possibility that a narrow D (as regularly

used in 1911 and later) might exist—something to look for!

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009155

Curious 1910-D $20

1448 1910-D Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64, bearing the

number 2 countcrstampc'd on the sun on the reverse, this

piece must have an interesting history if it could only speak.

Was it in a private cache or reserve, and given this "secret"

mark to identify it? Or, was it in some sort of a numbered

distribution as a prize or something else? The piece will no

doubt fomver kivp its seemt. Apart from the counterstamp,

the coin is well struck, brilliant, highly lustrous, and of ex-

traordinary eye appeal.

Widr t) mintmark as on all wr have srrn

From the El Dorado Collection.

p( i.sinrwiss

Choice 1911 $20

The Norweb Coin

1450

1911 MS-63 (PCGS). A lovely, highly lustrous example, at-

tractive and with a very desirable pedigree to the collection

of Ambassador and Mrs. R. Henry Norweb.

Although pedigrees sometimes get lost when coins make
multiple visits to certification services, in the instances in

which they are known they can be quite important. Today,

all sorts of names are attached to pedigrees, but standing

high among these are a handful of true greats, of which the

Norweb Collection is one.

From the El Dorado Collection. Previously from Bowers and

Merena’s sale of the Norweb Collection, November 1988, Lot

4098.

PCGS #009157

Choice 1911-D Double Eagle

1451

1911-D MS-64 (PCGS). Satiny surfaces have an almost matte

quality. Brilliant, and nicely struck.

With narrow D mintmark, a*, usrd in 1911 and lator

From the El Dorado Collection.

PC(;S #009158
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Choice 1911-D $20 Choice 1911-S $20

Repunched Mintmark The Norweb Coin

1452 1911-D. Repunched mintmark. MS-64 (PCGS). A lovely

example with the D mintmark double punched to the right.

It is tempting to say that it is a wide D mintmark (as used in

1908-1910) over which a narrow D has been punched, but this

is not conclusive. If readers have thoughts on this we would
welcome them and would incorporate the information into

future research. A brilliant, highly lustrous, and generally

lovely coin. This variety is listed as Breen-7383.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009158

1453 1911-S MS-64 (PCGS). Tracing its pedigree to the fabulous

collection formed by the Norweb Family, this piece has the

element of a great background in addition to its obvious

features—the latter being excellent strike, deep rich lustre,

brilliance, and outstanding eye appeal. A lovely example.

From the El Dorado Collection. Previously from Bowers and

Merena's sale of the Nonveb Collection, November 1988, Lot

4100.

PCGS #009159

1454

Gem 1912 $20

Among Finest PCGS Graded

1912 MS-65 (PCGS). An important and very lovely specimen, fully deserving of the MS-65 designation, perhaps even finer. Only
four have been graded higher by PCGS, and only by a single point. The present piece is housed in an earlier generation PCGS holder.
Both obverse and reverse are of a creamy-satiny finish, richly lustrous, and with outstanding eye appeal. The strike is so sharp that

this piece virtually defines the design. With the unaided eye, almost no surface marks are seen, with few appearing under closer
examination. Though a few pieces are graded finer, this piece is still likely among the dozen or so finest pieces available.

In this year two more stars were added to the obverse, making the total 48. This was done simply by adding two stars to the end of the sun ray at the right, the

new stars being well into the rock and oak branch below the standing figure.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009160

Svw238
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Lustrous 1913 $20 Gold

1455

1913 MS-62 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, and lustrous, this

piece, while "only" MS-62, is very attractive.

From the El Donnio Collection.

I’CGS#(KNI61

Choice 1913-D $20

1456

1913-D MS-64 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, and lustrous.

The surfaces display a hint of bluish toning which nicely

complements the otherwise rich gold and orange surfaces.

A pleasing coin that will serve equally the interests of the

specialist and type collector. Housed in a first generation

PCGS holder.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009162

Key 1913-S $20 Gold

Choice Mint State1457

1913-S MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant and rich yellow gold, highly

lustrous and attractiv'e. Nicely struck with only minor sur-

face imperfections, commensurate with the grade assigned.

The 1913-S, similar to the 1908-S, is remarkable for its low

mintage, just 34,000 in the present instance. Once considered

a rarity, the 1913-S remains scarce, but enough exist from

overseas hoards that the issue is readily collectible. In high

grades the matter changes, and in MS-64 the 1913-S can be

called scflrcf, and in higher grades rare.

From the El Dorado Collection.

Pt(,S fOOMlht

Choice 1914 $20

Scarce So l ine

1458

1914 MS-64 (PCGS). A lovely example, again well struck,

brilliant, and highly lustrous, the rule more that the excep-

tion for the coins of the El Dorado Collection. This issue is

somewhat scarce, in the context of the great demand for $20

pieces by date and mint. The eye appeal is outstanding.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009164

Lustrous 1914-D $20

1459

1914-D MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant, lustrous, and very attrac-

tive. One of the more popular dates of the era.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009165

Choice 1914-S $201460

1914-S MS-63 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, and lustrous,

repeating a popular theme in the El Dorado Collection. The

eye appeal is considerably finer than one would expect for

the grade.

It will be obseiA’ed among the branch mint issues, as here,

that the mintmark is often tilted to one side or another. Ap-

parently the angular rays created an optical illusion when
the mintmarks were punched in by hand.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGSi009166
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Attractive 1915 $20

1461

1915 MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant yellow gold surfaces, lustrous,

and very attractive. A somewhat tougher date in higher

grades.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009167

only one which compares with this; Green's, Menjou's and Melish's were

only VF and there have been very few others offered. Not in Neumoyer or

many other big collections. ..."

The story of the repatriation of overseas hoards is fascinating and I

can be found in A Guide Book of United States Double Eagles, by Whitman
'

Publishing LLC, available at hobby stores and bookstores everywhere. One
more note from the past:

In the 1970s the writer received a call from a trust officer at the Beverly '

Hills branch of the Bank of America on North Beverly Drive in that town.

The Jahn Estate was being sold, and investigation revealed a cache of gold i

coins that had been hidden in a vault for decades. Upon visiting the bank I

was greeted by the sight of three white cloth bags, with mint inscriptions on

the outside of each, one containing 500 1916-S $10 gold pieces—considered

to be a somewhat scarce date—and 500 each of 1911-S and 1916-S $20 gold
j

coins. Each coin was brilliant and lustrous. A deal was struck, and the coins :

were mine. These were subsequently advertised, and were completely sold '

out within four hours of the time our offering appeared!
|

From the El Dorado Collection.
\

PCGS #009169

Choice 1915-S $20

1462

1915-S MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant, well struck, and choice—fa-

miliar descriptors for the El Dorado Collection. To that can

be added affordable, for enough exist of the 1915-S that any
motivated buyer can acquire one. The present coin comes
with a new pedigree of this collection and represents a very

nice example.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009168

Superb Gem 1916-S $20

None Finer Graded1463

1916-S MS-66 (PCGS). Graded MS-66 by PCGS, with some
company in this range, but without a single coin graded

finer by PCGS. The present piece is ideal for consideration

for inclusion in another Registry Set or as a type coin in a

high-grade collection. Both obverse and reverse are lustrous

and attractive. Warm yellow gold.

PCGS f’opulafion: 112; none finer.

Time was when a 1916-S of this quality was virtually unheard of.

Consider this description from the 55th Sale held by New Netherlands

Coin Go., December I960:

Lot 1296: "1916-S. Better than Extremely Pine, brilliant; somewhat like

the PXW Watch this date— it is a shi-per. The Baldenhofer example was the

Choice Mint State 1920 $20

High PCGS Grade

1464

1920 MS-64 (PCGS). Although several hundred grading

events have been registered by PCGS at this level (but not

necessarily representing different coins), only a single piece

has been graded higher, and that by just a single digit. The

presently offered piece is nicely struck, lustrous, and attrac-

tive with warm orange gold surfaces. A nice way to start the

1920s, an era that is laden with rarities interspersed with

collectible issues as here. The present piece is about as nice

as an example as is ever seen.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009170
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Landmark 1920-S $20 Rarity

Exceptional Eye Appeal

1465 1920-S MS-63 (PCGS). In the lineup of double eagle rarities of this decade and later, most of those toward the end of the series,

including the highly acclaimed 1927-D and the rarities of the early 1930s are usually seen in choice grade or better. Not so with the

1920-S as here, or the 1921. Both of these rarities are apt to have problems in the relatively rare occasiorcs when they appear for sale.

We estimate that about 45 to 60 examples of the 1920-S are known in worn grades and somewhat fewer in Mint State. Most of these

have problems with eye appeal, showing cleaning or brushing, dull surfaces, or more. This situation is well known to advanced
specialists, less so to casual readers of population reports. The emphasis is given here to showcase the quality of the piece offered.

Both obverse and reverse are deeply and richly lustrous, with warm yellow gold and the faintest traces of pale blue. The striking is

superb, including on the Capitol building at lower left, often weakly struck on various Saint-Gaudens issues. The mintmark is bold.

Eye appeal comes to the fore and can be described as outstanding. When this crosses the block we expect much competition. It is easily

among the most important highlights of this collection, and deserves a place in another connoisseur's set. Opportunities for qualiW

specimens of this date are few and far between.

The 1920-S, with a mintage of 528,500, presents a special situation in double eagles. So few exist today that it is logical to assume that the number onginallv

released into circulation was very small. Likely, the majority remained stored in cloth bags at the San Francisco Mint, as backing for Gold Certificates. We have

a photograph of tons of 1930-S Indian eagles in similar storage, serving a similar purpose. In the 1930s all such stored coins, both eagles and double eagles were

melted, as Gold Certificates had been discontinued. Today the 1920-S, when seen, is apt to be in worn grades, such as EF and AU. A decent MS-6fl is a great rantv.

and anything finer is especially elusive.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGSa009171



The Norvveb Collection

rT
Double Eagles

Famous 1921 $20 Rarity

Only 25 Officially Released

Among Finest Known

The Norweb Coin

November 20(

1466 1921 MS-63 (PCGS). The 1921 double eagle is one of the great rarities in the series—rare today in 2006, and rare a generation ago.

Although 528,500 were struck, it is likely that nearly all were kept stateside as backing for Gold Certificates and then melted in the

1930s. Overseas hoards have yielded few, and today this date remains as desirable as ever. The majority of examples in numismatic
hands show wear, and those in Mint State, of which we estimate that perhaps 40 to 60 exist, are mostly in lower grades than offered

here. In fact, PCGS has graded just eight at the MS-63 level and only seven finer. These do not necessarily represent different coins,

and, likely, include multiple resubmissions of the same pieces. The present piece is warm yellow gold with beautiful even lustre on

both sides. Just about every example of fhis issue seen is somewhaf weakly struck, mostly seen on the breast feathers of the eagle.

This piece shows the characteristic softness, but is superior to many seen. A wonderful problem free specimen of this famous raritv.

I’CGS Population: 8; 7 finer (MS-66 finest).

This coin is pedigreed to the Norweb Collection, catalogued by the present writer (QDB) for sale a generation ago, when the Norweb Cabinet was dispersed, to

the delight of numismatists worldwide. Significantly, in the present sale, we have the most recent consignment from this illustrious family, choice and gem pieces

from the early American era, focusing on Wa.shington items which were the foundation of the collection assembled early on.

Emery May Holden became interested in numismatics at an early age, before she was a teenager, when her father, Albert Fairchild Holden, had her work with

him to attribute coins, such as Massachusetts silver issues to the numbers listed in S.S. Crosby's 1875 Early Coins of America. After her father died, Emen.- Mav. a

teenager, carried on the family tradition. She married Henry Norweb, and joined with him in the diplomatic service, posted at different locations around the world.

In the meantime she continued her interest in coins, picking up where her father had left off. In the 1940s she became particularly active, acquiring treasurt's fnim

the Virgil Brand Collection, then being dispersed, often tapping John J. Ford, Jr. as her agent, until the two had a dispute that was never resolved. After\vard she

employed other agents, including the writer. During her lifetime she gifted a 1787 Brasher doubloon to the American Numismatic Society and a 1913 Liln'rty I lead

nickel to the Smith.sonian Institution, to mention just two benevolences. After her passing and the subsequent death of Ambassador R. t lenrv Norweb. the ci'llection

pa.ssed to R. I lenry, Jr. and his family, who consigned it for sale, including the recent Washington items just mentioned.

Mrs. Norweb was a grand figure in the hobby, epitomizing what a numismatist should be. An avid reader, she studied her coins can'fullv, and also was ac

ijuainfed with pieces she still needed, knowing how rare they were, and recognizing quality when offered. I ler private record keeping s\ stem was to grade ivins

in three main categories: circulated. Uncirculated (Mint State), and Proof. Within the Uncirculated and Pn>of categories she strov e tor exceptional qualitv in an era

in which most collectors did not care. In fact, she had little company in this regard, with |ohn lay Pittman, Louis E. l-liasberg, Sr.. F'lovd Starr, lames Stack, and ju"t

.I handful of others joining her. Those were the days when a Proof was a Pnrof was a Proof, and it didn't matter to most buvers whether then- wen' a tew nickx and

m.irks or whether the piece was pristine. Mrs. Norweb opted for the pristine. In any evaluation ot great American coin collections, the lop ot the list. mvess.(riiv

includes the Norweb Family Cabinet.

I rani the If Dorado Collection. Preinoiisly from Bowerri and Merena'i^ i^ale of the Norwch Collection. Novcnihcr 1.988, l ot 4ll.\
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Choice 1922 $20

1922 MS-64 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, choice, and with

nice eye appeal, the present 1922 is an outstanding example
of the date and assigned grade. A small planchct flat is noted

at Miss Liberty's waist for the sake of accuracy. Not rare, not

expensive, but certainly well worth having.

From flic El Dorado Collection.

PCGS fftXW173

Choice 1923 $20

1469

1923 MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant, lustrous, and attractive—re-

peating the popular description so apt for many of the El

Dorado Collection coins. The 1923 Philadelphia issue is one
of the more available varieties of the era.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009175

Choice 1922-S $20

Only 21,250 Officially Released

1468 1922-S MS-63 (PCGS). Brilliant and highly lustrous yellow

gold. A very attractive example. Rather scarce, although not

a major rarity, the 1922-S is one of the issues that was found

overseas after World War II, augmenting the relatively mea-

ger supply in numismatic hands cm this side of the Atlantic.

For a long time this date was considered to be c]uite rare, but

in the second half of the 20th century a number of Mint State

coins were found in hoards, the first pieces coming to light

in fair numbers in the mid-1950s. Likely, of the 21,250 coins

the Treasury Department stated were officially released (fee

earlier cited correspondence), at least a couple thousand were

exported and mostly saved, a fortunate situation for a later

generation of numismatists. Today we estimate that about

300 to 500 circulated pieces are known, plus a larger number,

an estimated 1,000 to 1,500 or so in Mint State. The present

piece will be a fine addition to a high quality collection.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009174

Choice 1923-D $20

1470

1923-D MS-64 (PCGS). Brilliant, lustrous, and attractive.

This is the latest dated mintmark in the Saint-Gaudens series

that can be easily enough acquired. The present piece is well

struck and has offers nice eye appeal.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009176

Gem 1924 $201471

1924 MS-65 (PCGS). A particularly high-qualit\' coin—check-

ing in with everything nice including a sharp strike, bold

lustre, and exceptional eye appeal. A very nice gem qual-

ity coin. Large numbers of this date were repatriated after

World War II, with the result that even in gem preser\ ation

this becomes highly affordable, perhaps a candidate for a

high-grade tvjae set.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009177
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1472

Scarce 1924-D $20 Gold

1924-D MS-63 (PCGS). A lovely example with eye appeal

higher than normally seen at the MS-63 grade with a few scat-

tered marks seen, but with only a thin mark below Liberty's

outstretched arm being worthy of specific mention. Sharply

struck and highly lustrous. A very pleasing coin.

Of the 3,049,500 pieces minted it is likely that the vast

majority remained in the possession of the Treasury Depart-

ment in the United States, as backing for Gold Certificafes

and other reserves. In the 1930s these pieces were melted.

However, by fortunate happenstance a few—probably not

more than several thousand or so—were exported. When the

call came in the 1930s to turn in gold coins, foreign govern-

ments held on to double eagles more tightly than ever. Then
in the 1940s overseas holdings of banks, governments, and
others began to be checked, continuing for years afterward.

Coin by coin, additional 1924-D twenties were found, to the

point at which today we estimate that perhaps 600 to 1,000

exist. In terms of absolute rarity, this isn't many, as probably

twice that number exist of, for example, the famous 1856

Flying Eagle cent.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009178

Scarce 1924-S $20

259,000 Officially Released

1473 1924-S Net MS-61; sharpness of MS-63, with the surfaces

showing trivially faint hairlines from an old wiping which are

only detectable under very dose examination. This coin still

retains its full original lustre, of course its sharpness of strike,

and has nice eye appeal even considering the fine surface

imperfections. As the 1924-S is a key rarity in the series, and

as the element of light hairlines will have a financial signifi-

cance varying from viewer to viewer, from bidder to bidder,

we suggest in-person examination before the sale. All in all

it is a "nice" coin, and certainly the rarity is unquestioned.
Numismatic Notes

The 1924-S is one of the great "story coins" of the double eagle series.

In the 1940s, collectors and dealers considered the 1924-S to be an almost

impossible rarity to obtain. Fewer had appeared on the market than the

famous MCMVII Ultra High Relief pattern, or the Proof-only Liberty Head

issues of 1883 and 1884, or, for that matter, 1804 silver dollars ("The King

of American Coins").

The ultimate recognition of the lofty rarity of the 1924-S came in 1949

when in the catalogue of the Dr. Charles W. Green Collection, B. Max Mehl

stated, "To the best of my knowledge, only three specimens are known to

exist." How exciting! In the next year Abe Kosoffhad his own rarity remarks

in the Adolphe Menjou catalogue.

Then came the epiphany, when in the 1950s James F. Kelly and others

began discovering long-hidden caches of double eagles in overseas banks and

vaults. Since then, the 1924-S has become very collectible, although it remains

scarce. We estimate that about 450 to 650 Mint State coins exist, mostly with

extensive bagmarks, plus 100 to 150 in worn grades, usually AU.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009179

Superb Gem 1925 $20

Few Finer Graded

1474 1925 MS-66 (PCGS). A spectacular example of this date with

unusual surfaces bordering on prooflike on the obverse.

Superior to any other example of this date that we avail

having seen. A brilliant, lustrous, and attractive example
with a superb strike. Although 1925 is a very common date,

in this combination of high grade plus the other mentioned
factors, probably no more than a few hunda'd exist among
the PCGS certified coins.

From the El Dorado Collection.

I’CGS#IHN1SI)
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Choice 1925-D $20 Rarity

Among Finest Graded

1475 1925-D MS-64 (PCGS). The 1925-D is rare in any grade, with just 50 to 80 worn pieces known and 500 to 800 in Mint State. Of the

latter, the vast majority are in grades below that offered here. This is another curious entry in the annals of the double eagle. Although
2,938,500 were struck, it seems certain that nearly all were held stateside by the Treasury Department as backing for paper money and
other reserves. In the 1930s they went to the melting pot. Fortunately, a couple thousand or so seem to have been exported, yielding

most pieces that are known today. If you are an advanced specialist in the $20 series, you will find this to be one of the nicest to come
on the market in recent times. The striking is good, the brilliance is full on both sides save for some satiny rose areas at the center of

the obverse, and the eye appeal is quite good.
In 1932 the Trea.sury Department put out a li.st of coins available for face value, including many older dates. There were 10 double eagles on the list. The lineup

is significant as it likely indicates that they were being held as reserves in the Treasurv' Building, Washington, as backing for Gold Certificates. The 10 double eagles

on the list: 1925-D $20, 1925-S $20, 1926-D $20, 1926-S $20, 1927-D $20, 1927-S $20, 1930-S $20, 1931 $20, 1931-D $20, 1932 $20. Anyone caring to send $200 to the

Treasury in 1932 for one of each would have received coins that today would be worth o%'er $3,000,000, not bad as an investment!

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009181

1477 1926 MS-65 (PCGS). Well struck, lustrous, and with excellent

eye appeal. A lovely gem.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009183

1925-S $20 Rarity

454,700 Officially Released

Gem 1926 Double Eagle

1476 1925-S AU-58 (PCGS). A bright yellow gold specimen which

no doubt many would call full Mint State. The lustre is com-

plete, but them is some friction on the higher points and some

contact marks. Brilliant and with good eye appeal.

The 1925-S is another branch mint issue that was held

back by the Treasury Department and later melted. Some
were shipped overseas, perhaps a couple thousand or so.

Today, perhaps 600 to 1,0()0 survive, mostly those repatriated

from foreign vaults. The population seems to be split evenly

betwtvn lightly worn and Mint State coins.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PC(,S»n09I82
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Choice 1926-D $20 Rarity

High Level Quality

1478 1926-D MS-63 (PCGS). A lovely specimen, warm yellow gold with a few hints of deeper orange iridescence. Well struck and very
attractive. Significantly finer than many assigned this grade level. Within the MS-63 category this is one of the nicest examples we
recall having seen. We estimate that only about 250 to 400 Mint State coins exist, plus 30 to 45 circulated examples, ranking it as one
of the rarer coins of the series.

Years ago the rarity of this date was formidable, in the same class as the 1924-S. Below are some notes we wrote while compiling the Whitman Guide Book on this

series: At one time the 1926-D was considered to be the rarest of the rare, with so few specimens known that they could be counted on the fingers of one hand. Or,
perhaps as others contended, the 1924-S was the rarest double eagle this side of the 1849. Opinions were divided, but after B. Max Mehl's catalogue of the Dr. Charles
W. Green Collection was published in 1949, the whole market was up for grabs. Here was Mehl, America's best-known professional numismatist, offering Lot 916
with these comments: "The rarity of this coin may well be surmised from the fact that none of the great collections of double eagles offered on the market in the last

few years had a specimen of it. Such great collections as the Bell, The World's Greatest " and others. This is the first specimen ever to be offered at auction."
Just imagine it! Here was a dealer who had handled multiple specimens of the "King of American Coins," the fabulous 1804 silver dollar, but neither he nor

anyone else had ever auctioned one—not even Kosoff and Kreisberg at the Numismatic Gallery, nor the estimable Wayte Raymond, nor the Stack brothers. Incredible!
A mad scramble ensued as the other listings in the Green catalogue were analyzed one by one, such as the notation under 1924-S, "To the best of my knowledge,
only three specimens are known to exist."

Before long, at least a dozen new collections were on the way to being formed, perhaps even two dozen. Regarding the 1926-D, not long afterward Paul H. Wit-
tlin found a few dozen or more in France, and others came to light here and there, and the supply increased. Everyone, including Wittlin and his patron, Jim Kelly,

kept mum. However, somehow the 1926-D became only very rare instead of super rare, then just plain old rare—adjectives varied. No longer was it or the 1924-S
mentioned the same breath as the 1804 dollar, which remained on its kingly throne.

Today the 1926-D double remains very elusive, though hardly in the "impossible" category. A choice MS-63 or MS-64 coin, if selected for good eye appeal, would
make a handsome addition to any collection.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009184

Choice 1926-S $20 Rarity

Only 2,500 Officially Released

1479 1926-S MS-62 (PCGS). Brilliant, lustrous, and very attractive.

Around the obverse rim there is an interesting raised area, as

made, among the stars, continuing to the edge, an artifact of

die use. The eye appeal is outstanding, and within the M5-62

grade the price is cjuite reasonable considering that the piece

offers more aesthetic quality than expected.

Although 2,041,S(K) were minted, likely most ot the p.iltry release

(iii.intitv of 2,300 wen' exported, these .iccounting for tlu' source ol the

estimated 1,000 to 1,500 Mint State coins known today, plus perhaps 150

to 300 worn examples. The others were probably stored domestically by

the government, and melted in 1937.

Similar to the earlier discussed 1924-S and 1926-D, the 1926-S was
on the "impossible to get" list in the 1940s, a fantastic rarity, one of the

landmarks of the Saint-Gaudens series. By the end of the 1950s dozens of

coins had been found in vaults in France, and additional coins were located

in Switzerland. Since that time additional coins have come to light, to the

point at which the 1926-S is rare, but not a prime key to the series. Mv
sources have commented that these are still being found nc>w and then.

Most are in lower Mint State ranges. At the MS-65 level the 1926-S is a

formidable rarity. The release quantity of 2,500 puts a cap on how many
could be found, in theory.

Today, this coin has gone from impossible to inexpensii’e. Well, not really

inexpensive, but reasonably enough priced in the context of the double eagle

series. We would not be at all surprised so see intea'st perk up quite a bit

if the 2,500 distribution figure is ever widely publici/ed.

The 1926-S $20 was one of 10 varieties of Saint-Gaudens double eagU''

available in Uncirculated condition tor lace value tplus mailing charge)

from the Treasury Department in the summer ot 1932. when' the\ were

being stored as backing tor Gold Gertilicates.

From the F.l Dorado Collection.

Pt tiS«009185
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Superb Gem 1927 $20

Outstanding Eye Appeal

1480 1927 MS-66 (I’CGS). Sharply struck, brilliant, and with rich

lustre, this coin is superb in every aspect.

From the El Dorado Collection.

IVGS«tK)9186

Important 1927-S $20 Gold Rarity

Only 3,750 Officially Released

A "Sleeper" in the Series

2x photo

1481 1927-S MS-63 (PCGS). Although this piece has been graded MS-63, the lustre, brilliance, and overall eye appeal suggest an even

higher number. However, upon close examination there is some friction on the highest points of the standing figure on the obverse,

and on the reverse there is a nick on the rim, mostly hidden by the holder, at the five o'clock position. Otherwise the piece is simply

outstanding. In total, the eye appeal is excellent.

Under magnification some delicate die cracks can be seen in the folds of the skirt on the obverse, and on the reverse at the left (going to the tip of the eagle's

beak) and continuing downward, intermittently, into the sun.

Numismatic Notes

In our opinion the 1927-S is a true sleeper. If its release figure of 3,750 is ever widely listed, as in the Guide Book of United States Coins (while the writer is nu-

mismatic editor of that book, on new information he defers to the preferences of the senior editor, Kenneth Bressett), then watch this one go! Otherwise the utterly

meaningless (in terms of availability) 3,107,000 mintage figure will influence people's thinking. We estimate that only 140 to 180 Uncirculated coins are known

today, plus perhaps 50 to 75 tightly worn examples.

In 1974, David W. Akers wrote this for List 8 is.sued by Paramount International Coin Company, a precursor to our comments above, a notice that seems to

have been forgotten:

"Only in the last few years has the status if 1927-S as a rarity risen to the level that the coin deserves. It is more rare than the 1929 which for years has been much

higher regarded than the 1931 and 1932. This is the first example of this rare date that we have owned in several years and even when we were regularly receiving

shipments of rare double eagles from our European buyer Paul Wittlin, the 1927-S was conspicuous by its absence although in such shipments we received as many
as six 192rs at one time or two 1870-CC's, or half a dozen 189rs! Of course, the days of .such shipments are far behind us and will never be repeated again, but the

fiict remains that even in those bountiful days the 1927-S was seldom sent to us and this is a strong indicator of the coin's rariW."

From the El Dorado Collection.

F’CGS 2009188
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Superb Gem 1928 $20

1482 1928 MS-65 (PCGS). Well struck, brilliant, and lustrous.

Outstanding eye appeal. This is the latest dated regularly

collectible and affordable twenty in the Saint-Gaudens series,

and what a pleasing coin it is.

Posting a mintage of 8,816,000 this coin holds the all time
record for mintage quantity in the double eagle series for

1850 onward. Vast quantities were shipped overseas, kept
there, and repatriated in the late 19th century. Today the 1928
is probably the most obtainable of the so-called "common
date" twenties.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009189

Choice 1929 $20 Rarity

Only 25,170 Officially Released

2x photo

1483 1929 MS-64 (PCGS). Warm medium yellow gold and fully brilliant save for a few trivial flecks of copper toning on the obverse. The
strike is excellent, with bold definition of the design details, both central and peripheral. The lustre is superb, the piece original in

every respect and offering excellent eye appeal. A very nice example of one of the rarities in the Saint-Gaudens series, dated in the

year of the stock market crash that not only brought about the great depression, but also brought about the end of the useful era of the

double eagle. From 1929 through the end of the series in 1933, precious few of these coins were released as the channels of commerce
simply didn't require the coins during the depression. The removal of the gold-standard system in the United States brought and
end to the production of all circulating gold coins in 1933, marking the end of a long coining tradition which had begun in 1795.

Although 1,779,750 pieces were minted of the 1929 double eagle, only 25,170 were officially released. Nearly all of the others were melted. Of those sent over-

seas, well over a thousand have been repatriated in the past decade, latecomers to the era of marvelous finds. At one time this was on the rarest-of-the-rare list, to

which certain auction citations given below attest.

Today, we estimate that about 1,250 to 1,750 Mint State coins are known, or about ten times the figure we put in our notes in the late 1990s. The present coin is espe-

cially choice, and considering that gem coins are fairly rare, the present coin is a superb opportunity to secure the date in a very respectable state of preser\'ation.

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009190
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Landmark 1930-S $20 Rarity

Only 3,250 Officially Released

The Norweb Collection Coin

1484 1930-S MS-64 (PCGS). A familiar face, the writer catalogued this rarity in presenting the Norw’eb Collection way back in 1988, 18

years ago, at that time describing it as:

"Value of MS-60 to 63, but more properly described as MS-64 but with a long, thin hairline scratch on the figure of Miss Libert\'

on the obverse. The piece is lustrous, frosty, and very attractive overall, and on a technical basis is certainly one of the finest known
to exist. Only a few dozen specimens are known, and offerings on the auction block are very occasional." The coin remains as lovely

as it was then, fully original with rich satiny lustre, and a nice strike. The noted imperfection remains of course, but its placement is

fortunate as it does not visually stand out. The grading service took this into consideration, as the surfaces otherwise are gem quality.

The piece has excellent eye appeal, a desirable pedigree, and a rare date.

Of the rare double eagles produced late in the series, the 1930-S, with just 74,000 minted and a paltry 3,250 released, stands today as a prime rarity. Interestingly,

this has not received as much press as it deserves, but a close examination of appearances reveals that it is among the most difficult to acquire.

Today an estimated 40 to 60 are known in Mint State, plus a handful in worn grades. Relatively few 20th-century coins in any series have achieved this level of

rarity. The typical specimen is attractive, lustrous, and choice to gem qualiW The 1930-S seems to be slightly rarer than the 1931-D, to which it is often compared

Among regular issue Saint-Gaudens double eagles 1907 to 1933 this is one of the foremost showpieces, exceeded in overall rarity only by the 1927-D and 1933.

Despite this status, the 1930-S is not widely recognized—specialists in the series excepted.

The 1930-S $20 was one of 16 earlier-dated gold coins available in Uncirculated condition for face value (plus mailing charge) from the Treasuiy Department in

the summer of 1932. This is significant as it indicates that these were being held in quantity in storage at this time. Unsold pieces were melted several years later

)ohn ) Ford, Jr., reminisced in a March 11, 2(XX) conversation with the author:

"I remember that Paul Wittlin, who used to buy gold coins for Jim Kelly in Paris and other places in Europe, got into a major argument with Kelly in l‘*tO, and

for a time tFiey stopped doing business together [thev later reconciled]. Wittlin approached me with four gem 1930-S tvs’enties he had just purchased, and 1 bought

the lot for about $750 apiece. 1 took them with me to the ANA Convention in Atlanta in 1%1, and put one of them in a case. Harvev Stack spotted it, and wi made

a deal for $1,000, and fJien 1 told him I had three more—and he bought them all. Later, I met the man in Paris from whom Wittlin had bought tFiem- be v\.=-- a •<
-

dealer in tJiat city—and I learned that he had charged Wittlin $4(X1 each. So, that is how four of these found their way to America
"

From the El Dorado Collection. Preihouslyfrom Bouvrs and Mcrena's sale of the J^orweb Collection, Noivmber 1988, Lot 41^2

KGS *009191
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1486 1931-D MS-63 (PCGS). A lovely choice Mint State example. Sharply struck with good detail on Lxith sides and deep, rich Mint lusta'.

The eye appeal is quite nice and the brilliant surfaces are beautiful. A lovely and rare coin that will occupy a high and honoa'd poM
tion in an advanced collection.

The mintage of the 1931-D was posted as 106,500, it is likely that very few were ever released. An estimated 100 to 150 Mint Slate
coins are known today, plus a few in lesser grade. For a long time the 1931-D has been recognized as a key to the series. Some ot the
pieces we enjoy today were rescued from the melting pot in the 1930s, but details are scarce.

from the El Dorado Collection.

I’t : ,S
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and is a rich rosy gold. The surfaces are rather clean aside

from the noted imperfections, and the coin has much to offer

including considerable rarity.

The large mintage figure of 2,938,250 detracts from the appreciation

of the true rarity of this issue. The figure of just 45 released will, however
make people sit up and take notice if it ever draws wide attention! This is

the first year for which there is evidence that none were exported, suggesting

that it is unlikely that any hoards of this date will appear.

We estimate that about 80 to 120 Mint State coins exist today, plus

a handful of pieces with friction, classified as AU. This number mainly

consists of coins that were saved from the melting pot by government
employees who rushed to dealers in Philadelphia (Ira Reed and James G.

Macallister) and New York City (Tom Elder, Wayte Raymond, Max Beren-

stein, Abe Kosoff, In and others) to sell the pieces for a small profit. Again,

we have to be thankful to these Treasury Department people who quietly

rescued many classic rarities from the melting furnace.

Perhaps this September 1939 offering by Thomas L. Elder, in his cata-

logue of the F.M. Needham and A.R. Herrick Collections, is from such a

source: Lot 1393: "1931. $20 of the U.S. St. Gaudens type. A very rare year.

First ever offered at auction sale! Value $350. Brilliant Uncirculated. Of

greatest rarity."

From the El Dorado Collection.

PCGS #009192

1931 $20 Rarity

Only 45 Officially Released

1485 1931 Net MS-62; sharpness of MS-64, extremely faint hair-

lines. Very lightly brushed surfaces, scarcely visible to the

unaided eye, take this out of the choice or gem category.

And yet the eye appeal remains quite good, with excellent

striking and satiny lustre. This is a coin that commands in-

person inspection, as, literally, one view is worth a thousand
words. From our point of view, the piece is boldly lustrous

Choice 1931-D $20 Rarity

Superb Eye Appeal
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Gem 1932 $20 Rarity

Only no Officially Released

487 1932 MS-65 (PCGS). A beautiful gem specimen of this final collectible date of the illustrious Saint-Gaudens series. The surfaces are

rich honey yellow gold with a very appealing fine satiny texture and strong undisturbed lustre. The strike is exquisite and the surfaces

brilliant. Breathtaking eye appeal can not be denied here, and there is little more that could be asked for. A wonderful example of this

important rarity. PCGS has graded only seven specimens finer, far fewer than might be desired by advanced collectors, making this

specimen just that much more important.

It is likely that no double eagles of this date were ever released either into circulation or for export. So far as we have been able to determine, all known tcxtay

trace their pedigree to examples provided to collectors for face value in 1932, a courtesy that had been extended for several years (and which also included other

denominations), or pieces that Treasury employees saved from the unfortunate melt of 1937 by selling them to Philadelphia and New York CiW dealers for mcxdest

premiums. In 1941 these were plentiful (relatively speaking) in the marketplace, with p>erhaps several dozen in dealers' stocks, these being melting pot refugees.

We estimate that 60 to 80 Mint State coins are known today, plus one or two with friction.

Virtually all examples are in Mint State and also usually quite attractive. As so few are known, and as the 1932 is the latest readily collectible date in the series

(but we’ll keep an eye on the 10 double eagles of 1933 now the subject of discussion as to legaliW), there has been a great premium and substantial interest placed

upon these coins ever since the 1940s. The piece offered here is especially choice.

From Superior's Sale of the Buddy Ehsen Collection, June 1987; to the El Dorado Collection.

l’CGS«009194

This Concludes the El Dorado Collection of Saint-Gaudens Double Eagles
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1488 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. MS-65 (NGC). A lovely example, with needle sharp strike, rich satiny lustre, and superb
eye appeal. Definitely finer than typically encountered at the MS-65 grade, this outstanding gem will be just right for an advanced
type set or, for that matter, anyone who enjoys owning a numismatic treasure. Over a long period of years this has been considered
by many to be the most beautiful of all circulafing coin designs.

In 1905, President Teddy Roosevelt, historically the president who took the most active interest in our coinage designs, was disappointed with the mundane state
of America s coinage designs. He had only recently taken an interest in ancient Greek coins which he had seen on display, and lamented the fact that the currency of
his era was plain and uninspired by comparison. Accordingly, Roosevelt contacted his long time acquaintance, Augustus Saint-Gaudens, and asked him to redesign
the entire U.S. coinage spectrum, from the small bronze cent up to the large gold double eagle. Saint-Gaudens, America's most admired sculptor, kept his studio in
Cornish, New Hampshire (just a couple of hours from our offices in downtown Wolfeboro), where he prepared sketches and working models of his ideas. By the
summer of 1907, Saint-Gaudens had nearly completed the work on the Indian $10 design as well as the new $20 design, which he based on his statue of Victory,
part of the Sherman Victory Monument which stands today in New York City s Central Park. On August 3, 1907, Saint-Gaudens succumbed to cancer without ever
seeing an example of his work in a legal tender format. His work was finished by his assistant, Henry Hering. Meanwhile, a great "war" (Roosevelt called it his
"pet crime") had broken out between the Mint and Charles Barber on one side, and President Roosevelt on the other. Barber was upset that Roosevelt had unkind
words for his dime, quarter, and half dollar designs (which had circulated as current coin of the realm since 1892), and he was also incensed that an outside artist

had been chosen to redesign the coinage. Barber protested that the high relief of the dies would prevent the coins from striking, and on and on, causing Roosevelt
to state that the MCMVII $20 coins would be produced if it took all day to strike just one coin! Despite Barber's shenanigans, the coins were eventually produced
to the tune of several hundred pieces a day, though not without difficulties, as each coin needed three blows from the dies to be rendered to its full advantage. In

time, some 11,250 High Relief MCMVII double eagles were produced to Teddy Roosevelt's satisfaction. Barber then redesigned the dies, making them flatter in

depth and considerably less dynamic in appearance, remaining thusly through the demise of the series in 1933
PCGS #009135

Lustrous Gem MCMVII
Wire Rim

(1907) $20

Choice MCMVII High Relief $20

1489 MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. MS-63 (NGC). Brillicint, lustrou.s, and very attraclivo, this MS-63 piece is in a grade far

above the typical survivor of this issue. A few marks are noted in the field.s, defining the grade, but are mostly visible only under
magnification. Antither example of an American favorite.

I’f (,S «(K)‘tl35
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Choice MCMVII High Relief $20

2x photo

1490

MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. MS-63 (NGC).
Brilliant with satiny lustre. Light yellow gold. A further op-

portunity to acquire this popular and beautiful American

classic.

rCGS #009135

Affordable MCMVII High Relief $20

2x photo

1491

MCMVII (1907) High Relief, Wire Rim. AU-58 (NGC). At-

tractive and with much lustre, toned medium orange, this

piece will be affordable to many who may not wish to spend

thousands of dollars more for a choice or gem example.
PCGS #009135

1492

1907 Saint-Gaudens. Arabic Numerals. MS-63 (PCGS).

Frost)' honey gold with strong lustre. Struck in the later part

of the year after the MCMVII High Relief st\’lc was deemed
inappropriate for circulation.

PCGS #009141
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Another Gem 1908 No Motto $20

Wells Fargo Nevada Gold Hoard

1493 1907 Saint-Gaudens. Arabic Numerals. Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated-63. Lovely shimmering cartwheel lustre shows
the Low Relief design at its best. Only a very minute tic or

two keep this coin from a higher grade.
PCGS #009141

Gem Mint State 1908 No Motto $20

Wells Fargo Hoard

1494 1908 No Motto, Short Rays. MS-67 (NGC). A satiny gem
with broadly cartwheel lustre and rich golden surfaces. From
the Wells Fargo Hoard that came into the market some years

ago, most of which has been absorbed into collections. The
Short Rays variety, the obverse rays somewhat shorter than

its counterpart from other dies.

From the Wells Fargo Nevada Gold Hoard.
PCGS #099142

1496 1908 No Motto, Short Rays. MS-67 (NGC). Frosty honey gold

with warm peach highlights and intense cartwheel lustre on
both sides.

From the Wells Fargo Nevada Gold Hoard.
PCGS #099142

Another Gem 1908 No Motto $20

Wells Fargo Nevada Gold Hoard

1497 1908 No Motto, Short Rays. MS-67 (NGC). A satiny gem of

the finest order. Swirling cartwheel lustre supports pale olive

and peach iridescence.

From the Wells Fargo Nevada Gold Hoard.
PCGS #099142

Another Gem 1908 No Motto $20

Wells Fargo Nevada Gold Hoard

1495 1908 No Motto, Short Rays. MS-67 (NGC). Satiny and highly

lustrous with rich olive toning highlights. Typical quality for

the Wells Fargo Hoard.

From the Wells Fargo Nevada Gold Hoard.

PCGS #099142

1499

1498 1908 No Motto, Short Rays. MS-64 (NGC). Brilliant and

lustrous. Light yellow gold.
PCGS #009142

Pair of double eagles grading MS-63 (NGC): 1908 No
Motto, Short Rays 1926. Both display satiny lustre. (Total:

2 pieces)

1500 Four 1908 No Motto double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS):
Short Rays. Satiny lustre with hints of rose and delicate

sky blue Long Rays (3). Each is satiny orange gold with

just a whisper of sky blue. (Total: 4 pieces)
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1501 Quartette of 1408 No Motto double eagles grading MS-63
trees): short Kays. (2) -G Long Rays. (2). Each displays

lustrous orange gold surfaces with hints of delicate frosty

sky blue. (Total: 4 pieces)

502 Foursome of double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS): 1908

No Motto. Short Kays 1922 1924 1927. All display

lustrous golden orange surfaces. (Total; 4 pieces)

503 Trio of double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS): 1908 No
Motto. Short Rays, l^ich satiny orange gold surfaces 1924.

Satiny golden orange 1927. Lustrous golden orange. (Total:

3 pieces)

504 Group of double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS): 1908 No
Motto. Short Rays. Satiny 1911-S. Splashes of olive-gray

on both surfaces 1924. Satiny 1926. Lustrous with hints

of delicate orange and sky blue 1927. Satiny lustre with a

small copper spot noted on the obverse. (Total: 5 pieces)

1508 Selection of Saint-Gaudens double eagles grading .MS-63

(NGC): 1908 No Motto. Long Rays 1911-1) 1915-:

1922 1923 1925. Each displays satiny lustre with hints

of orange. A well-matched group. (Total: 8 pieces)

1509 Group of Saint-Gaudens double eagles grading MS-63
(NGC): 1908 No Motto. Long Rays 1911-D v. 1922 1923

1927. Each is lustrous and attractive with lovely sunset

orange surfaces. A well-matched group. (Total: 5 pieces)

1510 Five Saint-Gaudens double eagles grading MS-63 (NGC):
1908 No Motto. Long Rays. Satiny lustre with frosty olive

highlights 1915-S. Satiny lustm 1922. Satiny orange-gold

surfaces 1923-D. Lustrous yellow gold with frosty olive v-

1927. Lustrous. (Total: 5 pieces)

1511 Saint-Gaudens $20 duo grading MS-62 1908 No Motto,

Long Rays 1910-D. Both display satiny golden gray sur-

faces. (Total: 2 pieces)

507 1908 No Motto, Long Rays. MS-64 (NGC). Brilliant. Light

yellow gold.

FX c.s «nn4i42

Satiny Gem 1908 $20

No Motto

505 1908 No Motto, Long Rays. MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant and
lustrous. Some contact marks in the left obverse field. A
popular issue in great demand for inclusion in type sets.

PCGS #009142

1512

1908-D No Motto, Long Rays. MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny

smooth honey gold gem with broadly sweeping lustre and
rich peach toning highlights. Struck early in the year before

the motto IN GOD WE TRUST was added to the rev'erse.

PCGS #009143
1513

1908-D No Motto, Long Rays. Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated-63. Splendid red-gold lustre and pleasing orange peel

texture in the field combine for the boldest visual qualiW.
PCGS #009143

506 1908 No Motto, Long Rays. MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant and

lustrous. Especiallv pleasing within the assigned grade.

PCGS #009142



1514

2x photo

1908 Motto. MS-65 (NGC). A satiny, frosty gem with rich

cartwheel lustre and faint olive highlights. Nicely struck and
devoid of all but a few faint surface disturbances, choice as

such. An acknowledged rarity at MS-65 or finer, with the

"or finer" population nearly nonexistence. Only 156,258

1908 With Motto double eagles were struck, a small number
compared to the nearly 4.3 million 1908 No Motto pieces

produced.
PCGS #009147

1515 1909 About Uncirculated-55. Lustre is a forceful yellow gold,

the faintest rub on the high points determines this conserva-

tive grade.

PCGS #009150

1517 1909-S MS-65 (NGC). A frosty specimen with rich ros*

iridescence on deep honey gold surfaces. A pleasing ger
fairly scarce at the assigned grade or finer.

PCGS #009153

1518 1909-S MS-65 (NGC). A high degree of lustre swirls bmadi
across pale rose-gold surfaces. Hints of warm oli\ e graa' Ixit^

sides of this popular early branch mint issue.

PCGS #009153

The Norvveb Collection Double Eagles November

Frosty Gem 1908 With Motto $20 Choice Uncirculated 1909-D $20

Low-Mintage Rarity

1516 1909-D MS-64 (PCGS). Broadly sweeping cartwheel lustre i

rich honey gold surfaces. A nuance of pale sky blue and ra

adorn both sides. From a mintage of the date of just 52,5i

pieces, many of which may have been retained in Ameriij

and melted in the 1930s. A highly important key date, esp!

cially at MS-64 as here. A lovely coin for the grade.
Large D Over Small D variety. As noted in Bowers' double eagle reft!

ence: "I discovered this curious variety and described it in the Norw'
Collection, Part III catalogue, 1988. Under magnification, to the rightt!

the mintmark is seen a veritable 'bird's nest' of curly lines, raised lines

the coin, indicating that these lines were in the die—a quite fascinah,

situation. Under magnification there appears a tiny D mintmark under t

regular-sized letter. It is likely that this tiny D was punched by error; tl

mistake was noted, and an effort was made to grind away the surface

as to efface the error. Some of these grinding marks are what remain todl

as curlicues. Then the regular-size wide D mintmark was over puncheo
PCGS #009152

Gem Mint State 1909-S $20

256
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Ciem Uncirculated 1909-S/S $20

1519 1909-S/S MS-65 (NGC). An incredibly lustrous and undeni-

ably gem 1909-S double eagle. Sharp struck, with wisps of

faint olive and rose gliding on the winsome cartwheel lustre.

Repunched S mintmark, see below.

Bnvn-7375. "19()9-S Doubled S. Very rare. Mintmark first punched

weakly in normal position, then move heavily far too high and leaning

left."

In A Guide Bixik of Double Ea^le Gold Coins, Dave Bowers refers us to

a citation for Lot 50 in the New Netherlands Coin Co. sale of the Cicero

Collection, Dt'cember 1%0, where the following was written: "Double S.

Mintmark first punched correctly but very lightly, then repunched heavily,

much fix) high and tilted crazily to left, overlapping the first S. The total

effect is quite grotesque."

PCGS #009153

1520

Threesome of double eagles grading MS-61: 1910 1914-

S 1922. Each is lustrous with golden rose surfaces. (Total:

3 pieces)

1521

1910-D MS-64 (PCGS). Abundant cartwheel lustre on pale

rose-gold surfaces. A dash here and there of pale .sky blue

adds to the charm.

PCCS #009155

Lustrous Gem 1910-S $20

1522

1910-S MS-65 (NGC). An elusive date in gem grades. Highly

lustrous honey gold with areas of olive and faint rose irides-

cence. A sharply struck specimen laden with eye appeal and

overall physical quality.

PCGS #009156

I HI Nokwi H C H I I - Im

Frosty Gem 1910-S $20

1523

1910-S MS-65 (NGC). A satiny, frosty gem with intense

cartwheel lustre and a rich, engaging kx)k overall. A text-

book example of what a 1910-S double eagle should kK)k

like
—

"brilliant, lustrous, and quite attractive," as noted in

the Bowers study on the series.

PCGS #009156

1524

1910-S MS-64 (PCGS). Warm honey gold with rich lustre

and delightful eye appeal for the assigned grade. S mintmark

leans dramatically left.

PCGS #009156

1525

1910-S MS-64 (PCGS). A highly lustrous specimen with

impressive eye appeal. Honey gold surfaces with warm rose

and pale orange highlights. S mintmark leans dramatically

to the left.

PCGS #009156

1526

1910-S MS-64 (NGC). Satiny honey gold with warm rose

iridescence and strong cartwheel lustre present on both

sides.

PC GS #009156
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Gem Mint State 1914 $20

Rare So Fine

1527

1910-S MS-64 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with strong lustre

and good overall eye appeal for the assigned grade.
PCGS #009156

1528

Two branch mint double eagles: 1910-S AU-55. Satiny with
hints of delicate olive and rose highlights 1914-D AU-58.
Lustrous with delicate rose highlights. (Total: 2 pieces)

1529

1911-D Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Satisfying light yel-

low gold lustre overlies delicate orange peel texture in the
remarkably mark-free fields.

PCGS #009158

Gem Mint State 1911-S $20

1532 1913 MS-63 (PCGS). Bright and satiny with a mattelike ap-

pearance. Pale olive iridescence joins with robust cartwheel

lustre, the end result an aesthetically appealing example of

the date and grade.

2x photo

1533 1914 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny, frosty gem with exquisite

eye appeal. The lustre is unyielding, and the medium gold

surfaces display wisps of faint rose here and there. As sharp
and impressive as a gem should be. From a mintage of 95,250

pieces, a small number for the era, especially from the Phila-

delphia Mint. Bowers' reference on the subject notes: "The
1914 is somewhat on the scarce side among double eagles of

this era, but many attractive MS-62 and MS-63 coins exist,

and a fair number have been graded at the MS-64 level, so

finding an attractive one should not be a problem." At the

time of publication (2004) just 28 MS-65 examples of the date

had been certified, with just two examples finer; not much
has changed two years later. Easily worthy of the assigned

grade, and certainly worthy of extensive bidding.
PCGS Population: 35; 3 finer (all MS-66).

PCGS #009164

1530

1911-S MS-65 (NGC). A satiny, mattelike medium gold
specimen with rich rose iridescence and superbly whirling

cartwheel lustre. Boldly struck.

PCGS #009159

1531

Pair of Saint-Gaudens double eagles grading MS-63
(PCGS): 1911-S. Lustrous sunset orange surfaces 1927.

Lustrous yellow gold surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

PCGS #009161

^ ___
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1534

1914 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63, with bold claims to

the Gem classification. Glittering lemon yellow lustre shows
a trace of fascinating orange peel texture. A strike of nearly

medallic quality assures total visual quality. Higher-grade

examples of this date are notably elusive, and Akers assigned

a rank of Low R-6 to this coin's splendidly elevated grade

level.

I’CCS #(K191S4

1535

1914 About Uncirculaled-55, and only a whisju-r from a

higher grade classification. Delightful yellow-gold shimmer
fills the smcHithest fields and enhances bold reliefs,

PCCSstKNlM

1536

1914-S MS-65 (NGC). A satiny, frosty gem with broadly

swirling cartwheel lustre and excellent eye appeal.

PCGS #009166

Gem Uncirculated 1915 Double Eagle

None Graded Finer by NGC

2x photo

1537

1915 MS-65 (NGC). Deep honey gold with warm orange highlights and expansive cartw'heel lustre. Satiny surfaces and nicely defined

design elements add to the overall gem quality. From a mintage for the date of 152,000 pieces, modest w'hen compared to the 1915

San Francisco Mint output of nearly four times Philadelphia's production. Most are in low'er Mint State ranges. A frost)' gem that is

tied for finest graded by NGC. The Bowers reference notes: "As is true for several double eagles in this date range, the Philadelphia

issue is more elusive than are those from the branch mints. The 1915 can be rated as quite scarce in the milieu of modern-day hoards

and imports."

NGC Cen.sus: 34; none finer.

PCGS #009167
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1538 1915-S MS-65 (PCGS). A rich array of lustre and pale rose

iridescence graces the satiny, frosty surfaces of this delightful

branch mint gem.
PCGS #009168

1543 1922 MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous. Light yellow gold.

As nice as the day it was struck.

PCGS #009173

1541 1916-S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65, a near-Gem. Gleam-
ing yellow gold lustre gives a lovely sheen to the orange peel

fields and to the boldly impressed devices.

PCGS #009169

1542 1916-S Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Original surfaces are

drenched with frosty light yellow gold lustre for irresistible

visual appeal.

PCGS #009169

1539 1915-S MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny mattelike gem with pale

olive highlights on rich and lustrous yellow gold surfaces.

A pleasing example of this popular branch mint issue.

PCGS #009168

1540 1915-S MS-65 (NGC). Lustrous golden-orange surfaces.

PCGS #009168

1545 Five 1922 double eagles grading MS-63 (NGC). Each is

lustrous and attractive. A variety of colors from yellow gold

surfaces to golden orange with splashes of delicate frosty sky

blue.

1546 1922 MS-62 (PCGS). Lustrous honey gold with pale olive

highlights. Toning spot at T in LIBERTY.
PCGS #009173

1547 1922-S MS-62 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous, this 1922-S is

conservatively graded. Some would call it 63 or even finer.

A nice example of one of the few readily collectible San

Francisco Mint issues from this decade.
PCGS #009174

1548 1923 MS-64 (NGC). I'rostv honey gold witli pale rose irides-

cence and strong cartwheel lustre.

pcc;s#0(wi7.s

1544 1922 MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant with lustrous orange surfaces.

One of the more popular dates from the 1920s.

PCGS #009173
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:1550

11551

11552

M553

11554

?1555

:1556

:i557

•1558

1559

1923-1) MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant with satiny lustre. Light yel-

low gold.

I’CGS #009176

1924 MS-65 (PCGS). A strike of medallic perfection defines

this richly lustrous example.
PCGS #009177

1924 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Frosty mint bloom
engulfs the surfaces of this gorgeous example. A beautifully

preserved lemon yellow specimen.
PCGS #009177

1924 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Deep lustre and a sharp

strike create outstanding quality, a few edge nicks prevent a

Gem classification.

PCGS #009177

Two 1924 double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS). Both with

satiny golden orange surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

Five 1924-dated double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS). Each

is lustrous with a few displaying various shades of delicate

toning. (Total: 5 pieces)

Quintette of 1924 double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS).

Each displays lustrous golden orange surfaces. (Total: 5

pieces)

Group of 1924 double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS). Each

is lustrous and attractive with a couple displaying lovely

sunset orange surfaces. (Total: 5 pieces)

Four NGC-certified MS-63 double eagles: 1924. Lustrous

with hints of delicate olive 1925. Lustrous orange gold

1927. Lustrous 1928. Lustrous. (Total: 4 pieces)

1924 MS-62 (PCGS). Frosty yellow gold with strong cart-

wheel lustre and the eye appeal of a finer grade.

PCGS #009177

1924 Brilliant Uncirculated-60. This example of a popular

date would be solidly in the Choice rank but for some rim

nicks.

PCl.S *009177

1560 1925 MS-64 (NGC). Frosty honey gold with strong larlwlns l

lustre and delightful eye appi*dl for the assigned grade
PCGS #009180

1561 Pair of Mint State double eagles: v 1925 MS-63. Lustrous

with rose-gold toning on both surfaces t 1926 MS-64. D)vely

satiny lustre with rose highlights. (Total: 2 pieces)

1562 1926 MS-65 (PCGS), with the flawless gleaming surfaces

of Superb. A meticulously detailed strike is forcefully high-

lighted by the depth and quality of the coin's marvelous

lustre.

PCGS #009183

1563 1926 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Wonderfully smooth

fields and bold reliefs are laved in pleasing yellow gold lustre

of splendid quality.

PCGS #009183

1564 1927 MS-65 (PCGS). Brilliant and lustrous. Warm yellow-

orange gold.

PCGS #009186



1566 1927 MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant, lustrous, and very appealing.
I^CGS #009186

1567 1927 MS-64 (NGC). Brightly swirling cartwheel lustre il-

luminates the rich honey gold surfaces.

PCGS #009186

1568 1927 MS-64 (NGC). Satiny honey gold with strong cartwheel

lustre.

PCGS #009186

1569 1927 MS-64 (NGC). Broadly swirling lustre on rich honey
gold surfaces, with pale olive highlights at the rims.

PCGS #009186

1570 1927 MS-64 (NGC). Warm golden surfaces with strong cart-

wheel lustre.

PCGS #009186

1571 1927 MS-64 (NGC). Bright honey gold with strong lustre and
pale rose highlights.

PCGS #009186

1572 1927 MS-64 (NGC). Warm olive highlights on lustrous golden

surfaces.

PCGS #009186

1573 1927 MS-64 (NGC). Bright honey gold with strong lustre and
nice eye appeal.

PCGS #009186

1574 1927 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Textured orange peel

fields radiate the boldest golden gleam for total eye appeal.
PCGS #009186

1575 Trio of 1927 double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS). Each
displays satiny lustrous surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

1576 Five 1927 double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS). Each dis-

plays satiny golden surfaces. (Total: 5 pieces)

1577 Group of 1927 double eagles grading MS-63 (PCGS). All

are lustrous and attractive. (Total: 5 pieces)

1578 1927 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Gorgeous satiny gold

lustre and bold reflective cartwheel beauty make this coin a

visual standout.

PCGS #009186

Gem Uncirculated 1928 $20

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

1579

1928 MS-67 (PCGS). A satiny gem. Enchanting honey gold
i

surfaces display rich, satiny yellow lustre. Essentially mark
free, with both the physical and aesthetic quality that exem-

plifies the assigned grade. As fine as they get for this date!

PCGS Population: 64; none finer.

PCGS #009189

1580

1928 MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem with frosty surfaces im-

bued with strong lustre, pale rose, and olive highlights, as

well as exceptional physical equality.

PCGS #009189

END OF SESSION TWO



THE NORWEB COLLECTION
Since 1987, whenever a group of coins has been auctioned with

Norweb family name on the cover of the catalogue, numismatists

world over have paid attention. Few collections are built with

ch expert knowledge, such great appreciation for the objects, or

ch extensive resources. Fewer still are assembled over a period of

lie that approaches a century! The Norweb family collected for four

nerations, beginning with Liberty Holden, continuing with his son

bert Holden, then to his daughter, Emery May Holden Norweb, and

er including her son R. Henry Norweb, Jr. Each had their specialties:

Herty Holden liked Washington coins and medals; Albert enjoyed

lonial coins and Federal issues; Emery May was expert in colonial

d Federal issues in addition to English coins; R. Henry Norweb, Jr.

'ed the coins of Latin America, especially Brazil, best. Along the way,

ner areas were also collected, including English token.s, Canadian

ues, paper money, and more. R. Henry Norweb, jr.'s wife Libby, a

rarian liy training, even collected communion tokens. Collecting

mingly runs in the family, with non-numismatic collections and

raries also being formed, notably the mineral collection assembled

Albert Holden before his death in 1913. Today, those minerals are

focus of the cabinet at Harvard University.

Michael Hodder and Q. David Bowers joined their talents to re-

rch and write a book on the Norweb family's collection called The

ru'cb Collection: An American Legacy, published in 1987. Much more

ormation on this fascinating family, their collections, the mining

erests of Liberty and Albert Holden, the family newspaper (tJie

veland Plain Dealer, owned by the Norweb's until the 1960s), the

J-reaching travels of Ambassador R. Henry and Emery May Norweb,

d more can be found therein.

Washingtonia is one of the foundation stones of American numis-

tics. Struck to honor the Father of Our Country, our first President,

torically and patriotically minded citizens seemingly sought to

lect it as soon as it was issued. Thomas Jefferson owned a few

.shington pieces; Daniel Webster also once owned a group of medals

ned by Wa.shington, including his silver Washington Before Boston,

the time American numismatics reached a moderate sizzle in the

50s, Washington items were very popular. By the 1860s, they were

chief collecting interest of the day, with rare Washington tokens and

dais - even those struck in "modern" times - bringing prices far in

cess of what rare U.S. coins brought at the same time. For example,

highlight of the 1864 McCoy sale by W. Elliot Woodward was what

today call the 1792 Roman Head cent, an English issue that was

;reat raritv of the day. McCoy's piece brought S480 in that auction,

mpared to S80 for a 1 794 dollar (a piece now certified as Mint State),

2.50 for a six-piece 1836Pr(Hifset, or$21 fora 1652 NE shilling. Prices

large part were driven up by Mint Director James Ross Snowden's

jssion for building a Mint cabinet devoted to Washington coins and

t dais, indtvd, many of the U.S. pattern coins of that era were stmek

as trade bait to acquire new and rare Washington pieces!

In 1885, the collecting of Washington coins and medals tewk a giant

leap forward with the publication of William S. Baker's The Medallic

Portraits of Washington. Baker also wrote a work on the engraved im-

ages of Washington; he donated his collection of Washington items

to the Pennsylvania Historical Society. Baker's tome was not the first

work on the topic, rather, Snowden published a large volume on the

subject in 1861, followed by an effort by numismatic auctioneer W.

Elliot Woodward in 1865, lists by William S. Appleton published in

the American journal ofNumismatics in the 1870s, and other articles here

and there. Much of Snowden's collection is now at the Smithsonian,

while Appleton's is at the Massachusetts Historical Society. Thus, three*

of the great collections formed during the heyday of Washingtonia in

the mid-19th century are now permanently off the market.

In the 20th century, the work of George Fuld on Washingtonia

kxims large, including his excellent 1965 update to Baker and his 1995

ANS Coinage of the Americas conference paper on coins depicting

Washington. The primary guide of most modern collectors is the revi-

sion of Baker accomplished by Fuld and Russ Rulau, last published in

1999. Many cabinets of Washington items have been assembled and

dispersed in the last century, though few rival the great collections of

the 19th century. Lucien LaRiviere formed a fine cabinet, sold in 1999

and catalogued by our own John Pack at the time. The Garrett Col-

lection was formed with one foot in the 19th century and one foot in

the 20th, catalogued by George Fuld and Dave Bowers in 1981. Jack

Collins formed a fine cabinet sold both in a fixed price list and a 1996

Stack's sale, among other offerings, and Gilbert Steinberg's interest

provided enough material to be included in both the 1989 Stack's sale

of his colonial coins and a further Stack's offering in 1992.

The present catalogue owes much to the latest great collection of

Washingtonia to be sold, that of John Ford, formed primarily from

the collection of F.C.C. Boyd but with many important additions over

several decades. The award-winning catalogue of that Stack's auction,

authored by Michael Hodder in 2004, has been of great assistance as

we developed descriptions and pedigrees for the present offering.

A list of the highlights in the Norweb Collection would be an

inefficient use of our catalogue space: the pictures, descriptions, and

pedigrees follow and can be reviewed at your leisure. The highlights,

though, tend to be the pieces struck during Washington's lifetime and

shortly thereafter: the Hancock patterns of 1792, the Getz patterns

struck in Philadelphia the same year, the English coins and medals

lauding Washington in the 1790s, and the famous gold Skull and

Crossbones funeral medal, the finer of fwo known. Among later pieces,

a very' rare gold medal by Augustus Saint-Gaudens to mark the 1S8^

centennial of the inauguration of Washington is a special piece, unitiu*

in private hands. It is one of manv pieces in this collection that ha-- not

been offered in this cataloguer's lifetime.
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The Problem of Provenance
V\ hen vve acquired this group of pieces from the Norweb family

for auction, each was still contained in the custom made envelopes
used by Mrs. Norweb, all of them emblazoned with a symbol she
adopted incorporating a spider designed with the letters NOR sitting

on a web, thus Norweb. The envelopes have a variety of useful infor-

mation, including grade, attribution, and other such technical data.

Perhaps 1 in 10 has a pedigree note, usually something simple like

"Mehl" or "Netherland," an abbreviation for the New Netherlands
Coin Company.

Unfortunately, the extensive ledgers, notes, and annotated volumes
that belonged to Mrs. Norweb no longer exist. Many were lost prior
to the great sales of 1987 and 1988; others have disappeared since.

The above-mentioned book about the Norweb Collection by Hodder
and Bowers includes abundant useful information, mostly taken from
those papers. Sadly, as noted in Appendix I

of that volume, "Albert and Liberty Holden
owned an impressive collection of Washing-
ton medals and coins . . . these have not been
listed here as they are not part of the collec-

tion consigned." The notes given in that book
are all that survive, in many cases, to indicate

provenance. Unfortunately, few of the pieces

included in this sale are mentioned. With no
help from the Norweb family's original docu-

ments, trying to reassemble provenance has

been painstaking and, many times, a failing

effort. On the bright side, it will give new
purchasers a research project for the future,

a mystery with some tantalizing clues and a solvable,

reachable conclusion.

Liberty Holden, Emery May Norweb's grandfather,

was known to have collected Washingtonia. She recalled

that the gold Skull and Crossbones funeral medal, includ-

ed in the present offering, belonged to her grandfather. The
mining magnate and owner of the Cleveland Plain Dealer

passed away when Mrs. Norweb was a teenager.

Mrs. Norweb's father, Albert Holden, carried the torch on,

though he died in 1913. Between 1907 and his death, he purchased
"fully half of the United States colonial and federal issues now in-

cluded in the Norweb Collection" according to the Hodder-Bowers
biography. His true passion was early American coins, including

the colonial issues offered in the 1987-88 sales and the Washington
coins of the pre-1800 offered herein. Holden was far-reaching in

his acquisitions and patronized most of the major dealers and auc-

tioneers of his day, beginning with the famous 1907 Stickney sale

conducted by Henry Chapman. Strong bids were also submitted

in many lesser sales, the sorts of catalogues that included scant

descriptions and no plates. Even with major catalogues, plated ver-

sions are extremely rare and many were not available for our research.

Some mysteries were solved, but others remain.

Once Mrs. Norweb herself took the reigns of this unique three-

generational collection, she purchased rarities from far and wide.

Fortunately, she collected in an era (not unlike the present) when many
great collections were sold. The cabinet of Waldo Newcomer hit the

market beginning in 1931, at the nadir of the Depression, when the

Norweb family was lucky enough to have resources few could dream
of. Newcomer's collection of early American issues was extraordinary,

but it was mostly sold privately, with B. Max Mehl handling the lion's

share of the prime material. Many of the rarities herein may trace their

provenance to that collection. Virgil Brand's voluminous holdings were

also sold beginning in the 1930s, with more of his rarities sold into the

marketplace (including many through New Netherlands Coin Compa-
ny) in the 1950s. Some of the Norweb Washington pieces undoubtedly

were once owned by Brand, who was notorious for collecting two and
three specimens of extraordinary rarities. The collection of another great

numismatic hoarder. Col. E.H.R. Green, was broken up in the late 1930s

and 1940s, largely by B.G. Johnson, among others. Johnson held some
of the great prizes for himself until they were auctioned by his estate

in 1951; others remain in Eric Newman's collection today. Though the

Newcomer, Brand, and Green collections were three of the finest ever

assembled on American soil, tracking pedigrees to them is challeng-

ing, as the pieces were sold privately in many cases or anonymously
placed in a wide variety of auctions over a three-decade period. Some
ended up in the current catalogue. Fortunately, the inventories of all

three collections exist, sometimes with useful descriptions of pieces

included and sometimes not. Further research can help answer

some of the lingering questions.

Another important collection that was broken up when Mrs.

Norweb was active is the little-known Brock Collection, once owned
by the University of Pennsylvania. Sold quietly in the late 1950s,

some of the Brock coins can be traced back to Jacob Giles Morris,

one of the founding fathers of American numismatics who collected

as early as the 1840s. Some of the pieces that seemingly have never

been offered before may have, literally, been off the market for well

over 150 years! Auction appearances are landmarks in a coin's prov-

enance, and, in the absence of other documentation, serve a very

useful purpose. Some of the pieces in the Norweb collection may
be herein offered for the very first time at auction, but undoubtedly

have a magnificent, if unknown, provenance.

The Norwebs were generous to researchers and allowed

many numismatists access to both their collections and

their papers. Some of the pedigrees included herein are the

result of work by George Fuld, Walter Breen, and others in

decades past. Some errors may be found therein, but the

clues these men have left in past publications are very use-

ful as we try to track where many of these

coins came from.

Not all of the Norweb Collection of

Washingtonia is included herein. Many of

the pieces a collector would expect to see

in a collection of Washington material were

once a part of the cabinet, things like Ec-

cleston medals. Funeral medals, and more,

but many items were generously given to the

Western Reserve Historical Society. Portions

have since been deaccessioned, with some of

the choice Washington material included in

the Stack's Americana sale of Januarv 2003.

A careful student of the series will note no

significant overlap between this consignment and that offering. Some
real prizes were included in that group, such as a silver Skull and

Crossbones medal, a 1797 Getz Masonic medal, a gold oval funeral

medal (ex. Brand), and other fine items. That catalogue makes a useful

pairing with the present listing.

Enjoy the words and photographs on the pages that follow. The

assembly of these pieces was a labor of love by Liberty Holden, Allvrt

Holden, and Emery May Holden Norweb. The description of these pit.x\N

was a joyous effort by John Kraljevich. Just as thea' will never again Ix' a

collection like this, there may never be an auction like tliis either. Gixxl

luck in your efforts to acquire these important pieces of history.
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The Coin That Began A Lifetime Passion

lx

2001 1795 eagle. Bass Dannreuther-1, Taraszka-1, Breen 1-A. Rarity-3+. Net F-12; sharpness of VF-35, holed with suspension kwp. Me-
dium yellow gold with typical jewelry surfaces, loop added perpendicular to surfaces at 12:00. Good detail remains. The importance

of this coin is not in its quality, or even the rarity of the 1795 Small Eagle $10 in general. Instead, this was the coin that launched a

lifetime love of all things numismatic by Emery May Norweb, perhaps the greatest female numismatist America has yet produced

and one of the great collectors (of either gender) of all time. Little Emery May was but 13 or 14 when she received this coin as a gift

from her grandfather Liberty Holden, a fascinating character with interests in mining and newspapers, among other things. Liberty

was the progenitor of the entire Norweb Collection and, appropriately, his special focus was coins and medals of George Wa.shington.

The somewhat tattered Norweb envelope that accompanies this coin has an old pencil

notation on the inside of the back flap, slightly smeared but legible, that tells the story

of this piece: "Given E.M.N. by her grandfather, 1908, the gold piece that started the

collection."

The Norweb biographical work by Michael Hodder and Q. David Bowers mentions

this exact coin, though the facts were somewhat confused when the book was written in

1987. This coin only recently came to light with the Norweb Washingtonia and may not

have been seen by them. On page 48 of that book, the authors wTOte:

"The only coin that is certainly known to have belonged to Liberty is a 1799 (sic) $10

gold piece, holed for use as a watch fob, which Mrs. Norweb recorded as having received

from her grandfather (Liberty). ... Whether she meant that this piece was the first coin

Liberty bought; or the first coin she owned is not known. But at least we know that Liberty

thought enough of it to keep it, and then pass it on to his granddaughter."

Mrs. Norweb received this piece a year before the taking of a now famous portrait

photograph showing young Emery May seated, with long dark curls and a large white

bow in her hair. Soon after, the passion was ignited enough that the teenaged Emery

May would be found making pencil rubbings of rare colonials and attributing them

using her Crosby book. Those pencil rubbings, dated 1908, are depicted on pp. 162-168

of the Norweb bcxik.

While any example of the first $10 coin of the United States is of some value, the

primaiy' interest in this coin is bound to be its connection to this famous collector. We
hope' the next owner will cherish it as she did.

from the Nonveb Collection. Gwen to Emery May Nonveb in 1908 by her grandfather,

Liberty Holden.

f\X,S i! 008551
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2002 1783 Washington Unity States copper. Baker-1, Breen-

1188. MS-60. Copper. Plain edge. 118.9 grains. 28.1 mm. An
extremely sharp specimen of this circulating token, issued

in imitation of contemporary large cents but in the spirit of

the evasionary halfpence of the 1790s. Nice light brown with

subtle violet undertones in the fields. Though still present,

the always-seen peripheral file marks are more subtle on this

specimen, and the legends are very bold as a result. Some
very light hairlines are seen on the reverse, perhaps evidence

of a light cleaning long ago. The fraction is especially bold,

unusual since this characteristic is usually lost to the periph-

eral file marks. A well above average specimen, as this type

usually shows evidence of circulation.

From the Norweb Collection.

PCGS #000689

2003 1783 Washington Unity States copper. Baker-1, Breen-1188.

AU-50. Copper. Plain edge. 126.0 grains. 28.3 mm. A remark-

able specimen, totally free of the "always-seen" file marks
noted in the description above! Nice medium brown with

lighter brown on the devices and pleasing smooth surfaces.

Some very minor surface verdigris may be seen af the bot-

tom of the reverse. Described by Mrs. Norweb as "no file

marks." Though this piece will look commonplace to the

unacquainted, early American coinage specialists will realize

just how unusual this piece is. A real prize.

From the Norzoeb Collection.

PCGS #000689

2004

1783 Washington and Independence copper. Baker-2, Breen-

1189. Draped Bust, No Button. EF-45. Copper. Plain edge.

115.4 grains. 28.3 mm. Glossy smooth chocolate brown with

slightly lighter brown on the highest points of the design. An
attractive and sharp specimen with just a hint of old surface

dirt outlining some devices. Very pleasing. Vlack 13-J, a

common variety though usually seen with wear.

From the Noriccb Collection.

PCGS a 000676

Fascinating Brass Variant

2005

1783 Washington and Independence copper. Baker-2,

Breen-1191. Draped Bust, No Button. EF-40. Brass. Plain

edge. 133.3 grains. 28.3 mm. A very unusual item, struck in a

composition unknown to Baker and Fuld and in an unlisted

die rotation (medal turn vs. the usual coin turn). The surfaces

are brassy golden in color, a bit glossy from a light cleaning,

though relatively free of problems. The die state is advanced,

with significant rust seen, including a lump between the

first EN of INDEPENDENCE and scattered rust elsewhere

around the legends. Three parallel lines inside the reverse rim

below 3:00 appear to be file marks to remove some rust.

Breen notes two examples in brass under his number 1191,

one of which matches this piece precisely. That specimen,

from NASCA's Clarke sale of June 1978, also was struck

in medal turn from these dies, described there in by Carl

Carlson as "same reverse die used on the copper, bronze,

and silver restrikes, Vlack 2-A, but with the original obverse

die. This die combination has previously been known only

on originals ... very late die state: both dies heavily rusted;

"I," 2nd, 3rd, and 4th "E's," and 2nd "D" of INDEPEN-
DENCE defective (missing pieces). Reverse shows massive

die clash—lower face of Washington and back of his toga

clearly visible on either side of Liberty." That piece, seem-

ingly a twin for this one though not the same coin, brought

$140 in 1978. The other brass piece noted by Breen was not

described as brass when sold (Bowers and Merena, Ezra Cole,

1986) and was struck from a different die pair. Dating this

piece is challenging; perhaps these two specimens represent

restrikes ca. 1848 before Taylor refinished the dies to make
the Proof restrikes now avidly collected today. As such, this

is a rare testament to an intermediate stage in the produc-

tion of these pieces, as historic as it is rare, a real prize for

specialists in the series.

From the Norweb Collection.

PCGS #000676

2006

1783 Washington and Independence copper. Baker-3,

Breen-1193. Draped Bust, No Button. Restrike. Proof-66 BN
(PCGS). Copper, bronzed. 114.5 grains. 28.4 mm. Engrailed

edge (also known as "center-grained") though misattributi'd

on the PCGS holder as plain edge. Rich medium mahogany
brown bronzed patina with reflective fields. Some darker

color at lower left reverse near rim, a few \ er\' minor obverst'

specks. Portrait shows die rust, tvpical of this post- 1848 i.s.sue

A very pretty specimen irf this popular t\ pe.

From the Norzoeb Collection.

PCGS ttoixvvs:
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1007 1783 Washington and Independence copper. Baker-3, Breen-

1193. Draped Bust, No Button. Restrike. Proof-66 BN (PCGS).
Coppc'r, bron/ed. Center grained edge. 137.7 grains. 28.2 mm.
Lovely mfleetive medium brown bronzed surfaces. Particularly

nice, despite traces of a hidden spot in Washington's laurel

wreath. Nice field cjuality, traces of mint color above some
letters. Far above average for one of the.se Taylor restrikes.

Fnvii the Norweb Collection.

I’CGS «(K)()685

008 1783 Washington & Independence. Restrike. Breen-1195,

Baker-3A. Silver. Proof-64 (PCGS). Engrailed edge. 153.7

grains. 28.3 mm. Deeply reflective light to medium silver

gray with very attractive pale blue and pastel violet toning. A
lovely specimen despite some hairlines, mostly hidden under

the beautiful old toning. For .some reason, this very scarce

type usually comes rather hairlined and unattractive. We do
not recall seeing a true gem, though this may be the prettiest

one we have catalogued. The specimen in our December 2005

sale, a far less attractive PCGS Proof-63, sold for $2,415.

PCGS Population: 9; 4 finer (MS-67 finest). The other three higher grade

assignments are at the MS-65 level.

From the Norweb Collection.

PCGS #000688

t(X)9 1783 Washington & Independence. Baker-3C, Breen-1192.

Proof-65 BN (PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. 148.0 grains. 28.4 mm.
! An especially nice example of this variety, scarcer with plain

edge than with engrailed edge in our experience. Nice mflcctive

light brown with abundant faded mint color at the peripheries

and some pleasing violet in the fields. An earlier generation of

mstrike than the bronzed ones (i.e. Baker-3), with some die rust

at the jx’ripheries still showing. Fuld in 1965 identified the plain

edge mstrikes as having been struck in 1851 by W.S. Lincoln and

calls them "much rarer" than the engrailed edge Wpe. Traces

of double striking around the peripheral legends and date am
clear under low magnification. A ver\' attractive specimen,

finer than most, if not all seen. This t\’pe was not included our

j
IXxember 2005 ANR sale; Ford only owned the mstrike with

engrailed t*dge.

IX ''..S Population 5, 7 6ni’r (MS-67 B\ 6no^t).

From the Nonveb Collection.

If c.s *nn(v>82

2010 A collection of 1783 Military Bust cents by Vlack die variety.

Grades range from VF to EF, most coins pleasing though a

few with minor problems. A fascinating ctilkxtion ol this

somewhat unappreciated type, a group that could bt^ \ery

challenging to try to reassemble individually: Small Bust

Baker-4B, Breen-1201 . Copper. Engrailed edge. Listed as R-5

by Fuld Large Bust. Baker-4, Brtx*n-I203. Cop}x*r. Plain

edge. (9). Vlack varieties included, with rarities from the

1995 COAC by Fuld, are: 3-C (R-7), 3-G (holed, unlisted by

Fuld, likely very rare), 4-D (R-5, 2 present, one apparently

broadstruck and larger than any Large Military Bust we have

seen at 29.1 mm), 5-D (R-4), 7-D (2 present, not listed by Fuld),

8-G (not listed by Fuld), 9-D (not listed by Fuld). (Total: 10

pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

High-Grade Small Military Bust

Only Mint Stale at PCGS

2011 1783 Washington and Independence copper. Baker-4A,

Breen-1202. MS-62 BN (PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. 120.5

grains. 28.0 mm. A superb example of this somewhat com-
monplace variety which, though taken for granted as widely

available, is typically available only in VF and EF grades.

Indeed, many are seen well worn and it seems few if any
were purposely saved. Lustrous dark chocolate brown with

mottlings of light brown over smooth, glossy surfaces. Ex-

tremely sharp, the best seen by this cataloguer. A thin scratch

behind Washington's head is noted, few marks of note or

other flaws. A discolored area at the left side of the reverse

appears to have had some extraneous surface dirt removed,

though after the coin had largely toned. Far better than the

h'pical worn specimen; Ford's two were graded EF and VF
and sold for prices commensurate with that level of wear.

The rarity of this issue in high grade is indicated to an extent

by the prices in the Guide Book, which graduate from $550 in

EF (the best usually available) to $1,350 in AU to $3,400 in

Unc., a grade we admit to having never seen before. PCGS
had never seen a Mint State specimen before this piece either.

Mrs. Norweb graded this "Unc." A verv' important example
of an underappreciated Wpe.

PCGS Population: 1; none 6ner. No other specimen has been graded

finer than AU-58 among the 41 graded by PCGS.

Fuld's 1995 COAC work on Washington coins and tokens notes that,

in Fuld’s extensive experience, "virtually no specimens are known with

mint red color." He also identihes the meaning of the diminuhve T W I and

E.S. initials under the exergual line—Thomas Wells Ingram, the engra\ er.

and Edward Savage, the artist from whose work the Washington portrait

is allegedly borrowed.

From the Noru'cb Collection.

PCGS 8000670



2013

2014

Undated (ca. 1815-1820) Washington Double Head cent.

Baker-6, Breen-1205. AU-55 (PCGS). Copper. Plain edge.

137.2 grains. 27.7 mm. Even light golden brow^n with glossy

surfaces. Some trivial surface roughness may be seen around
the peripheries, but there are no significant marks or flaws. A
beautiful specimen of this issue, one overlooked as pedestrian

by most collectors since it's so common in lower grades.

High-grade specimens like this are highly elusive. Fewer than

10% of the 200 graded by PCGS have received higher grades,

and we would not be surprised to see this grade graduated
in a future attempt. Only five have been certified by PCGS
in Mint State, none better than MS-62. We might select this

piece over one of those if given the chance.

From the Nonveb Collection.

PCGS #000692

1791 Washington Large Eagle cent. Baker-15, Breen-1206.

MS-63 BN (PCGS). Copper. Lettered edge. 191 .9 grains. 29.5

mm. Lustrous dark steel brown with even color and good

2015 1791 Washington Small Eagle cent. Baker-16, Breen-1217.

MS-64 BN (PCGS). Copper. Lettered edge. 197.5 grains. 30.1

mm. A superb quality specimen of this important type, struck

during the first Washington administration for general circu-

lation. Good lustre remains on pleasing deep brown surfaces,

lightly toned in the fields and showing a halo of violet-rose

around devices where the original mint color was last to

fade. Sharply struck and nicely detailed, free of significant

problems, just some minor hairlines and insignificant natural

planchet striations under the olive branch on the reverse.

One of the nicest examples we've seen of the issue.
The Washington Large and Small Eagle cents were struck precisely to

the requirements of the 1791 Senate version of the Coinage Act, suggest-

ing that Hancock did make the.se for American circulafion. Of course, his

aftempt fo become an official contractor failed, and the Senate version was

abandoned in favor of the language in the House version of the bill, which

became the Mint Act of April 2, 1792.

"Upon one side of each of the said coins there shall be all impression

or representation of the head of the President of the United States for the

time being, with an inscription which shall express the initial or first letter

of his Christian or first name, and his surname at length, the succession

of the presidency numerically, and the year of the coinage; and upon

the reverse of each of the gold and silver coins there shall be the figuw

or representation of an eagle, with this inscription
—

'United States ol

America,' and upon the reverse of each of the copper coins, then' shall K’

an inscription which shall express the denomination of the piece, namely,

cent or half cent, as case may n'quin'."

From the hlorxoeb Collection.

PCGS #000705

The Nokweb Collection of Washingtonia

2012 Die variety collection of Baker-5 1783 Washington and
Independence coppers, the Draped Bust with Button type.

This type is considerably scarcer than other 1783-dated Wash-
ington and Independence coppers, generally struck in lower
relief and almost always seen badly worn. Fuld records four

different die varieties, combining three obverse and three

reverse dies—each die in the series is included in this lot. The
superb collection in our December 2005 sale contained two of

those varieties, Vlack 20-P in EF (at $805) and Vlack 21-Q in

VF (at $368). This lot contains: Vlack 20-P. R-6. F-12. Even
dark brown, mostly smooth with scattered nicks, dig in front

of Washington's profile, reverse rim nick near 7:00 Vlack
21-Q. R-6. VF-25, pleasing dark chocolate brown, smooth but
for some minor peripheral roughness. About as nice as the

piece in our December 2005 sale Vlack 22-R. R-6. VF-20.

Medium brown and olive, cleaned decades ago, rim bruise

under date. An appealing piece though fairly worn. (Total:

3 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

November
2(,j

eye appeal. A pretty specimen with immaculate fields, just

a little nick on Washington's cheekbone. Not rare in general

terms, but elusive in true Mint State.

This issue, while sometimes found in Mint State, is often

found with light wear and presumably many entered com-

merce in the United States. According to a 1793 letter from

American expatriate Thomas Digges to Thomas Jefferson, a

hundredweight of these pieces were shipped to the United

States in 1791 "and given to the President and other public

gentlemen, but that on the determination of Congress to mint

their own money, their scheme here had fallen through."

The scheme, born in England, was "a speculation or trial

to obtain the orders" for making cents or coppers for the

United States. Alas, the dies showed "a good likeness of the

President," wrote Digges, and undoubtedly many beyond
the hundredweight (about 112 pounds) found their way into

English collections or American commerce. Today they are

affordable but beautiful early American coins, here repre-

sented by a fine specimen.

From the Nonveb Collection.

PCGS #000702

Choice 1791 Small Eagle Cent

268
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Unit]iie 1791 Washington Die Trial Unique 1791 Small Eagle Die Irial

Obverse, Small Eagle Type THOS. WORSWICK Edge

Ex. Hancock, Clay, Crosby The Only Small Eagle Reverse

016 (1791) Washington Small Eagle cent obverse die trial. Baker-

16E, Breen-1211. Mint State. 193.5 grains. 29.9 mm. Uniface.

Edge: PAYABLE AT MACCLESFIELD LIVERPOOL OR
CONGLETON. A piece so important that Sylvester Crosby

dedicated a paragraph in his 1875 masterwork to it, unique

to the best ot any cataloguers knowledge (i.e. Fuld, Breen,

Crosby) and last ottered at public auction in 1904. The pedi-

gree of this piece is unbroken back to the engraver's widow,

who retained it into the mid-19th century.

The obverse is lustrous and choice medium chocolate

brown, smooth and appealing. No significant problems may
be seen, unlike the Boyd-Ford specimen from this obverse die

(with the HUTCHINSON edge) that was de.scribed as hav-

ing "what may be active verdigris on both sides." This piece

is unflawed and lovely, with just a tiny spot of toning with

underlying surface roughness directly above Washington's

head. The reverse texture, likely that of the black reverse

die Hancock employed in striking this and a handful of

other similar trials, is consistent with the other pieces from

Hancock's widow that appeared in the Ford holdings, either

earlier from Ryder-Boyd or Garrett. Like Ford:18, this obverse

state is unfini.shed, with raised lapping lines apparent in the

obverse fields but no buttons on Washington's coat. Likewise,

some details of Washington's collar and epaulet are not yet

present and the stop after PRESIDENT is likewise yet to be

punched. This piece was catalogued by Breen as a "uniface

obverse die punch trial" rather than the unfinished obverse

of the Small Eagle type.

The sum total of Hancock die trials can be counted on

two hands, though among those each is unique, or very close

to it (there are two known of a couple varieties). The 1995

Fuld monograph published in the ANS COAC gives the best

accounting of each of these varieties, nearly all illustrated

though some provenances therein are not precise. These

Hancock pieces—struck for and circulated in the United

States during George Washington's lifetime—are among the

most important of all Washington issues, and these die trials

offer unparalleled history and provenance.

Fuld VVA.1791.P10. This specimen is illustrated, though misdescribed as

a "uniface trial of completed obverse," an easy error to make coasidering the

poor quality of the image supplied by the Norweb estate for Fuld's use.

From the Noru'cb Collection. Purchased from "Fred B." ac-

cording to the Norurb tag, Mrs. Nonveb's affectionate name for

Fred Baldwin, the lj)ndon coin dealer and long time supplier of

coins to Mrs. Nonirb. He's best known as the cataloguer of the

King Farouk catalogue. Earlier, from the widow of John Gregory

Hancock to Dr. Charles Clay ofManchester, William Strobridge's

sale of the Clay Collection, {December 1871, Lot 992 (at $5.50);

Sylirster S. Crosby; John Haseltine’s sale of the Crosby Collection,

June 188.1, Lot 299 (at $45!). Described by Crosby on p. .152 ofThe

F^rly i oins of America.

2017 1791 Washington Small Eagle cent reverse die trial. As
Baker-16, as Breen-1219. Mint State. Copper. 193.5 grains.

30.9 mm. Uniface. Edge: PAYABLE AT THE WAREHOUSE
OF THOs WORSWICK & SONS. Another fascinating and

unique die trial from the workshop of John Gmgor\' HanctKk.

Glossy medium brown with excellent lustre in the fields.

Essentially as struck, no major marks. The reverse shows
the same texturing as the previous specimen and the other

Hancock die trials seen. Struck a bit off-center to the top of

the reverse. Interestingly, where the final digit of the date

would typically be found, a curved depression appears,

as struck. This die is the same as that used on the standard

Washington Small Eagle cents. Whether this piece was struck

with the final date digit purposely obscured by detritus, or ac-

cidentally obscured, or from a die with a lump in place of the

final digit that was not yet engraved we may only speculate.

The die otherwise appears finished with all engraved details

present on a normal Small Eagle piece. The edge, of course,

is different and unique to this specimen.

Fuld's 1995 monograph is the best source for information

on the Hancock die trials, and he lists no other rev'erse die

trials of the Small Eagle type. While the Large Eagle die tri-

als are important, and the obverse die trials are also rare and

historic, this piece takes on added importance as the only

uniface Small Eagle die trial known. Ford's collection, the

most important gathering of these die trials ever offered, no-

tably lacked this reverse type. A great prize, offered publicly

here for the first time according to our research and that of

Fuld and Breen.

Fuld WA.1791.P4, therein illustrated and called "undoubtedly unique."

Fuld's listing of WA. 1791.2b correctly assumes that a piece struck from both

obverse and reverse dies with the WORSWICK edge does not exist and is a

Breen misattribution (ormisremembering)of this specimen. The Breen-1219

listing for a WORSWICK piece "unique? Untraced" is this specimen, but

he did not correctly note that it was a uniface die trial.

From the Norweb Collection. Purchased from Fred Baldwin.

Earlier provenance unknown, but not from the Clay, Crosby, or

Colburn collections.
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Superb 1791 Liverpool Halfpenny

A Candidate for Finest Known

2018 1791 Washington Liverpool halfpenny. Baker-17, Breen-1223. AU-58 (PCGS). Copper. Lettered edge. 137.5 grains. 27.7 mm. A simply
remarkable specimen of this rare variety, a candidate for finest known. Lustrous dark chocolate brown with subtle pale blue lustre
in the lively fields. Exceptional eye appeal for this often ugly type, ideally centered with nearly full date and PRESIDENT on the
planchet. The reverse legend LIVERPOOL HALFPENNY and the wreath below the ship are better centered than we have seen on
any other example. This is better centered and sharper than both the Ford piece (graded Choice Very Fine at $5,175) or the specimen
in our December 2005 sale (AU-50 PCGS at $6,900). The patch of roughness under SHI of WASHINGTON is in the die and present
on all genuine examples. Only minor evidence of handling is seen, thin scratch from forehead to under GT of WASHINGTON, no
serious flaws. The strike is bold, with excellent detail on the epaulet and a smaller depression at the ship's portholes than usually
seen, present to various extents on all specimens that have crossed our desk.

Estimates of the rarity of this issue generally range around 25, most of which are EF or so. Some are far more worn, and they may
have been put into circulation with the 1791 Large Eagle cents whose obverse they use rather than being struck for collectors, as in the
latter circumstance most known examples would be Mint State. As Fuld notes, this rarity has been avidly collected in the U.S. since
the 1860s. An example in the 1864 McCoy sale, described as "very fine and scarce" sold for $1.50. This one will bring more, indeed,
it should sell for more than any example has ever brought considering its superb quality and provenance.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

From the Novweb Collection. Purchased from B. Max Mehl on January 11, 1937 for $75. Earlier, from either the Brand or Newcomber hold-
ings.

PCGS #000698
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Remarkable Pewter Liverpool Halfpenny

I'hought to be Unique

Z019 1791 Washington Liverpool halfpenny. Breen-1222, Baker-17A. AU-55 (PCGS). Pewter. Plain edge. 156.8 grains. 28.8 mm. A great

rarity from the Norweb collection, the only documented specimen of its kind, off the market since 1951. Even light pewter gray with

attractive surfaces, not exactly lustrous but not dull in appearance either. Extremely sharp and well defined, unsurprising given the

metallic composition but still perhaps the sharpest specimen known from this die marriage. Each and every porthole is defined on
the reverse and Washington's epaulet shows complete and distinct fringe. Further, the planchet is a full millimeter larger than the

copper specimen in the preceding lot. While a millimeter seems small, it means that the date is complete and the legends are likewise

fully on the planchet. Some very faint pits are .seen above the date and scattered in the fields, some minor hairlines, very nice visual

appeal overall.

From a technical perspective, this pewter halfpenny is fascinating and significantly distinctive from the rare copper is.sues. The die

rotation is different; this piece is medal turn, as opposed to the typical coin turn for copper specimens. The reverse die is a different

one than that used on a normal Baker-17, though of the same general type with certain minor variations—a different wreath, lower

sail on the main mast is raised and not lowered, rigging is slightly different, etc. Further, the obverse appears to be in an earlier die

state than that seen on the copper specimens, with no patch of rust under SHI of WASHINGTON, a much smaller rust pit between
WA of the same word, and other indications. Studying this piece next to a copper piece is instructive and engrossing.

This die variety and the pewter composition are both considered unique, listed as such by Fuld (1965), Breen (1988), Fuld (1995),

and Rulau (1999) without so much as a rumor of another. This piece turned up in the B.G. Johnson estate and may trace its provenance

back to one of the great collections he helped disperse, i.e. Col. Green or Brand. It sold at auction twice in the early 1950s, bringing

$72.50 in 1951, and has been off the market since.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer. Thi.s is the only specimen certified.

From the Nonoeb Collection. Earlier,from the estate ofB.G. Johnson; Hans Schulman’s sale ofApril 1951, Lot 1077; New Netherlands Coin Co.’s

35th sale, November 1951, Lot 557; Oliver Futtcr (a New York cabbie); B. Max Mehl to Mrs. Norweb. Plated in Fuld (1995) and Rulau (1995).

PCGS #000701

Choice AU Ship Halfpenny

:020 1793 Washington Ship halfpenny. Baker-18, Breen-1225. AU-
55. Copper. Lettered edge. 163.8 grains. 29.7 mm. A well above

average spt'cimen of this popular Washington issue. Lustrous

light brown with pleasing, frosW fields that yield delicate

highlights under a light and some pleasing darker mottling.

Well struck for the type, die bulge on reverse present but not

as prominent as often seen. Only scattered handling marks

are visible, including a short nearly vertical abrasion parallel

to Washington's nose. A typical specimen of this Wpe is EF

or so, and Mint State examples are essentially unheard of.

Ford's best was graded "Nice Veiy Fine to Extremely Fine."

This one ranks with the best we've ever seen, indeed, we
cannot recall a better one!

From the Noruvb Collection.

PCGS #000734
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Beautiful 1792 Roman Head Cent

A Classic Rarity

Among the Finest Known

I

2021 1792 Washington Roman Head cent. Baker-19, Breen-1249. Proof-66 BN (PCGS). Copper. Lettered edge. 199.4 grains. 29.0 mm. A
superb quality specimen of this famed rarity, one that surpasses the Ford specimen and ranks with the very finest known. Rich traces

of mint color surround many design elements and the peripheries, contrasting with even and choice chocolate brown surfaces. The

fields are nicely reflective, especially on the reverse, with the obverse showing a more glossy character. The eye appeal is delightful

and the fields are essentially immaculate. We note a tiny pit on the cheek, a single tiny nick between the chin and I of PRESIDENT,
a spot between SI in the same area, but nothing more significant. The details of the artistically rendered die are fully realized and

crisp, down to the texture and raised lines in the field. The in-hand appeal is nothing less than exquisite, far better than the Eord piece

which, while technically high grade, exhibited a serious and disfiguring spot on the cap of Washington.
A fascinating and enigmatic variety, perhaps the artistic high point of the Washington tokens struck in England during his presi-

dency. For years Breen's "effeminate emperor" projection and aspersion upon the character of this piece has been bandied about,

but the true purpose was surely not satire. Rather, since nearly every specimen known is in a well-preserved Proof state, it seems

that this was just one more token struck to feed the passions of the British token collectors of the day. Breen's implication that these

were some kind of secret, hidden from view until the 1860s, does not stand up when the evidence that a boldly signed die trial of

this obverse exists, identifying the author as "LG. Hancock" or the young John Gregory Hancock. Hancock, aged just 17 when these

dies were engraved, would likely not have conceived this as a massive satire, but rather as a play on the Roman coins and engraved

gems that most engravers studied during the 18th century as they learned their craft.

Today, estimates of the total population range from 12 to 15 including pieces impounded. Fuld estimated that four or five were

permanently in museum collections in 1995. Mike Hodder has records of eight specimens in private hands and noted in the Ford sale

that "in the past decade or two, the same four pieces have traded hands." PCGS has certified only three specimens, of which this is the

finest. The present example may be the nicest to hit the market in decades, perhaps the best one offered since the 1988 Oechsner sale.

Without more information, we can only suggest that no one alive today is apt to have a chance to buy a significantly better one.
PCGS Population: 1; none finer. Only three examples have been certified by PCGS.

From the Norweb Collection.

PCGS #000731



The Historic WASHINGTON PRESIDENT Pattern

By Hancock, Lettered Edge

Perhaps Five Known

lx photo

022 1792 Washington President pattern by Hancock. Breen-1229, Baker-21. AU-53 (PCGS). Copper. Lettered edge. 179.5 grains. 29.8 mm.
Eagle With Stars reverse. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA edge. Perhaps the best privately held specimen of this rarity. Choice even

chocolate brown with smooth, pleasing surfaces. Some very light surface roughness is hidden among the peripheral legends, really

little more than surface dirt that emphasizes the originality of this piece. The details are extremely bold, particularly so for a variety

which is mostly known by extremely worn specimens. The epaulet is nearly complete, all shield lines on the reverse are distinct, the

UNUM E PLURIBUS legend on the eagle's ribbon is complete, and the 13 stars above the eagle's head are each ideally delineated. A
tiny rim nick over EN of PRESIDENT serves as an identifier, and a minor nick above right of the eagle's head can be used to identify

the reverse. The eye appeal is excellent, and even if this were a common coin it would be readily and avidly collected. Little actual

wear is seen.

Historically, this is an issue of great importance. Like the 1791 Small and Large Eagle cents from the workshop of John Gregory'

Hancock, it appears the rare Washington President /Eagle With Stars pieces in gold, silver, and copper w’ere struck as potential pat-

terns to attract a minting contract from the newborn United States, based upon the Senate version of the bill that became the Mint Act

of 1792. Newman believes that Hancock sought a copper coining contract, while the gold and silver pieces were special presentation

pieces for important individuals. The Ford-Hodder argument that they were "multi-denominational patterns" that could be cents,

when struck in copper, or half dollars when struck in silver, also has some merit. The difference is probably moot historically, since all

w'ere in essence presentation patterns to showcase Hancock's work. Whether or not Hancock was pursuing a contract for just coppers

or a contract for all U.S. coins—copper, silver, and gold—is not provable from the documentary evidence and will remain speculative.

The similarities of this issue and the Getz issues have been explored, and it is possible that both coiners were showcasing their ability'

to strike coins in both base and noble metals. Newman makes an excellent point in his 1976 work on this coinage, though, namely

"to coin precious metals required a full intrinsic value of gold or silver and therefore little or no profit for the coiner." Newman's

arguments are well founded, however, based on the previous inexperience of the Hancock-Westwood shop in making precious metal

coins and the danger of shipping such valuable pieces across the Atlantic. This means the copper Hancock patterns are patterns in

their purest form, or, as Newman stated, "the 13 Star patterns of 1792 were for one cent copper pieces and not for half dollars as many
writers have suggested with reservations." The Getz patterns, made by a silver and gold worker who was local to Philadelphia, may

be something quite different. They do share a similarity', however, insofar as they are private patterns based on what became the

Mint Act of 1792, as important as the U.S. Mint patterns of 1792 though produced by a private entity. They are not tokens or private

celebratory medals, and thus stand in contrast to nearly every- other English-made Washington piece of this era.

Oddly, nearly every specimen of this pattern coinage shows significant wear, perhaps pointing to use as pocket pieces. Specimens

in both copper and silver are known holed and plugged, including Robison's copper and Boyd-Ford's silver. Just tw'o sih er speci-

mens are traced. Coppers are only slightly more numerous, with plain edge pieces sury-iving in larger numbers than the lettca'd

edge pieces, as here.

The Garrett specimen of this variety (the very’ rare copper with lettered edge), earlier from Ellsyvorth, was described as "nearly

Fine" with "smwth even wear." The same piece was later in the Roper sale in 1983. While Fuld posits that Garrett's must have been

Crosby's earlier, the piece illustrated by Crosby shows gcxxl shield detail while Garrett's is worn slick at central reverse. Likewise,

the piece Crosby saw weighed 180 grains; this one weighs 179.5. In the 1883 Crosby catalogue, Haseltine described Crosby's pave as

"Bold impression. Very’ Fine." While the quality of the Crosby image doesn't offer conclusive evidence, we feel there is a better than

average probability that this is actually Crosby's own specimen, plated in his 1875 work. The Crosby catalogue dix's not mention

the edge type, though Fuld confidently places Crosby's under his lettered edge listing. While this is not confirmed from the wnt^

fen evidence, we hvl it is likely correct—otherwise Crosby's description in Early Cows of America would hay e likely menti«'tne4i that

Appleton's coin was the only one known with a lettered edge.
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Fuld cites three specimens known to him: the Appleton coin that ended up in MHS, the Crosby coin (likely the present specimen),
and the specimen in the Robert Coulton Davis sale of 1890. The latter specimen was described in that sale as having "several deep
nicks, otherwise fine, extremely rare." Despite its flaws, it brought $31; that piece is clearly not the one offered here though its current
whereabouts are unknown. Fuld also noted that Newcomer owned a piece that he called Uncirculated. There is a strong possibility
that this is the Newcomer piece, since it was purchased from B. Max Mehl, who liquidated a significant part of the Newcomer hold-
ings of colonial coins (see note below).

One specimen unknown to Fuld (or anyone else until 2001) was the unusual silvered specimen in Goldberg's sale of the Benson
Collection, hidden from view since it was purchased from Ira Reed in 1945. That specimen, graded EF-40 and silvered, sold for

$48,300 in a pre-Ford climate. Ford did not own a specimen in copper with either the lettered edge or plain edge. He did, however
own a silver one, described as "one of just two traced," that sold for $115,000 despite being holed and plugged. Steinberg had a plain
edge piece, earlier from Robison, that was holed, plugged, and graded Fine. Bushnell had a plain edge specimen graded Very Good
but did not own the lettered edge variety; the same could be said for the magnificent 1918 Jackman sale (which is apparently where
Bushnell's plain edge went). None of the other usually cited sales of the last two decades contained a specimen with either this rarer
edge device or the slightly less rare plain edge, i.e. Collins, LaRiviere, ANR 12:05, Taylor, Eliasberg, et al. A piece from a different
obverse die, Breen-1228, is VG or so and is impounded in the Newman holdings. Woodward sold two, just months apart: one in the
Colburn collection in October 1863 graded "very fine" for $110 and another one in the 1864 McCoy sale, called "if anything superior
to the one in my last sale" for $100. The edge variety of both pieces is unknown, but he mentioned both times that this type was "the
rarest variety of the Washington Cents, the "naked bust" (i.e. the Roman Heads, which were still in England) excepted; thought to be
the most valuable Washington piece in the collection." The present piece may well be the McCoy specimen, though pedigree match-
ing to catalogues produced before the era of numismatic photography is usually impossible.

Based on our research, it appears that the total population of copper specimens with the lettered edge (including the silvered
specimen in Benson) is either four or five. If one is in MHS and one is in the Newman holdings, which is likely though unconfirmed,
that leaves only three in private hands, of which this is clearly the finest. The single gold specimen in existence, long the pride of
Eric Newman's cabinet and the subject of an excellent paper in the 1976 ANS work Studies on Money in Early America, is considered by
many to have been Washington's personal pocket piece. Crosby knew of Appleton's (lettered edge, now in MHS), Bushnell's (plain
edge), Parmelee's (plain edge), Cohen's (plain edge) and Crosby's own (probably this specimen).

There are many prizes in the Norweb Collection. We strongly feel that this is one of the most important coins to be sold from this

great multi-generational holding. Certainly it is one of the rarest and most historically significant.
PCGS Population: 1; none finer. This is the only specimen PCGS has ever certified.

When B. Max Mehl acquired U.S. and colonial rarities from the Newcomer Collection in November 1931, an advertisement in The Numismatist noted that the
grouping included "the colonial coins, [a] series which is remarkably complete." When he put some on display at his bank in January 1932, in the nadir of the
Depression, another note in the same magazine pointed out that "the American colonial series is also the largest and most complete ever assembled. ... it contains
the unique Washington half dollar and unique Washington cents." We would not be surprised if this is one of the coins that was displayed.

We suspect this is the coin purchased on a January 11, 1937 receipt from B. Max Mehl, which Dave Bowers called "the largest single coin purchase in the history
of the collection until then" in his biography of the Norweb family. There were 62 coins included in the transaction, one of which was described as "1792 Washington
cent" for $75. Considering that this Norweb envelope has an explicit Mehl provenance typed on it (the vast majority of Norweb envelopes have no provenance
information whatsoever), we suspect that this piece is the coin listed in that single-line description.

From the Norzveb Collection. Purchased frotn B. Max Mehl on Jantiary 11, 1937. The earlier provenance is likely the Newcomer Collection
which, if true, means Newcomer graded this Uncirculated.

PCGS #000708
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Extremely Rare Washington/Eagle With Stars

WASHINGTON BORN VIRGINIA

Apparently Unique in Private Hands

2x photo

023 (1792) Washington Bom Virginia /Eagle With Stars copper. Baker-22M, Breen-1236. AU-53 (PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. 174.1 grains.

30.2 mm. One of the great rarities of the Norweb collection, the first public appearance of this variety since 1951. In any condition,

this would be a memorable and important offering, but as luck would have it this piece is remarkably choice too. Rich glossy dark

chocolate brown with smooth and lively surfaces, with suggestive traces of lustre. The sharpness is excellent on both sides. A tiny

rim brui.se below EB of FEB is an identifying feature, minor patch of roughness near the truncation of the bu.st and a tiny rim bruise

in the vicinity, very attractive overall. If this was simply a Wa.shington Born Virginia copper, a popular variety that is scarce but not

rare, it would be a highly desirable specimen that would see strong competition.

Fuld commented in his 1995 COAC work that this variety was "very rare, only three reported." Those three are this piece, earlier

listed on the Newcomer inventory as 2772, the Mickley-Cohen-Holland-Appleton piece impounded in the MHS, and the Brand-B.G.

john,son-"private collection" piece that we presume is now impounded in a major St. Louis collection bound for a museum. Fuld

describes the latter specimen as "some wear, overall green patina. Fine," while he grades the MHS sp>ecimen as VG. This information,

if complete, leaves this specimen as not only the finest known by a considerable margin, but the only one in private hands. None
were in Steinberg, LaRiviere, Collins, Roper, Garrett, or Ford. In another era, this variety was not represented in Bushnell, Crosby,

Jackman, McCoy, Colburn, or Parsons. The Crosby plate piece appears to be a made-up muling rather than images of the obverse

and reverse of the same coin; the only example known of this variety when Crosby wrote was in the collection of Col. Mendes Cohen.

The Guide Book has also used a composite; this variety is unpriced therein and listed as "3 known."

Historically, this muling connects the Hancock patterns to the Washington Bom Virginia coppers, all prcxlucts of the Hancock-

Westwtx^d partnership along with Westwood's later Washington medals, the Large Eagle and Small Eagle cents, and the Roman Head
cents. The intent of the muling is not known; this combination of dies does not meet the requirements of the 1791 version of the Mint

Act and thus cannot really be considered a pattern. In that way, it is very similar to Baker-59, essentially its numismatic converse.

It is, however, an extraordinary rarity that joins the only important Washington pattern issue of English manufacture to one of the

most popular of the coin-sized Washington medals. The importance of this offering, the first chance to buy the only privately owned
specimen in more than 50 years, should be self-evident to all those who love early American issues.

tXTGS Population: 1; none finer. This is the only specimen ever certified.

Front the Nonoeb Collection. Purchasedfront New Netherlands Coin Company. The pedigree given by Breen is "Newcomer, Brand, NoruH’b.

"

Plated in Fuld's 1995 COAC, Rulau-Fuld, and the Breen Encyclopedia.

PCGS #000726
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Extraordinary 1792 Getz Half Dollar

Silver With Circles & Squares Edge

Just Two Thought To Be in Private Hands

Nov^be^

2024 1792 pattern Washington "half dollar" by Peter Getz in silver. Baker-24A, Breen-1350. VF-25 (PCGS). 193.5 grains. 35.1 mm.
Ornamented edge with circles and squares. Overstruck on a Spanish colonial 4 reales, probably Mexico City mint. One of the most
important pieces in the Norweb Collection, an extraordinary rarity of great historical importance. Pleasing and glossy light antique
silver gray, a bit lighter on the high points and showing subtle multicolored toning under light in the depths of the fields. A well-
worn example, like most of the silver Getz pieces known. Some darker toning frames the peripheries in an irregular pattern, and a
bit of reflective flash still surrounds the eagle on the reverse. Various tiny marks are seen, including a vertical scratch just right of 1 in

the date, a short scratch at G of WASHINGTON, tiny nick above Washington's head, and a short dig left of the final S of STATES on
the reverse to the rim. Despite the wear, the detail remains fairly bold, sharper on the reverse than the obverse as often seen on this

issue. The outer shield lines remain on the reverse, though the center is now smooth. P of PRESIDENT is somewhat soft, as are the
tops of some other letters of the obverse legend. The visual appeal is very nice overall, far better than a "typical" silver Getz piece,
a substantial percentage of which have been holed and plugged. The die state appears earlier than the Ford example of this variety,
with just one speck of "die rust" or spalling right of the tip of fhe eagle's tail, not yet the string of raised marks see on Ford's

Speaking of holes and plugs, this piece once had its character maligned by Henry Chapman when catalogued as part of the 189.=^

sale of the Richard B. Wmsor Collection. In that sale, which included a vast array of rare early American coins. Lot 255 was catalogued
in part as follows:

"Edge ornamented. Fair. Plugged between 1 of the date and G, but so skillfully done as to be almost invisible. We know of but one
other specimen with edge ornamented—the specimen formerly in the Davis Collection."

When examining this piece carefully, a subtle but definite circular shape is present in precisely the location Chapman mentions
left of the date. Magnified scrutiny reveals no metal moved on either side, and we have no doubt this piece was not plugged. Instead,
what Chapman misunderstood is actually a vestige of an undertype, the stop or period left of the date on a Spanish colonial Bu^t t\qv
4 reales Several documented overstrikes are known on silver Getz pieces, including a piece on a British half crown and another on a

French half ecu. Most are a.ssumed to be struck over planed down Spanish colonial 4 reales, though tho.se rare fe\y silver specimens
that show a circles and squares edge apparently retain the edge device of the undertvpe. Further study of the tantalizing vestige-

276
Si
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ot uiuKtIn th.U ni.n’ K- mvh .it llu* periplii‘rii*s, .ind careful comparison with images of a Spanish colonial 4 reales, show- th.jt the
puw Is hkeh .1 Mi’vico V ity product. In the exact place that a mintmark should be, when the faint circle in questmn is lint d up .is .n

aiuhor j\>int, a tiny circle is seen underlying the top of H of AMERICA—the top of the Mo mintmark. It appears that when this pu <-

\Nas strut k, the date t>f the undertype was lined up exactly with the date in the die in such a way that the ptirtrait of Washington
neatlv overstruck that of Carlos of Spain. Ihe weight of this coin is about 15 grains under the standard ftir a freshly-made Spaneh
colonial 4 reales (a silver threv-cent piece weighs about 13 grains, by way of comparistm). This much weight ctiuld have easily bei-n

K'st through filing as the undertype was prepared to be converted from coin to planchet. Examination of other silver C/et/ pieces will

likely turn up more undertypes. Common sense dictates that producing a raw planchet would not have bt*en efficient for Ciet/ when
a pn'\ iously struck silver coin could be planed down and made into a proper planchet just as easily.

In his cataloguing of Ford's silver Getz half dollar with circle and squares edge, generally acclaimed to be the finest silver Getz piece
known, Mike f fodder listed only four specimens of this variety known to him: the marvelous Mint State Ford specimen, the Appleton
coin impounded in the MHS, the holed and plugged piece in Stack's 1993 retail price list that was later donated to the Smithstinian
Institution, and the present specimen. Taxay listed five examples in his Scott's Encyclopedia, namely the same four as Hodder plus
one in the Newman Collection. Taxay noted that the Norweb piece was plugged (erroneously, as it turns out) and places the plugged
Stack s-Smithsonian piece in the Anton Collection as of 1974. With Newman's bound for Washington University, both Hodder's and
Taxay s census show that only two examples are known in private hands with this edge device, the present piece and the example
that brought $391,000 in the 2004 Ford sale. The Chapman description of this piece from the Winsor sale helpfully connects the gem
Ford specimen to its earlier provenance in the Robert Coulton Davis Collection.

While this specimen is one of two collectible examples of this particular variety of silver Getz half dollars, any silver striking from
these dies is a great rarity. Perhaps 25 exist in all grades once the population of the various edge types (plain, circles and squares,

twin leaves, lettered from undertype) are combined. Only the finest collections have included one, and research shows that many of

the cla.ssic cabinets of early American coins from the last 150 years found this type lacking.

The 1864 McCoy sale did not have a silver Getz despite the magnificent cabinets of both Washingtonia and early American coins.

The piece in Woodward's May 1863 sale ("but somewhat worn; the reverse is in \'er\' fair condition, much better than the obverse:

altogether a very desirable piece") appeared in the October 1863 Colburn sale again. Interestingly, in the 1875 Cogan catalogue of

the Mendes Cohen Collection, a silver specimen was described as "Ob. much rubbed. Rev. in better condition," perhaps another ap-

pearance of the Colburn coin. Woodward noted in the McCoy catalogue that "it has been stated that but four of these coins exist in

silver; the number may be larger, but they are certainly of the most extreme rarity." In that sale, the piece brought less than the copper
Washington President / Eagle with Stars and vastly less than the Roman Head cent, at the time the most highly prized Washington
issue of all.

Allison Jackman, whose collection was sold in 1918, owned a plain edge silver Getz half dollar, in addition to the Large Eagle Getz
half offered elsewhere in this catalogue (not part of the Norweb consignment). The 1890 Robert Coulton Davis sale contained a silver

example described as "uncirculated impression, surface almost proof," possibly the magnificent prooflike Ford specimen. The 1904

Mills sale contained a plain edge piece that was later sold in the 1981 Garrett sale (graded Very Fine) for $24,500. Bushnell owned an
"unusually fine" plain edge silver piece that brought $61 in 1882; he also owned the Large Eagle Getz half dollar that brought $365

just two lots later. Sylvester Crosby, Clarence Bement and H.P. Smith did not own a silver Getz; Cleneay, Parsons, and Earle did not

own one at all. The one in B. Max Mehl's Ten Eyck sale was well worn and had "June 1806" carefully engraved in the obverse field,

though we doubt the graffiti remains on that specimen, wherever it is, today.

More recently, Roper owned a plain edge Getz in silver graded VF. Laird Park's was graded Fine with a bad nick atop the reverse;

it was also plain edge. Robison did not own one in silver, nor did Steinberg, Picker, Oeschner, Collins, or LaRiviere. Even the amazing
Garrett Collection contained just the plain edge Mills specimen in silver, a VF coin.

After all of our research, it seems that aside from the Ford specimen with this edge type sold in 2004, no other example has been

offered at auction since this piece sold in 1951. Before that, no other auction appearances have been identified, as each citation we
found either made mention of a plain edge or no mention of the edge type at all. Despite a fluke of historical timing that brings this

piece to market just two years after the Ford sale, it appears that there has been just one other offering in the last century! This coin

is historic on multiple levels: its initial mintage as a pattern produced to showcase the abilities of a young American smith before the

U.S. Mint's founding makes it an artifact of the 18th century, but its presence in a long line of great collections gives it a material con-

nection to the long history of American numismatics. Not since the 1890s, when Ford's gem and this specimen sold five years apart,

has a single generation of collectors had a chance to see both of these majestic rarities sell at public auction. The present generation is

fortunate to see this coin appear while the memory of the Ford piece is so fresh. We suspect that, once sold, neither this piece nor the

Ford coin will be available for a long time to come.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer. There are three total Getz "50c" listed by PCGS, however it appears that some copper sf>ecimens have been mistakenly certified

as silver specimens. An error is also clear in the population of the unique Large Eagle Getz piece: despite the fact that only one is known (with none others rumored

:

two arc listed as having been certified!

The first form of what became the Mint Act of 1792 to be proposed in the Senate was a product of a committee appointed on October 31, 1791, among dav-to-day

business such as the seating of the new senator from Vermont and hearing a proposal for a sculpture from the tricky Italian sculptor Ceracchi. On that dav, "Mrrs

(Robert) Morris, [Rufus] King, [Ralph] Izard, [Oorge] Cabot, and [John] Heniy" were ordered to "be a committee to take into consideration the subject of a mint,

and to report a bill therwin, if they think proper." Led by the Pennsyh'ania financier Morris, a bill "establishing a mint, and regulating the coins of the United States'

was drawn up and pn-stmted to the Senate on December 21 for its first reading. It was read again on Januar\’ 3, 1792 and again tabled. Two more days passed, th«’

bill was ivad again and tabled again.

Finally on lanuar)’ 9, 1792, the bill was brought up and amendments were made; one requesting that on copper coins "there shall be a representation of Amen.

m the usual female figiim of justice holding balanced scales, with this inscription. To all their due.’ And around the margin this legend, expressive of the deivimina-

tion of the piece, 'C enl of the United States of America,' or half cent, as the case may be. "

It failed, and further action would wait until later in the same week < \i

lanuarv 12. 1792. at long last, the Senate completed their emendation to include the following vital paragraph:

"L p<»n orM' side of each of the said coins there shall be an impression or representation of the head of the President of the United States for the time be.ng w ish
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an in.scrif>tion which shall express the initial or first letter of his Christian or first name, and his surname at length, the succession of the presidency numerically, and

the year of the coinage; and upon the reverse of each of the gold and silver coins there shall be the figure or representation of an eagle, with this inscription United

States of America,' and ujxm the reverse of each of the copper coins, there shall be an inscription which shall express the denomination of the piece, namely, cent

or half c'ent, as case may require."

And thus, the Senate version of the bill lay complete and dormant, until the House version apjjeared in the upper house on March 27, 1792. The House version

was significantly different, and in it was the principal verbiage that became the Act of April 2, 1792, establishing the Mint and the rules that guided the design of

our nation's coinage.

While Breen posits that the Getz patterns were coined in December 1791 in anticipation of passage, this does not seem to pass our common sense test. Rather,|

a silversmith like Peter Getz would likely not invest the time and energy in completing a die until the bill seemed ripe for passage. Thus, we suspect the Getzj

pieces—which of course depict precisely the designs demanded by the Senate version of the bill, down to the numeral 1 to identify Washington as the first presi-i

dent—were coined between late January and late March 1792. Notably, Getz did not place a denomination cent or half cent on his reverse die, adding weightj

to Breen and Ford's contention that the Getz pieces were in fact multi-denominational patterns, suitable to represent the half dollar denomination when struck in|

silver, as here or the cent denomination when coined in copper.
i

Getz, a young but talented silversmith from Lancaster, 65 miles west of Philadelphia, was apparently in Philadelphia in 1792; by summer, he was reported by|

William Barton to be applying for a job at the newly established U.S. Mint. Before pursuing this back-up plan, inspired by the imported 1791 Washington Small]

Eagle cents, he apparently pursued the Mint contract on his own, showing that an upstart American minter could compete with the English coiners who vied fori

the valuable government commission. His design was taken from Hancock's issues of 1791, but the inscriptions were clearly patterned on Morris' bill that first ap-
*

peared on December 21 and passed the full Senate a month later. He was the only American competitor for a private minting contract and as such his home-growrii

patterns—not medals, or Washington tokens, but patterns—stand alone among both the Washington series and the patterns of 1792
|

This specimen served as the plate piece, representing all silver Getz pieces, in the 1995 COAC paper by Fuld.

From the Norweb Collection. Purchasedfrom New Netherlands Coin Company. Earlier, from S.H. and Henry Chapman's sale of the Richardi

B. Winsor Collection, December 1895, Lot 255; likely the piece listed in the Waldo Newcomer inventory as #2750; according to Fuld, sold in Hanst

Schulman's sale ofcoins from the B.G. Johnson Estate, April 1951, Lot 1079.

PCGS #000926

Important members of the committee set up to "take into consideration the subject of a mint." Left

to Right; Robert Morris, George Cabot, Rufus King, and Ralph Izard. (All photographs reproduced

from the Dictionary ofAmerican Portraits, Dover Publications, Inc., 1967)
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Superlative Mint State 1792 Getz Cent Pattern

Among the Finest Known

Plain Edge

)25 1792 pattern Washington "cent" by Peter Getz in copper. Baker-25, Breen-1352. MS-64 BN (PCGS). 259.0 grains. 32.9 mm. Plain

edge. A simply stunning specimen, one of very few examples that even approach Mint State and a candidate for the finest knowm of

this variety. Rich even chocolate brown surfaces boast thorough frosty lustre, while the reverse shows significant reflectivity in the

fields. Some faded mint color gives the eagle on the reverse a subtle golden halo. The strike is sharp and ideally centered on a tight

planchet, marshalling previously unseen details from the die by Peter Getz. Though we have seen more than a handful of copper Getz

pieces, including the NGC MS-62 BN in our August sale (ex. Ford), there are aspects of the dies seen on this coin that we have never

previously noticed, especially finely engraved hatching on the stars above the eagle's head. Every stripe in the shield, sometimes
weak even on high-grade pieces, is present and the feather detail in the wing and tail is unsurpassed in our exp)erience. The planchet

is generally of excellent quality, with just a few pits noted atop the reverse at ES of STATES, a tiny patch under TA of the same word,

a linear striation across the bridge of W'ashington's nose, and another striation below the last A in AMERICA. No heavw marks are

seen, with a tiny rim bruise below the left side of the eagle's tail mostly hidden in the holder. Needless to say, the visual appeal is

extremely nice, and no one would complain if this had received a higher grade.

The die state is extremely early, as one could tell from the prooflike reflectivity' in the reverse. No "die rust," better termed spalling,

is seen at the right side of the eagle's tail or elsewhere, marking this as an extremely early strike. Though it is not known how these

pieces were distributed, they were clearly' patterns meant to impress Congress in spring 1792 and struck to the exacting standards of

the Senate version of the Mint Act. This piece looks to have been carefully preserv'ed since its initial presentation. Like many other

18th-century issues whose historic nature w'as noticed at the time of their mintage (such as the 1792 half dismes), there appears to

be a small group of surx ivors that w'ere set aside as souvenirs or keepsakes. The rest w'ere unceremoniously spent and often time^.

received heavy wear. Others were saved only through the mixed blessing of mounting or jewelr\' use. Like the 1792 half dismes, a

go<Hlly proportion of the survivors show plugged holes and similar damage.

While no careful study and Condition Census of this issue has ever been published, there appears to be a small group of high-grade

survivors. That stated, w'e cannot find any that surpass this one. When the "Choice prooflike Uncirculated" plain edge spoamen in

the 1981 (,arrett Sale w’as catalogued bv Dave Bow'ers, then a pup w ith a mere 23 years as a coin dealer, he noted that it w as "belic\ ed

to be by far the finest known specimen. We have never seen one which even approached’ it." The coin brought $32,000, months after the
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market had reached its 1980 top. The following lot, with the scarce circles and squares edge (see next lot), was graded "Uncirculated

or nearly so" and brought $34,000; the same coin reappeared in the Roper sale of 1983.

The classic era of American numismatic auctions perhaps ended with the death of Henry Chapman in 1935. In that era, a number

of copper Getz pieces appeared described as Uncirculated, some of which would be called EF or AU today though some may actually

compete with this piece for a place in a Condition Census. The following citations are not an attempt at such a census, but merely

note some of the high grade pieces that came to the market decades ago. The 1864 McCoy sale by Woodward included an example

called "superb, perfectly uncirculated, portions of the metal still remaining bright—first sold in Mr. Cogan's sale of May, 1860; has

always been noted amongst collectors as one of the very finest existing." Of course, photographic plates were still a few years away

so the future provenance is tough to track. It may be the piece offered here. It must have been nice it brought almost $20 more than

Crosby's Unc. brought 20 years later! Mickley's coin in "nearly Proof condition" went to Mendes Cohen and was in his cabinet when

sold in 1875. The Bushnell piece, described by the teenaged brothers Chapman in 1882 as "uncirculated, and the finest impression

we have seen; the edge slightly bruised, but a splendid specimen," is now impounded in the Pennsylvania Historical Society, once

the property of W.S. Baker himself. That example, illustrated in the September 1975 issue of The Numismatist, shows a rather massive

edge bump atop the obverse. John Ford graded it as "Abt. Unc.-50+ with (mainly) minor rim bruises." Crosby's specimen was sold in

1883, described as "Proof surface. One of the finest impressions I have ever seen." The 1890 Robert Coulton Davis sale, the first link

on the pedigree chain of the gem Ford silver piece, also included a nice copper Getz, described as "same in copper: equally perfect

impression on thick planchet." That piece could be EF or Gem Unc. by today's reckoning. The Gschwend Collection included only a

specimen with circles and squares edge, noted as having a "slight flaw in metal at top of obverse, otherwise Uncirculated;" Tom Elder

avoided the obverse flaw by only plating the reverse! The 1918 Jackman sale included a specimen graded Uncirculated and described

as "possibly a proof impression and quite likely the finest example known." That piece had a large arc-shaped planchet cutter mark

from the date to over A of WASHINGTON and thus is somewhat less aesthetically perfect than this specimen; we do not know its

current whereabouts, though it was in the 1865 Levick sale and the 1884 Ely sale before Jackman owned it.

The best piece offering in the last decade or more was the specimen in the Ford sale. Described as "Extremely Fine," it brought

$54,625 in 2004. The same piece, offered in our sale of August 2006 graded MS-62 BN (NGC), realized an impressive $103,500! It is to

date the only copper Getz piece certified as Mint State by either service aside from the present example.

George Fuld has estimated that perhaps 35 to 40 examples survive in copper, heavily weighted towards lower circulated grades,

while Ford thought perhaps 50 or more exist. This population, large by standards typically applied to 18th-century rarities, means that

most of the good Washingtonia collections have contained a copper Getz, though typically in well-worn condition. Most specimens

are plain edge, as here, though a rare few show the circles and squares edge as in the next lot.

As noted in our historical comments in the previous lot, the 1792 Getz pieces stand tall as American-made patterns that evolved

as the Mint Act of 1792 was evolving. When the Senate version of the bill failed, Getz's plans did as well, and these coins survive

as the primary legacy of a talented smith and mechanic who died at the tender age of 36 in 1804. When he died, most of his copper

creations were still jingling in Pennsylvania pockets, either as cents or souvenirs of the late President. Today, they are among the most

desirable of all Washington issues, the only home-grown Washington coins of the 18th century.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

Mrs. Norweb purchased a "1792 Washington cent" from B. Max Mehl for $75 in January 1937. It could have been one of the two copper Getz pieces included in

this sale, or one of the other 1792-dated Washington President pieces by Hancock.

From the Norweb Collection.

PCGS #000921
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Delightful AU 1792 Getz Cent Pattern

Very Rare With Circles and Squares tdge

i2026 1792 pattern Washington "cent" by Peter Getz in copper. Baker-25D, Breen-1357. AU-50 (PCGS). 180.6 grains. 35.1 mm. Circles and

squares edge, in imitation of then-current Spanish colonial coins. Appealing glossy medium brown with lighter brown coloration

surrounding devices where original mint red was last to fade. Smooth and glossy, exceptional visual appeal, struck on a well-made

planchet that shows no inherent defects. Struck on a broad planchet that shows the long denticles framing the design, nearly centered

but just a bit closer to the bottom of the planchet than the top. Ver\' well detailed, good feather definition, oval-shaped soft spot at

central shield, exceptionally bold portrait. A shallow vertical scrape blends into the field above Washington's head, rim bruise below

stop at 7:00 on the reverse, tiny rim nick at 12:00 on reverse. These rim flaws are better seen in the Breen Enc\'^clopedia plate image of

this coin (p. 155) than in the current holder. An interesting series of short scratches, resembling an ancient engraved flourish, is noted

right of the date. The fields are mostly free of flaws, with only a few ancient pinscratches seen in the left obverse field.

The die state of this piece is significantly later than the copper specimen above and slightly later than the Norweb silver Get/ half

dollar, but quite similar to the Ford specimen with circles and squares edge. The later die state, evidenced by further die "rust" or

spalling at the right side of the eagle's tail and among the stars under STA of STATES, seems to be found on these larger format Get/

pieces with diameters closer to 35 mm than 32 mm. Just when they were struck is not known but it was almost certainly within a vcr\-

brief span of time as the earliest die state pieces. Spalling, or the chipping away of the surface of a steel object due to latent impurities

over the course of its life, can literally happen in a matter of days or weeks on a die forged from poorly made steel. The obverses of

the 1794 Sheldon-30 and -31 large cents show the same phenomenon.

Just whv a copper piece would have been made with a circle and squarcs edge, imitative of Spanish colonial silver coins in circulation,

I is unknown, but it clearly is not the result of an underh'pe. George Fuld estimated that "about six specimens are known," though he

noted onlv two specimens in his 1995 COAC work. Mike Hodder followed Fuld's estimate without mention of the specimens known

to him. The Garrett piece appears to be the finest, graded Uncirculated and last offered in the 1983 Roper sale. Another nice specimen

was offered in the 1908 Gshwend sale as Lot 127, sharper than the present piece and described as "excepting for a slight flaw in the

metal at top of obverse, it is nearly uncirculated. ONLY ONE OR TWO OTHERS KNOWN AND THOSE HOLED." Helpfullv, Elder

plated only the reverse. The I’armelee coin is plugged atop the obverse according to Fuld, likely one of the holed piece*^ noted bv Eld-: r

and probably the piece that reappeared in the Robison sale of 1982. LaRiviere's was new to the market in 1997 after a long abs--; -x

in the holdings descended in the B.G. Johnson family; it had similar sharpness to this one but was rather heavily pitted and -he d

4rme ^Tioir. rim bruises, herd's was a verv pretty piece graded Choice Extremely Fine; it sold for SI 49,500. It <xm- that
.
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oxample or this one was offered in Woodward's December 1865 sale as Lot 2220, described as "the rarest variety, struck on a broad
,

thin planchet with ornamented edge; a splendid specimen from the Bache collection, entirely uncirculated and of great rarity."

This example may prove to be the second finest known of this rare type, depending upon just what the injury on the Gshwend coin
,

was. Of course, specimens may well be impounded in the usual places (MHS, EPN, PHS, SI). Though the provenance of this specimen
,

is unknown, it should be trackable to those with time and a superb library. As a simple example of the Getz type or an important
)

survivor of the rare variety with ornamented edge, its condition will carry it to a place of honor in an advanced collection.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer. Having never certified a specimen of this edge type before, PCGS created a new coin number for this type: 959.

From the Norweb Collection.

PCGS #000959

2027 Pair of 1792 Washington Getz copies by William Idler.

Circa 1860. Baker-25M. Copper. Plain edge: Choice Mint

State. Attractive red-brown and olive surfaces AU, harshly

cleaned. COPY partially scratched off the piece. (Total: 2

pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

2028 "1792" (ca. 1860) Idler's copy of Getz "half dollar." Baker-

25N. Choice Mint State. Brass. Plain edge. 230.5 grains. 33.9

mm. Rich yellow brass with highly lustrous surfaces. Some

light hairlines are noted, no major marks, bit of detritus

atop the surface right of the date. A superb example of this

popular Idler copy, struck by the Philadelphia coin dealer

at the height of the Washington coin and medal collecting

craze. Rulau calls brass the "scarcest metal" for this issue,

a suggestion which matches our experience. An especially

nice specimen.

From the Norweb Collection.

282
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1794 Washington Dollar Rarity

A Fascinating Concoction, Ca. 1860

2x photo

2029 "1794" (ca. 1860) Washington dollar. Baker-28A. Breen-1251. Judd App. C 1794-1. Mint State. Copper. Plain edge. 446.0 grains. 40.2

mm. A singularly fascinating piece of Wa.shingtonia, the famed 1794 Washington dollar in copper. This appears to be the first auction

appearance of any specimen of this rarity since 1864! Choice glossy chocolate brown with some lighter color around devices. The
surfaces show some minor pits, a by-product of amateur planchet preparation and not corrosion. Two pits at the obverse rim left of

the date and above W of WASHINGTON link serve as useful identifiers; this specimen is plated in the Breen Encyclopedia, the recent

editions of the Judd work on patterns, and the unpublished manuscript by Jack Collins on 1794 dollars. While nearly every source

notes that there are two specimens known in copper, this is the only one illustrated in the standard works. Woodward called this

piece unique in 1864. Fuld agreed in his 1995 monograph, illustrating this piece and calling it "only one known." The unique silver

specimen, once the property of William Sumner Appleton, was given to the Massachusetts Historical Society but seems to have been
\

stolen in the 1960s.

Breen describes this piece as "fabricated between 1859 and 1964 to deceive prominent collectors," noting that a prime target would

have been Mint Director James Ross Snowden, who was known to trade valuable patterns and rarities for unusual Washingtoniana.

It was he who was hoodwinked by the amateurish 1793 Washington half cent by Bishop, and the production quality of this item

is no more expert. Woodward gives the best histoiy' of the piece in the 1864 McCoy sale, where a copper piece was offered (quite

possibly this one):

"The dies of this beautiful piece, of comparatively modem origin, it has been stated to me, were made for the express purpose of '

cheating a prominent coin collector. An impression in silver was first shown, for which the sum of $300 was demanded; but, before

the conclusion of this bargain, this piece made its appearance, and led to the discovery of the fraud. This impression in copper shows t

a slight fracture in the die, and in striking the silver one, the die was entirely destroyed." The crack seen on this piece extends from
f

central obverse, up Washington's cheek to the bridge of his nose, then boldly to the rim above N of W'ASHINGTON.
I

Called "Proof" by Woodward, who used the term irregularly, it still brought $55—a stunning price for an admitted fake of recent
j

origin in an era where the same sum could buy a 1797 $10 in "almost proof" with money left over and a 1793 Liberty Cap cent in i

"extra fine, lightly touched by circulation" cost only $25. While the equivalent amount today might be nearly six figures, it will likely
|

realize less, its utter rarity condemning it to esoteric status despite its fascinating stor\'. W'ith the sih'er specimen stolen decades ago
j

and never recovered, and the other copper specimen that allegedly exists little more than rumor in a few literary references, this is
j'

an important opportunity for anyone who would endeavor to own this piece, perhaps the last for another centur\' and a half!
j!

From the Nonveb Collection. Probably the piece in W. Elliot Woodivard's sale of the John F. McCoy Collection, May 1864, Lot 2461 ("unique ,

"

sold for $55); the same piece reappeared in Woodward's December 1865 sale as Lot 2279, still described as unique. Purchased from B. Max Mehl i

on January 11, 1937 for $125, probably from Brand or Newcomer earlier. Plated in Judd, Collins, and Breen.
|
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Rare Lettered Edge Grate Halfpenny

2030

1795 Washington Grate halfpenny. Baker-29, Breen-1274.

Large Buttons. MS-65 BN (PCGS). Copper. London edge.

142.2 grains. 28.6 mm. Rich chocolate brown with excellent

lustre on both sides. The obverse periphery is framed with

mint color, while the reverse shows more faded red across

the fields and some remnants in the legends. Superb surface

quality, well struck for the issue showing full epaulet detail,

unusual on this design. The lettered edge Washington Grate

halfpenny is highly elusive, multiple times rarer than the

usual diagonally reeded edge. This is the single finest lettered

edge specimen certified by PCGS. Ford's was graded EF
with some scratches. Fuld noted that "although rare, at least

10 specimens have been recorded," while Michael Hodder
estimated that about 12 are known, of which he had seen six

as of the 2004 Ford sale. We have never seen a finer example
than this one.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer.

From the Norweb Collection. Purchased from B. Max Mehl

on January 11, 1937 for $25. Earlier from either the Brand or

Newcomer collections.

PCGS #000743

2031

1795 Washington Grate halfpenny. Baker-29B, Breen-1271.

Large Buttons. MS-64 BN (PCGS). Copper. Reeded edge.

146.3 grains. 28.2 mm. The usual edge device for this type.

Highly lustrous medium brown surfaces with abundant
mint color around devices and legends. Some very minor
handling marks, two minor horizontal nicks on Washington's

cheek, typical strike with some softness at the shoulder. A
very pretty specimen with excellent lustre and overall eye

appeal. PCGS has graded only three examples at the MS-65
BN level.

From the Norweb Collection.

PCGS #000746

2032

1795 Washington Grate halfpenny. Baker-29D, Breen-1270.

Small Buttons. AU-58 (PCGS). Copper. Reeded edge. 138.2

grains. 28.1 mm. A lovely example of fhe scarce Small But-

tons variety. Rich even dark chocolate brown with highly

lustrous surfaces. Lightly reflective in the fields, little if any

actual wear but some softness of strike as always seen on this

elusive variety, particularly atop Washington's head and at

OND ofLONDON on the reverse. Only minor contact marks,

short scratch in middle of grate, old arc scratch at right side

of grate. We would grade this piece fully Mint State. The

eye appeal is excellent. This obverse die is different in many
ways from the so-called "Large Button" obverse, with the

size of the buttons actually one of the more difficult ways

to discern them. The head is larger and a pair of internal

cracks, one behind Washington's head and one in front of his

forehead, undoubtedly caused the scarcity of this particular

die. Efforts to repair the break behind Washington's head

resulted in some of his wig being lapped or polished away.

Euld estimates that this variety is "5 to 10 times as rare" as

the Large Buttons variety. PGGS has graded six times more

Large Buttons than Small Buttons, which rather nicely dove-

tails with Fuld's lifetime experience with this coinage.

PCGS Population: 9; 4 finer (MS-64 BN finest).

From the Norweb Collection. Purchasedfrom Bob Vlack.

PCGS #000749
2033

1795 Washington Grate halfpenny. Breen-1270, Baker-29D. •

Small Buttons. EF-45. Copper. Reeded edge. 143.3 grains.

28.1 mm. Another example of fhis elusive variety, which i

despite being a duplicate is in a lovely choice EF grade.

Deep even chocolate brown with smooth, glossy surfaces.

A little flaw af OND of LONDON was simply nof struck out

of the planchet at this most weakly struck point on the coin '

(this example or any other). Two long and perfectly parallel I

lines through Washington's eye appear to be scratches at

first blush but actually preceded striking, probably just file

marks though in some ways it resembles the exergual line

of an undertype. A highly collectible example of this scara’

Baker number.

From the Norweb Collection.
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Pleasing (17^3) Liberty & Security Penny

(1795) Washington Liberty & Security penny. Baker-30,

Breen-1254. IVIS-64 BN (PCGS). Copper. Lettered edge.

299.0 grains. 33.6 mm. Highly lustrous light brown with
mint color still remaining at the peripheries and around the

central obverse device. Mostly smooth and pleasing, though
a linear planchet defect runs acro.ss Washington's epaulet

to the rim. A lint mark crosses Washington's nose. The eye

appeal remains very nice and few marks are seen. Though
only scarce as a type, finding a nice example is a significant

challenge. This is tied for finest certified by PCGS from a total

population of ju.st 12 examples.
I’CGS Population: 2; none finer.

From the Nonoeh Collection.

I’CGS #fX»767

Rare Gilt Liberty & Security Penny

•35 (1795) Washington Liberty & Security penny. Baker-30D,

Breen-1254. AU-55. Copper, gilt. Lettered edge. 296.6 grains.

33.4 mm. A rare variant with fire gilding over the original

surfaces, described by Fuld as "not merely gold plate, but

the gold is fired in a furnace." Bright light yellow gold in

color with good lustre. Some minor hairlines are seen, often

encountered on fire gilt pieces as a class, some light specks

in the fields that should not be confused with wear in the

gilding. The gilt is worn only on Washington's side curls

and epaulet, but this piece may be technically Mint State.

The strike is superb for the issue—fire gilt or not—with full

epaulet detail on the obverse and boldly struck arrowheads

on the reverse. Fuld estimates that "probably 10 are known"
in fire gilt copper, but the population seems perhaps even

lower than that—Ford did not own one, nor did Garrett,

Picker, Steinberg, Collins, LaRiviere, Roper, or the consignor

of the Washingtonia in our Old Colony Collection sale of

December 2005. With this rarity lacking from so many ma-

jor collections, including those which made varieties in the

Liberty and Security series a collecting priority, we suspect

this prize will see eager competition.

From the Nonirb Collection.

PC C,S S 000767
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Very Scarce Liberty & Security Penny

tngine turned Kims

2036 (1795) Washington Liberty & Security penny. Baker-30E,

Breen-1253. Engine turned rims. MS-63 BN (PCGS). Cop-
per. Lettered edge. 304.9 grains. 33.3 mm. Another elusive

variant in the Liberty' and Security series. Attractive light

brown surfaces yield lustrous pale violet highlights in the

fields with traces of mint color above some reverse lettering.

Good eye appeal, very boldly struck for the issue with full

epaulet detail and bold reverse arrowheads. Both areas are

far better defined than the Ford specimen, graded Choice

Brilliant Uncirculated. That piece, which realized $8,337.50,

was very similar otherwise, as both showed some scattered

marks in the fields (most likely predating striking) and a

single obverse spot; the spot on this piece is located below
the N of WASHINGTON while the Ford piece had a verv

similar spot above the second G in GEORGE. If these two
pieces are technically equal but this one is far befter struck,

this may edge that one for overall quality in the eyes of most
collectors. Rulau estimates that 12 are known, though more
of the major collections appear to have owned a specimen

of this variety than the fire gill Liberty and Security penny
offered above.

Front the Noruvb Collection.

PCGS #000784

2037 1795 Washington Liberty & Security halfpenny. Baker-31,

Breen-1260. MS-60. Copper. London edge. 129.3 grains. 29.2

mm. Technically Mint State, though showing the soft strike

common to nearly every specimen seen. Good cartwheel

lustre on choice medium chocolate brow'n surfaces. Frostv

and very appealing, only the most minor marks though most

likely predate striking, a few parallel planchet file marks not

fully obliterated by striking noted at the eagle on the reverse.

The technical quality of this piece is superb even if the strike is

tvpical. This is the usually seen edge. The fact that PCGS has

only ever certified three as Mint State despite a total popula-

tion of 39 pieces should indicate how sharp these usuallv are.

We wonder (though this piece has never been submitted) if

this would be graded Mint State, accurate in our eve, or some
kind ofAU grade based on its striking weakness. Either wav,

this piece is much better than the usual specimen.

From the Nonoeb Collection.

PCGS #000753
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ASYLUM Liberty & Security Halfpenny

The Rarest Edge Variety

2038

1795 Washington Liberty & Security halfpenny. Baker-31A,

Breen-1263. MS-60. Copper. Asylum edge. 139.2 grains.

29.2 mm. A scarce edge variety, AN ASYLUM FOR THE
OPPRESS'D OF ALL NATIONS, and one that comes better

struck on a consistent basis than any other variety of this type.

Lustrous dark chocolate brown with faint blue highlights in

the lightly reflective fields. A beautiful piece, boasting an

extremely bold strike that captures detail in Washington's

profile and central reverse that is far better than usually seen

but perhaps even typical of this sub variety. Just the slight-

est friction is seen, but the mint frost is intact and the eye

appeal is superb. A thin hairline scratch and a pit in the soft

spot of the central reverse shield appear to predate striking.

Fuld estimated "about 15 specimens known" in his 1995

monograph, while Breen enumerated 12 different examples

in New Netherlands 60th sale.

While Ford's Washingtonia did not include this (or any
other) Liberty and Security halfpenny variety, our Decem-
ber 2005 Old Colony sale included a very similar piece we
graded MS-60 that realized $4,830. In the description of that

piece, we noted "this is the rarest edge device in the 1795

Liberty and Security halfpenny series, lacking from both the

magnificent fixed price list of the Jack Collins collection and
the 1996 Stack's auction of other Collins pieces." Steinberg's

was EF+, Garrett's was VF-i-. This one should be among the

best that survive.

From the Nonveb Collection. Purchasedfrom B. Max Meltl on

January 11, 1937for $50, earlierfrom the Brand Collection.

PCGS #000761

November
2||

2039

1795 Washington Liberty & Security halfpenny. Baker-

31B, Breen-1261. AU-50. Copper. Birmingham edge. 124.7

grains. 28.6 mm. Glossy dark chocolate brown, an ideal and
i

even shade, with some remaining lustre. A very pretty piece '

with scattered light marks in the fields and a tiny nick at

Washington's lips. The strike on this piece is a better than

the piece with the London edge but not as sharp as the piece
j

with the Asylum edge; the same could be said for the strikes i

of those varieties in general. A problem-free example, quite
:

similar to the specimen in our December 2005 sale that we
also graded AU-50; it realized $1,610. Fuld estimated that

this edge device, reading BIRMINGHAM, REDRUTH, &
SWANSEA (followed by the symbols for various planets), i

appeared on only 35 to 40 specimens.

From the Norweb Collection.

PCGS #000758

2040

1795 Washington Liberty & Security halfpenny. Baker-31C,

Breen-1262. EF-45. Copper. Plain edge. 108.0 grains. 27.3 mm.
Pleasing dark brown with smooth glossy surfaces. Scattered

light marks are seen, including a thin old scrape from behind

Washington's eye to his jawline. The strike on this piece is

about typical for the plain edge variety, with some reverse

softness but a pretty nicely defined portrait. Fuld estimated

that this was about as scarce as the Birmingham edge, with

"30 to 40 specimens known." This one is a very appealing

example.

From the Norweb Collection.

PCGS #000752
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\ery K.ire 179S Liberty & Security Penny

Breen Plate Coin

Perhaps Finest Known

41 1795 Washington Liberty & Security penny. Baker-32,

Breen-1258. MS-61 BN (PCGS). Copper. Lettered edge. 302.3

grains. 32.2 mm. A lovely coin and a superb representative of

this very rare variety. Pleasing even light brown with lightly

reflective fields and good lustre. A pretty coin, perhaps a bit

waxy in appearance from years of benign neglect, but free

of significant marks or flaws. Two vertical toning stripes in

the right obverse field are noted as they help identify this as

the Breen plate coin. A little soft on the high points, likely

due to strike; Mrs. Norweb graded this piece Unc. Excellent

eye appeal, as nice as any specimen seen and a candidate for

finest known.

A very rare issue, one that appears only when great col-

lections are sold. This type is a larger twin of the I3aker-31,

the 1795-dated Liberty and Security halfpenny. Ford did not

own a specimen of this variety, though other far more com-
mon Liberty and Security issues were also missing from his

cabinet. LaRiviere and our sale of December 2005 lacked this

Baker number, as did the Jack Collins Collection. Steinberg's

Washington cabinet included the specimen of this variety

married with 13 punchmarks, easily recognizable as the plate

coin in the 1965 Fuld-Baker and the more modern Rulau

work; neither reference notes that it was actually C nisby s

once upon a time. Garrett's was a wretched and rough Vc'ry

G(K)d, earlier from Newcomer, catalogui'd as one of "about

8 specimens |that] exist, of which just two or thrcv are in

high grades."

One of the nice ones was in the 1983 Ropc*r sale, a pic*ce

graded AU that managed to realize $6,6(XJ in a down market.

The cataloguer of that piece wrote "Very Rare. When sc*c*n, it

is usually in grades ranging from Fair to Fine." In 1965 Fuld

estimated that "about 8 specimens" were known including

this one, the Garrett piece, the MHS piece, the Fuld and Vlack

specimens, and an "almost unc. sold in 1962." Fuld's, ex. Clay,

was once gilt. In 1988, Breen estimated 10-12 known. In his

1995 COAC, Fuld enumerated 10, including this as one of tvc'o

Uncs, the other in the long-time holdings of a Long Island

specialist. Crosby only knew of tw'o, Appleton's and the piece

in his own collection, the specimen with the 13 digs. Despite

its damage, the piece brought $50 in 1883!

Since Roper's piece sold, it appears that none anywhere
near as nice have crossed the auction block. The damaged
Crosby-Steinberg piece has been sold more mcently, as has

the porous low-grade piece in the May 1993 Stack's sale, but

none that a condition connoisseur would want to own. This

nicely preserved specimen would be the ideal example of this

Baker number to include in a quality conscious cabinet.

Wc believe the PCGS Population numbers to be meaningless for this

variety. PCGS #764 represents this very rare 1795-dated LiberW and Secu-

rity penny i.ssue with bust to right, Baker-32. PCGS # 767 reprc*M'nts the

far more common undated (1795) Libert)' and Security penny with bust

to left, Baker-30. The line item in the Population Report for 764 includes

12 specimens—more than Breen and Fuld thought existed. This is almost

certainly the ri*sult of confusion in the grading nxtm rather than a profu-

sion of new discoveries.

From the Norweb Collection. Purchased from New Neth-

erlands Coin Company, according to Fuld. Plated in the Breen

Encyclopedia.

PCGS #000764

42 (1795) Washington North Wales halfpenny. Baker-34,

Breen-1295. EF-45 or so. Copper. Plain edge. 96.2 grains.

27.1 mm. A very nice example of this Washington type, one

that comfortably fits into the Washington "coin" series and

the British evasion halfpenny series. Excellent glossy light

brown, almost brassy, w’ith choice eye appeal. A superb

quality specimen of a type whose purposeful crude strike

makes grading by the surfaces necessary. The surfaces here

show the frostiness of a barely circulated piece, and most

marks were present on the planchet before striking. A tiny

scratch left of the harp and a very minor rim tick below the

bust truncation are the only post-striking flaws of note. The

strike is typical for the type, with five essentially full harp

strings visible before the definition is lost at central reverse.

The specimen in our December 2(X)5 coin, which we graded

AU-55, was of very similar sharpness and sold for $5,060. An
important circulating issue from Washington's lifetime, here

in the sort of quality that Mrs. Norw'eb usually acquired from

Richard Picker, the best known colonial dealer of his day.

From the Norweb Collection. Purchased from Richard Picker.

PCGS #000770
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V'ery Rare Lettered Edge North Wales

2043

1795 Washington North Wales halfpenny. Baker-34A, Breen-

1296. EF-40, plugged. Copper. London edge. 145.3 grains. 27.5

mm. A sharp and pleasing specimen of the very rare lettered

edge North Wales halfpenny, an important specimen despite

the old plug. Glossy and attractive medium brown, smooth

and pleasing. The overall aesthetic appeal is better than the

piece that brought $7,475 in our December 2005 sale, though

an old plug is present immediately above Washington's head.

A tiny rim bruise is seen near 6:00 on the obverse, but other

marks—typically rather spread around on this issue—are few

and far between. The lettered edge, like the piece mentioned

above and the Robison specimen, shows LANCASTER over-

lapping with LONDON; Fuld notes that "variations of the

lettered edge occur due to blundered striking."

Fuld named six specimens known to him, including

this piece. Hodder tracks eight examples in the Ford sale,

where a pleasing example brought $4,370; he estimates that

fewer than 15 are known in total, and we cannot imagine

more than that number surviving. Needless to say, this is a

highly desirable specimen, perhaps among the very sharp-

est and most pleasing, old plug notwithstanding. Surely it

will enable one more specialist to include this rarity in his

or her cabinet.

Vrom the Norweh Collection. Purchasedfrom New Netherlands

Coin Conipmny, likely in the early 1950s.

PCGS #000773

Very Rare Double Stars North Wales

2044

1795 Washington North Wales halfpenny. Baker-35, Breen-1298. F-15 (PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. 111.7 grains. 27.2 mm. A crudely .

made yet avidly sought rarity among circulating Washington coins and tokens. Glossy chocolate brown with light surface toning.

Scattered tiny marks may be seen, most preceding striking, thin scratch from Washington's brow to I of GEORGIYS, nearly all other i

perceived problems are caused by the dies' state of deterioration. While all Washington / North Wales pieces were struck to look >

worn from dies with a minimum of detail, this variety is the third and final stage in the life of this obverse (following the single stars :

reverse and the lettered edge strikings). Clashings and breaks cover most of the obverse; the reverse, though newer, shows its usual

lack of detail.

A very challenging type to grade, so much so that comparison to other specimens is almost pointless. Indeed, pedigree tracking
i

for this variety is essentially impossible since the flaws that show up in photographs tend to be ones that are common to all known
'

specimens! The piece in our December 2005 sale is the best we've seen, graded VF-30 by us at the time. It sold for a strong $21,850, a ;

new record for this type, and will remain for many years in its current cabinet. Ford owned an unusual specimen in brass that was ver\’ '

well struck; it sold for $9,400. In that description, Mike Hodder noted that he had records of only four specimens in copper and two :

in brass. None of this variety were included in LaRiviere or Collins. Steinberg's brought $1,485 back in 1989. Fuld estimated that six ‘

were known in both brass and copper combined (the different between the two is one of degree, and not always easily distinguished), :

while Breen guessed the population was eight. Everyone agrees that fewer than 10 are known.
The Washington series includes many beautifully rendered medals and expression portraits; this is not one of them. Howex'er, the :

rarity of this variety is well known and it has only increased in fame after a specimen sold for in excess of $20,000. This example is
'

essentially free of flaws and will be a central prize in its next cabinet.

I’CGS Population: 3 (VG-VF); none finer..

From the Norweh Collection. Purchased from "Stevens" according to the Norweh flip.

PCGS #000776

2045

Grouping of Siege of Boston medals: Baker-50. Silver.

Reeded edge. AU, hairlined Baker-50A. Copper. Reeded

edge. Choice Mint State Baker-50A. Bronze. Reeded edge.

FF, but reverse oxidation Baker-50K. Brass. Plain edge. Mint

Stated Baker-50L. White metal. Plain edge. AU, obverse' dent

Baker-52A. Copper. Plain edge. Mint State, hairlines. (Total:

6 pieces)

From the Norweh Collectum.
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txiraordinary Declaration of Independence Medal

By Charles Cushing Wright

Struck Bronze

1046 (ca. 1850) Washington Declaration of Independence medal

by Charles Cushing Wright. Baker-53. Choice Mint State.

Bronze. Plain edge. 385.3 grams. 90.8 mm. One of the most

important medals in the Washington series, an artistic mas-

terwork whose design has been incorporated into ever\'thing

from wall plaques to serving trays. Lovely medium brown

surfaces mtain lustm and some reflectivity, smooth and nicely

preserved. The detail is fully struck and unworn—unusual

on such a high relief medal—and the visual appeal is superb.

Some minor spots are noted in the lower left obverse, thin

vertical scratch behind Washington's head, a single tiny

scuff on the back of Washington's head hidden amidst his

hair, rim nick near 1:00 on the reverse. For such a large and

heavy medal, the condition is superb. An extremely rare

piece, Rulau estimates just five or six known; Hodder agrees

in essence with his estimate that "there are probably fewer

than 10 of these* solid medals surviving today" as written

in the Ford sale. Ford's specimen, the most mcent to hit the

market, was a lovely example that sold for $8,350.

The details of this medal make it clear why most con-

Mder It C harles C ushing Wright's greatest achievement.

The obverse bust, taken from Houdon, is expressive and
beautifully rendered in high relief. The reverse depiction of

the presentation of the Declaration of Independence, after

Trumbull's monumental canvas accomplished ca. 1 81 7 for the

U.S. Capitol, is remarkably detailed down to the individual

faces and attributes. A thin die crack on that side, from near

center through John Adams' head and Ben Franklin's wrist,

undoubtedly caused the rarity of the medal Uxiay. Even in

the 19th-centur\', electrofvpes were all most collectors could

locate and today they remain valuable. TTie originals, though,

are among the most prized in the entim series.

Gixlfrcy Weiners, a New York publisher, was a passionate colleetor ol

Washington items who included numismatic obiects in hi*- holdmg-^

From the Nonoeb Collection. From Parke Bernet '^' sa/r of ?-
-

Godfrey A.S. Weiners Collection, October 19t*(t, Ld IFF
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photo reduced

2047

(after 1850) Electrotype of Washington Declaration of In-

dependence medal by Charles Cushing Wright. Baker-53F.

AU. Copper over lead. 382.8 grams. 90.4 mm. An electrotype

copy of the Wright Declaration of Independence medal,

virtually the only way this medal appears on the market
except for when major cabinets of VVashingtonia are sold.

An exceptionally well made electrotype cop, smooth and
appealing. This would be highly deceptive were it not for

the small amount of lead showing over Washington's ear.

Light orange-brown on the left side of the obverse and over

most of the reverse, though the right obverse and the reverse

peripheries are a bit darker. The fields are lightly reflective,

unusual on most indifferently-made electrotypes, and the

detail is exquisite—whomever made this was a master of his

craft. While it is not as desirable as an example struck from
Wright's dies, this is a very nice piece and a very worthwhile

collectible example of this beautiful and important medal.
Rulau identifies a particular maker of these electrotypes, George

Segebaden ca. 1880, but it is perfectly possible others made electrotypes

in the same era as well. The technology became popular in the 1850s, right

about when this medal was first struck. Rulau calls Segebaden's work
"very deceptive, but eminently collectible," an accurate portrayal of this

piece. The next specimen appears to have been less carefully made by a

different electrotyper.

From the Norweb Collection.

photo reduced

2048

(after 1850) Electrotype of Washington Declaration of In-

dependence medal by Charles Cushing Wright. Baker-53F.

VF. Copper over lead. 407.7 grams. 90 mm. Dark chocolate

brown with some lead showing. Fairly intact copper patina,

highest relief over Washington's ear worn to the lead, heavy

dig on Washington's forehead. A few trivial marks and rim

nicks are seen, some little scratches at left base of reverse. A
well-made electrotype, likely made in the 19th century and

showing good detail. This is a perfectly acceptable way to

include Wright's work in your collection.

From the Norweb Collection.

2049

1776 (ca. 1807) Washington-Franklin American Beaver medal.

Baker-54A, Betts-549. Choice Mint State. Bronze. Plain edge.

559.2 grains. 40.4 mm. An early striking of this popular medal
in beautiful condition. Rich chocolate brown with lightly

reflective fields. The bronzing on this medal was very lightly

accomplished, and some wire rim is present. A very pretty

piece, just a little nick off Franklin's chin and a bit of minor

surface dirt. Sharper than the specimen in our December 2005

auction, which brought $920. About as nice as these come.

This reverse die was used by two different Sansom medals,

both featuring Franklin: Betts-546 (Julian CM-8) and Betts-549

as here (aka Julian CM-4). These medals were first put into

use about 1807; we speculate that Betts-546 was struck first.

Thomas Jefferson received his specimen of that type on No-

vember 15, 1807. The earliest advertisement for that type that

Stewart Witham located was December 1 of the same year. The

machinery of the U.S. Mint was used and the dies remained

there, indeed, examples of at least one Sansom medal (the

Baker-72) were struck from copy dies into the 20th century.

The continuum for dating these medals is imprecise

—

bronzing was instituted at some point around 1825, so

pieces with a bronzed patina were likely struck after that.

At some point, this reverse broke. A large cud appears on

the rim of most specimens, stretching from the beaver's tail

to the second branch from the bottom on the left side of the

tree—roughly from 8:00 to 10:00. On many of these medals,

the cud has been carefully filed at the Mint to obscure the

break. Examples with this break include LaRiviere 111:1049

(a silver Betts-546 with filing), LaRiviere 111:1050 (a copper

Betts-546, rim break "from 8:00 to 12:30" filed), ANR 12-

05:122 (a copper Betts 549, no filing noted), LaRiviere 1:3045

(a copper Betts-549, no filing noted). Ford II: 58 (a copper

Betts-549, no filing noted). Ford XIV:334 (a silver Betts-546,

filed). Ford XIV:335 (a copper Betts-546, appears filed but

not noted). Indeed, in the cited catalogues (two LaRivieres,

two Fords, and the Old Colony), the only piece seen without

a reverse cud is Ford XIV:333, the beautiful silver Betts-546

that sold for $40,250. While this piece will not sell for such a

princely sum, its importance as an early striking remains.
This piece appears to be lightly bronzed, but not as deeply as those with

the matte-like mahogany patina, such as those seen on some patterns of the

1860s and 1870s. Bob Julian noted in his work on U.S. Mint medals, "On April

2, 1825, Matthew R. Boulton of Soho, England sent Director Samuel Moore
directions for the bronzing of medals as was practiced in England," information

Moore had requested in February of the same year. Whether or not the Mint

had exp)eriments in bronzing earlier is not known; the first broixzed Proof large

cents are dated 1829. It is reasonable to assume that Mint medals with a bronzed

patina date from the 1820s or later, however. The numbers of medals struck at

that time was undoubtedly infinitesimal, as Mint records fnim the he\ day of

medal collecting in the 1860s rarely show annual production numbers of more

than a few dozen for any earlier medal.

The presence of a wire rim on this piece is also interesting. .A wire rim is

evidence of a collar, a technologv that the Mint used in the early Wth wntury
though debate continues as to exactly what type of collar was ustxl and when.

The Sansom-distributed originals in silyer, the earliest strikes tann 18tl5- 181'“

show a "witness line" or collaring mark fami a bipartite adlar. The ptv-s.'nt

cataloguer has never seen a bronze piece with a witness line and wonders

if they exist; evidence like advertisements diH's suggest that brvmzes were

struck during the same era.

From the Norweb Collection.
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lits2050 1783 (ca. 1805) Washington C.C.A.U.S. medal. Baker-57. Silver. Choice Mint State. Plain edge. 580.0 grains. 40.9 mm. 3.6 mm thick

at the rim. A beautiful specimen of this very rare medal, struck only in silver and now known by fewer than 10 examples. Dark silver

gray and slate blue surfaces show deep reflectivity in the fields and some gold and pastel highlights on the reverse. An exceptional

specimen whose color and quality clo.sely resembles President Jefferson's own specimen in the collection of Monticello. Some light

hairlines are present but are insignificant to the visual appeal. No marks or scratches are seen, a triumph for a medal that was not

distributed to numismatists at the time of its i.ssue, just some old tiny spots from a vestigial fingerprint in the lower left obverse field.

The sharpness is marvelous, crisp and free of friction, boldly displaying the excellence of young John Reich's Washington portrait as

well as his accurate rendering of the eastern United States on the reverse. The collaring mark or "witness line" is seen on the edge at

6:00. This is a lovely medal, nearly the equal of the better Ford piece, and certainly should be counted among the best of the sev'en

we record in private hands.

Struck in 1805 as part of Philadelphia merchant Joseph Sansom's "Medallic History of the American Revolution," the Washington

C.C.A.U.S. medal was the first of the series coined, produced at the Philadelphia Mint from dies by John Reich. Specimens were

only issued in silver it seems (at $5 each), and though gold ones were offered at $50 none are known to have been struck. Sansom

first advertised the C.C.A.U.S. medal he conceived in the Philadelphia papers on December 28, 1805. The same day, he wrote to

President Thomas Jefferson, presenting him with a specimen for his own collection: "To the President of the United States, Joseph

Sansom respectfully presents a proof impression of a medal of General Washington. It makes one number of an intended series from

the Discovery of America to the Retirement of Washington. Philadelphia, 12th Mo. 28."

Jefferson, an avid medal collector who displayed such things as an Eccleston medal and a Libertas Americana medal in his home
at Monticello, wrote back with thanks just a few days later on New Year's day, 1806:

"Thomas Jefferson presents his compliments to our Sansom, and his thanks for the elegant medal of Genl. Washington. The design

of a series of medals from the discovery of America is as patriotic as the object of the present one will ever be distinguished in the

series. Washington, Jany 1 1806"

Jefferson would later receive tlie promised medal on the retirement of Washington (Baker-71) and also received an example of

Sansom's Franklin / American Beaver medal, Betts-546. He may have also received a specimen of Baker-58, thus giving him a complete

set of Sansom medals. Of the medals we know he received, only his C.C.A.U.S. is knowm to have sur\'ived.

The first public offering we can locate for a C.C.A.U.S. medal is in the December 1865 Woodw'ard sale. That piece, pedigrtvd to

Benjamin Franklin Baclie (great grandson of his namesake) w'as graded Proof. It was purchased by Bushnell and resold in the 1882

sale of that collection. Another piece, graded Very Fine, appeared in the 1867 Mickley sale. The same piece reappeared in the 1875

sale of the Mendes I. Cohen Collection, again graded Very Fine and realizing $34. It may be the lightly worn specimen that was -.idd

in the St'ptember 1992 sale of Stewart Witham's collection. Another worn piece (graded Fine-12) recently turned up in Cjoldbo^g^

' May 2006 sale as Lot 3304. That well-worn piece is the only privately held example we can add to Michael Hodder's listing <if s<’\ -n

.pecimens known to him that was published in the Ford II catalogue. One additional impounded example is the darklv timro hut

I
beautiful Mint State piece at Monticello, the exact specimen presented to Jefferson by Joseph Sans<'»m at the time of it*- mmtagt- he

^'thers, as noted by Hodder, are the present piece, the Baker specimen in the Pennsylvania Historical Society, the two < -.ampl* m s-

1 -ird f ;illection (at $35,6.50 for the gem in Ford II, $19,550 for the less flashy specimen in Ford V), the nice kxiking ' -a .-tt ps or , n

that brought $19,0(X) in 1981, and the LaRiviere piece that brought $26,420 in 1999.

Very Rare 1783 CCA US Medal

Fewer than 10 Known

29
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Washington's voluntary retirement from his position as Commander in Chief of the Armies of the United States (C.C.A.U.S.) was
an earth-shattering event in world history. When informed by American painter Benjamin West that Washington planned to step :

down from the primary seat of power in the United States to return to his farm. King George III is said to have remarked that if he
;

did, "he would be the greatest man in the world." Washington resigned on December 23, 1783 in Annapolis to a rapt Congress. The
i

1783 date on this medal commemorates both that event and the signing of the Treaty of Paris earlier thaf year.
'

Of all the Sansom medals, this is the rarest. It was never restruck at the U.S. Mint, never copied by 19th-centurv dies, and never
stmck in bronze. Jefferson was obsessive about saving his correspondence, but we can imagine who might have received or purchased
this specimen: someone of wealth, importance, or both. It is important enough as an American historical medal to practically be a
collection unto itself.

From the Nonoeb Collection.

2051 1783 (ca. 1807) Washington/Franklin Treaty of Paris Sansom
medal. Baker-58A, Betts-617. Choice Mint State. Bronze.

Plain edge. 561.9 grains. 40.4 mm. Exceptionally even and

attractive mahogany brown bronzed patina, as nice as ever

seen. Smooth and very appealing, a little toning spot right of

1783 and a speck somewhere in Illinois on the reverse. Some
wire rims are present on both sides. From dies by John Reich

for Joseph Sansom's "Medallic History of the American Revo-

lution," though probably struck at the U.S. Mint in the early

19th century while the dies were still viable. The bronzing on
each of these medals is unique, accomplished by hand and
widely varying as to attractiveness and quality. This bronzing

was especially well done and makes for an extremely pretty

specimen. Much more attractive than the unevenly bronzed

piece in our December 2005 sale that still brought $3,220.

From the Nonoeb Collection.
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Very Rare Washington Rresident Muling

General of the American Armies Reverse

One of the Finest Known

2x photo

2052 1792 Washington President/ American Armies cent muling. Baker-59, Breen-1234. VF-35 (PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. 187.6 grains.

30.3 mm. A very rare issue, especially so in this grade. Choice glossy medium brown surfaces show exquisite eye appeal for the grade.

No marks of consequence are seen, even under magnification. A tiny natural flaw in the denticles right of the date and a thin diagonal

scrape under the second E of PRESIDENT on the reverse; a thin scratch under Washington's chin is so small that it likely won't be

visible in our photograph. The obverse is centered to 11:00 and shows generous denticulation at the base of that side, while the reverse

looks precisely centered. Some old buildup is trapped among the reverse legends, and central reverse is a bit soft from the strike, as

typical of this die in each of its marriages. The dates 1775 and 1783 are too soft to see, as are IG of RESIGNED, but other legends are

bold. The overall eye appeal is lovely for a coin of VF-EF grade, and the color and surface quality are both choice.

Fuld estimated that there are "15 to 20 known, most well worn proving it circulated as a coin, none in uncirculated condition re-

ported." He used the Garrett piece as his plate coin. Breen's note that this type is "usually in low grades" is borne out by the offerings

of this variety over the years. Ford's was a notable exception, graded Extremely Fine though showing "several areas of cuprous oxide

accretions along with a few areas of active verdigris." It still managed to realize $25,300. Steinberg's (ex. Stack's 6-73:877) might be

the best one extant, graded Extremely Fine in the October 1989 Stack's sale and showing equivalent detail to the Ford coin. It showed
"traces of old smoothing in the left obverse field evidently to remove scratches," but still looked pleasing; it sold for $12,650. Roper's

was holed, graded "Very Good, reverse weaker." Garrett's was slightly sharper than this one but not as pleasing; it was described as

"far, far above average" and sold for an impressive $15,500 in 1981! Crosby's was well worn—"obverse very good, reverse consider-

ably rubbed" and sold for $9.50 in 1883. McCoy's must have been beautiful to sell for $31 in 1864; Woodward noted that "so fine as

[very fine] seldom if ever seen." Neither LaRiviere nor Collins had one, and Steinberg's may have been the last one to sell before the

Ford sale of 2004.

This one may be the nicest one available to modem collectors, not quite as sharp as the Ford or Steinberg pieces but lacking the

corrosion (in the case of Ford) and smoothing (Steinberg's) of those specimens. This choice, wholesome piece would be a prize in

any cabinet.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer. This is the only specimen certified by PCGS.

From the Nonoeh Collection.

PCGS #000717
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Lettered Edge Baker-59A

A Great Rarity

2053 1792 Washington President / American Armies cent muling. Baker-59A, Breen-1235. AU-55 (PCGS). Copper. Lettered edge. 176.2

grains. 30.7 mm. Edge UNITED STATES OE AMERICA. While the plain edge marriage of these dies is rare, as noted above, the pres-

ent variety is an extreme rarity: Euld records only four specimens, a population figure echoed by Breen. Further, though this piece is

a specimen of the extremely elusive lettered edge variety, it also appears to be the finest recorded from this die pair, including both
plain edge and lettered edge specimens. The surfaces are deep chocolate brown, especially choice, smooth, and glossy. The sharpness
is excellent, bold even at central reverse and showing all legends clearly. No serious marks are seen, with the following noted simply
as identifiers: a thin diagonal scratch under ID of PRESIDENT on the obverse and a thin scratch under NE of RESIGNED. The eye

appeal is superb, certainly finer than any other Baker-59 we've heard of.

The current census for this variety, given by both Breen and Euld, would make this piece easily the finest known in private hands.

Garrett's (ex. Stickney-Ellsworth) was graded VF and showed the typical weakness at central reverse. Roper's (ex. Fuld-Picker) was
heavily worn and graded "very good, reverse weaker." The other specimen noted by Euld and Breen is now at Massachusetts Histori-

cal Society as part of the Appleton bequest, earlier from Mickley and Cohen; while its condition is not known to us, it is permanently
impounded and will not be available. Needless to say, this was missing from Ford and just about every other sale of consequence
over the last 100 years. Of course, the arrival of the Norweb collection in the marketplace is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity—or

more, considering that this collection was assembled over more than two generations! Such are the treats that are found when truly

great cabinets are sold.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer. This is the only specimen certified by PCGS.

From the Noriveb Collection. Earlier provenance, according to Breen: /. Carson Brevoort to Lorin Parmelee (who purchased the collection intact

in 1876, kept what he needed, and still had good enough duplicates left that the June 1876 Strobridge sale of the cherrypicked Brevoort Collection

was still ranked A+ by Adams); New York Coin and Stamp Company's sale ofthe Parmelee Collection, June 1890, Lot 809; Isaac F. Wood Collection.

Wood's collection was sold in several auctions, including Cogan 5-1873, Haseltine 7-1882, Frossard 2-1884 (Adams: "definitive Washingtonia,

/4+ ), Chapman Bros. 7-1894 (Adams: "Outstanding Washington, A-"). Breen failed to note precisely what sale it was hi, or how the Norwebs
acquired it. Norweb's inventory and provenance notes, sadly, no longer exist.

PCGS #000720

Very Rare Washington Born Virginia Variety

First Reverse, Reverse of Baker-59

2054 (1792) Washington Born Virginia copper. Baker-60/59,

Breen-1238. VF-35 (PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. 171.3 grains.

30.6 mm. A very rare variety, using the "First Reverse" or

the reverse of the Baker-59 Washington President coppers.

The easiest way to discern the variety is the location of 1775

at central reverse; on the common Baker-60, the 1 lines up

directly beneath I of AMERICAN. On this variety, the first

numeral is under the left serif of the second A ofAMERICAN.
Glossy medium brown with good eye appeal. Some very

shallow surface roughness is noted in the lower left obverse

field, scattered surface marks commensurate with the level of

wear. A thin old scratch stretches from I in WASHINGTON to
;

Washington's nose, two thin parallel scratches run diagonally '

at precise central reverse, another thin scratch from top of sec-
^

ond E of PRESIDENT to D of RESIGNED. The detail is good,
;

just a little soft at the usual spot at central reverse, obscuring !

1783 though leaving other legends at least legible.

This may be the finest specimen known of this die variety.

The 1974 Groves specimen was graded "Fine/\erv Good.
j

far less sharp than the present piece and showing some
|

serious edge bruises; it serves as the plate piece for Rulau s
|

"Baker-60" (see note below). The imlv other specimens noted
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b\ Hnvii wort* llu* Apploton-MHS piece, ^rade unknown to

Us hut [vrinanently impounded, and the present specimen,

whi'se provenance Bavn traces to the 1’armelt‘t' Collection,

l uld also noted the rarity ot this die pair in 1%5, stating

simply "also comes with a*v. 59 (10 times as rare as reg. B60)."

While we belieye thea* may be moa* than the three specimens

known to Ba‘en, based simply on the lack of notoriety of

the v ariety rather than secret knowledge of other suryivors,

Fuld's point is well taken: this die pair is far rarer than the

typical Baker-bO. It also provides the only true die link to the

Hancock Washington President pieces.

1 his is a special opportunity to purchase a variety that

remains extremely rare if little known. Indeed, aside from

the Croves spc*cimen sold m 1974, the last auituMi apfH .if-

ance known to Breen was when this piece was ottered m the

1890 Parmelee sale.

Kuldu's listing lor the Wdshington liorn Virginid tents is uiine. . s

sarily contused. Ihe variety that Baker himsell-and co-auUior I uld, in

1%5—called Baker-22 is now called Baker-22M Kulau's "B.iki'r-22'' is the

variety that Baker himself, l uld (1%5), and Brivn call«*d Baker-nd VVe hav e

chosen to use the variet)' descriptions Baker himself umsJ This \ariet\,

which was unknown to Baker, has been called Baker-WI, Baker-W) !W, or

Baker-hO (First Reverse). Rulau calls it Baker-60, then erroiteously plaivs tire

silver strikings (which use the second reverse*) under the same listing

From the Noru'cb Collection. According to Breen, earlier in

the Parmelee Collection.

PCGS #000729

Superb Mint State Washington Born Virginia

Finest Certified By PCGS

2x photo

(1792) Washington Born Virginia copper. Baker-60, Breen-1239. MS-63 BN (PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. 167.2 grains. 30.5 mm. A
magnificent specimen of this scarce and popular issue, one of the very finest known. Fully lustrous light brown surfaces are nicely

reflective on the reverse and frosty on the obverse. A substantial area of mint color surrounds BORN on the obverse, with traces on

the reverse also seen, especially at DENT of PRESIDENT. The strike and sharpness are superb, and a semicircle of rarely seen den-

ticles frame the top of the obverse and top of the reverse. A long lintmark curls between the bust truncation and 11 below; another

is seen above THE near the top of the reverse. No flaws are notable, just a tiny pit above E of AMERICAN and a spot above IN of

WASHINGTON. Despite the fact that this is the finest certified by PCGS, there are no notable problems that would have kept it from

a higher grade.

While this piece is certainly a candidate for finest known of the type, a small number of other high-grade specimens are knowm.

A collection not typically associated with early American coins, that of Harry W. Bass, Jr., contained a nice Mint State specimen. Now
housed in a long-term West Coast cabinet, that example sold for $14,950 in 1999. A different choice Mint State piece was once a part of

the Garrett Collection, selling for $22,500 in 1981! Picker's, pedigreed to Newcomer and Green, was exceptional and perhaps a rival

for this one. Ford ow'ed two specimens, a very pleasing but dark EE and a somewhat typical Fine. The choice EF-40 (PCGS) in our

December 2005 sale sold for $16,100, a very strong price at the time. EF is a high grade for this issue, and a typical piece is p>crhaps

Fine to VF.

While specimens are known all over the grading spectrum, the vast preponderance are well worn. While this piece is not a pat-

tern for a coinage contract, it does seem likely they were placed into circulation. Were this primarily intended as a commemorative

medalct, more of the known pieces would be Mint State or very high grade, but only a handful could be considered so fine. Indeed,

PCGS has graded just two specimens as Mint State—both of which are from the Norweb Collection! What a testament to the quality

of this cabinet, and what an opportunity for connoisseurs of early American issues.

PCC.S Population: 1; none finer. The only two specimens ever graded Mint State by PCGS, of 17 total specimens certified, are both from the Nor\seb Collec-

tion

From the Noru'cb Collection. This may be the specimen Mrs. Norweb pmrehased from B. Max Mehl on January 11, 1937 for $75.

PC (,S #1)00723
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Another Mint State Baker-60

Second Finest at PCGS

A Rare Opportunity
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2057 (1883) George Washington of Virginia medal. Baker-64B.

Choice Mint State. Copper. Plain edge. 555.2 grains. 34.3 mm.
Rich mint color frames designs and legends, toned elsewhere

to a very pleasing chocolate brown. Good lustre, some light

reflectivity, a very attractive piece. Some minor planchet

striations are seen, no major faults or flyspecks. Struck in

1883 to the order of George Massamore, the Baltimore coin

dealer, just 21 were struck in copper. The same number were
struck in brass and silver. We have not previously offered a

copper example, though a specimen in the LaRiviere sale of

1998 sold for $550.

From the Norweb Collection.

2058

2056 (1792) Washington Bom Virginia copper. Breen-1239, Baker-60. MS-62 BN (PCGS). Copper. Plain edge. 175.0 grains. 30.2 mm. The
number of collections that have contained a Mint State Washington Born Virginia is tiny, probably small enough to be counted on
two hands since the 1860s-era blossoming of interest in Washington pieces. However, the Norweb cabinet of Washingtonia may be
the only collection that had a duplicate example in Mint State! Rich chocolate brown surfaces boast strong cartwheel lustre, though
without the reflectivity seen on the previous specimen. This example shows even more mint color, with melded red and gold shades
dominating the right periphery of the obverse. The strike is sharp and the eye appeal is simply extraordinary, and we can find no
technical reason to grade this lower than the other piece. Placed next to each other, sensible people could disagree on which one is

preferable, and if this were the sole representative of the variety in the Norweb Collection it would still receive great attention.

This variety has always been popular, and the total population—estimated at 40 to 50 pieces by Fuld—is large enough that many
collectors can save up to own a specimen. Even when well worn, the Washington Born Virginia coppers are beloved enough to be the

centerpiece of an early American or Washingtonia collection. A specimen of this quality, however, is an unusual prize.

From the Norweb Collection.

PCGS #000723

(1883) George Washington of Virginia medal. Baker-64C.

Choice Mint State. Brass. Plain edge. 560.1 grains. 34.4 mm.
Pleasing deep golden brown toning on slightly reflective

surfaces. An attractive specimen of this popular and rare

medal, one of just 21 struck in brass in 1883. No major flaws

seen, just some faint hairlines and a couple of trivial planchet

striations on the reverse. A nice brass specimen appeared in

our December 2005 sale, selling for $506.

From the Norweb Collection.
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i 2059 1789 Washington Twigg medal. Bakcr-65. Choice AU. White
metal. Plain edge. 287.0 grains. 35.7 mm. A very pretty ex-

ample of this medal commemorating Washington's election

to the presidency. Lustrous light silver gray with delicate

toning in the fields and some reflectivity remaining. Barely

mellowed, no tin pest or dark pewter color, excellent eye

appeal. Some minor marks are seen, spot underW of WASH-
INGTON. Graded "Unc" by Mrs. Norweb, we could just as

easily grade this piece the same way. just as nice as the two
specimens in Ford.

From the Nonveb Collection.

12060 1797 Washington Presidency Resigned medal. Baker-66.

AU. White metal. Plain edge. 383.7 grains. 37.5 mm. A scarce

18th-century medal by Wyon commemorating Washington's

yielding of presidential power to John Adams in 1797. This

piece is struck from a different obverse die than the obverse

depicted by Baker, but the same obverse die as the Ford

specimen (Lot 80) and the specimen that follows. Lustrous

medium pewter gray with somewhat reflective fields. Some
scuffs and marks are seen, including a few at the rim below'

N of WASHINGTON and another horizontal scrape in the

left obverse field near Washington's chin. A few others on
the reverse, tiny rim bruise over second G of GEORGE on

obverse, excellent overall eye appeal and sharpness. Einer

than the Ford example despite the marks. Struck on a thick

planchet (3.3 mm at the rim) compared to the specimen that

follows. No obverse cud is seen over TON ofWASHINGTON.
An important historical medal in very pleasing grade.

From the Norioeb Collection.

'|2061 1797 Washington Presidency Resigned medal. Baker-66.

About VF. White metal. Plain edge. 249.7 grains. 37.6 mm. A

second pleasing example of this rare issue, alv; from file -^jiti*

dies as the Ford example (Git 80) but a different oi-vers*- fro;:;

the typical Baker-66, l.ven d».*ep ^X'wter gray with siiu.mth

surfaces. Scattered light marks and abrasions noted, dig at

central reverse under ESI of PRESIUEN 1, fnv of tin p-st or

significant rim flaw's. Ford's specimen had a small eud over

TON of WASHINGTON on the obverse*, this state appears

slightly later but the wear makes it tough to be sure. Struck

on a thinner planchet than the above spc*cimen (1.9 mm at

the rim).

From the Noru'eb Collection.

Extremely Rare 1799 Baker-67b

One of Three Known From These Dies

Perhaps Finest

2062 1799 Washington Resumed Command medal. Baker-67b.

Choice AU. White metal. Plain edge. 249.0 grains. 37.3 mm.
One of the rarest items in the Norweb Collection, known to

the extent of just three pieces, two of which are offered in

this sale! As a whole, just seven or eight of this type appear
traceable, though those pieces inexplicably represent three

different die marriages. Bright light silver gray with excellent

lustre and only light, pleasing toning on the fields. Extremely

sharp and free of corrosion, scattered minor marks, few'

hairlines, two tiny rim nicks at base of obverse. Free of the

tinpest present on the Ford piece which, though catalogued

as "the finer of just two known," could easily be passed over

by a collector in favor of this one. The Ford cataloguer, like

us, did not know that Norweb owned not just one of these

rare medals, but two of them. The sharpness and overall eye

appeal is delightful.

The reverse legend is unique among the medals lauding

Washington, as it includes on his list of feats "RESUMED
COMMAND OF THE ARMIES 1798." This commemorates
the last public act of Washington's life, his appointment as

general by John Adams in light of hostilities with France. Tw'o

reverses were made with the same language, differing only

in the position of the letters. The Ford catalogue explains it

fully, essentially G ofGENERAL is centered over T ofTHE on

this die, but is right of T on the other die. The tw'o obverses

are the one seen here, with Washington's head dividing

GEORGE and WASHINGTON (also used on Baker-67), and

another with WASHINGTON over the top of Washington's

head, used on Baker-67A, a variety as rare as this one. The

portraits and legends are the same, though one die uses 14

DECEMBER to indicate the day of his death and the other

uses DECEMBER 14.

Among the known specimens of this fvpe, Ford 's sh<'w

obverse corrosion (yet brought $12,650), LaRix icre’s u
graded EF (yet brought $5750), and Steinberg’-, w an ur*
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usual bronzed specimen. This is the finest of the three type

of Baker-67 medals (i.e. Baker-67b and Baker-67A) owned
by Mrs. Norweb. The Smithsonian and Historical Society

of Pennsylvania specimens are forever impounded. This

may be the most desirable of all of them, but even if not it

is a very pretty example of one of the rarest 18th-century

Washington medals.
Washington resumed command of the armies in light of an upcoming

conflict with France in 1798. It should not be surprising that Thomas Wyon,
an Englishman, would celebrate a famed general rising to power once more
to battle Napoleonic France.

From the Nonveb Collection.

A Second 1799 Baker 67b

An Amazing Opportunity
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2063 1799 Washington Resumed Command medal. Baker-67b. VF.

White metal. Plain edge. 232.6 grains. 37.3 mm. Amazingly,

though just three examples of this die marriage are known,
here is a second chance to purchase this extremely rare medal.

Deep pewter gray with lighter gray around peripheries where
lustre was last to fade. The surfaces show various light contact

marks and finy specks, some finpest is visible at the reverse

rim and at CAN ofAMERICAN, eye appeal and detail remain

good for the grade. As noted above, just three specimens of

this variety exist—the number was thought to be two before

it was known that Mrs. Norweb owned not one, but two ex-

amples of this extreme rarity. Of course, beyond the rarity of

this die marriage, the type as a whole remains very rare and

historically important. This piece would grace any cabinet.

From the Nonveb Collection. Purchased from Richard Picker

for $1,000.

Extremely Rare 1799 Baker-67A

The Rulau Plate Specimen

Perhaps Two Known
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2064 1799 Washington Resumed Command medal. Baker-67A.

AU. White metal. Plain edge. 358.6 grains. 37.2 mm. Another

November 2C(i

1
very pleasing example of this type, this representing a variety

that appears to be as rare as Baker-67b seen above. Indeed,

Rulau notes just two known, one of which (the WWC Wil-

son-Raymond-Fuld specimen) is now in the Smithsonian.

Silvery lustre frames the peripheries, with the centers toned

a pleasing deep golden gray. Perhaps lightly lacquered or

oiled long ago, a harmless process that protected the surfaces

from tinpest and corrosion. Some tiny marks are seen, fewer :

than might be expected, one nick in front of Washington's

neck ruff identifying this as the Rulau-Fuld and Baker-Fuld

(1965) plate piece, some very light surface roughness in upper '

right reverse, a few little rim nicks. This medal is struck on
a considerably thicker planchet (3.4 mm at the rim) than the

two specimens of Baker-67b seen in the Norweb collection

or the piece in the Ford sale

The obverse of this piece makes it distinctive from the

Baker-67 and Baker-67b, withWASFUNGTON above the head

instead of behind it. The reverse die is the same as Baker-67,

slightly different from Baker-67b. This variety was not pres-

ent in Ford and, if Rulau is correct about a population of two

pieces with one of them in Smithsonian, it is unique in private

hands. Of course, that population could be slightly off, but
'

it remains an extremely rare medal whose duplicate is not
'

found in any major Washingtonia sale we examined during
j

the course of our research. A very important offering. i

From the Norweb Collection.

2065 1796 Washington Repub. Ameri. medal or "penny". Baker-

68, Breen-1275. Choice Mint State. Bronze. Plain edge. 308.6

grains. 33.2 mm. An exceptional specimen of this first type

with the Repub. Ameri. reverse. Deeply reflective fields

display a rich chocolate brown shade but yield remarkable

gold, pale blue, and rose when examined under a light. A
simply gorgeous specimen, one of the nicest we have seen.

The sharpness is exceptional and only a few little specks

could be noted as flaws. The prettiest First Obverse Repub.

Ameri. in bronze in the Ford sale brought only $747.50, mak-

ing this beautifully made and well-preserved 18th-century

Washington medal very collectible in today's marketplace.

The reverse legend names many feats of Washington's public

career, ending with his stepping down from the presidency

in 1796.

From the Nonveb Collection.
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20bh 17% (i.e. 1800) Washington Repub. Ameri. medal or "pen-

ny". Baker-69, Breen-1278. EF, tooled. Bron/e. Plain edge.

263.8 grains. 33.0 mm. Glossy dark chocolate brown with

some evidence of tixiling in the obverse fields. The sharpness

and eye appeal remain fairly pleasing, though two corrosion

spots were apparently smoothed away, such corrosion being

pretty typical of the type.

I From the Noriocb Collection.

2067

1796 (i.e. 1800) Washington Repub. Ameri. medal or "pen-

ny". Baker-69A, Breen-1281. EF. White metal. Plain edge.

141.1 grains. 33.2 mm. Traces of bright silvery lustre remain

in protected areas, the remaining surfaces now mellowed
to even pewter gray. Slightly granular, as typical for this

composition after mellowing, but the details remain bolder

than the grade indicated and the visual appeal is very nice.

This variety was struck after the death of Washington and

shows his birth and death dates on the obverse where the

other Repub. Ameri. type displays its 1796 date.

From the Noriveb Collection.

ing. Ihis pioce shows some vvidencv of handling, }H'rliaf>

unsurprising since Sansom's medals were pur* h-e^ d b;

non-numismatists and his silver sj^xvimens were known tv,

have been presc*nlation gifts as well. 1wo nm st uffs art sivn

under the truncation of Washington's bust, smaller rim ne k

at 9:00 on obverse, final nick over N of PRFSIDI N'CY, Mtme
hairlines and minor marks in the fields. The overall visual

appeal is very pleasing and little wear is stvn. A collaring

mark, caused by the joining of a bipartite collar, is sevn at

6:00 as on other original silver Sansom medals stvn.

On March 25, 1807, Joseph Sansom presented a silver

example of this medal to the sitting President, Thomas Jef-

ferson, himself a medal collector. The accompanying letter

survives and read, in part, as follows:

"Respected friend, 1 beg leave to inclose (sic), for thy

acceptance, a silver medal upon the retirement of W'ashing-

ton, which I flatter myself will meet thy approbation, as it

has been executed by Reich—the head from a drawing of

Stuart."

Sansom had earlier presented Jefferson with a silver

Washington C.C.A.U.S. medal which remains at Monticello;

in November 1807, he sent Jefferson "a medal of Franklin,"

likely the American Beaver medal dated 1776. The letters

Sansom sent to Jefferson each highly recommended John
Reich, the engraver, as a future employee of the U.S. Mint.

Sansom's advice, together with similar sentiments from

Mint Director Robert Patterson, resulted in Reich's hiring,

though Jefferson was familiar with Reich from his work on

Jefferson's 1801-dated inaugural medal as well.

While the location of Jefferson's silver Washington San-

som is not now known, if it survives at all, an estimated

seven specimens can be traced. Two of these were in the Ford

collection, one of which sold for a seeming bargain price of

$5,750. The other, accompanied by an original Sansom box,

brought a more reasonable $1 2,650. With other original silver

Sansom medals of similar rarity bringing in the $25-30,000

range (i.e. the silver CCAUS, the silver Washington /Frank-

lin, etc.) in nice Mint State grades, this medal is ready for an

upgrade in its market value.

From the Norweb Collection.

Very Rare Silver Sansom Medal

Struck 1807

Perhaps Eight Known
2068

1797 (ca. 1807) Washington Sansom medal. Baker-71,

Julian PR-la. EF. Silver. Plain edge. 495.2 grains. 40.6 mm.
An extremely rare original striking in silver from Reich's

dies. Some lustre and reflectivity remains, especially on the

reverse, amidst toned light silver gray surfaces. The obverse

-hows subtle golden and rose tones, while the mverse exhibits

-^ime beautiful pale blue intermingled with the gray ton-

2069

1797 (ca. 1807) Washington Sansom medal. Baker-71 B, Ju-

lian PR-1. EF. White metal. Plain edge. 353.6 grains. 40.6 mm.
Bright reflective lustre remains at the peripheries, though

the fields have mellowed to an even and pleasing pewter

gray. Good sharpness, a bit granular in the fields as U pical

of this composition, some vertical scratches in right obx crse

field. Some other minor handling marks arc seen. One of ju -t

four completed medals in Philadelphia merchant los^-ph

Sansom's "Medallic Histor\’ of the American Revolutum.

engraved bv John Reich between 1 805 and 1 S07. Thi- mod id

was presented to Thomas Jefferson and others m -i1v‘t: V r

r
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composition would have been the least expensive at the time,

thus it remains rather easily collected today.

From the Nonoeb Collection.

2070

1797 (ca. 1859) Washington Sansom medal. Baker-72, Julian

PR-1. Choice Mint State. Silver. Plain edge. 524.8 grains.

40.7 mm. An extraordinarily beautiful example of this U.S.

Mint medal, struck from Mint copy dies produced during

James Ross Snowden's feverish construction of his beloved

Washington cabinet. Highly reflective light silver gray sur-

faces yield subtle pale blue tones with highlights of gold and
rose. The lustre and eye appeal are excellent, and technically

the condition is also superb. Some very minor hairlines are

seen, their presence much less surprising than their absence

would be, and a short scratch is noted left of Washington's

eye. A high, sharp wire rim surrounds much of both sides.

This piece is 3.1 mm thick at the rim, a contrast with another

later piece from the same dies that follows.

Only 57 specimens in silver were struck between the

introduction of this medal to the U.S. Mint's customers in

1861 and the end of the production run in the early 20th

century; many years none were struck, and most annual

mintages were of five pieces or fewer. While Ford owned a

gold specimen from these dies, the only one known today,

he did not own a silver example. A very pretty specimen in

our December 2005 sale realized $6,325.

The copy dies produced by the U.S. Mint are extremely close to the

original dies produced by Reich for Joseph Sansom's "Medallic History of

the American Revolution." The easiest way to distinguish the strikings are

the width of the rims—this Mint restrike has very broad rims. Addition-

ally, on the restrikes, the period after RELINQ on the reverse is above the

horizon rather than touching it. On the obverse, there is very little room
between the rim and the top of Washington's head, but there is more space

on Reich's original dies. Of course, the term "restrike" itself is misleading,

since the dies actually copy the original dies rather than simply being
later states thereof.

From the Nonoeb Collection.2071

1797 (ca. 1859) Washington Sansom medal. Baker-72, Julian

PR-1. Choice Mint State. Silver. Plain edge. 409.4 grains. 40.7

mm. A second example, this one on a thinner planchet (2.6

mm at the rim) and from a slightly later state with a faint die

crack at Washington's shoulder. Magnificent pale blue and

November 2(
’

violet toning dominates the reverse, while the obverse is a deep

silver gray with more subtle but also beautiful tones. Superb
reflectivity and lustre, with color that resembles the toning on
a gem 19th-century Proof silver coin. Some minor hairlines, i

single spot in the left obverse field, horizontal hairlines under
j

PRESIDENT. This piece shows bold double striking at the pe- I

ripheries and has no trace of a wire edge. A very pretty medal,

again one of just 57 struck in this composition.

From the Nonoeb Collection.

2072

1797 (ca. 1859) Washington Sansom medal. Baker-72A.

Choice Mint State Red bronze. Plain edge. 569.6 grains. 40.8

mm. Boldly reflective surfaces show remarkable even deep

mahogany patina. A beautiful example, prettier than the usu-

ally matte-like bronzed specimens. Just a few hairlines and

some tiny handling marks in the upper reverse field require

note. Rulau mentions that 308 were struck in "red bronze"

between 1859 and the 1870s, though the lack of precision

in the end date would seemingly affect the precision of the

mintage number too. Tiny die crack on the shoulder, about

the same die state as the LaRiviere specimen. Much thicker

than the specimen than follows (3.8 mm af the rim) and on

a very different planchet.

From the Nonoeb Collection. Purchased from Empire Coin

Company, the firm of young Dave Bozoers and his partner Jim

Ruddy.

2073

1797 (ca. 1859) Washington Sansom medal. Baker-72A. Mint

State. Red bronze. Plain edge. 368.5 grains. 41.3 mm. A highly

unusual specimen, struck on a broader, thinner planchet than

the preceding lot. Rich even mahogany patina, but more

matte-like and not reflective like the preceding specimen.

The rims are filed afop the obverse, below the shoulder

truncation, and in areas of the reverse—this was appamntly

accomplished at the Mint, as its texture resembles the tilinj;

used to remove cuds on other Mint medals in this period.

The impression is uncentered on the large planchet and the

whole production has an unusual and anomalous kvl when

compared to other examples of this Baker number. This pica'

is worthy of further study.

From the Nonoeb Collection.
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1834: Bakor-75A. Bron/e. Plain edge. Mint State Baker-

75B. White metal. Plain edge. Choice AU. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

2075 Four General of the American Armies medalets. Dies by C.C.

Wright. All plain edge: Baker-76. Silver. Choice AU, toned
Baker-76A. Copper. Mint State Baker-76B. Bronze. Mint

State Baker-76C. Brass. Mint State (Total: 4 pieces)

From the Norzoeb Collection.

p076 Collection of Robinson's Medalets, commemorating
Washington's military career: All plain edge, all different

compositions: Baker-77A. Silver. Mint State, nicely toned

Baker-77B. Copper. Mint State, small oxidation spots

Baker-77C. Brass. Choice Mint State Baker-77C. Gilt brass.

Mint State. Purchased from Elmer S. Sears Baker-77D.

White metal. Mint State, obverse nicks. (Total: 5 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

1077 (1778) Washington Voltaire medal. Baker-78B. EF, rim

nicks. Copper. Plain edge. 342.0 grains. 40.1 mm. Glossy and

‘-m(xith dark chocolate brown surfaces boast excellent aes-

thetic appeal. Many tiny rim nicks and small bruises are seen

around both sides. Many specimens of this medal are seen

worn or handled, pointing to popular consumption at the

time of initial sale in France rather than rarefied distribution

directly to cabinets and important people. Oily minor field

mark . are sevn, including a nick off Washington's forelock.

A line and collfi lible spv i'iin<*n ol the \ t‘r\' 'U' -‘ irii ir'j-d.i!

struck in 1778 to the ordiT ot the author \wlt.jir« ..nd [!;).:,
j

ently quite popular at the time di-spiti llie |i. lion..! p<irtr^:1
|

of Washington. Ihis is the earliest medal -Iruik t<= honci
Washington, proclaiming him to "form a rare = ombm.ilion !

the talents of a warrior and the virtues ot a philosopher "
[t

From the Norweb Collection. it

2078 (1778) Washington Voltaire medal. Baker-78B. VF. Bronze.

Plain edge. 324.7 grains. 39.3 mm. Light to medium brown
over finely granular surfaces. Once cleaned but nicely

retoned, just a trace of old color noted atop Washington's

head. Some pits at centers are noted; we have seen other

specimens like this, probably just the result of a poorly cast

planchet. The weight and diameter fit with others recorded.

Scuff at reverse rim at 6:00. Another collectible specimen of

this Revolutionarv War-era medal.

From the Norweb Collection.

Very Rare Silver Hero of Freedom Medal

2079 1800 Washington Hero of Freedom medal. Baker-79. VF,

holed. Silver. Plain edge. 424.8 grains. 38.6 mm. 3.0 mm thick

at the rims. Struck in coin turn, unusual for a medal of this

period but common to all Hero of Freedom and Westw'ood

medals seen to date. Glossy deep silver gray with delightful

if subtle tones of blue and violet. A ver\' pretW medal despite

the round hole at 12:00, many tiny contact marks on the ob-

verse of consistent and minuscule size, fewer on the reverse.

Light wear is seen on Washington's head and shoulder, nicely

detailed otherwise and perhaps w'orthy of an EF grade. Some
of the natural reflectiviW remains. Minor buildup is noted

above the letters of GEORGE on the obverse.

A ver\’ rare medal, Michael Hodder counted just six •speci-

mens knowm including this one. Two w’ere in the Ford sale,

where they brought $14,950 and $9,775. The similar qual-

iW LaRiviere piece brought $7,700 in 1998. Thi^ is the only

specimen of the six with significant wear or a hole, making
it distinctive among the tinv population of surMvors

The reverse wreath of this medal matches that of th« ;

(Baker 80-81 ), and most authoritu^s agree th.it \Ve.t\Mv«d v.
- -

'

. „ . - - ^
. -r
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tor this typo too. Interesting, this medal lauds Washington as "Late Presi-

dent of the United States of America" on the reverse, while the Westwood
medal s peripheral reverse legend identifies him as "Commander in Chief
of the American Forces" but uses the same "Late President legend on
the obverse.

From the Norweb Collection. Probably from Old Colony
Coin Auction's NENA sale of October 1958, Lot 646 to Richard

Picker.

2080

1800 Washington Hero of Freedom medal. Baker-79BA.
Choice AU. Copper, overstruck on a 1797 Great Britain Cart-

wheel twopence. Plain edge. 424.0 grains. 38.3 mm. Struck

in coin turn. An interesting and scarce overstruck variant

of this Baker number, referred to as Baker-79BA in the most
recent update by Rulau and Fuld. Deep even steel brown. The
reverse is lustrous, lightly reflective, and shows some subtle

blue and violet toning in the fields. The obverse shows some
very shallow granularity which gives that side a somewhat
matte appearance. The eye appeal remains excellent and few
flaws are seen. The dies were almost perfectly lined up over

the George 111 twopence, with the regal numeral 111 and D
that follows best seen, located above OB:14 on the obverse.

A trace of the 1797 date remains as well.

A fairly scarce variant, with only four specimens identi-

fied in the Ford catalogue. This one was not included, and
we suspect others may have been omitted as well. This

overstruck variety is a thoroughly interesting way to include

this type in your cabinet.

From the Norweb Collection.

Beautiful Gilt Hero of Freedom Medal
2081

1800 Washington Hero of Freedom medal. Baker-79C.
Choice Mint State. Fire-gilt bronze. Plain edge. 437.6 grains.

38.5 mm. Struck in coin turn. An exceptional quality specimen
of this rare format, called "Proof" by Mrs. Norweb. Fully

reflective yellow gilt surfaces show remarkable flashy lustre.

The gilding is intact, even on the high points. A thin scratch

beneath GEORGE to the shoulder is noted, some minor scat-

tered hairlines, vertical scrape under bust truncation seems
to be a well-hidden test mark that exposed no copper. The
reverse, judged separately, is of full Gem quality.

The Ford piece, catalogued as one of only three seen, was

very nice and showed only minor hairlines. The LaRiviere

specimen was also nice, realizing $1,725 in its recent offering

in our December 2005 sale. Ford's brought $1,840. This piece

is an addition to the census, and the somewhat worn piece

in the November 2002 Bowers and Merena sale (Lot 5714)

should be added as well. Five specimens is a low popula-

tion for such a well-known medal in an impressive format.

The gilding on the Hero of Freedom's is uniformly nicely

accomplished; we suspect a high retail price ca. 1800 resulted

in its scarcity today.

From the Norweb Collection.

2082

1799 (i.e. 1800) Washington Westwood medal. Baker-80.

AU. White metal, silvered. Plain edge. 485.0 grains. 40.8 mm.
Struck in coin turn.A fascinating specimen, apparently silvered

over tin or white metal surfaces with the silvering only worn
through in small areas of the rims, where darker gray color

shows through. Brilliant lustrous light silver gray with reflec-

tive fields. Some hairlines are seen, heavy diagonal scrape in

lower right obverse field, tiny rim nick over Q of ESQ, excel-

lent overall eye appeal. A very pretty piece even with the field

scratch. Though the silvered white metal specimen in Ford

was described as a heavily rusted late die state, the specks of

rust visible here and there on the obverse are actually in an

earlier state on this medal than the bronze that immediately

follows it herein. John Ford believed that only five examples of

this variety in white metal existed, of which he owned three.

LaRiviere also owned one. Fuld noted "at least 4 or 5 known
in tin" in his excellent 1965 update to Baker. This appears to

be an extremely rare format for this important medal.

From the Norweb Collection.

2083

1799 (i.e. 1800) Washington Westwood medal. Baker-80A.

AU. Bronze. Plain edge. 600.9 grains. 40.7 mm. Struck in

coin turn. Rich and lustrous chocolate brown with pleasing

undertones in the somewhat reflective fields. A verv paHty

specimen with great color. A rim bruise at 6:00 on the ob\'ersc

and a smaller one at 6:00 on the reverse are noted, some light

bruises elsewhere, thin hairline to Washington's nose, a fo\v

little nicks in the fields. Not a terriblv ran' modal in thi'

format, though the value in the marketplace still bespeaks a

certain lack of appreciation of this variety.

From the Nonoeb Collection.
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2084

1799 (i.e. 1800) Washington Westwood medal. Baker-81. AU,
scratched. Bnm/e. Plain edge. 606.5 grains. 40.6 mm. Rich

even chocolate browm with lightly reflective fields. Very pretty,

showing excellent color and surfaces, though some light old

scratches are seen on both sides, most notably in the obverse

fields. Slightly double struck in collar, best seen on the reverse.

A popular medal from the era of the death of Washington.

From the Nonveb Collection.

2085

1799 (i.e. 1800) Washington Westwood medal. Baker-81A.

Choice Mint State. Fire-gilt bronze. Plain edge. 547.4 grains.

40.9 mm. Struck in coin turn. A beautiful specimen of this ver\'

rare format. Exceptional cartwheel lustre over rich yellow

gilt surfaces, slightly reflective in the obverse fields but mom
heavily so on the reverse. Some very light unevenness in the

gilding can be seen only with a glass, mostly at the obverse

rims. A few little hairlines, no other flaws. The detail is excep-

tional and unworn. While listed at a modest price in the Rulau

work, the specimen of Baker-80B in gilt in the Ford sale was

described as "very rare and possibly underrated as such, this

being the first the cataloguer has seen." This example, struck

from the second reverse, is the only fire gilt specimen located

in a scan of major sales—none was in Ford, LaRiviere, ANR
12:05, Collin.s, the Collins FPL, or Garrett. The 1965 Baker up-

date by Fuld does note that this variety is known in fire gilt,

though it seems likely this exact piece was the one Fuld saw.

A prize for advanced Washingtoniana enthusiasts, perhaps

unduplicated among known collections of this material.

From the Nonveb Collection.

k's

2086

(1799) Washington Westwood medal shell. Baker-82. AU.
Brass. 97.2 grains. 44.9 mm. An enigmatic and very rare

item, perhaps produced as some sort of applied decoration

for furniture or something similar. Deep golden brassy color

with textured fields around the Washington portrait. Deeply

embossed and concave. The portrait is signed by Westw(X)d

under the bust, linking it to Westwood's medallic produc-

tions of this era (i.e. Baker 79-83). This was given a Baker

number though, properly, it is reallv not a medal— it is,

how'ever, a "medallic portrait," which was the Baker book's

title and purpose.

The only specimen Fuld had seen at the time of the 1965

edition of Baker (which remains, quite possibly, the most
useful edition) was this exact piece; his citation reads "Only
one seen (Norweb)." A specimen in the Ford collection

w'as described as "Extremely rare: one of just two known
to the cataloguer, the other being the piece in the Norw-eb

collection." Despite its rarity and useful description, the lot

realized just $517.50. That piece was described as "silvered

w'hite metal," thus distinguishing it from this one.

From the Norweb Collection. Earlier, from the Brand Collec-

tion.

2087

1803 Washington Fame medal. Obverse electrotype shell.

Baker-84. AU. Copper over white metal. Plain edge. 224.4

grains. 38.7 mm. A curious piece, essentially an unfinished

electrotype copy that lacks a reverse. Items such as this were

sometimes produced for use in illustrations in 19th-cenhjr\'

books (Crosby had a collection of one-sided electroWpes used

to plate his w'ork on colonials). Orange-red, cleaned long

ago, some hairlines. The reverse is plain and lead-colored.

This does not appear to be a copper-plated splasher though

the unacquainted could confused it with such. Offered here

as a study piece with a provenance, though further research

could determine it to be plated in some centur\’-old mference

w’ork.

From the Noriivb Collection.
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The Ca. 1863 Defender of Liberty by Betts

Thought To Be Unique in Private Hands

2088

(ca. 1863) Washington Defender of Liberty medal. Baker-

86. As struck or nearly so. Lead. Plain edge. 216.4 grains.

34.5 mm. An incredibly crude but fascinating production by
numismatist C. Wyllys Betts. According to Rulau, just three

are known, with the others impounded in the Massachusetts

Historical Society and the Smithsonian. Even dark pewter
gray with textured surfaces, as struck. Made in shallow relief

from crude, hand-engraved dies. The lefferforms, denficles,

and overall qualify is classic C. Wyllys Befts work, sfylisti-

cally linked fo creations such as his Novuum Belgium piece.

It appears that Fuld was the first to attribute this to Betts, and
we wholeheartedly agree.

Unillustrated in Rulau and generally overlooked, this

appears to be the first appearance of fhis medal af public

auction.

Rulau dates this piece to "ca. 1870s," but the medal can

conclusively be dated to at least a decade earlier. In Wood-
ward's sale of April 1863, the description of Lot 2329 should

prove definitive: "Bust to right, "Washington, born Feb. 22,

1732," rev. "The Defender of Liberfy," "U.S.A.," wifhin a

wreafh; in lead or tin, extremely rare, 24." A similar piece,

Baker-87, has also been attributed to Betts; a specimen of fhaf

variefy appeared in Woodward's 1864 McCoy sale.

In 1885, Baker wrote of this medal: "an extremely rude
piece; the only impression we have seen, is in the collec-

tion at the U.S. Mint, obtained since the publication of Mr.

Snowden's List." Snowden's work on Washington pieces was
published in 1861. Betts first started engraving dies for crude

fanfasy early American coins while af Yale in 1862, and he
could have accomplished the dies for fhis anyfime after that

but probably within a decade. A thin die crack from fhe rim
to the back of Washington's head may have unintentionally

limited the mintage. When Mrs. Norweb bought this, she

knew of only two examples. The question appears to be moot,

as this seems to be the only one in private hands. We have
found no ofher auction records or previous illustrations. In

the 1965 edition of Baker, Fuld estimafed a value of $60.
A specimen appeared as Lot 948 in the 1914 Parsons sale by Henry

Chapman, described as "holed at the top. Very Fine. Crude work, and
probably made by C. Wyllys Betts. The only example that has ever come
under my notice." This holed specimen is either the MHS or Smithsonian

example, thus leaving a 50/50 chance that the one presently offered is the

example Wocxlward sold in 1863.

From the Norzveb Collection.

2089

A trio of 1860s-era 27 mm medals by Merriam and Key:

Baker-88D. White metal. Plain edge. Choice EF with light

marks Baker-94A. Copper. Plain edge. Mint State with

much original colors Baker-94E. White metal. Plain edge.

FF with some lustre and some nicks. (Total: 3 pieces)

From the Nonivb Collection.

Unlisted Ugly Head Medal

Perhaps Two Known?

2090

(1863) Washington Ugly Head medal. Obverse as Baker

89-90, reverse unlisted. Mint State. White metal. Plain edge.

253.6 grains. 38.1 mm. An unlisted variety, marrying the

Gardiner "Ugly Head" obverse with a new reverse, largely

blank but for a wreath of oak leaves and acorns around

fhe periphery. Fully lusfrous brillianf lighf gray, somewhat
reflective in the fields and highly attractive. Some light

striations in the planchet, as seen on other white metal Ugly

Head medals, a few hairlines, no major marks or tinpest.

Two different reverses were known to Baker and Rulau; this

one makes the total three. Lacking from Ford and LaRiviere,

though the 1996 Collins sale included an underappreciated

specimen described as "unique" in Lot 96. Noted as "the first

auction appearance of fhis piece fhaf we are aware of," the

piece brought $715. The discovery of this specimen in the

Norweb collection appears to bring the total population to

two examples barring future discoveries.

From the Norweb Collection. Earlier, from the Brand Collec-

tion.

2091

(1863) Washington Ugly Head medal. Baker-89A. Choice

Mint State. Copper. Plain edge. 353.0 grains. 38.0 mm. A
beautiful example of one of fhe mosf popular of the mid-

century Washington medals. Splendid mint color remains at

the peripheries, centers now mellowed to a lovely melange

of medium brown and violef. Smooth and lustrous, an ex-

ceptional specimen that could easily be graded gem. Neither

Ford nor LaRiviere owned a copper specimen, though they

are not usually classed as great rarities.

From the Nonveb Collection.
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(ca. 1865) Washington Time Increases His Fame medal.

Bakcr-91, Julian PR-27. Choice Mint State. Gold. Plain edge.

178.3 grains. 27.7 mm. A beautiful gold medal from these

U.S. Mint dies, marrying a ca. 1820-30s obverse by William

Kneass to a new ca. 1860 reverse by Anthony Paquet. Deeply

reflective rich yellow gold with impeccable eye appeal. Some
very light hairlines are .seen, a few nicks between TIME and
INCREASES on the reverse. The reverse w'reath is incomplete

in areas, evidence that this die was polished and lapped at

some point in its history. First struck in 1861, Julian relates

that "large quantities of this medal were struck over a pe-

riod of years, even including gold as early as 1865." Rulau

suggests that 10 to 12 specimens are known, struck only by

special request at the Mint. The Garrett specimen appears to

be a slightly earlier reverse die state than this piece.

Fnmi the Noriveb Collection.

'2093 (after 1865) Washington Time Increases His Fame medal.

Baker-91, Julian PR-27. Gem Mint State. Gold. Plain edge.

181.0 grains. 27.6 mm. Another as above, but struck with a

matte finish and from a different reverse die. This reverse,

not listed in Rulau or other references, can be distinguished

by the position of the ribbon ends, as they do not touch the

rim. Even medium yellow gold, essentially as struck. Per-

haps this reverse was a copy die produced around the turn

of the 20th century. The Norweb's acquired this from their

family attorney and advisor; perhaps his ties to the Federal

government allowed him to acquire this. We have not noted

this reverse in another collection.

From the Nonoeb Collection. Purchased from the Nonoebfamily

attorney, a Mr. Hostetler; he collected primarily gold coins. His

firm is still one of Cleveland's major laiv firms.

2094

A study lot of (ca. 1861) Time Increases His Fame medals,

Julian PR-27: Baker-91 A. Silver. Plain edge. (2). One cleaned

EF with pleasing toning (142.5 grains), another Mint State

with gorgeous deep toning (158.9 grains) Baker-91 B. Cop-

per. Plain edge. 130.8 grains. Gem Mint State, light brown and

fully reflective Baker-91 D. Red bronze. Plain edge. 171.9

grains. Mint State with an even mahogany patina. (Total: 4

pieces)

From the Nonoeb Collection.

2095

A pair of Bolen Washington issues, both Baker-92. i op^x-r.

Plain edge. Both are Choice Mint State and show pleasing

olive toning mixed with original mint color. This would be an

ideal w'ay to show obverse and reverse in an exhibit, or pur-

chase trade bait for a future acquisition. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Noruvb Collection.

2096

Four busts of Washington in a two-piece lot: A pair of the

"double head" medals, including the very rare silver of

which Rulau states "less than 12 are known." Baker-95.

Silver. Plain edge. Choice Mint State, highly reflective, pleas-

ing deep gray and pastel toning, a few little field marks on

one side B-95A. Copper. Plain edge. Choice Mint State.

Full mint color barely mellowed to pleasing and lustrous

orange. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Noru'cb Collection.

2097

Quartette of Washington Star medals, struck circa 1865:

Baker-97. Silver. Plain edge. Choice Mint State. Beautifully

toned, a superb example Baker-97A. Copper. Plain edge.

Choice Mint State Baker-97A. Copper. Plain edge. Thick

Planchet. Choice Mint State Baker-98A. Copper. Reeded

edge. Choice Mint State. A particularly attractive group.

(Total: 4 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

2098

Pair of George the Great medals: Muling of Baker-101

and Baker-1 OOM. Silver. Plain edge. Mint State Muling

of Baker-101 A and Baker-IOOM. Copper. Plain edge. Choice

Mint State. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Noni^b Collection.
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2103 (ca. 1860) Washington Tomb medal. Baker-128A. Choice Mint
State. Silver. Plain edge. 81.3 grains. 19.2 mm. Deeply toned
dark gray with a slate blue tone over deeply reflective and
lustrous surfaces. A beautiful little medal by George Hampden
Lovett, showing an accurate depiction of Washington's tomb at

Mount Vernon on the reverse along with Lovett's L signature.

Unlisted in silver in the Rulau-Fuld book, rather unusual since

silver was the only metal Baker knew of for this variety in 1885.

It remains rare in all compositions.

From the Norweb Collection.

2100 Three Mount Vernon medals: Baker-114A. Copper. Reeded
edge. Mint State. Small oxidation spot on obverse Baker-

114C. Brass. Reeded edge. Mint State. Small oxidation spots
it Baker-115. White metal. Reeded edge. Mint State, nicely

toned. (Total: 3 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

"1799" (i.e. ca. 1830s?) Washington Stuart Portrait medal.
Baker-129. AU. White metal. Plain edge. 402.6 grains. 44.3

mm. A very scarce if enigmatic early Washington medal cel-

ebrating the dates of his birth and death. Unholed, unusual
for this medal and thus important. Mostly lustrous light silver

gray, but with some darker areas of raised tinpesf atop the

obverse. The reverse is especially choice. Nicely detailed,

no major marks or rim flaws, essentially a Mint State piece

with some minor tinpest. The LaRiviere specimen, another

unholed specimen, sold for $3,960 in 1998. Ford's two speci-

mens, both holed as usually seen, brought slightly less: $^990
and $1,035. Baker said little about this medal—little was
known then as now—calling it simply "Tin, rare."

From the Norweb Collection. Earlier from the Brand Collec-

tion.

Grouping of Washington Tomb medals by Joseph Merriam,
all different: Baker-122. Silver. Plain edge. Mint State, toned

Baker-122A. Copper. Plain edge. Mint State. Small oxida-

tion spots Baker-122B. Mint State. Large oxidation spot on
obverse Baker-122M. White metal. Double head muling.
Plain edge. EF. Small digs Baker-122U. White metal. Plain

edge. Uniface obverse. VF, reverse scratches. (Total: 5 pieces)

From the Nonoeb Collection.
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2105 (ca. 1819) Washington Series Numismatica medal. Bake^
130A. Gem Mint State. White metal. Plain edge. 397.3 grains.

41.7 mm. A stunning specimen of this Series Numismatica
medal, struck in France as part of a lengthv series a'pa'sent-

great figures from histor\'. This varietv, as depicted, shows
a head of Wa.shington that kxiks nothing like him, a'lninisa'iit

Pair of Washington Tomb medals by George H. Lovett:

Baker- 124. First obverse. Copper. Pi n edge. Choice Mint State

-- Baker- 1 25. Second obverse. Coppe Plain edge. Choice Mint

State. A lovely, well-matched pair. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.
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^
ol llu' \oltairi' inrd.il. l iillv lustrous brilliant lij^lif |.x*\vter

);ra\ with bright a-tloctivity. A littlo spock under XXXll is the

i>nl\ notable tlaw. A simply lx*autitul example of this scarce

early medal, unpriced in white metal in Rulau and simply

descrilx'd as "rare."

f rom Ihe Nonccb Collection.

62106 Pair of Series Numismatica Washington Birth and Death

medals, both Paris Mint restrikes, circa 1843-1845: Baker-

130 (unlisted restrike as B-130-E). Silver. Mint State, with soft

blue-gray iridescence. Marked on edge, ARGENT with prow
of ship, the Paris Mint edge mark dating the piece to 1843-1845,

though unlisted in Medallic Portraits of Washington as such

Baker-1 30E. Bronze. Plain edge. Choice Mint State. Paris edge

mark, CUIVRE with prow of ship. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Nonocb Collection.

2107 (ca. 1830) Washington Series Numismatica medal. Baker-

131A. Choice Mint State. Bronze. MONACH 11 edge. 588.8

grains. 41.1 mm. Even milk chocolate brown with slightly

reflective fields. A pretty specimen, just a couple obverse

spots including one over S of GEORGIUS. Another Series

Numismatica variety, this one with a realistic portrait by

Washington misspelled WASINGTON. Rulau calls this Rar-

ity-7; it is certainly scarcer than the non-error obverse.

From the Nonveb Collection.

lbl08 (ca. 1830) Washington Scries Numismatica medal. Bakcr-

132. Mint State. Bronze. Plain edge. 570.9 grains. 41.1 mm.

Nice medium brown with slightly refleitivi- fields showing

subtle but pleasing toning. A trace of mint ioK»r remain-

on the reverse. Some surface dirt, but no real flaws Ilun

die crack from rim to Washington's eyebrow. This \ ariety

features the correct spelling of Washington's name.

2109

Six Washington Birth and Death medals by Robert Lovett,

Jr. Mostly different: Baker-136. Silver. Reeded edge.

Choice Mint State, light pastel toning Baker-1 36C. Cop-

per. Reeded edge. Choice Mint State Baker-1 36C. Coppt*r.

Reeded edge. AU, light verdigris Baker-1 36D, variant.

Copper. Plain edge. Thick Planchet. AU, light planchet flaws

Baker-136E. White metal. Reeded edge. Mint State

Baker-136G. Copper. Reeded edge. Uniface obverse. Choice

EF. (Total: 6 pieces)

From the Nonoeb Collection.

2110

Group of Washington Birth and Death and medals by
George Lovett: Baker-137. Silver. Plain edge. Choice AU,
lovely cabinet toning Baker-137B. Bronze. Plain edge.

Choice Mint State Baker-1 37C. Brass. Plain edge. Mint

State, some reverse oxidation. (Total: 3 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

2111

(ca. 1860) Washington Shield & Star medal. Baker-142. Gem
Mint State. Silver. Plain edge. 92.4 grains. 27.5 mm. A pretw

little medal struck on a tiny thin planchet. Slate blue toning

over medium gray fields, richly reflective and vcr\' pretty

in hand. A scarce silver George Hampden Lovett medal.

From the Noruvb Collection.
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2112 (ca. 1860) Washington Equestrian Statue medal. Baker-146.
Choice Mint State. Copper. Plain edge. 189.4 grains. 27.7

mm. Nearly full mint color remains, though a little spotty

on the obverse. Lustrous and attractive, a muling of dies by
George Hampden Lovett at the height of the craze for new,
rare Washington medals.

From the Norweb Collection.

2114

2113 (ca. 1860) Washington Liberty Cap medal. Baker-147A.
Choice Mint State. Copper. Plain edge. 187.9 grains. 27.8 mm.
Toned down to nearly chocolate brown on the obverse, still

bright with mint color on the Liberty Cap reverse. Struck by
George Hampden Lovett.

From the Norzveb Collection.

WASHIJffiTeN^
NATVS
OB II *

(ca. 1860) Washington Liberty Cap medal. Baker-148. Gem
Mint State. Copper. Plain edge. 185.3 grains. 27.7 mm. Bright

orange-red mint color has only just begun to mellow but looks

much as it did when struck. An interesting George Hampden
Lovett production.

From the Norweb Collection.

WASHIHGXOH^
NATOS ITSS

IT ITS*

2115 (ca. 1860) Washington Liberty Cap medal. Baker-150A. Gem
Mint State. Copper. Plain edge. 185.4 grains. 27.8 mm. Bright

orange-red mint color, only barely mellowed to rose at central

reverse. A muling of dies by George Hampden Lovett. Called

Rarity-6 by Rulau.

From the Norweb Collection.

2116

2117

2118

2119

(ca. 1860) Washington Bushnell Series muling. Baker-
151/100. Choice Mint State. Silver. Plain edge. 162.4 grains.

27.8 mm. An unlisted muling of dies in the Bushnell series.

Fuld notes that most of these varieties are "supposed to be
unique" and this one, considering that no one has listed it

yet, may well be. Deep gray toning on the obverse, lovely

rose and pale blue shades on the reverse, reflective and very

attractive. A pretty little piece.

From the Norweb Collection.

(ca. 1860) Washington Bushnell Medal Series. Baker-153C.

Choice Mint State. White metal. Plain edge. 118.7 grains. 18.4

mm. Richly reflective brilliant silver gray. A few little obverse

handling marks, natural pits at central reverse. This variety

and others linked to it were struck for Charles Bushnell about

1860 according to Fuld.

From the Norweb Collection.

Quartette of Washington Birth and Death medalets by the

U.S. Mint: Baker-155A. Julian PR-26. Silver. Plain edge.

Initial "P" for Paquet. Mint State Muling. Obverse of

Baker-155A, reverse of Baker-156A. Julian PR-25/26. Silver.

Plain edge. Initials "AP" for Anthony Paquet. Choice AU
Baker-156A. Julian PR-25. Silver. Plain edge. Initials "AP."

Mint State Baker-156C. Julian PR-25. Bronze. Plain edge.

Mint State. (Total: 4 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

Pair of Washington Birth and Death medals by Bale and

Smith: Baker-158. Silver. Plain edge. Choice Mint State

nicely toned Baker-158B. Brass. Plain edge. Choice Mint

State. A nice pair, both pedigreed to the Virgil Brand Colkx'*

tion. (Total; 2 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection. Previoii^lu from the Virgil Hnnui

Collection.

I

I

i
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!120 (ca. 1860s) Washington Birth & Death medal. Baker-159.

Choice Mint State. Silver. Plain edge. 92.4 grains. A beauti-

tully toned little gem, with medium silver gray surfaces

decorated with light gold on the obverse and rich and varied

tones on the reverse. Fully reflective and beautiful, very thin

scratch left of R of PRESIDENT. This issue is thought to have

been struck by George Hamden Lovett, muling his reverse

to an earlier obverse.

Fnvn the Nonveb Collection.

Remarkable 1832 Conradt Medal

Pedigreed Back to 1832

Probably Unique in Private Hands

1 1121 (1832) Washington Cordwainers' Medal by Conradt. Baker-

162. VF, holed. White metal. Plain edge. 293.8 grains. 34.5

mm. One of the most important and interesting pieces in this

collection, a little-known medal with a great history and an

apparent population of just two pieces. Glossy even medium
pewter gray with some lighter silvery color at the lustrous

peripheries. Smooth and appealing, free of any tinpest or

corrosion. Scattered tiny marks arc seen, some nicks at the

rims (which were apparently once high knife rims, now
somewhat folded), holed from back to front squarely over

Washington's head. The array of marks allowed us to plate

match this to the piece in the 1914 Parsons sale. The overall

eye appeal is very nice, though even if it wasn't this piece

w'ould still be desirable.

A crudely struck medal, made with a bipartite collar and

showing a collaring line at 3:00 relative to the obverse. The

edges are on two different planes, evidence that the collar did

not fully retain the metal flow. Washington's name is spelled

WASINGTON on the obverse. Under the bust, small lettering

reads "CONRADT 170 N. Fourth St." On the reverse, THE
FATHER OF HIS COUNTRY appears inside a wreath, with

a very tiny italic "Phila" below outside the wreath. Spelling

errors notwithstanding, the medal is of competent execu-

tion, with a decent portrait and consistent hand-engraved

lettering. Rulau notes that Godfrey Conradt was an engraver

located at the noted address in the 1831 and 1832 Philadelphia

directories. He also notes that this was struck for the cord-

wainers' (shtK’makers) procession at the Philadelphia parade

to celebrate the centennial of W'ashington's birth; the original

source tor the cordwainers' contuvlion is ncit known, as it wa
not in the 1965 Baker-Fuld or other viurces consulted

Rulau and the 1965 Baker-I uld both cite a total ptipula-

tion of three specimens: the Norweb piece (said to lx* "e*.

England"), the Massachusetts Historical SiK'ietv s^x-cimen

(ex. Appleton), and the piece in the 1914 Parsons sale Plate

matching confirms that this precise spc*cimen /s the Parsons

piece, making for a total population ot just two pieces, the

other of which is permanently impounded. Parsons (Henry

Chapman, 1914): 689 sold for $50, the most of any Washington

piece in the collection. Second place, at $48, belonged to a

lovely Baker-59 WASHINGTON PRESIDENT coppc*rot 1792.

Henry Chapman, then 35 years into his auction carwr, called

the Parsons collection of Washington coins and medals "one

of the finest ever offered."

The first appearance of a specimen of this medal apfx*ars

to be in the November 1878 sale of remnants from the Micklev

collection. That specimen. Lot 449, was described as "verv

good condition, white metal, extremely rare and possibly

unique." Since other pieces in the same sale were describc*d

as "pierced" but that lot was not, it seems safe to assume

that the Mickley piece is not the same as this one. Further

evidence may be found in Henry Chapman's description

of this example in the Parsons catalogue, where this piece

(with a "small hole at top" noted) is written up as one of two

known. The other example. Chapman wTote, "was sold in the

Mickley Collection in 1878, where it was bought by Wm. S.

Appleton of Boston and is now given to the Mass. 1 list. Soc.,

so it is forever withdrawn from trade." It sold for ten timc*s as

much as a "superb" Eccleston medal and 100 times as much
as a pewter Wa.shington Funeral medal.

The only other citation for this medal we can find, noted

in a 2(X)0-dated article by Dave Bowers on the subject of La-

fayette-Washington countermarks, is from the May 1893 sale

of the Petry Collection by the Chapman brothers. Therein, a

fascinating story connects this medal w'ith its origin in 1832.

The description read as follows:

"Bust with fine, strongly-marked features; in military

costume, and draped facing right; down right side, begin-

ning at forehead, is WASHINGTON. Beneath the bust in

field, CONRADT 170 N. Fourth St. R. Oak wreath enclosing

THE FATHER OF HIS COUNTRY, FEB. 221 1832; in six lines,

beneath base of wreath. Phila. Tin. Very fine. Pierced over

head for suspension. Of excessive rarity, only one other being

known to exist, and its present whereabouts is unknown; it

was bought by Mr. Cogan, but for w'hom we know not; it was

sold at the Mickley sale, 1878. It was only 'very good,' so that

this is probably the finest specimen of the two. Size 22.

"This medal is not in the Petr\' collection, but placed here

[as an added consignment] so even,'one will have an equal

chance to purchase it-the man who is willing to pay the most

for it will secure the prize.

"On February 22,1832, William L. Clayton, then a bov

of six years of age, was standing at his father's door. Fifth

Street below Buttonwood Street, Philadelphia, watching the

procession in honor of Washington's Birthday pass by; when
the "old coining press" came along they were striking these

medals and throwing them out to the populace, the pn^sent

piece was thrown to him and he caught it.

"His father made a small hole in it, s(^ he could wear it,

and told him to preserv e it as a memento of the occa-sion, and

it has remained in his possession to the present time, highlx
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prized. It is strange that it should be one of the only two known specimens, and until this appeared the Mickley one was considered
unique. It decides that Conradt was the die sinker or engraver of the dies, and not merely a medal to advertise himself. In the Phila-
delphia Directory for 1831 he is given as an engraver.”

If indeed two are known, which seems true from a preponderance of the evidence, and only one of them is holed (i.e. the present
one), which also seems more than just probable, that means that this is the exact specimen described in the Petry catalogue and
thus can be traced back to its origin at the procession in 1832!. We imagine that few Washington medals of any type have such a
fascinating provenance. Certainly few are rarer. Henry Chapman wrote in 1914, the last auction appearance of this Baker number to
our knowledge, that "this great rarity should command a large price." We agree, and hope that it finds a long-term home as advanced
as the Norweb cabinet.

Our thanks to Barry layman for use of his copy of the Parsons catalogue with plates and Chris Neuzil for useful suggestions.

From the Nonoeb Collection. Earlier, caught on February 22, 1832 on 5th Street in Philadelphia by William L. Clayton; in the Clayton family
until 1893; S.H. and Henry Chapman 's sale of the Nicholas Petry Collection, May 1893, Lot 770; Henry Chapman 's sale of the George M. Parsons
Collection, June 1914, Lot 689; purchased by Mrs. Norweb in the 1950s, allegedly "ex-England" though particulars are not known.
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Extraordinary Gold Skull and Crossboncs Medal

One of Two Known

Last Sold in 1882

)2122 1799 (1800) Washington Skull and Crossbones Funeral medal. Baker-165. Fuld Dies l.-A.l. Mint State. Gold. Plain edge. 203.8

grains. 30.0 mm. Holed for suspension at the time of issue. Struck from the same dies as the marvelous silver Skull and Crossbones in

Ford, though from a different obverse than the only other recorded gold specimen. An exceptional specimen, graded Proof by Mrs.

Norweb, and the finer of only two specimens known of this type in gold. The other example, long in the Garrett Collection, w'as last

offered in the 1992 sale of Gil Steinberg's Washingtonia.

This piece shows beautifully reflective surfaces toned an ev^en shade of medium yellow gold. Some light hairlines are seen, consis-

tent with a piece whose main reason for existing is public display rather than placement in a cabinet. Traces of filemarks outside the

denticles are from before striking, w’hcn the undertype (likely a Spanish colonial four escudos) was prepared for use as a planchet.

Some of these pre-striking filemarks can also be seen on the highest points of the relief such as Washington's curls and epaulet. No
trace of undertype remains as it did on the Garrett-Steinberg piece. A tiny rim nick is noted just left of 12:00 on the obverse, another

above 1 of 1775 below 3:00 on the reverse. A single horizontal scratch in front of Washington's lips is the only notable field mark.

The detail is sharper on this piece than on the other known specimen, w’hich shows minimal detail on Washington's hair and whose

surfaces are not as brightly reflective as seen on this piece. It is generally agreed that this piece is the finer of just two known.

When catalogued by Dave Bowers and George Fuld for the Garrett catalogue, this piece was noted as being in the Noru'eb Col-

lection and one of just two specimens thought to exist with "not even a whisper of another piece." Somehow, by 1992, it was noted in

the Steinberg catalogue that "a third has been rumored," though we do not believe this to be the case—at least not in private hands.

We have no suggestion of any impounded specimens in our notes, relationships with curators and research into their collections, or

any published resource.

VV(xidw’ard made a confusing slander against gold funeral medals in 1865, claiming that some people considered them to be of

"recent manufacture," a claim never made in any other forum to our knowledge. If this is true—and just because Woodward said it

d(H*s not make it so (i.e. his claim that the Jernegan Cistern medal was "authorized by the legislation of North Carolina' — it seems far

more probable that the Urn medals were what he meant. Fortunately, Woodward said of this specimen that he "guarantees it in ever\

particular, and will, if required by the purchaser, accompany it by a sw orn statement of his positive knowledge that it is onginal and

genuine." Bushnell seemed to like it well enough to keep it. Our guess, and this is pure speculation, is that the value ot Washington

pieces ca. I860 brought these medals onto the market in superb condition directly from jeweliy boxes of those who w -^rr them oner

in 1800 and saved them ever since. Anything brand new of that age was deemed suspect by some who did not ow n thu .. it

and many collectors of the late 1860s condemned the cents of the Randall Hoard as accent restrikes as w ell.
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Crosby was an avid collector of Washington funeral medals, collecting them by die variety long before George Fuld was a twinkle
(though Crosby would have loved to have had his research help we suspect!). He owned 10 different examples, including a gold Urn,
three Silver Urns, the unique copper Urn that reappeared in the Steinberg Collection, two silver Skull and Crossbones, and a white
metal Skull and Crossbones. He did not own a gold Skull and Crossbones, though one of his silver examples of this type was called
Silver. Uncirculated. Sharp. Perfect." That piece was struck from the same dies as this piece and the silver piece in Ford.
Crosby, who probably helped catalogue his own collection, called this type "Masonic." Baker filled in a bit more information in

his 1885 work, noting "the medals Nos. 165 and 166 which are the best known, are said to have been struck for, and worn in, the
funeral ceremonies held at Boston shortly after the decease of Washington. The former (i.e. the Skull and Crossbones) in the Masonic
demonstration of February 11, 1800, attended by sixteen hundred brethren, and the latter at the civil procession of eleven days later.

Original impressions in silver of these pieces are quite rare." Baker also notes their production in the workship of Jacob Perkins of
nearby Newburyport, Massachusetts. Angel Pietri, whose magnificent Washingtonia collection has been lately dispersed, turned up a
fascinating contemporary reference from the diary of Rev. William Bently, who spoke the eulogy at the Masonic procession, mention-
ing Jacob Perkins "on this occasion so well known for his excellent medals ... of our General Washington." The focus of the procession
and the location of the eulogies was the Old South Meeting House on Washington Street in downtown Boston.

Many objects in numismatics are desirable because they're rare, and there is a certain joy in owning something that few can pos-
sess. Even more special are the objects that are both rare and historic, the pieces with a connection to an important historical person,
story, or event. But how many pieces that meet that criteria can be placed in a certain place at a certain time 206 years ago? How many
of that tiny subset have a provenance that is well defined and unbroken since Lincoln was in the White House? And how many of
that still smaller subset are gold and beautiful? This piece may be in a subset of one, a tiny island unto itself in the Venn diagram of
numismatic rarities. It is a delight to hold and ponder, and stands as perhaps the single greatest highlight of the Norweb Collection.
It is the only one that Mrs. Norweb explicitly recalled as being the property of her grandfather. Liberty Holden, and if for no other
reason may be considered the foundation stone for one of the greatest collections of Washingtonia ever assembled.

On page 48 of the Hodder-Bowers Norweb biography, mention of this piece appears, one of the few Washington items mentioned in that book:
The only other reference to Liberty [Holden's] activity with collecting coins we have so far been able to trace comes to us from John J. Ford, Jr., the well-known

numismatist and personal friend of Mrs. Norweb's during her most active collecting period. John remembers hearing her tell him that her grandfather. Liberty
Holdern, collected Washington coins and medals. Emery May remembered that the gold skull and crossbones type funerary medal in the collection (Baker-165)
was Liberty's."

From the Nonoeb Collection. Earlier,from the Dr. Francis S. Edwards Collection; W. Elliot Woodward's sale ofMarch 1865, Lot 3290 (at $30);
Charles Bushnell Collection, S.FI. and Fienry Chapman s sale of the Biishnell Collection, June 1882, Lot 1311 (at $20, "extremely fine with proof
surface"); Liberty Flolden Collection, by descent to Mrs. Emery May Norweb.

2123 "1789" (i.e. ca 1890) George Washington Indian Peace medal. Prucha-64. Baker-173N. EF. 62.7 mm. Reeded edge. Holed for suspension
at 12.00. Brass loop remains. A rare privately-made Peace medal, distributed ca. 1890-1905 in Nebraska and nearby states. Pleasing
light pewter gray with slight reflectivity in the basined fields. A sharp example, though showing various tiny marks commensurate
with display and wear. A few knife cuts, presumably to test whether this piece was pewter or silver, cross the reverse at center; the

heaviest ones are horizontal above the date, though two lighter ones run diagonally beneath. The visual appeal remains excellent
with this piece at once exhibiting a high technical grade but the sort of light wear associated with actual distribution to an American
Indian.

This type was made at least prior to 1898, when a fairly worn example was brought to the Omaha Exposition by a native named
Peatwytuk; that example was offered in Ford XVI. In 1901, Walter Wyman noted that an Indian near Pender, Nebraska still distributed
these medals and that many were worn by the Indians and very highly regarded by them." Specimens in aluminum, ci'pper, and
silver were apparently made as collectibles or keepsakes; only white metal specimens like this show tvpical displav wear. An inteix'st-

ing variety, not part of the U.S. Mint series but probably actually worn by an American Indian around the turn of the 20th centurv.

From the Norweb Collection.
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Rich yc*lU)w gold with highly rcflivtivc lidds lijirliiH^d ««i

Ixith side's but still attnictive, une tiny rim link aUivc VUi; tni

the reverse. Extremely raa* in this metal, pri's«.*nt in (jarrett

(and likely purchast'd by T. Harrisem Cjarrett faun the .Mint ;

but lacking from nearly ever)' other impeirtant Washington

cabinet in this noble composition. Baker had never sevn one

v\'hen his 1885 bexik was publishcnJ. Struck as a sptvial ta-at lor

collectors by jamc*s Ross Snow'den when he was in the midst

of forming the Mint Cabinet of Washingtonia, about which he

w'ould write a book in 1861. These pit*ces wea* likely usi'd as

trade bait for new additions to Snowden's pet cabinet.

From the Nonveb Collection. Earlier, from the Noruvh family

attorney, Mr. Hostetler.

2124

(1844) Henry Clay / George Washington lithograph

"medal." Baker-unlisted. AU. Paper lithographs under

glass, surrounded by a pewter frame. 65.5 mm. A fascinating

Washington item from the election of 1844, showing a bust

of Washington (after Gilbert Stuart) on one side and Whig

candidate Henry Clay on the other. Both images are black and

white, though Clay's is surrounded by two concentric rings of

silvery reflective glass. The frame is lacking a ribbon hanger,

though the space for it remains at 12:00 but is generally nice

condition, just a few' nicks and single bruise below 9:00 on

the Clay side. Unlisted in any reference we have consulted,

though Dewitt (and the Sullivan reprint/ revision) included

something similar as HC 1844-56A. That piece showed the

same bust of Clay without the silvery rings, but included

Vice Presidential candidate Theodore Frelinghuysen rather

than Washington. An unusual and undoubtedly rare item,

combining two of the most belov'ed American statesmen of

the antebellum era.

From the Nonoeb Collection.

2125

(ca. 1859) Washington Mint Cabinet medal. Baker-325, Julian

MT-22. Mint State. Gold. Plain edge. 120.9 grains. 21.5 mm.

2126

1860 Mint Cabinet of Washington Medals medal. Baker-

326A, Julian-MT23. AU. Bronze. Plain edge. 59.6 mm, 117.8

grams. Glossy dark chocolate brown with some lighter

mottling, principally at the {X’ripheries. Some very shallow'

surface roughness present in reverse fields, rim nick at 9:00

on obverse, another below 3:00 on reverse. Gcx)d overall eve

appeal despite its flaw's. Issued in 1860 to commemorate the

opening of Mint Director James Ross Snow'den's notorious

cabinet of Washington medals, the assemblage of which is

the main raison d'etre for many of the unusual patterns and

restrikes of this era. The reverse show's the cabinet itself, with

guiderail around, displaying dozens (55, w'e counted) of little

Washington medals surmounted by a bust of Washington.

Interestingly, Paquet signed this medal twice, once in the

obverse exergue and again w ith initials under the shoulder

of Washington's bust on the reverse.

From the Noruvb Collection.
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2127

The Famous 1818 Chowder Club Medal

One of Two Known To Exist in Private Hands

lx photo

1818 Washington Market Chowder Club. Baker-338A. Choice AU. Silver. Plain edge. 74.8 grains. 23.5 mm. A classic rarity in the
Washington series, one of just three specimens known in silver. Pleasing medium gray surfaces with slate blue highlights and, remark-
ably, abundant surviving lustre, especially on the reverse. The shallow relief of the dies appears to have required two (perhaps three)
distinct strikes to bring up the design to even this meager level of detail. Little if any wear is apparent on this specimen. The raised
finish lines on the die remain and some light field reflectivify is apparent. A tiny pit above Washington's nose identifies this specimen,
though aside from some minor hairlines fhere are no significant flaws. A scrafch that resembles a # symbol is noted at central reverse
at dead center near the W of CHOWDER. In the middle of the # -shaped scratches a pinprick nick appears, however, the fact that an
identical # -shaped scratch and pinprick occur on the Ford specimen seems proof enough fhat fhis was a pre-striking cenfering device
or something similar. The rim is slightly raised, and the die rotation is standard medal turn.

One of the all-time favorites in the Washington series, a piece whose rarity and crudity have given it near legendary status. Before
the 2004 Ford sale, the last auction appearance of a silver specimen appears to have been in 1884! The unique gold specimen from Gar-
rett brought $25,000 in 1981. The Boyd-Ford piece, silver like this one but not quite as nice, brought $12,650. The only other confirmed
specimen is locafed in the ANS, forever off the market. Suggestions of a fourth specimen based on an examination of 19fh-century
cafalogues by Carl Carlson may or may not turn out to be accurate; for us, the multiple decades between offerings is proof enough of
this medal's extraordinary rarity. We speculate that, if there are not only three, a fourth turns up in the MHS Collection. This would
leave the number of collectible specimens at just two.

Two different examples in silver were offered by Woodward in 1865. The first, sold in March 1865, was catalogued as "a fine piecem silver, struck at the period indicated, believed to be unique." It brought $42.50 to Appleton, whose collection went to MHS just over
a century ago. In Woodward s December 1865 sale, another was sold as Lot 2283 with no mention of its rarity — some cataloguers learn
their lessons about calling things unique!

The single gold specimen, ex. Levick and Garrett, was not in the Ford collection as noted in the Rulau work. The varieties Baker-338B,
338C, and 338D, as listed by Rulau, apparently do not exist; the collector who was said to own them did not, and they have not been
seen by any authority. This leaves just three collectible examples to our knowledge, only two of which are in silver On average silver
Chowder Club medals appear at auction once every 50 or 60 years since the 1870s. The fact that the last appearance was in 2004 should
not take away from what could be a truly once-in-a-lifetime opportunity, just as the two sales in 1865 were not a predictor of consistent
appearances in the future.

The Washington Market was located in New York City on Washington Street in Lower Manhattan, between Fulton and Vesey. It was the commercial center of
die city a thriving wholesale market where any manner of foodstuffs or other items could be purchased. It remained in lower Manhattan until the last 19th century.
The real-hfe character that inspired "Bill the Butcher" in the film Gangs ofNew York had his shop in the Washington Market section about a decade and a half after
this medal was struck. Nothing is known to numismatists of the Washington Market Chowder Club or the production of their members' badges. Presumably thosewho would have joined such a social group were wealthy, or at least social climbers; the existence of a badge in gold would tend to support this thesis. The weight
of a silver piece is close to twice the weight of a contemporary dime. The weight of the gold specimen was not included in the Garrett catalogue and is not known;we can guess it might have been $2 worth of gold or more, a significant amount in 1818.

From the Nonoeb Collection. Earlier, from the Brand Collection.
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1889 Chapman Thirteen Links medal with added portrait. As Douglas-52, an unlisted variant. AU. Bronze with a silvered brass bust.

53.5 mm. 1178.2 grains. A highly unu.sual composite, unlike any other medal we've seen, previously unpublished to our knowledge.

This medal was created from a normal bronze specimen of Douglas-52, issued in April 1889 by the young Chapman brothers and

using a portrait by C.C. Wright and a reverse borrowed from the Bushnell Fill Blessed Sun medal. Apparently, the original portrait

(which faces left) was ground off and replaced, seemingly by brazing, with a right-facing high relief portrait bust of Washington of

unknown original. The bust of Washington is silvered, leaving it in sharp contrast to the fields around. The obverse fields are lightly

cleaned and show some highlines, probably a result of covering them with a lacquer or wax in order to silver only the central bust. In

addition, a corded rim has been added to both sides, unlike any other Douglas-52. The result is an impressively three-dimensional

Washington medal. We have no evidence when or by whom this particular piece was created, though it could well have been a special

concoction made by the Chapmans at the time of issue of the standard variety. Unlisted by Douglas or Baker-Fuld, it stands as one

of the more unusual and fun pieces in the Norweb Collection.

From the Nonoeh Collection.
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212*1 ISS*! t onlonni.il ol Iho ln.iugur.ition ol Washington modal by Augustus Saint-Gaudons. l)ouglas-53B. As made, i »<>ld 4K1.U gr.ims

1 12. .3 mm. 5.2 mm thick at tho rims., lO.H mm thick at highest relict. Last as shells, joined at the rim. I.dge marked tiOKHAM Ml G
t tX in a small type tace, 18 K in larger letters, both at h:tX). A majestic piece ol medallic art from the man often called "the Ameru .m
Michelangelo, hven medium yellow gold with textured fields, high relief devices, and smcKith edges. I he general apfx-arance is much
like Saint-CuHidens' relief portraits, many of which were dramatic bron/.e casts resembling works from the Renaissance. The medal
is essentially as made, with some minor weakness on Washington's hair above his ear probably more due to the casting prixess than
wear. No marks or flaws are noted.

A medal of great beauty, impressive heft, and vital historical importance. This production was the first medal authored by Augustus
Saint-Gaudeas, created to mark the centennial of Washington's inauguration in New York City on April 30, 1789. Saint-Gaudens was
the preeminent sculptor in the country at the time but agreed to create the medal for the official celebration without charge to the com-
mittev. Saint-Gaudens was familiar with the medallions of Pisanello and other Renaissance artists and sought to create something of

a similar fabric. While most of his work to that point was of massive scale—sculptures like The Puritan in Springfield, Massachust-tts

and the Robert Gould Shaw Memorial in Boston, then in progress—the creation of a medal was truly a return to Saint-Gaudens nxits.

As a teenager, he had been apprenticed to a cameo cutter and had the chance to hone his fine work skills. His talents as sculptor and
engraver would be brought to bear on this medal.

The medal was designed and conceived by Saint-Gauden.s, though his assistant Philip Martiny created the models from which
the medals were cast. A similar situation took place in 1907, when assistant Henry Hering finished the models for the famed MCM-
Vll High Relief $20. The medals were cast in bronze for sale to the public, and many of those medals exist today (see the next lot).

They are considerably thinner than this specimen and significantly lighter. A very small number were apparently created in silver;

perhaps a half dozen exist today. The medals of this size were all cast by Gorham, the same firm used by Saint-Gaudens to cast his

Robert Gould Shaw Memorial and other works. A smaller imitative medal, design to worn by committee members at the inaugura-

tion celebrations, was produced by Tiffany.

In gold, this medal is of the utmost rarity. Indeed, just two are known to exist, the other permanently impounded in the collec-

tion of the New York Historical Society. That specimen was once the property of Hamilton Fi.sh, long time New York politician and
former Secretary of State. After his death, Saint-Gaudens was commissioned to create his tomb. Many sources claim a specimen is in

the collection of the American Numismatic Society, including Susan Douglas and the Rulau-Fuld text, but none is present there; it is

possible that NYHS once loaned theirs for exhibition, but ANS has never owned a gold specimen. This example, once the property

of financier J.P. Morgan, has been in the Norweb Gollection for decades and has never before been offered publicly.

Author and art critic Richard Watson Gilder, a leading light of the New York artistic and intellectual scene of the period, called

Saint-Gaudens' Washington Inaugural medal "the first medal of real artistic value made in this country." It was the first work of

Saint-Gaudens included in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum of Art. It also reinvigorated Saint-Gaudens interest in medallic

art, setting the stage for more famous work to come. In 1890, the U.S. Mint asked him to sit on a committee to help choose new artists

for coinage, though the plan never came to fruition. In 1892, Saint-Gaudens' design for the official medal of the World's Columbian
Exposition was famously overruled becau.se of the pre.sence of a nude figure on the reverse, though his evocative obverse was re-

tained. His masterful work on the 1905 inaugural medal of Theodore Roosevelt, a longtime fan of his art, both inspired Roosevelt's

dreams of a full realm of classically-inspired American coins created by Saint-Gaudens and created a highly desirable numismatic

collectible. The two year saga that followed, resulting in the creation of Saint-Gauden.s' $10 and $20 coins before his death in 1907,

has been told so many times as to be common knowledge. What is less well known, however, is that that pinnacle of his carevr in

many ways started with this medal.

While bronze specimens appear regularly, the present gold medal is the most noble form of this famous sculptural work. Its rarity

is unsurpassed, as this is the only specimen that will ever reside outside of a museum. Only a collector of extraordinary wealth could

have afforded the custom manufacture of such a specimen in 1889, as the whole medal weighs over 15 troy ounces and contains

over 11.5 ounces of pure gold. Its value when made would have been well in excess of $200, a sum that could have purchased a car

20 years later! Its value today .surpasses its importance as a Washington medal, and to view it as such is small-minded. Instead, this

object should be appreciated as a rare artistic work of an American genius, a golden forerunner to his contributions to the circulating

coinage and one of the highlight examples of Saint-Gaudens' work in private hands.

This medal is accompanied by its original leather box, now well worn and missing some of its hardware as well as the central portion to hold the medal in place.

In gilt on the lid, the box reads: "BY AUTHORITY OF THE COMMITTEE. / WASHINGTON CENTENNIAL MEDAL. / 1789-1889, / DESIGNED BY AUGUSTUS
Saint-Gaudens. / MODELED BY PHILIP MARTINY." The specimen of this medal in the New York Historical SocieW (inventoiy 1889.29ab) is accompanied by an

identical box. A second specimen in the NYHS collection that has been attributed as gold is actually toned silver.

From the Normeb Collection. Earlier, from the ]. Pierpont Morgan Collection; George Fuld Collection. The J.P. Morgan Collection was sold

decades after his death, beginning in 1949, chiefly through Wayte Raymond.



2130 1889 Centennial of the Inauguration of Washington medal
by Augustus Saint-Gaudens. Douglas-53. As made or

nearly so. Bronze, cast as shells and joined. 112 mm. 294.1

grams. 2.8 - 3.3 mm thick at the rims. 8.5 mm thick at highest

relief. Edge unmarked. Another example of this beautiful

medal, here in its more plebian composition. Rich medium
brown surfaces show finer texturing and exemplary relief.

A tiny spot is noted on the middle of the fasces, a few little

pits and casting flaws including on the rim above EO of

GEORGE.A lovely specimen of this Augustus Saint-Gaudens
production. Exact production figures are not known, though
specimens turn up regularly if not in every collection. An
example offered in our December 2005 sale sold for a mere
$632.50.

From the Norweb Collection.

2131 Selection of white metal pieces, mostly commemorating
Revolutionary War events. All with plain edges: Baker-

434G. Centennial fountain. AU Baker-453B. Yorktown
monument. Mint State, pierced as usual Baker-456C. New-
burgh centennial. AU, pierced Baker-457A. Evacuation

of New York. Mint State, pierced Baker-462A. Equestrian

effigy. Fine, pierced. (Total: 5 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

2132 Quartette of medals commemorating Revolutionary War
events: Baker-436. Copper. Plain edge. The Washington
Elm, Centennial of Cambridge. Choice Mint State Baker-

449A. Copper. Plain edge. Valley Forge Centennial. Mint
State Baker-456B. Bronze. Plain edge. Newburgh Centen-

nial. Mint State Baker-458. Bronze. Plain edge. Evacuation

of New York. (Total: 4 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

November

2133 Selection of Battle Series medals by George Hampdenij
Lovett. All white metal and plain edge: Baker-440B. Moore's

Creek Bridge. Mint State Baker-442B. Long Island. Choiceij’

Mint State Baker-443B. Harlem Plains. Mint State, piercedi
j

Baker-444B. Lake Champlain. Mint State Baker-445B. ^

White Plains. Mint State Baker-446B. Fort Washington. AU, i,

obverse gouge. (Total: 6 pieces) i

From the Norweb Collection. Previouslyfrom the Virgil Brandi

Collection.

2134 A trio of numismatic storecards in white metal: Baker-527B.
i:

Plain edge. Mint State. A handsome storecard for Ed Cogan,ii-

coin dealer Baker-560B. Plain edge. (2). One EF, one Mint Ij

State. Storecards for die sinker Joseph Merriam. (Total: 3

pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

2135 A quintette of Washington storecards of numismatists and :!

die-sinkers. All are Mint State or nearly so: Baker-529A. i

Copper. Reeded edge. John K. Curtis, coin dealer Baker-
:

546D. Copper nickel. Plain edge. E. Ivins, manufacturer of !

"metallic trimmings." Baker-560. Copper. Plain edge.

Joseph Merriam, die sinker 1 Baker-570B. Brass. Plain edge, i

Augustus B. Sage, coin dealer. One of the smallest of all i

Baker varieties! Baker-571A. Copper. Plain edge. Augustus
i

B. Sage, coin dealer. Sage's lending library token. (Total: 5
J

pieces) i

From the Norweb Collection.

2136 A widely varied collection of Washington medalets and;!

storecards: Grades generally AU to Mint State except where )

noted Baker-358G. Brass. Plain edge Baker-576. Brass. !

Plain edge Baker-587. Copper. Plain edge. Fuld-112/396. \

Worn Baker-595. Brass. Plain edge Baker-598. Brass. !

Plain edge Baker-601. Brass. Plain edge Baker-607D. I

Brass. Plain edge. Corroded Baker-611. Brass. Plain edge m

Baker-615A. White metal. Plain edge Baker-unlisted. !

Birth, Death. Apparently an old electrotype made from two

:

obverses of Baker-95, quite worn Baker-F356. Silver. Plain i

edge. In original box Columbian Expo. White metal. Plain

»

edge. 55.3 mm. An attractive piece showing all Presidents up sj

to 1892. (Total: 12 pieces)
;

From the Norweb Collection.

This concludes our offering of the Norweb Collection of Washingtonia
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137 1796 (i.e. 1800) Washington Repub. Ameri. medal. Baker-

69A, Breen-1281. MS-62 (NGC). White metal. A pleasing

example of the second variety of this medalet, using an ob-

verse modified to note the 1799 date of Washington's death

rather than the 1796-dated first obverse. Deep pewter gray

with traces of bright and reflective brilliance around devices.

The fields are a bit granular, as almost always seen on speci-

mens of this reactive composition. The details are excellent

and no major flaws are seen. We note a dig under the first N
of WASHINGTON, dig on his shoulder, no other significant

contact points. A very pleasing example overall. Ford owned
only one specimen in white metal from these dies, described

as "quite rare and underappreciated as such."

The NGC label attributes the date of this piece as (1870). We hope it is

a typo, as otherwise the presence of that date utterly mystifies us.

138 Three copper Washington pieces: Baker-73A. Bronze.

Plain edge. San.som medal. Third dies. Choice Mint State

Baker-73C. Copper. Plain edge. San.som medal. Third dies.

Mint state, pink spots on the high points Baker-1 60D. Cop-

per. Plain edge. 1832 Birth Centennial medal. AU. (Total: 3

pieces)

1.39 (1778) Washington Voltaire medal. Baker-78B, Betts-544.

Choice AU. Copper. 372.8 grains. 40.1 mm. Beautiful glossy

medium brown with some splashes of lighter ruddy color.

Excellent surface quality, no significant marks, some natural

unevenness at rim at right side of obverse, tiny lintmark at

Washington's lips. A few very minor rim bruLses will only be

noticed by those seeking them out. Just a gorgeous example,

finer than the piece included in the Norweb Collection

elsewhere in this catalogue; very similar in quality' to the

specimen sold in Ford XIV for $3,162.50. This is the earliest

modal struck to commemorate Washington and, as such,

holds a very' spt'cial place in both the Betts and Baker series.

The fact that it was commissioned by Voltaire adds another

level of significance.

From fhe Glodc M. Requa Collection.

2140 Pair of "1799" Washington i.questrian medals: Baker H';

White metal. 63.4 mm. Mint State. Eight handling marks in

eluding small rim nicks and trivial scratches. Striated toning,

medium pewter gray over reflective silver gray. According

to Rulau, only 50 pieces were struck * Baker-1 59B. Silver

Restrike circa 1963. 63.4 mm. Choice Mint State. Lustrous light

silver gray with stift pastel tones near the rims. Marked .999

FINE on the edge, and numbered, though in thiscasi* n-ading

"No. 000." According to Rulau, 101 pieces were struck and

all were numbered on the edge. (Total: 2 pieces)

Philadelphia Civic Procession Medals

Four Different Varieties

2141 Quartette of 1832 Washington Birth Centennial medals for

the Philadelphia Civic Procession celebrating the 100th an-

niversary of Washington's birth. An imstant partial collection

of various varieties: Baker-1 60A. White metal. 32.9 mm.
Thin planchet. Choice VF. Some lustrous light gray areas, but

mostly oxidized and deep gray. Few marks, but somewhat
lightly struck at the center of the reverse. From the LaRiviere

Collection: 3101 Baker-160A. White metal. 32.6 mm. Thick

planchet. EF. Nicely struck, somewhat oxidized as usual

Baker-1 60B. Copper. 32.3 mm. Thick planchet. Choice EF.

Nicely struck. A "perfect die" restrike, produced circa 1858

before the reverse cracked Baker-1 60F. W'hite metal. 32.3

mm. Thick planchet. AU. Nicely struck, glossy medium
pewter gray. Lustrous and very attractive. Struck with the

cracked reverse die. (Total: 4 pieces)

2142

1799 (1800) Washington Funeral Urn medal. Baker-166A.

AU-50 (NGC). Silver. Fuld dies 1-B. Holed for suspension,

as always seen. Lovely golden toning is scattered across nice

medium gray surfaces that retain good reflectivity and some
lustre. A highly attractive specimen, showing only very light

wear, not enough to remov'e the shallow cursive GW on the

urn that is often the first thing to go. Some hairlines and minor

marks, really just a choice and pleasing example with superb

toning. A fine way to include a silver Funeral Urn medal in

your cabinet.

From Stack's sale of the joht ]. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part U, May
2004, Lot 175. Earlier, from the F.C.C. Boyd Collection.

2143

1799 (1800) Washington Funeral Um medal. Baker-l66C.

AU-58 (NGC). White metal. Fuld dies 1-B. Holed for su^pim-

sion, as always. Highly lustrous brilliant pewter gra\ with

reflective surfaces. Some hairlines are seen, shallow abrasum
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beneath F ot THE to Washington's forehead. A little weak on
Washington's cheek but otherwise very nicely detailed for

a specimen in this soft composition. Very pleasing overall, a

nice example of fhis famous medal worn through the streets

of Boston by a grieving citizen on February 22, 1800.

From Stack's sale ofthe John J. Ford, Jr. Collection, Part 11, May
2004, Lot 180. Earlier, from the F.C.C. Boyd Collection.

Attractive Washington Benevolent Society Medal

With Intact Hanger

2145 1799 (1800) Washington FuneralUm medal. Baker-166C. VG
details. (NCS). "holed, damaged." Net grading a Washington

funeral medal for having a hole is akin to marking down a

showdog for having four legs. Fuld 4-D, an elusive die variety

that was missing from Steinberg, Ford, and the remarkable

collection of funeral medals in the 2003 Americana sale

(including pieces earlier a part of the Norweb Collection).

Dark gray with some patches ot corrosion, a well-worn medal
with .some marks here and there. Not damaged, per se, this

is what a VG white metal piece looks like.

The rarity figures in the Fuld-Rulau book for the variet-

ies ot Funeral medals is confused, indeed, by adding up the

numbers for each Urn variety in white metal, one comes
up with a total population of 210 to 420 pieces known—de-

spite the fact that under the Baker-166A listing the number
ot all white metal Funeral Urn is given as "35 to 70 pieces

reported." While that number seems low, asserting that all

varieties are ec]ually common does not make sen.se either;

then again, the text notes that "none of the die differences

is very important." Try telling that to a large cent collector.

Despite the tact that the grade of this medal is about as low
as is ever seen, the fact that this die pair was missing from

three ot the most complete collections of Funeral medals

(including one billed as "the most comprehensive collection

ever offered at auction") strikes us as relevant.

2144 1799 (1800) Washington Funeral Urn medal. Baker-166C.

Choice AU. White metal. 109.9 grains. 29.3 mm. Fuld dies

1-B. An exceptional specimen of the Washington Funeral Urn
medal, sharper than almost ever seen in this composition.

Brilliant light pewter gray with exceptional satiny cartwheel

lustre. Excellent detail, Washington's cheek and profile fully

realized, all beading on the urn sharp, finer than many certi-

fied as Mint State in recent years. Some light handling marks
are seen, minor hairlines, not bent in the least. A wire rim
surrounds much of both sides, and a tiny nick in that raised

rim at 9:00 on the obverse is noted. Off the market for decades

and deserving of a strong price.

From the GlodeM. Requa Collection. Purchasedfrom William

Anton, Jr.

2146

2147

2148 1889 Centennial of the Inauguration of Washington medal i

by Augustus Saint Gaudens. Douglas-53B. AU. Bronzed

115.2 mm. 4.9 mm thick at the rims. 9.6 mm thick at highesfcf

relief. Mottled medium and ruddy brown on the obverse'?

a lighter brassy shade on the reverse. A thicker and heaviecl

piece than the bronze specimen in the Norweb Collection^ i

showing good detail and no major problems. A casting fla^\*

at T of TO is noted, some peripheral striations, good overal i

visual appeal. Just minor friction on the high points. A tint|'

example of this famous medal, an important productioi^'

whose history and significance is given in our cataloguins^i

ot the Norweb material.

2149 1818 Benjamin Franklin / Series Numismatica medal. EFl"

Copper. 598.4 grains. 40.9 mm. Even medium chocolat^'

brown. Spot ot discoloration under Franklin’s chin. .X popu *

lar early Franklin medal, struck in France just 28 n ears atte;
"

his death.

I rom the Cdode A1. Reqtia Collection.

reduced

1808 Washington Benevolent Society medal. Baker-327
[

Silver. Choice EF. 417.6 grains. 42 mm. Predominanth
medium gray and uniformly toned with light pastel iridesF

:

cence around the rims, legends and devices. Surfaces shov

slight polish on the high points from old wiping, and then

are some old scratches in the right obverse field. Still, slighij

reflectivity is detected. All said, this is a very nice exampk!

of the medal, due in large part to the intact hanger whicll

has been lost from many examples.

Three Washington 1876 Centennial Exhibition medals: iJll

Baker-424A. White metal. Plain edge. International Exhibii i

tion medal by Robert Lovett, Jr. Mint State, but lightly hair-|

lined in the fields Baker-426B. White metal. Plain edge^i

Danish Medal. First obverse. Mint State. Lightly hairlined ii

Baker-427B. White metal. Plain edge. Danish Medal. Secona

obverse. Choice AU. (Total: 3 pieces)
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TMH GLODE M. REQUA COLLF.CTION OF VERNON MEDALS

H’

llu' I'inpirx's o» Sp.iin and Britain wore natural enemies, particu-

uly in the New World in the early IS"* century. Spain continued to

mptv Central and South America ot metallic wealth and managed
>a>ntrol much of the valuable West Indies, while Great Britain jeal-

usly guarded their own growing dominions in North America. By the

im ot the IS'*’ century, the British controlled the American seaboard

om Maine to Cieorgia, abutting French lands on the north and Span-

h lands on the south. In an attempt to keep Spain at arm's length,

colony of Georgia was founded in 1733. Navigation so close to

.’ew Spain was dangerous, how-ever, and many British sea captains

ad unpleasant encounters w-ith the Spanish Main. One was named
obert Jenkins, whose display of his ear - severed at the sharp edge

f a Spanish sword aboard his own ship - became a cause for war and

lade him the namesake for a colonial war between 1739 and 1741:

ie War of Jenkins Ear.

One hawkish member of Parliament was a former Navy admiral

amed Edward Vernon, whose constant calls for war with Spain soon

Uhered a critical mass of support. Frustrated with British inaction

gainst the Spanish in the West Indies, Vernon famously claimed he

)uld capture the port at Porto Bello in modern-day Panama "with six

lips only" despite the fact that larger fleets had failed to have much
f an impact on Spanish activities in the region. Vernon was named

ice-Admiral, given a small fleet, and dispatched to Jamaica. He left

maica with just six ships, as promised, and managed to reduce the

.vanish fort at Porto Bello in November, 1739.

Follow'ing Vernon's boast on the floor of Parliament and his cap-

ire of Porto Bello, some 30 companies of American .soldiers w'ere

lised to accompany Vernon's ships to a new destination: Cartagena,

hese were to be the first Americans to ever serve abroad, marines

lised in the colonies of Virginia, Maryland, New Jersey, New York,

orth Carolina, Pennsylvania, Delaware, in addition to an entire

ittalion of New Englanders. Called tlae "American Regiment" or

le 6P' Regiment of Foot, the colonial marines were commanded by

le Royal Governor of Virginia, Sir William Gooch. One of the tliirty

wly minted American company commanders was a Virginia colonel

amed Laurence Washington, the elder half-brother and role model

George Washington.

The combined American and British forces met in Jamaica before

iling south to the Columbian coast. At the same time, forces from

eorgia and South Carolina continued to skirmish with Spanish forces

Georgia and Florida, and British ships were under constant harass-

lent from the Spanish. Nearly 30,000 men and dozens of ships arrived

Cartagena, resolved to capture the ciW and its treasures, but a solid

an of capture was not hatched and the campaign sputtered.

Laurence Washington serv’ed on Admiral Edward Vernon's flagship

the abortive attack on Cartagena, a military action more marked

y inaction than the eventual failed siege. Positive reports sent home

iduced the Birmingham minters to strike medals celebrating Vernon s

apture" of Cartagena, a victory that would never come. Indeed, the

ast majority of the more than 3,000 American troops would die before

turning home of disease. Laurence Washington was an exception, as

* sur\’ived to build and name a Virginia home in honor of his high-

nking shipmate and fritmd: Mount Vernon. Another survivor was

»e much malignx'd British commander of the Royal Marines, General

aomas Wentworth, a kinsman of the Wentworths who maintained

)r

control of New Hampshire (and, brietlv, a homx= m Wolteboro) Vx*rnon

sur\'ived long enough to return to a hero's welcome and st'r\'e more

than a decade in Parliament bedoa* his death in 1737.

The nationalist sentiment spurred by Vernon's advi*nturt*s ga\ e the

private minters of England, mostly in Birmingham, a wide market for

commemorative medals and other small sxiuvenirs of Vernon's heri>-

ism. Over 2(X) hundred varieties of Vernon medals an* catalogued at

present, though the precise number of dies and marriagt‘s has never

been satisfactorily published. The medals tended to be cheap, both

in terms of expense to the consumer and qualiW of production, and

most were made in pinchbeck, a brass alloy. Other copper and bronze

compositions were used, and some rare varieties are encountered in

silver or silver-plated. Some copper medals now described as "sil-

ver-washed" or "silvered" were probably actually tin-plated at the

time of production. Though some dies are distinctive and able to be

tracked from one marriage to the next, the number and identities of

those who made the dies is not known. Some were talented, while the

engraving skills of others were rather amateurish. Planchef qualiW was

often wretched, and striking was done hap hazardously enough that

many lacked details in Vernon's face even at the moment of striking.

Of course, many became further worn or corroded over the years,

and most Vernon medals are today in a rather sorry state. High grade

examples are the exception, a contra.st from typical medal series from

this or any era.

C. Wyllys Betts usefully subdividt'd the Vernon medals in his 1894

American Colonial History As Illustrated By Contemporary Medals:

I. Medals of Vernon naming no event

II. The capture of Porto Bello, November 1739

III. The capture of Fort Chagre, March 1740

IV. The capture of Cartagena, April 1741

V. The proposed attack on Havana, July 1741

The Betts work identified 166 different varieties (Betts 171 to 337),

though his editors admit that some minute die variations could be

added to the list. Betts attempt was admirable, though hard to follow

and confused by seeing only line drawings or text descriptions of some

varieties he included. The chapter on Vernon medals in the Betts book

is the longest in the entire w^ork.

Leander McCormick-Goodhart wrote an important if not particu-

larly user friendly monograph called Admiral Vernon Medals in 1945,

the standard attribution w^e use in this catalogue. He chose to divide

the series in the same w'ay as Betts, with further subdivisions based

on whose portrait appears. Over 100 varieties are identified showing

Vernon alone and a Porto Bello tN'pe on the reverse, with the other

classes far smaller in numbers by comparison. McCormick-Goodhart's

text almost entirely consists of abbreviatioas, and important aspects of

the medal's design arc often omitted, but it is more precise than Betts

and therefore our primary' reference in this catalogue.

Some collectors pursue the Betts or McCormick-Goodhart varietio,

but most are happy to gather a h'pe set show ing the range of Vernon's

portraits, the various geographic classes identified by Betts, or other

characteristics. The Betts collections sold in the United States have

rarely held more than a few V'ernon medals, and cabinets as large and

varied as the one presented here are extrcmelv unusual. LaRi\ u’re ^

world-class Betts collection contained just 17 Vcmxm medals, thiv.jgh

most major h'pes were represented and the qualih w a^ unitormlv
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high. The Ford collection, sold in January 2006, was also composed
ot s|X'cimens in good condition. His cabinet contained 57 pieces, in-

cluding three in silver and seven in silverplate. The present offering

from the Glode Requa collection contains a magnificent 104 pieces!

Many are of superb quality, some surpassing even the LaRiviere and

Ford specimens. Others in more typical grades have been grouped

into small, useful lots that will allow new enthusiasts to embark on

their own collecting journey. Many Vernon medals still appear in the

marketplace, and rarities often bring little more than common types.

November 2 • k

Such a situation is perfect for a collector seeking an historic numisiric

pathway from the 18th century that has not yet been heavily treadi

Recently, Admiral Vernon medals as a class were voted number 7l

the to-be-published 100 Greatest U.S. Tokens and Medals.

All medals are a brass or pinchbeck alloy unless noted. Pinchbe(,

(also known as latten), pioneered in the 1730s by the Pinchbeck fam^

medalist firm, was first used extensively in the Vernon medal seri^

The cheap brass alloy was a rich brassy yellow color when first strut

imitating gold, but mellowed to pleasing brown after handling.

2150

1739 Vernon and Brown. McCormick-Goodhart 18. Betts-

246. Choice VF. 181.8 grains, 37.1 mm. Nice glossy dark
brown surfaces with just a few areas of minor hidden surface

roughness. Mostly smooth and very pleasing. A fascinating

type, showing a Vernon and Brown obverse muled with a

reverse condemning Sir Robert Walpole (the Prime Minister

who was hesitant to declare war on Spain) to a trip to Hell

on a leash. The reverse exergual legend, NO EXCISE, is a

reference to Walpole's hated taxes on such things as tobacco

and wine. Eor another use of this reverse, see McG-240.
From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2151

A quartette of popular Vernon types: McCormick-Good-
hart 18. VE, olive patina, glossy but granular. Interesting

marriage with Vernon and Brown on the obverse, Walpole

being led to Hell on the reverse McCormick-Goodhart 22.

About VF and pleasing, light scratches at central obverse.

The British Arms obverse with IW signed reverse, a scarce

type and worthy of examination McCormick-Goodhart
72. Choice VF. Smooth and glossy brown, a few bubbles

McCormick-Goodhart 143. Fine or so but rather rough. Same
obverse as McG-144, unusual reverse with no exergue. (Total:

4 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.2152

1739 British Arms and Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart
20. Betts-273. VF. 218.6 grains, 38.4 mm. Good smooth choco-

late brown surfaces show excellent gloss and eye appeal.

Good sharpness for this usually weak issue, tiny reverse

legends nearly complete. An extremely popular variety, one

of only a few to show the British Arms, though the versioi

used on this medal must be among the crudest ever renderea

in metal, print, or otherwise.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2153

1739 British Arms and Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhan
22. Betts-270. About EF. 267.3 grains, 39.2 mm. Basic type:

as above, though the reverse is signed IW in the exergue, one

of six engravers in the series who chose to identify himself'

Glossy medium brown with smooth surfaces, some easil)

removed encrustation in obverse device, beautiful problem

free reverse. The obverse is a bit softly struck, as always. The

truly exceptional LaRiviere specimen brought $1,610 in 2001.

while Ford lacked this number. A very nice piece.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2154

A good starter collection incorporating a wide range of

:

Vernon varieties: itr McCormick-Goodhart 22. VG. Mediurr-

brown with some obverse encrustations, rims chipped in

places, popular variety with British arms and IW-signea

reverse tr McCormick-Goodhart 93. Fine. Evenly worn ‘

pleasing, once cleaned, a scarce small-format variety ik Me- r

Cormick-Goodhart 105. Fine. Glossy mottled brown, perhap^i

once cleaned, rather attractive McCormick-Goodhart 114Ad

Mostly brassy color, obverse somewhat pitted McCormick-.

:

Goodhart 196. About Fine. Glossy medium brown with good'

eye appeal, large chip at lower obverse rim, a scarce Foiti

Chagre type ik McCormick-Goodhart 200. Choice EF. Very

sharp, cleaned and retoning, slightly granular but attractive/

;

another scarce Fort Chagre piece ir McCormick-Goodharf!
214. About EF. Glossy but once cleaned, a pleasing pieca

nonetheless, standing Vernon at Cartagena type. (Total:
"*

pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.
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(
l>.»rl .V>. I iiu'or bfttiT An iiiuisiial sniall-iortn.it variety (2h.2

linn! usual i hipping at rims, j-ood detail overall Milor-
inii k-t iiH'dli.irt 53. C lioiee Vk. A lovely speeinien ot the HY
k l^NOL'k I AND COURACih type, glossy medium brown.
Reverse apparently engraved by someone lett-lianded, as

all building lean that direction! Watch a lefty sign his name,
with all letters leaning right, and then compare it to the en-
graving work on this die. Same reverse' as Mclj-SO (l-ord:331

)

' McCorniick-Caiodhart %. EF. Matte-like surfaces with
dark olive toning, excellent detail, well-accomplished dies

.Mc'Cormick-C;oodhart 227. EF but rough, black and dark.

Excellent detail. Obverse of 228, reverse with Don Blass's

escape named and date in exergue. (Total; 4 pieces)

From the Glodc M. Reqtia Collection.

i2156 A grouping of small-format Vernon medals, all 28 mm or

smaller, including an apparently unlisted variety: Mc-
Cormick-Goodhart unlisted. VG. Mottled dark brown and
mahogany, corroded but details remain, full length Vernon

I

to left, ship at left, cannon at right, standing on foreground,

baton in left hand and sword in right, obverse legends starts

THE, reverse starts HE, standard Porto Bello reverse, tower

at second L, spire at W, flagpole at I. Quite similar to other

large size medals McCormick-Goodhart 36. VF. Glossy

j

chocolate brown, bubbly fields, rims somewhat chipped

j

McCormick-Goodhart 93. VG. Medium brown, some raised

' obverse specks McCormick-Goodhart 148. Fine. Two tone

deep brown and black, some obverse pits, scarce type with

Vernon and Brown McCormick-Goodhart 175. About Fine.

Glossy chocolate brown, rims chipped, some roughness, a

ver\' .scarce kneeling Don Blass type. (Total: 5 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

i2157 1739 Vernon at Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart 38. Betts

183/187. Choice EF. 225.4 grains, 40.3 mm. Choice chocolate

brown with smooth surfaces. A perfect type piece with excel-

lent eye appeal.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

|2158 Three ver\' sharp Porto Bello types, including a scarce par-

tially siK'ered specimen: McCormick-Goodhart 38. Choice

VF. Glossy iind smooth medium olive-brown, high relief

features worn, a nice medal. See Ford:526 McCormick-

Grxxlhart 63A. EF but pebbly in appearance. Good brown

color and excellent sharpness, boldly defined profile. See

Ford:5.33 McCormick-Goodhart QOA. VF or a bit better.

(Vice silvered, subtle traces remain in obverse fields, other-

wise pleasing brassy color, some corrosion at central reverse,

appari'ntly a rather scarce medal and missing from both Ford

and FaRiviere. A valuable piece. (Total: 3 pieces)

From the Ghrde M. Requa Collection.

2159 1739 Vernon at Porto Bello. .McCormick-Goodhart 41.

Betts-192. Choice VF. 91.1 grains, 2h.5 mm. A ver\' apjx*aling

example of this small size Vernon medalet. Lustrous brassv

highlights remain in protected areas, otherwisi* glossy me-
dium brown. The surfaces are highly ap^X'aling, Ix'lter than

the granular Ford specimen, though the central obverse- is

somewhat soft. This is one of the better rendered Vernon

medals in this size.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2160 A trio of related Wrnon at Portobello medals with a BY
COURAGE AND CONDUCT reverse: McGormick-Gix>d-

hart 43. Fine, nice brassy color w McCormick-Gixidhart 44.

VF, but cleaned and with a partial puncture atop Vernon's

head. This reverse is identical to that on McG-43, with the

same die crack at the date, but the entire top of the skyline

has been a'engraved! A fascinating die state combination

when compared side-by-side McCormick-Gixidharf 45.

VF, nice color. This is a more finely engraved example of

the same type, using a slightly smaller bust of Vernon with

four buttons under his sword instead of five on McCi-43 and
44. The reverse is different but appears to be from the same
hand as 43 and 44. (Total: 3 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2161

1739 Vernon at Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart 49.

As Betts 200-202. Choice AU. 268.3 grains, 37.5 mm. An
exceptional specimen with lustrous olive-brown surfaces,

with the reverse particularly fresh in appearance. Excellent

sharpness, including the minute reverse details and a fully

detailed Vernon portrait. An ideal, high-grade h'pe* piece

with far better surfaces than normally seen.

From the Glodc M. Requa Collection.



2164 1739 Vernon at Porto Velio. McCormick-Goodhart 58. Betts

203. AU. 203.8 grains, 37.1 mm. Glossy deep brown with
lighter golden brown in the obverse fields. A highly appeal-

ing specimen of this variety, one which though typical for

the series was specifically missing from Ford and LaRiviere.

Only some very trivial roughness is noted at the right obverse.

This portrait type with the "cartoon nose" is seen on other

varieties, including McG-66, the small size version of this

medal.

From the Glodc M. Reqiia Colkitmn.

2167 1739 Vernon at Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart 72. Betts

198. EF. 202.1 grains, 37.4 mm. Glossy golden brown with

some brassy highlights around devices. Smooth and showing
only a couple trivial planchet imperfections, no significant

roughness. Struck from the same dies as above, but here in

a slightly later die state which has left the face of Vernon

weakened. The LaRiviere piece was more worn but showed
better facial detail due to its earlier die state. The reverse on

this piece is far bolder.

From the Glode M. Reqiin Collection.
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2162 1739 Vernon at Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart 53. As
Betts 200-202. AU. 272.0 grains, 37.3 mm. Once silvered,

though remnants are now present on and just right of

Vernon's face. Mostly a pleasing smooth golden brown with
good surface quality. Very sharp and appealing, a highly

collectible specimen of the BY COURAGE AND CONDUCT
type. Silvered Vernons are very scarce. Struck from the same
reverse die as McG-49, with the distinctive BY COURAGE
AND CONDUCT exergual legends, here in a slightly later

state, while the obverse features a slightly longer bust.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2163 1739 Vernon at Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart 53. As
Betts 200-202. EF. 282.8 grains, 37.6 mm. Lovely golden brown
surfaces are smooth and appealing. A very shallow scrape

in the left obverse field and minor wear are noted, but the

portrait remains very clear.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2165 Two die states of the same reverse die; two dramatically^,

different obverse types. Both of these pieces are struck from^,

the 1739 Porto Bello reverse with the small cud under the|.

date, a die that reoccurs throughout the series and could be! i

tracked by die state progression. A study of Vernon medalsi
could be built around this one die as a Rosetta Stone; Mc-i

.

Cormick-Goodhart 61A. Choice VF, even olive patina with,
r

some gloss, single spot on obverse, very nice eye appeal,i

cud under date well advanced McCormick-Goodharti
i

166. Choice VF. Highly glossy with olive-brown patina and,
[

excellent eye appeal. An earlier state of the same obverse.

Popular Don Blass kneeling type. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2166 1739 Vernon at Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart 72.

Betts 198. Choice AU. 169.5 grains, 37.3 mm. An exceptional I

specimen, showing beautiful detail and glossy surfaces. The i

obverse has mellowed but for some brassy highlights around 1

devices, while the reverse keeps its golden brown shade with t

minor mellowing. Choice in every respect. A specimen from i

identical dies in LaRiviere, Lot 2050, was attributed as McG- -

77. The LaRiviere piece, showing extensive wear and graded 1

About Very Fine, brought $741.50 in 2001.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection. i
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pits, five f^HTtoi tly round puiiih or drill mark* 1 i "'nd n

verse*, perhaps an abandom d attempt at making the ini-d,!!

into a button. Ford alst) owned a silver-plated M<^ 4 *
,
ai- -

;

granular and not terribly attractive, but lacking the re\e; si

marks, that sold for $2,530. The Ford Colli-ciiDn < (intainev^

only sc*ven silver-plated Vernon medals, all ol whu h brought

over $1,000 save a single well-worn specimen. All ian be

called very scarce.

From the Glode M. Requa CoUcetkm.

2168

1739 Vernon at Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart 92. Betts

182. Choice AU. 189.1 grains, 38.5 mm. Astunning specimen
some might call fully Mint State. Golden brown surfaces

maintain good lustre, somewhat mellowed on the obverse

but quite bright on the reverse. Exceptional sharpness and
eye appeal, just some minor roughness under Vernon's chin.

This variety, missing from both Ford and LaRiviere, stylisti-

cally resembles several of the 1758 Boscawen / Louisbourg

medals and may have been accomplished by the same
hand.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2169

1739 Vernon at Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart 96. Betts

221. EF. 263.4 grains, 40.5 mm. Glossy and smooth golden

brown, with abundant original brassy color on the reverse.

Finely detailed, particularly on the nicely engraved reverse,

but some old scratches may be seen at Vernon's baton hand.

This reverse die is distinctive for its tiny date. The LaRiviere

specimen from these dies graded Choice EF brought $1,092.50

in 2001 . The Ford specimen showed no porthole detail on the

reverse (much less detailed than the present specimen) but

still brought $402.50.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

Very Scarce Silver Plated Vernon Medal2170

17.39 Vernon at Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart 96. Betts

221. Silver-plated. VF, reverse punctures. 225.5 grains, 40.0

mm. A verv' scarce silver plated specimen of this type. An-

tique light silver gray with the finely granular surfaces typical

2171

A pair of very different Porto Bello types: .McCormick-

Goodhart 98. EF. Smooth medium brown and dc'ep brassy

tan, good eye appeal, minor ob\'erse rim bruise McCor-

mick-Goodhart 126. EF. Glossy medium brown with traces

of brassy color where lustre was last to mellow. SmiKith and

highly attractive, better than the x ast majority of Vernons

that ever appear on the market. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2172

1739 Vernon at Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart 125.

Betts 198. AU. 244.4 grains, 38.3 mm. Abundant lustrous

brassy highlights surround devices, though the fields have

mellowed to glossy medium brown. An excellent quality

specimen of this stylistically interesting variety, engraved

by a Vernon diesinker w'ho was fond of border denticles and

rendered Vernon with a rather long face (see McG-206 and

221-223 for other dies sunk by this artist). A choice example,

very close to Mint State.

Ford:547 should probably have been identified as Mc(j-]25 instead

of McG-128 since it shows a trace of the scabbard under Vernon's coat.

Regardless, it was from identical dies as this. That piece was fullv silver

plated and brought $3,737.50.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.
2173

1739 Vernon at Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart 125. Betts

231. AU. 217.0 grains, 37.9 mm. Excellent sharpness defint's

both sides, with even,' coat button and porthole plain i .!os,-\

golden brown, a bit lighter around devices. Some v-’n n -

surface granularib,' is seen in areas of the ob\ i-rso but it

not serious. The varietv, with both dies authored b\ th« i .ng

Face and Denticles engraver, was present in i .. uhi i

LaRiviere.

From the Glode M. Requa C dlCi t- '-n
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2174

1739 Vernon at Porto Bello. McCormick-Goodhart 136.

Betts 226. Choice EF 88.3 grains, 27.2 mm. A scarce small
size Vernon with cannon type, a type made up of just this

die pair and the elusive McG-123. Pleasing medium brown
with some attractive olive and rose on the reverse. Some very
fine planchet sfriations, minor corrosion on righfmosf ship
on reverse, flaw at rim atop reverse. While Ford lacked this

type, LaRiviere had a beautiful specimen that brought $1,265
in 2001.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2175 1739 Vernon and Brown at Porto Bello. McCormick-Good-
hart 137. Betts 264. EF. 244.5 grains, 37.2 mm. Rich chocolate
brown with hints of brassy color. A sharp and affractive piece,

glossy but showing some extremely minor surface rough-
ness, devoid of marks or flaws. A scarce variety, one of fhe
few called "S" or scarce by McCormick-Goodhart (who calls

nearly every variety in the series common), important for the

specialist. Missing from Ford and LaRiviere; the "McG-137"
in Ford was a misattributed McG-138. Considering how easy
to use the McCormick-Goodhart book is, it's a wonder anyone
is able to attribute anything from it at all.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2176 Three very different die varieties showing Admiral Vernon
and Commodore Brown; McCormick-Goodhart 137. VF
with a deep olive patina and good eye appeal. Ford XIV:550
was the best we've seen McCormick-Goodhart 139. VF,
once cleaned but now retoned. A spot has been scraped off

behind Brown's head, some reverse spot, a nice piece still.

This is the same obverse as McG-138 (Ford;550) and McG-
140 (Ford:551) McCormick-Goodhart 146. Ghoice VF. Rich
glossy tan with good eye appeal, some pitting at central

reverse. (Total: 3 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2177

1739 Vernon and Brown at Porto Bello. McCormick-Good-
hart 141. Betts 249. About EF. 135.3 grains, 32.9 mm. A highly

unusual format for a Vernon medal, a middle size between
the medalets and the typical 36-38 mm medals in the series.

Nice medium chocolate brown, glossy but showing some
scattered faint roughness. The reverse shares the exergual

legend BY COURAGE AND CONDUCT with others in the

series, such as McG-49 to 53. Good eye appeal and overall

sharpness. This is the only variety of the Vernon and Brown
type in this size, missing from both Ford and LaRiviere.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2178

1739 Vernon and Brown at Porto Bello. McCormick-Good-
hart 145. Betts 268. VF. 210.0 grains, 37.4 mm. Another elu-

sive variety, this one showing the exergual legend BY THE
COURAGE AND CONDUCT on the obverse and showing
the signature IW FECIT in the reverse exergue. Mottled
medium brown with some trifling roughness in areas. An
unusual type in the series. The Ford Collection contained

only one signed piece by IW, a Fort Chagre type, one of only

two signed dies in the whole of that collection.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

Very Rare Silver Vernon Medal2179

1739 Vernon and Brown at Porto Bello. McCormick-Good-
hart 146. Betts 255. Silver. VF. 314.6 grains, 38.7 mm. A great

rarity in the Admiral Vernon series, a silver striking of the

Vernon and Brown type. The LaRiviere Collection contaiiuxl

no silver Vernons of any varietv, while the 57-piece Ford sale

contained but three in this composition selling in the $2,5tlt^
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111 $.\17!> r.in^o. IMi'aMiij; .\ntii]ue silver gray, niore dtvply

loiu'd at ^vriphorios than centers. Excellent surface quality,

only the most minor surface marks, ginid overall sharpness

though X’ernon's face is weak as always on this variety. The
l ord Collection contained a silver plated specimen of this

variety. Only a tiny numbc'r of silver Vernons have sold in the

last five years, including the thrcv Ford pieces and a single

piece in the November 2(K)1 Bow'ers and Merena sale which,

despite bc'ing worn and countermarked, still brought $2,990.

This piece is choice for the grade, finer than two of the three

Ford pieces in silver, and is the highlight of this important

Vernon Collection.

From the Glode M. Reejua Collection.

^180 1739 Vernon and Brown at Porto Bello. McCormick-Good-
hart 161. Betts-unlisted. VF. 79.2grain.s, 28.0 mm. A charming

example of this small format variety, showing the standing

Vernon and Brown. Chocolate brown, smooth and pleasing,

rim flawed left of reverse exergue. LaRiviere's specimen was

very similar overall and sold for $632.50 in 2001; Ford's was
an unusual silver-plated specimen that realized $2,530.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2181 1739 Vernon and Bias de Leso at Porto Bello. McCormick-

Goodhart 164. Betts 304. Choice VF. 189.2 grains, 38.6

mm. A very pretty piece, technically finer than the grade

assigned but showing some wear. Nice chocolate brown,

a little mottled on the reverse but showing traces of brassy

highlights. Not perfectly smooth under a glass, but glossy

and attractive. Tiny natural rim flaw at 3:00 on obverse. A
well-rendered variety, present in LaRiviere but not Ford.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2182 Two different kneeling Don Blass types: McCormick-

Goodhart 164. Fine. Medium brown with some brassy color,

slightly granular, single obverse scratch, decent sharpness

McCormick-Goodhart 166. Fine. Glossy dark browm with

good surface quality and color, reverse with cud under date

used on several other varieties. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.
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2183 1739 Vernon and Bias de Leso at Porto Bello. McCormick-

Goodhart 165. Betts 306. Choice EF. 200.6 grains, 37.0 mm.
A beautiful example of this popular type, with Vernon

standing over the kneeling and surrendering "Don Blass"

or Bias de Leso, the Spanish governor of Cartagena. This

obverse die was produced in 1741, when Vernon allegedly

caused the surrender of the Spanish colonial city, a victory

that never actually occurred. Glossy chocolate brown with

smooth fields and golden highlights around devices. Only

minor marks and a few faint and insignificant short surface

scratches. The sharpness is superb for the type. Similar to

Ford:556, the McG-166 marriage with this reverse and a

nearly identical obverse without a line under the legend.

LaRiviere's particularly choice piece brought $1,610 in

2001 .

Dim Bias dc Leso, a Spanish naval hero and the governor of the city

of Cartagena, is one of the most interesting characters of the 18th century.

Setting aside the fact that most of the Vernon /de Leso medals reflect a

surrender (or, on some varieties, an escape) that never happened, the

actual image of de Leso is utterly incorrect. De Leso entered the navy at

a tender age, and by 1704 he had lost a limb—his left leg. The pi'glegged

veteran lost another limb in 1713, when his right arm was amputated in

Barcelona. His left eye was also taken in battle, leading to his nickname:

medio hombre or "half-man." Despite his injuries, he led valiantly and never

surrendered his city. He died of disease shortly after Vernon abandoned

his attempts to take Cartagena in 1741. This medal and others that show

his body intact are endlessly popular with collectors both in England and

the former Spanish dominions he served.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2184 A trio of Don Blass types, including a scarce smaller for-

mat piece: McCormick-Goodhart 166. About EF. Once

cleaned, now retoning, some minor granularity, old scratch

on obverse, two corrosion specks on reverse McCormick-

Goodhart 167. Choice VF. Even olive patina, some gloss, a

single rim flaw and minor reverse scratches, scarce 34 mm
format McCormick-Goodhart 177. VG. A scarce Vernon,

Brown, and Blass type with signed IW reverse. Glossy dark

olive, slight surface corrosion on central reverse. (Total: 3

pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2185 Three faces of Bias de Leso, aka Don Blass or "medio hom-

bre:" McCormick-Goodhart 175. Scarce small formal.

VG, rough, rim flaw McCormick-Goodhart 223. About

VF. Good surfaces and detail, finer specimen illustrated

elsewhere McCormick-Goodhart 231 . VF but very’ bubbly,

dark brown, a few obverse scratches. Good detail. (Total: 3

pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.
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2186 1739 Vernon at Fort Chagre. McCormick-Goodhart 178.

Betts 280. Choice VF. 228.2 grains, 37.0 mm. A scarce variety

within the Fort Chagre type, one missing from both LaRiv-
iere and Ford. Lovely, glossy, smooth medium brown with
hints of brassy undertones. A few trifling areas of surface

roughness are seen, notably at the reverse rim near 10:00,

but no significant flaws are seen. Fort Chagre, at the mouth
of the Chagres River (now spelled with an S) in Panama, was
reduced by Vernon in March 1740. In reality, it was a fairly

minor victory, but a short series of medals (McG 178-208) was
issued to commemorate it, most using a standard Porto Bello

reverse. This particular Fort Chagre obverse is more elegant
than most.

from the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2187 Two pleasing specimens of the Fort Chagre facing bust of

Vernon type: McCormick-Goodhart 182. VF. Medium
brown with some brassy highlights, no serious corrosion or
roughness, a good looking piece McCormick-Goodhart 186.

Fine. Broad standing bust of Vernon, ornate reverse. Highly
glossy and smooth, a few rim chips. (Total: 2 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2188

1739 Vernon at Fort Chagre. McCormick-Goodhart 186. Betts

277. Choice EF. 216.2 grains, 39.1 mm. Medal turn. This short

facing-bust Fort Chagre series was made in medal turn; all

other Vernon medals, where not noted in descriptions, are

struck in coin turn. Glossy golden brown with abundant
brassy undertones surviving. A beautiful and well-detailed

example. This reverse, with its tiny and distant peripheral
legend, is often weak, but not so here. The high relief facing

bust of Vernon is always weak along his coat buttons. Ford
had a specimen of this variety in gilt from the Brand Collec-

tion, that was essentially a gem; this is similar condition to

the typical composition duplicate in Ford:561.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2189

1739 Vernon at Fort Chagre. McCormick-Goodhart 187. Betts

277. Nickel or German silver alloy? VF. 241.4 grains, 38.8

mm. Medal turn. An unusual piece in the series, produced in

an unknown composition (Ford suggested German silver).

Toned antique pewter gray with a greasy feel in hand. A tiny

test cut at the obverse rim at 3:00 suggests that an earlier

generation also had difficulty determining the metallic com-
position. The Ford piece. Lot 563, was made from the same
dies and in the same composition. It was lacking a ring due
to a planchet crack, while this piece has a brisk, high, short

ring. This piece shows similar sharpness to the Ford piece but

is perhaps not as pretty; Ford's sold for $632.50. The present

cataloguer has seen only these two pieces that resemble this

metallic composition, both McG-187.
From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2190

1739 Vernon at Fort Chagre. McCormick-Goodhart 190. Betts

275. AU. 224.4 grains, 39.3 mm. Generous brassy highlights

remain on mellowed smooth golden brown surfaces. Superb

sharpness and visual appeal, tiny natural planchet crack at

top of reverse, single speck of corrosion at reverse rim at 9:00

joins the same roughness around the edge at obverse rim near

9:00. Choice and attractive overall. Struck in coin turn, typical

of Vernons in general but unlike others of this Fort Chagre
type. This nicely engraved and highly detailed IW-signed

reverse is very unusual in the series. The Ford example of this

McG number was called the "rare signature type." Graded
Uncirculated and truly lovely, that piece brought $1,380.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

\
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1191 1739 Vernon at Fort Chagre. McCormick-Goodhart 190.

Betts 275. Choice EF. 257.6 grains, 39.4 mm. As above, per-

haps even sharper than the previously offered AU-graded
specimen, but not quite as pleasing or glo.ssy. Nice even dark
golden brown with hints of bras.sy highlights. The surfaces

are microscopically granular but the detail is superb. Another
chance to purchase this elusive signed reverse type.

From the Gloiie M. Reqiia Collection.

:192 1739 Vernon at Fort Chagre. McCormick-Goodhart 200. Betts

294. Choice EF. 179.0 grains, 37.0 mm. Lovely glossy dark

chocolate brow'n with only the most trivial surface roughness.

A scarce and unu.sual type, named and dated for the 1739 battle

of Porto Bello but also incorporating a reference to the 1740

taking of Fort Chagre. The 37.0 mm size is a bit smaller than

most varieties, but the obverse style is finer than most, adding

a distinctiveness to this McG number. This was lacking from

both Ford and La Riviere, though Betts notes a specimen was
present in the Fonrobert sale over a centurv ago.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

193 1739 Vernon at Fort Chagre. McCormick-Goodhart 206.

Betts 336. Choice EF 198.0 grains, 37.9 mm. An interesting

variety with fully stippled obverse fields, one of the more

artistic products of the Long Face and Denticles engraver.

Nice golden brown with good gloss and smooth surfaces.

Not quite as sharp as the Ford piece at central obverse but

almost as attractive; that piece brought $862.50. A particularly

appealing I'ort Chagre type, one that was illustrated by a line

drawing in the body of the Betts work.

Fu'tn the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2194 A high-grade pair of 1741 -dali'd i, artagena med.iU M-

Cormick-Goodhart 209. F.F. Cjlossy golden brown vMtli sdnu-

brassy undertones remaining. SnuHith and pleasing, g<K»d

sharpness, an interesting type - .McC ormi< k-CaM‘dharl

210. EF. Nice brassy color with smiKith surfaies, some lainl

reverse pinscratches on reverse. (Total; 2 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2195 Two pleasing and scarce Cartagena ty^x's, neither presc*nl

in the Ford Collection: i" .McGormick-Gcnidhart 209. \'F.

Smooth surfaces with dark olive color, no major flaws aside

from wear, interesting “1 came, 1 saw, 1 conquered" obverse-

McCormick-Goodhart 210. Choice VF. Dark golden
brown w-ith ver\' minor obverse surface roughness, excellent

sharpness. Interesting map of the harbor on reverse. (Total;

2 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2196

1741 Vernon at Cartagena. McCormick-Goodhart 210. Betts

332. Choice AU. 284.6 grains, 37.6 mm. A simply superb

specimen of this type, far finer than the LaRiviere piece.

Exemplary glossy golden brown with hints of brassy color

around devices, generally a bit more golden on reverse than

obverse. Extremely sharp with all fine details well rendered.

This interesting type, showing an unrealistic rendering of the

harbor of Cartagena and its various defenses, was lacking

entirely from the Ford Collection.

while all Admiral Vernon medals have some relevance to America,

since they commemorate naval aspects of a brief war that included nearly

contemporaneous land battles fought in modem day Georgia and Florida,

the medals of the Cartagena campaign have a special relevance. That cam-
paign included thousands of American troops representing every colonv

north of South Carolina, and will be forever remembered as the very- first

American expedition in a foreign war. Of course, the most famous veteran

of the campaign was Lawrence Washington, the president's half-brother

and favorite, who named his home Mount Vernon after the commanding
officer he got to know well in the waters off modern-day Colombia.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2197

1741 Vemon at Cartagena. McCormick-Goodhart 213. Betts

335. AU. 180.0 grains, 35.7 mm. Attractive mottled medium
golden brown with darker brown in areas and lustre.j-

brassy highlights around devices. \'cr\ well detailed -nd

pleasing. An interesting variety, showing "Don Bla--

'
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2198 1741 Vemon at Cartagena. McCormick-Goodhart 214. Betts

334. Choice AU. 155.7 grains, 37.1 mm. Very attractive golden

and medium brown with smooth glossy surfaces. One of fhe

more appealing of the Cartagena medals in the series, though

also fairly common—LaRiviere had one graded AU that was
similar to this piece (at $690 in 2001), while Ford's three copper

pieces brought in the $500 range each despite their corrosion.

This medal, though more available than many, rarely appears

with nice surface quality or this kind of sharpness.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2199 1741 Vemon at Cartagena. McCormick-Goodhart 214. Betts

334. AU. 172.7 grains, 37.0 mm. As above, with rich dark

chocolate brown surfaces. Microscopically granular in some
areas but glossy and very appealing. This piece boasts essen-

tially Mint State sharpness and looks to be on a planchet that

is closer to copper than brass or pinchbeck. Since Americans
were such a significant part of the Cartagena invasion force,

U.S. collectors who desire only medals with a definitive

American link would be wise to choose the Cartagena medals

to collect or specialize in.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

Bias de Leso escaping in a tiny boat into Cartagena harbor,

a rumored escape that never actually occurred but was re-

ported in England. Nicely rendered with a good portrait of

Vernon. This variety was not represented in either Ford or

LaRiviere.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2200 1741 Vernon at Cartagena. McCormick-Goodhart 214. Betts

334. Choice EF. 150.2 grains, 36.8 mm. A delightfully smooth

and glossy specimen of this variety, medium brown with

some ruddy undertones and apparent hints of lustre. Excel-

lent quality for this issue.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2201 A trio of scarce Cartagena varieties: McCormick-Goodhart

214. Choice EF. Mottled dark and medium brown with fine

granularity and excellent sharpness. A bold and pleasing

specimen of this variety with Vernon standing full-length

and the map of Cartagena harbor's defense McCormick-

Goodhart 216. EF. Glossy dark brown with slightly pebbly

obverse fields, planchet crack at 3:00, highly ornate Cartagena

reverse. A nice medal McCormick-Goodhart 221. About EF.

Smooth dark brown with nearly matte-like appearance but

no corrosion. Don Blass kneels before Vernon on obverse,

escapes in boat on reverse. (Total: 3 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2202 A trio of distinctive Cartagena types, only one of which was

present in Ford: McCormick-Goodhart 214. About EF. Dark

brown with some planchet bubbling, excellent sharpness,

an interesting variety illustrated elsewhere McCormick-

Goodhart 228. VF. Glossy chocolate brown with excellent

visual appeal and only minor surface granularity. A scarce

standing Vernon and Ogle type with the Cartagena reverse,

illustrated elsewhere McCormick-Goodhart 234. Fine or so.

Granular but glossy chocolate brown. A very scarce variety,

illustrated elsewhere, with Vernon, Ogle, and Wentworth on

the obverse and a fancy Cartagena reverse. (Total: 3 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2203

1741 Vernon at Cartagena. McCormick-Goodhart 215. Betts

331. AU 215.0 grains, 38.3 mm. An interesting Cartagena

variety with a standard Porto Bello obverse and an espe-

cially detailed reverse. Lustrous golden brown, mottled but

dominated by rich brassy color. Perhaps lightly cleaned long

ago, with a patch of hairlines in the upper left obverse but

not noted elsewhere. Both obverse and reverse show die

cracks that will prove useful for a reference tracking the die

marriages and emission sequences of these medals (perhaps

someone will undertake one someday). This reverse die bears

a legend reading ADML OGLE, the correct rank, punched

over the GENL OGLE that was seen in an early die state

(McG 216). This fascinating variety was lacking from both

Ford and LaRiviere.

Frorn the Glode M. Requa Collection.
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sharp and sniDoth with medium brown surfan - and subtle

ruddy undertones. Once cleaned but \ ery apfx-alin^ thin

vertical scratch at right reverse. This variety shares an ob
verse* w'ith McC-221 and McCj-222 (sevn alxive), liere in a

slightly later state. Whether intentional or simply lx*causi'

he is shown in full left profile. Bias de 1a*m) is accurately

depicted with only one arm and one leg. A high-grade and
desirable specimen of this scarce type. Absent in both ford

and LaKiviere.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

204 1741 Vernon and Don Blass at Cartagena. McCormick-
Goodhart 221. Betts 329. Choice VF 183.9 grains, 37.3 mm.
An extremely scarce silvered variant of this type. The obverse
is a gray-.shaded golden brown with the silvering nearly com-
plete but mellowed, while the reverse shows full silvering

save for brassy highlights at the peripheries. Technically EF
or finer, only minor friction and no problems. Another ob-

verse accomplished by the Long Face and Denticles engraver.

Silvering is different from silver plating, indeed, "silvered"

is really a misnomer for "tinned," as a thin tin wash is the

likely origin of the silvery patina. No silvered pieces were
present in the Ford Collection of Vernon medals, and silvered

medals of this period are fairly scarce in general. Among
Vernon medals, calling them rare is not an overstatement.

This McC number was not present in Ford or LaKiviere.

From the Glode M. Reqiia Collection.

’.05 1741 Vernon and Don Blass at Cartagena. McCormick-
Goodhart 222. Betts 329. Choice AU. 210.6 grains, 37.2 mm.
Another issue by the same obverse engraver, though muled

with a reverse showing the "escape" of Bias de Leso. Abun-

dant lustrous brassy color remain.s, somewhat mellowed in

the fields and brighter on reverse than obverse. Superb sharp-

ness and overall quality. This particular variety is called "S"

or scarce by McCormick-Goodhart, one of very few not called

"common" in that 1945 reference. An important specimen

that a collector would likely not be able to improve upon.

This variety was missing from both Ford and LaKiviere.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

106 1741 Vernon and Don Blass at Cartagena. McCormick-

Goodhart 223. Betts .3.30. EF. 182.3 grains, 37.1 mm. Vcr\’

2207 1741 Vernon and Ogle at Cartagena. McCormick-Goodhart
225. Betts 324. Choice EF. 206.6 grains, 37.2 mm. Glossy

rich chocolate brown with some golden brown undertones,

especially on the reverse. A very pleasing specimen of a

variety that appears to be relatively common among this

.scarce subtype; Ford owned three examples. This piece is as

sharp or sharper than all three. This reverse die shows the

fictional "escape" of Don Blass in a tiny boat in the harbor.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2208 1741 Vernon and Ogle at Cartagena. McCormick-Goodhart
228. Betts 318. EF. 180.8 grains, 37.5 mm. A very pleasing

specimen of this scarce Wpe. Nice glossy chcKolate brown
surfaces show just a few tiny obverse pits and minor areas

of hidden surface roughness such as that at Vernon's leg and

below APKIL on the reverse. Lustrous and attractive, just as

sharp as the LaKiviere specimen graded AU that brought

$1,265 in 2001. Ford lacked this number.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2209 Three scarce Vernon types; McCormick-Goodhart 229.

Vernon and Ogle. VF, lightly granular, good sharpness.

Obverse of 227, dated Cartagena reverse McCormick-
Goodhart 231. Vernon, Ogle, and Don Blass. Fine or so, a

bit bubbly and with some rim nicks. Ford owned an Unc '

McCormick-Goodhart 237A. The scarce HAVANAH U po.

Fine, dark brown with some striations. (Total; 3 pieces!

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.
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2210

1741 Vernon, Ogle, and Don Blass at Cartagena. McCor-

mick-Goodhart 231. Betts 323. AU. 209.5 grains, 38.4 mm.
Areas of brassy highlights decorate golden brown surfaces. A
very high-grade example, rivaling the slightly sharper Ford

specimen. This variety shows Don Blass on the obverse with

all limbs intact and shows his fictional escape on the reverse.

A lovely example of this type.

From the Glode M. Recjm Collection.

2211

1741 Vernon, Ogle, and Don Blass at Cartagena. McCor-
mick-Goodhart 231. Betts 323. EF. 273.9 grains, 38.6 mm.
Another very high-grade example of this important variety.

Abundant brassy highlights remain on golden brown sur-

faces. A few little specks noted, thin scratch near Vernon's

hat, excellent sharpness and complete portraits of all three

figures depicted. Scarcely found so fine.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2212

1741 Vernon, Ogle, and Wentworth at Cartagena. McCor-
mick-Goodhart 234. Betts 310. VF. 235.0 grains, 38.7 mm. An
important variety, one of only three in the entire series to depict

General Thomas Wentworth, the commanding officer of the

British Marines and the man responsible for the American
soldiers who accompanied the flotilla to Cartagena. Choco-
late brown with golden brown mottlings, mostly smooth but
showing some minor roughness in hidden areas. The highly

decorative and distinctive reverse is clearly by the same hand
as the reverse of McG-235 (.see Ford:574). While Ford and
LaKiviere both lacked this McG number, this is one of two
in the Requa Collection of Vernon medals and Ford owned
Met .-176, which muled this obverse to a I’orto Bello reverse.

From the Ldodc M. Requa Collection.

2213

1739 Vernon at Havana. McCormick-Goodhart 237. Betts

313. 177.0 grains, 36.6 mm. A very sharp specimen of this

interesting variety, with a HAVANAH obverse, apparently by

the engraver of the Cartoon Nose portraits (i.e. McG-58 and

66), muled with the easily tracked 1739 Porto Bello reverse

with the internal break under the date (i.e. McG-165, 166,

176 and others). Struck on a thin planchet but showing little

actual wear. Glossy deep golden brown, mostly smooth but

for a patch of roughness at left reverse rim. These dies were

represented in both Ford and LaRiviere but should not be

considered common.
From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2214

1741 Vernon at Havana. McCormick-Goodhart 239. Betts

315. VF. 195.4 grains, 37.5 mm. Another Vernon at HAVANAH
variety, this time muled with the decorative Cartagena <

reverse seen on McG-234, a die that was present in neither

Ford nor LaRiviere in this or any other combination. Even, i

pleasing chocolate brown with slight granularity but excel-

lent sharpness. Struck in medal turn, one of very few Vernon

medals seen in this die alignment.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2215

1643 Spanish Defeated at New Carthage medal. Betts-un-

listed, p. 22-23. Choice EF. Copper. 578.5 grains. 41.1 grain"-

Plain edge. Glossy and lustrous light brown with somewhat

reflective fields. A verv prettv medal, though its relationship

to America is not known. The re\ erse looks and sounds lik^'

a Betts medal, with legends that translate to ".An omen et

maritime empire" and "The Spanish defeated at New t.a'

S i vt'332
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hvi.V" 1 lu> i>iily j;a-at battle liistDry recurds in lh43
w as tlu> UattU' ot KiKwi, which was a land siege, not a naval
battle as depicted here. I'he Betts editors noted this medal,
mentioning that it had been in the Fonrobert collection and
calling then "well known pieces," but never suggest what
the medal a*ally commemorates! Nothing noteworthy scvnis

to have happened at Cartagena that year. Perhaps a city

that was once known as New Carthage was captured by the
Famch in some year one Roman numeral off from MDCXLIll.
We don't know. Maybe* our bidders will. We take solace in

the fact that Fonrobert, Betts, Low, and Marvin had no idea

tiH)—but then again they didn't have the Internet.

Front the Glodc M. Rcqiia Colkxtkm.

A shallow area t)f natural planchet roughness is st*t'n at IN

on the reverse. A very popular Betts medal that refers to tlu-

growing British Lmpia*. This was issued the year t hark^ston,

St)uth Carolina was founded as a stopgap against Spanish

growth along the Eastern seaboard of North America, Fhe

EF Ford specimen, one of threv he owned in siK er, realized

$1,265.

From the Glotle M. Requa Collection.

’17 1670 Colonization medal. Bctts-44. Choice VF. Silver. 521.9

grains. 41.7 mm. Nice medium gray surfaces exhibit attrac-

tive deeper peripheral toning. Lightly worn, as often seen on

the. high relief medal, but fairly fa'e of post-striking defects.

2218 1677 Capture of Tobago medal. Bctts-59. Choice EF. Copper.

452.3 grains. 41.0 mm. Pleasing and glossy medium brown
surfaces, smooth and attractive with no significant faults.

A single nick is noted in the right obverse field. A dramatic

depiction of the siege of the star fort on the island of Tobago
is shown on the mverse.

From the Gtode M. Requa Collection.

2219 1736 Jernegan Cistern medal. Betts-169. Choice EF. Silver.

312.2. grains. 38.5 mm. Medium silver gray with beautiful

undertones of violet and gold. Some traces of lustre persist

in protected areas. Though essentially a British lottery ticket,

the presence of palmettos (which are not found in Great

Britain) and the depiction of Britannia supporting her wild

colony led Betts to place it among his early American refer-

ence medals. In a w^ay, it belongs there, as the implication is

without question to Britain's tropical dominions. This was
actively collected by 19th century American numismatists

as a medal referring to the Carolinas.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

216 1658 (ca. 1860-79) Dampville, Viceroy of America medal.

Betts-39. Mint State. Copper. 868.2 grains. 51.4 mm. 3.7-3.8

mm thick at rim. Edge marked CUIVRE with a bee, noting

this as a restrike from the period stated. Beautiful chocolate

brown, a rich and attractive shade, with glossy surfaces and

lightly reflective fields. A few very thin pinscratches are noted

in the right obverse field. A very rare medal, even in restrike

form. LaRiviere owned a slightly later restrike (1880-1898)

that brought $218.50. This w'as collected by the Norwebs as

part of their Canadian collections.

From the Nonoeb Collection.



2223

(1775) William Penn medal. Betts-531. Choice AU. Cop-
per. 475.7 grains. 40.2 mm. Glossy deep chocolate brown
with some darker toning. Smooth and highly appealing, all

designs very well detailed, no significant flaws. Collaring

mark or "witness line" from a bipartite collar just right of

6:00. A very popular medal that features the same standing

American Indian that would appear on the reverse of the

1805 Eccleston medal 30 years later.

From the Glode M. Recjua Collection.

2224

(1784) Captain Cook / Royal Society medal. Betts-553. VF.

Copper. 535.7 grains. 43.3 mm. Deep olive-brown with some
traces of orange-red around peripheries, apparent vestiges of

a cleaning before being retoned. Many tiny nicks are noted

on both sides. Collaring mark or "witness line" on edge near

12:00. Despite its flaws, one of just 500 struck to commemorate
the famed explorer and discoverer of Hawaii.

From the Glode M. Requn Collection.

2225

1781 Battle of Doggersbank medal. Betts-588. EF. Silver. 157.2

grains. 30.2 mm. Reflective, lustrous surfaces show pleasing

medium gray toning with attractive undertones of blue and

pale violet. Some light hairlines and evidence of handling,

none serious, good sharpness and eye appeal. While not an

especially rare medal, this Betts number was missing tixim

the Ford Collection.

From the Glode M. Rci]im Collection.

2221 (1766) William Pitt medal. Betts-516. AU. Silver. 400.7 grains.

40.0 mm. Signed by Pingo under Pitt's shoulder T PINGO F.

Highly reflective fields show pleasing toning which blends

into medium silver gray. Some faint hairlines, natural rough

spot between Pitt's wig and T of PITT, lovely lustre and eye

appeal. A very popular medal that belongs in every collection

of early American coins that contains a Pitt token.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2222 1773 William Pitt medalet. Betts-522. Choice VF. Copper.

85.5 grains. 25.4 mm. Rich even chocolate brown with glossy

surfaces. Tiny nick over T of CHATHAM. A popular medal

issued as a premium by the London magazine The Sentimen-

talist.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

The Norweb Collection Exonumia November 20(1|

2220 (1766?) William Pitt medal. Betts-515. Choice AU. Copper.

431.0 grains. 41.4 mm. Abundant mint color remains, mel-
lowed in the fields to medium brown. A thin scratch follows

the profile of Pitt's forehead, some old buildup around a few
reverse letters. A popular medal referring to Pitt's help in

defeating the Stamp Act.

Ford XIV;376 was a specimen from these dies known to have been struck

in 1863. While we do not doubt that the particular piece included in the

Ford Collection was struck at that time, we still believe these dies could

still be a product of the 18th century based upon the engraving work and
texture. We are not yet ready to condemn all specimens of this variety, which
is easily discerned since it lacks a signature under the bust, as 19th century

reproductions, though the many high-grade examples in copper may prove

to be such. They are still worth what they bring in the marketplace even as

mid-century strikes by a Philadelphia numismatist.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

!
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S 2226 1781 Battle of Doggersbank medal. Betts-589. Choice AU.
Silver. 441.9 grains. 44.9 mm. Deeply reflective surfaces are

framed by lovely golden toning around the light silver gray

surfaces. This type, by the gifted Dutch medallist Holtzhey,

ct)mmeniorates the admirals who faced down the British fleet

at Doggersbank. It is among the most visually impressive in

the Betts book, even if the Doggersbank event is not known
to most students of American history.

Frofii the Glade M. Requa Collection.

f 2227 1781 Battle of Doggersbank medal. Betts-590. EF. Silver. 78.8

grains. 25.7 mm. A medal for popular Dutch consumption by

Lageman. Lovely golden toning, among other shades, frames

devices against reflective fields. Two diagonal scratches in

right obverse fields, other horizontal scratches on reverse.

Ford owned several of these that brought about $300 each.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2228 A pair of Comitia Americana medals for the Battle of Cow-

pens. Both are Paris Mint restrikes from the original dies by

Duvivier with CUIVRE and a mark on the edge: Betts-594.

Ca. 1880-1920. Cornucopia. William Washington. Choice EF.

Light brown but with some green buildup on obverse and

reverse. No pitting or significant flaws. Significant rim cud at

11:00 on reverse Betts-595. Ca. 1845-1860. Pointing Hand.

John Eager Howard. Choice AU. Lustrous medium brown

with only minor surface dirt, a very pretty piece. (Total: 2

pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2229 1782 Recognition of the Independence of the United States

by Frisia medal. Betts-602. Mint State. Silver. Plain edge.

433.4 grams. 44.0 mm. i hoice light blue, violc-t, and pale

golden toning decorates deeply reflective surface's. The ton

ing is ideal for this sort of silver medal, pleasing light gray at

first glance then a feast of color under a light. The details are

sharp, and only the most minor signs of handling are stvn

in the fields, mostly on the reverse. A single liny rim nick is

noted just right of 12:00 on the reverse*.

Ford owned only one of the*se', de‘scrilx*d as "Abeiuf Uncir-

culated. Scratched," that still managed to sell for$2,3(K). This

piece is superior to both that one and the LaRiviere pie*ct‘.

The designs on this are charming, showing the Dutch state

of Frisia shaking hands with "The United State's of North

America" while turning its back on Britannia, the British

lion, and a snake in the grass. America tramples a scepter

and the shackles of slavery, while a Victory e)r Fame crowns

her with a free hat, basically the Dutch liberty cap. The

reverse inscription relates to the resolution of recognition.

A classic design of the era and a very desirable American

reference medal.

From Stack's Americana sale, January 1998, Lot 71.

2230 1782 Holland receives John Adams as envoy. Betts-603.

Choice Mint State. Silver. Plain edge. 421 .2 grains. 44.9 mm.
A simply gorgeous example of this medal. Light silver gray

fields with darker halos around devices yield, when turned

into a light, the most resplendent violet, pale blue, and gold

on its highly reflective fields. The detail is sharp and impres-

sive, and the scant few hairlines hardly detract from the

exceptional eye appeal. This medal tends to come nice and

often boasts nice toning, suggesting that it was distributed

carefully and probably in some kind of box—we'd love to

see one in the original packaging! The charming designs of

Holtzhey show, on the obverse, the Netherlands placing a

free cap atop the United States, who holds a 13-star shield

and has her foot on the head of a rather disappointed-look-

ing British lion. The legend LIBERA SOROR means "free

sister." The reverse legend translates to "Tyranny repelled

by valor under the auspices of France," showing a unicorn

(England) laying on its belly, its crown around its neck and

its horn broken. This is one of the most beautiful medaL
of the period and deserves a place in any cabinet of earl\

American historical medals. Ford's piece was nice, had a

little rim nick, and sold for $4,600. LaRiviere's brought $52‘-

just five years ago!

From Bowers and Merena's sale of June 199i '44f V
original lot ticket accompanies this lot.
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2231

1782 Treaty of Commerce between Holland and the United
States medal. Betts-604. Choice Mint State. Silver. Plain

edge. 430.3 grains. 44.7 mm. An exceptional specimen of this

beautifully rendered medal. Deeply reflective fields show
elegant blue and gold toning under an overall antique gray
patina. The devices are bold and well-detailed, the visual

appeal is superb. When catalogued by Stack's in 1997, it was
called "the finest seen." It is certainly finer than LaRiviere's.

Ford owned two specimens, one graded Choice Uncirculated

that sold for $2,070 and another graded Choice AU that

brought $1,610. This piece is easily finer than the latter and
quite similar to the former.

Engraved by the gifted Dutch engraver Holtzhey, this

medal commemorates the negotiation of a commercial treaty

between the Dutch and the American emissary, John Adams.
The Fame depicted on the obverse has crowned conjoined

shields of the Netherlands and the United States, shown with

13 stars. This treaty was the first such agreement in American
history, made even before the signing of the Treaty of Paris.

Adams considered it one of his greatest accomplishments.

The Dutch thought it important enough to issue this mag-
nificent medal.

Perhapsfrom the Virgil Brand Collection; B.G. Johnson estate;

Spink America's sale of items from the Johnson estate, June 1997,

Lot 61; Stack's sale of December 1997, Lot 202.
2232

1782 Treaty of Commerce between Holland and the United

States medal. Betts-605. EF. Silver. Plain edge. 189.8 grains.

33.7 mm. Lightly reflective deep gray surfaces show pleasing

slate gray highlights, richest at the peripheries, with traces

of violet and pastel blue in the fields. Some light scattered

hairlines and minor contact marks, none serious. This medal

is the smaller of two with these designs. Ford owned only

one specimen of this variety, described as "Choice Extremely

Fine. Cleaned long ago, now recolored to a rich gunmetal

blue-gray hue." It sold for $920. This piece boasts just as fine

a provenance.

From Bowers and Merena's sale of the Lucien LaRiviere Col-

lection, Part III, May 2001, Lot 1104. Earlier, purchased from

Dick August on May 2, 1981. The original LaRiviere lot ticket

a> I ompanies this lot.

2233

1782 Treaty of Commerce between Holland and the United

States. Betts-606. AU. Silver. Plain edge. 185. 4 grains. 32.0

mm. Lustrous light silver gray with a sheen of old lacquer that

will reveal bright reflectivity if removed. Some hairlines are

seen. This piece was probably cleaned by an early 19th century

collector, lacquered to protect it, and hasn't really changed
since—this is why lacquer is frequently seen on medals of

this era and really leaves nice surfaces behind if removed
properly, or is perfectly stable if left alone. Modern lacquer is

made differently and is not recommended. The visual appeal

is nice and the sharpness if very good for this popular issue;

LaRivieres was worn to VF. Ford had two of these, a very

pretty AU that brought $2,300 and another slightly worn one

that brought $1,045. This medal was struck privately to com-
memorate the same treaty as the official medals (Betts-604 and
Betts-605). If anything, it is more interesting, considering the

depiction of America with her 13 star flag presenting peace

to the Netherlands, seated with a liberty cap and pole behind

her. We have never found an earlier European depiction of a

13-star flag on a medal or anything else.

When cataloguing the LaRiviere specimen, this cataloguer described

this piece as "vexillologically important," trotting out a 50-cent word for

the study of flags. It remains one of his favorite turns of phrase in any

catalogue, though outpaced by using the term "testicular fortitude" in

another description in the same catalogue.

2234

1782 Holland Declares America Free medal. Betts-607.

Choice AU. Silver. Plain edge. 210.0 grams. 34.2 mm. Attrac-

tive light silver gray with reflective fields and lovely toning

highlights dominated by peripheral gold. A very tiny lami-

nation is seen at the second E of NEDERLAND. A ver\' high

quality specimen of this Dutch medal by Lageman, produced

for sale to the pro-American Dutch masses. The name of this

medal is a translation of the obverse legend, showing America

holding a caduceus of commerce in one hand while clutching

arrows and a liberty pole in the other. The reverse legend

translates to "the general wish" while displaying the fruits

of commerce, suggesting how much the Netherlands stands

to gain by replacing Great Britain as the primary American

trading partner. Ford's was a Choice EF that sold for $1, 150,

while this piece brought $977.50 in 2001. Most Betts medals

went up significantly between Ford and 1 aRivieiv, .so a price

realized near either of these figures ma\' be a steal.

From Bowers and Merena's sale of the l.ueien LaRiviere Collee-

tion, Part III, May 2001. Lot I lOv. Earlier, fnmi the eolleetion of Ted

Craige. The original LaRiviere lot tieket aeeompanies this lot.
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Silver "Libertas Americana" Medal

Dies by Oexlein, Struck 1783

2235 1783 Treaty of Paris / Libertas Americana medal. Betts-608.

VF. Silver. Plain edge. 391 .1 grains. 45.5 mm. Even light silver

gray with pleasing toning and some subtle highlights. A
lightly worn example of this popular "other Libertas Ameri-

cana medal," engraved by Oexlein for a continental audience.

Nicely preserved despite some pocket-piece wear, just some
light scattered surface marks. The obverse shows King Louis

XVI looking on while America places her 13-striped shield on

a victory column surmounted by a Dutch-style free hat. The

obverse legend LIBERTAS AMERICANA instantly connects

it to the beautiful (and, now, very expensive) Dupre medal

with the same inscription. The reverse shows the shields of

the great powers of Europe (England, France, the Nether-

lands, and Spain, along with a gorgon "shield of w'ar") and

a legend meaning "by common consent."

In silver, this medal is highly elusive, perhaps even as

scarce as the silver Dupre Libertas Americana medal. LaRiv-

iere had one, a beautiful AU, and Ford also owned only one,

also a nice AU. Ford's brought $9,775, a graduated price from

a few years ago but still a bargain compared to a $100,000

silver Dupre medal.

From Bowers ami Mcrena's sale of the Saunders Collection,

November 1987, Lot 4235. The original lot ticket accompanies

this lot.

22.36 1783 Treaty of Paris / Libertas Americana medal. Betts-608.

Choice AU. White metal. Plain edge. 512.5 grains. 45.3 mm.

Issued with a coppt'r plug at the exergual line as a corro-

sion cavenger Bright brilliant pewter gray with just minor

hairlines A few little handling marks m the reverse field are

incon.st*quential tti the excellent eve apjx*al. A \ erv on i- spu. ; i

men of this medal, type’s as above. The corrosion sue enger

seems to have worked well, as this issue is ne\ er stvn wil*'

tin pest—we have seen ones with the "plug" helpfully liniled

away though! Ford owned two specimens in this compose
tion, both of similar quality to this one. Both sold for more

than $5,000. This medal, espc’cially in this beautiful condition,

represents an excellent way to own a "Libertas Americana"

medal without shelling out the five-figure price required tc-

acquire one of the more famous Libertas Americana med-
als.

From Stack's Americana sale, fanuarp 1998, Lh 74.

adTclxxxi

2237 1783 Treaty of Paris / Libertas Americana medal. Betts-608.

Choice AU. White metal. 502.9 grains. 45.6 mm. Copper plug

at exergue as a scavenger. Another high quality specimen of

this popular medal. Lustrous brilliant pewter gray, barely

mellowed in central fields but still reflective around devices.

A few little contact marks are toned here and there, none

serious, some tiny specks in upper left field are insignificant.

Excellent eye appeal for the grade. A highly desirable speci-

men of this Wpe.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2238 1783 Treaty’ of Paris medal. Betts-610. Mint State. Whit*

metal. Plain edge. 398.8 grains. 43.6 mm. Copper plug at ex-

ergue as a scavenger, as struck. A highly appealing examp't

of this medal, one with designs so busv that Ceorge P. r .c-tv

quipped "from the varietv of designs and inscription*^ \s . Ii

are crowded upon the two sides of the medal it .= if

the author proposed to write a fxx’m in x- = L i »! n-,.

Peace but finallv concluded to publish a n:> -L K n\-- ,

flectivc brilliant }xn\ ter gra\ surtax k..
*-

'
i ; ..

and mellowing am sexm in the In Ids, n ;
- .= s\ r •.

. p, ;



2241 (1782) Libertas Americana medal. Betts-615. AU-55 (NGC).
Bronze. 47.6 mm. Weight unknown. Glossy milk chocolate

brown with deeper olive-brown toning around devices and
peripheries. A pleasing specimen of this most famous Ameri-
can medal, showing good sharpness and only minor flaws. A
dig on Liberty's cheek under her ear is the most significant

contact mark, scattered other handling marks and contact

points consistent with the level of wear. A spot is noted

inside the rim near 8:00, a few smaller spots here and there.

Magnification reveals a few small repairs around the lower

right reverse where spots were removed, including at the area

between the lion's tail and belly and around INFANS, but

years of ownership by non-numismatists have manifested

as similar inconsequentialities on most specimens of this

type. A thin scratch under US of ANIMOSUS and some old

vertical pinscratches above the lion's flanks are noted only

with scrutiny. The general visual appeal is that of a very nice,

lightly worn, entirely desirable example.

The story of this medal has become Chapter 1 of the his-

tory of American Federal coinage: Franklin's pride for his

new nation, his relationship with the best French medallist

of his (or any other) era, the inspired legends that came
from Horace and Franklin's antiquarian friends, the designs

whose majesty instantly struck a chord with all who saw
them. Jefferson displayed his at Monticello with pride, call-

ing it "Infant America protected by Minerva from the lion.

A medal designed by Dr. Franklin." Washington owned one

that Martha Washington showed to visitors. Perhaps it was
the specimen owned by David Rittenhouse that inspin'd the

designs of the first U.S. coins, we may never know, but clearlv

the engravers knew this medal. Today, bron/e specimens of

the Libertas Americana provide the ideal foil to those coins in

an advanced cabinet, .serve as the centerpiece of a collection

of American RevolutiiMiarv medals, or stand as an intact col-

lection on their own. There will never be an .American medal

of greater significance.

2240 1783 Treaty of Paris medal. Betts-612. Mint State. Copper.

Plain edge. 508. 3 grains. 41.7 mm. Nice medium brown with

reflective fields and traces of mint color around the peripher-

ies. Some light surfaces specks are noted, most significantly

.iround Louis' chest, his lower curls, and below PAX. The

2239 1783 Treaty of Paris medal. Betts-612. Very Fine. Silver. Plain

edge. 507.6 grams. 41.7 mm. A scarce and desirable medal
issued by France to commemorate the signing of the Treaty of

Paris, which ended the Revolutionary War. Even light silver

gray with pleasing old toning in the fields, chiefly violet, gold,

and pastel blue. Evenly worn and showing just some light

handling marks, minor rim nick near 8:00 on obverse and a

still smaller tick above VI. The reverse legend proclaims peace

between France and England, but this was precisely the same
treaty that made the United States its own nation. The lone

silver piece in the Ford collection was also worn, graded Very
Fine, and sold for $1,955. That piece had a 1791-dated named
inscription on the edge, which makes it a useful comparison
piece for die states. The tiny die flaw above X of REX on the

obverse is actually smaller on this piece, marking this as an

earlier die state.

From Bowers and Merena's sale of the Lucien LaRiviere Col-

lection, Part III May 2001, Lot 1110. The original LaRiviere lot

ticket accompanies this lot.

The Norweb Collection Exonumia November 20(

in foreground on reverse. The designs were accomplished
by Johann Christian Reich, father of the famous U.S. Mint
engraver, and rather resemble his medal for the attack on
Gibraltar issued the same year. The central obverse show the
familiar handshake between America, with 13-striped shield

and liberty pole, and Europe, surrounded by the shields of

the Netherlands, Great Britain, Spain, and France. Betts does
a fine job translating the legends (which are also included
in the LaRiviere catalogue. Part III). This medal is relatively

available today in white metal, though silver is very scarce.

Ford owned a few of them, which generally brought between
$550 for corroded ones and $1000 for nice ones. This may be
the least expensive of all the Treaty of Paris medals despite

the fascinating designs and the connection to John Reich.

From Stack's Americana sale, January 1998, Lot 75.

visual appeal is still very nice and no major marks are seen.

Another medal from the same dies as above, this one in a

slightly later die state judging from the tiny rim flaw above
X of REX. The lone copper specimen from Ford was an EF
and showed a later die state; it sold for $1,150.

Lovely Libertas Americana Medal

Dupre's Masterpiece

j

1
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Another Bronze Libertas Americana Medal

2242

(1782) Libertas Americana medal. Betts-615. EF. Bronze.

756.7 grains. 47.8 mm. Another specimen of this endlessly

popular medal. Glossy and reflective on the obverse with

mottled medium brown color, while the obverse is glossy

dark brown. Many tiny pits cover the obverse, concentrated

in the lower right obverse and at Liberty's neck and, while

we would prefer they weren't there, are not as distracting

as one might think without this piece in hand. The reverse

shows some fine granularity in the fields but still is glossy

and pleasing. Scattered field marks are noted, including a

short scratch under RI of AMERICANA. The detail is that

of an AU medal, with excellent sharpness on both sides. The

obverse shows some die bounce or slight double striking,

the reverse does not. A highly attractive and desirable piece

despite its flaws.

The medal's three dates represent the Declaration of In-

dependence and the victories at Saratoga and Yorktown; had

any of these three events not happened, American Liberty

may not have been assured. The baby Hercules (America)

strangles two snakes in its crib, representing the armies of

Burgoyne and Cornwallis. If these names mean nothing to

you, look them up before bidding—this piece is too historical

to be owned merely because it's pretty. Franklin conceived

this piece as a way to teach the masses, particularly at uni-

versities, about the American Revolution. It continues to

inspire curiosity and further inquiry today.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2243

1792 Lyon Convention medal. Choice AU. Bell metal. 636.8

grains. 39.1 mm. Plain edge. One of the nicest examples of

this medal we have seen. Glossy deep golden olive with

nearly smooth surfaces, just the very finest granularity.

Most specimens of this medal show significant granularity,

as struck, but this piece was made on a particularly choice

planchet. Well centered and nicely struck, no significant

problems. The obverse portrait is a early copy of Dupre's

Libertas Americana medal, designed by Galle less than a

decade after the production of that masterpiece. This medal

shows Liberty with her cap and pole with the legend LIB-

ERTE FRANCOISE. A very popular addition to an early

American medal collection.

From Presidential Coin and Antique Co.'s sale of the Charles

MeSorhy Collection, Part ll, July 1998, Lot 653. The original lot

ticket accompanies this lot.

2244

1783 Treaty of Paris / Liberte des Mers medal. Betts-un-

listed, Gadoury-210. Choice EF. Silver. 168.6 grains. 30.2

mm. Reeded edge. Deeply toned on the obverse in dark gray,

with splashes of lighter silver gray and dark golden tones,

while the reverse is reflective light silver gray with some

multicolored toning. Some scattered hairlines and minor

contact marks, good detail on both sides. This medal is often

included in Betts medal collections and probably should

have been included in that tome, as it explicitly mentions

the "peace of 1783" and "liberty on the seas." Ford owned

two examples which sold for $460 and $287.50.
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Very Rare George and Charlotte Medal

An Important Indian Peace Type

2245 (ca. 1761) George and Charlotte Indian Peace medal. Jamieson-10, Adams-11.1, Betts-440. Choice AU. Silver. 212.3 grains. 37.9 mm.
Holed for suspension at 12:00. A beautiful example, with reflective antique gray surfaces yielding golden and pale violet gray toning.
Superb sharpness, only some light hairlines, neat hole the exact same size as the piece in the Bowers and Merena 11-2001 sale, two
black ink museums numbers at reverse rim at 3:00 and 11:00. Raised wire rim with no nicks. The location and size of the hole suggests
that this was holed at the same time as the previously noted specimen, which was in similar condition but not quite as sharp.

A very rare medal, Adams listed just 13 specimens in his census, including nine in various institutional collections. The worn Wilson
specimen, twice holed and now showing a replacement hanger, in the ANS. The Ford XVI sale contains an unholed specimen. While
some doubt that this medal was issued as an Indian Peace medal, there is some good evidence to suggest it was beyond the well over
a century of collecting tradition which, like oral history, is usually based on some sort of fact. Martha Wilson Hamilton noted in her
important work Silver in the Fur Trade, 1680-1820 that "an example of this medal was found in Alabama (Alabama Department of His-
tory and Archives) and was possibly among those presented at Pensacola in May 1765, to mark the opening of a trade policy outlined
in the Proclamation of 1763." Members of the Creek and Cherokee tribes were present at that conference. Further, as documentary
evidence, John Adams notes a August 1777 invoice that notes, among trade items delivered to provincial agent William Knox, "70

Silver Medals Kings and Queens." Further, this medal shares a reverse die with the small size undated (ca. 1776) George III Indian
Peace medals. Taken in sum, the fact that there is archaeological, documentary, and numismatic evidence to place this in the Indian
Peace medal series is far more than exists for some other medals and makes us comfortable with placing this in the same company that

Jamieson, Adams, and Betts did—among the issues the British distributed to American Indians in what became the United States.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2x photo
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Sharp (1776-1814) Indian Peace Medal

George III in Silver

Awarded During and After the Revolution

2246 Undated (ca. 1776-1814) George III Indian Peace medal. Large format. Adams 7.2. About Extremely Fine. Silver, solid. 78.8 mm.
1708.4 grain.s, heavier than all but one of the Ford pieces and both of the specimens offered below by a considerable margin. Small

hole at 12:00 as issued, though the original hanger is now missing. Attractive light silver gray with light surface toning. Covered with

various small contact marks on both sides, many cuts on George's armor, fewer nicks on reverse than obverse. Two parallel scrapes

are noted between the profile and G of GRATIA. Rim nick just right of 6:00 from the obverse perhaps a test cut from long ago, a few

other little rim nicks. Very sharp detail, all rivets visible, a bold specimen that was obviously awarded but did not endure multi-gen-

erational wear. A very handsome specimen of this classic Peace medal, distributed by British agents in North America beginning in

1776 and extending through the War of 1812.

Struck from the second obverse die, with crack from George's shoulder into field. Of the 14 specimens in the Ford sale last month,

only three were struck from this obverse. The reverse is the same die as all three of them. The ANS does not have a specimen from

this obverse: of the three catalogued by Stahl for the 1991 COAC, two were from obverse 1 (one shells, one solid) and the other was

from obverse 3. The well-provenanced specimen from the A.B. Welch Collection (offered in the LaRiviere 111 catalogue) was struck

from obverse 3 and known to have been awarded during the War of 1812. The specimen in the ANS that descended from William

Henrv Harrison (and, allegedly, Tecumseh) in the same conflict was also struck from obverse 3. Though no dating structure has ever

been attempted, this piece likely dates from earlier in the period these were distributed rather than later. Just how that translates to

years or distribution channels has yet to be determined.

A George II Indian Peace medal is a great item of desiderata for many American and Canadian numismatists. Of course, consider-

ing the c]uantity sold into the marketplace in the recent Ford sale, they have never been more plentiful. This is perhaps to the buyer's

advantage, as many medals will continue to find their way into museums or into long-term holdings. This offering is a prime op-

portunity to acquire one of these historic medals.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.
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2247 Undated (ca. 1776-1814) George III Indian Peace medal. Large format. Adams 7.2. About Very Fine. Silver, solid. 78.2 mm. 1356.5
grains. Contemporary (though not original) hanger at 12:00. Bright light silver gray with light toning developing at rims. Polished
over the course of its life, as are many of this type, and consistent with natives who sought to keep the Great Father's "face bright,"

as the quote in Prucha notes. Usual hairlines, few heavy field nicks. A rim bruise near the truncation of the bust has led the rim to

crack from the main medal a bit when examined under magnification from the reverse, unwittingly revealing that this is one of the

scarce pieces with a rim added after striking but before distribution; perhaps the light ones (as here) are the added rim types and
the heavy ones (as above and Ford:70) are the ones with rims struck simultaneously. Old worn scratch into right obverse field from
George's chest, heavy vertical scratch in right reverse field, knife scratches around base of reverse (attempting to separate the rim?),

a few rim bruises here and there. A discolored area atop the reverse with some nicks probably resulted when the replacement hanger
was added during the useful life of this medal. The hanger is a two-piece construction with a pin, plain but functional, apparently
silver. Significant wear is present on both sides but the details and eye appeal remain strong.

Two tantalizing traces of a signature appear on this medal, not entirely unusual as others are known named. On the base of the

obverse, we are able to read "Skin" very clearly under the bust, with another word following it that appears to be "Dinah" to us. On
the reverse in the same delicate scratching, above the unicorn supporter, we read "Salonce." Undoubtedly someone invested enough
meaning in these words to engrave them on the medal, probably when it was being used, but determining their purpose will take

a stroke of luck. English translations of Indian names were spelled with great variety from document to document and by different

white men, but these words probably related to the identities of one or more owners of this medal. It was not unusual for medals to

be passed down through families or in less-linear ways.

Struck from the second obverse die, with crack from George's shoulder into field. Of the 14 specimens in the Ford sale last month,
only three were struck from this obverse. The reverse is the same die as all three of them. As noted above, the ANS lacks this obverse
in their collection. LaRiviere's and the A.B. Welch specimen were both struck from obverse 3.

Another fine opportunity to acquire a genuine worn Indian Peace medal, distributed by the English in North America during two
conflicts and the difficult period between them. An important artifact of an interesting period of American history.

From the Glode M. Reqm Collection.

Another George III Indian Peace Medal

With Contemporary Hanger
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Final Undated George III Indian Peace Medal

2248 Undated (ca. 1776-1814) George III Indian Peace medal. Large format. Adams 7.2. Fine. Silver, solid. 78.1 mm. 1353.4 grains. Holed

for suspension twice, both at 12:00, but one hole has broken through the rim. A final example of this type, well worn and obviously

displayed for a considerable period of time. The surfaces are smooth and show an even deep gray toning, highlighted by pale blue

and gold acquired since in collector's hands, a pleasing and old patina. This piece hung around a neck (or several generations of

necks) long enough that the first hole wore through the rim and the second hole has acquired the worn "teardrop" shape. Some dark

encrustation is present on the reverse, most notably around the lion supporter though some appears in the intricacies of the rim as

well. Most of the shield remains clear and, though this piece is well worn, all other design elements remain. Struck from the second

obverse die, with crack from George's shoulder into field. Of the 14 specimens in the Ford sale last month, only three were struck

from this obverse. The reverse is the same die as all three of them. A very attractive specimen of this type with abundant wear from

display.

From the Glodc M. Requa Collection.

Scarce 1794 Simcoe Peace Medal

2249 1794 George III "Simcoe" Indian Peace medal. Jamieson-

19, Breton-13. Choice VF. Silver. 188.3 grains. 32.0 mm.

Lettered edge: MAY HE EVER REIGN IN THE HEARTS OE

HIS PEOPLE. Unholed and apparently unmounted. Pleasing

light silver gray with attractive golden highlights around the

peripheries. Good eye appeal and sharpness, a ver\' minor

scratch on Ck*orge's cheek, some inconsequential hairlines.

An old museum or inventorv' number has been inked at the

base of the reverse, removable if desired and seen on many
medals of this general sort. An attractive example of this

popular small size laudatory medal that has been avidly col-

lected as a Peace medal and may well have been distributed

as such. Adams cites a letter that supports conclusions that

this type was distributed by John Simcoe, Governor of Upper

Canada, who had requested medals for the Indians in 1793.

Written in modern-day Michigan in Juky 1794, the letter

from an Indian agent noted "Captain John Doyle desires his

compliments to you and requests of you twelve medals and

twelve flags to this place, the small medals you send before

the Indians would not accept of them." This medal's small

size could well have resulted in its rejection. A specimen

in LaRivierc brought a bit over $2000. As of press time, the

Eord pieces have not yet been sold but we suspect thev will

surpass that realization.

Simcoe also requested the production of Boulton and Watts 1 7<14 C op-

per Company of Upper Canada tokens, well known to collector- of earh.

North American material.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.
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Superb 1814 George III Indian Peace Medal

2250 1814 George III Indian Peace medal. Large format. Adams 12.1. Choice Extremely Fine. Silver. 75.7 mm. 1888.9 grains. Original
hanger at 12:00. Struck from the usual dies. An extraordinary specimen with reflective lustrous fields and exceptional toning. The top
of the obverse and reverse are toned a deep olive, while the brilliant silver gray remainder of fhe medal is highlighted with beautiful
gold and violet tones. Usual hairlines from polishing noted, a few tiny rim nicks at base of obverse, some little digs and handling
marks. This appears to be an awarded medal that was nicely cared for before ending up in collectors' hands. Many of these 1814
medals survive in nice condition, perhaps a byproduct of their capture by Americans (who swapped American Indian Peace medals
for fhem when possible) leading to their placement in private hands or museums. Of the five of this type in the recent Ford sale, three
were graded About EF or finer and only one could be considered well worn. LaRivere owned two, one of which was graded EF and
one graded VF (by the present cataloguer, who has not changed his ideas on how to grade these).

This type is considerable scarcer than the previous type. The ratios here (3:1) and in the recent Ford sale (14:5) are of surprisingly
consistency that may rather accidentally reveal a proper proportionality in the most unscientific of ways. This medal has something
going for it that the previous type does not—beauty—both in the dies by Wyon and the excellent condition. It would make a fine

addition to any historically minded cabinet.

From the Glode M. Recjua Collection. Accompanied by an old auction tagfor Lot 304, auction house and auction unknown.
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Rare 62mm Jackson Peace Medal

A Norweb Treasure

2251 1829 Andrew Jackson Indian Peace medal. Silver. Julian IP-15. Choice Fine. 62.6 mm, 91.5 grams. Holed for suspension at 12:(X).

No hanger present. Delightful old antique gray toning covers both obverse and reverse. An even scattering of tiny contact marks is

present across the obverse, an indication of long term wear though no damaging marks are seen in the fields. A scries of rim nicks is

present on the obverse above PRESIDENT; the same area on the rim shows a nick or two at 3:00 on the reverse. The reverse is more

heavily worn that the obverse, typical of a medal that was worn on the chest with obverse outward. The reverse legends have been

worn to faint outlines, but the central devices remain bold. The overall visual appeal is excellent, precisely how a worn and displayed

silver Peace medal of this era should look, but without many of the bad knocks and gouges often seen.

This format is highly elusive, even rarer than the large size medals of Jackson which are themselves very scarce. Just 58 examples

of this middle size were struck, a lower mintage than either the 76mm large size medals or the smallest 51mm medals. The Ford

XVI sale included a single middle size Jackson medal, a beautiful EF example with little wear. In the description for that piece, Mike

Hodder pointed out just two medium size Jacksons selling in the last decade. Carl Carlson found just 3 auction appearances in his

extensive examination of Mint medal sales over greater than a century's time. This size has been missing from most major collections

sold publicly and, while some hide unappreciated in various institutions, the population in collectors' hands is tiny indeed.

Any Jackson medal is a rare artifact of a .sad and violent chapter in our nation's history. It was this era that gave American history

the story of the Trail of Tears, the voyage of the exiled Cherokees and other tribes from ancestral lands in the American South to the

plains. Jackson, himself a veteran Indian fighter from the War of 1812, saw the same Creeks he had fought in 1813 and 1814 rise up

again during his presidency; ditto the Seminoles, wlio Major General Jackson faced ca. 1817-18 and again warred with the American

forces during Jackson's second presidential administration. Further west, in Wisconsin and Illinois, actions of the Sauk and Fox tribes

against Americans became known as the Black Hawk War, an especially violent conflict in 1832.

Indian Peace medals from this era, perhaps the nadir of relations between American Indians and the United States government,

are ironic rarities that remain very desirable to collectors. Opportunities to purchase any JacLson medal at public auction, especially

one in this format, are highly unusual.

From the Norweb Collection.

!
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Very Rare Silver 1826 Erie Canal Medal

2252 1826 Erie Canal medal by C.C. Wright. HK-1000 (i.e. types
of HK-1, silver). Mint State. Silver. Plain edge. 475.5 grains.

44.3 mm. A lovely example of the very first "so-called dol-

lar," an American medal of great importance. Exceptional

slate blue toning over highly reflective surfaces. This color

has been seen on other specimens still in their original boxes,

enabling us to say with a level of certainty just how original

the color and surfaces of this specimen are. The devices are

light silver gray, frosted, and show contrast with the reflec-

tive fields. Some light hairlines are seen, a few very delicate

curved scratches in the lower right obverse field, thin scratch

from rim through second A ofCANAL to eagle's wing. A mi-
nor rim bruise may be seen under W.SC. Hibler and Kappen
gave this silver striking a 1000-number because they knew of

fewer than 5 examples in silver and called it "uncollectible;"

it remains very rare today.

2253 1812 Captain Stephen Decatur, Jr. medal. Julian NA-9.
Bronze. AU. 2200 grains. 65 mm. Slight rub on the highest

points, probably best described as cabinet friction, and with

some thin scratches and scattered spotting, most notably at

the throat and behind the head. Struck in medium mahogany
bronze. The fields are glossy and slightly reflective, but lus-

trous in general and nicely so. Struck from the original Furst

dies with the reverse in a later stage with a crack from the

rim at 6:00, and two large rim breaks. A new reverse die was
made in 1881.
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The Unique 1848 Zachary Taylor Gold Medal For Buena Vista

From the First Mint Deposit from the California Gold Rush

A Piece of Inestimable Significance

Over One Pound of Gold

UK's
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2254 The unique 1848 gold medal presented to Major General
Zachary Taylor by resolution of Congress. Julian MI-24.
Gold. The only specimen struck. Choice Mint State. 89.5

mm. 621 grams. 6.7 mm thick at the rim. Rich, even yellow
gold with deeply reflective fields and incredible relief in the

devices. As the chief raison d'etre these dies were made, this

gold presentation medal necessarily captures each and every
detail engraved into the dies—veins in Taylor's head, thou-

sands of tiny troops stretching into the horizon on the reverse,

the stars and stripes on battle flags at the central reverse,

individual scales on the snakes that frame the battle scene,

and more. Though the highest points of the obverse relief are

above the level of the high rims, they appear unworn. Some
hairlines are seen, chiefly on the obverse. Various signs of

handling may be noted, common with a soft gold medal, es-

pecially one held in non-numismatic hands for over a century.

The edges are somewhat scuffed from the process of being
removed from and placed into the close-fitting custom made
silver case. A tiny rim nick on the reverse near 1:00 and a few
near and above 9:00 are noted, though none are seen from the

obverse. A few little scrapes are seen in the fields, nick

noted under Taylor's sideburn, small gathering

of marks near his chin in the field. The visual

appeal remains superb, as this piece was
never badly mishandled or cut-tested

despite the fact that it has not been

handled with cotton gloves since

the moment it was struck on July

4, 1849.

The clamshell case is silver,

96.6 mm in diameter. Nicely

engraved with a leafy wreath

at the periphery on the top

lid, bold capital letters Z.T.

with diagonal hatching and a

shadow around, square stops

after each. Salmon-colored
linen lines the interior top of

the case, ripped once but in re-

markable condition otherwise. The
hinge is a little broken but functional,

though the rim of the top does not any

longer fit perfectly inside the lip of the

ba.se. It is toned and shows some signs of

handling, not to mention hairlines from consistent

(and proper) polishing. Unmarked but clearly the work of a

very competent silversmith.

This medal is the only specimen known in gold, the actual

piece struck on July 4, 1849 in Philadelphia and awarded to

then-President Zachary Taylor. At 90 mm in diameter and
weighing 20 ounces, it is the largest Congressional gold

medal in private hands. The 1848 Winfield Scott medal was
the same size, and only the 1863 medal U.S. Grant was given

by Congress for the victory at Vicksburg is larger. Today, both

are in the Smithsonian Institution.

While any large gold medal from the 19th century is

impressive and valuable, no American medal of the period

in private hands can compare to this Zachary Taylor medal,

engraved by America's foremost medallic artist and struck

from the first ever shipment of California Gold Rush gold ever

received at the U.S. Mint. [Before the Ciold Rush, small gold

shipments from California arrived as early as 1838, though

their significance was missed at the time.] Taylor was the

victorious general of the Mexican War battle of Buena Vista,

fought in Mexico in February 1847. His victory paved the way
to the American taking of Mexico City and overall success in

the Mexican War, a conflict which resulted in the American
annexation of all of California and Arizona, in addition to

other areas of the Southwest by the February 1848 Treaty of

Guadeloupe Hidalgo. Three months later, the United States

Congress voted that two large gold medals be given to the

victorious generals, namely Major General Zachary Taylor

and Major General Winfield Scott. For Taylor, it would be the

third time he would be honored with a Congressional gold

medal - more than any other American before or since. The
Buena Vista Taylor medal was awarded for Taylor's defeat

of "a Mexican army of more than four times their number,
consisting of chosen troops, under their favorite commander.
General Santa Anna," according to the original joint resolu-

tion. Taylor's second Congressional gold medal also survives,

a smaller piece with a simple design given for the victory at

Monterey in 1847. Winfield Scott's 1848 Congressional gold

medal, authorized the same day as Taylor's but struck about

a month later in August 1849, also survives; today it is a

highlight of the National Numismatic Collection

of the Smithsonian Institution.

Between the 1847 victory and the 1848

resolution to recognize that victory

with a gold medal, the world was
gripped by news from a territory

claimed by both warring parties:

the discovery of gold at Sutter's

Mill on the American River in

California on January 24, 1848.

A gold rush soon followed, and

thousands of American settlers

poured into the territory. By
numismatic tradition, the first

gold pieces ever coined from
metal discovered in California

were the 1848 CAL. $2.50 quarter

eagles. Exactly 1,389 pieces were
coined from metal transmitted from

the military governor of California to

the United States Mint as part of a 228

ounce deposit. That deposit, however, ar-

rived at the Mint on December 9, 1848. Only one

day earlier, the very first deposit of California Gold
Rush gold arrived at the Mint in Philadelphia, a substantial

hoard of 1,804 ounces of gold that one David Carter had
personally brought from the American River near Sutter's

Mill. Original documents suggest that the newly discovered

Taylor medal, as well as the Winfield Scott medal now at

the Smithsonian, was actually produced from the Carter

deposit. Since the products of the Carter deposit were not

identified with a mark (like the CAL stamp on the 1848 CAL
quarter eagles), this medal is the only product of that first

ever deposit from the California Gold Rush that remains

identifiable and in private hands! A single line in a letter

from Mint Director Robert Maskell Patterson makes this

point crystal-clear, as Patterson describes the CAL quarter

eagles but notes "the California gold reser\ ed tor the medals

is from another deposit." This letter, dated januarv 5, 1S4'^L

is cited on page 117 of Dave Bowers' cU'^Calitornia Gold

Rush 1 lisforvv/U''.

In March 1849, Major General Zacharv Tavlor was in-
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•ui^uriitod I’a*sidenf ot the United States. The dies for his

Huena Vista medal were completed by Charles Cushing
Wright in June 1849 and his unique gold medal was struck

in July. In these* "Days of '49," the California gold strikes

dominated the news and inspired the nation. The striking of

the gold medal for the President on July 4 of that year was
a celebration not only of his military feats, but of the great

fortune the nation would derive from one of the captured

territories. His medal was larger than any Congressional

gold medal ever struck, bigger even that the one given to

George Washington by Congress; its new large-module size

was undoubtedly a recognition of the new wealth of gold

the nation owned via the annexation of California. The only

larger solid gold medal (105 mm) ever struck by the U.S. was
given to General Ulys.ses S. Grant by Congress; today, that

medal is in the Smithsonian.

President Zachary Taylor died in July 1850 of gastroen-

teritis, struck down just days after breaking ground for the

Washington Monument on July 4 and just a year this mag-
nificent Congressional recognition. His medal passed to his

heirs and remained there until recent times. In this auction,

this historic artifact of a military hero, an American president,

and the greatest gold rush the world has ever known will be

sold to the highest bidder. There will never be a duplicate,

an upgrade, or a substitute product. Its importance goes

beyond that of a unique gold medal. As just a numismatic

object, as one of the biggest gold medals ever struck by the

U.S. Mint and the largest such medal in private hands, its

value would be great. Beyond that, howexer, this medal

stands as the manifestation of the thanks of the nation given

to the man whose efforts, more than any other, resulted in

the inclusion of California in the Union and the guarantee

that its wealth would benefit the United States. The golden

riches of California spurred the expansion of the United

States across the continent to the Pacific, realizing the dream
Thomas Jefferson noted some 50 years earlier. Jefferson

thought such expansion would take 100 generations; thanks

to the California Gold Rush, it took two. How appropriate it

is that the grand prize given to the man most responsible for

this would be a massive piece of gold, coined at the genesis of

the California Gold Rush from the very first deposit of those

infinite auriferous riches to ever reach the Federal mint in

Philadelphia. At the moment the dies hit that weight}’ golden

planchet, a national treasure was created. Prcwidentially, the

treasure has survived to the present day. To call this medal a

"museum piece" would be an underestimation. It is, with no

exaggeration, one of the most important American medals

in existence and quite possibly the most significant to ever

be offered at public auction.

1848 Zachary Taylor Medal

A Bronze Example

2255 1848 Major General Zachary Taylor Medal. Julian Ml-24. Bronze. Choice Mint State. 89.5 mm. An exquisite example of this substan-

tial medal struck at the U.S. Mint from dies by Charles Cushing Wright. Deep milk chocolate brown with the faintest trace of tnction

on the highest hair curl of Taylor, "cabinet friction" from the storage box, often seen at this point on this heaxy medal due to the ta»1

that Taylor's head is in considerably higher relief than the rims. A single spot is seen on the obverse at 4:00, and others are stvn on

the edge, but these do not affect the aesthetic appeal to any significant degree. The surfaces show vciy attractive gold, blm lavender

and green toning blended in the fields. A superior example of this scarce medal than usually seen, as man\ ha\ e Nxm mishand'
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Magnificent 1876 Gold Lifesaving Medal

First Public Offering, Just Five Struck

Over 10 Ounces of Gold

2256 1876 Treasury Department Lifesaving medal, first class. Julian LM-5. Choice Mint State. Gold. 76.8 mm. 5,199.2 grains or 10.83

troy ounces. An extremely important medal, one of just five struck in gold and the first piece ever offered at public auction. Rich

yellow gold with deeply reflective fields and magnificent high relief designs by Anthony Paquet. Some light hairlines are seen in the

fields, three contact marks in the upper obverse field and a minor nick hidden in the raised rim under IT of UNITED, no rim bruises

or other more significant flaws. A tiny mark is seen on the chin of the rescued seaman at center. The visual appeal is superb, and
anyone who holds this item, able to take in its heft and beauty in person, is prone to expressions of delight. i

The designs are still used for the Coast Guard's Gold Lifesaving Medal, though in a much smaller and significantly modified
form, a prize last distributed in 1997. They are perhaps Paquet's most stunning, with sweeping surf sculpted in lifelike form sur-

rounding two men and a woman in a boat while another is being pulled from overboard. Their wrecked vessel, sails in the sea, may
'

be seen behind them. On the reverse, a large area for the engraving of the name of the lifesaver and the nature of the feat remains
|

blank, ready for inscription.

Of the five specimens of this medal struck, we can account for three of those distributed. The tale of those three medals, awarded to

brothers from Ohio, is given below. It is not known if the final piece was an unawarded piece like this one or a distributed specimen.
This is the only specimen in gold that has ever been offered for sale; it is the same piece some experienced collectors may remember

I

being offered privately ca. 1978 for a substantial sum at the time. We do not know where the three awarded specimens currently

reside, but they may be either in the family or a historical museum, the final resting place of many of the awarded gold lifesaving

medals. Of course, there are plenty of times in the intervening century and a quarter than 10 ounces of gold could have had a value

greater than the sentimental value of a medal given to an ancestor, and none of those three may currently exist. Medals such as these

are so rare not only because of their low mintages, but also because the prize was intender to have great intrinsic value. In 1875, when
issued, this medal would have been seen as much as a cash prize (then worth over $200!) as anything. These medals were struck in

pure gold, not coin gold or a lesser alloy.

Dreyfuss owned a specimen in copper, as did Ford—the only ones we know of to cross the auction block. Only seven struck in

that composition. A white metal piece, perhaps the "proof in white metal" that Paquet sent to Mint Director H.R. Linderman in April

1875, was recorded in Carl Carlson's census of offerings that was last published in 1986. In the same publication, he noted of the gold

pieces "5 struck. Sale Price of $30,000 reported." We suspect that piece and this one are the same.
It is amazing to consider that these dies, for which Anthony Paquet was paid a nearly unheard of $1500 sum in 1875, are known by

only four surviving specimens in all metals, though perhaps another copper specimen could be tracked down. As a point of contrast,

C.C. Wright was paid $1600 in 1849 tor the dies he produced for the Zachary Taylor medal offered above, but those dies were used bv

the Mint for decades. This First Class Lifesaving Medal style was abandoned just a year after the dies went into production, mplaced

by the smaller (and cheaper) Julian LS-7 dies that were used until 1882. The types on those medals were the same as this, copying

Paquet's original composition as seen here, but the gold medals struck from them weighed just three ounces instead of ten.

While the collecting of gold Lifesaving medals is a specialized field, this specimen must be considered one of the most desirable ;

to ever be sold. With no auction records nor whispers of another specimen in private hands, this modal can probably bo considorod

unique without much imagination. The unique 1876 Centennial medal in gold in Ford V brought $54,625; it weighed less than halt
|

of this medal. The gold Charles Carroll medal in the same sale sold for $34,500 though a few are known. One of two km>wn 1861 I 5 i

I Lifesaving medals in gold (weight; 3,233 grains) sold for $43, 125 in Ford V despite the presence of a better piece in a well kiunv n

West Coast collection. The same collector does not own a gold specimen of this one. This piece has mon.' attractive designs that anv

of those medals, not to mention being significantly heavier. It is an impressively desirable medal.
[ hf Anrui.il Ki’porl of thi’ (fpor.itions of fho Unili'd Stall's 1 ifi’-S.iving Sorviiv lor llu’ tisi'.il vi'.ir I'lidinj; |inu' .V', I87^ liosi riK'd tho loals lor whuh tluvsi' ihrv't'

mrilal'. wi'ri' .iw.irilt'il
|

350 Siu
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[Hiring tho yi’ar thnv lifc-s.iviiif* medalh ol iho Krst cla^s and two of the second class have been awarded under the provisions ol the ad ot )une 20,1K74 Ilw
nu-dals ot the first class weiv bestowed upon Messrs. Lucien M. Olemons, Hubbard M. Olemons, and Ai J. Olemons, ol Marblehead, Ohio, three’ broUwis who
displayi“d the most signal gallantry in saving twc> men from the wreck of the schtHiner Consuelo, about two miles north of that place, on May 1, 1K7S It apf>«-ars
trom the evidence of the transaction that the schiKiner, which was heavily laden with bliKks of stone, was seen by a number ol spei'lators on the shore lal'Hiring in

apparent distress in the passage bi'twecm Kelley s Island and Marblehead, the sea at the time bi’ing tremendous and the wind blowing a gale Irom the northi-ast,

when her cargo of stone bliK'k.s, which had bevn left upon rollers, thereby causing the disaster, suddenly shifted, and the vessel at once capsi/ed and went down
Five ot her iivw immediately perished; but the remaining tw'o succeeded in getting a hold in the cross-trees of the mainmast, which were above water, w hi-re they
clung for nearly an hour. It was then that the three heroic brothers took a small fat-bottomed skiff, twelve feet long, three feet wide, and fittt*en inches dtvp, tln‘

only boat available on the coast, and leaving their weeping wives and children, who formed a part of the watching group of fortv or fifty persons on tht' shore,
went out in this frail shell to the rescue. The venture was, in the judgment of the lcx)kers-on, several of them old sailors, hazardous in the extreme, but alter nearly
an hour s hard struggle with the waves, the Olemons brothers gained the wreck and delivered the two exhausted men from their perilous position in the rigging
With the added burden in their skiff they were then unable to make the shore, but remained for a long time tossing about upon the high sea in momentary' danger ol

destruction, when fortunately they were descried by a steam-tug at Kelley's Island, which came to their assistance. Under these circumstances the medals of honor
awarded them must be considered justly due to their self-forgetful heroism."

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2257

1909 United States Assay Commission medal. JK AC-53.

Mint State. Bronze. 807.0 grains. 56.1 x 39.6 mm. Pleasing

even golden brown matte patina, uninterrupted and essen-

tially as struck. A beautiful example of this medal, one of 51

struck. Though unnamed, this specimen almost certainly

belonged to Ambrose Swasey of Cleveland (another named
Swasey medal is included in the Norweb Collection). Swasey

sat on the 1909 Assay Commission and joined the ANA in

June of that year. When his application was published in The

Numismatist, Farran Zerbe (who also sat on the 1909 Assay

Commission) noted "Mr. Swasey is one of the telescope pro-

ducing firm, the Warner & Swasey Co., who made the great

telescopes for the Lick, Yerkes, and U.S. Naval Observato-

ries." According to Dave Bowers' <U>ANA Centennial His-

tory</U>, Swasey was "a close friend of Victor D. Brenner."

It seems he was friends with his neighbors, the Norwebs, as

well.

Ambrose Swasey was a resident of Cleveland's "Millionaire's Row" and

a professtir at Case Western Reserve University, the organization to which

the Norweb's donated many of their Washingtoniana items.

From the Nonoeh Collection.

2258

1913 United States Assay Commission medal. JK AC-57.

Mint State. Bronze. 610.4 grains. 44.0 mm. Pleasing golden

brown patina with restrained gloss. A nicely preserved speci-

men with just a single light line in the patina behind Taft's

head. Only 25 specimens of this medal were distributed, all

in bronze as here.

From the Norweb Collection.

2259

1924 United States Assay Commission medal. |K AC-t'R.

Mint State. Bronze. 1081 .5 grams. 50.9 mm Namtxl on r.le*

to MR. AMBROSE SWASFY. Rich golden patma glc<vv\

and pleasing. A few hairlines, one faint scratch do\x T- fr. m
CcKilidge's chin. The Julian Keusch work doe^ not ’-m
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mintage figure, but the Dreyfuss sale does point out that this

date is "sufficiently rare as to not be illustrated in the Pesso-

lano-Filos book." Swasey was, like the Norwebs, a Cleveland
resident, and some comments on him are noted with the 1913

medal above. Incidentally, the ANA Convention was also in

Cleveland this year.

From the Norweh Collection.

Mrs. Norweb's 1955 Assay Medal

2260 1955 United States Assay Commission medal. JK AC-99.

Mint State. Bronze. 1097.5 grains. 50.7 mm. EMN inked on

edge. Choice golden bronze patina, just a little rubbed on the

press table. An important and popular variety showing the

"First Coining Press U.S. Mint" as rendered by the talented

engraver Adam Pietz. The obverse bust of Eisenhower was
sculpted by Gilroy Roberts. This variety was missing from

Dreyfuss; a specimen in the Rogers Fred Collection brought

$1,430 over a decade ago. That specimen's original recipient

was not known. According to the Norweb biography by

Bowers and Hodder, Mrs. Norweb was appointed to serve

on the Assay Commission in 1953; this seems to be an error,

since no 1953 medal is present here but Mrs. Norweb's own
envelope for this medal indicates it was "given to EMN as

member of commission." Perhaps she served both years.

Ambassador R. Henry Norweb served in 1966; his medal his

present in the next lot.

From the Nonveb Collection. Given to Mrs. Norweb as a mem-
ber of the 1955 Assay Commission.

Ambassador Norweb's 1966 Assay Medal

2261 1966 United States Assay Commission medal. JK AC-110.

Mint State. Bronze. 57.1 mm. Nice golden patina, matte in

the fields and polished on Fowler's portrait. Essentially as

struck, just a little speckling in lower left obverse. This is

undoubtedly Ambassador R. Henry Norweb's medal, as he

served on the commission along with numismatists such

as Ken Bressett, Emil Voigt, Jean Bradfield, and others. His

inclusion on the Assay Commission is noted in the Norweb
biography by Bowers and Hodder. Very rare, as are most

mid-20th century Assay medals.

From the Nonveb Collection.
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Choice Low-13 Hard Times Token

2262

(1834) Hard times token. L-13, HT-26. Rarity-4. MS-63
(NGC). A lovely specimen of superb condition for the issue.

Bright and lustrous yellow brass surfaces with light golden

brown toning in places. Nicely struck, with typical weak-

ness on the reverse side, opposite the highest area of relief

of Seward's portrait. A choice, pedigreed piece.

From F.C.C. Boyd; Stack's sale of the Ford Collection, Part IV,

June 2004, Lot 47.

2263

1837 Feuchtwanger So. L-262. Rarity-3. VG. 72.6 grains. 24.8

mm. Medium golden gray with deep slate highlights. Some
roughness and a few scattered mark.s, evidently a piece

that saw circulation or heavy use as a pocket piece. Always
popular and always desirable.

2264

1861 AGAINST REBELLION Civil War dog tag. DeWitt

C 1861-11. Choice EE. Brass. 154.8 grains. 29.7 mm. Holed

for suspension. Reverse stamped, in individual punches,

DAVID GROUT / BATTLE FAIR OAKS / WMB 1862. Glossy

golden brass with .some coppery highlights, attractive and

very sharp, a few little nicks and pinscratches on reverse. Far

finer than usually seen. The Battle of Fair Oaks, also known
as Seven Pines, was fought in May-June 1862. Our research

has not positively identified the solder who wore this tag,

but this type is rare in such nice undug condition.
2265

1861 AGAINST REBELLION Civil War dog tag. DeWitt C

1861 - 11 . Choice VF. Brass. 183.2 grains. 29.7 mm. Holed for

suspension. Reverse apparently stamped J.N. GILLEY CO.

(. 1 . 9 N Y. C.V. or Company G of the 9th New York Cavalr}^

Nice and smcxith with attractive brassy color, UNION just a

little worn on the obverse* shield. 9 on the reverse punched

several times atop each other, letters generally punched in a

very amateur fashion. The unit, formed near Albany in 1862,

ser\’ed in Virginia nearly the entire* war. Thew we're among

those- prese-nt at Appomattox, and so might this dog tag have

bevn

2266 1861 Civil War dog tag. WAR OF 1861 / UNITED STATES
type. Very Fine. Brass. 155.0 grains. 27.4 mm. Hole*d for

suspension. Punched on reverse, in individual punehe's,

NATHAN PERRY / 1ST REG. NY. V. / ART / CO. L. /

TREMONT. Mottled dark golden brown with gcxid de'tail

and smooth surfaces. Battery L of the First New York Artil-

lery mustered in early in the conflict, in November 1861,

and served with vigor until then end, seeing battlefields

like Antietam, Gettysburg, Fredericksburg, and Petersburg,

among others. The unit was formed around Rochester, NY.

2267 (after 1865) Ohio Civil War veterans badge. VF. CopjX'r. 362.8

grains. 37.4 mm. Holed for suspension, likely from a bar or

ribbon. Reverse partially engraved, reading in sum "The

Stateof Ohio to Niels. [Nicholas] Fox / Veteran / Co. D. 17th

Regt. / Ohio Volunteer / Inft." Chocolate brown with some
green corrosion, rims battered. The regiment spent most of

its time with the Army of the Cumberland and the Army of

Georgia. This was undoubtedly given to them upon their

return for display at veterans' functions.
2268

Encased Postage. Ayer's Sarsaparilla. Ic. HB-28. EE. A ver\'

pleasing encasement of this popular and prolific issuer. There

is a slight bend noted in the edge of the frame, but it is not

severe. The frame is otherwise pleasing. The mica shows

minor crazing, but remains intact. The stamp retains vivid

color.

2269

(ca. 1865) Lincoln medal by j.A. Bolen. Musante-20. Brass.

Mint State. 114.8 grains. 25.4 mm. Overstruck on Lovett's

Stephen A. Douglas political token, Dewitt SD 1860-8, an

ironic and purposeful choice of underh pe! Rich lustrous

golden surfaces, reflective in the fields, with pleasing and

subtle undertones. Only a couple of tinv specks and a tow

light hairlines. Reverse die broken, which made loo Lox ine

posit in an earlier catalogue that this must have been strut V

after the 1 872 purchase of the die bv J.W Kline. Our oms.gn'"
disagrees. Either wav, the piece is unique as an ovi-rvir-i.

to our knowledge. We have stx'n other ox ersiTik.- tr.

Bolen series—he pmbablv produorxl Ai- h items t qxx' i\

for con tern fstuarx' colkKlors—but the uh* o! th;
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undertypo makes this piece especially fascinating. The in-

scription of the Douglas piece remains plain under careful

examination: "Support the Little Giant Who Has Proved
Himself the Greatest Statesman of His Age." An imporfanf
piece for Bolen enfhusiasfs.

2270

With Motto Liberty Seated dollar love token. Reverse with
Motto style, 1866-1873, obverse smooth with Mr. & Mrs. J.

Scott July 26th 1872 around periphery. Compliments / and

/ Regret at center on three lines.

2271

1881 New York marksman's award engraved on 1878 trade

dollar. A unique and highly unusual marksmanship prize,

housed in a silk-lined leather case that likely dates to the

time of issue. The prize is in fhree parts: the top bar, with

two suspension mounts as if able to hang below another

bar (not present), reads 1881 MARKSMAN. It is silver with

a pinback. Hanging from a cenfral suspension mounf is a

second bar, also silver, carefully engraved "Q.S. L.G. Roake

/ Co. A. 16th Batt. N.G.S.N.Y." Below that bar, hanging from

a central suspension mount, is an 1878 trade dollar with the

reverse effaced and carefully reengraved wifh fhe monogram
LGR. The monogram is framed by chased fields and a well-

accomplished wreath. The whole production is impressive

and well made. Though the exact nature of the competition,

or even the location of the 16th Battlalion of fhe National

Guard of the State of New York, is unknown, this was likely

given fora local preliminary marksmanship competition that,

at the national level, resulted in the U.S. Mint-made awards

listed in Julian.

The only internet reference to inning G. Roake (who.se

full name is known to us only from m old note accompany-

ing fhe medal) is a mention that he served as marshal of the

fourth division of a parade in Peekskill, New York during

the 1909 Hudson-Fulton Celebration. He must have been a

person of some importance in his community at that point,

and undoubtedly more could be found out about his life

through future research.2272

1893 Columbian Exposition elongated cent. Struck on an

1891 Canada large cent, leaf style unknown due to elonga-

tion. A highly unusual host coin for this earliest American
elongate.

Rare Gold Albany HK-511

2273

1954 Albany "Cradle of the Union" so-called dollar. HK-
511. Gold. MS-64 PL (NGC). A very rare gold striking of

this elusive medal, listed by Hibler-Kappen and struck at

the Philadelphia Mint. Deeply reflective yellow gold surfaces

show choice eye appeal and scant few hairlines. Struck to

commemorate the bicentennial of the Albany Plan of Union,

this medal features Franklin's famous "Join or Die" snake

cartoon in very appealing fashion. The mintage in gold was
limited to just 50 specimens, though it is unclear if all 50

were struck. Today, survivors are rare. Undoubtedly many
were melted over the years and certainly others were badly

mishandled. The Dreyfuss Collection of 1986 contained a

specimen (Lot 6064) that sold for $962.50, making it the most

expensive so-called dollar in the sale by more than a factor of

two. Interest in this series has exploded since that sale two

decades ago, and this piece will undoubtedly see very strong

bidding.
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2274 1983 American Numismatic Society 125th Anniversary Medal. Numbered 39. Silver. As Issued. 109.2 x 90.5 mm. A superb large

medal, one of the finest designs issued by the ANS. In original case of issue. Dies by Marcel Jovine, an accomplished engraver who also

designed the 1987 $5 Gold coin commemorating the Constitution, the reverse of the 1988 $5 Olympic commemorative, the obverse of

the 1991 Mount Rushmore half dollar, the reverse of the 1992 Olympic dollar and many more coins and medal dating back to 1950. Tlie

obverse of the present medal features St. Eligius, patron saint of numismatics against a background of 26 different coins of the world.

A large and impressive medal, and always popular for its theme.

Fnm the Nonveb Collection.
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2275 Selection of medals from the Norweb Collection: Circa
1945. United States Selective Service Medal. Bronze. Blue and
yellow suspension ribbon. Awarded to R. Henry Norweb's
brother "for outstanding service as a Selective Service Chair-
man 1942-1945" according to a typewritten note from R.

Henry Norweb included with the medal 1958ANS Centen-
nial Medal. Bronze. 88.5 mm. 1959 ANS Medal. Louis C.

West. Bronze. 70 mm. 1961 New York Numismatic Club.
Harold S. Bareford. Silver. Numbered 8 on edge. 37.9 mm.
1966 Roosevelt University medal. Silver. 39.0 mm. Awarded
and engraved to Mrs. R. Henry Norweb as Adviser to the

Numismatic Education Program 1972 FBI Medal. J. Edgar
Hoover. Numbered 100 on edge. 14K Gold Filled 1976
ANA Convention Medal. Bronze. Orange and blue ribbon.

"Henry Grunthal" on name plate (1977) ANS Members
Medals (2). Numbered 13 and 14 on edge. Silver. 63.5 mm.^
1978 Smithsonian Medal by Paul Vincze. Bronze. 63.4 mm.
Awarded and engraved to R. Henry and Emery May Norweb

1983 Buffalo Numismatic Society Medal. Gaston DiBello.

Bronze. 51.0 mm 1986 ANS Statue of Liberfy Medal. Silver.

Oval. 103 X 81 mm. Numbered 17/100 on fhe edge, in original

case 1986 ANS Statue of Liberty Medal. Antiqued Bronze.

Oval. 103 X 81 mm. Numbered 17/100 on the edge, in original

box Undated Medallic Art Company medal. Frank Lloyd
Wright. Bronze. Square. 64.4 x 64.4 mm. An interesting lot

of modern medals from the holdings of the famous Norweb
Family, all as issued, or nearly so. (Total: 14 pieces)

From the Norzveb Collection.

COLONIAL COINS

Sharp Oak Tree Shilling

2x photo

2276 1652 Massachusetts Oak Tree shilling. Noe-1. Rarity-3.

EF-45 (NGC). 71.2 grains. Pleasing deep antique gray with

lighter gray devices. A very sharp specimen, showing a

boldly defined free and most legends. The obverse is mis-

aligned to 1:00 as sometimes seen, making the well-centered

reverse soft around 5:00 at the periphery. A natural area of

planchef roughness is nofed af fhe righf side of the obverse.

Some die rust at right side of denominafion, crack at EW of

NEW. A popular variefy fhaf is rarely seen fhis sharp.

PCGS #999999

Si VLKJ
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Second Karc Noe-8 Oak Tree Shilling

2x photo

2277

1652 Massachusetts Oak Tree shilling. Noe-8. Rarity-6+.

Choice Very Fine-30. 72.0 grains. 26.9 mm. Both sides are

nice, fairly even medium silver gray. There are one or two

areas of darker color, principally around the obverse pe-

riphery. On the front the tree is a little soft at the top, with

some branches there indistinct, but the trunk is bold, the root

structure is clear, and most branches below the center are

sharp. Peripheral legend around IN.MASATHVSETS is sharp

and complete save for the H, which has suffered a small hit

at some time. The central beaded circle is mostly complete

save for the very top, where it is a bit soft. Surprisingly most

of the outer beaded border of dots is actually present on the

flan. On the reverse, the denomination is bold but the date is a

trifle weak, due to die failure at that position. The peripheral

legend around, NEW ENGLAND AN DOM is mostly clear,

bold, and fully legible. The central beaded circle is complete

save for the top, and almost all of the outer beaded border is

present as well. As described by the Stearns' cataloguer, the

piece is remarkably well centered on both sides. There are a

few light marks, principally on the reverse, but none affect

the desirability of this piece. From an earlier state of both dies

than seen on the preceding, and somewhat earlier than seen

on the Ford example (the only other one offered recently).

If appears that these dies were rolled together without an

intervening planchet and at an improper interval setting,

causing damage to both and accounting for the evident rar-

ity. From the Stearns Collection, Lot 33, there described as:

"A very handsome, fully round specimen, struck on center,

all features of both sides are clear to ver\' strong." The piece

realized S2.50 on a $3.50 estimate.

Frotti the Gloiic M. Requa Collection. Previously from May-

flou'er Com Auctions' sale of the Stearns Collection, December 2,

1%b, Lot IL
F*t (A 1000020

Popular 1652 N-1 Pine Tree Shilling

2278

1652 Massachusetts Pine Tree shilling. Noe-1. Karity-2.

Fine-12. 61.7 grains. 28.5 mm. Medium silver gray around

the peripheries, a little lighter at the centers. Surfaces a bit

rough, but principally as struck and explained largely by the

very late states of each die. Obverse clearly bent at the top,

as struck, with another diagonal band of softness running

from the lower left to lower right on this side. No incusations

visible on the obverse below the tree roots, but undoubtedly

they were there given the advanced state of the awerse, which

has now failed nearly completely horizontally across above

the date, obscuring portions of the legend and blending the

first two numerals together and the last by a tail from its base

to the bottom of the obscured N in the peripheral legend. Not

quite full weight for the issue, the piece has been clipped

anciently, and has suffered a more recent edge break at the

top of the obverse.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

I’CGS ff()(KX)23

Choice VF 1652 Pine Tree Shilling

Large Planchet
2279

1652 Massachusetts Pine Tree shilling. Noe-8. Rarity-4. VF-

30 (PCGS). 69.4 grains. Medium slate gray with steel gray

highlights on the high points. Not heavily marked, though

somewhat circulated. Obverse legend partially off planchet,

as always seen, rim to tops of MASAT then through middle

of HV and back to top of S, ETS IN completely on planchet.

Natural edge flaw at 6:00 relative to the obverse, perhaps

even a ragged edge clip. Reverse legends free of rim at \V

ENGLAND, rim to top of A, through center ofNDO IN . Large

die cud at GL. An attractive specimen overall, easily worthy

of the assigned grade.

From Bowers and Ruddy’s sale of the Donald F. Herdman Col-

lection, December 1977, Lot 5011.

PCGS * 000023
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2280

1652 Massachusetts Pine Tree shilling. Noe-29. Rarity-3.

Small planchet. VF-25 (PCGS). An interesting double strike

in this series. While such errors are rare, those we have seen
tend to be of the Small Planchet type. Pleasing glossy deep
gray with lighter silver gray devices. A thin, old scratch under
the lowest branch on the left is the only flaw. The surfaces are

choice and well-preserved for the grade assigned. Neither
strike was perfectly centered, creating rather messy periph-

eries, but the tree and denomination are both clear. A very
interesting example that shows the occasion problem with
tlie new screw press technology in use at the Boston Mint.

PCGS #000024

2281

1773 Virginia halfpenny. N.27-J. Period after GEORGIVS.
MS-64 RB (PCGS). 7 Harp Strings. A choice specimen, largely

mint orange with some deepening brown highlights on the

high points as well as at the bottom of the obverse. A sharp

and crisp rendering of this popular issue, one of the few
"colonial" designs that actually saw circulation in America
during the colonial era.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #000241

Important LON DON Elephant Token
2282

Undated (ca. 1672-1694) London Elephant token. Breen-190,

Hodder 2-D. Rarity-7-. LON DON variety. EE-40 (PCGS).

An important example of this notable rarity in the London
Elephant token series, the second rarest variety from this

obverse die after only the extremely rare New England type.

Glossy and appealing light brown with hints of brassy color

around the reverse legend. Mostly smooth, though as is so

often seen on Elephant tokens of every variety there are some
scattered planchet flaws. A group of pits gathers above the

elephant's head, while .some shallower and less significant

roughness is seen in the northeast quadrant of the shield. The

detail is exceptional and, if offered raw, we might be apt to

offer this grade or even a higher one. The overall visual ap-

peal makes this desirable for even an advanced connoisseur's

collection.

Described by Mike Hodder as Rarity-7- in the 1987 Nor-
web sale, we have not seen enough examples on the market
since to consider this any more common today. Norweb's
was graded EF-40 and was quite pleasing, very similar to

this piece though without the pits over the elephant's head.

Roper's was Mint State. Ford did not own one but he also

did not peruse the London Elephant varieties to a significant

degree. PCGS has graded only two finer. This piece would be

a fine addition to any cabinet that concentrates on these El-

ephant token varieties, as it is missing from most of them.
PCGS Population: 1; 2 finer (AU-55 finest).

PCGS #000067

2283

1861 Higley token. Alfred S. Robinson. Rulau CT M-CT-
HA-16. MS-63 (NGC). Cupro-nickel. Deep golden surfaces

with a decided olive cast. Plenty of underlying lustre and

some prooflike reflectivity in the protected areas. Obverse

style after the Higley coppers of Connecticut, circa 1737-39,

VALVE ME AS YOU PLEASE surrounds standing deer,

reverse with store card of Alfred S. Robinson, banker in

Hartford, CT.

2284 French colonies. 1713-AA 15 deniers. Breen-295. Metz mint.

AU-53 (PCGS). A very high-grade example of this elusive

denomination, one that circulated by official tariff in Canada
and the Mississippi Valley. Specimens of the 30 deniers have

been located archaeologically from the Canadian Maritimes

to Louisiana; these circulated right along with them. Lustrous

silver gray with deeper gray toning on devices. A good bit

of the "silvering" remains, far more so than usually seen.

A single old scratch runs horizontally from E of REX past

central reverse, while another on the reverse runs from one

end of the cross to the rim between EN of DENIERS. Some
trivial surface roughness on the left side of the reverse.

While circulated specimens are plentiful enough, high-grade

survivors are few and far between.
In a bizarre inconsistency, there is a Set Registry for French colonial

coins of this era under U.S. colonial coins, these pieces are listed under
i

foreign coins in the Population Report. We're also not sure whv this piece

is not included in the Basic Set but other items (like the 1720 20 sols that

was not officially shipped to America, or post- 1 760 sou marques that never

circulated officially in Nouvelle France) are included. Mavbe we should

have a sit-down with those Santa Ana folks.

PCGS #158681
I

1

1

2285 Pair of French Colonies sous marques certified bv PCCiS: !

1753-A B-411. Paris mint. Billon. Sc»l de 12 deniers. .VLI-
|

58. Medium silver gray with some deeper high points

1767-A. B-70L Paris mint. Copper. Sol de 12 deniers. \’l'-30. :j

Rl' counterstamp. Medium chocolate brown with lighter

chestnut high points. ( Ibtal: 2 pieces)
'

From the Rocky Mountain Collection. i

•
i
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Desirable 1776 Continental Dollar

2286

1776 Continental Currency dollar. Newman 2-C. Rarity-3. CURRENCY. GENUINE (NCS). EE-45, tooled (our grade). A very sharp

and highly desirable specimen of this 1776-dated classic. Even brilliant light pewter gray on the obverse, a bit more toned on the

reverse with traces of lustre and some deeper gray color. Extremely bold, with all states names visible on the reverse and showing

little if any actual wear. The obverse, as so often seen in any coin struck in this reactive composition, once showed scattered specks

of corrosion that have now been tooled away. These pits vary in size though few effect the design elements. The reverse has been

largely exempted from both the corrosion and the tooling, with just a few specks and scrapes, including a repair at the rim below

9:0(1 The obverse shows some hairlines under a glass, but no details appear to have been strengthened. While this is not a flawless

specimen, it is also not a $50,000 coin like so many examples with similar sharpness in today's market. No early American collection

can be considered complete without this one dollar coin issued as part of the February 1776 emission of Continental Currency—the

rest of the issue happened to be paper. This example offers a good balance of sharpness, eye appeal, and affordabiliW. Truly worn

specimens rarely come on the market and, despite the fact that the Guide Book prices this issue down to Good, none were used long

enough in commerce to achieve such extensive w'ear.

PCGS #000794

2287

1783 Nova Constellatio copper. Crosby 2-B. Small U.S.,

Pointed Rays. VF-35 (PCGS). Attractive medium browm

with some faint granularity and some scattered pitting on

the reverse. No major problems, a reasonably attractive piece

for the grade.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #000801

2288

1 786 Vermont copper. Ryder 8. Rarity-4-. Landscape. VF-20

(PCGS). Medium tan w'ith some deeper highlights. Typical

planchet fissures on b<ith sides, undoubtedly as struck. Strong

design elements present on both sides as well. Aside from the

naturally t- i urring plam het fissures, no circulation marks

of any merit are wn. A pleasing coin, esjx'cially for those'

who understand the nuances of Vermont copper coinage.

2289

1787 Connecticut copper. Draped Bust Left. Miller 16.1-m.

Rarity-5. VF-30 (PCGS). Medium golden brown with some

areas of deep tan. Struck somewhat off-center, obverse rim at

tops of AU, through centers of CTORl, reverse rim through

tops of INDE, with just the tops of the date numerals pres-

ent. A few’ natural planchet fissures present, though the coin

is pleasantly dev’oid of extraneous contact marks. A scarce

variety that w’ill fit with many nice Connecticut copper col-

lections currently being formed.

PCGS #000370
'

2290

1788 Connecticut copper. Draped Bust Left. Miller 15.1-1 .1

Raritv-3+. EF-4fl (PCGS). Medium brow ” w lb l. '

tan highlights. Natural planrlu't fl. w pu a '
. s

ing, evident on Nith side- A few othc h' k

none of them M-rious . r o- c! an";: ^ rorn;

ONT C ,
rewro rim at t*'f’s Tl

p; ,

-
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margin. Any specimen of this rarity is important, but the

vast majority of those known are in grades of Fine or lower!

Attractive even light brown, a frosty shade barely faded from
mint color but still preserving plenty of red. The obverse ap-

pears somewhat speckly, but attractively so, as this is part

of the color and not corrosion. Good lustre remains on the

lively surfaces, a bit reflective at the obverse periphery. The
reverse periphery shows some darker toning. This piece

was probably very lightly cleaned when it was discovered,

but it still looks very attractive and most of the red on it is

natural color. The surfaces are ever so slightly granular, more
so on the reverse than obverse, all part of the planchet when
struck. The obverse strike is impressively detailed, showing
full denticles and even the contour lines on the horse's snout.

The reverse is a bit soft at center, showing two distinct clash-

marks below LURIBU that may have helped cause this area

of weakness. The short die crack to the base of second M in

UNUM places this among the second batch of 16-Js struck,

as determined by Hodder, though his definition of a third

and final striking from this marriage is unclear; the late die

state of this piece may place it there. There is no "tongue"
die break seen on the obverse.

The J reverse is one of those dies that was a Black Widow:
she was married to 10 different obverses, dated both 1786

and 1787, as laid out in Michael Hodder's important paper
"New Jersey Reverse J: A Biennial Die." Though some coins

from this reverse are almost common in high grade (14-J

being a prime example), this one is the opposite. Nearly
every collection that has contained an example from these

dies has held only a well worn piece; obviously none has

ever had one anywhere near as nice as this. Taylor owned
two, a VG/Fine and an AG. Garrett /Spring Quartette also

contained two, one graded VF-20 and another aggressively

graded VG / G. Saccone / Resigno owned a VG / Fine. Neither

O'Donnell or Norweb owned one at all!

This leaves the ones in major collections that are actu-

ally nice. Ford's was graded About Very Fine and brought

$4,887.50, too low a number by the admission of several who
were at the sale. One in the Stack's September 1993 sale was
a nice VF and currently resides in a Rhode Island Collection

that will not be shaken loose soon. The two that ranked atop

the Condition Census until this discovery are both located

in the same New Jersey collection: one is the Bareford coin,

the previous finest that was graded Extremely Fine and has

been off the market since 1984. The previous second best

(now third) is the Garrett coin, plated by Maris and sold to

Richard Picker out of the Garrett Collection before the 1979-

81 sales. It too has been off the market since 1984.

This piece stands along, the best by a country mile, the

only one with this much detail or any lustre. This improves

every collection of New Jersey coppers, both private and

institutional. If it were a common varietv, potential bidders

would line up. As a rare variety, this piece holds importance

to those studying the various die states of the J mverse. It

will be a centerpiece in any collection.

PCGS Population (Wide Shield): 1; none finer. The tael that this is the

rarest of the Wide Shield varieties—and tliis aiin the finest one ivrtifuxt

of all of them—speaks volumes about its qualitv.

Recaith/ dbcovcmi in En^liind; thh is Rs first luu tion iip-

pairancc.

PCGS «(X)(X)4^

2.r photo

2293 1786 New jersey copper. Maris 16-J. Rarily-6. MS-63 BN
(I’CGS). An incredible new discovery, recently imported

from England: the finest known Maris 16-J by a significant

2291 1788 Connecticut copper. Draped Bust Left. Miller 16.5-H.
Rarity-5-. F-15 (PCGS). Deep golden brown. Some reverse
detritus can be seen in the protected areas. Surfaces lightly

granular, though not visually upsetting. No serious marks
present, just wear and weakness of strike here and there. An
altogether pleasing example of a scarce variety.

PCGS #000409

High-Grade New Jersey Copper

2292 1786 New Jersey copper. Maris 14-J. Rarity-1. MS-61 BN
(NGC). Chestnut surfaces with some golden highlights.

Natural planchet roughness seen around the horse motif in

the planchet when struck, and not greatly affecting the overall

appeal. Top of obverse off-center, rim thorough middle of

CAESAR, and to tops of EA, reverse with rim to bottom of

shield point. Some lustre remains in the protected reverse

areas. A New Jersey copper that deserves attention.

The Finest Known Maris 16-J

MS-63 BN (PCGS)
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2294

1787 New Jersey copper. Maris 34-J. Rarity-3. VF-20 (NGC).
A deep golden tan specimen that is overstruck on a Connecti-

cut copper. Obverse shows a few details of the underlying

type, while the reverse shows the distinct arm and branch

hand of the underlying type, as well the E in INDE all plainly

visible at the lower dexter side of the shield. No serious marks
present, quality certainly suitable for the assigned grade.

PCGS #000509

2295

1787 New Jersey copper. Maris 39-a. Rarity-2. EF-40 (NGC).

Medium to deep tan with good general eye appeal. Some
planchet roughness apparent under low magnification, prob-

ably as struck and readily forgivable. The overall unaided

eye appeal is substantial.

PCGS #000503
2296

1787 New Jersey copper. Maris 43-d. Rarity-1. AU-53

(PCGS). Pleasing medium chestnut brown with some under-

lying lustre and grand overall eye appeal. Slightly off center

on the obverse, rim affecting the tops of NOVA to rim, off

center reverse as well, E PLU to rim. Eree of serious marks,

faint planchet roughness, in the metal before striking, noted

for accuracy, still an exceptional example of this readily avail-

able varietv.

PCGS #000506

2297

1787 New Jersey copper. Maris 62-q. Rarity-3. AU-55

(PCGS). One of the broad planchet varieties. Medium to

d(vp fan with some underlying lustre and some pale rose

iridescence Weak at the obverse* center, as virtually always

sevn, scattered light marks there* that were in the planchet at

the* time* of striking; the* same* can be* said for the* ce’nter of the

reverse shield. Obverse* state with vertical die cracks from rim

upw'ard to the plough beam. A nice example of this pipular

design type and variety.

PCGS #000509

Mint State Nova Eborac Copper

2298

1787 Nova Eborac copper. Breen-986. Figure seated left.

MS-63 BN (PCGS) Frosty medium brown with tantalizing

hints of mint color in some letters and around the back of the

obverse figure's head. Some very shallow* roughness is noted,

in a patch in the right obverse field, at the eye of the obverse

figure, and around the reverse periphery. No heavy marks

or other flaw*s. Most details are very boldly struck, including

each and every hair on the obverse figure. The lustre and

mint color are highly unusual for this ty*pe. This type appar-

ently saw* w*ide circulation, as most are w'ell-w*om. We have

records of tw*o pieces found archaeologically in Charleston,

South Carolina! This piece is tied w’ith three others as the

finest certified by PCGS.
PCGS Population; 4; none finer.

PCGS #000478

2299

1787Massachusettshalf cent. Ryder 4-C. Rarit\ -1.\’F-.30“1 2

grains. 24.1 mm. Medium chocolate brown with *-omc lighter

highlights, and w ith some red among MASSACHUSFTTSon
reverse. Strong design details present, no st*nou‘ m.'T-kv . -r;

the obv erse, a tinv rim bruise at 3:00 on the reverM*. othens

choice for the grade.

From Peteers and Mrrnia - %ale c? th-: "rh. iv;: v h,..,

March 19%. L^f ms

1
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2300 1787 Massachusetts half cent. Ryder 5-A. Rarity-3. EF-40
(PCGS). Medium chocolate brown with some chestnut high-
lights. Surfaces lightly porous and crusted, especially around
WEALTH on the obverse, where some red encrustation has
formed. Scattered marks noted here and there.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #000296

....
In- ss/ ,

2301 1788 Massachusetts cent. Ryder 1-D. Rarity-3-. Choice
Extremely Fine-45. 151.5 grains. 28.6 mm. Intermingled tan

and golden brown toning on both surfaces. Most design
features of the Indian's kilt and the eagle's plumage are

sharp. Distinguished by a rim bump over the first A in MAS-
SACHUSETTS.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

PCGS #000311

2302

2303

Trio of popular colonial Castorland and Washington types:

1796 Castorland medal. Breen-1067. Copper restrike. Point-

ing hand mark CUIVRE edge. MS-63 BN. Restruck from
original dies, double strike evident, especially among the

reverse legends. Rust at urn handle 1783 Washington and
Independence copper. Breen-1203. VF-30, scattered marks,

especially at the rim 1791 Washington Small Eagle cent.

Breen-1217. VF-20. Edge bruise noted at 7:00 on the obverse.

Chocolate brown. (Total: 3 pieces)

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

1783 Washington Unity States cent. Baker-1, Breen-1188.

AU-50. 118.6 grains. 28.0 mm. Lovely glossy tan with ideal

surfaces. The usual planchet striations are seen at the periph-

eries. Excellent eye appeal and no problems, an especially

choice piece.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection. Earlier, said to be from
the Judge Gaskill Collection. Gaskill's large cents were sold in the

1964 ANA sale.

2304 A foursome of Washington coppers: 1783 Washington
Unity States. Baker-1, Breen-1188. EF-45, but struck on a

poor quality planchet that leaves a void over UNITY. None
of the usual striations and very scarce as such. Nice glossy

brown 1783 Washington & Independence copper. Baker-2,

Breen-1189. EF-40. Nice glossy brown, ex. Judge Gaskill

1783 Washington Large Military Bust. Baker-4, Breen-1203.

VF-30. Medium glossy brown but with some artificial red

around peripheries >> 1791 Washington Small Eagle cent.

Baker- 1 6, Breen- 12 17. VF-20. Nice even dark brown. (Tiital:

4 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.
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2305

1783 Washington & Indepdendence copper. Baker-2, Breen-

1189. EF-45. 115.2 grains. 28.3 mm. Choice dark chocolate

brown surfaces show strong gloss and ideal quality. Smooth
and pleasing, none but the most minor marks, tiny rim nick

over E of UNITED. A very desirable specimen that Mr. Requa
identified on his envelope as "as fine a specimen as is found."

We agree.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection. Purchasedfrom William

Anton, Jr.

2306 1783 Washington & Independence copper. Baker-4, Breen-

1203. AU-55. 111.4 grains. 28.0 mm. A lustrous example that

rivals the Norweb coin. Attractive frosty olive-brown with

golden highlights. Excellent sharpness and eye appeal,

though some light hairlines and very faint pinscratches are

noted in the fields under magnified scrutiny. This underap-
preciated type is extremely challenging in high grades, and
this is among the best we have seen.

2307 A quartette of useful Washington pieces: 1783 Washington
& Independence Large Military bust. Baker-4, Breen-1203.

F-12. Even olive-brown Undated Double Head cent.

Baker-6, Breen-1204. EF or so, but flattened at centers over

both busts, still smooth and attractive (1795) Liberty and

Security penny. Baker-30, Breen-1254. VF-25. Artificial red,

the most worn one we've seen Washington Success token.

Baker-266B, Breen-1283. VF-30. Rough, brassy and black

color. (Total: 4 pieces)

From the Glode M. Requa Gollection.

2308

Undated (ca. 1815-20) Washington Double Head cent.

Baker-6, Breen-1204. AU-50. 129,1 grains. 27.3 mm. Lovelv

glossy medium brown with choice surfaces and essentiallv

no wear. A tiny dig on Washington's chin (fine Gent side) is

noted, some old dirt at Washington's eve on the other side.

Sharp enough that even the circular lathe lines in the fields

still show. A very pleasing example.

From the Glode Al. Requa Collection. Earlier, said to be tnnti

the Judge Gaskill Collection.
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2309

Undated (ca. 1815-20) Washington Double Head cent. Baker-

6, Breen-1204. EF-45. 124.6 grains. 27.4 mm. Rich chocolate

brown with smooth glossy surfaces. Another very sharp

specimen, showing just a few little nicks here and there and a

short scratch under E of ONE. Excellent eye appeal, far finer

than most seen.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2310

1783 Georgius Triumpho copper. Baker-7, Breen-1184. EF-

40. 131.6 grains. 28.1 mm. Lovely smooth chocolate brown.

Free of significant flaws. Struck from the latest die state we
have ever seen, bulge under GEORGIUS, reverse nearly col-

lapsed and rough under VOCE. Really a fascinating piece

and, further, a very pleasing one!

From the Glode M. Reqitn Collection. Purchased from Copley

Coin Company for $45.
2311

1791 Washington Large Eagle cent. Baker-15, Breen-1206.

MS-64 BN (NGC). An impressive specimen, with reflective

fields showing exemplary medium brown patina, faint blue

highlights, and attractive traces of mint red around some

devices. Good lustre and bold detail on both sides, free of

significant problems. A glass reveals some faint die rust on

both sides, an interesting aspect. Just a lovely example of this

popular coinage from Washington's lifetime.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2312

1791 Washington I arge Eagle cent. Baker-15, Breen-1206.

MS-60. 191 9 grains. 29,4 mm. Lustrous medium bnnvn with

some subtle toning in the ri’flective fields. Interestingly, a

shallow brick red circle of surface roughness is noted amund

both the portrait of Washington and the eagle. While not un

attractive or problematic, it is interesting only becaus*.' ol flu-

only other specimen si*en with such coloration: the Lliaslx-rg

coin, also offered in our December 2tX)5 sale (at $3,680) sho\s's

the exact same circles of coloration though in a slightly dif-

ferent position. It is plainly obvious to anyone who has sc*en

both piece that they were in the same place tor a very long

time; perhaps they're the only two pieces from a small hoard

that were off the market long enough to avoid being cleaned.

This piece shows no major marks or flaws, exceptional detail

and eye appeal, and stands as an interesting twin brother to

the pleasing Eliasberg specimen.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection. Purchasedfrom William

Anton, Jr.

2313

1791 Washington Large Eagle cent. Baker-15, Breen-1206.

AU-55. 188.2 grains. 29.7 mm. Highly glossy and somewhat

reflective dark steel with golden undertones, probably

cleaned a century ago and expertly retoned. The fields are

mark free and the reverse retains some lustre. Tiny rim nick

just left of 12:00 on obverse. A sharp and attractive speci-

men.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2314

1791 Washington Small Eagle cent. Baker-16, Breen-1217.

MS-63 BN (NGC). Highly attractive dark brown with lighter

brown color around legends, where mint color was last to

faded, and attractive highlights in the fields. Lustrous and

lightly reflective, a few inconsequential nicks in the obverse

field, some removable red specks noted under a glass on the

reverse. A very pretty coin with no serious flaws. This Wpe is

far scarcer than the Large Eagle and, for some reason, appears

with wear far more often.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2315 1791 Washington Small Eagle cent. Baker-16, Breen-1 21
“

MS-62 BN (NGC). I ivelv violet and blue tonin-- highlight

medium brown surfaces. Tlie fields am rvOtuin e -"d •

attractive, though some vrrv tint abrasum" tin W- L;
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forehead and hair undoubtedly resulted in this grade being
assigned. A tiny rim nick is noted at 9:00 on the reverse. One
of the prettiest specimens we've seen. This type is signifi-

cantly scarcer than its Large Eagle counterpart.

From the Glode M. Reqiia Collection.

2316

1793 Washington Ship halfpenny. Baker-18, Breen-1225.

EF-45. 175.5 grains. 29.8 mm. Glossy medium brown with
smooth and attractive fields. Ideal for the grade with no
problems, just a little softly struck as usually seen. As nice

as can be expected for the grade, and perhaps bound to be
certified still higher.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection. Earlier, said to be from
the Judge Gaskill Collection.

2317

1793 Washington Ship halfpenny. Baker-18, Breen-1225.

EF-40. 173.1 grains. 29.9 mm. Another nice specimen, with
light brown color and some darker woodgraining over
smooth surfaces. Some natural roughness is seen in front of

Washington's chin and on his jaw. Very late die state, obverse

die swollen under A of WASHINGTON, reverse later states

than above. An attractive and desirable example of this

contemporary Washington muling.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2318

1795 Washington Grate halfpenny. Large buttons. Baker-

29, Breen-1271. MS-63 RB (NGC). Abundant mint color

persists, only barely mellowed in the fields but still bright

over most surfaces. Excellent lustre, lightly reflective fields,

and choice eye appeal. A spot of discoloration is noted under
TO of WASHINGTON, a few little specks elsewhere. Boldly

struck without the usual softness at the left side of the grate.

A little dirty and in need of a brushing, but one of the most

original and most red Grate tokens we have ever seen.

From the Glode M. Reqiia Collection.

Mint State Liberty and Security Penny

2319

(1795) Washington Liberty & Security penny. Baker-30,

Breen-1254. MS-64 BN (PCGS). A high-grade specimen
of this desirable issue from Washington's second term.

Reflective light brown surfaces show abundant faded mint
color and golden highlights. Lustrous and attractive, ex-

tremely sharp on both sides. A small spot at the truncation of

Washington's bust is noted, a few other tinier spots, natural

planchet striations in lower left reverse. A scarce issue in all

grades. This piece is tied for finest certified by PCGS with

just one other—the Norweb piece found elsewhere in this

catalogue! This is a prime opportunity for all those who
would seek this highly collectible 18th century production.

PCGS Population: 2; none finer.

PCGS #000767

2320

(1795) Liberty and Security penny. Baker-30, Breen-1254.

MS-63 BN (NGC). Lustrous chocolate brown with elegant

traces of mint color remaining to frame the devices and pe-

ripheries. A choice and attractive piece, though the lustre will

be more plain after a light brushing. The right wing of the

eagle and right side of the shield are a little soft, as struck and
as so often seen. A few little chatter nicks on Washington's

portrait do not detract. An excellent way to represent this

large and handsome type in your cabinet.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

I

2321 (Undated) Washington Success token. Bakcr-263A, Breen-

1288. Large size. AU-50. Plain edge. 73.9 grains. 24.9 mm.
Deep olive-gold with some bright yellow surface a'maining

in the protected areas. Heavv die break diagonalK’ acixiss top

of Planchet from 10:0(1 to 1:00. Central rex’erse weakness, as

virtually always .seen.

PCGS #(KK)779
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2322

(Undated) Washington Success token. Baker-265B, Breen
1286. Large size. AU-55. Reeded edge. 63.9 grains. 24.9 mm.
A lustrous olive-gold example of this popular issue, here with

just a hint of rub on the high points. Essentially mark-free

and quite pleasing as such. Striking weakness at the all-seeing

eye design on the reverse, as is virtually always seen. Among
the more popular "colonial" issues that feature our nation's

Father, George Washington.
rCGS #(XX}779

2323

1787 Fugio cent. Newman 3-D. Rarity-3. VF-30 (PCGS).

Club Rays, UNITED STATES. Medium tan with chestnut

highlights. Variety without punctuation between MIND and

YOUR. Modestly off center toward the top of the obverse and

bottom of reverse though the details are scarcely affected.

Natural planchet flaw atop .second 7 in date, weakness at

left side of obverse legend, another planchet flaw at 2:00 on

the reverse, otherwise basically unaffected by circulation.

PCGS #000904
2324

1787 Fugio cent. Newman 11-X. Rarity-4. Pointed Rays,

States United. MS-60. 150.1 grains. 28.3. Lustrous medium
chocolate brown with some deeper toning in the northwest

obverse. Nicely struck and appealing, very shallow surface

roughness at top left obverse, single vertical striation right

of sunface, some minor planchet striations atop rev'erse. All

details remain crisp. Undoubtedly a Bank of New York hoard

surv'ivor, this would make an ideal tvpo coin.

232.5 1787 Fugio cent. Newman 13-X. Rarity-3. Pointed Rays,

STATES UNITFD. MS-63 RB (PCGS). Medium chcKolate

brown with underlying mint orange and strong lustre pres-

Tue Norwi b Con ktion—
ent on both sides. A popular varietv that made its preseme
felt in the Bank of New York Hoard, where many .Mint State

survivors of the variety and design type originated.
j

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

IXIGS #tXX18H4

2326

1787 Fugio cent. Newman 13-X. Rarity-3. Pointed Rays,

STATES UNITED. MS-63. 150.6 grains. 27.9 mm. A lovely

Mint State example of this hoard variety. Strong lustre and

traces of mint color persist over frosty chocolate brown sur-

faces. Some planchet flaws are noted, as usual, including one

on the reverse inside the rim near 10:30 and one on the rim

just left of the sunface. Other striations are minor. The detail

is very sharp for the variety. An especially choice piece.

2327

1787 Fugio cent. Newman 19-Z.l. Rarity-5. Pointed Rays,

STATES UNITED. Raised Rims reverse. VF-25. 145.6 grains.

28.0 mm. A pleasing example of this elusive and distinctive

variety, with raised rims around the central reverse device.

Even attractive light brown with smooth surfaces. The left

side of the coin is better struck that the right side, especially

on the reverse. Only minor marks commensurate with the

grade, a single planchet pit in the ring below 3:00 and another

above the first 7 of the date. A very nice example for this

die pair; though Ford had two better grade pieces, the ones

mentioned in the catalogue description in other collections

were no better than VF. This piece would nicely fill a hole in

most Fugio collections.

Gem New Haven "1787" Fugio Cent

2328

1787 Fugio cent. New Haven Restrike. Copper. Newman
104-FF. MS-65 RB (PCGS). Glossv tan surfaces with brilliant

mint orange in the protected areas. A pi’ipular "go-wath" tc the’

Fugio cent series, made in the mid 1 850s from dies re|'Hirtedh

"found" in New Haven, Connecticut An impmssp.-. ^i-rn

example of this popular issue.

PGGS Population: 12; hix'r within the a--™ i ^li ‘.V

From the R(\ kv Mountain Collrrtion

I\ GS #(XX1P17
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ISSUES OF 1792

1792 Half Disme
An American Classic

2x photo

2329

1792 half dime. Judd-7, Pollock-7. Rarity-4. F-12 (PCGS). A
pleasing collector-grade specimen of this famous coin, either

circulated for some time, carried as a curiosity, or both, this

piece shows a good amount of wear, small scratches and
minor surface marks as expected for the grade. All of the

major design elements of the obverse are clear, with full leg-

ends a strong date, and many hair curls visible. The surface

is pleasing medium silver gray with some slightly deeper
toning in places and light encrustation in the legend. The
reverse strike is a little uneven, with UNI STA partly off the

flan and well faded, but still partly visible. The remaining

letters of the legend are visible, as is the central eagle motif

and denomination below. A slight bend is noted, but this has

not significantly affected the wear pattern and it remains only

a slight distraction. Generally nice in appearance, imperfect,

but still a very desirable example of an issue that few will

collectors will ever have the chance to own.

It seems more often than not that appearances of these

prized coins are specimens of very high grade, AU and finer.

As the appreciation of these classic half dismes has grown
in recent years, the sales prices have soared to ever higher

levels with a single specimen now having crossed the mil-

lion dollar mark, a level only a few short years ago reserved

for the likes of 1804 silver dollars and 1913 Liberty nickels.

In the face of these circumstances, an appearance of a 1792

half disme in more modest grade, as offered here, is becom-
ing an ever more important event as it is an opportunity to

secure an example before all of the prices are too high for

the means of the average collector. This example is a perfect

solution to this dilemma, offering much in terms of detail

and numismatic history alike.

One of the earliest numismatists to write at length about this coin was
Harold P. Newlin, Philadelphia attorney, part-time coin trader, and observer

of the numismatic scene. In 1883 Newlin's monograph, A Classification of

the Early Half-Dimes of the United States with a Few Remarks on Their

Types, Varieties, Rarity, Etc., Etc., was published in Philadelphia by dealer

J.W. Haseltine. For the 1792 he stated this:

"It is, I believe, generally conceded by numismatists, that the first

regular coinage of the United States Mint was in 1793—consisting of the

copper cent and half cent. This belief would seem to exclude the 1792 half

dime, known as the Martha Washington half disme, from the regular series,

and for the reason that it is considered a pattern piece, not intended for

general circulation and struck before the regular series commenced. With-

out desiring to place myself in direct opposition to this accepted opinion,

I would simply say that having studied the history of the half dime with

some degree of care, I can find in it nothing to indicate that it was intended

simply for a trial piece."

Washington, in his annual address, November 6, 1792, having said, inter

alia, "There has been a small beginning in the coinage of half dimes, the

want of small coins in circulation calling the first attention to them," and

it would certai’-ly seem reasonable to accept the words of this gentleman,

whose general reputation for veracity is, I believe, conceded to be good,

and consider the 1792 half dime the 'small beginning' in the said series.

Mr. Snowden, in his book [Description of the Coins in the Cabinet of the

United States Mint] expresses his opinion thus: "We consider that the piece

was intended for general circulation."

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

PCGS #011020

2330

Gazette of the United States, Saturday, April 14, 1792. 10 x 16

inches. Four pages on one sheet. Slightly trimmed at left. An
important newspaper, citing in full the text of the Mint Act of

1792, taking up most of the front page—this was obviously

important news! The article is surmounted by a vignette of

the Heraldic Eagle c|uite similar to that found on coins struck

later in the 1790s. Other news of the day and advertisements

are seen on pages two through four. A marvelous display

piece for collectors of products from the first U.S. Mint.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

2331

Columbian Centinel, November 14, 1792. 10.5 x 17 inches. Four

pages on one sheet. Very minor chips and splits in the edges,

not affecting the text. Tightly trimmed at the bottom, and

slightly into the text. A very desirable newspaper including

the full text of the speech given by George Washington in

which he mentions the progess in establishment of the United

States Mint, and states, "There has also been a small begin-

ning in the coinage of half dismes; the want of small coins in

circulation calling the first attention to them." The full text of

the speech continues to the second page, but fortunately for

display purposes, this valuable numismatic content is on the

front page at the bottom right, and not effected by the tight

bottom margin. A contemporary printing of one of the most

famous c^uotes of the first President regarding early American

coinage. Typical newspaper announcements fill most of the

third and fourth pages, including intea'sting advertisc'ments

of the day. A lovely piece, and perfect compliment to a 1792

half disme.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.
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2332

Issues of 1792 • Half Cents

Rare Henry Voighl Autograph

Cut from a Letter to Boudinot!

I leniy Voi^t, Chief Coiner of the United States Mint. 7.5 x 2.75

inches. Framed in a modern wooden frame, 12 x 7.5 inches. A
cut portion from a letter addres.sed to none other than Elias

Boudenol, Director of the Mint! In Voigt's hand, the section

reads "1 am Sir, Your Humble Servant, Henry Voigt, Chief

Coiner" with the addressee named below "Elias Boudinot,

E.sq. Director of the Mint." The addressed external portion

of the letter is visible through glass at the back of the frame:

"Elias Boudinot, Esq. Director of the Mint." As wonderful

a display item as this is—and as rare as any form of Voigt's

autograph is—this begs the question: where is the rest of the

letter? A few little chips and splits are seen atop the front side,

none affecting text. Voigt, the man who discovered John Reich

and served as Chief Coiner from 1793 until his death in 1814,

will be the topic of an upcoming biography by Karl Moulton.

This letter portion must date from the time Boudinot served

as Director, sometime between 1795 and 1805.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

HALF CENTS
All Uncertified half cents and large cents are graded in accordance

with "EAC" style net grading standards, often more conservative

than so-called "market grading."

Pleasing VF 1793 Half Cent

%

2333

Indenture dated February 10, 1792 bearing the autographed

signature of Adam Eckfeldt as witness. 23 x 12 inches at

the widest points. An important document. While most

indentures serve only a decorative purpose—real estate

documents then as now were quite dull to read—on this

particular one Adam Eckfeldt, just months away from assist-

ing in the production of the Mint issues of 1792 and not yet

embarked on his length Mint career, witnesses for his father

Jacob Eckfeldt, the man who hardened the dies for the 1783

Nova Constellatio patterns! While we know of one other

Adam Eckfeldt autograph in private hands, a check signed

as a retiree, this is the only document we know of signed by

both this men whose work is so important to numismatics

and the only privately held autograph of Jacob Eckfeldt we
have ever heard of or seen. This document names "Jacob

Eckfeldt, blacksmith" for the lease of a piece of land on Bar-

ron Street. His wife Elizabeth also signed (and not with an

X either). The rent for the property is noted as "forty-three

Spanish milled dollars." A fascinating collectible, a very rare

combination of autographs, and an incomparable addition

to any collection.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection. Previously from Craig

A. Whitford Numismatic Auctions' Michigan State Numismatic

Society's 47th Anniversary Convention sale, November 2002,

Ld 2139.

2x photo

2334

1793 Cohcn-1, Brccn-1. Rarily-3+. VF-30 (NGC). Lovely

light brown with excellent visual appeal. Nice sharpness,

though die state related weakness has obliterated ALF ENT
at the central reverse. The surfaces are pleasing and attrac-

tive, showing just the most inconsequential roughness at the

reverse jx'ripherics. A nick above D of UNITED is noted,

hidden rim bruise under right ribbon end, harmless spt'ck off

Liberty's forehead, horizontal scratch in right obverse field,

nick on Liberty's neck and a very tiny one at the rim near

3:00. A really desirable mid-grade 1793 half cent, not dark or

rough, showing no heavy marks or tooling, just an honest

specimen of this one year type.

PCGS #001000

Very Sharp 1793 Half Cent

2335

1793 C-2, B-2. Rarity-3. VF-25. Sharpness of EF-45, but

slightly granular in the fields and showing some obverse

field scratches. Pleasing light brown with subtle olive tones

around devices. The devices are sharp and no serious nicks

arc noted. The eye appeal is nice, but the ver\' granularitv

in the fields (which is rather forgivable and not a significant

detriment) show some pinscratches where sometine tr\' to

reduce the corrosion. The scratches arc mostlv in the obverse

fields, just a few horizontal at central rex erse, and requim a

glass to really fully notice. Probablv a coin that is best seen to

be appreciated, but we think most collectors would be more
than delighted to own a specimen of this qualify

.

PCGS #001000
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2336

1794 C-la, B-la. Rarity-3. VF-20. Sharpness of VF-25, but
there is a faint rim bruise just left of L of LIBERTY and a

small patch of roughness inside the rim opposite the face.

Neither of these flaws significantly alter excellent visual ap-

peal. Pleasing steel brown with smooth surfaces and a hint

of bluish undertones, maybe lightly cleaned a century ago
but nicely retoned with time and not showing any hairlines

or any other metal-moving alterations. Scattered light nicks

are commensurate with the level of wear, TY of LIBERTY are

a bit weak as struck, excellent detail throughout with a nice

bold profile of Liberty and a strong date. A very attractive

1794 half cent. We have always found it mystifying that 1794

half cents are not more popular with type collectors when
they clearly represent a distinct design type from the Liberty

Caps of 1795-97.

From our sale of the Kennywood Collection, January 2005,

Lot 36.

PCGS #001003

Rare 1794 C-8 Half Cent2337

1794 C-8, B-8. Rarity-5. F-12. Sharpness of VF-25, but on a

fissured planchet and with a rim flaw atop the obverse. At-

tractive light golden brown with some subtle medium brown
woodgraining. A network of planchet fissures, mostly in the

right obverse field, resembles a cracked mud appearance.

The deep linear depression above L and BER of LIBERTY
appears to us to be mint-made, and a much shallower linear

flaw can be seen above UNIT on the reverse. Dull nick over

C of CENT, small patch of granularity under IT of UNITED,
few other marks of note and very good eye appeal overall.

This die variety is challenging in all grades but especially

rare better than Fine, indeed, CQR lists a census of EF(3)-

VF(5)-(F)-2, which could place this near or just below the

ba.se of the Condition Census. Reiver's was pleasing but far

more worn than this; it brought $4,600. Oddly, both Weber
and Reiver owned two of these!

From the James Kelly's sale of the Melvin Danner Collection,

April 1959; Coin Galleries’ sale ofNovember 1985, Lot 1456; Rick

Leonard to Don Valenziano to Bill Weber; Superior’s sale of the

Bill Weber Collection, June 2002, Lot 2259.

PCGS #001003

2338

1795 C-6a, B-6a. Rarity-2. EF-40 (NGC). Very attractive me-
dium brown with some areas of darker toning, such color

largely present due to the presence of the undertype. Boldly

struck over a Talbot, Allum, and Lee token (sorry, no 1794

half dollar die trials on this one!), with CO of COMMERCE
visible over Liberty's cap and ALB of TALBOT over UNIT
of UNITED at the reverse rim. The darker reverse toning

is, when properly studied, actually remnants of the ship's

rigging on the undertype. Some faint surface granularity, ex-

cellent eye appeal and sharpness, really a pleasing example.

No important marks, just a dusting of faint green specks

near the reverse ribbon bow. A fine looking specimen for

type collectors or specialists.

PCGS #001018

2339

1803 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. AU-55 (PCGS). Frosty lustre persists

on pleasing, smooth surfaces. Most of the coin is attractive

light brown, though the left side of the reverse is a darker

olive tone. An area of the left obverse field shows a natural

low spot, as struck. A thin scratch under Liberty's chin in

front of her bust blends into the field. Nice lustre and no

obvious wear, a good looking example overall. Struck from

the cracked state of the reverse die.

PCGS #001060

2340

1803 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. EF-40. Sharpness of AU-50, some very

minor pitting and a few hairlines. Some lustre remains on

deep steel brown surfaces. Good sharpness and overall eye

appeal, some minor hairlines in the left obverse field, scat-

tered microscopic pits most notable on the central obverse

devices and in the reverse fields. E of CENT is just a little soft,

as so often seen. The detail is excellent for the date. Manley

state 1.0, perfect reverse die.

PCGS #001060

2341

1803 C-3, B-3. Rarity-2. AU-55 (NGC).Glos.sv medium bnnvn

with some midlled darker shades. Chatter double struck on
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tho a'vor^t', most noticeable in the pc‘ripheral legends but alst)

visible in the wmath, an interesting aspect to study under
magnification. Some spotting, a speck of corrosion under the

date and at E in STATES, only a few little handling marks.

An interesting specimen of the variety. Usual late die state

with bulge under 18 of the date.

IVCJS »(X)1060

2342 1 804 C-6, B-6. Rarity-2. F- 1 2. Sharpness of VF-20, light surface

roughness on both sides. Medium brown with lighter brown
devices, not heavily granular but just showing very light

surface roughness. A pleasing coin overall. Struck from an

advanced die state, Manley 10.5, an unusual intermediate

state where the ma.ssive cud has not yet filled in over M of

AMERICA. This state is termed "very rare" by Manley. There

is perhaps no variety in the early copper field as avidly col-

lected by die state as this one.

PCCS #001075

2343 Trio of 1804 C-6, B-6 half cents assembled by Manley die

state: Rarity-2 as a variety: Manley 2.5. "Very Scarce." F-

15, sharpness of VF-25, once cleaned but rctoned to pleasing

olive and light brown. From Superior's sale of February 2006,

Lot 46 Manley 7.0. "Rare." F-15, sharpness of VF-25, lightly

granular. Even light steel brown, tiny rim nick above 3:00

Manley 10.2. "Rare." VG-7. Medium brown with .scattered

nicks. (Total: 3 pieces)

2344 1804 C-9, B-8. Rarity-2. VF-30. Sharpness of AU-50, but

whizzed and retoned, with a thin layer of wax applied to

keep the color in place. Sharp and mostly attractive, though

magnification reveals many lines radiating out from the

center toward the rims that have produced artificial lustre.

The present color is dark to medium brown with golden and

ruddy undertones. This piece is struck from an elusive die

state, Manley 5.0, called "rare" in that reference.

PCCS #001069

2345 1804 C-11, B-12. Rarity-2. VF-25. Sharpness of EF-40, cleaned

and retoned. Mottled golden brown and oliv'e with some

ruddy traces. Magnification yields some occasional hairlines

in the fields and chipped traces of lacquer, but the visual ap-

peal is still decent. Marks commensurate with grade.

PCCS #001066

2346 1804 C-13, B-10. Rarity-1. EF-45. Sharpness of AU-55, but

horizontal slide marks are present across Liberty's face.

Lustrous steel browm with attractive frosty surfaces.

PC'GS #001063

2,347 1805 C'l, B-1. Rarity-2. EF-40 (AN ACS). A thonnighly enjoy-

tible example of the date, pleasing in all n'gards. Medium tan

with hints of gold and cluKolate on both sides. A date that is

more often found with dark, stimetimes porous surfaces, the

present specimen is certainly a "cut above" that typically sivn

for 1805 half cents. The present piece is tt'stimony that nice

coins can be found in any third-part\' holder with diligent

searching.

PCCS #001081

Highly Elusive 1805 Cohen-2

One of the Draped Bust Keys

2348 1805 C-2, B-2. Rarity-5. VG-7. Sharpness of F-12 or nearly

so, but with horizontal abrasions across central obverse. A
very desirable example of this famous rarity. Good glossy

medium steel brown surfaces are smooth and appealing,

far better than usually seen. The detail is excellent for the

variety, especially at the peripheries, with HALF CENT
nice and bold. Even Manley makes mention that "on most

specimens, HALF CENT appears w'eak or mostly coin, due

to normal coin w'ear." While it's not as sharp as the date or

LIBERTY, the letters are all present and accounted for. Many
very light scratches or abrasions are noted on the central

obverse device, and while there are a few little traces in the

right obverse field, nearly all are located on Libertv''s portrait.

They are old and blend in. Without them, this would be one of

the finest specimens in existence, and with them it still is far

better than average. A dig behind the hair ribbon and another

above D of UNITED are also noted. Usual die rotation, just

left of precise coin turn.

While we have offered several 1805 C-3s, in the last 3

years we have never sold even a single specimen of this

variety! This one may make the bottom of the Condition

Cen.sus, given as VT(2)-F(3)-VG(2) in the most recent CQR,
Reiver's piece w'as cornxied and had the appearance of a

dug coin, and the reverse was almost bare of detail at center

Net graded AG-3, it still sold for $1,61 0. This specimen might

be the best one to sell at public auction since Bill IVeK'r -

superb specimen (the Breen plate coin) sold back in 2iVl? A

real opportunitv for half cent enthusiasts

Purchased from Gene Brai^ in April 1993.

PC GS #001087
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2349

1805 C-3, B-3. Rarity-4. Small 5, Stems. F-12 (PCGS). Even
deep steel brown with nearly smooth surfaces. A pleasing

circulated example of this scarce major variety. Scattered

marks are seen, including a nick on Liberty's bow, a thin

scratch under Y of LIBERTY to the rim, a few pinscratches

blending into the soft spot at central reverse, minor hairlines.

The right obverse field is bulged but little sharpness is lost

on that side. An attractive example for the grade overall.

PCGS #001087

2350

1805 C-4, B-4. Rarity-2-. EF-45. Sharpness of AU-50, but

some album slide marks noted across central obverse. Good
lustrous chocolate brown with frosty, smooth surfaces. A
pleasing coin despite the horizontal hairlines at central

obverse, no other significant problems.
PCGS #001090

1806 C-1 Half Cent
2351

1806 C-1, B-3. Rarity-1. MS-63 BN (NGC). Pleasing medium
brown with lighter lustrous tones in the recesses and a glossy

appearance. Slight old oxidation is seen on the reverse at 6:00.

PCGS #001093

2352 1806 C-4, B-4. Rarity-l. AU-58 (NGC). Uniform deep ma-
hogany brown with a few scattered surface marks, all trivial

in nature.

PCGS #001099

2353 1810 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. EF-40 (NGC). Medium brown with

some deep rose and tan highlights. Old, scattered marks be-

come apparent under low magnification, though the unaided

eye appeal is strong for the a.ssigned grade.

PG(;S #0011.32

2354 1825 C-2, B-2. Rarity-1. MS-62 BN (NGC). Blended tan and

chocolate brown highlights supported by underlying lustre.

Nice for the assigned grade.

P( (,S «(H)I1.JI

2355 1826 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-64 BN (NGC). Medium choco-

late brown with deeper highlights on both sides. Sharp and
appealing with strong underlying lustre.

PCGS #001144

2356 1828 C-3, B-2. Rarity-1. MS-64 BN (PCGS). Medium chocolate

brown with a generous amount of minf orange remaining

on both sides. Swirling underlying cartwheel lustre makes
for a pleasing coin both aesthetically and physical.

PCGS #001147

2357 1833 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65 RD.
Virtually full mint red color shows just the faintest bit of

mellowing at the highest points. A wealth of original frosfy

lustre bathes the surfaces. A forceful strike has imparted

razor sharp details. The coin has been well preserved and
is void of meaningful imperfections. The above mentioned
traits combine for a monstrous level of eye appeal.

PCGS #001164

2358 1834 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-64 BN (NGC). Lustrous deep

tan with some chocolate brown highlights on both sides. A
pleasing example of the date and grade combination, one

that would fit nicely in an early U.S. type set.

PCGS #001165

2359 Pair of half cents: 1834 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. EF-45. Lustrous

with some faded mint color, planchet flaw in left obverse field

1856 C-1, B-1. Rarity-2. EF-40, sharpness of AU-50, reverse

cleaned and retoning. Medium brown, some ruddy under-

tones on reverse, rim nick over star 2. (Total: 2 pieces)

2360

1835 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-65 RB (NGC). Medium chocolate

brown with pale blue and rose highlights, and with gener-

ous amounts of mint orange shinning through. A pleasing

example of the date.

NGC Census: 1; none finer within the designation.

From Bouvrs and Mcrcna's sale of the Eluii^hr^ Coihrtion.

May 1996, Lot 449.

I’CGS #001169

St
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2361

1835 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-64 RB (PCGS). Frosty, lustrous

surfaces with subdued mint orange mingled with attractive

tan highlights. Deeper toning noted at CE in the reverse

denomination.
PCGS «(101 169

2362 1835 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-63 RB (PCGS). Largely mint

orange with some tan highlights beginning to settle in. A ton-

ing spot noted adjacent to the first obverse star just above the

curve of Miss Liberty's bust. An attractive example overall.

PCGS #001169

2363 1837 half cent token. L-49, HT-73. Rarity-2. Choice EF-45. 81 .9

grains. 23.6 mm. Pleasing even medium chocolate brown with

slightly lighter tones in the protected areas. Nicely struck and

attractive.

2364 1851 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-64 RD (NGC). Satiny mint

orange with pale rose iridescence settling in on the obverse.

Largely mint orange on the reverse with some toning at the

rim beneath the ribbon end.

PCGS #001226

2365 1851 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-64 RB (NGC). Chocolate brown

and mint orange vie for dominance on the surfaces of this

attractive half cent.

PCGS #001225

2366 1851 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-63 RD (NGC). Rich mint orange

beginning to attract pale rose iridescence. Strong underlying

lustre makes for an appealing representative example of the

assigned grade.

K'GS #001226

2367

1853 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-65 BN (NGC). Glossy chcKolate

brown with hints of mint red and rich electric blue iridescence

on both sides.

F\(.S 1001227

Finest PCGS Certified 1854 1/2 Cent

2x pholo

2368

1854 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-66 BN (PCGS). Languid, frosty

lustre encircles immaculate surfaces toned an attractive and

unusual combination of blue-green w'ith mellowed red tones.

Well struck and as free of marks as any specimen of this date

we've ever seen, just a single tiny contact point near star 13.

As the only MS-66 certified by PCGS in any color designation,

this piece is important for Set Registry enthusiasts.

PCGS Population: 1; none finer within any designation.

I’CGS #001230

2369

1855 C-1, B-1. Rarity-1. MS-64 RD (PCGS). An attractive

choice Mint State example of the date, one that is amazingly

free of the spots and flecks that typically accompany this date

when found in choice to gem Mint State grades. This attrac-

tive specimen, just a hair away from gem quality, will make
a great addition to any burgeoning half cent collection.

PCGS #001235

2370

1857 C-1, B-1. Rarity-2. MS-65 BN (NGC). A glossy deep tan

specimen with generous amounts of mint red remaining the

protected areas. Struck during the last year of the denomina-

tion, and always popular as such; its low mintage figure is

another "plus" for the date. Oily two BN examples of the date

hav'e been certified finer than the present gem bv NGC.
NGC Census: 11; 2 finer (both MS-66 BN j

PCGS #001239

2371

1857 C-1, B-1. Rarity-2. MS-64 RB (NGCL Mtxluim 1. ,

tan with a generous dost' ut underU mg mint n-si \ j
' -

example from the final date of the denomm.'*' n

I\ t.S #00124(1

TA( k's
3"1
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LARGE CENTS
All Uncertified half cents and large cents are graded in accordance

with "EAC" style net grading standards, often more conservative

than so-called "market grading."

Lovely 1793 Liberty Cap Cent

Popular 1793 Chain America Cent

Sheldon-3

2x photo

2372

1793 Sheldon-3. Rarity-3-. Chain AMERICA. G-6 (PCGS).
Chocolate brown with some red peeking through on the

obverse, perhaps a sign of recoloring or simply raw copper

beneath the somewhat grainy texture. Overall detail finer

than G-06, especially on the reverse where F-12 or so is eas-

ily in order if judged simply by sharpness of design details;

of course, nothing is ever so cut and dry in the world of

America's early coppers. Old obverse dig near Liberty's chin,

old rim scrapes at 5:00, top of obverse rim to tops of ERTY,

reverse without traces of underlying red, old dig between OF
and following A, rim to tops of OF AM, sharpness strong for

the grade as noted. One of four varieties of our nation's first

cent design type with 15 reverse chain links representing the

states of the Union at the time. Always popular and desirable

in all grades—you could do far worse than to capture this

more-than-adequate low-grade Chain America cent for your

collection.

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

I’GGS #001341

2373

1793 S-13. Rarity-4-. Liberty Cap. F-12 (ANACS). Glossy and
even dark steel brown with lovely visual appeal. The fields

are lightly but consistently granular, though the devices are

pleasing and smooth. The obverse is centered towards 7:00,

while the reverse is centered towards 10:00 with broad "mar-

gins" around the right beading on the reverse. Very sharp

for one of these, finer than all but a few of the 50+ specimens

hoarded by Roy Sturgeon and sold in 2002. Though the

surfaces are not perfect, we see no digs or serious marks,

just normal circulation wear.

Examples of the 1793 Liberty Cap are famously scarce in

the marketplace. Since they are something of a distinctive

type, featuring Wright's beautiful portrait and beaded bor-

ders, many collectors choose to acquire one even if they are

not large cent specialists. Most settle for a badly worn piece

or one with problems, since so few are in high grade. This

piece is a nice middle-grade specimen and will undoubtedly

see active competition.

PCGS #001359

Rare 1794 Starred Reverse

2374

1794 S-48. R.irily-5. Starred Reverse. Eair-2. Sharpness ot

AG-3 or so, three scratches in right i>bverse held. t.31ive

V
372 Si MT'd
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brown with golden tan nearer the rims. A well worn but

identifiable specimen ot this famous variety, a coin w'hich

despite its wear shows many stars plainly to the naked
eye. The surfaces show some scatfered finy pits, though not

enough to qualify this coin as rough or granular. LIBERTY is

worn away, but the bust of Liberty is plain and most of the

date is present if weak. Three parallel scratches are noted in

front of Liberty's face, with another dull scrape near her fore-

head. On the reverse, little detail remains but it is precisely

the details that are important: the peripheries and fraction.

Stars are bold and easily seen from 8:00 to 10:00 and from

5:00 to 6:00, including the fraction. This is an ideal example
for the collector who wants to include an example of the most
famous and distinctive variety in the Sheldon series without

paying a king's ransom for one, an identifiable specimen that

remains attractive for its grade level. In hand, it is very much
a cent to be enjoyed.

Choice EF 1794 Cent

S-72, Head of '95

2375

1794 S-71. Rarity-2. EF-45 (PCGS). Chocolate brown surfaces

just this side of full gloss, heavy clash marks at Liberty's chin

and date area, strong design elements on both sides. Scattered

ticks and tiny blemishes on both sides, none of them overly

auspicious to the unaided eye—in short, a pleasing EF ex-

ample of this popular issue, a delightful coin in all regards.

I’CGS #0013652376

1796 S-93. Rarity-3. Draped Bust. F-12. Sharpness of VF-20,

but slightly damaged at point of bust and opposite side on

reverse. Desirable glossy medium brown with some mottling

and nearly smooth surfaces. Good eye appeal and sharpness

for this variety, usual "concavo-convex blanks" described

by Breen leave the obverse rim rounded and the reverse rim

s<.]uare. A vice or something similar has left a circular depres-

sion and some concentric lines around the truncation of the

bust, similar depressions affecting E ofONE and OF, though

this piece is not plugged. There are no other major flaws, and

this one is fairly easily overlooked considering the surfaces

and (ir post-striking problems of most 1796 Draped Busts.

Breen state Vlll, an interi’sting advanced intermediate state

with cud over ER and a netw’ork of large cracks over the base

of the reverse.

!•< 1 (1014/11

2377

1796 S-111. Rarity-5-. Reverse of 1794. VG-10. Sharpness

of F-15, shallow obverse planchet striation. Even dark stc-el

browm, glossy and pleasing. Perhaps retoned long ago, but in

an even and attractive shade. Some light hairlines are noted

in the smooth obverse fields, subtle olive undertones on the

reverse. A shallow^ curving planchet flaw' runs from the base

of L of LIBERTY to the truncation of the bust, another from

rim to hairbow'. A rim bruise over B of LIBERTY is the only

notable mark. Good sharpness for this scarce variety, one

know'n almost exclusively in low grades. CQR cites examples

in its extended census all the way dow'n to VG territory,

though the six-coin census descends to VF-20. This specimen

is pleasing enough to be represent the dies in a long-term

specialized cabinet.

I’C'GS #001404

2378

1801 NC-1. Rarity-6. Good-4. Sharpness of F-12, but signifi-

cantly granular on both sides. A very rare variety, though

several have turned up since Sheldon wrote. Light brow'n

w'ith traces of artificial red around devices that remain from

prior to an expert retoning. Fine pitting is present on both

sides, though the detail remains fairly sharp, more detailed

than most of this variety now' know'n. The heavy die clash

betw'een STATES OF is plainly visible and may have been

the cause of this variety's rarity today. While most NCs can

never be acquired in anything but w'retched grade—and then

only when great cabinets of early cents are sold—this one

represents a fine way for specialists to acquire one N'C to add

to a cabinet full of numbered Sheldon varieties. Unbelievably,

there is a Mint State specimen known from these dies; the

Condition Census descends into VG territorv.

PCGS #001458

2379

1802 S-242. Rarity -l AU-58 Red Label (PCI), "damaged nm
Glossv deep tan. Housed in a scuffv holder whuTi m. i c- L r

difficultv in an accurate description, but to th» N'M ,-,f :
;r

abilifv, a pleasing and esstmtiallv mark-tnv c-
- s,^\c ti-<

same obvious rim bnuH's
PCGS «(K’l 471
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2380 1806 S-270. Rarity-1. AU-55 (PCGS). Glossy chocolate brown
with chestnut highlights, a very pleasing example of the

only variety of the year. Obverse with heavy clash marks
at Liberty's throat and behind her head, tiny sc[uiggle die

marker from dentils at 4;00, faint edge mark at 7:00, no other

appreciable contact marks, reverse with a few faint rim marks
above STATES, natural planchet flaw at E of ONE, as struck

and mainly visible under low magnification, otherwise near-

pristine in appearance. A nice coin for someone looking for

a high-quality example of the date as well as for someone
with an eye toward a high-grade early U.S. type set.

PCGS Population: 2; 11 finer within the designation (MS-64 BN fin-

est).

PCGS #001513

2381

1819 Newcomb-2. Rarity-1. MS-63 RB (NGC). Generous
amounts of mint red mingle with pleasing chocolate tones.

No disturbing marks present to the unaided eye, and a nice

coin overall.

PCGS #001604
2382

1819 N-8. Rarity-1. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63 RB. A
good deal of mint red color remains on this highly lustrous

example. A razor sharp strike and lack of significant marks
gives this coin wonderful eye appeal. A beautiful coin that

was likely a part of the famed Randall hoard.
I’CCS #001604

2384

1848 N-41. Rarity-1. MS-66 BN (NGC). Rich tan surfaces

with mint red in the protected areas; strong underlying lustre

completes the attractive scenario. Sharply struck save for the

lowest obverse stars where the radials are soft.

NGC Census: 2; none finer within the variety and designation.

PCGS #001883

2385

1849 N-5. Rarity-3. MS-63 BN (NGC). An interesting coin

from a great large cent collection, included in the Sloss cata-

logue as a Proof! Lightly reflective and highly glossy olive-

brown with some darker brown tones around peripheries.

Good sharpness and eye appeal, some very subtle surface

deposits around reverse legend. A very pretty coin from a

date that is tough to find nice, though we agree with NGC's
opinion of its striking status.

From Abe Kosoff's sale ofthe fa?nes O. Sloss Collection, October

1959, Lot 271. The original Sloss lot ticket accompanies this lot as

long as the winning bidder promises not to lose it.

PCGS #001886

and some minor hairlines. This variety is always well struck

and usually on nice quality planchets, making it a natural for

a date or type set.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection. Previously from Stack’s

sale ofMay 1979, Lot 93.

PCGS #001651

2386

1851 N-2. Rarity-1. MS-66 BN (NGC). Frostv deep tan with

rich underlying lustre on both sides, and with splashes of

mint red on the reverse. Nicely struck save for a few ob\’orse

dentils. Natural rim flaw, as struck, obverse at 4:00

PCGS #001892

2387

1854 N-25. Raritv-3. MS-64 BN (PCGS). Glossv chocolate

brown witli a good overall appearance. No marks gavl the

unaided eye, making for a substantial example of the assigned

grade.

PCGS #(X)N04

Choice AU 1806 S-270 Cent

2383

1827 N-1 1. Rarity-l. About Uncirculatcd-50. 1 lighly lustrous

dark i hocolate brown and olive with strong remaining cart-

wheel. Very nice eye appeal, just •) tew marks ott the coronet

374
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2388 185E) N-5. R.irity-4. Very Choice Brilliant Proot-h4 RB. Faded
mint red contrasts with traces ot tan and subtle green in

the fields. Glittering, glassy fields reveal only very minor
hairlines. There are no other signs of contact worthy of note.

Liberty enjoys a degree of mint frost that makes her stand out

against the smwth fields. Identifiable by a faded red spot on
the broad rim below the '85', and by a minor speck below the

'E' of CENT. Virtually no other freckles appear under a glass.

This date is one of the more realistically collectible Proof

Large Cents with perhaps 100 known, but the present coin

certainly is one of the more appealing examples to survive.

Fnvn the Abe Kosoff Sale of uncertain date, Encino CA, Lot

753.

PCGS «(X)1918

2389 1856 N-6. Rarity-1. Brilliant Uncirculated, nearly choice-63

BN. This pleasing example is the perfect chocolate brown
color for an early copper coin. The surfaces are hard and

glossy and retain a good deal of lustre. An attractive coin

that would fit perfectly in a date or type set.

I’CGS #(X)1919

SMALL CENTS

Modestly Circulated 1856 Flying Eagle Cent

* 2390 1856 Flying Eagle. Snow-3. Proof-55 (NGC). Medium gold

with deeper highlights. Lightly circulated on the high points,

an example of this popular rarity that saw limited circulation.

Repunched 5 in date, high leaf at C in CENT on reverse. Die

ejection doubling at most of the obverse legend and especially

at the date. Striking weakness at the eagle's head and tailfea-

thers, not to be confused with light circulation that is evident

on the high points. Mark-free, and pleasing as such.

PCGS «(X12037

Elusive 1856 Flying Eagle Ic Rarity

I 1391 1856 F lying Eagle. Snow-9. Choice Brilliant Proof-63, lightly

leaned long ago, since retoned to a natural appearance. tXx’p

golden surfaces with plentv of natural lustre. A tiny natural

obverse rim flaw, as struck, above ED. A nicely struck example

of one of America's best known and most ptipular rarities.

Snow -9, Die Stage C7D: "Now repolished, a stn>ng die lim* shows Iroin

the eagle's beak diagonally through the U to the nm at 9:(K). A die eraek

forms from the beak vertically downward."

PCGS 5002037

Classic 1856 Flying Eagle Cent Rarity

2392

1856 Flying Eagle. S-9. Proof-61 (NGC). Deep golden brown

surfaces with rich subdued lustre. Nicely struck. Some faint

flecks visible under low magnification, small natural planchet

flaw at bottom of C in CENT on reverse. A wholly acceptable

example of this popular rarity, one of the best-known of all

U.S. rarities in any denomination.
PCGS S(X)2037

2393 1857 Flying Eagle. MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty medium gold with

strong lustre and an equally strong strike. A toning fleck is

noted at 3:00 on the reverse, otherwise free of distracting

marks. A sharp and pleasing example of the date.

PCGS 5002016

2394 Nearly complete set of Flying Eagle and Indian Head cents,

1857 through 1909-S, lacking just the 1856 for completeness:

1857 MS-62 lirlSSS Large Letters. MS-60 1858 Small Letters.

AU-58 1859 MS-62 1860 Rounded Bust. MS-63 H 1861

MS-63 1862 MS-63 1863 AU-58 1864 Copper-nickel.

AU-55 1864 Bronze. MS-63, dipped 1864 L on Ribbon.

AU-55, broadly repunched 18 1865 Fancy 5. MS-60, dipped

1866 AU-55, cleaned 1867 AU-58, dipped 1868 AU-50,

cleaned 1869 MS-62, RB 1869/9 EF-45, cleaned - 1870

EF45, cleaned 1871 EF-45, cleaned is 1872 Proof-60, cleaned

1873 Close 3. MS-60, dipped 1874 AU-50, cleaned

1875 AU-55, dipped 1876 Proof-62 RB 1877 EF-45, nice

chocolate brown, the "star" of the set ' 1878 AU-50, cleaned

1879 AU-50, cleaned 1880 AU-50, cleaned 1881 MS-63,

processed 1882 AU-55, cleaned 1883 MS-63, dipped

1 884 AU-55, cleaned, planchet flaw on neck, as struck 1 88s

MS-60, dipped 7 1886 Tvpe 1. MS-60, dipped 1887 ,AU-5=

cleaned 1 888 AU-50, whizzed • 1 889 AU-50, cleaned 1 sui

AU-55, cleaned 1891 EF-45, dipped L8<^2 MS-rn:, - leaned

- 1893 AU-50, cleaned - 1894 AU-50, cleaned 18 *5 -

50, cleaned 18% AU-55, cleani'd 1897 \U Vt = lcan=s1

1898 AU-50, cleancxi 1 899 MS-62 pnxvsHxi IXV \L -

cleamM, repunched 90 I90i MS-b3, pnxx'sstM 1 mi.2 \\



55, cleaned 1903 MS-63 RB 1904 AU-55, cleaned 1905
AU-55, cleaned 1906 AU-58 1907 AU-55, cleaned 1908
AU-55, cleaned 1908-S EF-40, cleaned 1909 AU-50, cleaned

1909-S AU-50, whizzed. (Total; 59 pieces)

From the Rocky Mountain Collection.

2395 Trio of Flying Fagle cents: 1857 Brilliant Uncirculated, but
lightly wiped; 1858 Large Letters. Choice About Uncirculated,

but bluntly struck; 1858 Small Letters. About Uncirculated.

(Total: 3 pieces)

Gem Uncirculated 1858 Flying Eagle Id

Large Letters

%

»>'

2396

2x photo

1858 Large Letters. MS-66 (NGC).A bright and satiny golden

gem with lively lustre that fairly leaps from the pristine sur-

faces. Boldly struck and aesthetically appealing, with surfaces

free of extraneous marks. Indeed, the only mark of merit is a

natural planchet flaw, as struck, at the second S in STATES.
NGC Census; 16; 2 finer within the designation (both MS-67).

PCGS #002019

Gem Mint State 1858 Flying Eagle Id

Small Letters Variety

2397 1858 Small Letters. MS-65 (NGC). Medium gold with strong

lustre, and with strong prooflike reflectivity in the fields. Pale

rose, violet, and electric blue highlights crowd the rims. Some
faint toning flecks become obvious under low magnification,

still the overall aesthetic and physical quality easily merits

the assigned grade.

PCGS #002020

2398 1858 Small Letters. Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. A mar-

velous strike is seen in the fully defined wing tips, leaves

and flowers in the wreath. Surfaces are smooth and laved

in pleasing red-gold.

From Bowers and Ruddy's Harbor Sale, June 1982, Lot 241.

f’CCS #002020

2399 Selection of Indian and Lincoln cents: 1859 AU-55
(ANACS). Attractive with delicate rose at the high points

1863 MS-62 (PCCiS). Lustrous with a few minute spots noted

under low magnification 19()8-S/S V['-30 (ANACS). Snow-

I . Rich brown surfaces rv 1914-D Vf'-3(). Attractive surfaces for

November 2(

the assigned grade with no major marks of consequence. A
key date in the Lincoln cent series 1931-S AU-50 (ANACS).
Smooth brown lustrous surfaces. (Total: 5 pieces)

2400 Partial Indian Cent Collection. The following dates are

included, 1859 through 1864 copper nickel; 1864'L'; 1865;

1866; 1873; 1876; 1878; 1881 through 1908; 1909. Very Good to

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. The 1864'L' has been cleaned

and the copper nickel pieces are generally Extremely Fine

and pleasing. A few of the later issues are Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. Missing the key dates, but a good set to work from
and complete. Mounted in a Capital Plastics holder which
includes places for the Flying Eagle cents. (Total; 41 pieces)

2401 Trio of cents: 1861 About Uncirculated and attractive; 1867

Brilliant Uncirculated. Nice brown color with a hint of lustre

remaining; 1868 Brilliant Uncirculated light brown with a

few specks and softly impressed. (Total: 3 pieces)

2402 1862 Proof-65 (PCGS). Lightly frosted motifs and reflective

fields display a bright array of pale pastel iridescence. A
pleasing gem Proof of the date.

PCGS #002259

2403 1862 Gem Brilliant Proof-65. Delicate yellow gold lustre

covers both sides of this jewel-sharp copper-nickel cent.

There can be few surviving coins that can match this exem-

plary example from a small, early Proof mintage of only 550

pieces.

PCGS #002259

2404 1864 Bronze. Without L. Proof-64 RD (PCGS). Reflective

fields and frosty motifs display rich mint orange with some
deepening highlights. One of perhaps 400 to 500 Proofs of

the date struck, according to the Bowers reference on the

series which notes: "The Guide Book suggests that just 150

Proofs were made, an enticingly low number that is often

quoted, but 1 suspect that may be on the low side. In 1977 in

his Encyclopedia of Proof Coins, Walter Breen stated that 100

or so were struck, also very enticing. My guess: 400 to 500."

Whatever the Proof production number, the 1864 Bronze

Indian cent issue in Proof is anvthing but common.
PCGS #002278

2405 1864-L MS-65 RB (NGC). A frostN’ example of the sivond brvMve

issue of the year, that with Longaca''s initial, L, added on the

ribbon of the Indian's headda'ss. Fa'>stv, lustanis mint orange

dominates the olners*.', while some dixqx'uing orange high-
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j;r.KV tlu* a'nter i)t the a'verst'. Undeniable gem qualit\'.

From the Larry Steiv Collection.

I\ t;S «(X)208()

2406 1865 Plain 5. Proof-64 RB (PCGS). Medium chestnut mir-

rors and frosty motifs with rich rose iridescence. One of an
estimated 750 to 1,000 Proofs of the date struck.

I'CGS #002283

2407 1865 Proof-64 RB (PCGS). Deep sea green, rose, and lilac

highlights on underlying mint orange.
PCGS #002283

Gem Uncirculated 1866 Indian Cent
2408

1866 MS-65 RD (ANACS). Fiery mint red with strong

cartwheel lustre on both sides. A few faint reverse flecks

become obvious under low magnification. Nicely struck in

all quarters. A popular semi-key date from the early years

of the design type, and somewhat scarce in gem grade.

PCGS #002087

2409

1866 S-15. MS-65 RB (NGC). A pleasing gem example of

another repunched date variety for the year. Perhaps the fin-

est known example of Snow-15. Glossy mint orange surfaces

with some tan highlights on the obverse, largely tan with

some mint orange highlights on the reverse. Struck from

a heavily clashed obverse die which also presents several

prominent die cracks. Repunching noted within upper loop

of second 6 in the date.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002086
'

2410

1866/6 S-4. MS-65 RB (ANACS). Perhaps the finest known

example of an elusive repunched date variety. Generous

amounts of mint orange mingle with deepening tan high-

lights on both sides. Struck from heavily clashed dies, with

the repunching most noticeable at the top of each 6 in the

date. The Snow plate coin (1992) as well as the discovery

piece for the variety, as found by Larr\' Ste\ e.

From the Ijirry Steir Collection.

PC C.S #002086

2411

1866/66 S-8. MS-65 RB (ANACS). Another pleasing example

of one of several repunched date varieties of the 1866 Indian

cent. Medium tan with some olive highlights on the obverse,

mainly mint orange with medium tan highlights on the

reverse. Perhaps the finest known example of this elusive

variety, here with repunching notable within the upper Icxips

of each 6 and at the back upright of the 1 in the date.

From the Larry Stei'c Collection.

PCGS #002086
'

2412

1866 S-16. MS-65 RB (ANACS). Satiny medium tan with

much mint orange present, especially on the reverse. Strong

underlying lustre. Some doubling noted at RTY in LIBERTY,

raised die lump at center of the Indian's neck noted as well.

Perhaps the finest example of this rare Snow variety currently

know’n.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002086
‘

Elusive 1866 Doubled Die Obverse Indian Ic

Snow-1, FS-007.6

Finest Graded Within the Designation by NGC

2413

1866 S-1. Doubled Die Obverse. MS-64 RD (NGC). A satiny

specimen that approaches gem quality both physically and

aesthetically. A pleasing w-oodgrain effect comes to life under

low magnification, blending evenly with the pleasing mint

orange surfaces. A very' rare variety in Mint State grades,

especially at the RD designation as here. Bold doubling at

ERTY in LIBERTY is the calling card of this elusive vanch.
NGC Census: 1; none 6ner within the designated vanetv or color

From the Larry Stei'c Collection.

PCGS #002087
'
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2414 1866 MS-64 RB (PCGS). Fiery mint orange just beginning
to temper with some pleasing rose highlights. Satiny and
somewhat mattelike in appearance. A pleasing example of

a popular semi-key date.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002086
'

2415 1867 Proof-64 RB (NGC). Sparkling mint orange with pale

rose and electric blue highlights.

PCGS #002289

2416

1867 MS-65 RB (NGC). A mix of frosty mint orange and
deepening tan graces the surfaces of this satiny gem. Choice

for the grade.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002090
'

2417

1867 MS-64 RD (ANACS). Frosty mint red with glowing

lustre and plenty of eye appeal.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002090

2418

1868 S-1. MS-64 RB (ANACS). Doubled Die Obverse vari-

ety. Frosty mint orange and satiny tan mingle closely on the

lustrous surfaces. Minor doubling noted at TY in LIBERTY,

as well as at the vertical ribbon with L at back of Indian's

neck. This is the discovery specimen first reported by Larry

Steve.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002092
‘

2419

]869lb9 S-3A. MS-65 RB (ANACS). Mingled tan and fiery

deep orange swirl among faint sky blue highlights on the

obverse, the reverse deep, satiny mint orange. Repunched

69 plainly evident, reverse with die crack through bottom of

wreath and ribbon. From an early die state with raised die

November 20lti

lines just out of horizontal above the Indian's headdress. The
discovery piece, as found by Larry Steve.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002095
'

2420

1869 S-2. MS-64 RB (PCGS). A true oddball variety, one that

features a repunched date and misplaced date. Splashes of

mint orange flash among the attractive satiny tan and royal

blue highlights. Date numerals repunched, tops of other date

numerals in dentils below the existing date. A scarce variety,

indeed, scarcer than its famous 1869/9 counterpart. A great

opportunity for an advanced Indian cent specialist.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002095

2421

1869 S-5B. MS-64 RB (PCGS). Repunched date variety. Much
mint orange with rich rose and deeper orange. Repunching
noted at 69 in date, and a group of serious obverse die cracks

are beginning to make their presence noted.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002095
‘

2422

1869 S-4. MS-64 BN (NGC). Repunched numeral variety.

Much mint orange mingles with deep, frosty tan on lustrous

surfaces. A rare variety with repunching plain at the top of

the 9, less so at the adjacent 6. One of the less often seen

repunched date varieties of the year. Highly lustrous mint

orange with some warm tan highlights. A satiny specimen

that approaches gem quality. The FND plate coin.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002095
‘

2423 Trio of cents: 1869 Brilliant Uncirculated, but lightlv wiped.

The color ranges from golden-tan to brown, with a few

hairlines; 1869/9 Very Good, strong repunching on the 9,

medium brown obverse, reverse with a bit of md; 1908-S

About Uncirculated, but brushed and a tad orange-bro\vn.

(Total: 3 pieces)

2424 1870 Proof-64 BN (PCGS). Deep chocolate brown.
PCGS #002297

378 Si VCKJi
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2425

1870 S-34. MS-65 RB (NGC). Doubled Die Reverse. Perhaps
the finest known example of Snow-34. "Original true S-2

reverse," according to our consignor's notes. Lustrous mint
orange with some rich rose iridescence on the high points.

Doubling plainest at the reverse denomination.

From the Larry Sttme Collection.

PCGS #i)02(W«

2430

1870 S-24. MS-63 RB (ANACS). Doubled Die Reverse. The

discovery piece, attributed to Larry Steve, as well as the

FND-008 plate coin. Doubling plainest at portions of the

denomination. Frosty mint orange and medium tan mingle

nicely on lustrous surfaces.

From the Larry Stez’e Collection.

PCGS #002098
'

2426

1870 MS-64 RB (PCGS). One of the Doubled Die Reverse

varieties, doubling plainest at N in ONE and EN in CENT in

the reverse denomination. A pleasing blend of mint orange

tempered with frosty tan highlights.

PCGS #002098
2427

1870 S-9. MS-64 RB (NGC). Doubled Die Obverse and

Doubled Die Reverse variety, minor doubling at ERTY on

obverse, doubling noted on certain letters in the denomina-

tion on the reverse. A pleasing mix of mint orange and frosty

tan on both sides.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002098

2428

1870 MS-64 RB (ANACS). Type I Reverse Style. Fully lus-

trous. Virtually all design features show bold definition save

for two feather tips in the Indian's war bonnet.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002098
‘

2431 1870 S-37. MS-62 RB (ANACS). Doubled Die Obverse variety,

first discovered by Sheldon Freed. Minor doubling at tops of

LIBERTY. Glossy mint orange and medium tan mingle with

pale rose and faint blue toning highlights. An attractive coin

for the grade.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002098
‘

2432 Pair of cents: 1870 Choice Very Fine. A scarce date, this one

is pleasing for the medium brown color and clean surfaces;

1871 Extremely Fine. Lovely color and surfaces, and a difficult

date to obtain .so well preserved. (Total: 2 pieces)

2433 1871 Proof-65 RB (NGC). A pleasing mild tan Prcxifof thiskey

date in the Indian series, a lovely coin with rose iridescence

and plenty of mint orange in the protected areas. One of an

estimated 850 to 1,100 Proofs of the date distributed.

As the Bowers reference on the series indicates: "At least two obverse

die styles for Proofs were made; one with 71 in the date noticeably sepa-

rated (Wide Date) and the other with 71 in date nearly touching (Close

Date). These were made from two different four-digit logotype punches.

These are listed as Snow-1 and Snow-2." The present specimen is of the

Wide Date variety.

PCGS #002301

2434 1871 Very Choice Brilliant Proof-64. Splendid light iridescent

toning over mostly mint red surfaces. The strike is bold,

enhancing this coin's eye appeal even more. A scarce date

with onlv 960 Proofs struck.

PCGS #002302

2429

1870 S-3. MS-63 RD (ANACS). Variety with doubled die

obverse and doubled die reverse details, early die state of

each. Minor doubling at tops of BERTY on obverse, reverse

with doubling quite plain in the denomination as well as

(he dentils a( 9:00. A bright mint orange specimen with

strong lustre and just a hint of dwpening highlights on both

sides.

From the Larry Stnr Collection.

K (, - *002099

Choice Uncirculated 1872 Indian Cent

2435 1872 S-IOA. MS-64 RB (ANACS). Weak N on ivverse. o^m-

monly "Reverse of '69." Bright mint gold and orange mingh
with rich tan on the obxerse, the re\erse largeh tan u
bursts of gold and mint orange. An attracts e oxampic c

:

kev date.

From the iMrry Steir Collection

IVGS«(X12104
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Choice Uncirculated 1872 Indian Cent

Broken D Obverse

2436 1872 MS-64 RB (ANACS). Sparkling mint red and orange
with some deepening tones on both sides. Broken D in

UNITED on obverse; first appearance of this obverse, though
it later shows up on an 1873 Close 3 variety and other later

dates as well. Reverse die break from rim at 9:00 diagonally

upward through wreath. A pleasing example of the date and
grade combination.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002104

2437 1872 S-4. MS-63 RB (ANACS). Misplaced date numeral, top

of 8 in dentil below existing date. Satiny mint orange with

warm rose and violet iridescence on both sides. A choice

example of this popular variety as well as an important key

date. Nicely struck for the date, with essentially full shield

details on the reverse.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002104
'

2438 1872 S-9. MS-62 RB (PCGS). An unusual misplaced date

variety, here with the base of errant 2 to the right of the rib-

bon tip on the Indian's headdress. A pleasing coin for the

grade with warm mint orange and tan on the obverse, deep

chocolate brown with burst of mint orange on the reverse.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002104
'

2439 1872 Brilliant Uncirculated-60, but lightened by cleaning

and with diamond enhancement on the ribbon. Three of the

diamonds were re-engraved, a feature scarcely noticeable.

Sharply struck by the dies.

PCGS #002103

Frosty Gem 1873 Close 3 Indian Ic

Tied for Finest Graded by NGC

2440 1873 Close 3. MS-66 RB (NGC). A pleasing visual mix of

rich gold, mint orange, and satiny tan highlights grace the

obverse, while the reverse is a flashy blend of mint orange

and rich rose. A sharp and appealing gem example of a

popular semi-key issue.

NGC Census: 6; none finer within the designation.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002110
'

Gem RB 1873 Indian Cent

Close 3, Broken D

2441 1873 Close 3. MS-65 RB (ANACS). Broken D in UNITED,
first seen on an 1872 variety. Sparkling mint orange mingles

with brisk blue and tan on the obverse, much more mint

orange present on the reverse. Die dot between base of I

and B of LIBERTY. Pleasing woodgrain effect on both sides,

overall a nice gem-quality coin.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002107

Attractive 1873 Close 3 Indian Id

2442 1873 Close 3. MS-65 RB (ANACS). An attractive gem with

strong underlying lustre that supports rich mint orange and

medium tan on both sides, with a hint of pale electric blue

on the high points. A true gem, nicely struck and devoid of

marks of any consequence.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002107

2443 1873 S-2. Open 3. MS-64 RB (ANACS). Perhaps the finest

known of this elusive Doubled Die flbverse variety, hen'

with a broadly doubled L in LIBER IT. Sparkling mint or-

ange tempered with rich rose and pale electric blue on both

sides.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

Pi liS #tH)2107
’
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2444 1873 S-6. Open 3. MS-64 RB (ANACS). Lustrous woodgrain
mint orange and tan on both sides. An unusual variety with
a misplaced date; what appears to be the tip of a 3 can be
seen at the Indian's neck near the first bead in the necklace,

and another such incident on the rim below the existing date.

This numeral is believed to be a Close 3. An unusual variety

coupled with a pleasing coin.

From the Larry Stime Collection.

PCGS #002107
‘

2445 1873 S-1 . Open-3. MS-63 RB (ANACS). FND-001 . Generous
amounts of mint red and strong lustre on both sides. Tops
of 73 in date exhibit repunching. A rare variety, the present

specimen one of just a tiny handful of Mint State examples
known, perhaps as few as two or three pieces.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002107
'

2446 1874 Proof-64 RD (PCGS). Deep golden chestnut on the

obverse, with much mint orange and rose on the reverse.

"Blob" or "swollen" upper right serif of T of all CENT.
PCGS #002311

2447 1874 Proof-64 RB (NGC). Intermingled mint orange and

electric blue with a faint woodgrain effect on both sides.

PCGS #002310

2448 Pair of cents: 1874 Brilliant Proof, but cleaned. Medium tan

to brown, with thin hairline; 1879 Brilliant Proof with claims

to Choice. Cleaned at one time, the color is a bit mottled but

the surfaces are nice. (Total: 2 pieces)

2449 1874 MS-65 RB (ANACS). A frosty gem with much mint

orange remaining. Some satiny tan highlights on the high

points, adding to the aesthetic appeal. Struck from lightly

clashed dies. A series of raised die lumps encircles the

Indian's car.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002119
‘

2450

1874 MS-64 RD (ANACS). A frosty specimen that approaches

gem quality in many regards. Pleasing eye appeal. Frostv'

mint orange surfaces with just a hint of rose toning settling

in. flubbt'd through debris, with a raised curlicue, perhaps

the calling card of a fiber from a wiping cloth, can be seen

though the E in LIBERTY.

From the Imry Stexv Collection.

If {.s #002120

Rare 1874 Doubled LIBERTY Ic

2451 1874 S-1. MS-64 RB (ANACS). Perhaps the finest known
example of this rare and elusive varietv. Satiny medium tan

with plenty of mint orange on the obverse, largely frostv

tan on the reverse. LIBERTY doubled, not as strongly or

dramatically as its 1873 counterpart, but bold nonetheless.

An unusual opportunity' to obtain a choice RD Mint State

example of this elusive rarity.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002119
‘

2452 1874 MS-63 RB (ANACS). Bright and frosty mint red with

strong lustre, surfaces just beginning to show signs of pale

rose iridescence. The top of a stray 1 can be seen protruding

from the top of the beads in the Indian's necklace; another

die anomaly can be seen on the underside of the tip of the

bust.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002119
‘

2453 Pair of cents: 1875 Brilliant Uncirculated with light brown
color and nice surfaces; 1880 Brilliant Uncirculated but

cleaned and with minor reverse spotting. (Total: 2 pieces)
2454

1876 Proof-65 RB (PCGS). Sparkling mint orange blends with

lively rose and warm tan highlights on this lovely gem Proof.

One of an estimated 1,500 to 2,000 or so Proofs distributed,

with the Bowers reference noting: "More Prtxifs than usual

seem to have been minted this year. Perhaps the holding of

the Centennial Exhibition in Philadelphia that year increased

demand with visitors to the Mint."

PCGS #002316

Choice Uncirculated 1877 Indian Cent2455

1877 MS-64 RB (PCGS). Sparkling golden surfaev'v with n* 6

tan and rose highlights. Plenty of lustre remains on N'th

sides of this elusive kev date. Always desirable in all g* ide

espt'ciallv when choia' as offenxt henv
t\t,S«on2i2s

r
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2458

2459

2460

2461

Uncirculated 1877 Indian Ic

2456

2457

1877 MS-61 BN (NGC). Warm chocolate brown with faint

traces of mint red in the protected areas on the reverse.

Shallow planchet flaws, as struck, can be seen at UNITED S

on the obverse, and are noted here for accuracy, otherwise

mark-free. The key to the Indian cent series.

PCGS #002127

1877 About Uncirculated-50. The color is a bit light tan but

could recover if given a chance. Minor softness in the strike

is noted on the legend and feather tips, as often seen for this

date. The paltry mintage of 852,000 pieces created the key

date to this series, along with the 1909-S Indian cent.

PCGS #002127

1877 VG-8 (PCGS). A pleasing example of this rare key date

in the Indian cent series, and most surprisingly, an example

that actually is VG-08 in this cataloguer's eyes. Partial LIB-

ERTY is present, the rims are complete, and the marks are

few and far between to the unaided eye.

PCGS #002127

Pair of rare key date 1877 Indian cents: G-4. Medium
brown with deep rich iridescent blue highlights on both

surfaces AG-3. Smooth brown with minor reverse spot

noted, otherwise no major marks or distractions for the as-

signed grade. (Total: 2 pieces)

1878 Proof-65 BN (NGC). Warm golden brown with highly

reflective fields and frosty motifs. Dashes of sea green and

violet adorn both sides, adding to the attraction of this gem.
PCGS #002322

1878 MS-65 RD (ANACS). A frosty mint orange gem with

strong lustre and satiny surfaces. An unsung scarcity in

the Indian cent series, sandwiched as it is between the rare

key date 1877 issue and the more readily available 1879

issue. Large, raised die lump at underside of Indian's jaw;

perhaps "gloater variety" would be a good moniker for this

die pairing.

f roiti the Ijirri/ Stm' Collection.

p( (,S #(K)2n2

2463

2464

2466

2462 1878 MS-65 RB (ANACS). A satiny gem with a pleasing

blend of mint orange, rose, and pale chestnut. Somewhat
prooflike in appearance, with frosty motifs and largely

reflective fields. A pretty coin.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002131

1879 Proof-65 BN (PCGS). Medium chocolate brown with

rich iridescent electric blue and gold on both sides. Choice

for the assigned grade and laden with eye appeal.

PCGS #002324

1879 Proof-64 BN (PCGS). Deep chocolate brown with electric

blue highlights on the obverse, and with blended electric

blue and mint orange on the reverse.

PCGS #002324

2465 1880 Proof-65 RB (NGC). A richly toned gem with frosty

motifs and mirror fields that reflect bright carmine, rose,

and violet iridescence.

PCGS #002328

Gem RD 1880 Indian Cent

Snow-1, Reverse Die Clash

1880 S-1. MS-65 RD (ANACS). Minor Doubled Die Obverse

variety, faint doubling seen at BER in LIBERTY, reverse from

a misaligned and severely clashed die, evidence of this plain

to the unaided eye with clashed dentils diagonallv across

the denomination and shield. Largely mint orange with rich

rose highlights. An attractive example of this scarce issue,

perhaps among the finest specimens known.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002138
'

182 Si
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2467

1881 Proof-66 BN (PCGS). A sparkling gem with rich electric

blue, gold, and violet iridescence on frosty motifs and reflec-

tive fields. The Bowers reference notes that: High-quality

pieces with rich brown-tone surfaces, often with a nuance of

iridescent blue (especially when viewed at a certain angle to

the light), are from long-time hoards that passed into dealer's

hands." That comment was made for Proof 1879 Indian cents

in the Bowers reference, but also included such dates as 1880

and 1881.

PCGS Population: 11; none finer within the designation.

I’CGS »tX)2330

2468 1881 Proof-66 BN (NGC). Rich chocolate brown with impres-

sive iridescent violet and electric blue on both sides. Frosty

motifs and mirror fields form an enchanting contrast.

PCGS # (102330

2469 1882 Proof-66 RB (PCGS). Deep olive green and golden

hues.

PCGS #002334

2470

1882 Proof-65 BN (PCGS). An impressive gem with rich lilac

and electric blue iridescence on frosty motifs and deeply

mirrored fields.

PCGS #002333

Gem RD 1882 Indian Ic

Date Numerals Low in Dentils

Snow-Unlisted

2471

1882 MS-66 RD (PCGS). Blazing mint orange surfaces with

strong lustre and some deep rose just beginning to form on

the obverse. Tops of random misplaced date numerals low

in dentils beneath existing date, an unlisted variety that has

yet to make it to the Snow guides on the series.

Hmisett in old grmi label P( CiS holder

rrotn the Ijirry Sfnr Collection.

Pt (.S *002144

2472

1883 Proof-65 BN (PCGS). Chocolate brown with frostv mo-
tifs, mirrored fields, and exciting electric blue iridescence.

PCGS #002336

2473

1884 Proof-66 BN (NGC). A golden brown gem with pale

sky blue and attractive sea green iridescence on both sides.

While some 3,942 Proofs of the date were produced, unsold

quantities remained at the Mint and were wholesaled at a

later date.

PCGS #002339

2474

1885 Proof-66 BN (PCGS). Warm, deep tan with some lighter

tan highlights on the reverse. Careful examination reveals a

coin that is every bit worthy of the Proof-66 grade.
PCGS #002342

2475

Pair of certified Indian cents: 1885 MS-65 RB (NGC).
Lustrous red with attractive brown at the high points 1897

MS-66 RD (SEGS). Satiny red surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

2476

1886 Type I. Proof-64 BN (PCGS). A hint of gold with mainly

sea green and chocolate brown highlights.

PCGS #002345

2477

1886 Type II. Proof-66 BN (NGC). An impressiv^e cameo
gem with frosted motifs and richly mirrored fields. Exciting

violet, rose, and indigo toning graces both sides. The present

specimen ranks high the BN category at NGC. A true gem.
NGC Cen.sus: 7; 2 finer within the designation (both Proof-67 B\ i

In the Bow'ers reference, A Buyer's Enthusiast's Guide to Eagle

and Indian Cents 19%, the following informafion is found: "Proof mintage

reported: 4,290 for Type I and II combined. The T^-pe I pieces are slightl\

more plentiful in Proof format, based upon a nevk- study tn- Richard Snow
w'ho now estimates a revised Proof mintage of 2,490 for the TN-pe I and 1 .HOt

for Type II." After further commentan by David Bowers, the following e
noted regarding Rick Snow, a long-fime friend of the present w nter and an

expert in the field: "Richard Snow, letter, April 10, 19%, The is based up,“
new studies and is different informafion from that in his book, >
Indian Cents which suggested a mintage of LSOOfor Tvpr 1 Proofs .-.t r S n

for Type II Snow stated that the Tvpe 1 Proofs are beliex ed t;- br •
' I -

more plentiful now The writer cirmmend-^ Richard Snow . .r ishn-whs O’

and flexibiliW; all to<> often, writers take a stand th.it i.iter si„ w o - - N
incorrect, but they stand on false pndr and keep det«— - .r.r .a p, ,r.

-

to others is indefensible " \uv -'ommimts tor
* -:(V p.

:

I\ (,S *0^244'^
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Gem RB 1886 Type II Cent

2482

1894 Proof-66 BN (NGC). A glistening deep tan gem with

frosty motifs and mirror fields that reflect attractive violet

iridescence.

I’CC;S #002369

2488 1897 rroof-65 BN (PCGS). An impa'ssively lovely mpa'sen-

tative of the date and grade. I'iery electric blue and violet

grace the frostv motifs, with rich chocolate brown mira'rs

supporting the devices.

l’CliS#(X12.17S

2478

1886 Type II. MS-65 RB (ANACS). No particular variety

of note here, simply a lovely gem Type II 1886 Indian cent.

Glossy mint orange has deepened to attractive, lustrous

chestnut in places. A satiny beauty that is altogether deserv-

ing of the assigned grade.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002155
'

Choice RD Uncirculated 1886 Type II !<:

Snow-8, Misplaced Date

2479

1886 S-8. Type II. MS-64 RD (ANACS). An attractive, frosty

mint orange example of this popular issue, here with mis-

placed date numerals seen low in the dentils beneath the

existing date. Sharp and appealing, and scarcer overall than

its Type I counterpart. A definite prize for an alert Indian cent

specialist.

From the Larry Steve Collection.

PCGS #002156
'

2483

1895 Proof-66 RD CAMEO (NGC). An impressively beauti-

ful gem in all regards. The motifs are frosty and the fields are

deep and reflective, and the mint orange is delightful. The
reverse is deepening to enchanting fiery red. Small wonder
the present coin is the finest RD Cameo certified to date by

NGC. Lovely.

NGC Census: 1; none finer within the RD CAMEO designation.

PCGS #082374

2480

1887 Proof-66 BN (PCGS). Medium golden tan with a nuance

of faint sea green and rose iridescence.

PCGS #002348

2485

1895 Proof-65 BN (PCGS). Deep fan surfaces with electric

blue and violet iridescence.

PCGS #0023722486

1897 Proof-66 BN (PCGS). Deep golden brown mirrors and

frosty motifs with splashes of rich electric blue. Among the 10

finest BN Proofs of the date certified by PCGS. From a Proof

mintage for the date of 1,938 pieces, wifh gem Proofs of the

date quite scarce when compared to the Proof distribution

figure.

PCGS Population: 9; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-67 BN).

PCGS #002378

2487

1897 Proof-66 BN (NGC). Deep chocolate brown mirrors

and frosty motifs display vibrant violet and deep navy blue

iridescence.

PCGS #002378

2481

1893 MS-65 RB (PCGS). Largely bright mint orange with

some deeper toning highlights on both sides. Some obverse

flecks noted.

PCGS #002185

2484

1895 Proof-65 RB (PCGS). Deeply reflective fields and lightly

frosted motifs with delightful rose and violet iridescence.

PCGS #002373

184
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2489

!

i

I

2490

2491

2492

2493

! 2494

2495

1899 Proof-66 BN (NGC). Warm chocolate brown mirrors

and frosty motifs support a wealth of electric blue, violet,

and indigo iridescence.

I’CCS #(X123«4

2496 1902 Proof-65 BN (PCGS). Medium tan with a rich array

of violet, electric blue, rose, and peach iridc*scence on both

sides.

PCGS #002393

1900 Proof-65 RD (PCGS). Rich mint orange and fiery red

vie for dominance on the surfaces of this attractive gem.
PCGS #002389

1900 Proof-65 RB (PCGS). An amazing display of fiery mint

orange and gold blends nicely with pale sky blue and rose

iridescence. The reverse is dominated by fiery red. Absolutely

beautiful.

PCGS #002388

1900 Proof-64 RB (PCGS). Deep mint orange with fiery sea

green and violet.

PCGS #002388

1901 Proof-65 BN (NGC). Deep chocolate brown with intense

electric blue and gold iridescence on both sides.

Accompanied by an Eagle Eye Photo Seal Certificate.

PCGS #002390
'

1902 Proof-66 RB (PCGS). A sharp and appealing gem with

rich mint orange dominating both sides, with sea green and

rose. Among the finest RB certified by PCGS. A pretty' speci-

men.
PCGS Population: 15; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-67 RB).

P( C,S #001394

1902 Pn>of-65 RD (PCGS). Dwp md surfaces include meticu-

lously detailed, semi-brilliant faintly golden devices offering

bold camw contrast to the wonderfully deep cartwheel-re-

flective fields.

F\(,S *001195

2497 1904 Proof-65 RB (NGC). Deep fiery orange surfaces with

rich carmine, peach, and electric blue highlights. A vividly

colored gem.
PCGS #002400

2498 Quartette of certified cents: 1904 Brilliant Proof, red-brown

and close to Choice; Lincoln 1937 Gem Brilliant Proof,

Red; 1938 Choice Brilliant Proof, Red; 1941 Gem Brilliant

Proof, Red. A glittering quartette offering flawless beauty.

ANACS Cache PF62RB, PF65RD, PF63RD, PF65RD. (Total:

4 pieces)

2499 1905 Proof-65 RB (PCGS). A bright array of violet, gold, sea

green, and electric blue graces both sides of this attractive

gem Proof.

PCGS #002403

2500 1906 Proof-65 BN (NGC). An incredible array of bright

electric blue and deep violet grace both sides of this gem
Proof Indian cent, with blue predominant on the obverse

and violet on the reverse.

PCGS #002405

2501 1907 Proof-65 BN (NGC). A chocolate brown gem ^^•Ith a

pleasing woodgrain effect that becomes obi ious under lo^^

magnification. Pale violet and electric blue dominate the

verse, with rich golden toning on the an erse Oie ot just 1
4~^

Pnxifs of the date pnxluced, the lowest Pnx-»t mintage figun

since 1877; paradoxically, the 1907 nrculatn'r ^tnkc minf. ee i-

far and away the highi'st in the Indian cent st'n«^

Acmmpanipd bv an l eglr I vf Ph 'tr- '
. . ; rrti .Ur

l\(,S#0(124nS
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2502

1908 Proof-65 BN (PCGS). Medium to deep golden brown
with frosted motifs and reflective fields that display a wealth

of rich rainbow iridescence. An attractive gem that ranks high

in the BN category at PCGS.
PCGS Population: 4; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-66 BN).

Accompanied by an Eagle Eye Photo Seal Certificate.

PCGS #002411

2503 1909 Indian. Proof-66 BN (NGC). A sparkling gem Proof

from the final year of the design type. Called BN by NGC,
though fiery mint orange dominates the obverse center with

a frosty portrait surrounded by mainly orange fields. Deep
blue and violet gather at the obverse rim, while the reverse

is a study in mottled violet and blue.

PCGS #002414

2504 1 909-S Indian. About Uncirculated-50, but dipped. Examina-

tion with a strong magnifier will find expert pin scratching

above the date and near Liberty's face in the field. One of

the key dates to the series.

PCGS #002238

2505 Pair of cents: 1909 V.D.B. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated; 1930

Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Both fully red coins boast

immaculate lustrous surfaces and exceptionally sharp strikes.

(Total: 2 pieces)

2506 1909-S V.D.B. Brilliant Uncirculated-60 RB, scratches. Lus-

trous mint orange, perhaps brushed some time ago, faint

hairlines present. An attractive example of this popular

Lincoln cent rarity.

PCGS #002428

2507 1909-S V.D.B. EF-45 (ANACS). A choice and attractive

example of this popular key date from the first year of the

Lincoln cent design type, with well-struck design elements

and only a few faint, scattered marks. Perhaps an improper

alloy mix, with brassy golden planchet streaks present on

both sides. Still, a coin with plenty of eye appeal.

PCGS #002426

2508 Selection of 1909 Lincoln cents grade average MS-63 to

MS-64. All display satiny lustre, a few show minute spotting.

Overall a very attractive group. (Total: 35 pieces)

Gem RD 1911-S Lincoln Ic

None Certified Finer by PCGS

2509

1911-S MS-66 RD (PCGS). A blazing mattelike mint orange

example of the date, one that is tied for finest certified of the

date within any color designation by PCGS. Blazing mint

orange and heavy lustre adorn both sides, with some pale

violet iridescence beginning to encompass the reverse. Sharp

and appealing, and one of the finest examples of this early

Lincoln cent issue that you are ever likely to see.

PCGS Population: 11; none finer within any designation.

PCGS #002449
2510

1912 Proof-64 RD (NGC). A sparkling beauty, among the

10 finest Proofs of the date certified by NGC within the RD
designation. Impressive mint orange with rich violet and

rose iridescence on both sides. One 2,145 Proofs of the date

struck in the Sandblast or Matte Proof finish. A sharp and

lovely gem.
NGC Census: 8; 2 finer within the designation (Proof-66 RD finest).

PCGS #003314

Gem RD 1914-D Lincoln Id:

2511

1914-D MS-65 RD (PCGS). A sparkling mint orange gem ex-

ample of this popular key date, one that overtakes all others

in the series for rarity and value in MS-65 RD or finer. Sharply

struck and aesthetically appealing, with some dcvper orange

tones just beginning. We note that just tha'o examples of the

date have been certified finer within the RD designation b\

PCGS. A splendid opportunity for an advanced Lincoln cent

specialist.

PCCiS Population: 53; 3 finor within tho dosignation tall MS-r^'V

PCGS fftH)2473

StAl186
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Elusive Gem Proof 1916 Cent

Final Proof Issue Until 1936

Among Five Finest RD Certified by NGC

2512 1916 Proof-65 RD (NGC). Deep, fiery mint orange now be-

ginning to blend with rich rose and pale sky blue. A sharp

and appealing Sandblast or Matte Proof Lincoln cent from
the final year of such coinage within the denomination; Proof

cents were not coined again until 1936. Just 1,050 Proofs of

the date were produced, the lowest such mintage figure in

the series, 1909 (with and without V.D.B.)-1916. Among the

five finest RD examples of the date certified by NGC. A grand

opportunity for an advanced specialist in the Lincoln cent

series.

NGC Cen.sus: 2; 3 finer within the designation (I’roof-67 KD finest).

PCGS #003326

Uncirculated 1922 No D Lincoln Cent

Famous '22 Plain Issue

2514

1922 No D. Very Fine-20. The second '2' in the date is

distinctly weaker than the first, TRUST shows a small but

sharp first 'T on this variety of the famous no-mintmark
Denver coin that has long been a key sought by thousands

of collectors. This medium brown specimen is as satish'ing

an example as today's collectors are likely to encounter.
PCGS #003285

2515 1922 No D. EF-40 (PCGS). Deep golden tan with a few scat-

tered marks noted for accuracy, most obvious of these a small

dig on Lincoln's shoulder. One of the "shadow D" varieties,

struck just before the D mintmark completely disappeared

from the obverse die, and before that obverse was coupled

with a sharp, new reverse die.

K'GS #002540

2516 Pair of PCGS-certificd RD Lincoln cents: 1928 MS-66.

Satiny matte-like surfaces with traces of minute spotting

noted 1941-D MS-67. Lustrous with rainbow toning on
the obverse, the reverse displays a splash of frost. (Total: 2

pieces)

2517

1936 Brilliant Proof-65 RD (NGC). Fiery mint orange with

golden highlights, and with faint sky blue iridescence. A
brilliant finish specimen from the first year of Proof coinage

in the denomination since 1916.

PCGS #003335

2513 1922 No D. Strong Reverse. MS-62 BN (PCGS). Glossy

chocolate brown with strong underlying lustre and a faint

nuance of pale blue iridescence. Obverse without visible trace

of D mintmark, which was eventually poli.shed from a well

worn die. Softness at IN GOD WE and the L in LIBERTY,

as typical. Reverse die sharp and crisp, freshly pressed into

service, a hallmark of the famous "1922 Plain" Lincoln cent

variety. Of course, no Philadelphia Mint Lincoln's were forth-

coming in 1922, and the "plain" variety is merely a result of

loss of mintmark details at Denver Mint. A popular rarity'

that was long ago adopted by Lincoln cent specialists, with

the typical example available being well-circulated. Not so

here; indexed, not many examples of this popular rarity' ever

receive Uncirculated grades from the major third-party’ grad-

ing serv’ices.

PC C»S Population: 17; 9 finer within the designation (MS-64 BN fin-

est)

PC C.S #003285

2518 Two 1937 Proof-66 RD Lincoln cents. Both display reflec-

tive surfaces. One with just a whisper of bluish toning at

the obverse rim and one with minute spotting under low
magnification on the obverse. (Total: 2 pieces)

2519 Trio of PCGS-certified cents: 1937Gem Brilliant Pnxif. Boldlv

gleaming mint Red covers both fields and devices on this

exciting, high quality example of the second modem Proof

date. PCGS PR65RD; 1938, 1939(dem Brilliant Proof. Fully red

examples show two vary'ing tones of ember-glowing surface

color for tantalizing contrast and boldest visual appeal. IXTGS

PR65RD. (Total: 3 pieces)

2520 Five 1937 Lincoln cents grading Proof-65 RD. Each with

reflective surfaces and a couple with ‘-plashes of delicate

gold and a couple with minute spitting noted under loii

magnification. (Total: 5 pieces)
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2521 Quartette of Lincoln cents grading Proof-65 RD: 1937.

Reflective with just a hint of delicate rose at the peripheries

1938. Reflective with magenta highlights in the fields

1939. Reflective with minute spotting noted and a splash of

iridescent blue on Lincoln's ear 1940. Reflective with just

a whisper of delicate toning. (Total: 4 pieces)

2522 Group of Lincoln cents grading Proof-64 RD: 1937 1938

1939 (3) 1941 (3). All are reflective, a few with traces of

delicate toning and a few with minute spotting noted. (Total:

8 pieces)

2523 Group of Proof Lincoln cents: 1937 Proof-64 RB. Reflec-

tive with splashes of iridescent sunset rose, spots noted

1938 Proof-66 RB. Splashes of rainbow iridescent highlights

over reflective surfaces 1939 Proof-64 RB. Reflective with

iridescent rose highlights, minute spotting noted 1940 (2).

Proof-64 RB; Proof-63 RB. Both are reflective with iridescent

highlights 1941 Proof-65 RB (2). Both are reflective with

splashes of bright iridescent toning. (Total: 7 pieces)

2524 Quartette of PCGS-certified cents: 1940, 1941, 1942 Gem Bril-

liant Proof; 1950 Gem Brilliant Proof, nearly fully Superb.

All display fiery mint red, the last coin showing a somewhat
paler shade than the earlier dates. A truly desirable quartette.

PCGS PR65RD (3), PR66RD. (Total: 4 pieces)

2525 Group of 1942 Lincoln cents grading Proof-63 RD. Each is

reflective with a few displaying traces of delicate toning and
a few with minute spotting noted under magnification. (Total:

10 pieces)

2526 Roll of 1942-S cents. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. This roll

consists of spot free Gems throughout, as bright as the day
they were coined. A scarcer early date that is seldom seen

these days. (Total: 1 roll, 50 pieces)

Choice RB Uncirculated 1955 Doubled Die Id:

2527 1955 Doubled Die Obverse. MS-64 RB (PGGS). Medium to

deep tan surfaces with a generous amount of mint orange

present on both sides. Satiny and lustrous, with excellent

eye appeal. Fewer than a half dozen examples of the date

have been certified finer within the RB category by PGGS.

A visually enchanting example of this popular small cent

anomaly
PCGS Population: 155; 4 finer within the designation (all MS-65 RB).

PCGS #002826

2528 1 972 Doubled Die Obverse. MS-65 RD (PGGS). Fully red and

boasting a meticulous strike, this example of a classic modem
striking variety must be called essentially Superb.

PCGS #002950

2529 1972 Doubled Die Obverse. MS-65 RD (NGG). Bright mint

red-orange with pale rose toning highlights. The present

writer remembers these advertised at $10 each in 1972 after

their first discovery.

PC(.Sff(X)2950

TWO-GENT PIEGES
2530 Pair of two-cent pieces: 1864 Large Motto. Very Ghoice Bril-

liant Uncirculated. Red-brown. Richly glowing ember-red

and lighter red-gold blend colorfully in this boldly lustrous

virtual Gem example of the first date. NGG MS64RB; 1865

Very Ghoice Brilliant Uncirculated. Red-brown. Deepest
tawny red shares this coin's smooth surfaces with light

brown on the high points of the design. NGG MS64RB. (Total:

2 pieces)

2531 1869 Very Ghoice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Deep throbbing

ember-red is joined by hints of subtle brown for colorful

overall quality.

PCGS #003604

NIGKEL THREE-GENT PIEGES

2532

1866 Proof-64 (NGG). A pleasing cameo Proof though the

contrast is not noted on the holder. Frosty motifs and mirror

fields with pale gold and lilac highlights.

PCGS #003762

2533

1866 Very Ghoice Brilliant Uncirculated-64. Bold silvery

lustre shows a wisp of palest gold for dignified appeal.

PCGS #003732

Gem Proof 1867 Nickel Sc

Tied for Finest Certified by PCGS

2534

1867 Proof-66 (PCGS). Frosty motifs and deeply mirrored

fields form a rich and pleasing cameo contrast, though such

is not noted on the holder. Warm golden tones grace Miss

Liberty's portrait. A pleasing gem that stands at the top of

the PCGS population roster.

PCGS Population: 8; none finer within the designation.

PCGS #003763

2535

1875 Proof-65 (NGG). A lovely, lustrous gem with lightly

frosted motifs and reflective fields. Pale champagne high-

lights adorn both sides.

PCGS #003771

2536

1876 Proof-66 CAM (PCGS). I leavy cameo devices and a'-

flective fields display rich gold and rose toning highlights.

PCGS I’opul.Uion: 10; none finer within the desigii.ifion,

PCtiS #083772

- —
.'188 Si vm
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Gem Cameo I’roof-Only 1877 Nickel 3c

None Graded Finer by PCGS

2537

1877 Proof-67 CAM (PCGS). Frosty motifs and deeply mir-

rored fields display a wealth of varied champagne hues. A
pleasing gem that is easily deserving of the grade, indeed,

a coin that belongs at the top of the PCGS Population Report.

One of an estimated 510 or slightly more examples of this

scarce Proof-only issue sold in the silver Proof sets of the

date. No finer specimen has been certified by PCGS within

any Proof designation, a testament to the absolute quality

offered here.

PCGS Population: 8; none finer within any designation.

PCGS #083773

Gem Proof-Only 1877 Nickel 3c
2538

1877 Proof-66 (PCGS). Frosty motifs and mirror fields form

a pleasing cameo contrast, though PCGS makes no note of

this. Rich golden highlights and pale blue iridescence vie

for dominance on both sides. One of slightly more than 510

Proofs of the date issued in silver Proof sets of the year.

PCGS #003773

2539

1878 Proof-66 (PCGS). A pleasing and attractive example of

this popular Proof-only issue, one of 2,350 pieces produced

without attendant circulation strikes. A charming blend of

pale champagne and sky blue w'arms both sides.

PCGS #003774

2540

1878 Gem Brilliant Proof-65. Here is a beautiful example

that displays a needle-sharp strike and w’onderfully reflective

surfaces. A blazing mark-free coin with a touch of gold and

rose toning at the central reverse.

Pt GS #003774

2541

1878 C hoice Brilliant PriK)f-63. Lustrous pale gray surl.u'e:,

give an attractive Unik to this well preM.*rved Pr(K)l-only is

sue.

K GS #003774

2542

1879 Proof-67 (PCGS). A glittering cameo Prcxif, though no

mention of the contrast is made on the holder. Frosty motifs

and mirror fields with pleasing golden hues.

PCGS #003775

2543

1879 Proof-66 (PCGS). Warm gold and olive overtones grace

the surfaces of this satiny Proof.

FXTGS #0037752544

1883 Proof-67 (PCGS). Highly lustrous and largely brilliant

with lightly frosted motifs and reflective fields.

PCGS #003779

2545

1884 Proof-66 CAM (PCGS). A blazing gem with delightful

cameo contrast. Rich rose and peach iridescence glow's softly

on both sides.

KGS #083780

2546

1886 Proof-67 (NGC). An impressiv'e gem specimen of this

Proof-only issue, a date that saw- just 4,290 Proofs without

attendant coinage for circulation. Satiny fields and frosty

motifs display a lively, enticing blend of pale rose and pale

skv blue iridescence. A real beauty.

'kgs #003782
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SILVER THREE-CENT PIECES
All silver three-cent photos are 2x.

K*--

2547

1851 MS-65 (NGC). A frosty gem with impressive cartwheel

lustre that supports a wealth of rich peach, gold, rose, and
pale blue iridescence. Struck from lightly clashed dies during

the first year of the denomination.
PCGS #003664

2552 1866 Proof-66 (NGC).A deep and frosty pale orange obverse

star is encircled by a brightly reflective electric blue field,

while the reverse is a mix of peach, electric blue, and rose.

One of 725 Proofs of the date produced, and among the

prettiest survivors from that mintage.
NGC Census: 17; 2 finer within the designation (Proof-68^ finest).

PCGS #003716

NICKEL FIVE-CENT PIECES

Gem Mint State 1852 Silver 3c

None Certified Finer by NGC

.N
It!

2548 1852 MS-67 (NGC). Highly lustrous and fully brilliant with

a whisper of faint champagne gold on both sides. Nicely

struck for the date, though a touch of peripheral weakness
is noted in certain stars. Struck from lightly clashed dies. An
exceptional example from the early days of the denomina-
tion, a specimen that is among the finest certified by NGC.
Exceptional quality and eye appeal.

NGC Census: 11; none finer.

PCGS #003666

2549 1854 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-63. Boldly struck with

evidence of heavy die clash, a suffusion of pleasing light

rose toning adds to the coin's beauty.

PCGS #003670

2550 1862/1 MS-66 (PCGS). Here is a razor-sharp Type III coin

offering precise details of all design elements including its

tiny diamond-crisp date.

PCGS #003681

2551 1862 Proof-62 (PCGS), close to fully Choice and exhibiting

delicate iridescent blue and rose toning. One of 550 Proofs

struck, boasting frosty devices thrusting forth from the mirror

fields to create the boldest beauty.

PCGS #003711

.190

2555

2556

2553 1866 Rays. Proof-62 (PCGS). Medium golden gray with

satiny surfaces. One of an estimated 800 to 1,200 Proofs of

the type struck, the first date in the series (as well as the first

five-cent denomination) struck for intended circulation in

anything other than silver.

PCGS #003817

2554 1868 Proof-65 CAM (PCGS).A splendid gem cameo Proof of

the date, a beautiful coin with highly reflective surfaces and

rich, vibrant rainbow iridescence on both sides. A pleasing

gem.
Raised die file lines criss-cross the vertical .shield lines on the obverse,

and are plainly evident to the unaided eye.

PCGS #083822

1870 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Splendid, frosty mint

lustre defines this well struck coin that is toned in lovely

olive-gold, pale gray and rose. The strike is sharp, giving

this well preserved type coin a bold look. Close examination

under a glass reveals the remains of die polish on both sides,

and the reverse exhibits minor doubling of some letters from

the use of two different hub types.

PCGS #003797

1872 Proof-65 (NGC). Doubled Die Obverse. A satinv gem
with strong lustre and pale golden highlights.

Breen-2492. "1872 Doubled Obverse die. Two varieties. \'erv Scaav.

Note crisscrossing shield lines (azure and gules) and double annulet

below cross."

PCGS #003826

Sr\^
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255^ 1S72 C>tMii Hrilliaiit I’riH)t-f»5. Cjlass-sniiHith tiolds ct)mpU*mt*nt

wi'ndortiilly crisp devices. I he strike is singularly tree ot the
die cracks tn which this dens»e alloy was notoriously prone.
1 len' is a splendid example, one ot 950 Proofs struck.

From Boivcrs ami Rmidy's Harbor Sale, June 1982, Lot 298.
IX c.s »(Km26

I
2558 1873 Close 3. Proof-64 (PCGS). Essentially flawless silver

mirror fields highlight the frosty beauty of the reliefs. One of
' 7(K) Proofs struck, and as thoroughly satisfying an example

as might be wished.
rC'CS #003827

1
2559 Pair of nickels: 1883 No CENTS. Very Choice Brilliant Uncir-

culated; 1897 Choice Brilliant Uncirculated or finer. Both coins

show cartwheel lustre with a hint of clear gold, the second
has a trace of filmy residue. The first coin PCGS MS64. (Total:

2 pieces)

2560

1885 Proof-66 CAM (PCGS). Heavily frosted motifs and

richly mirrored fields display a high degree of varied golden

iridescence. While not a great rarity in Proof, beautiful gems
such as the present specimen see a lot of demand from collec-

tors who have difficulty finding the much rarer 1 885 Liberty

nickel in gem circulation format. All told, a beautiful speci-

men, a coin that has seen fewer than a half dozen examples

certified finer by PCGS.
I’CGS Population: 26; 5 finer within the designation (all Proof-67

CAM).

PCGS #083883

2561

1888 MS-65 (NGC). Satiny and lustrous with pale champagne

on both sides. A pleasing gem. Only a dozen examples of the

date have been certified finer by NGC, none above MS-66.

Noticeable die cracks at OF and NTS in the reverse denomination.

PCGS #003849

Splendid Gem 1894 Liberty 5c

Tied for Finest Seen by PCGS

2562

1894 MS-66 (PCGS). A sparkling golden gem with rich lustm

that cascades broadly across satiny surfaces. Nicely struck

in all quarters with just a touch of weakness at the first two

obverse’ stars. A lovely gem that is deserx'edly among the

ranks of the finest seem by PCGS.
P* ( .S Population 19, none fir>*'r

r\(.s

2563

1897 MS-65 (ANACS). A satiny, lustrous gem with pale

champagne and skv blue toning highlights.

PCGS #003858

2564

1900 MS-66 (NGC). A frosty gem with strong underlying

lustre that supports rich champagne highlights.

PCGS #003861

2565

1901 MS-66 (NGC). A highly lustrous gem with rich rose,

peach, and pale champagne highlights on both sides. Among
the finest grading events for the date at NGC.

NGC Census: 35; 3 finer (all MS-67).

PCGS #(H)3862

2566

1901 Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Gorgeous surfaces are

mark-free and lustrous. Amazing ice blue, rose, sea green,

and golden toning gives this example a tremendous level of

eye appeal.

PCGS #003862

Impressive Gem Uncirculated 1902 Liberty 5c

2567

1902 MS-67 (NGC). A frosh' and lustrous gem with a nu-

ance of faint rose toning on both sides. Sharply struck in all

areas, a definite plus for the design type The pTx>ent

is among the four finest examples of the date certified *-

-

far by NGC.
NGC Census: 3, 1 finiT (MS-ItS:

FXGS# 003863
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2568

1906 Proof-66 CAM (PCGS). Pale champagne hues on reflec-

tive fields and lightly frosted motifs. A band of deeper peach
iridescence crosses the reverse.

PCGS #083904

Gem Uncirculated 1912 Liberty Nickel

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

2569

1912 MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem. Richly cascading cart-

wheel lustre and medium champagne highlights grace both

sides of this nicely struck gem. Ideally situated for those who
are in pursuit of Registry Set quality coins.

PCGS Population: 18; none finer.

PCGS #003873

2570 1913 Type I, Proof-65 (PCGS). Glorious general frost distin-

guishes both fields and meticulous devices on this example of

1,520 Type 1 Proofs struck. The palest touch of gold highlights

the subtle brightness of the surfaces.

PCGS #003988

2571 Pair of Buffalo nickels grading MS-66 (PCGS): 1913 Type

I 1915. Both display satiny surfaces with delicate iridescent

highlights. (Total; 2 pieces)

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III

2572 Pair of 1913 Buffalo nickel types: Type 1. MS-66 (NGC).

Matte-like rose surfaces Type 11. MS-66 (NGC). Lustrous

rose surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

2573 Quartette of nickels: 1913 Type I, 1931-S Gem Brilliant Un-
circulated. Both of these delightful coins boast shimmering

silvery lustre complementing needle-sharp strikes. PCGS
MS65; 1916-S Brilliant Uncirculated, close to Choice. Smooth
and pleasing surfaces offer deep lustre and a very subtle

flavor of pale red-gold. PCGS MS62; 1934 Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. Satisfying crystalline silver lustre gives this

coin its pleasing sparkle. PCGS MS65. (Total; 4 pieces)

2574 191 3-D Type 1. MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty, lustrous silver gray

gem with strong eye appeal and equally strong strike. A
popular branch mint issue from the first year of the Buffalo

nickel series.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

f>G(,S #003916

2575 Two Buffalo nickels grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1913-D Type
I. Mattelike with hints of delicate rose, gold, and sky blue

1913-S Type I. Lustrous with splashes of rich rose and gold

toning on both surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

2576 1913-D Type I. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated-65. Clear tawny
gold deepens at the obverse rim, reverse detail is excep-

tionally sharp. Careful examination under a glass reveals a

microscopic pinscratch under the buffalo's neck.
PCGS #003916

2577

1913-S Type I. MS-66 (PCGS).A satiny and lustrous gem with

rich rose and fiery peach iridescence on both sides. Sharply

struck and visually impressive, a truly lovely gem example

of the scarcest of the Type 1 1913 Buffalo nickel issues.

Struck from a somewhat heavily clashed obverse die, not a frequent

occurrence in the Buffalo nickel series.

PCGS #003917

2578 1913-S Type I. MS-66 (NGC). Frosty golden gray with a

warm peach glow that seemingly begins within the matte-

like surfaces of this attractive gem. The key to the Type 1 1913

Buffalo nickel issues.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003917

2579 1913 Type II. Choice Brilliant Proof-63. A delicafe red-gold

flush brings subtle color to this needle-sharp strike, one

of 1,514 sfruck with the revised design of the first Buffalo

dafe.

PCGS #003990

2580 1913 Type II. MS-65 (PCGS). A pleasing gem of the second

design type from the first year of the Buffalo nickel series.

Nicely struck from modestly clashed dies, evidence plain on

the obverse, particularly around the feather tip. Not fully

struck, but with decent sharpness on both sides.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003921

2581

1913-D Type II. MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny gem of the finest

order. Rich golden gray surfaces with deeper golden high-

lights, especially on the obverse. Nicely struck for the date,

with essentially full design elements on both sides. About

as nice as they come in a PCGS holder for this date. .An

exceptional coin in all regards.

PCCiS PopuKition: 42; 8 fiiu'r (.ill MS-67).

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #00.3422

.392 SvACtI
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(I’CCS). in the series, espc'cially wlu*n found mi nice Indivd, fi-wor

ay with than a half do/on examples of this ptipular Mart ity have Ixvn

(PCGS). certified finer by PCGS. An exceptional coin with strong evt

(Total: 2 appeal and a strike that falls just short of complete, tht>uj;h

it is bold for the date.

IX-'GS I’opulatiiin: 3ft; 4 finer (all MS-ft7),

From the Fro^ Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003925

25S2 Pair of Type II Buffalo nickels: m 1913-13 MS-64
Kose-j;ray matte-like obverse; reverse is satiny gr

bright rainbow iridescent highlights 1913-S MS-63
Lovely golden rose over satiny silver gray surfaces,

pieces)

Gem Uncirculated 1913-S Buffalo 5c

Type II, Key to the 1913 Issues

2583 1913-S Type II. MS-65 (PCGS). Satiny golden gray with rich

rose and pale champagne iridescences. A lustrous gem with

superb eye appeal for the assigned grade. Nicely struck with

nearly complete details on both sides. The key date issue

among the six 1913 Buffalo nickel issues.

From the Fro^ Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003923

2584 1914 Proof-66 (PCGS). A satiny Sandblast or Matte Proof of

the date, one of just 1,275 examples produced. The present

coin is exceptional for the grade, with extraordinary eye ap-

peal, a bold, cri.sp strike, and wisps of pale rose and peach

iridescence on both sides.

PCGS #003991

2585 1914 MS-66 (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem with satiny, mat-

telike surfaces. Pale golden hues adorn both sides. The strike

is nearly complete, with just a bit of weakness at the bison's

shoulder.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003924

2586 Pair of Buffalo nickels grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1914.

Speckled gray and splashes of rose toning over satiny surfaces

1916. Splashes of rose and sky blue over lustrous surfaces.

(Total: 2 pieces)

2587 1 914-D MS-66 (PCGS). Golden gray surfaces display a

matte-like qualify. Wisps of faint rose, gold, and pale blue

irideMence grace both sides. A popular, early semi-key date

2588 Two Buffalo nickels grading MS-64 (PCGS): 1914-13. LXvp
rainbow iridescent toning on the obverse; reverM* displays

mostly pale rose 1914-S. Lustrous bluish gray with roM*,

gold, and orange highlights. (Total: 2 pieces)

2589 1914-S MS-65 (PCGS). Highly lustrous golden gray surfaces

with rich champagne on both sides. A popular date in gem
grades. Essentially as nicely struck as this date comes, with

virtually unimprovable details on both sides.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #(X).392ft

2590 Quintette of Buffalo nickels grading MS-64 (PCGS): 1915.
Pale orange highlights with just a whisper of blue r- 1917.

Delicate golden rose with minute spotting noted on both

surfaces 1919. Lustrous with splashes of sunset orange,

sky blue, and violet on both surfaces 1924. Bright lustrous

rose surfaces 1929. Lustrous golden gray surfaces. (Total:

5 pieces)

2591 1915-D MS-65 (NGC). Satiny silver gray with pale rose and

champagne highlights. Nicely struck with just a hint of weak-

ness at the bison's shoulder.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003928

2592 Three Buffalo nickels grading MS-64 (PCGS): 1915-D -

1916-D 1916-S. Each displays satiny silver gray surfaces

with various shades of golden toning. (Total: 3 pieces)

2593 1915-S MS-65 (PCGS). A boldly struck example of this popu-

lar branch mint nickel. A high degree of lustre suppt4rts wisps

of rich champagne and peach toning highlights. A stunning

example of the date and grade, a visually appealing spenmen
that needs no improvement.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III

PCGS #003929
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2594

1915-S MS-64 (NGC). Frosty silver gray with rich champagne
highlights on both sides. Nicely struck for the date, with
nearly complete pelt details at the bison's shoulder.

PCGS #003929

2595 1916 MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny pale golden specimen with rich

underlying lustre and strong eye appeal. Nicely struck.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003930

2596 Quartette of nickels: 1916 Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated.

Lustrous, sharply struck, and lightly toned; 1938-D Gem and
Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1942-P Jefferson. Type II.

Very Choice Brilliant Proof. The first two show clear glowing
gold, the last coin shows a faint haze on the shoulder. (Total:

4 pieces)2597

1916-D MS-65 (PCGS). Frosty silver gray with pale cham-
pagne and rose iridescence. A satiny gem with a mattelike

appearance. Nicely struck for the date with nearly complete

pelt details on the reverse bison.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003932

2598 1916-S MS-65 (PCGS). A high degree of lustre supports a rich

array of champagne and peach highlights. Nearly complete

design elements add to the overall appeal. An attractive

example both physically and aesthetically.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003933

2599 1916-S MS-64 (PCGS). Intense underlying lustre supports an

array of rich gold, rose, and pale sky blue iridescence. Boldly

struck for the date, with just a hint of weakness at the top of

the bi.son's head.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

r’CGS #003933

2600

1917 MS-66 (PCGS). A sharply struck and aesthetically ap-

pealing gem, a pleasing, satiny beauty with bursts of pale

peach and rose iridescence on both sides.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003934

2601

1917-D MS-65 (NGC). An impressive, satiny gem with bold

lustre, rich champagne highlights, and a nuance of faint rose

iridescence. Typical strike for the date with some weakness
at the bison's head and shoulder, though full outlines of the

intended design are present. NGC has certified just one finer

example than that offered here. At or very near the finest

quality available for this date.

NGC Census: 33; 1 finer (MS-66).

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #0039352602

1917-D MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny, lustrous specimen that

approaches gem quality in many respects. Some striking

weakness on reverse, typical for the date, yet still choice for

the grade.

PCGS #003935

Gem Uncirculated 1917-S Buffalo 5c

2603

1917-S MS-65 (PCGS). Strong underlying lustre supports

a wealth of rose, peach, and electric blue toning, not deep,

simply enhancing the surfaces in a charming way. Sharplv

struck for the date; Dave Lange commented on this date: "As

with 1915-S nickels, a relatively small number of coins mav be

found that are extremely well struck." The present specimen

meets the criteria for Lange's "relatively small number" of

1917-S Buffalo nickels with essentiallv full design elements.

An obverse die crack extends from the rim at 8:(X) diagonally

across the feather tip and field through the Indian's hair to the

top of the braid, with another crack from the rim thixuigh the

Y in LIBERTY to the bridge of the Indian's iiose. Curiouslv,

.194 SlU'KI
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thiN cr.K'k M.vminj»ly wraps around the reverse ot the coin,

with a crack at the bison's tail. An attractive gem.
From fin- Froy Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

I’C C.S stX)3M36

i
2604 1917-SMS-64(NGC).Satinysilvergray with pale rose, peach,

and violet iridescence on both sides. Nicely struck, not fully

so, but near enough to warrant mention.
I’CGS #003936

I

I

I

j

2605

i

i

1918 MS-65 (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem with satiny sur-

faces and delightful eye appeal. Some striking weakness at

the bison's shoulder, not unusual for the date. Pale golden

hues on both sides.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003937

2606 1918 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny pale golden gem with broadly

sweeping cartwheel lustre and delightful eye appeal. A hint

of striking weakness is noted at the bison's shoulder.

PCGS #003937

.

’
‘•’rT'*

2608

1918-D MS-63 (PCGS). Strong cartwheel lustn- supports rich

gold and olive toning highlights. Typical strike for the date,

with the bison's head and shoulder details soft in place's.

PCGS #003938

Choice Uncirculated 1918-S Buffalo 5c

2609

1918-S MS-64 (PCGS). Glowing underlying lustre supports

pale champagne, rose, and faint sky blue iridescence on both

sides. A pleasing example of a date about which Dave Lange
wrote "Mint State coins are few, while choice and gem pieces

are rare and seldom offered." With a mintage of just under

4.9 million pieces, the Lange reference ranks this date 14th of

64 dates in the series for rarity and desirability. Nicely struck,

much better than typically encountered for the date, with

essentially full head details on reverse and with a nearly full

pelt at the bison's shoulder; quite an unusual happenstance

for the date.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003940

Gem Mint State 1918-D Buffalo Nickel

2607 1918-D MS-65 (NGC). Satiny, mattelike golden gray surfaces

with strong lustre and a viv'id array of pale violet, rose, and

electric blue on both sides. A plea.sing example of the date, an

impressive gem that has seen just five grading ezvnts finer at

NGC. Nicely struck for the date, with essentially full design

elements on both sides; this date is often lacking in sharpness,

especially on the reverse at the bison's head and shoulder

area.

NGC Census: 20; 5 finer (all MS-66).

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS « 0039.38

Lustrous Choice Uncirculated 1918-S Buffalo 5c

2610

1918-S MS-64 (NGC). Satiny surfaces with strong lustre and

rich champagne on both sides. Pale sky blue wends its wa\
through the lustre here and there. Some\N hat h pical strike for

the date, largely full bison head details, but s<ime ^^eakrK•ss

at the shoulder pelt. Still, an attractive coin for the grade.

that readily deserves the MS-64 grade.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111

PCGS #003940
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2611 1918-S MS-63 (PCGS). Satiny golden gray with pale blue
and rose iridescence. Mattelike in appearance, and altogether

choice for the assigned grade. Only a hint of weakness affects

the bison's shoulder on reverse, as typically seen for this

date.

PCGS #003940

2612 1918-S About Uncirculated-50. Pale golden toning at the

peripheries. The central obverse strike is quite typical of

this date, and there is some evidence of a past very gentle

cleaning.

PCGS #003940

2613

1919 MS-66 (PCGS). An impressive gem with strong lustre.

The satiny surfaces display pale rose and sky blue irides-

cence. Boldly struck, with good overall eye appeal as well.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003941

Frosty Golden Gem 1919-D Nickel

2x photo

2614

1919-D MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny, frosty gem with strong

underlying lustre that supports rich champagne and pale

rose. An appealing specimen that holds up well to careful

scrutiny. The Lange reference states: "1919-D is one of the

more challenging issues to locate fully struck in the period of

generally weak coins that extended from 1917 through 1926.

It is one of the last holes filled by a discriminating collector,

regardless of whether one is collecting EF-AU or gem Un-
circulated." The present specimen will certainly satisfy any

discriminating collector, as its reverse strike is probably as

full as the date ever gets; fully 95% or better of the head and

shoulder details are boldly delineated. If you are seeking a

combination of eye appeal, physical quality and strike, this

is the one for you!

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

pcc;s #003942

2615

1919-D MS-64 (PCGS). Rich golden gray surfaces with
strong underlying lustre. Some lightness of strike, as virtu-

ally always seen for the date. Still, choice for the grade.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003942

2616

1919-D MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty champagne surfaces with rich

cartwheel lustre in abundance. Nicely struck, with just a tad

of weakness at the bison's head and shoulder. Undeniably

choice for the date and grade.

PCGS #003942

Choice Mint State 1919-S Nickel2617

1919-S MS-64 (PCGS). Sparkling underlying lustre on satiny

surfaces, with rich varied champagne hues on both sides.

Deeper gold insinuates its way into the recessed areas. Unde-
niable choice for the grade, free of extraneous contact marks, a

delightful coin that holds up well to magnified scrutiny. Nicely

struck as well, certainly better than the majority of the date.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003943

2618

1919-S MS-64 (NGC). Brilliant silver gray with strong lustre

and a nuance of faint champagne on both sides. Nicely struck

for the date, not fully so, but with enough striking detail

present to warrant mention.
PCGS #003943

2619

1919-S MS-63 (PCGS). A frosty specimen with rich underly-

ing lustre and delightful golden iridescence on both sides.

Struck from well-worn die.s, not an unusual occura'uce for

this popular branch mint issue.

I’C(.;S #(X)3443
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2620 1420 MS-66 (I’CGS). A sparkling gom with intense cartwheel
lustre and rich, varied champagne hues on both sides. Nicely

struck; not fully so, but with virtually all of the reverse pelt

details outlined at the bison's shoulder.

From the Fro;^ Run Farm Collection, Part III.

I’CGS »(X13M44

2621 Pair of Buffalo nickels grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1920

1925. Both display various shades of rainbow toning. (Total:

2 pieces)

Exceptional Gem 1920-D Buffalo 5c

2622

1920-D MS-65 (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem with fiery

champagne highlights on both sides. Nicely struck for the

date, not completely so, but with details very near to com-

plete. Some faint, well-hidden flecks and a reverse planchet

lamination, as struck, become obvious after a diligent, magni-

fied search. Still, the unaided eye appeal is substantial, and

easily meets the standard of the assigned grade.

PCGS #003945

Impressive Gem 1920-D Buffalo Nickel

2625

1920-D MS-65 (PCGS). An impressive gem with satiny

surfaces and intense cartwheel lustre. Rich rose iridescence

graces the majority of the surface on both sides. The Lange

reference on Buffalo nickels calls this date "a ver\’ scarce coin

in the higher circulated grades and in all Mint State grades,

(^ly one example of the date has been certified finer than

the present gem by PCCjS. .Nicely struck lor ihf dat«-, tlu.'ugh

stime weakness is noted in the bison's head and should^

area. Still, a pleasing coin that would do justice to virluallv

any Buffalo nickel sc‘t currently being formed
PCCjS Population 45; 1 Iiiut (MS-hCi)

From the Fro}^ Run Farm Collection, Part III.

I’CGS #003945

2624 1920-D MS-64 (NGC). A satiny specimen with effusive

cartwheel lustre. Rich rose, sky blue, and golden highlights

adorn both sides of this beauty, a coin that comes very close

to gem grade in many respects. Typical strike for the date,

some lightness at the bison's head and shoulder, though most

of the details are outlined and present.

PCGS #003945

Choice Uncirculated 1920-S Buffalo 5c

2625 1920-S MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty surfaces with strong lustre

and good overall eye appeal. Warm golden hues present on

both sides. Nicely struck, with decent detail in all the tell-tale

spots, particularly at the bison's head and shoulder. Natural

planchet flaws, as struck, well-hidden at LIBERTY and in the

bison's shoulder pelt on the reverse.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003946

2626

1920-S MS-63 (PCGS). A satiny and highly lustrous example

of the date, a pretty coin with rich gold on both sides. A hint

of weakness at the bison's head and shoulder, as typical for

the date. Still, undeniably choice for the assigned grade.

PCGS #003946

2627

1920-S MS-63 (NGC). Somewhat prooflike in appearance

with steeply basined fields. Strong lustm and a dash here

and them of rose and champagne iridescence noti'd S’»me

striking weakness on awerse, as virtually alwa\ s sixti tor thr

date. Choice for the grade.

PCCiS #003‘»4/^
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2628

1921 MS-66 (PCGS). A bright and lustrous gem with impres-

sive eye appeal. The strike is strong, and the warm golden
tones on both sides increase the aesthetic appeal.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003947

2629

1921 MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny gem with effusive cartwheel

lustre and a whisper of faint champagne on both sides.

Sharply struck and every bit the gem the holder proclaims

it to be.

PCGS #003947

Gorgeous Gem 1921-S Buffalo Nickel

2630

1921-S MS-65 (PCGS). Incredible lustre supports a wealth of

dynamic hues, ranging from pale champagne to deep sunset

orange. Sharply struck in all areas, and a treat to the eye as

such. David Lange's reference on Buffalo nickels calls this

"a very challenging coin to find in desirable condition." In

the present cataloguer's opinion, the challenge ends here!

PCGS Population: 51; 7 finer (all MS-66).

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003948

2631

1921-S MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty, matte-like surfaces with rich

all-encompa.ssing lustre on both sides. Bursts of champagne,

rose, and pale sky blue mingle perfectly on near-pristine

surfaces. Sharply struck for the date, with exceptional detail

on both sides.

pcc;s #003948

November 2i

2632

1923 MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty gem with impressive eye ap-

peal, strong lustre, and a nuance of faint rose iridescence on
both sides. Possessed of a decenf strike, nearly complete in

all places, a plus where this date is concerned.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003949

2633

Three NGC-certified Buffalo nickels; 1923 MS-64. Satiny

golden gray surfaces 1926 MS-65. Lustrous sunset orange

with splashes of delicate sky blue 1929-D MS-64. Lustrous

with golden orange at the high points. Some spotting noted.

(Total: 3 pieces)

Gem Mint State 1923-S Buffalo 5c

2634

1923-S MS-65 (NGC). A frosty gem with strong eye appeal

and rich rose iridescence on both sides. Highly lustrous as

well. Some striking weakness on the reverse, one of the call-

ing cards of this particular date, indeed, the Lange reference

notes: "Examples having adequate strike do turn up but fully

sfruck pieces are rare."

NGC Census: 23; 3 finer (all MS-66).

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003950

2635

1923-S MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny medium golden specimen,

wifh delightful underlying lustre and rose highlights on both

sides. A semi-key date at this grade level.

PCGS #003950

2636

1923-S MS-64 (PCGS). Froslv medium gold with rich peach

iridescence on both sides. U'ell-struck tor the date, w ith
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ni*«irly ii'iiiplott* dotiiils lui both sides. Indeed, we su^j’est

the pri'sent cnin is about as sharp as ever stH^'n for this date,
rivaling as it di>es the Lange reference plate coin, a particu-

larly sharp and lovely example. If strike matters to you, you
would do well to examine the present specimen.

From the Fro^\f Run Farm Collection, Part HI.

K tiS #003950

f 2637 1923-S lVlS-63 (PCGS). Frosty golden gray with strong lustre

and pale rose highlights on both sides. A popular semi-key
date, especially in Uncirculated. Softness at the bison's head
and shoulder is typical for the issue, and is noted here for

accuracy.

I’CGS #003930

2638 1924 MS-66 (PCGS). Incredibly lustrous with rich champagne
on both sides. A satiny gem that easily deserves the assigned

grade. Fewer than a half dozen examples of the date have

been certified finer than the present gem by PCGS. Excep-

tional for the grade.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003951

2639

Gem Mint State 1924-D Buffalo 5C

1924-D MS-65 (PCGS). A satiny gem with impressive pale

blue, rose, and peach toning iridescence on both sides. Struck

from a rotated reverse die, with the bison's head at the 8:00

position rather than the 9:00 position. Nicely struck with just

a modicum of faintness at the bison's head and shoulder on

the reverse. Just one example of the date has been deemed

finer than the present gem by PCGS. Truly gorgeous.

PCGS Population: 78; 1 finer (MS-66).

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003952

2640

1924-D MS-64 (PCGS). Sparkling golden highlights grace

both sidt*s of this satiny, lustrous branch mint Buffalo nickel.

A touch of reverse softness, as nearly always seen for this

somewhat elusive branch mint issue.

f\ (,S #003932

Elusive 1924-S Buffalo nickel

MS-64 PCGS

2641

1924-S MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny specimen that falls just short

of gem where overall quality is concerned, at least in the eyes

of PCGS. Strong underlying lustre supports pale sea green,

peach, and golden iridescence on both sides. Ranked fourth

out of 64 dates in the Lange reference, whem the author noted

that the date is "quite rare in Mint State. Although largely

spared the technical problems that plague other key dates, it

is rare by virtue of its poor survivorship in desirable grades."

Possessed of a strike that is essentially as fine as found for

the date, with just a hint of weakness at the bottom of the

shoulder pelt on the reverse bison, and a trivial amount of

weakness in the head details as well. The pa'sent coin is

undeniably choice for the assigned grade, and will do justice

to any serious Buffalo nickel collection.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

KGS #003953
2642

1924-S EF-40 (NGC). A modestly circulated example of this

popular key date. Worn on the high points, as should be ex-

pected, but devoid of contact marks of any consequence; the

unaided eye fails to detect a single bruise or other distraction.

Deep gold in the recessed areas.

KGS #003953

2643

1925 MS-66 (PCGS). A frosty golden gray gem with strong

underlying lustre and a nice strike, a coin that easily meets

the standards for MS-66.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

KGS #003954

2644

1925 MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny beautv' with robust cartAvheel

lustre, rich golden hues, and a bold, crisp strike.

KGS #003934
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Gem Uncirculated 1925-D Buffalo Nickel

2645

1925-D MS-65 (NGC). Lustrous silver gray with rich cham-
pagne iridescence on frosty, mattelike surfaces. Struck from
a heavily rofafed reverse die, buffalo's head points closer to

7:00 than to 9:00. Additionally, this strike is actually quite bold

for dafe, not full, but with enough detail there to warrant an
admiring nod. Regarding the strike on this particular date,

the Lange reference nofes "even Mint State coins may show
little or no sign of the bison's horn, while very few have
complete horns." The present specimen is blessed with a

complete horn, and is a rarity within the date as such.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003955

2646

1925-D MS-64 (NGC). Pale rose and lilac iridescence graces

the satiny golden gray surfaces. Jusf a hint of weakness at the

bison's shoulder on reverse, though the strike is finer fhen

typically seen for fhe date. A pleasing coin overall.

PCGS #003955

Choice Mint State 1925-S Buffalo Nickel

2647

1925-S MS-64 (PCGS). Strong underlying lustre on satiny

surfaces. A briskly toned specimen with an exciting array

of fiery peach, carmine, and pale elecfric blue iridescence

on both sides. Strong—but not quite full —design defails

present on the reverse, nice overall for the date.

Intriguing die chip—or perhaps the remnants of a previously punched

mintmark—noted in the upper loop of the existing S mintmark.

PCGS #003956

Choice Mint State 1925-S Buffalo SC

2648

1925-S MS-64 (PCGS). Bursts of lively gold, rose, and fiery

orange iridescence adorn both sides of this highly lustrous

Buffalo nickel. Some faintness of strike at the bison's .shoul-

der, typical for the date. All told, an absolutely pleasing

representative example of the date and assigned grade.

Pt (.S «(X)3956

400

Lustrous 1925-S Buffalo Nickel

MS-64 PCGS

2649

1925-S MS-64 (PCGS). Highly lustrous golden gray with rich

champagne on both sides. Some faint flecks become visible

under low magnificafion, though they elude the unaided eye.

Some weakness of sfrike on both sides, a typical occurrence

for fhe dafe. An aesthetically appealing specimen.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003956

2650 1925-S MS-63 (PCGS). Mattelike golden gray with effusive

cartwheel lustre that seemingly glows from within. A pleas-

ing coin with a finer-than-average strike for fhe date.

PCGS #003956

2651 Four Buffalo nickels grading MS-66 (PCGS): 1926. Lus-

trous with delicate golden surfaces 1936-D. Lusfrous with

rose-gold surfaces^ 1937-D. Lustrous with just a whisper of

gold 1937-S. Satiny rose-gold surfaces. (Tofal: 4 pieces)

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

Gem Mint State 1926-D Nickel

2652 1926-D MS-65 (PCGS). Satiny silver gray with rich gold and

lilac iridescence coupled with strong lustre on both sides.

Nicely struck for fhe dafe, with nearly full details in all

quarters, and choice as such. Struck from a slightly rotated

reverse die, the reverse bison's head somewhat short of 9:00

on the reverse.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003958

2653 Two PCGS-certified nickels: 1926-D MS-63. Lustrous witli

splashes of rose over bofh surfaces and hints of sky blue at the

devices 1929-S MS-65. Satiny lustre with traces of delicate

rose. (Total: 2 pieces)

Sr VCNl
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2661

1927-D MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny beauty with strong lustre

and great eye appeal. Rich champagne highlights adorn both

sides. A touch of striking weakness at the bison's shoulder,

not unusual for this branch mint issue.

I’C'GS #W3%1

Choice Uncirculated 1926-S Buffalo 5c 2659 Trio of Buffalo nickels grading MS-65 (I’C'GS): 1927

Satiny lustre with delicate bluish gray surfaces 192K

Satiny silver gray with hints of gold i.. 1930. Lustrous with

splashes of bright golden iridescence on both surfaii*s. ( lt»lal

3 pieces)

From the Fro^ Run Farm Collection, Part III.

2654 1926-S MS-64 (PCGS). A lustrous, satiny specimen with
excellent eye appeal. Pale rainbow iridescence graces both
sides of this low-mintage (970,000 struck) key date in the

Buffalo nickel series. Possessed of a finer strike than typically

seen for the date, with much detail at the bi.son's head and
shoulder—not complete, for such would be a major rarity,

but certainly with enough detail there to entice anyone who
appreciates fine quality. A "rare and highly sought coin" as

David Lange noted in his Buffalo nickel reference.

From the Fro}^ Run Farm Collection, Port III.

I’CGS #IX)3959

2660 1927-D MS-64 (PCGS). Strong cartwheel lustre supports

pale champagne hues, with some deeper gold and rose on
the reverse. Not sharply struck, but with enough "meat"

present in the design details to warrant mention; this date is

often very flat.

From the Fro^ Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003%]

! 2655 1926-S AU-58 (NGC). Varied shades of gold on attractive

steel gray surfaces. Retained lustre in the protected areas

serves to highlight the fairly bold design details. An essen-

tially mark-free example of a popular low-mintage—900,070

pieces—rarity in the Buffalo nickel series.

PCGS #003959

2656 1926-S AU-50 (PCGS). A popular low'-mintage scarcity, and

the only regular-issue date in the series with a mintage figure

that dipped below the one million mark. Medium golden gray

w'ith some faint olive and rose highlights. Lightly worn, as

should be expected, yet devoid of all circulation marks save

for a tiny rim bruise at 4:00 on the obverse.

PCGS #003959

I

j

2657 1927MS-66(PCGS). A highly lustrous gem with faint peach,

sky blue, and rose toning highlights on both sides. Satiny,

nearly fully struck, and aesthetically appealing.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

Pt C.S #003960

2658 Pair of Buffalo nickels grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1927.

Lustrous with traces of sunset orange in the fields 1928.

Lustrous with just a whisper of rose on the obverse; reverse

with delicate sky blue fields and rose on the devices. (Total;

2 pieces)

2662

1927-S MS-64 (PCGS). A high degree of lustre supports a

rich array of bright gold on the obverse, with w'arm peach

and pale rose highlights on the reverse. Nicely struck for the

date, not fully so, but certainly with enough detail to merit

mention. Struck from moderately clashed dies, not a com-
mon occurrence in the Buffalo nickel series. An attractive

representative example of the date and grade, a coin with

the appearance of a much finer grade.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003%2

2663

1927-S MS-63 (PCGS). Lustrous golden grav surfaces with

pale rose, sky blue, and fier\' gold iridescence on both sidev.

Steeply basin obverse fields appear prooflike. Reverse nicelv

struck, not fullv so, but close enough to warrant mention
PCGS #003%2'

lAC k's 401
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Lustrous Gem Uncirculated 1928-S Sc

2664 1927-S MS-63 (NGC). Satiny silver gray with splashes of

champagne and rose iridescence. Nicely struck for the date;

not fully, but with enough detail present to place this speci-

men in the above average category.

PCGS #003962

2665 1928 MS-66 (PCGS). Sparkling silver gray surfaces with rich,

bold lustre. Pale gold decorates the rims.

PCGS #003963

2668

1928-S MS-65 (PCGS). Bright and satiny silver gray with

strong lustre and rich champagne iridescence. Nicely struck,

nearly fully so, and quite scarce as such. Dave Lange's refer-

ence notes: "not as poorly struck as the worst S-Mint nickels,

full strikes are rare. Most examples display a general softness

in the date, the mintmark, and the bison's forehead. The
specimen shown above is exceptional." The present coin is

easily as sharp and appealing as the plate specimen noted

in the quote from Dave Lange, and should appeal to a broad

spectrum of Buffalo nickel specialists.

PCGS Population: 50; 5 finer (all MS-66).

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III

PCGS #003965

2671 1929-D MS-65 (PCGS). Broadly sweeping lustre on satiny

medium gold surfaces. A pleasing example of the date and

grade combination.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #(X)3967

Gem Uncirculated 1928-D Buffalo

None Certified Finer by PCGS
5(t

2669

1928-S MS-64 (PCGS). A rich array of vibrant peach, rose,

and carmine gathers on both sides of this lustrous Buffalo

nickel. Some reverse striking weakness, as virtually always

seen for the date. Choice for the grade.

PCGS #003965

2670

1929 MS-66 (PCGS). A sparkling gem with heavy underlying

lustre that supports rich champagne iridescence. A hint of

striking softness on the reverse, though not as flat as some

examples of this date are often seen. We note here that just

a pair of 1929 Buffalo nickels have been certified finer than

the present specimen by PCGS, both MS-67. A nice oppor-

tunity.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111

PCGS #003966

2666 1928-D MS-66 (PCGS). A boldly impressed gem, not fully

so, but near enough to warrant mention. The highly lustrous

surfaces are rich with rose and champagne iridescence. No
example of this date has been certified finer than the present

gem by PCGS, and careful, intense scrutiny will reveal the

accuracy of PCGS's opinion. Truly choice in every way.
PCGS Population: 28; none finer.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III

PCGS #003964

2667 1928-D MS-65 (PCGS). Sparkling peach, rose, and sky blue

iridescence on satiny, highly lustrous surfaces. A hint of

striking weakness at the bison's shoulder is typical for the

date, though the present specimen is finer than usually seen

in that regard.

PCGS #003964

402 Si
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2672 1929-S MS-66 (PCGS). Lustrous medium gray with satiny

surfaces that display flashy champagne iridescence. Nicely
struck, not fully so at the bison's shoulder, but near enough
to draw approval from appreciative Buffalo nickel fans.

Fnmt fhc Fro^ Run Farm Collection, Part III.

I’CCS #003968

2673

Trio of Buffalo nickels grading MS-65 (PCGS); 1930.

Lustrous peach with some spots noted 1930-S. Lustrous
with rose, sky blue, and violet highlights on both surfaces

1931-S. Bright sun.set, violet, and blue over lustrous surfaces.

(Total; 3 pieces)

2674

1930-S MS-66 (PCGS). Spectacular cartwheel lustre graces

the bright silver obverse and the rich champagne reverse. A
satiny gem with a reverse strike that approaches complete-

ness in all areas.

From the Fro}^ Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003970

2675 1931-S MS-66 (PCGS). A beautiful gem with intense cart-

wheel lustre that displays sunset hues of peach and gold on

the obverse, with pale sky blue and rose on the reverse. Some
flatness of strike at the bison's shoulder, as typically seen for

this popular branch mint issue.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III

PCGS #003971

2676 Three Buffalo nickels grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1934. Satiny

lustre 1935. Lustrous with splashes of gold, sky blue, and

rose iridescence on both surfaces 1937. Satiny with hints

of rose. (Total: 3 pieces)

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

2677 Two toned Buffalo nickels grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1934

1935-D. Both display attractive bright iridescent rainbow

toning. (Total: 2 pieces)

date is frequently flatly struck, particularly on the reversi'

at the bison's shoulder. The present coin, once belonging to

Bill Fivaz, was no doubt chosen by Bill for its distinct strike.

While not full at the bison's shoulder, the details are so closi‘

that the present 1934-D Buffalo must rank in the top 10% of

specimens for sharpness.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III. Previously from

the Bill Fivaz Collection.

PCGS #003973

2679 1934-D MS-65 (PCGS). A highly lustrous gem. Silver gray

surfaces with pale rose and champagne on both sides. Nearly

complete strike, a statement that should carry some weight

with Buffalo nickel enthusiasts, as the 1934-D is nearly al-

ways flat and unappealing. Sharpness of strike coupled with

extraordinary eye appeal makes for a true gem.
I’CGS #003973

2680 1935 PDS nickel set: 1935-P,D,S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.

These well-matched examples display identical bold frosty

silver lustre of great richness and splendidly detailed strikes.

PCGS MS65. (Total: 3 pieces)

2681 Selection of Buffalo nickels grading MS-65 (NGC): 1935.

Lustrous and attractive 1935-S. Satiny silver gray with

splashes of pale golden toning 1936-D. Lustrous with

splashes of sunset gold 1936-S. Lustrous with just a whisper

of gold. Planchet lamination at the center of both obverse and
reverse 1937-D. Satiny golden gray with hints of delicate

sky blue here and there 1937-S. Satiny golden rose surfaces.

(Total; 6 pieces)

2682 1935-D MS-66 (PCGS). Bright peach, gold, and iridescent

rose grace both sides of this highly lustrous gem.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003975

2683 1935-S MS-66 (PCGS). A satiny, mattelike gem with strong

underlying lustre that supports pale champagne. Nicelv

struck for the date, with nearly full reverse details at the

bison's shoulder.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part III.

PCGS #003976
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Superb Satiny Proof 1936 Buffalo 5c

2684 1936 Satin Proof-68 (NGC). A superb Satin Proof of the date, a

lovely coin that readily deserves the assigned grade. Sharply

struck, as should be expected, with boldly sweeping lustre

and rich champagne and rose on both sides. An extraordinary

beauty that holds up well to careful inspection, and a coin

that is destined for a superb Buffalo nickel cabinet.

NGC Census: 18; 1 finer within the Satin Proof designation (Proof-

68^).

PCGS #003994

2685 1936 Type I. Proof-66 (PCGS). Glass-smooth fields and glow-

ing, needle-sharp devices are laved in the lightest rose-gold

for exceptional beauty. Here is a top-flight example of an

eagerly soughf-after Proof mintage of 4,420 pieces.

PCGS #003994

2686 Group of PCGS-certified nickels: 1936, 1936-D, 1936-S, 1938-D

Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Here are nicely matched, faintly

gold-toned coins displaying exceptional overall lustre for

fully pleasing visual ehect. PCGS MS65; 1937, 1937-D, 1937-S,

1938-D, 1938-D /S Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Lustre is full

and sparkling on these carefully selected examples of the

later Buffalo dates. PCGS MS65. (Total: 9 pieces)

2687 Four Buffalo nickels grading MS-65 (PCGS): 1936 1936-S

1937 1937-S. Each is lustrous and attractive with varied

hues of golden and rose. (Total: 4 pieces)

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part lU.

2688 Group of PCGS-certified Buffalo nickels: 1936 MS-65.

Satiny silver gray with hints of golden rose 1937 MS-65.

Satiny golden gray lustre 1938-D MS-67. Lustrous with

bright sunset golden toning on both surfaces 1938-D /S

MS-65. Lustrous with splashes of sunset orange and sky blue

on both surfaces. (Total: 4 pieces)

Choice Mint State 1937-D Buffalo 5(t

Popular 3-Legged Variety

2689

1 937-D 3-Legged. MS-64 (NGC). Frosty golden gray surfaces

with rich lustre and bright champagne iridescence. Nicely

struck, especially for this popular issue, a variety that is

typically seen soft and mushy; such is not the case here, as

the reverse details in particular are nearly full. Choice Uncir-

culated examples of this popular scarcity always draw their

fair share of attention when they enter the auction arena. We
suspect the present piece, undeniably of MS-64 quality, will

attract much activity when presented to our bidding audi-

ence.

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

PCGS #003982

Choice Mint State 1937-D Buffalo Sc

Popular 3-Legged Variety

2690

1937-D 3-Legged. MS-64 (NGC). Deep golden hues on
lustrous, mattelike surfaces. Nicely struck for this variety,

with nearly full pelt details on the reverse; this issue is often

wanting in the strike department. Undeniably Mint State, an

impressive example that will make a delightful addition to

any high-grade Buffalo nickel collection.

PCGS #003982

2691 1937-S MS-67 (PCGS). A satiny gem with strong lustre, at-

tractive pale pastel rainbow toning highlights, and a bold

strike for the date.

PCGS #003983

2692 Quartette of Buffalo nickels grading MS-66: 1938-D (2).

(PCGS). Lustrous with golden rose and just the slightest

wisp of sky blue; (NGC). Lustrous sunset golden surfaces

1938-D /D (PCGS). Satiny with lovely rose highlights

1938-D /S (PCGS). Satiny silver gray with rose highlights.

(Total: 4 pieces)

From the Frog Run Farm Collection, Part 111.

2693 Partial Date Set of Proof Jefferson Nickels. 1938, 1939, 1940,

1941, 1942 Type I, 1942-P Type II, 1950, 1951. Gem Brilliant

Proof. Gleaming mirror brilliance and vivid strikes define

this grouping of exceptionally high quality examples. PCGS
PR65. (Total: 8 pieces)

2694 Two Jefferson nickels MS-66 FS (PCGS): 1938. Lustrous

delicate golden surfaces with hints of rose and skv blue

1952-D. Satiny champagne surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)
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Impressive Gem Proof 1939 Jefferson 5c

Reverse of 1940

Tied for Finest Graded by PCGS

2695

1939 Proof-67 (PCGS). Lightly frosted motifs and mirror

fields form a modest yet pleasing cameo contrast. Pale

champagne hues grace both sides. A sharp and appealing

example of the variety with slightly modified design details

in Monticello on the reverse.

PCGS Population: 15; none finer within the Reverse of 1940 designa-

tion.

PCGS #094176

2696

1939-S MS-66 FS (PCGS). A sparkling gem with intense

cartwheel lustre that supports wisps of pale peach and gold

iridescence. Among the finest examples of this popular Jef-

ferson nickel variety certified thus far by PCGS. With such

"modern" issues as Jefferson nickels, Roosevelt dimes, and

Washington quarters coming into vogue early in the 21st

century, we suggest the present coin will see spirited bidding

activity.

I’CGS Population: 11; none finer within the designation.

PCGS #894006

2697

1940 Proof-67 (PCGS). A sparkling Proof with highly re-

flective fields and lightly dusted motifs. Pale champagne

iridescence graces both sides.

PCGS Population: 11; 1 finer within the designation (Proof-68).

PCGS #094177

COMMEMORATIVE
SILVER COINS2700

Commemorative silver half dollars; 1935-S Arkansas, W3fi

Rhode Island. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. First coin shows

clear rose-gold, second displays old-gold at the rims. PCGS
MS65; 1936-S Bay Bridge, 1925 Stone Mountain. Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. Both Bay Bridge and Stone .Mountain display

a wealth of rose toning, deepening on the first coin to ebony.

NGC MS65. (Total; 4 pieces)

2701

1936-S Bay Bridge. MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant with smtxith,

satiny lustre. Delicate toning. A very nice example of an issue

which often comes "baggv." A coin for the connoisseur.

PCGS #0(19254

2702

Commemorative silver half dollars; 1934 Bcxine; 1937 Roanoke.

Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. First coin displays satin silver

under clear gold, its companion pa*sents flawlt*ss cartwheel

silver lustre. 1893 Columbian Exp. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated.

Dazzling frosty silver lustre contrasts pleasingly with arcs of

old-gold at the sharp rims. Here is the often-abused Columbian

as it was intended to Icxik. (Total; 3 pieces)

2703

1935/34 Boone. MS-67 (PCGS). Light lilac and gold toning

over satiny surfaces. A nice example of this controversial (in

its time) variety.

PCGS #009262

2698 1954-D MS-65 FS (PCGS). A frosty gem with pale peach

highlights and strong cartwheel lustre on both sides.

PCGS #084053

2699 1997-P SMS. MS-70 FS (PCGS). A frosty, satiny gem with

pale champagne and bold lustre on both sides. A coin that

has been certified as "perfect" on the 1 to 70 grading scale.

K GS #084140

2704

Commemorative silver half dollars; 1936-P,D,S B(xine. Gem
Brilliant Uncirculated. Satin radiance unifies this set, the

Philadelphia coin showing a wisp of clear gold. PCGS MS65.

(Total: 3 pieces)

2705

1937 Boone. MS-67 (NGC). Mottled gold, gra\, and m.X'»‘'”

toning over lustrous silver surfaces |u -t right tor thi r v •

who likes old-time patination

KGS #(XW270
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2706

1938-D Boone. MS-67 (PCGS). Lovely light golden toning
over satiny, smooth surfaces. Absolutely superb. A remark-
able coin quality-wise, and also intriguing for its low distri-

bution figure of just 2,100 pieces.

PCGS #009275

2707

1938-D Boone. MS-66 (PCGS). A vibrantly toned gem ex-

ample of this popular issue from the Boone commemorative
half dollar series. Varied shades of violet, rose, carmine, and
peach adorn both sides, with splashes of deep sea green

present on the reverse as well.

PCGS #009275

2708

1925-S California. MS-67 (NGC). Light golden toning over

lustrous surfaces. Well struck. Very attractive. One of the

more pleasing designs of the era.

PCGS #009281

Ultra-Quality 1951-S Carver-Washington

2709 1951-S Carver-Washington. MS-67 (NGC). Mottled light and

medium rainbow toning on the obverse, with light heather

and magenta toning on the reverse. A very nice high-grade

piece.

NGC Census: 8; 1 finer (MS-67tV’ finest). Somehow the engr.iver forgot

to put the state of Delaware on the map on the reverse (although Rhode

Island, even smaller, is clearly outlined).

I't t,S #()(W432

2710 1951-S Carver-Washington. MS-66 (PCGS). Frosty and bril-

liant with deep carmine toning at the rims.
PCGS #009432

2711 1952 Carver-Washington. MS-66 (PCGS). A sparkling gem
with impressive peach and pale sky blue iridescence on the

obverse, and with a sheen of pale champagne on the reverse.

The lustre is unyielding, making for an attractive gem.
PCGS #009434

2712

1953 Carver-Washington. MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant and
lustrous with a whisper of toning. Significant as the high-

est grade assigned by PCGS—in good company with some
others, but none finer.

PCGS #009438

2713 1941 Western Reserve Numismatic Club countermarks
on a 1936 Cleveland half dollar. Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated-63. Highly lustrous and predominantly brilliant with

light traces of soft champagne toning adding to the aesthetic

appeal. A bold countermark, sharp and evenly applied.

Countermarked in 1941 by the Western Reserve Numismatic
Club in Cleveland, Ohio to commemorate the club's 20th an-

niversary year. These marks were applied to 100 Cleveland

half dollars, and they are unknown on any other host coin.

An excellent article on this issue, and other marks by this

organization by collector John Merz appeared in the Novem-
ber 2004 issue of The Comnmnorative Trail. According to this

article, these countermark dies were destroyed after the 100th

piece was marked, and the U.S. Secret Service confiscated

many of these coins early on, as they considered them to be

defaced government property. Today, it is estimated that

only 25 or so of these remain extant, and appearances of

them at auction suggest that the estimate is probably prettv

accurate. We were fortunate to offer two such examples in

our March 2006 sale, as Lots 2018 and 2019, and this is the

first example we have seen since. It is consigned from the

estate of a long-time collector and has been off the market

since 1977.

From RARCOA's Sale of the Harley L Freeman Collection.

May 1977, Lot 269.

2714 Commemorative silver lialf dollars: 193(vP,D,S Columbia,

S.C. Cem Brilliant Uncirculated. Splendid satin-retleclive

lustre flavored with a whisper of gold unifies this high-qual-

ity set of a scarce and popular commemorative. IX'CS MS(\5.

(Total; 3 pieces)

406 Siw
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2715 1936-D Columbia. MS-68 (NGC). Keeping good company
with the preceding, but with the silver a little brighter and
the toning with hints ot gold, this piece is also very special,

rccs #tKW292

2716 1936-D Columbia. MS-68 (NGC). Light lilac and heather

toning over lustrous silver surfaces. An especially high grade

and beautiful eye appeal combine to make this a coin worth

having.

PCGS #009292

2717 Pairof NGC-certified commemorative half dollars: 1936-D

Columbia. MS-67. Satiny lustre with just a whisper of mottled

gray toning on both surfaces 1925 Stone Mountain. MS-

66'Cr. Satiny lustre with pastel rose, gold, and sky blue at the

peripheries. (Total: 2 pieces)

2718 1936-S Columbia. MS-66 (PCGS). Light golden toning with

some mottling over lustrous surfaces.

PCGS #009293

I HI N-: >kVM 15 C 11

2721

1935 Connecticut. MS-67 (NGC). Light brown and gold ton-

ing over lustrous surfaces. A lovely example of this popular

issue.

I^CGS #009299

2722

1936 Elgin. MS-67^ (NGC). Lightly mottled gray and iri-

descent toning characterizes the obverse, while the reverse

is silver with some hints of iridescence. An especially high-

grade example of this popular issue.

NC;C Census: 7; 5 finer (MS-6K-* finest).

KCiS #009303

Exceptional Grade 1893 Columbian Half Dollar

2719 1893 Columbian. MS-67 (NGC). Iridescent toning on the

obverse includes gray, blue, and gold. The reverse is mainly

light blue, light gold, and magenta. Ideal for the buyer of

high-grade patinated commemoratives.
PCCiS #009297

2720 Commemorative silver half dollars: 1893 Columbian. Ver\’

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated; 1935-S San Diego. Gem Bril-

liant Uncirculated; 1926 Sesquicentennial. Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated or finer. First shows cartwheel silver, next has

g(»ld framing frosty silver, last shows shimmering silver

under glowing gold; 1893 Columbian. Brilliant Uncirculated

or finer (2), Choice About Uncirculated; plus Walking LiK'rW

1946 S Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Commemorative

:oin" show’ bold quality, their companion is a near-Ciem.

'Total: 7 pieces)

2723 1936 Elgin. MS-67 (PCGS). A satiny gem with a mattelike

appearance. Frosty silver gray centers give way to rich and

vibrant halos of fiery orange, carmine, and violet. A beauW.
PCGS #009303

2724 Commemorativesilver half dollars: 1936 Elgin. Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. Shimmering cartwheel silver underlies clear

gleaming gold for remarkably pow’erful visual effect. PCGS
MS65; 1936 Long Island. (Tern Brilliant Uncirculated. The

richest imaginable gleaming gold overlies smoothly reflec-

tive silver for extraordinarx- eye appeal. NGC MS65. (Total:

2 pieces)

2725 Commemorative silver half dollars: 1936 (jcttvsburg. C^om

Brilliant Uncirculated. Smooth silver shares the reflective

surfaces with a wealth of clear gold, the obverse showing a

dc'eper fleck or two. PCGS MS65; 1924 Huguenot. Cn’m Bril-

liant Uncirculated. Bright silver-white surfaces complement a

marvelous strike to show this often-abused commemoratn o

at its finest. PCGS MS65. (Total: 2 pieces)

2726 Commemorative silver half dollars: 1936 GettA sburg - -em

Brilliant Uncirculated. A pleasing strike and N^ld lu-4m . <

complemented bv subtle flecks of hands<imc rt'd-gold tor r -

1936 Lynchburg. Cjcm Bnlliant Un^r^ulat^^j S'-^^a 'K ^

underlies shimmenng clear golden toninr tor en

distinction. (Total: 2 pieces)
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Landmark 1922 Grant With Star

None Finer Graded by NGC

lx photo

nil 1922 Grant. With Star. MS-67 (NGC). By all rights the 1922

Grant half dollar With Star should be famous. Actually, in

its day, before the great commemorative excitement of 1935

and early 1936 it was the leader of the pack—the single coin

that everyone wanted, the variety that was the hardest to find

and also the most expensive. However, since then other com-
memorative halves, not as rare, have captured the limelight,

including some with lower mintages. Overlooked are certain

distinctive aspects of the 1922 Grant With Star. First, they

were minted on a regular production line basis, with no care

given to preserving them from handling marks, scuffing, or

the like. They were then put in bags and shipped off to the

distributor in Ohio. By the time they were ready tor release,

many pieces were what today we might call MS-63. Beyond
that, once pieces were distributed, many were cleaned or

otherwise improperly polished by both the public and by
numismatists. The result is that today in 2006 there are very

few pieces that can quality above the MS-65 level.

The present coin is extraordinary for the assigned grade,

with none finer graded by NGC. In addition, the piece has

excellent visual appeal, with light golden toning over satiny

silver surfaces. Quality like this is seldom seen.

NCjC Census: 5; none finer.

I’C(;S a 009307

2728

1924 Huguenot MS-65 (PCGS). Rich burnt orange and car-

mine toning highlights on lustrous surfaces.

PCGS #009314

2729

1946 Iowa. MS-68 (NGC). Rich, deep magenta and irides-

cent toning is seen on both sides, particularly the reverse. A
pristine piece that has not been dipped or brightened. An
important opportunity for the buyer of attractively toned

commemoratives.
PCGS #009316

2730 1925 Lexington. MS-66 (PCGS). Highly lustrous gem with

warm rose, peach, orange, and electric blue on both sides. An
issue typically found brilliant or deep silver gray, but seldom
seen with such a glorious array of rainbow highlights.

PCGS #009318

2731 Commemorative silver half dollars: 1918 Lincoln-Illinois.

Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Exceptionally pure silver sur-

faces boast stunning cartwheel reflectivity for visual impact

rarely encountered in this issue. PCGS MS65; 1920 Pilgrim.

Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. A flush of delicate rose-gold

gives color to this boldly reflective, sharply struck example.

PCGS MS65. (Total: 2 pieces)

Finest Graded 1934 Maryland Half Dollar
2732

1934 Maryland. MS-67 (PCGS). A lovely coin at the top of the

PCGS grading scale, and an excellent candidate tor a Registry

Set. The visual quality of this coin is as nice as we have ever

seen. Both obverse and reverse are vibrant silver with light

lilac toning and some hints of blue. We imagine that it the other

Maryland halt dollars certified at this level wen' lined up in

a row, and the nicest piece wea' selected tor its e\ e ap^x'al,

we'd put monev on tliis coin!

¥mn the Brmr Schcr Coihrtioii.

I’GtIS #(109328
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273.1 (. iMiuni'iiuimtive silver hall diillars; 19.34 Maryland. Choice
Hrilliant Uncirculated; 19.35 Texas. Gem Brilliant Uncircu-
lated; 19.3.5-S Texas. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. All
display total silver lustre ot high quality. (Total: 3 pieces)

27.34 Commemorative silver half dollars: 19.34 Maryland, 1926
Omgon Trail, 1920 Pilgrim. Brilliant Uncirculated. Overall
dcvp purple covers the first coin, ebony outlines the reliefs on
the second, dcvp rose and gray saturate the last; 1936 Texas.

Brilliant Uncirculated; 1936-D Texas. Very Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated; 1946-D Booker T. Washington. Gem Brilliant

Uncirculated. Texas coins are silver-white while the BTW
shows a flush of red-gold. (Total: 6 pieces)

2737

1936 Norfolk. MS-67 (PCGS). A frosty and lustrous gem with

much mint brilliance on both sides, though some pale peach

and rose iridescence has crept into the design elements.
F’CCS #009337

Magnificent Gem 1938 New Rochelle

2735 1938 New Rochelle. MS-68 (NGC). A lovely gem with light

gold and iridescent toning over richly lustrous surfaces.

Among the finest graded by NGC.
NGC Cen.su.s; 10; 3 (MS-68^ finest).

The New Rochelle half dollar was conceived by the Westchester

County Coin Club in New York. 1 lowever, it wasn't cricket for a coin club

to issue commemorative coins (never mind that private individuals such

as L.W. Hoffecker and Thomas G. Meli.sh had distribution privileges for

other coins), .so the pieces were released under the imprimatur of the town

of New Rix-helle. The motifs depict the history of that place, in its day a

gathering place for the elite, including many associated with the entertain-

ment business in New York City. George M. Cohan's 1906 song, Forty-Fii’e

Minutesfrom Broadway, refers to New Rochelle (in a satirical manner, which,

at the time, citizens did not appreciate, but today the train station in New
Rcxhelle is labeled with the song title!). The coin club members did their

research carefully, and after the coins were .struck, insisted that the mint

package them individually (rather than shipping them loose in bags). The

result is that the typical New Rochelle half dollar is of excellent surface

quality, with very little in the way of contact or bagmarks.

PCGS #009335

27.36 1936 Norfolk. MS-68 (PCGS). Mottled medium iridescent

toning on both sides, accented by an area of bright original

silver at the center of the obverse. A very "artistic" coin.

PCGS 11009.337

2738

Commemorative silver half dollars: 1936 Norfolk. Superb
Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Impeccable silver mint frost

saturates a diamond-sharp strike on this delightful example
of a William Marks Simpson design; 1927 Vermont. Very

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. Satin silver presents pleasing

surfaces and an exacting strike adding bold eye appc*al. (Total:

2 pieces)

2739

1926-S Oregon. MS-67 (NGC). Beautiful iridescent toning is

seen on both sides, with light silver giving way to gunmetal-

blue, magenta, and other colors.

PCGS #009341

2740

1937-D Oregon. MS-68 (NGC). The obverse is lightly toned

silver with splashes of iridescence around the borders, while

the reverse is a splendid panorama of iridescent hues.
PCGS #009347

2741

1938-D Oregon. MS-67 (NGC). Delicate golden toning over

silverv' surfaces. Lustrous and beautiful.

PCGS #009,349
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2742 1938-S Oregon. MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous.

PCGS #009350

2743

1939-S Oregon. MS-67 (NGC). Light magenta and irides-

cent toning on both sides over rich silver lustre. This issue

in general is remarkable for its low distribution figure, just

3,000 pieces. Remarkable for its artistic appearance.
PCGS #009354

2744

1936-D Rhode Island. MS-67 (NGC). Brilliant with satiny lus-

tre. As bright as the day it was minted. Exceptional grade.

PCGS #0093642745

1937 Roanoke. MS-68 (NGC). Delicate iridescent toning on

both sides is primarily lilac and light magenta, accented by

a few other colors. A simply gorgeous piece.

PCGS #009367

2746

1937 Roanoke. MS-67 (PCGS). A satiny gem with rich

underlying lustre and warm peach and gold iridescence on

both sides.

I’t ( .s tumMi?

a

November 2(^

2747 Commemorative silver half dollars: 1937 Roanoke. Gem Bril-

liant Uncirculated. Splendid cartwheel lustre flashes on both
sides of this outstanding strike. PCGS MS65; 1936 Robinson-

Arkansas. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Satin-smooth silver
I

contrasts with clear rose that deepens toward the peripheries.

NGC MS65. (Total: 2 pieces)

2748 Commemorative silver half dollars: 1935-S San Diego, 1935-D

Texas. Gem Brilliant Uncirculated. Both flashing silver and
subtly matte surfaces are represented. PCGS MS65; 1946-S,

1949 Booker T. Washington; 1952 Washington-Carver. Gem
Brilliant Uncirculated. First coin is dramatic silver and old- i

gold, second is bright silver, last has gold peripheries. PCGS I

MS65. (Total: 5 pieces)

2749

1936-D San Diego. MS-67 (PCGS). Hints of light golden

toning form a halo around the silver surfaces of this very

high-grade 1936-D San Diego. Although a few dozen have

achieved the same number, none has been graded finer.

PCGS #009372

2750

1926 Sesquicentennial. MS-65 (PCGS). Light golden ton-

ing over light silver surfaces. Satiny lustre. Very few contact

marks, notable for this particular issue often comes "baggy"

and unsatisfactory. A very attractive coin, one that is ideal

for anyone seeking an example at the MS-65 level.

PCGS #009374

2751

1926 Sesquicentennial. MS-65 (ICG). Light golden toning

with some hints of blue over virtually pristine surfaces. .A

truly outstanding example of an issue which is very difficult

to find with an attractive appearance.

PCGS #009374

Stu410
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2752

1925 Stone Mountain. MS-67 (NGC). Medium gray, magenta,
and other Iridescent hues over lustrous silver surfaces.

I’CCiS #IXW378

2755

1935-D Texas. MS-67 (PCGS). Brilliant with delicate gold

and lilac toning. Another visual treat.

PCGS ?009383

Countermarked 1925 Stone Mountain

"ALA./U.D.C./67"

2753

1925 Stone Mountain Half Dollar. Alabama Countermark.

"ALA. U.D.C. 67." EF-40. Once mounted at 12:00, with a small

solder mark remaining but with no other related problems.

Pleasing medium gray with areas of soft blue-gray toning.

One of the better types of countermarked Stone Mountain

half dollars, with the additional mark "U.D.C." believed to

stand for the United Daughters of the Confederacy. In our

extensive offering of March 2006 (ANR), where we offered a

specialized collection containing 34 of these countermarked

half dollars, only a single piece bore the additional U.D.C.

mark, a Tennessee piece, which brought the highest price

of all 34 examples, selling for $3,450. While Adna Wilde's

Census published in the August 1987 issue of the Numismatist

listed four Tennessee countermarked pieces with the addi-

tional U.D.C., of a total of 15 halves marked for that state,

the Census listed only seven marked for Alabama, only one

of which bore the additional U.D.C. The present piece did

not appear in that census. An important rarity from a series

that seems more appreciated now than ever.

Chapter-67 of the United Daughters of the Confederacy is located in

Pelham, Alabama.

2754

1925 Stone Mountain Half Dollar. Arkansas Countermark.

"ARK. 75." EF-45. Medium to light gray surfaces with traces

of pale brown toning in the protected recesses. Never mount-

ed or otherwise abused, and pleasing overall. Arkansas is

one of the less common state's repa'sented on countermarked

Stone Mountain half dollars. Just nine examples appeared in

the 1 9S7 W'ilde Census, compared with 19 for Georgia which

was the large'st population of all state’s a'pa’se’nte’d. The pa’s-

ent piece was not on that census.

2756

1937-D Texas. MS-67 (PCGS). Light splashes of iride*sce‘nce

over silver surfaces. Another magnificent commemorative.
PCGS C009391

2757 1938-D Texas. MS-67 (PCGS). Tied for finest certified by
PCGS. Sparkling silver gray with strong underlying lustre

and pale rose on both sides.

PCGS Population: 58; none finer,

PCGS »(X)9395

2758 1927 Vermont. Very Choice Brilliant Uncirculated-64, with

firm claims to the Gem category. Palest glowing gold overlies

nearly flawless silver.

PCGS #009401

Superb Gem Wisconsin 50c2759

1936 Wisconsin. MS-68 (NGC). Brilliant and lustrous w ith a

hint of golden toning around the periphery. Very' attractive.

NGC Census: 12; 5 finer (MS-fiS^ finest),

PCGS #009447

2760

Commemorative silver half dollars: 1936 Wisconsin. Gem Bril-

liant Uncirculated. Cartwheel silver and meticulous strike de-

fine this high-quality' example. NGC MS65; 1936 York Countv.

Ck?m Brilliant Uncirculated. Dazzling cartwheel siK’er has a

gentle flavor of clearest gold. PCGS MS65. (Total: 2 pieces;

»TA( k's 411



2766 1905 Lewis and Clark gold dollar. MS-62 (PCGS). Highly

lustrous with frosty surfaces and great overall eve appeal

for the assigned grade. Indeed, the unaided eye automati-

cally assigns a much higher grade than that on the PCGS
holder.

PCGS #(X)7448

2764 1904 Lewis and Clark gold dollar. Brilliant Uncirculated-60.

Brilliant Uncirculated and nearly worthy of a Choice distinc-
|

tion. In fact, were it not for some extremely deceptive obverse
I

lines, this coin would approach the Gem category. A warm !

velvet-silk glow bathes either side of this rich yellow-golden i

specimen. ‘|

PCGS #007447 !

Landmark 1905 Lewis & Clark Gold Dollar

Superb Eye Appeal

The Norweb Collection Commemorative Silver • Commemorative Gold November 2|!

2761 1936 York. MS-68 (NGC). Brilliant and beautiful with some
hints of golden toning. Absolutely gorgeous!

PCGS #009449

2762 1936 York. MS-68 (NGC). Light gold toning over silvery

surfaces. Outstanding quality.

PCGS #009449

COMMEMORATIVE
GOLD COINS

All commemorative gold dollar photos are 2x.

Superb Gem 1904 Lewis & Clark Gold $1

2763 1904 Lewis and Clark gold dollar. MS-66 (PCGS). Sharp

striking, deep, rich lustre, and gorgeous appearance come
together to create one of the nicest examples we've ever seen

of this scarce issue. A find for the advanced collector.

PCGS #007447

2765 1905 Lewis and Clark gold dollar. MS-65 (PCGS). Fully

brilliant. The satiny devices fully complement the reflec-

tive fields. In terms of availability in gem grade, the 1905

Lewis and Clark gold dollar handily outdistances any other

commemorative of this denomination. Although 10,000

were distributed, most went into the hands of the public

or were otherwise treated casually. Today a nice MS-65 is

very difficult to find, never mind that quite a few have been

certified. To find a piece that is highly prooflike and with a

needle sharp strike, with superb eye appeal, is even more

difficult. The present is indeed an early impression of the

dies, as under magnification some die finish marks can be

seen vertically on both sides. A fantastic coin that is worthy

of a very strong bid.

PCGS #007448

Si Vi412
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2767

1903 Louisiana Purchase gold dollar. Jefferson portrait. MS-
64 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with strong underlying lustre

that supports warm olive highlights. A pleasing example of

our nation's first commemorative gold dollar issue.

Housi'd in a first generation frameless PCGS holder.

I’CGS #00744.1

2768

1903 Louisiana Purchase gold dollar. McKinley portrait.

MS-64 (PCGS). A satiny beauty with eye appeal that read-

ily approaches the gem classification. Deep honey gold with

warm peach and olive highlights.

Housed in a first generation frameless PCGS holder.

PCGS #007444

2769

1903 Louisiana Purchase gold dollar. McKinley portrait.

MS-63 (PCGS). Frosty honey gold with rich peach, orange,

and pale sky blue toning on both sides.

PCGS #007444

Superb Gem 1916 McKinley Gold I^ollar

Prooflike Surfaces

2770

1916 McKinley gold dollar. MS-66 (PCGS). Brilliant and
beautiful with highly prooflike surfaces on both sides. A
splendid example of this issue, a piece that no doubt stands

head and shoulders above others graded with this number.
PCGS #007454

2771

1915-S Panama-Pacific gold dollar. MS-64 (PCGS). Frosty

olive-gold with strong lustre and warm peach highlights

on the high points. A popular commemorative gold dollar

issue.

1 loust'd in a first generation frameless PCGS holder.

I’CGS #007449

Choice Uncirculated 1915-S Panama-Pacific $2.50

2772

1915-S Panama-Pacific quarter eagle. MS-64 (PCGS). A spar-

kling specimen that readily approaches gem quality. Satiny

surfaces display intense cartwheel lustre coupled with pale

olive highlights. Nicely struck and aesthetically appealing.

Housed in a first generation frameless PCGS holder

PCGS #0074.50

At kS 413
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Choice Mint State 1915-S Panama-Pacific $50

Octagonal Format, 645 Sold

1915-S Panama-Pacific $50. Octagonal. MS-63 (NGC) Frosty honey gold with deep rose and pale olive highlights. Highly lustrous

with a satiny glow that immediately draws the viewer's attention. A lovely example of what the present writer (FVV) considers the

most beautiful of all U.S. commemorative coinage issues. Robert Aitken's head of Minerva on the obverse bears the date MCMXV
on her shield, with her feathered helm entirely reminiscent of ancient Greek warrior garb. Dolphins frolic in the eight angles of the

octagonal design, symbolic of luck on the high seas and the newly opened passage through the Panama Canal. The reverse is Minerva's
familiar, the "wise old owl," serenely nestled among a grouping of pine cones. Again, the dolphins inhabit the eight angles of the

design. An impressive coin with no serious marks of consequence, and with strong unyielding lustre on both sides.

PCGS #007452

Gem 1926 Sesquicentennial $2.50

2776

1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle. MS-64 (NGC). Un-

deniably choice for the grade. Cartwheel lustre fairly leaps

from the frosty honey gold surfaces. Rich orange highlights

gather in the protected areas.

PCGS #007466

1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle. MS-65 (NGC). Bril

liant, lustrous, and attractive. One of just two commemora
tive gold coins produced of this denomination.

PCGS #007466

2777

1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle. MS-63 (PCGS),

Lustrous pale honey gold with deep rose toning highlights,

especially on the reverse.

PCGS #007466

2778

Quartette of 1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagles: MS-60

(2). Both have been lightly cleaned at one time AU-5S '

AU-50. (Total: 4 pieces)1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagle. MS-64 (NGC). Abright

and lustrous example of a popular gold commemorative
issue, a coin with aesthetic appeal and physical quality that

readily approaches the next grade level.

From Stack's Metro sale, March 1973, Lot 1015.

Pt (iS »(X)7466

2779

Two 1926 Sesquicentennial quarter eagles grading .\U-58

Both are lustrous with one displaving lovelv vellow gold sur-

faces and one with orange gold surfaces. (Total: 2 pieces)

Six*.414
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MODERN COMMEMORATIVES
2780 N84 Olympic gold eagle set ICG-certified: I’hiladelphia.

l’riH>f-70 DCAM Denver. PrtHif-70 DCAM San Francisco.

l’rix>f-70 DCAM West Point. PriK)f-70 DCAM West Point.

MS-70. All as issued. (Total: 5 pieces)

2781 Group of half eagle gold commemoratives: 1986-W Statue

of Liberty. Proof-70 DCAM (ICG) 1987-W Constitution.

Prcxif-70 Ultra Cameo (NGC). (2) 1988-W Olympic. Proof-

70 DC (ICG) 1989-W Congress. Proof-70 DC (ICG). All as

i.ssued. (Total: 5 pieces)

2782 Selection of ICG-certified half eagle commemorative gold
and a gold bullion issue: 1986-W Statue of Liberty. MS-70
1987-W Constitution. MS-70 (2) 1988-W Olympic. MS-70
1989-W Congress. MS-70 1998 $5 Gold eagle. MS-70. All

are as Issued. (Total: 6 pieces)

HAWAIIAN COINS

2783

1883 Hawaiian fifty cents. AU-50 (PCGS). Medium steel gray

with some lighter silver highlights in the protected areas.

Lightly circulated but not heavily marked.
PCCS #010991

2784

1883 Hawaiian dollar. AU-50 (NGC). Medium silver gray

with some pale rose highlights. Lustre remains in the pro-

tected areas. A few faint marks here and there, though none

warrant our individual attention.

PCGS #010995

ERROR COINS

2785

Pair of early copper mint errors, graded by NGC: 1837-

1857 half cent blank planchet. Type 11, with upset rims. 5.7

grams. Pleasing medium chocolate brown. An unusual ty'pe,

and interesting. Ex. Charles Litman 1831 N-14. Rarity -4.

Struck 30% off center. Fine- 12. Some pitting and roughness

on the unstruck portion of the planchet as well as the struck

obverse. (Total: 2 pieces)

Rare Off-Metal 1876 Indian Cent

2786

1876 cent "on three-cent planchet." MS-64 (NGC). 1 .7 grams.

A fascinating and extremely rare coin. Struck on a nickel or

nickel alloy planchet. Brilliant, save for a tinge of soft gold

toning near the rim, and highly lustrous on both sides. The
design is nicely executed with most of the features sharp and
with only minor weakness at the tips of the feathers, lowest

hair curls and ribbon. The reverse is rather sharp, and both

sides have completely defined rims and denticles. Struck on
a somewhat rough planchet, with areas of shallow surface

granularity that did not strike out fully visible on both

sides. The piece is certified by NGC as a mint error, more
specifically as a standard Indian cent struck on a planchet

intended for a nickel three-cent piece, and as such we have

included the piece in our error coin section of the catalogue.

I lowever, there is considerable evidence that this is in fact

not a correct assessment of the nature of this piece. Had the

piece been struck on a planchet cut for a three-cent nickel,

the details would have been peripherally weak, and it is

probable that a small portion of the design would bt' off the

flan, as the diameter of the planchet would have been less

than required for a full execution of the rims of the larger

diameter cent. The coin is sharp in these respects. If the cent

were struck on a planchet of correct size, but cut from three-

cent nickel stock, the weight would have been greater than

seen for standard three-cent nickels, though this piece is of

lower weight at 1.7 grams than even a standard three-cent

piece which should be 1.94 grams. Lastly, both sides of the

coin show' numerous small lint marks, indicating that the

dies were wiped before it was struck, suggesting a level of

care taken in its production that would not likely be seen on

a mint error. Judd reports nickel pattern issues for this year

in both one cent and ten cent denominations, the ten cent

pieces including a very curious example with a Carstin Cit\'

mintmark. As the mid to late 1870s did not include much
coinage change, the patterns of 1876 are generally thought to

have been produced as numismatic delicacies rather than for

real experimental purposes, and the Carson Cit\' mint piece

speaks to this. We feel that the present piece would be more
appropriately catalogued among those "patterns." A rarifv

in any case, interesting and very desirable.
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2787

1919 Ic. Broadstruck out of collar. MS-65 BN (PCGS). A
beautiful early Lincoln cent broadstrike, highly lustrous with

deep chocolate brown surfaces highlighed by rich violet,

blue, and orange-red toning. Nice eye appeal.

Desirable 1963-D Cent on Dime Planchet

2788 1963-D l<t. Struck on a lOc planchet. MS-63 (NGC). Fully

brilliant and lustrous silver. Slight portions of the cent design

are just off the edge, and the design is not fully struck up
as usually seen. The amount of metal in the smaller dime
planchet just isn't enough to fill the recesses of the larger cent

dies. An ever-popular error, and particularly so on a silver

planchet.

2789 Selection of mint error cents struck on dimes, all graded

by NGC: 1965 Struck on struck lOet. MS-65. Brilliant and

lustrous, little undertype seen 1978 Struck on 1978 10(t.

MS-65. Brilliant and lustrous, with dime flipped and dates

showing on both sides 1988 Struck on struck lOc. MS-63.

Toned pale steel gray. Both dates partially visible 1990

Struck on struck 10(t. MS-64. Brilliant and lustrous, both

faces visible and traces of the dime date seen 1993 Struck

on 1993-P 10(t. MS-64. Brilliant and lustrous, traces of dime
date seen 1994 Struck on a struck lOct. MS-66. Lustrous and

brilliant save for a trace of gold toning. (Total: 6 pieces)

2790 Selection of mint error cents all struck on dimes and certi-

fied MS-67 by NGC: 1987. Flipped dime, partial date

showing 1992. Flipped dime, no dime date showing

1995. Flipped dime, dime date just visible 1996. Partial

dime date visible 1997. Flipped dime, dime date visible

1999. Flipped dime. Both dates clear 2000. Flipped dime,

little undertype showing. (Total: 7 pieces)

2791

1988 l<t. Struck on 1988-P dime planchet. MS-66 (NGC). A
silver Lincoln cent of remarkable appearance. Marvelously

tor the collector of Mint errors, many details of the undertype

are still boldly visible, creating a hybrid that is tmly part cent

and part dime! Overstrikes are rare as a class, but when seen

they are not often as dramatic as this!

5)6

2792

Quartette of mint error cents struck on dimes and certifie*

MS-68 by NGC: 1996 struck on 1996-P dime. The faces c

both Presidents are sharp, with much of the undertype visibly

1999 struck 1999-P dime. Slightly less undertype visibl
|

than on the previous piece 2000 struck on 2000-P dim«i,

The undertype is somewhat weak, but the cent obverse is o i

the dime reverse 2001 struck on a 2001-P dime. Undertyp -

similar to last, again flipped over. All are lustrous and brill,

liant. A nice high-grade group of different dates. (Total

:

pieces)

2793

Undated Lincoln l<t. Multiple strikes on end of feede!;

finger. MS-65 (NGC). 0.94 grams. A large feeder finger piect

.

with some oxidation seen. The reverse design of the cent i

bold, and the piece shows at least three distinct strikes.

2794

Undated Lincoln Ic. 40% off center on Type I lOc planche*”

MS-66 (NGC). Pale champagne toning on the struck portioi :

with russet, violet and light green visible on the unstruck poi

tion. Lustrous and attractive, though struck on a particular! '

rough blank.

2795

Undated Lincoln Id. 35% off center on lOd planchet. MS-6»

(NGC). Brilliant and highly lustrous. A sharp piece.

2796

Undated Lincoln Id. 30% off center on Type I lOd planche !

MS-65 (NGC). Brilliant and highly lustrous. A student of thi’

modern Lincoln cenf series mighf be able to identifv the dat^

by the pattern of heavy die polish lines seen in the fields.
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Spectacular Two Cent Mint Error

Full Obverse Brockage

Reverse Cap

2800 1905 5<. Struck on foreign planchet. MS-64 (NGC). 2.7

grams. Bright, highly lustrous and w'ith just the fainted trace

of striated olive toning. Nicely struck and well centered on a

foreign planchet, with some softness on the lower portion of

the wreath at and just left of the bow. An attractive piece.

2803 1920 nickel. Struck 40' < off center on cent planchet. MS-M
BN (PCGS). A sp(?ctacTjlar and ver)- rare Buffalo nickel (ttot

in fad a verv ram error on any coin of this jx’nixl The *
: la^v

are highly lustrous, d(*ep chix'i^late brown with bcaut-t- '

nicflv blended overtom's of pale blue ros(' .md K. id

Vk's
4r

2801 1916 5c. Struck 30% off center. MS-64 (NGC). Satiny, mat-

telike surfaces with bold underlying lustre and rich rose and

gold hues on both sides. Struck dramatically off-center to the

10:00 position. An unusual error with great eye appeal and

equally great desirability.

2802 Pair of split planchet errors on Buffalo Nickels: 1916. Split

planchet, completely split through the center separating the

obverse and reverse. Good Undated. A second split plan-

chet, with the date worn off. AG. (Total: 2 coins; 4 pieces)

Important Buffalo Nickel Double Error

2798 1866 nickel 3c. Struck 20% off center. MS-60 (PCGS). Ample
areas of blank planchet seen on both sides. Very scarce. Often

years go by without seeing a comparable nickel 3<t piece of

any date.

PCGS #003732

2799 1883 No CENTS nickel. Split planchet error. EF-45. A nice

example of a split planchet, with about 80% of the reverse

split from the rest of the coin. A neat error and desirable for

having both pieces, but not particularly rare for the Liberty

nickel series which along with Buffalo nickels seem to have

had considerable trouble with defective planchets.

2x photo

2797 Undated two cents, probably 1865. Full obverse brockage, reverse cap. MS-64 BN (PCGS) A wonderful Civil War era mint error,

dramatic, rare and always in high demand. The piece is toned deep golden brown with appealing highlights of rose and violet in

the fields. A few minuscule spots arc seen on the reverse, but none arc too obvious, particularly with the unaided eye. The piece
is lustrous and visually attractive in every way. The incuse reverse design on the inside of the cap is deeply struck and somewhat
expanded in size from the spreading of the metal. The edge shows one small crack just beginning to from from the sewere stress on
the outer portion of the flan. The piece has spread to an approximate total diameter of 27 mm., and is approximately 3 mm. dtvp,
though exact measurements are not possible in the PCGS holder. A dramatic and impressive mint error.
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struck portion is sharply so, and it is an excellent fortune that

the full date is visible, nearly at the center of the coin. Trivial

verdigris is seen in a couple of letters of UNITED, but this

is really not visible to the unaided eye. The planchet texture

on unstruck portion is a little rough as usual, but shows no
imperfections from handling. A truly superb piece and as a

double error, probably among the most desirable of all strik-

ing errors seen on the popular Buffalo nickel series.

2804

1920 nickel. Struck 12% off center. MS-62 (PCGS). A highly

lustrous speicmen with good eye appeal, a broad crescent of

unstruck metal frames the obverse details, while the reverse

strike is needle sharp, making for an interesting and attractive

Buffalo nickel error. Struck off-center to the 1:00 position.

2805

(1942-45)-S 5<t. Struck 60% off center at 2:00. MS-64 (NGC).

An unusual War nickel error, date uncertain, but large S

mintmark above the dome of Monticello unmistakable.

Struck dramatically off center to the 1:00 position.

2806 1964 5<t. Struck 40% off center on Type II lOc planchet.

AU-58 (NGC). 2.5 grams. Desirable nickel on a silver dime

planchet showing the rough planchet texture and the high

upset rims. The struck portion fortunately shows the full

date.

2807 Pair of Jefferson nickels struck on defective clad planchets,

both graded MS-65 by NGC: 1993-P. 2.51 grams. Large

pieces of the clad layer missing, and the planchet is rough

and uneven 1995-P. 2.54 grams. Heavy pits, as made, with

considerable copper showing through. (Total: 2 pieces)

2808

1999 5c. Struck on end of feeder finger. MS-65 FS (NGC).

1.1 grams. Both Jefferson and Monticello are visible on this

piece, but the metal is deeply toned and neither sharply stand

out visually. With a full date visible and desirable as such.

November ||k

2809

Undated 5<:. Struck 55% off center on lOc planchet. MS-6‘J1,

(NGC). 2.3 grams. Brilliant and lustrous with more originajr

planchet texture visible than design features.

Rare Broadstruck Seated Half Dime

2x photo

2810

1857-0 broadstuck half dime. MS-62 (NGC). Lustrous lighil-'l

silver gray with a few light hairlines and spots that accounif!

for the grade. An arc of unstruck planchet extends towarai:

11:00 relative to the obverse, roughly from the first to thtO

final star. Sharply struck, as usually seen. Reverse die crackeui

from rim between E and R of AMERICA inward, crossing
j

about 30% of the diameter.

Rare 1873 Off Center Dime

2811

1873 Arrows dime. Struck 12% off center. AU-55 (PCGS)'

,

Mostly brilliant silver gray at the centers with varying!

degrees of attractive golden brown, blue and gray toning i

around both sides. The piece appears to have circulated jus!-

ever so slightly before being plucked from circulation anc';

saved as a "freak" as error coins were once known. SomoJ

minor handling mark are seen, some of these being obscureu"

by the toning. A very pleasing piece overall.
I

2812

1978 lOc. Struck on 1978 Dominican Republic 10 Ccntad

vos. MS-66 (NGC). Brilliant, lustrous and quite pleasing :

aesthetically. Considerable undertvpe is showing, and th^ j'

strongest portion appears as a wreath on Roosevelt’s heav.Hi,

An interesting alignment for the error.

418 S
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2813

2817

1*178 10c. Double struck with cent dies. 70% off center. MS-
65 (PCGS). A spectacular combination dime and cent, this

piece consists of a 1978 dime that after striking was somehow
fed into a Lincoln cent press, giving part of the Lincoln cent

design at the lower left of the obverse. A first class showpiece,
a "wow!" coin.

IVGS #005153

2815 1999-D Delaware 25c. Struck on 5c planchet. .MS-65 (NGC).
4.9 grams. Brilliant and highly lustrous with minimal surface

marks. Very sharply struck, with just a little of the ^x'ripheral

design off the flan. A popular state quarter error.

Connecticut Quarter Struck on Feeder Finger

2814 2000-D 10c. Triple struck on end of feeder finger. MS-62
(NGC). 0.72 grams. A sharp struck feeder finger error, boldly

struck three times and nicely centered on the rough piece of

metal. Brilliant and lustrous, and not often seen such.

2816 1999-P Connecticut 25c. Struck on end of feeder finger. MS-
66 (NGC). 1.23 grams. One of the nicest struck feeder finger

errors we have seen, with the design on both sides boldly

visible, and including the Charter Oak of the reverse lx‘ing

centered on the piece of aluminum, with a full date showing
bcMieath. A dramatic and desirable piece.

Spectacular 1942-S Half Dollar Error

1942-S 50c. Double struck. MS-64 (PCGS). A spectacular and ver\' rare error, double struck with the second strike being 85'^; off center

with little more than the full head of Liberh' showing. The reverse of the second strike was struck against a blank planchet, stmtching

the rim and AMERICA from the first strike out\^’ard, but with these details remaining sharply visible. This tv'pe of error occurs when a

normally struck coin is not completely ejected from the striking an?a between the dies. In this case, a new bank planchet was probably

properly fed into the striking chamber, but this piece remained slightly overlapped on the new blank resulting in a second impression

from the obverse die It is interesting to note that the qualiU' of the strike in the second impression is superior to that on the first, this

being due to the fact that the extra metal between the dies caused there to be greater than normal striking pressure, thus filling the

obversi- die more completely The piece is lustrous and almost completely brilliant, with only the faintest traces of toning seen at the

nms The surfaces are rather clean, with only a few slight bagmarks appe^anng before this ranh’ was plucked from arculation, it it ox en

reached that point to begin with. A fantastic piece in its own right, which recently came to light in a custom luate holder with hx o ot)>-

I iberty Walking half dollar errors-an exciting new discoverx' to say the verx- least! We are delighted to able to ol+er fhi-<’ wonderful

rantu-s as even a sinele error coin of any typc> from this series is cause for celebration for adx anced emxr axn enthusiasts

l-ach'of tho Urts fn,m^2817 ihmugti 2819 will be seld on a provisional basis After lx>t 2819 is ss>ld pnwisi.^allv, the total tc^ lot- i

omp,.t«l 5 will be added to the total, and this will c.>ns,.tute the opening bid for Uit 2820 If the opting bid is^ or esossted tN p.>. ,ss .. .sL

28177hnn.gh 2819 will be canceled If it is not met or exavdcxi. then the lots will be sold at the proMMonallv award pne*

tack's
419
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2819 1945-S 50(t. Double struck. MS-63 (PCGS). Another landmark Liberty Walking half dollar error, this double struck with the second

strike 55% off center. The surfaces are satiny and lustrous. Nearly full silver brilliance is displayed, with only the lightest traces of soft

blue and gold toning. Almost no surface marks are seen on a cursory examination, but an unfortunate counting wheel mark on the

reverse has been taken into consideration in the assignment of the grade by PCGS. This imperfection is not particularly distracting

as its location in the wing feathers of the first strike somewhat masks the flaw. An error of this type occurs when a struck coin is only

partially ejected from between the dies, and another blank planchet fails to be fed in. Thus, the coin is struck a second time, ott center,

and with the full force required to nove the metal of a complete half dollar being focused on a smaller surface area, thus ca'ating a

sharper impression in the second blow. This phenomenon is seen clearly here, as the detiniliim ot the secoiid impa'ssion is markedly

sharper than that of the first. A dramatic and important half dollar error ot the San Francisco
‘

‘

t .ii h of the lots from 2HI 7 through 2814 will he sokl on a provisional basis, as ileseribeil in 1 ol 2820.

Mint.

Important and Dramatic 1945-S Half Dollar Error

Struck on a Foreign Planchet

2818 1943-(S) 50c. Struck on a Foreign Planchet. MS-63 (PCGS). Struck in brass on a planchet prepared and intended for a 1 / 2 Sol of Peru. Any

Federal coin struck on a planchet intended for coinage of another country is an interesting artifact, and though these are seen from time

to time on lower denomination coins, they are considered among the rarest prizes among half dollars and dollars. Where Liberty Walk-

ing half dollars are concerned, an error such as the present piece is truly a landmark offering. It has been common practice for the various

United States Mints to produce coins for other countries of the world for many years, this service being authorized by Act of Congress in

1874. The first non-domestic coins were produced for Venezuela during the Mint's fiscal year 1876. By 1965, the Mints of the United States

had struck m excess of 7 billion coins for 37 different countries, including Peru for which over 137 million pieces were produced of several

denominations. In 1943 specifically, four different denominations were struck for Peru including the 1 /2 Sol, 20 centavos, 10 centavos, and

5 centavos. Conveniently, all of these coins were struck at the San Francisco Mint, and therefore we can say with certainty that the present

coin, if centered on the smaller planchet differently, would have shown the "S" mintmark. The composition of the 1 / 2 Sol planchet was

brass, more specifically 70% copper and 30% zinc. The surfaces are lustrous and uniformly light olive, with pleasing gold undertones. A few

faint spots are seen, mostly on the reverse and as they are not particularly distracting they are noted only for accuracy. The strike is good,

but a little off center, losing portions of the legends of both sides to the area beyond the planchet, as well as the mintmark as previously

mentioned. Fortunately, the date is nearly full. A wonderful and very rare error that will likely stand as a centerpiece in any collection.

Each of the lots from 2817 through 2819 will he sold on a provisional basis, as described in Lot 2820.

Dramatic 1945-S Half Dollar Error

55% Off Center Double Strike

420
Sv\c
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Landmark Liberty Walking 50c Error Threesome
With Original Custom Lucite Holder

2820

Irio of 50c mint errors. Three spectacular and extremely
rare Liberty Walking halt dollar errors, as described indi-

vidually in the previous three lots (numbers 2817 through
2819 above), and here offered intact as a set creating perhaps
the most significant offering of errors from this series ever.

Truly a landmark offering. Decades ago, error coin specialist

Michael Kolman catalogued a particularly important offering

of error coins for the 1964 ANA Convention auction. Among
the more than 200 error coins presented, there were only

seven Franklin half dollars, and not a single specimen of the

Liberty Walking design. Other important sales catalogued

by Kolman in the 1960s included many Franklin half dollar

errors, but again this series was not represented. The last

error Liberty Walking half dollar handled by the present

cataloguer was presented in the August 2001 Bowers and
Merena Rarities Sale. That piece was a 1944 half struck on a

United States quarter planchet. Recognized as a great rarity

at the time and catalogued as "possibly unique," that coin

sold for $23,000, quite comfortably in excess of its reserve.

In our experience, the trio of errors offered here really stand

out and we consider them among the most important error

coins we have had the pleasure to handle. They are offered

here with the custom lucite holder they were long stored

in, with the label at the top "UNIQUE" and the ANA Life

Member number 69 at the bottom right corner. At this point

in the sale, the provisional awards for lots 2817 through 2819

will be totaled, 5% will be added, and this will constitute the

opening bid for the current lot, Lot 2820. If this bid is met or

exceeded, the provisional awards will be cancelled and the

coins will be owned by the successful bidder on the present

lot. (Total; 3 pieces)

Another Rare Liberty Walking Half Dollar Error

Broadstruck out of Collar
2821

1945 50c. Broadstruck out of collar. AU-55 (PCGS). Fully

brilliant with nice lustre. Surface marks are few, light rub on

the highest points taking it out of the Mint State category'.

Digs hidden in the folds of Liberty's dress, and a light count-

ing wheel mark seen in the right obverse field are also taken

into consideration. While marks of this nature might usually

stand in the way of certification for a normal coin, errors such

as this are often seen with them as it is typical for errors to

be discovered when they jam into counting machines due

to their unusual shapes, and diameters. The present coin is

bright and attractive, and rare.

Rare Off-Center 1921 Morgan $1

2822

1921 Morgan $1 struck 15% off center. MS-65 (NGC) A
bright and lustrous gem struck some 15'T or so off center to

the 2:00 position. Large crescent of unstruck planchet frames

Liberty's portrait on the obverse, another crescent frames

the reverse details. Rare and desirable, as are all off-center

Morgan dollars.

MISCELLANEOUS U.S. COINS
2823 Selection of certified coins: 1787 Connecticut copper.

M.31.2-r.3. Rarity-L Draped Bust Left. VG-10 (I’CGS). No
major marks or distractions for the assigned grade 1861

silver three cent. AU-58 (ANACS). Mixture of golden gray,

rose, and sea green over both surfaces 1866 Shield nickel.

EF-40 (ANACS). Breen-2460. Mottled silver gray surfaces

1868 Shield nickel. AU-50 (ANACS). Breen-2472. Soft golden

gray with splashes of soft bluish gray 1854 Liberty' Sc'atcd

dime. Arrows. AU-55 (NGC). Satiny with rich frosty golden

toning at the peripheries 1887 Liberty Seated dime. AU-53
(ANACS). Breen-3435. Lustrous with delicate rose and gold

highlights 1916 Barber dime. AU-58 (ANACS). Mottled

pale gold and bluish gray on the obverse, reverse with

splashes of pale golden toning 1875-S twenty cents. EF-40

(ANACS). Delicate bluish gray surfaces with rose-gold at the

rims. (Total: 8 pieces)

2824 Group of half cents and large cents certified by ANACS.
Half cents: 1794 C-2a. B-2b. R-2+. Fair-2 1795 C-6a. B-

6a. R-2. Fair-2 1803 C-3. B-3. R-2. VG-8 <> 1828 C-2. B-3.

R-l. EF-40 1854 C-1. B-1. R-1+. AU-55. Large cents: 1793

Wreath. S-8. R-3. Poor-1 1 795 S-76b. R-l . G-4 1 836 N-4. R-

3. AU-55 1854 N-11. R-2. MS-62. The attributions of the first

two pieces in this lot are assigned by ANACS, but because of

extensive wear can't be attested with 100% certainty' in our

opinion. (Total: 9 pieces)

2825 Pair of PCGS-certified copper coins: t- 1828 half cent. C-3,

B-2. Raritv'-l . 13 Stars. MS-63 RB. Original mint red in the pro-

tected areas 1864 copper-nickel cent. MS-64. Lustrous with

minute spotting noted on both surfaces. (Total; 2 pieces;

2826 Pair of silver issues. 1883 No CENTS Liberty’ nickel Verv

Choice Brilliant Uncirculated. 1885-0 Morgan dollar i-em

Brilliant Uncirculated. The silver coin displays brilliant sur-

faces, the nickel shows subtle red-gold. (Total; 2 pieces)

r
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r
2827 Three PCGS-certified silver coins: 1892-S Barber dime.

MS-62. Lustrous with splashes of golden and faint blue ton-

ing mainly at the peripheries 1886 Morgan dollar. MS-64.

Bright lustrous surfaces with just a hint of gold 1923 Peace

dollar. MS-64. Frosty mattelike surfaces with just a whisper

of delicate rose-gray. (Total: 3 pieces)

2828 Trio of silver coins: 1930-S Mercury dime. Choice Brilliant

Uncirculated with claims to the Gem category. 1917 Type

1 quarter. Brilliant Uncirculated. Lustrous and attractive.

Walking Liberty half dollar. 1937 Brilliant Uncirculated, near

Choice but for signs of a gentle cleaning. This pleasing type

trio displays subtle gold toning. (Total: 3 pieces)

2829 Quartette of 1878-dated gold coins: Gold dollar. Net MS-

60. Lightly cleaned Quarter eagle. MS-60. Lightly cleaned

San Francisco half eagle. AU-55. Cleaned Eagle. AU-50.

Golden yellow with attractive rose at the peripheries. In-

person inspection is recommended. (Total: 4 pieces)

2830 Eight-piece gold type set: 1907 Liberty quarter eagle. MS-

60 1925-D Indian quarter eagle. MS-61 1886-S Liberty

half eagle. MS-61 1909-D Indian quarter eagle. MS-60

1894 Liberty eagle. MS-61 1926 Indian eagle. AU-58 1904-

S Liberty double eagle. MS-62 1908 Saint-Gaudens double

eagle. No Motto, Long Rays. MS-62. Each is satiny, lustrous,

and attractive with hints of rose and or delicate orange. A
very well-matched set. Housed in a Capital plastic holder.

(Total: 8 pieces)

2831 Eight-piece gold type set: 1907 Liberty quarter eagle. AU-

58. Satiny lustre 1929 Indian quarter eagle. MS-60. Satiny

lustre 1902 Liberty half eagle. MS-62. Lustrous with just

the slightest hint of rose 1914 Indian half eagle. AU-58.

Satiny lustre 1899 Liberty eagle. AU-58. Splashes of delicate

olive-gray over satiny surfaces 1932 Indian eagle. MS-61.

Subdued golden surfaces 1904-S Liberty double eagle.

AU-58. Lustrous golden surfaces 1928 Saint-Gaudens

double eagle. MS-62. Satiny lustre with just a whisper of

rose. Housed in a Capital plastic holder. (Total: 8 pieces)

2832 Pair of gold coins: 1927 Indian quarter eagle. EP-45. Some

mint lustre remaining 1911-S Indian half eagle. F-15. No
major marks of consequence for the assigned grade. (Total:

2 pieces)

2833 Three PCGS-certified gold coins: 1848 half eagle. VF-30.

Subdued golden surfaces with just a whisper of rose at the

devices 1900 half eagle. AU-58. Lustrous and attractive

with just the slightest hint of toning 1894 eagle. AU-55.

Lustrous rose-gold surfaces. (Total: 3 pieces)

2834 Three Liberty gold coins: 1894 eagle. AU-55 1872 double

eagle. AU-55 1876 double eagle. AU-50. All have been

cleaned at one time. In-person inspection is recommended.

(Total: 3 pieces)

PROOF SETS

Attractive 1906 Proof Set

2835 1906 Proof set certified by PCGS: cent. Proof-64 BN
nickel. Proof-65 CAM dime. Proof-64 quarter. Proof-

63 half dollar. Proof-63. An attractive set from 1906. The

silver pieces each have mottled light gray toning and have

probably been kept together since the year of issue. Only 675

such sets were originally issued, with most of them widely

dispersed by now. (Total: 5 pieces)

Sivi
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Gem Proof 1892 Silver Trio

Quarter, Half Dollar, Dollar

Consecutively Numbered I’CGS Holders

2836 1892 partial Proof set certified by PCGS: Quarter. Type I.

Proof-66 CAM. Bright peach at the frosty obverse center gives

way to deep electric blue and rose at the rim, the reverse the

.same though with no central peach highlights Half dollar.

Proof-67. A frosty cameo though no mention is made on the

holder. Deep electric blue and rose dominate both sides Mor-

gan dollar. Proof-67. Cameo in appearance though not noted

on the holder. A blast of deep silver at the center of the obverse,

otherwise toned as the half dollar. Three exceptional coins in

consecutively numbered PCGS holders. (Total: 3 pieces)

PCGS Population: Quarter: 5; 4 finer within the designation (Proof-67

CAM finest). Half dollar: 15; 4 finer within any designation (Proof-68 finest).

Dollar: 17; 5 finer within any designation (PnK)f-68 DCAM finest).

2837 1953 and 1954 Proof Sets. Gem to Superb Brilliant Proof. Silver

denominations show some light toning, cents are blazing red.

Both sets are housed in five-coin NGC holders. NGC PF66 to

PF67; PF65 to PF67. 2 Sets, (Total: 10 pieces)

2838 1953 and 1954 Proof Sets. Very Choice to Superb Brilliant

F’roof. SiK'er coins are lightly toned, nickels are tawny gold,

cents blazing red. Sets are housed in five-coin NGC holders.

NGC PF64 to PF66; PF64 to PF67. 2 Sets, (Total: 10 pieces)

MINT SETS

2839

1954 I’DS Mint Set. Choice to Very Choice Brilliant Uncircu-

lated. U.S. Mint cardboard and green paper holder contain

a half dollar, quarter, dime, nickel and cent from each mint.

Silver coins are richiv toned in copper-gold flecks. With

original manila mailer. (Total: 5 pieces)

I HI N< H<VM IJ C I.M -h
'

\
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COINS OF THE WORLD
Choice Uncirculated 1909 Canada 50c

2x photo

2840

Canada. 1909 fifty cents. MS-63 (ANACS). Rich golden gray

surfaces display effusive pale sea green, violet, electric blue,

and rose iridescence on both sides. A nicely struck example.

A prized rarity at choice Mint State, as here, as are most fifN-

cent pieces of Edward VII. Nicely struck.

2841 Egypt. 1340 AH (1922) 500 piastres. Fr-25, KM-342. Choice

About Uncirculated-58. Brilliant and prooflike vellow gold

with just the slightest handling marks. A popular Kg\ pban

issue.

2842 France. 1786 Louis XVl / Mines of Allemont medal bv Du-

pre. Choice AU. Copper. 69.3 mm. Plain ed^!- \ N ‘
i

bronze medal bv Augustin Dupre. Chouv h* - wl. bn-’,, r

with slight n’flectivitv, just surface sp*, k- ;n the nc '

'

.
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2845 Great Britain. (1351) noble. Edward III. Fr-89, S-1484. Fourth

Coinage, Pre-Treaty, Series B. About Uncirculated-50. 119.2

grains. 33.3 mm. A pleasing and undipped spedmen of this

avidly collected type. Frosty light yellow gold with little if

any actual wear. Tiny spot of discoloration on right side of

obverse, traces of encrustation in areas of the reverse. A well-

struck and highly pleasing cchn.

I roni till’ Gloilc M. Rcijiia Collection.

2846 Great Britain. (1351-61) noble. Edward III. Fr-89, S-1488.

Fourth Coinage, Pre-Treaty, Series E. Very Fine-25. 118.6

grains. 31.3 mm. Medium vellow gold with giuxl eye ap^xwl.

Some light clipping but legends remain mostly intact. .An

ideal type coin in the VF range.

From the Glotie Al. Reipin Collection.
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field and a couple of light reverse handling marks. Dupre's

engraving work is highly ornate on both sides. This medal,

commemorating Louis XVI's visit to the gold and silver pro-

ducing region of Allemont, has been restruck in modern times

by the Paris Mint. This, however, is a plain-edged original

striking. The ANS collection appears to only contain a 19th-

century restrike. Any of Dupre's work is highly desirable,

and this is one of his most impressive creations.

From the Noriveb Collection.

2843 France. Group of NGC-certified 20 francs: 1807-A KM4il

A687.1. EF-45 1808-A KM-687.1 AU-53 1809-A KM-695.11iji

AU-50 1810-A KM-695.1 AU-55 1811-A KM-695.1 AU-5^||

1812-A KM-695.1 AU-55 1813-A KM-695.1 AU-55. Ead^jl

with some retained lustre and traces of olive and rose toning
|

A well-matched group. (Total: 7 pieces) ;

German New Guinea 1894-A Type Set

Seven-Pieces, Copper and Silver

Beautiful Bird of Paradise Designs

2844 German New Guinea. Seven-piece 1894-A type set, all PCGS-certified: Pfennig. Copper. KM-1. MS-64 BN. Deep tan with hints

of mint orange Two pfennigs. Copper. KM-2. MS-64 RB. An even blend of tan and mint orange 10 pfennigs. Copper. KM-3. MS-

64 RB. Nice tan and mint orange, the latter predominating. The famous Bird of Paradise design makes its only appearance here in

the lower denominations Half mark. Silver. KM-4. MS-65. Deep silver gray with rich rose and blue iridescence. Bird of Paradise

Mark. Silver. KM-5. MS-65. Toned as the half mark. Bird of Paradise Two marks. Silver. KM-6. MS-65. Toned as the other silver

pieces. Bird of Paradise Five Marks. Silver. KM-7. MS-64. Toned as the other silver pieces but with more golden highlights. Bird of

Paradise. An extraordinary opportunity to gather a set of one of the most beautiful of all world coin motifs into the fold—the Norweb

cachet is an added bonus! (Total: 7 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.
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2847

Great Britain. (1361-69) noble. Edward III. Fr-95, S-1503.

Fourth Coinage, Treaty period. Extremely Fine-40. 113.2

grains. 33.0 mm. Good medium yellow gold with no major
flaws. Slightly double struck but the detail remains sharp,

just very lightly clipped. Another handsome noble of Edward
111 .

From the Glade M. Requa Collection.

2848

Great Britain. (1464-70) rose noble. Edward IV. Fr-132,

S-1951. Light Coinage, London mint. Extremely Fine-40,

scratched. 118.7 grains. 33.6 mm. Rich medium yellow gold

with excellent eye appeal. Sharply struck and showing a gcxid

portrait. Some very well hidden, short, straight scratches

blend into the design elements on the right side of the ob-

verse. An attractive coin that should see good bidding.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2849

Great Britain, (ca. 1 7th century) silver counter of Queen Mar\'.

VF. 30.2 grains. 24.6 mm. One of a series of British counters

struck with famous personnages from dies, though they

appear to be hand-engraved. Mary, Queen of Scots appears

on the obverse with a legend around, shield with three

fleurs-des-lis on reverse. This series is listed and decribed in

Mitchener's work on British tokens.

From the Norioeb Collection.2850

Great Britain. (1606-07) unite. James 1. Fr-234, S-2619. Second

coinage. Escallop mintmark. Choice Extremely Fine-45,

polished. 148.6 grains. 37.7 mm. Bright light yellow gold

with xtmc hairlines from an old polishing. Good legends

and central detail, rim flaw' at obverse at tip of scepter. A verx’

popular is-.ue in any grade. This date corresponds to the first

^i’ttlement of Virginia at jamestown.

F ->m the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2851

Great Britain. (1607-09) double crown. James I. Fr-235,

S-2622. Second coinage. Coronet mintmark. Choice Very

Fine-30 bent. 75.3 grains. 28.5 mm. Medium yellow gold with

some darker encrustation around reverse* design elements.

Once bent, now straightened and still showing excellent

sharpness. An attractive and collectible specimen.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2852

Great Britain. (1615-16) double crown. James I. Fr-235, S-

2623. Second coinage. Tun mintmark. Choice Very Fine-30.

79.2 grains. 27.0 mm. Pleasing even light yellow' gold. G(x>d

portrait and full legends, no major flaws, only a few' hairlines.

A ver\' collectible specimen of this issue.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2853

Great Britain. (1624) laurel. James 1. Fr-242, S-2639. Third

coinage. Trefoil mintmark. Fine-12. 126.6 grains. 33.6 mm.
Attractive for the grade and struck on a broad planchet,

just showing w'ear in addition to die sw'elling. Only minor

hairlines. Good legends, a handsome specimen of the h pe

that should not cost a fortune.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2854

Great Britain. (1624) half laurel. James I. Fr-243, S-2641

A

Third coinage. Trefoil mintmark. Choice \'er\ Fine-30,

68.6 grains. 26.5 mm. Lovelv light vellow gold w?th dts )> :

toning at peripheries. Excellent sharpness, a t'aoe rt lu tn

but once bent along obverse verti* ai axf* A go. d 1 .

specimen despite its sole fault

From the Gkdc ,\f Requ-; ol!i\ tir ’i
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2855

Great Britain. 1681 5 guineas. Fr-281, S-3331. Choice Very

Fine-30. 640.5 grains. 36.4 mm. Even light yellow gold with

good overall eye appeal. Some hairlines remain from a minor

old cleaning, some scattered marks commensurate with the

grade, and no major faults. A pleasing circulated specimen

of this type with the second bust of Charles 11.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2856

Great Britain. 1687 5 guineas. Fr-293, S-3398. Choice Very

Fine-30. 648.9 grains. 36.1 mm. Elephant and castle under

bust. Pleasing deep yellow gold with attractive toning and

much remaining lustre. Some faint hairlines and natural cen-

tral granularity, good overall eye appeal. A few very minor

hairline scratches are seen in the obverse fields under a glass

but blend in overall. A handsome specimen of this hefty gold

denomination.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

Prooflike James II 5 Guineas
2857

Great Britain. 1688 5 guineas. Fr-292, S-3397A. About Uncir-

culated-50, lightly cleaned. 643.9 grains. 36.7 mm. Nothing

under bust. Highly reflective surfaces show splendid proof-

like appeal. Pleasing rich yellow gold and coppery toning

blends nicely, despite some light hairlines from the long-ago

cleaning and a thin scratch across the field to James' nose. The

sharpness is .superb for this issue. A very pretty piece, elegant

in appearance in hand and worthy of personal viewing and

a strong bid.

I rom the Glode M. Requa Collection.

^ I

^

2858

Great Britain. 1688 5 guineas. Fr-292, S-3397A. Choice Very

Fine-30, nicked. 643.6 grains. 37.0 mm. Nothing under bust.

Attractive medium yellow gold with a trace of lustre remain-
,

ing. A series of tiny nicks at central obverse are noted, some

scattered hairlines and fine scratches, microscopic natural

planchet pits seen here and there, positive overall visual

appeal. A desirable specimen of the variety, showing the

second bust of James II, the final issue of this denomination

before the Glorious Revolution.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2859

Great Britain. 1691 5 guineas. Fr-299, S-3422. Choice Very

Fine-30, cleaned. 639.2 grains. 36.6 mm. Even, light yellow

gold with many fine hairlines. Fairly natural in appearance

with only minor brightness, tiny rim bruise at 9:00 on ob-

verse, a few very slight reverse planchet flaws as sometimes

seen on this type. A handsome piece despite the old cleaning,

worthy of inclusion in a type set.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

Toned William and Mary 5 Guineas
2860

Great Britain. 1692 5 guineas. Fr-299, S-3422. Choice Ex-

tremely Fine-45. 644.1 grains. 36.5 mm. No symbol under

bust. Attractive rose toning decorates lustrous medium yel-

low gold surfaces. Some hairlines an' seen, light e\ en rub on

high points, mint-made planchet flaw under chin ot Marv

and light striation in reverse crown. A ver\ pn'lty s^vcimen,

especially appealing at this grade level.

From the Glode ,\I. Requa Collection.

Si vv
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I’opular 1692 William and Mary 5 Guineas

2861 Great Britain. 1692 5 guineas. Fr-300, S-3423. Choice Ex-

tremely Fine-45. 641.5 grains. 37.1 mm. Elephant under
bust. Reflective lustrous yellow surfaces show various minor
marks and scuffs, including a nick on Mary's cheek. The eye

appeal remains nice, and the lustre is far bolder than typical

for an EF coin. Indeed, this coin's handling rather than its

level of wear resulted in the grade as assigned. This variety

with elephant beneath the jugate busts is always popular with

collectors, yet was not present in our sale of the Eliasberg

Collection.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

Distinctive William III 5 Guineas

2862 Great Britain. 1699 5 guineas. Fr-309, S-3454. Extremely

Fine-40. 642.5 grains. 36.7 mm. Lustrous light yellow gold

with good eye appeal. Technically a bit sharper perhaps, but

many scattered marks and abrasions are seen in the fields.

Good cartwheel persists and the color is very attractive. This

issue represents the first under William III without his late

English bride (and cousin) Mary.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

Important Gold Queen Anne Coronation Medal

2863 Great Britain. 1702 Queen Anne Coronation medal. Medallic

Illustrations Anne 4. Eimer-390. About Uncirculated. 2H5.2

grains. 34.9 mm. With original red shagnvn cast' lined with

pale blue velvet, fragile but intact. Rich yellow gold surfaces

1 HI IKVM M C 1 !| I I <

show strong reflectivity. Light hairlines, as usual, m<i mai'.ir

marks. Some "die rust" or spalling is stvn in the left obverse

field, as struck, and a subtle batch of adjustment marks ma\

be noted beneath the cloud in the reverse field. A very prett\

little medal by Croker, ptipular if elusive in this highest

composition. As noted in Ml: "this was the official medal

which was distributed by the Treasurer of the 1 lousi'hold at

the coronation."

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

Desirable Queen Anne 5 Guineas

2864 Great Britain. 1711 5 guineas. Fr-317, S-3568. About Un-

circulated-50, lightly cleaned. 643.7 grains. 37.4 mm. Even

medium yellow gold with richly reflective fields and strong

lustre, especially on the reverse. Some faint hairlines from a

long ago cleaning are not especially distracting, as this piece

retains a pleasing and natural appearance. Only minor marks

are seen, including a very tiny rim nick under the truncation

of the bust. A very desirable post-Union example of the largc*st

gold coin of Queen Anne.

Frojn the Glode M. Requa Collection.

Scarce 1726 George I 5 Guineas

2865 Great Britain. 1726 5 guineas. Fr-325, S-3626. About Uncir-

culated-50. 645.3 grains. 37.0 mm. Good remaining lustre on

rich yellow gold fields, especially radiant on the reflective

reverse. Some hairlines are present, but no major defects.

A verv' pleasing specimen of this imposing Wpe, a design

lacking in the Eliasberg Collection. This date is the last of

four issues (1716, 1717, 1720, and 1726) of this denomination

under George I.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.
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Lustrous 1729 EIC 5 Guineas

2866

Great Britain. 1729 EIC 5 guineas. Fr-333, S-3664. About Un-

circulated-50, lightly cleaned. 646.6 grains. 37.6 mm. A highly

attractive example of this early issue of George II struck from

bullion obfained by the East India Company. Lustrous light

yellow gold surfaces are slightly reflective, with nearly full

cartwheel present on the reverse. Light hairlines are seen,

but the cleaning is incidental to the very nice visual appeal

and would not be noted by all, with its vestiges being nearly

wholly reserved to the obverse. Some minor field marks are

seen. A very pleasing example. A specimen in the Eliasberg

collection graded IVIS-62 (NGC) realized $10,925.

From the Glode M. Recjua Collection.

2867

Great Britain. 1738 5 guineas. Fr-332, S-3663. Choice Very

Fine-30. 644.5 grains. 37.0 mm. A choice circulated specimen

of this young bust of George 11. Good, even medium yellow

gold with coppery toning around the peripheries. No major

marks, just the most minor hairlines and eye appeal about

as nice as could be hoped for at this grade level. Just a lovely

example.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.
2868

Great Britain. 1738 2 guineas. Fr-336b, S-3667. Choice Ex-

tremely Fine-45. 258.9 grains. 31.2 mm. Elegant pale violet

toning covers medium yellow gold surfaces. Good lustre

and moderate reflectivity remain, and the grade assignment

appears conservative. A natural planchet streak may be seen

inside 9:00 on the obverse, along with a more minor streak

below. Only minor hairlines are .seen on the highly pleasing

surfaces. A charming example of this Young Head issue.

From the Glode M. Reqiin Collection.

2871 Great Britain. 1746 LIMA 5 guineas. Fr-335, S-3665. Ex-

tremely Fine-40. 646.3 grains. 37.1 mm. l.o\ely lustrous

medium yellow gold with deeper toning around peripheral

legends. Strong cartwheel persists and some might assign

a higher grade. C>nly minor hairlines and disturbances aa'

2870 Great Britain. 1741/31 5 guineas. Fr-332, S-3663A. About Un-

circulated-55. 647.2 grains. 36.4 mm. Superb frosty cartwheel

lustre around both sides. Slightly reflective fields show good

light yellow color with only minor handling marks, includ-

ing some hairlines and a few thin short scratches in the left

obverse field. Excellent eye appeal, essentially no circulation

wear, a beautiful example of the type. The Eliasberg speci-

men of this variety, graded a similar AU-58 (NGC), brought

$7,475.

From the Glode M. Reqiia Collection.

Historic 1746 LIMA 5 Guineas

2869

Great Britain. 1738 2 guineas. Fr-336b, S-3667. Extremely

Fine-40, scratched. 257.3 grains. 31.1 mm. Frosty cartwheel

lustre dominates pleasing light yellow gold surfaces. A
series of faint, shallow pinscratches may be seen in the left

obverse field, otherwise this piece would be at least a nice

AU considering the lustre and visual appeal. A tiny dig in

the field below the first G of GEORGIVS is noted. A coin that

should be seen, as its preservation should be worth a strong

bid.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

Lustrous 1741/31 5 Guineas

Svu
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sivn on tho surtaccs including a shallow scrape in front of

Cn'orge’s chin. The sharpness and overall appe'al are excellent,

and the awerse remains lightly reflective. A popular historic

issue, named for the 1745 capture of the Lcu'is Erasmus^ Notre

Piime, and Marquis d'Antin off the coast of South America.
This episode, which netted no less than 972,0(X1 pieces of eight

and more than 13,0(X) 8 escudos in addition to 65.5 pounds
of gold ingots and even more silver, was celebrated by the

medal known as Bett.s-381. This capture of bullion makes
much more .sen.se as an inspiration of the LIMA coinage

than the more famous capture of the Colmdonga by Anson off

Manila in 1743, the standard story of the origin of the LIMA
moniker for decades.

Frovi the Glode M. Requa Collection.

2872

Great Britain. Trio of early Maundy sets: * 1818 k.M-,Ml>V>4

Penny. MS-65 (NGC). Deep gold and blue U)ning ' Two-

pence. MS-66 (NGC). Toning as the penny Thrt*i*jx'nce

MS-64 (NGC). Toned as the others <1 Fourpence or Groat

MS-64 (NGC). Toned as the others. A spi*ctacular stM in all

regards. 1904 KM-MDS161 (2 sets). Penny Twopimce
Threepence Fourpence. Average MS-64 to 65, each beauti-

fully toned. (Total: 3 sets, 12 piea^s)

2873

Great Britain. 1838 Victoria coronation medal by Pistrucci. BFlM-1803, Eimer-1309. Choice AU. Copper. 316.8 grams. 86.8 mm. An

impressive and elusive medal, rated as rare by Brown in BITM. Rich reflective medium brown surfaces with some minor obverse

spotting and no major flaws.

From the Norweb Collection.

BANNOCKBURN

2874

Great Britain. 1974 Robert the Bruce medal

by Spink & Son. Gold. As issued. 119

grams, marked as 22 karat. Accompanied

by the original box and papers of issue.

Serial numbered 5 on edge from a mintage

of just 100 pieces. Actual gold weight is 109

grams or over 3.5 troy ounces.

From the Noru'eb Collection.

I
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2879 Philippines. U.S. Administration. 1903 seven-piece Proof set KM-PSl: Half centavo. KM-162. Proof-66 RB (PCGS). Splashes of

iridescent magenta, sea green, and gold on the obverse; reverse with splashes of rich rose "tx Centavo. KM-163. Proof-66 RB (PCGS).

Varied shades of iridescent rose and sea green on both surfaces Five centavos. KM-164. Proof-65 (PCGS). Satin surfaces with

splashes of bright gold and faint lavender on the obverse; reverse with rose-gold highlights 10 centavos. KM-165. Proof-67 (PCGS).

Satin surfaces with rose-gold at the obverse periphery; reverse mainly sea green with hints of rose and gold 20 centavos. KM-166.

Proof-65 (PCGS). Satiny with hints of delicate rose on the obverse; reverse with rich sea green and rose toning 50 centavos. KM-167.

Proof-66 (PCGS). A splash of rich olive-gray with iridescent rose and green on the obverse; reverse displays medium mottled rose and

blue-green Peso. KM-168. Proof-67 (PCGS). Iridescent rose, green, blue-green, violet, and blue on both surfaces. (Total: 7 pieces)

2880 Turkey. Group of gold coins: 1925. 20 Dinara. KM-7. MS-63

1931. 1 Ducat. KM-12.2. MS-62 1931. 4 Ducat. KM-12.1.

AU-58. All brilliant and lustrous. A nice 20th-century three-

some. (Total: 3 pieces)

END OF SESSION THREE

S I AC

2876 Italy. Sardinia. 1835 100 lire. KM-117.2. Choice Extremely

Fine-45. Medium yellow gold with some lustre remaining.

No imperfections worthy of note.

2878 Peru. 1712 M 8 escudos. Lima mint. Fr.7. KM-38.1. Mint)

State. 26.82 grams. An especially sharp piece from the Fleet

of 1715. Rich yellow gold with lightly abraded surfaces fromi

seawater exposure. Pefectly centered on the obverse with ail

two full dates. The reverse shows a good bold cross and com-i

plete PHILLIPPVS V. Better struck and better centered than

most we've seen, a prize for shipwreck or Latin American!

specialists. Another 1712-dated specimen in the Eliasberg;

sale, graded AU-50 (NGC) sold for $6,325 in April 2005

The Nokvveb Collection World Coins November 2!||;

2877 Mexico. Pair of 50 pesos. KM-481: 1921 AU-58. Golden|( ,

surfaces with hints of orange 1931 MS-62. Lustrous yellow'll

gold with splashes of golden orange on both surfaces. (Total:

:

2 pieces)

2875 Hungary. 1738 ducat. Fr-171. Kormoc-Kremnitz mint. About

Uncirculated-50. 53.4 grains. 22.3 mm. Attractive medium
yellow gold with a hint of coppery toning. Strong lustre,

slightly reflective, a very pleasing example.

From the Glode M. Requa Collection.

Choice Lima 1712 8 Escudos
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^ Wednesday, November 8, 2006 — 6:00 pm

TREASURES EROM THE ARCHIVES OF
AMERICAN BANK NOTE COMPANY

Part IV

Welcome to our fourth offering of treasures from the archives of the

American Bank Note Company (ABNCo). Our premiere sale in August

was a great success as w'ere the second and third events in September

and October. Apart from great bidding enthusiasm and activity from

established collectors of paper money, stock certificates, and printed

ephemera, many coin collectors have joined in the opportunity. It

seems that most numismatists also appreciate other interesting items

of Americana, and in that category it would be difficult to envision

any offering more important that these!

The present listing is rich in plates and dies relating to banks and

banking, to which are added rare and unique plates relating to George

Washington (in complement to our offering of the Norweb Collection

of Washington tokens and medals in this sale), joined by vignettes

of other presidents. Buildings, Native Americans, historical military'

scenes, and more add to the diversity you will encounter as you turn

the following pages.

John Pack was the lead cataloguer, Susan Novak was his assistant

W'ith the mea.surement and descriptions of the items, and 1 (QDB)

added selected commentary.

Formed in 1858 by a consolidation of seven major engraving and

printing firms, ABNCo went on to dominate the security printing

business worldwide. From 1858 until the twilight of the issuance of

currency by state-chartered banks in the mid-1860s, the firm produced

bills for banks all acro.ss the United States. Often this was done by

taking plates from the firms that comprised ABNCo in 1858, adding

the ABNCo monogram, and printing new versions. In addition, the

firm produced federal currency for the United States government from

1861 through the 1870s, postage stamps for many years, and countless

securitv documents for banks, governments, and other institutions.

It w'as the firm's policy to retain the printing plates and related

equipment. Year by year, generation by generation, a vast trove of

wonderful artifacts grew as new things were added. By 2003, when

we first visited American Bank Note Company and examined certain

of the items, there were thousands of vignette dies, many cy'linder

dies, and hundreds of bank note printing plates, in addition to other

items. In 2(X)5 the highlights of this were consigned by John Albanese

and Steve Blum to American Numismatic Rarities to study, evaluate,

and showcase for auction presentation. As part of the program, Q.

David B<m'ers' btxik, Obsolete Currency Issued by Banks 1782-1866, was

completed (the project had been underway for many years), and as

these words are being w'ritten it is in pmss, scheduled to be distributed

by Whitman Publishing, EEC before the present auction takes place.

* ompnsing over 600 pages and hundmds of illustrations, this will

tell the story of bank note printing and engraving in America, along

W ith the banks that distributed them, financial Ixxims and recessions.

the American scene, and more—"equal to a university' course* in the

subject," according to Mary Counts, president of Whitman.

Items Offered

The present sale offers a w'ide variety of ABNCo treasures. Gener-

ally they are divided as follow's:

• Vignette dies: Revtangular plates i)f hardened stcvl in which scent's, lettering,

and designs are engraved. While there am exceptions, many of these range in

approximate size from a playing card to a postcard, some going up to letterhead

size, rhe lettering and details on these am in mirror image, so that when impm's-

sions wem* taken from them they would appear in the proper orientation.

Many of these vignette dies date from the antecedent firms that comprisc'd

ABNCo in the 1858 merger, and have remained intact and unust'd ever sina*!

Others date from a later period and include scenes for currency and sc-curitv

printing, among w'hich are stock certificates of certain companic*s whose names

are m'cognizable today. The rectangular plates are ideal for display, could bc‘ eas-

ily mounted on a walnut plaque as an office dexroration, or can simply be enjtiyed

as collectibles. Very rarely has even a single vignette die been offertxJ for auction.

TheABNCo Archives are like opening Ali Baba's cave—mwealing a tm-asum trove

of W'hich there never has been an equivalent or w'ill there be again.

• Bank note printing plates: These plates, usually of four subjects, but some-

times one or tw'o, were used to print currency for state-chartered banks in the

early 19th century*. Each plate has the name of the bank, location, denomina-

tion, designs, and other details, as well as the name of the engraving company

that created it, such as Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson, New York, or one or

another of the other firms that was merged to form ABNCo in 1858. Plates used

to make limited runs of currency, generally up to 5,000 impressions, w ere often

made in copper. Those intended for longer runs (but not always usc“d for such)

were made in hardened steel.

Many of the bank note plates w e offer are in pristine condition, having been

carefully wrapped in heavy paper and put away for generations, some fmm
before the ABNCo merger in 1858.

Each plate is cross mTerenced to James A. Haxby's Obsolete Paper Money

of the United States 1782-1866, issued in four volumes by Krause Publications,

1988. There are many plates of subjects unknown to James Haxbv, and those

are described in detail for the benefit of future historians.

Relatively few printing plates have ever reached the collectors' market, but

when such occasions occurred, there has been a lot of interest Now and again

old plates have been used to issue reprints, profitably, as in the case of R M
Smythe and Company which produced 25 impressions from a ftsur-subiect

bank note plate of the Bank of Mount Pleasant, Ohio, "reprinted b\ Smvibe

a presentation to valued clients in 1990 . . . The notes are stamped and numbered

on the verso in accordance with the Hobbv Protection Act' which w ottered

in the July 2006 catalogue of the Herb and Martha Schingcx'tbe cs=.^’.,sgiK' ;

Lot 1249. The American Bank Note Companv itself ' reprinted' sonsr n,-4,~ rn

the 1980s in particular, which occasionalh come on the marie? t.H.s' i;su,= L:-

described as "pniprietarv pnxifs," or pn*ots made bv the owner o-: :r- i r.nk

note plate's, some bear mixiern markings, w hile iMhen- vji' ruM IVSiiK '.h"

Stack's 431
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process used, which involved high resolution photography and new plates,

are given in Bowers' Obsolete Currency Issued by Banks 1782-1866. Presumably,

direct or first-generation reprints made from original plates would be even

more important and significant.

No representation or warranty is made of any kind as to the suitability or

desirability of any plate for future reprinting, except to add the suggestion that

unlike prior reprintings, it would be good form to stamp on the back of each

note that it is a modern proof, or whatever term, to avoid modern proofs from

being sold as originals. In many instances, such reprints, if made, would serve

to provide examples for which no originals are known—much in the way that

ABNCo proprietary proofs (actually second-generation impressions) have done,

and with great success in the marketplace.

Likely, collectors a generation from now will marvel upon the availability

of plates in our series of auctions, much as in a related way one can only

contemplate when the paper archives of American Bank Note Company were

auctioned by Christie's in 1990 and 1991. However, unlike paper notes, each

bank note plate is absolutely unique!

• Cylinder dies (19th-century usage), today called rolls, roller dies, or transfer

rolls, comprise another major section of our offering. These consist of hard

metal cylinders which bear around their periphery a relief impression from a

vignette die. During the transfer or siderographic process, a soft steel roller was

impressed into the face of a hard vignette die. The roller then picked up the

impression in relief. Hardened by tempering, the cylinder die was then used

to transfer the impression into the face of a copper or soft steel bank note plate

or other printing plate, the details being transferred incuse or intaglio. A bank

note plate was created by successive applications of cylinder dies, adding one

at a time different aspects such as vignettes, counters (numbers and decorations

referring to the denomination), lettering, and the like. After this process the

soft steel plate was hardened, polished, and made ready for printing—in the

form which we offer plates today. The copper bank note plates were made by

the same method, except that the metal was soft to begin with.

Until now, most dedicated specialists have never even seen a cylinder die,

much less have had the opportunity to own one. These units are very interest-

ing, historical, and as a class are very rare.

• Other plates:A limited number of plates used by the antecedent companies

that formed ABNCo to produce broadsides and advertising sheets will be of-

fered in time. In addition, other artifacts will be presented and described.

About Designs and Vignettes

Over a long period of time during the bank note issuing era as well

as later, vignettes were often given titles. Sometimes the specific names

appeared on bank notes or other security printing, but usually not.

Allegorical gods and goddesses were particular favorites. A woman
standing holding a balance scale would likely be known as justice,

while a goddess embracing a sheaf of wheat was typically Ceres (the

goddess of agriculture), but, equipped with a shield, or with a eagle

nearby, might just as well be called Liberty. A figure with a cornucopia

overflowing with plenty could be called Moneta if coins were present

or spilled out on the ground nearby, or Fortune. Commerce may be in

the form of a goddess with gears or machines nearby.

Hebe, cup bearer to the gods is seen on some vignettes, typically

holding a goblet or other container offering wine to a patriotic eagle.

Archimedes, perhaps using a lever to left the earth, was another earlj

motif, as were Androcles and the Lion, Venus (scantily dressed, c|

emerging from the sea, or in some other pose), Hercules, Proserpina

and more.

Famous people are another popular subject, with Washingtoi

Franklin, Clay, Lafayette, Calhoun, and others widely used on pape

money, plus many portraits that are not immediately identifiable nov

but which in their day were important.

Generally, the vignette dies as well as printing plates in theABNC
archives are not labeled as to title. Ideas for attributions can be gainer

from the series of Interesting Notes monographs created by Roger H. Dl

rand, from certain reference books on state bank notes (Harold Bowen

1956 text on Michigan bank notes is especially rich in this regard), bac

issues of the late lamented Essay-Proofjournal, and elsewhere. In ou

descriptions of scenes we describe what we see, usually not assigniru

a specific title. However, by lucky happenstance no doubt many of th

purchasers will be able to research their treasures and come up wit

additional information. The unknown is always exciting, and man
of the ABNCo items come with this quintessential element.

Notes about Our Descriptions

Measurements: The sizes are dose approximations only, each on

being rounded to the nearest quarter inch. These measurements reflecj

the actual size of the plate. The vignettes on the plates are generalll

somewhat smaller. In cases where the vignettes are considerabi

smaller, the vignette measurements are given, in addition to the plat

measurements. The illustrations in this catalogue are of the vignette

themselves, with the exception of the multi-subject bank note plate

and the cylinder dies. On many vignette dies, blank unused areas wer

inscribed with crossed lines, perhaps to make the important area c

the design visible at quick glance.

Toning: Throughout the listings there is discussion of toning on th

plates. In the cases of the steel plates in particular, much of this coloi

ation is due to the oils on the surfaces of the plates rather then tonin

of the metal itself. Most of the plates have been chemically treate

or coated with paraffin by the various engraving firms to protect th

surfaces for long-term storage. These treatments have worked ver

nicely for the most part and in the vast majority of cases, the desig

features are free of oxidation. Handling over the years has added oil

from the hands of many who've handled them. For the steel plate?

the toning would mostly disappear if the plates were to be cleanec

While this may be desirable in some cases to remove buildups of wa>

it is generally not recommended as cleaning the metal will leave ;

susceptible to oxidation. As for the copper plates, the metal is mor

reactive and the descriptions of toning, while due in part to surfac

treatments, are mostly changes of the surface of the metal.

Photographs: The photographs taken by staff expert Doug Plasenci

shown are mirror images of the actual dies /plates, showing how th

final image would be printed.
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BANKING AND CURRENCY
Bank of the United States Currency Plate

Washington, D.C.

3001

District of Columbia, Washington. Bank of the United

States. 1852-circa 1855. Face plate for a 4-subject sheet. 25c-

25c-50c-50c. Haxby DC-370, G4a-G4a-G6a-G6a. Engraved

date, November 25th, 1852. Steel. 9 x 14 inches. Imprint of

Wellstcx'td, Hanks, Hay and Whiting, New York. Bright and

lustrous platinum gray steel and somewhat reflective. Traces

of soft gold toning are seen around the edges where the plate

has been most handled. Faint scratches are scattered about,

but none am severe or worthy of specific mention. Traces of

light oxidation are seen along the edge, but this is far from

the design and could be easily removed and treated without

threatening the quality of the plate. The designs are deeply

engraved, and the layouts are particularly attractive. A lovely

plate fnim a bank dt*scriK'd by Haxby as fraudulent or possibly

non-existent. A counterpart to another plate we offemd from

this bank in our August 2006 sale, that being the $l-$l-S2-$3

plate. Thest' two plate's art' all that existed for this bank in the

ABNCo archives. The original papt'r wrappt'r is included.

M,irk (4 I ( ..irsiitr, Newark, New |ersey on back

The Bank of the Urnt.-ci Maf.-s, VVashingtcm. IK ,
was a private enterpnsc-

rxy related to the- Bank of the United Mates (first Bank of the United States

IHll. ond Bank of th«' Unit*-d Stati-s 1H1S l«Vi; lurther, despite

the title It had no conm-ction with eithiT (lu- >;ii\ eriinu'nl i!! li«-

S

-sf

District o( Columbia Similar to quite a leu banksof llw I 'istii. ;

?

i.i oi

bia, little IS known about its hislorv toda\ As s»-< urinj; a chariei a

having the 1 louse o( Keprevnlatives pass legislation, and as ihi [>iik < J;.n

was often delayed or found impractical, some banks ueni into op-rat;;; ,

anyway. Other banks were simply fraudulent or sp-eulain e \enlure- si-i

up in Washington, where there was practically no o\ersight le',;'-pl lor

cKxasional congressional commiltee inquiries), intended to issue pap-i

money to be circulated in distant places.

Certain extant notes of the Bank of the United Stales from this identical

plate show evidence of extensive circulation and are sigmsJ, numbered
These are scarce today.

Columbia National Bank Title Plate

lJ

3002

District of Columbia, Washington. The Columbia National

Bank of Washington. Charter: 3625. Title plate. Steel. 7.75 x

1 .75 inches. Deep steel gray with somewhat heavy mottled

toning of deeper gray, gold, pale blue and violet. The title is

deep and stands out visually. A nice plate.

Engraved identification number; C-1106.

Mark of |ohn Sc*llers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back. (Information

as to the source of the steel for bank note plates is virtually non-existent in

numismatic literature. It is hopc-d that researchers will find these twhnical

notations to be of interest.)

The Columbia National Bank was one of only 27 note-issuing National

Banks established in the District of Columbia. The bank was chartered

January 27, 1887 and continued in opc*ration through the end of the note-

issuing period. Southard Parker was the founding cashier, and Brainard

H. Warner was the first president. Over a period of time, over $8.6 million

in currency was issued under this title.

Second National Bank Title Plate

Washington, D.C.

3003

District of Columbia, Washington. Second National Bank

of Washington, D.C. Charter: 2038. Title plate. Stc'cl. 7.25 x

1.5 inches. Mottled surfaces in varv'ing tones of deep gray,

with a somewhat matte surface texture. The plate is slightly

bowed, probably from having been rolled with a cylinder. TTte

title is deeply engrav’ed with darkly toned recesses and thus

it stands out nicely. Some surface scratches are noted, but do

not affect the title. The original paper wrapper is included,

with a proof impression affixed.

The Second National Bank of Washington, D ‘ v\ as charte^-.t V-p

tember 3, 1872, but was actuallv the eighth --uch institutir.“- charti-; '

the District. It was the fifth largest issuer of National Bank note the 7“

note-issuing banks with just over $10 million n-ieased into Ati
^

continued in operation through the end of the note . .suing •

The bank was capitalized at $2i»: iii«i. i\dh an .lutK n - t. . s-

$.300,000. Founding officers included D 1. cas' r . ]

' - r

assistant cashier: John • Mi Kelden. presidr i: :r
' -

- r.v -
;

-

president
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The Citizens National Bank of Indianapolis Title Plate

3004 Indiana, Indianapolis. The Citizens National Bank of In-

dianapolis. Charter: 617. Title plate. Steel. 6.75 x 2.5 inches.

Very deep steel gray and heavily toned in shades of olive and

gold with bold blue and violet iridescence near the edges. A
series of small oxidation pits are seen, mostly toward the left

end of the plate (the right end as printed), but these appear

to have been treated long ago and they no longer appear to

be active oxidation. The title is nicely laid out and deeply

engraved.
Engraved identification number: N.S. No. 3851.

The Citizens National Bank of Indianapolis was the third of 18 National

Banks established in the city, chartered in December 1864 with a capital

authorization of $200,000, limited to $500,000 (in an era in which there

was much capital authorized by Congress but not yet used; later, available

authorization dropped to the vanishing point, and in some regions, banks

had to delay their charters until authorization became available). Asa G.

Pettibone was the first cashier, and Josiah Mansur the first president.

The bank was in operation for 20 years, being liquidated November 11,

1884. In this time just over $1 million in bank notes were issued from this

institution, and by 1910, the estimated face value remaining outstanding

was just over $7,000. Today, only 10 notes are listed in Don Kelly's Census

representing a mere $22 in face value.

Rushville National Bank of Indiana Title Plate

3005 Indiana, Rushville. The Rushville National Bank. Charter:

1456. Title plate. Steel. 5.75 x 1.5 inches. Satiny, bright and

lustrous. Typical hairlines and light handling marks are

seen, as well as some minor oxidation marks which appear

inactive. A bold title plate, simple and easily readable.

Engraved identification numbers: C-5180 and CT169.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

The Ru.shville National Bank was one of four note-issuing National

Banks that operated in this town. Chartered in 1865 with a capital of

$100,000, it was the first established in Rushville and narrowly missed

the status among the four banks of having issued the most notes under its

title, at just under $1.5 million. It continued in operation through the end

of the note-issuing period. By 1935 it was estimated that just over $105,000

remained outstanding.

Des Moines, Iowa Municipal Scrip Sheet Plate

3006 Iowa, Des Moines. The City of Des Moines. 1850s. Face

plate for a 4-subject sheet. $l-$2-$3-$5. Oakes 36-1,2,3,4.

Partial engraved date, 18 . Steel. 9x14 inches. Imprint of

Bald, Cousland and Company, New York and Philadelphia.

Bright and lustrous light steel gray with a soft platinum

gray tone and traces of golden brown. A few trivial surface

marks are seen, but the plate is very clean overall and very’

attractive. The notes are well vignetted, wdth children s

portraits and various other themes from Native American

to agricultural. The central vignettes of the $2 and $5 note,

as well as the leftmost vignette of the $2, am individually

signed by Bald, Cousland and Company, 1857, Baldwin, Bald

and Cousland, 1856, and Baldwin, Bald and Cousland, 1856,

respectively. A very nice Iowa scrip note plate. The original

paper wrapper is included, though it is somewhat rough.

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

434
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Merchants National Bank of Fort Scott, Kansas
No National Bank Notes Known

^m‘iUMi(s.\ali(Hiiil Uaiik an
•*

, rto n'l* s t’l

• 7 i. •

3007 Kansas, Fort Scott. Merchants National Bank of Fort Scott.

Charter: 1927. Title plate. Deep steel gray with heavy over-

tones of mottled gold, olive, and pale blue over much of

the surface. A few minor handling marks are noted, as are a

couple of tiny oxidation spots far from the design. The title

is simple, and deeply engraved, with the town and state

below. An elegantly designed "No." appears at the lower left

as printed. For collectors of Kansas National Bank notes, this

plate may be one of the most important discoveries in some
time as no bank notes have ever come to light with this title.

A Kansas prize, stored for likely 100 years or more in the

warehou.se of American Bank Note Company, and offered

here for the first time. It is unique and not likely to be offered

again for years to come.
Engraved identification numbers: 1199, 2326, and Z327.

Mark of J. Dck’ on back.

The Merchants National Bank of Fort Scott was the .second National

Bank established in this town. Chartered on January 20, 1872, a year and 10

days after the first such institution in Fort Scott, but neither of these* banks

would continue in operation very long. The Merchants National Bank,

capitalized at $50,000, was the first to go into receivership, on Si'ptember

25, 1878, just under seven years after its charter. Federal records a'veal the

cause to have been "incompetent management and Uxral depa*ssion." The

incompetents included President Henry A. Phillip.s, ca.shier Gu.stavus A.

Scovill, and assistant cashier G.R. Scovill. A scant $107,300 in National Bank

notes were i.ssued under this title, and by 1915 it was estimated that only

$605 remained outstanding, a sum so low that then* is a good likelihexxi that

no notes will ever be di.scovered. An important plate engraved for a bank

whose history is little more than the proverbial flash in the pan.

Important Kansas Currency Plate

Redwing Bank

Lawrence, Kansas

3008 Kansas, Lawrence. Redwing Bank. 1857. Face plate for a 4- 1

subject sheet. $l-S2-$3-$5. Haxby KS-45, G2a-G4a-G6a-G8a.

Engraved date, April 18th, 1857. Steel. 9 x 14 inches. Imprint
f

of Wellstood, Hay and Whiting, New York and Boston. Lovely :

light steel gray with the faintest traces of pale blue and light .

olive toning. Faint hairlines are seen, as typical, as are other

very minor handling marks. Some very light oxidation is seen

in two areas of the left edge, but these arc light and small i

enough that they are not easily seen looking directly at the

face of the plate. The four notes arc beautifully laid out and

vignetted with western agricultural and Native American

scenes. This plate was used to print the entire issue of notes

from this apparently very short-lived Kansas bank. All notes

known are remainders, and all are prized by collectors. The

printed notes have orange backs, but unfortunately, the back

plate is no longer associated with this piece. A very important

plate from one of the more challenging states for collectors

of bank notes from this period. The original paper wrapper

is included.

=r
43Shack's
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City of Shreveport Municipal Scrip Plates
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3009 Louisiana, Shreveport. The City of Shreveport. Face plate and back plate for a 4-subject sheet. $l-$2-$5-$10. Engraved date, April

2, 1867. Steel. 9x14 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company, New York on both plates. The face plate is lustrous light steel

gray with small areas of light olive and gold toning, mostly near the edges of the plate. A few minor bumps are noted at the edges,

far from the designs. Light handling marks are seen, but none are too distracting. A plate for nicely vignetted notes, with a railroad

scene on the $1 issue, and a very nice riverboat on the $2 being particularly desirable. The riverboat vignette is the work of Draper,

Welsh and Company, and is dated 1857. Traces of black ink remain visible in the deeper recesses. The back plate bears attractive, fully

engraved designs, with the obligation at the centers and very ornate counters and security engravings at left, right, and around. The

plate is lustrous light steel gray with some faint olive toning. Traces of green ink remain in the recesses. A lovely pair of plates for

full-size scrip issues by the City of Shreveport. The original paper wrapper for each plate is included. (Total: 2 pieces)

Mark of C. Yeager, Philadelphia on back of both plates.

43b
Si
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I he N'.illey Bank of Maryland Currency Plate

3010 Maryland, Hagerstown. The Valley Bank of Maryland.

1848-1855. Face plate for a 4-subject sheet. S5-S5-S10-S20.

Haxby MD-245, Unlisted designs. Partial engraved date,

18 . Copper. 9 x 14 inches. Imprint of Rawdon, Wright,

Hatch and Edson, New York. Beautiful, highly lustrous rich

copper orange with heav'v gold and rose overtones on much

of the surface. Small areas of heavy violet, blue, green, and

pleasing reddish brown add to the aesthetic appeal. A par-

ticularly nice copper plate, hairlined from an old cleaning as

usually seen, but with rich color and lovely vignettes that are

deeply engraved and easily seen. The original paper wrapper

is included, and is one of the nicer ones we have seen, both

in terms of condition and aesthetic. The face is labeled in

heavy black ink and a sticker of the engraving firm is affixed

at the lower left giving an extract of their terms which deal

with the number of impressions that each plate would be

g(HKl for, both in copper and steel. Issued notes aa' known

from the bank, and these are not particularly raa’, but none

of them bear the exact designs on this plate. The plate for

I m N' )Kv\i II C -
; I ' t

-

the issued notes, as catalogued in Haxby Ix'ar tlu' RWH&d
imprint as the presi-nt plate, though the designs differ Ibe

notes share some vignettes with the issues in I laxbv, but with

different titles and a different central top vignette. Similarly,

the $10 and $20 notes share the vignettes of the issued notes,

but with differently styled titles. The designs featured on

this plate are not catalogued in Haxby, a rare occurrence in

our experience working with the ABNCo. Archi\'e thus tar.

A superb piece in ever)' respect, and historically important
Mark of ]. Carbide, Newark, New Jersey on back

The Valley Bank of .Maryland was chartered in 1K47 b\ the state ol

.Maryland, but did not go into opieration until 1S4K. In 1S55, A. Clark was

president and the cashier was Joseph Gumiss. In Sefitembi-r lSl>h, Banker 's

Magazine reported this:

“The Valley Bank at Hagerstown suspx'nded payment early in August

This hank (?), so called, it is reported, had its actual owners in Ni-w York

(not Wall Street this time), and as long as the funds an.' furnished thi-ir

Baltimore agents for the redemption of tlieir bills, piayment was not n*lus*'d.

On Saturday last the circulation was redeemed in piart at the counter ol

the bank in Hagerstown, but haying telegraphic advices that the drafts

of the Baltimore agents to the extent of $15,0(X) on the New York owners

had been protested on Saturday, the bank officers at 1 lagerstown declined

further payment, and closed immediately the bank diHirs. This is another

instance of the bad effecis of encouraging the bills of banks established by

irresfHinsible piarties. There are numerous instances of the same kind in

Indiana and Illinois, and great caution should be used in taking the bills

of banks so remote. Mr. J. Dixon Roman, of 1 lagerstown, president of the

old 1 lagerstown Bank, has been appointed by the count)' court receiver of

the Valley Bank ..."

Then this in the same magazine the next month:

"Arrangements have bevn made by Messrs. Ix'lands, New York, own-

ers of the Valley Bank of Maryland, for the redemption in part of the bills

of that bank. There is still a large amount unredeemed in the hands of the

brokers in Wall Street."

Third National Bank of Boston Title Plate

3011 Massachusetts, Boston. Third National Bank. Charter. 359.

Title plate. Steel. 6.5 x 1.75 inches. A lovely title plate, with

evenly blended tones of olive, gold, and violet over lustrous

medium steel gray. Minor handling marks are seen, but the

plate is mostly quite clean and attractive. A partial engraved

date is seen, 187_. The title is beautifully ornamented with

fine scrollwork.

Engraved identification number: 1280.

Mark of J. Doc on back.

The Third National Bank of Boston was one of numerous National

Banks chartered in this capital city. Chartered April 1, ISM, with a capital

of $300,000, it was among the earliest, and it would issue just ovf-r $S mil

lion in National Bank notes over a period of 37 years Jonas Bennett w i

the founding cashier, and Percival L. Bennett the first pre-adimt The two

serx ed together for nearly a decade Business was conducted at

Street in the heart of the financial distnet The bank w as liquidated in I'X

cember 1901, and by 1910 it was estimated that lust over S'^l 000 n n-?,; .,

outstanding. Today, notes are somewhat -raroe all thinp^ s i—.- : r- i w it;,

only 19 notes appeanng in the census
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Adams National Bank Title Plate

North Adams, Massachusetts

3012 Massachusetts, North Adams. The Adams National Bank

of North Adams. Charter: 1210. Title plate. Steel. 5.75 x

1.5 inches. Light circular burnishing marks give the plate a

particularly lustrous and lively aesthetic quality. The steel

is medium gray with light mottled olive toning. The title is

deeply engraved, deeply toned, and stands out nicely from

the field.

Engraved identification number: C-677.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

The Adams National Bank of North Adams was the first of only two

note-issuing National Banks organized in this Berkshire County commu-

nity. Chartered on May 4, 1865, this bank was the first and continued in

business throughout the note issuing period, well beyond the final years of

the other institution. Over $10 million in National Currency was relea.sed

under this charter, including two different titles, this being the first. The

name was changed on May 4, 1905 to North Adams National Bank, North

Adams. Today the notes are quite rare, with just six known bearing this

original title.

i
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Important Mississippi Treasury Note Plate

Mississippi, Jackson. The State of Mississippi. 1860s.

Face plate for a 4-subject sheet of Mississippi Treasury

Notes. $10-$20-$50-$100. Criswell Types 4-3-2-1. Steel. 9 x

14 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company, New
York & New Orleans. An unusual plate from the archive

used for state issued Treasury Notes during the Civil War.

The plate is lovely light steel gray, lustrous and attractive.

A few of the typical hairlines and handling marks are seen,

but the plate is generally very clean. Nicely vignetted and

a wonderful display piece. The notes printed by this plate

were authorized by acts of January 24, 1861, November 29,

1861, and January 29, 1862, according to Criswell. The dates

were only partially engraved, allowing for the use of these

notes for several years. They are known hand-dated 1861,

1862, and 1863, with payable dates extending to 1864. The

notes were printed in black with a red overprint, but the tint

plate is no longer associated with this plate. The notes of this

type included only these four denominations, and thus the

present plate represents all notes issued of this type. A nice

southern state plate of the Civil War period. The original

paper wrapper is included, though it is not intact.

Mark of J. Garsides, Newark, New Jersey on back.
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E. Harrison & Company Scrip IMate

Irondale, Missouri

!

3014 Missouri, Irondale. E. Harrison and Company. 1870s. Face plate and face tint plate for a 4-subject sheet. S1-S2-S3-S4. Steel. 9x14

inches. Imprint of National Bank Note Company, New York on face plate. The face is lustrous li^ht steel with areas of deeper ^ray

toning flecks around the edges. Three patches of fine oxidation pitting are seen, mostly confined to the borders and apparently inactiv'e.

Light hairlines are seen over much of the plate, as typical, but other handling signs are few. A few traces of black ink remain in the

deepest engraved recesses. The plate is beautifully vignetted, as illustrated, including one of the very few felines on bank note plates

at the left of the $2 note titled, "Lucy's Pets." The tint plate is somewhat more reflective than the face, but with a similar lustrous light

gray tone Faint gold toning is also noted. Light handling marks and the U'pical soft hairlines are seen, along with a few very small

oxidation spots near the left edge of the plate. The tint engravings are attractive, and easily seen against the fields of the plate. They

have all been lightened in a horizontal strip near the top to allow for the central counter on the face plate to show boldly w.thm the

tint The client for the plate, "E. Harrison & Co." is impressed into the top border, as the intended use of the tint is nowhere else on

the steel. Proprietary Proofs were produced from this plate in the 1970s, but genuine 1870s impressions are not known to us, signed

or as remainders. A lovely pair of plates. (Total: 2 pieces)

Mark of C. Yoager, Philadelphia on both plates.
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Important New Jersey Currency Plate

The Farmers' and Merchants' Bank

Middletown Point, NJ

3015 New Jersey, Middletown Point. The Farmers' and Mer-

chants' Bank of Middletown Point. 1830-1903. Face plate

for a 4-subject sheet. $l-$l-$2-$3. Haxby NJ-300, G4-G4-

G16-G24. Partial engraved date 18 . Copper. 8.75 x 13.25

inches. Imprint of Balch, Stiles, Wright and Company, New
York. A beautiful copper currency plate, pale rose and rich

orange blended evenly across the surface with attractive

overtones of light gold, violet, and green. A few sfreaks of

darker toning are also seen and include some handprints

and other minor handling marks. Additionally, a pair of

tiny oxidation spots are seen near the lower left of the plate,

but these do not appear active. A superb early plate, nicely

preserved and representing some very desirable notes. James

A. Haxby assigns the dates of issue of this design from the

1830s to the early 1850s, the later dates including notes that

were overprinted in red. The $1 denomination from this

plate is known in Proof format, but both the $2 and $3 de-

nominations are catalogued by Haxby as SENG. An unusual

and very desirable opportunity, as few of these plates exist

beyond the archives of American Bank Note Company, and

to date, few of those plates have been offered for sale. The

present plate and the one in the lot to follow are consigned

to our sale from a private gentleman, and are not part ot the

archive. Though American Bank Note Company and somei-

of the antecedent firms operated under the policy that they'

would not release their engraved plates to their clients, other'

antecedents would, upon request, release bank note platesJ,

to the bank that had commissioned their engraving.

Mark of Jacob Keim, Philadelphia, on the back.

Chartered in 1830, the Farmers' and Merchants' (sometimes errone-;

ously cited as "Mechanics" in historical accounts) Bank of Middletowm

Point evolved years later into the Farmers and Merchants National Bank,

of Matawan (later name for Middletown). It was the first successful bankl

in Monmouth County. An earlier institution, the Monmouth Bank in Free-

1

hold, failed to gain public confidence, possibly as a result of keeping its.;

cash and certain records in the local jail overnight. As to the Farmers' and
;

Merchants' Bank, it took more than a year to raise the capital of $50,000 to>|

permit it to enter business. One of its main businesses was the financing;!

of agricultural products sold by local farmers into the New York market.

!

It is notable that this institution did not suspend specie payments during,:

the Panic of 1837, one of relatively few institutions that could make such
j

a claim. In 1839 a loan the bank made on the steamship Monmouth went
^

bad, the bank foreclosed, and ultimately recovered most of its money. And, i

the long-time president of this bank in later years had a name that seems,

like a caption on an old engraving; Asbury Fountain.

A Second Middletown Point, New Jersey Plate

The Farmers' and Merchants' Bank

3016 New Jersey, Middletown Point. The Farmers' and Mer-

chants' Bank of Middletown Point. 1830-1^03. Face plate for
|

a 4-subject sheet. $10-$5-S5-$5. 1 la\b\’ Nl-.ltHl. Li32-t.i2S-ki2S-

t ;28. Partial engrax ed date IS . Gt>pper. S.T5 \ 13.25 inches.

'll
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Imprint ot Balcli, Stiles, Wright and Company, New York.
1 ustrous surfaces, predominately pale orange copper and
considerable rose overtones. The edges are deeper orange
with traces of attractive violet and pale blue mingled with
dee^x-r red-brown where the plate has been most handled.
The plate has been nicely cared for with only minor handling
marks. It was clearly stored for a long time in its original

paper envelope as evidenced by the pattern ot toning on the

plate, but the wrapper is long gone. The counters are deeply
engraved and stand out sharply, while the remaining engrav-
ings are somewhat light. Another important plate intended

tor u.se from the 1830s to the early 1850s, in the early period

ot this bank. However, neither the $5 nor $10 denomination is

known to exist, both being catalogued in Haxby as SENC. A
prize for the advanced collector of New Jersey obsolete notes,

never before ottered for sale publicly and likely to remain in

the collection ot the next owner for many years. Beautifully

vignetted and perfect tor display.

Mark of Jacob Keim, Philadelphia, on the back.

Hie National bank ot C ommenv ot < lev eUnd vi as charlif < d A[>fil 1

1KS2 and issued just uver SI million in bank note-- vonsisiin^ ot ot

1875 and brown back types Numismatic historian I’eli-r HuntiKin stali-d

that this was one ot just thnv banks chartered in 1KK2 whii+i tirst issued

Series ot 1875 notes, then switched within thi- year to S»-ries ot 1882 bills

The bank was in operation just 17 years and was liquidated May 2*^. 18'^

In 1910, it was estimated that )ust over S10,0(K) remained outstanding trom

the original $1 million released, but today only five examplt-s are known, all

brown backs. The disaivery of one ot the earlier ti'jx- noti-s would a-rtainli

be imjxirtant cKcasion, particularly since the issue consisted ot only $.5(1 and

$100 denomination.s, both highly prized notes trom any bank

First National Bank Title Plate

Gallipolis, Ohio

aiu'l'mU^Tatiiiual U»auK'
m* n r; r r . t . t j 1 1

1

r 2

.

Union County Bank Title Plate

Plainfield, New Jersey

3017 New Jersey, Plainfield. Union County Bank. Haxby NJ-465.

Title plate. Steel. 5.5 x 1.5 inches. Bright and highly lustrous

medium steel gray. Somewhat heavy areas of oxidation are

seen along the top of the plate, along with some smaller

spots near the bottom. Otherwise, the plate is rather clean

and the title visually stands out nicely. The plate includes the

denomination, "ONE DOLLAR" suggesting the intended

use for a $1 bank note, but none of the notes catalogued in

Haxby used this style of title.

The Union County Bank was a small institution. In 1859 its capital

was just $30,000, later increased to $40,000. In 1861 Samuel H. Orton was

cashier, and Jacob Manning president. By 1864 Carmon Parse and Zachariah

Webster were in those posts.

3019 Ohio, Gallipolis. The First National Bank of Gallipolis.

Charter: 136. Title plate. Steel. 5 x 1.5 inches. Medium stwl

gray, satiny and lustrous. A nice simple plate with the title

deep and centered on the steel blank.

Engraved identification number: 633.

The First National Bank of Gallipolis was an early charter in the

National banking system, dated in November 1863. Capital was set at

$UX),0(X1, limited to $3(X),000. George W. Jackson was the founding cashier,

and Edward Delatombe was the first president. The bank was the only

note-issuing National bank in this Gallia county town, and continued in

operation throughout the note-issuing period. The total issue of currency

under this title was just under $1 .7 million.

Sandusky National Bank Title Plate

National Bank of Commerce of Cleveland

lyftl

3018 Ohio, Cleveland. The National Bank of Commerce of

Cleveland. Charter; 2662. Title plate. Steel. 6 x 1.75 inches.

Deeply toned dark steel gray with bold violet and pale gray

framing the rich gold center. Some veiy tiny old oxidation

pits are noted, but do not appear activ’e. Traces of wax residue

are also sc*en. A deeply engrav'ed plate, with a boldly visible

title. A nice Ohio plate from a scarcely represented charter,

where bank notes are concerned.

Engraved idenlificafion number C-269

3020 Ohio, Sandusky. Second National Bank, Sandusky, Ohio.

Charten 210. Title plate. Steel. 5x2 inches. Medium steel

gray, hairlined as Wpical and lustrous. Light mottled olive

and deeper gray toning are seen, as are a few trivial oxidation

spots and bits of wax residue. The title is deeply engraved,

with the ciU' and state below, and with "Duplicate unpaid"

underneath.
Engraved identification numbers: C-418 and C-1679.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons on back.

The Second National Bank of Sandusky was chartered lanuan 2b

1864, capitalized at $100,(XX). Andrew W. Grant, Jr, was tJie first cashhi

and Lester S. Hubbard was tJie founding president An obituarv notia

in 1875 stated:

"Mr. Lester S. Hubbard, President from its organization in ISM ot

the Second National Bank of Sandusky, died in that citi on xindat luh

11th. Mr Hubbard was bom in Windsor, Connecticut in 18<r ’* 0 *^1

manhcKxl was passed in New York Citv in men'antile bi;- ;ne In ;r.%4

he removed to Sanduskv, and in 18'i's he became a' -TKiated itt M-s .r

.

FT Bamei’ and William Durbin in ttie banking unde» n ‘ nni

name of Bamei, Hubbard & I Xirbin.aftens ardHuU'ardfe- ' ^ r -ter

Stack's
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Mr. Hubbard's management was always successful, and his judgment in

business matters rarely at fault."

Apparently, the succeeding management was less than successful,

for the bank was liquidated on October 15, 1902. During the period of its

existence, less than $600,000 in currency was issued under the title, and in

1910 it was estimated that only $5,691 remained outstanding. Today, nearly

all National Bank notes from this Erie County town are prohibitively rare,

with the only exception being those from the Third National Exchange

Bank. The Second National Bank is represented by only three survivors

listed in the Kelly Census. An important Ohio plate.

Second National Bank Title Plate

Xenia, Ohio

3021

Ohio, Xenia. Second National Bank of Xenia. Charter:

277. Title plate. Steel. 6 x 2.5 inches. Lustrous medium steel

gray with mottled olive toning and traces of pleasing violet.

The title is deeply engraved and stands out nicely from the

plate. An attractive title plate from this small Greene County

town famous in Ohio for the touchdown of two disastrous

tornadoes which both destroyed considerable portions of

downtown.
Engraved idenfification number: N.S. No. 3895.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons on back.

The Second National Bank of Xenia was formed January 1, 1864,

relatively early in the National banking system. Capital was set at $60,000,

against an authorization of $100,000. John S. Ankeney was the first cashier,

joined by James AllLson as the founding president. It was usual practice in

smaller banks for the cashier to serve as the chief operating officer of the

bank and draw by far the largest salary, while the president took charge

of board and stockholders' meetings, hut was not necessarily active in

everyday business affairs.

Serving a very small communify, the bank issued just over $330,000 in

bank notes, consisting of Original Series, Series of 1875 and Brown Back

types. It went into receivership in 1888 due to "injudicious banking and

depreciation of securities," and by 1916 only $2,185 was estimated to remain

outstanding. Today, only two pieces are known to exist making this a pro-

hibitively rare charter number for collectors of Ohio nafionals to secure.

First National Bank Title Plate

Danville, Pennsylvania

3022

Pennsylvania, Danville. First National Bank of Danville.

Charter: 325. Title plate. Steel. 5 x 1.75 inches. Satiny and

lustrous medium steel gray with soft gold toning in places

and scattered small dark gray spots. Traces of dark ink remain

in some of the deeper recesses.

I'.ngr.ivcd idcntificntion niimbiTs: N.S. No. 715, with 523 .md 524

roughly .: r.itchfd in (2.3^t ‘Tossed out).

S -

The First National Bank of Danville was Chartered in March 1864, and

announced it would begin business in the first month of April. Capital was

$75,000, soon increased to $150,000. The first cashier was William A.M. Grier.

Samuel Yorks, Jr., the founding president, served in that post until his death

on August 27, 1879, at the age of 62. The institution issued nearly every

type of National Bank note with the exception of 1882 Date Back and Value

Back types. Just over $4.5 million was issued in these notes, and the bank

remained in operation through the end of the note-issuing period.

Merchants and Manufacturers National Bank

(fWHKfiTsN^tnUiJ^JUDIb )l

3023

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh. Merchants and Manufacturers

National Bank. Charter: 613. Steel. 5 x 7.5 inches. A large,

nicely vignetted plate, lustrous and bright light steel gray.

Hairlined as typical, with a few light handling marks but none

worthy of specific mention. The plate was probably used as a

calendar header, or for some other type of promotional mate-

rials from the bank. The top vignette shows sailors working

a ship's rigging, while the bottom one shows mechanics at

work. The plate gives the bank's address as "No. 217 Fourth

Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania". An original card sleeve

is included.

Engraved identification number: V-38695 (F-6237 cnissod out).

Partial mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

The Merchants and Manufacturers National Bank was charteix'd l\'-

cember 8, 1864, for $600,1X10, limited to $LtXX1,lXXl. lohn Sc'ott, Jr., was the

first cashier, and 1 lenry L. Bollman was the founding pix’sident. The men

served together for nearly a decade, the bank issued nearly $^ million in

currency during its 40 year operatii'n Ih'Ioix' K'ing liquidated I'n I ebruar\

1, 1904. Tlrough it was estimated that nearly $n5,tXHl in taw v alue ix-maimM

outstanding as of PllO, very little of this lias turned up over the years.

Today, only 1 1 notes am known to exist per the Kelly wnsus, mprv'st'nting

only $251 in tace value.

SVA»
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Merchants and Manufacturers

National I3ank Cylinder Die

3024 Pennsylvania, I ittsburgh. Merchants and Manufacturers National Bank. Charter: 613. Cylinder die. Steel. Height: 4.5 indie's;

Diameter: 2.75 inches. A tall cylinder die with the same design as the plate above. Satiny medium steel gray with a lightly oxidized
area just below and to the left of the title. Some handling marks and light olive toning is seen.

Numbered 7276 on top.

Important Discovery Plate

Grocers and Producers Bank

Providence, Rhode Island

3025 Rhode Island, Providence. The Grocers and Producers

Bank. 1853-1878. Face plate for a 4-subject sheet. $5-$5-S5-

510. Haxby Rl-310, Variety unlisted, but similar to G8a-

G8a-G8a-Gl2a. Steel. 9 x 14 inches. Imprint of American

Bank Note Company, New York. The plate is bright and
lustrous light platinum gray steel with the faintest hints of

pale blue and gold toning. Light handling marks are noted, as

are trivial traces of wax residue. The plate is quite clean and

beautifully preserved, as well as beautifully vignetted. The
majority of the notes catalogued for this bank title in Haxby
are reported with the imprint of Wellstood, Hanks, Hay
and Whiting, which mark is found on every denomination

recorded for the bank from $1 to $500 notes. Two notes are

reported with the American Bank Note Company imprint,

those being $1 and $2 denominations which share almost ex-

actly the designs of other varieties of these denominations by

VVHH&VV. The present plate is a continuation of this ABNCo
plate group, with designs ver\' close to those described in

Haxby for the plates with theWHH&W marks. However, the

ABNCo plates have additional engravings not noted in the

descriptions, but seen in the illustrations. WTiile the vignettes

remained the same, the later ABNCo plates bear additional

counters toward the bottom of the note, lightly engravt'd in

leaning block letters at left and right. If this plate had been

known to Haxby, the notes from it clearly would have been

listed as SENC. An important discovery from the archive of

designs never before seen by present experts in the obsolete

currency field. The original paper wrapper is included.

Mark of J. Keim, Philadelphia on back.

This bank was chartered by the State Legislature in ISSSand went into

business soon afterward. Thomas A. Dovle was the first cashier, and A B

Lhke w’as the founding president. Capital varied o\eT the vearv uitl, the

figure hovering around $1 50 ,000 . In Ohnolefe \otr- and Soir- ^ R6 t i-

1981, Roger H. Durand noted that the bank did not convert tc Ks on-n ,

National Bank, but remained under state charter until it went :nfo rf"i>r’ -eT

ship, following the failure of the Sprague Manufactunn? C c. ftrH ,
• th.

largest textile operations m the Providerxe area

I
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Planters and Mechanics Bank Currency Plates

Charleston, South Carolina

3026 South Carolina, Charleston. The Planters and Mechanics Bank of South Carolina. 1811-1865, and 1870-1876. Face plate and face

tint plate for a 4-subject sheet. $5-$5-$5-$5. Haxby SC-25, G12a-G12a-G12a-G12a. Steel. 9 x 14 inches each. Imprint of American

Bank Note Company on tint plate. A beautifully preserved pair of plates. The face is lustrous light steel gray with traces of olive and

gold toning seen in places. A couple of very small oxidation spots are seen, but neither is particularly distracting. Traces of black

ink remain in the recesses. At a certain angle, ghostlike images of the tint plate design can be seen on the face plate. The tint plate is

considerably brighter and cleaner than the face plate. It is well polished and very reflective, and the name of the bank is engraved

near the top border for purposed of guaranteed identification later. Only the most trivial handling marks are seen. The recesses still

hold a good bit of the red-orange ink used in the printing the tint design. These notes with the ABNCo mark and this tint design am

catalogued in Haxby as Proofs only. An earlier issue of the 1850s with the mark of Toppan, Carpenter and Company shared the amtral

vignette, titles, and corner counter vignettes. In fact, close inspection of this face plate leads us to suspect that it was the TC&C platt.

but altered for this later use. The earlier notes were issued as opposed to the later apparently Proof-only printings, and these wem

with a different tint. The original paper wrapper is included with each plate. (Total: 2 pieces)

Mcirk of Jacob Keim, Philadelphia on back of each plcite.

this bank was chartered in 1810 with a capital of $1 million, one of five early institutions set up in Charleston, then the capital ot tlie state. In the KS.'%0s it wa-

a

"pet bank" during the Jackson administration, the details of which are familiar to financial historians, the institution continued operations into the C ml War. with

ifficers ( 1 i. btevens, cashier, and Daniel Ravenel, president. Like most banks in the South, it did not sur\ i\ e the contlicl. as manv ol its assets, including
long-time of

ash reserves and the loan portfolio, became worthless.

Si vt
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The Danby Bank Currency Plate

Danby, Vermont

3027 Vermont, Danby. The Danby Bank. 1850-1857. Face plate
for a 4-subject sheet. $l-$l-S2-$3. Haxby VT-80, G4a-G4a-
G8a-G12a. Engraved date, April 1, 1856. Steel. 9 x 14 inches.

Imprints of Baldwin, Bald and Cousland, New York and Bald,

Cousland, and Company, Philadelphia. A nicely preserved
plate with a slightly waxy feel from an old protective treat-

ment. The surfaces show some faint gold toning and hand-
prints, but the steel is mostly a soft platinum gray, light in

tone and lustrous. A few minor surface marks are detected,

but all are trivial in nature. The bottom edge, and upper left

edge both exhibit slight bumps. The notes of the Danby Bank
include few denominations, those represented here, and $5,

$10, $20, and $50 issues. There are two different imprints

represented among these issues, the pair that appear on this

plate, and that of Baldwin, Adams and Company, which was
used on two other plates. The issued notes, as catalogued

and illustrated in Haxby are with a red overprint, but unfor-

tunately, this tint plate is not still associated with this plate.

As the tint was of a simple general form, it was likely used

on bank notes for many different clients of the engraving

firm, and may still exist but paired with another face plate.

The present piece is quite nice, with lovely locomotive and
agricultural vignettes, and a generally very attractive look.

The nice preservation of the plate may be attributed to the

included original paper wrapper, which remains intact.

Mark of John Bruce Pt, 26 Platt St., New York on back.

The Danby Bank was chartered in 1850, capitalized at $30,000, with

the provision that $25,000 had to be paid in before opt'rations could com-

mence. This was done, and the capital was later raised to $50,000. The bank

was one of many in America that failed in 1857. By that time j.H. Vail was

ca.shier, and l.J. Vail was president.

I HI N' IRWI h C < : f
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The Bank of Manassa Currency Plates

The Only Plates Reported From this Bank

TfnttriTLV

DOLLARS
r// /A///////// Front Royal

iKtijUl US'

im DOLLARS ^ //

Front Royal

ifjiita US'

// i'jivij DOLLARS /f /z

•z z/zz/zzzzzz/ Front Royal

iiaaiaaiTjaagaiii^

u'juumur

//z///zzzz/ Tl$Nl)OLLi^ /s' //

> z/zzzz/zzzz/ FrontRoynl

3028 Virginia, Front Royal. The Bank of Manassa. 1858-circa 1862. Face plate and face tint plate for a 4-subject sheet. $5-$5-$5-$10. Haxby

VA-85, G2a-G2a-G2a-G4a. Steel. 9x14 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company on face plate. The face plate is bright and

lustrous light steel gray with the faintest hint of light gold toning detected. A few light surface marks are seen, but none are wor-

thy of specific mention and the plate is generally very clean. The designs are bold, and deeply impressed into the steel, with titles,

counters and vignettes all boldly visible upon first look. Within the title of each note design, there is raised imperfection revealing

that the cylinder that laid it down seems to have been rather severely cracked. We will not be surprised if this cylinder is no longer

among the material from the archive. A similar imperfection is seen in the Victory over Tyranny vignette at the lower left, as printed.

This crack is not in relief, however, so the original break was in the engraved plate. The tint plate shows a light corner bump and a

few light hairline scratches, but it is otherwise very similar in tone and quality to the face. A few small oxidation spots aa' the ont\

additional imperfections worthy of note, only one of which is within the design border. The tint designs are large, and wem used to

print a considerable portion of the design of the note, including a full security tint and large counter across the bottom half of the

note, and two large counters at the upper corners. These were in reddish brown ink, and traces of this are seen in the awsses of the

plate. Only these two denominations and designs were issued by the Bank of Manassa, and thus those two plates mpix'sent the total

issue of notes from this bank, the only one of the period in Front Rtiyal, Virginia. 1 laxby catalogues both as fullv issued notes onlv.

The original paper wrappers (if both plates are included, and both are timctionally intact, (lotal: 2 pieces)

M.irk of I- Kt'im, I’hil.uh'lphi.i, on the back of ibc tint plate.

SiM
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Beaver Dam, Wisconsin Title Plate

The City Bank of Beaver Dam

3029

Wisconsin, Beaver Dam. The City Bank of Beaver Dam.
tiaxby WI-30. Title plate. Steel. 5.5 x 2 inches. Rich mottled
gold, champagne, violet, and pale blue toning over medium
gray steel surfaces. The plate is thin, and bowed with a small

corner tip broken off and a couple of sfress fraefures seen.

Surface marks from handling are few, and the plate retains

some reflectivity from polishing. The title is beautifully laid

out, and ornately appointed. The engraving is deep and
darkly toned, and thus is easily readable. An important

die used on $1 notes of two different varieties, one with no
overprint known only in Proof (C2), and the other with a red

tint and fully issued (G2a). This was the only denomination

issued by the bank.

Engraved identification number: X-]()()2.

Mark of John Sellers on back.

This bank was modest in size, capitalized at $50,0()(). In early 1860 it

had $49,777 in currency in circulation. The affairs of the institution were

wound up on July 7, 1862, by which time only $1,892 in bills remained

on the bi>oks.

Berlin Wisconsin Title Plate

The Oneida Bank

3030

Wisconsin, Berlin. The Oneida Bank. Haxby WI-70. Title

plate. Steel. 5.5 x 1.25 inches. Satiny and lustrous deep steel

gray with slight olive overtones and some areas of darker

gray toning in places. The plate has a slight concave bow to

it from having been rolled by a cylinder, and a single short

stress fracture is seen at the right end of the plate (left end

as printed). This does not seem to threaten the integrity of

the plate, and extends just into the design. An elegantly laid

out title, boldly engraved, and one of the more visually ap-

pealing title plates we have seen. The plate design appears

on $1 and $5 notes of the bank, (G2a and G8a), and the cit\’

title without the bank name was used on the $2 note (G4a),

and these features w'ere printed on the notes in orange. The

notes of this bank are catalogued in Haxby only as Proofs,

from a plate with the engrav'ed date April 1, 1858, and the

engraving firm imprint of Wellstixid, Hay and Whiting. An

important Wisconsin title plate.

Engrav»*d utrntificiition number: X-987.

In early I860 this bank had a capital of $80,000 and issued currency to

the ^me amount By 1861 the capital had been nxtuced to $25,000 In that

year I dwin Kellogg wa‘ cashier, and II Kellogg was president

Beautiful Green Bay Currency Plate

The Bank of Wisconsin

3031

Wisconsin, Green Bay. The Bank of Wisconsin. 1836-1839.

Face plate for a 4-subject sheet. S5-S5-S5-S10. Haxby Wl-245,

G8-G8-G8-G10. Steel. 8.75 x 13.5 inches. Imprint of Rawdon,

Wright and Hatch, New York, with individual vignettes

signed by the artists. The plate is lustrous light steel grav

with faint traces of gold toning and light hairlines and other

minor handling marks. A couple of small areas of oxidation

are seen, both at the bottom edge and top edge, but these

are all beyond the borders of the note designs. The plate i^

elegantly engraved, with all notes bearing the vignette of

the 1825 Treat)' of Prairie du Chien. The S5 notes include

a beautiful allegorical vignette at left (as printed; with the

signature of (Teorge W. Hatch at the bottom, dated 1834. TFu

$10 note bears an equally beautiful allegorical signed bv

Freeman Rawdon. This is among the more beautiful plato

we have seen thus far in terms of design, and it is the onh

one we recall with individuallv signed art vigne^tr-., F.ach

design from this plate is known, b<ith fullv e.-^uod and ss

remainders. Full sheets also exist. A loveh plate from c.r.r o!

onlv four banks catalogued bv Ha\b\ in the town ot - nvs

Bav. The original paper wrapper is included.

Mark of J.
Garsidcs, Patmf on bark

Ttic Bank of Wisror.Mn wa*-- cbartc’-.d rin isr i.-.rv ISl'- ;h,;

Mictiigan Icgis’.alurr, prior to it’- orgarr,",0:.-.r) .i '.‘.bon tbai

•vour. the ( .n'on Ba\ dwtrK I w a-, pla. t\t ? cl id< i™ S .r,1; n. hoamt

?. part of U'lM onMO

>Ta. k's
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BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY
ENGRAVERS AND PRINTERS

Srv'

3032

American Bank
Note Company.
Building vi-

gnette. Steel.

3.5 X 3 inches.

Satiny and lus-

trous medium
steel gray with

pale gray over-

tones and traces

of soft violet

and gold ton-

ing. The style

of the building

suggests a southern location, and we thus suspect that this

was the New Orleans office of the firm, which during the

Civil War is known to have printed issues for the Confederacy

under the imprint of Southern Bank Note Company. The

original paper wrapper is included, with a proof impression

affixed.

Engraved identification number; DUPLICATE V-39513 (P-0143 crossed

out).

American Bank Note Company
Specimen Bank Note

3033

American Bank Note
Company. Advertising

specimen bank note. Cyl-

inder die. Steel. Height:

4 inches; Diameter: 2.75

inches. Imprint of Ameri-

can Bank Note Company.

A very clean and nicely

preserved cylinder. The

steel is lustrous, satiny

medium gray with trivial

toning spots and few light

hairlines as typically seen.

The roller was used to

transfer the design for a

specimen bank note used

by American Bank Note

Company for advertising

purposes. It is denominat-

ed "20", with the company

title across the top, and a

portrait of Thomas Edison

at the center. The bottom

border bears the word
"SPECIMEN" twice, with

a background of fine securify printing made up of the firm's

name. The only cylinder die we have seen thus far u.sed by

one of the engraving companies in their own promotion. Also

slightly different from the other cylinders we have seen in

that the hole through the center is filled with a steel bar that

extends beyond the cylinder on each end. A neat roller die.

Numbcrcil 8K9fiS on top, .imt MIW on the bottom.

3035 Columbian Bank Note Company. Washington D.C. Steel.

5x3 inches. Medium steel gray with a fine satin finish and

light mottled olive toning with traces of violet. Apparently

a plate to print check ledger stubs for the firm's own checks,

with two title vignettes, and places to record the number

and amount of the check. An interesting plate for internal

use by the engraving company. This firm prepared certain

back plates for federal currency in the 1870s.

3034

American Bank Note Company. Promotional engraving.

Steel. 6.25 x 4 inches. An attractive plate, medium to light

steel gray with soft mottled olive, gold and pale blue toning.

The engraving shows three stages of the printing process.

An engraver at work at left (as printed), the operation to

transfer designs from the cylinder dies at center, and the

actual printing on a hand press at right. The labels below

each scene advertise the type of work, "Bank Notes / Bonds

/ Stock Ctfs." A neat plate whose design is plated in Gene

Hessler's The Engraver's Line, a superb reference for anyone

researching bank note and stamp engravers and their works.

The signature of G. Lambert is hidden in the printing vignette

at the lower right.

Engraved identification number; V 37551 (8015 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

A
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3036 Continental Bank Note Company, New York. Advertising

card die. Steel. 4.5 x 3.25 inches. Heavily hairlined from clean-

ing and quite lustrous medium steel gray with overtones of

pale gray and light olive. Some areas of fine pitting are seen,

but these do not seem active and are not too distracting.

The card features the portrait of Washington at center, gives

the address of the firm in New York as "Greenwich St. Cor.

Liberty St." The bottommost line gives the specialties of the

firm for advertising purposes as "Bonds, Drafts, Checks,

Insurance Policies, Etc."

Engraved identification number: N.S. No. 759 (310 crossed out). Ad-
ditional small numbers, 867 and 874 scratched at top.

The building referenced to by the address given was owned by John

Cisco, a.ssistant treasurer of the United States in New York City. He ne-

gotiated the Federal contracts between the Treasury Department and the

American, National, and Continental bank note companies. Somehow, he

built a personal fortune, and went on to become prominent in railroading

and other activities. Two towns in the West bear his name today, as did

the "Cisco Kid," and, possibly, the Cisco firm prominent in computer

systems today.

3037 John E. Cavil.

Small test plate.

Steel. 2.5 x 2.25

inches. Satiny and

lustrous medium
steel gray with

a faint pale blue

tint. One area of

oxidation is seen

as are light stress

fractures in the

thick plate. The
plate includes
two engraved vignettes, one of a small federal eagle holding

arrows and an olive branch, with light stars above. The other

is a palm tree with arrows around the bottom. Where a fruit

might hang in the tree, there is a tiny shield, finely engraved

"July 4." Other engravings include the name, "John E. Gavit,"

and tw'o small monograms which appear to be "WEE" in two

slightly different styles. A neat early plate. John E. Gavit was
active in Albany, New York from 1840-1858, at which time his

firm became part of American Bank Note Company, giving

him a 2% ownership interest in the new venture.

Numismatic bibliophiles may recall that Gavit engraved coin illustra-

tions for O'Callaghan's 1850 magnum opus. Documentary History of the

State ofNeu' York, and in 1858 five plates for John Hickcox's pioneering An
Historical Account ofAmerican Coinage.
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Landmark Specimen Sheet Broadside Plate

Medallion Portraits

Probably Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & Edson

3038 Spectacular broadside specimen sheet. Superb museum-quality showpiece. Steel. 22.5 x 27.5 inches. Without engraver s imprint.

The plate is large, heavy, and impressive, both for physical presence and design. The steel is lustrous and bright, with light burnishing

marks around the individual engravings at a variety of angles giving the plate a very lively surface quality. Several amas of oxidatimi

are seen, but these are mostly tow 'rd the edges and though the ones near the upper edge of the plate seem lieavy, others aa' ver\’ light

and could likely be cleaned and ta Ted with some ease, thus restoring the plate to its original visual grandeur. A few light scratches

and other handling marks are seen, virtually unavoidable on a plate of this size, but none are too sevea\ Light bows am noted m the
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plate, probably as much from the original application of the individual vignettes and long-term storage as from tucasional handling
over the vears.

The design is at once dramatic and very visually appealing. It is also unknown to us in printed form. The medallitin-style jxirtrait-

are mostly of GrecivRoman figures, including Zeus, Athena, Ptolemy, Neptune, and unknown others. Historical figures include Na
^KiltHin and Josephine, conjoined, and several different portraits of George Washington and Benjamin Franklin. All aa* in oval or small
circular frames, and there are many duplicate impressions of identical heads. Some of these aa* with diffc*rent background shading,
while others face in opposite directions. All of the medallions are around a very large portrait of Benjamin Franklin designed after
Nini. The large central medallion is a feature also scvn on a rare large-format Rawdon, Wright, Hatch and Edstin specimen shivt,

that sheet featuring an oval medallion of Washington after Houdon. In general, specimen shcH.*ts of this size bc’ar the full name of the
engraving firm, and as this one dtx?s not, it stands out as an anomaly among the large specimen sheets we are aware of, and may
have been used internally by staff who desired to select images for bank notes. The medallion portraits will be familiar to currency'
specialists, as many were widely used by various firms. At least one of the medallions can be matched to a bank note bearing the
imprint of W.L. Ormsby, though he is known to have done contract work for different firms and thus his mark on a bank note is not
particularly reliable for attribution purposes. Others appear on bank notes bearing the imprint of Rawdon, Wright and Hatch. As
the plate is steel, and it shares the concept of the large central medallion with another plate by Rawdon, Wright, Hatch and Edson,
we tentatively attribute this plate to the latter firm. Among the largest and most impressive plates we have scH.*n thus far from the

archives of American Bank Note Company. An example of the engraver's art that is different from all we have offered to date. A
wonderful composition, intriguing

In 1842 the Assay Office of the Philadelphia Mint publi.shed A Manual of Gold and Sihvr Coins of All Nations. Jacob R. Eckfeldt and William E. DuBois, officers

of this institution. On the title page this comment was included: "Illustrated by numerous engravings of coins, executisJ by the minlal-ruling machine, and under
the direction of Joseph Saxton of the United States Mint." Saxton u.sed a device that was still considered to bt* somewhat of an innovation. An overview of it was
given in the botik:

"There was a priKess of engraving, yet new to the world, by which coin.s, medals, and otlier bas-reliefs could be copied, with comparatively little labor and
expense, and so accurately as to present a fac-simile. What is more remarkable, this was a prcKess by machinery, and of so great ingenuity that it is gratifying to affirm

that it was invented and perfected by Americans, and (if we may be allowed to show some esprit de corjis) artists connected with this institution. . .

.

"It is not difficult to imagine an arrangement of machinery such that while one point is tracing a line across the faa* of a medal, rising and falling according to

the elevations and depressions over which it passes, another point .shall draw, on a flat surface, a profile of this line. If now the tracer be made to move successively

in a .series of parallel and equidistant planes, over the whole surface of the miHial, there will be thus drawn a series of profiles corivsptinding to the sections of these-

planes with the surface of the medal, and these lines will together form a drawing or engraving of the medal itself.

"Such an instrument was invented and executed, in 1817, by Mr. Christian Gobrecht, a native of Pennsylvania, now engraver of the Mint of the United States.

In this instrument the 'tracing point' moved across the medal in parallel planes perpendicular to the flat surfaa- or 'table' of the medal, and the profile lines wen-

drawn on an etching ground laid on copper or steel, by the 'etching p<iint.'

"The first engraving made was of a head of the Emperor Alexander, and the effect was very striking and excited gn-at attention. An instrument constructed

chiefly on Mr. Gobrecht's plan by Mr. A.sa Spencer of this city was put in operation by him in London in 1819; and thus this art may be justly said to have Kvn first

intnxluced into Europe.

"It is true that the general principle of the medal-ruling machine is included in that ancient invention, the rose- lathe, and that an imperfe-ct attempt was made

by M. Bergeron, in Paris, in 1816, to engrave on copper by this lathe, and by a corresponding instrument which he calls the 'machine carrd.' The whole histoiy- of

the art of medal-ruling, as now practiced, .shows that it had its origin in the invention of Mr. Gobrecht."

The account continued with additional details and information that Joseph Saxton had improved Gobrecht's machine in London in 1829. The improved machine

used by the Mint in 1842 was powered by steam. It took about a half hour for it to copy a coin or medal of about an inch in diameter.

.T039 Printing in progress. Steel. 4 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of National

Bank Note Company, New York. Reflective and bright me-

dium steel gray with pleasing mottled light golden brown

and pale violet toning. A few trivial surface marks are seen.

A lovely scene of a printer and his assistant printing a sheet

of paper on a hand-operated press. The scene is ornately

framed and nicely executed.

Engraved identification number V 494^

Mark of John Sellers on back

MISCELLANEOUS BUSINESS

AND INDUSTRY

» U/ZZ/n/t/MAr/tne/ree/ffAt '
c iT\
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3040 District of Columbia, Washington. Bond coupon die. Steel

3.75 X 1.75 inches. Satiny and lustrous deep steel gray with

mottled deeper gray toning. A bond coupon die for SI 5 in

gold as six months interest on the bond. The ongmal paper

wrapper is included, with a proof impression affixed

Mark of M. Wellstood on back

!ta( k's 4S1
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3041 Washington Gas Light Company.
Stock certificate. Steel. 17 x 8.75

inches. Imprint of American Bank
Note Company, Philadelphia. A
large and impressive plate for a

complete certificate with the receipt

portion. The plate is nicely polished

and somewhat reflective medium
steel gray, with light mottled gray

and olive-brown toning over much
of the surface and light highlights

of violet. As expected for a plate of

this size, some handling marks are

seen in the form of light scratches

and tiny nicks, but none are worthy

of specific mention. The form is nicely vignetted and gives

the share price as $50 each, with a total capitalization of the

company of $2,600,000. A lovely early 20th-century plate.

Later certificates for this company are laid out somewhat

differently, but as late as 1956, they included several of the

same vignettes, including the large gas works engraving at

the top of this plate.

Engraved identification numbers: 18193 and 58721.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

Founded in the 1840s, Washington Gas Light Company continues to

provide natural gas service to the city of Washington D.C. and surrounding

areas of Maryland and Virginia.

3042 War Finance Corporation. Bond form. Steel. 4.5 x 7.75

inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company. Satiny

and lustrous medium steel gray with light mottled gray and

olive-brown toning. The engraving is deep and the recesses

contain considerable remnants of green ink. The plate is for

the header of the bond, giving the value as $1,000 and the

terms including the percentage rate of 5%, the due date of

April 1, 1920, and the interest schedule as every six months

on October 1st and April 1st annually.

Engraved identification number: 35671 (C 14750 crossed out).

Numbered 69315 on back.

The War Finance Corporation was formed April 5, 1918 to help fund

business and industrial concerns that were supporting the stateside efforts

for the First World War. After the war, the corporation financed businesses

focused on getting the economy back to normal such as railroads, exporters,

and agricultural concerns. It was abolished in the summer of 1939, shortly

before the beginning of World War II.
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War Finance Corporation. Bond form. Steel. 8x8 inches.

Imprint of American Bank Note Company. Satiny and lus-

trous medium steel gray with mottled golden brown and pale

gray toning across most of the surface. Some minor handling

marks are noted in addition. A nice form for a $1,000 bond

dated April 1, 1919. A nice vignette of Liberty at the top.

Engraved identification number: 30639 (C-14763 crosst'd out).

THE PRESIDENTS OF THE
UNITED STATES

AND RELATED ITEMS

GEORGE WASHINGTON
The First President (1789-1797)

George Washington's First Lady

3044

Washington, Martha Dandridgc Custis (1731*1802). Portrait

vignette. C(*pper 4.S x 4 inches. Rich medium broun vsith

traces of pleasing rosy orange remaining, but with b'.:id ten

ing over much ot the surface of mottled gold, gns-n, vu iel

blue and red. A very' attractive and colorful plate, w ith !. w
marks or impt*rfections beyond those- minor ones typn .slls

seen. The portrait is after Cilbert Stuart's famous painting,

and Martha Washington's signature is engraved bc'low. A
superb plate. This and other Washington-related items are a

pleasing confluence w'ith our offering in this catalogue of the

Norweb Collection Washington tokens and medals.
Engraved identification number: DUPLICATE P-0107.

Martha Washington was born to John and Frances Dandndge near

Williamsburg, Virginia in 1731. Abigail Adams who knew her well in later

years once described her as "one of those unassuming characters which

create Love and Esteem," a quality that she must have learned at home as

she was raised, though she did not enjov formal education. She married

her first husband, Daniel Parke Custis at the age of 18, but shared a life

with him for only a short time and was left with two small children upon

his death in 1757. In 1759, she married George Washington, and supported

him tirelessly during the American Revolutioa complemented him well in

social circles as wife of the First President of the United States, and sought

to enjoy retirement with him at Mount Vernon. Unfortunately, this was also

short-lived, as Washington died in 1799, just two years alter his retirement

from public life.

Mount Vernon Vignette Die

3045

Washington's home. Mount Vernon. Steel. 4 x 2.5 inches.

Imprint of American Bank Note Company. Lustrous medium
steel gray with soft golden brow'n toning and traces of violet

below' the vignette. The engraving is deep and nicely executed.

A lovely image of Washington's famous home.
Engraved identification number: V 47642 (188 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers on back.

The Mount Vernon Estate, originally called Little Hunting Creek

Plantation, entered the Washington family's ownership bv grant to George

Washington's great grandfather John Washington in 1674. The estate

passed to George Washington's older half brother Lawrence, who renamed

it Mount Vernon after British Admiral Edward Vernon under whom he

had serc'ed in the Royal Nac-y. It was this Admiral Vernon whose nax al

successes inspired the extensive series of Vernon medab that wt offer

elsewhere in the present sale. Tlie estate became the property ol C>eorge

Washington in 1761 when he inherited it from Lawrence's widow, at whi-:

time it consisted of a small farmhouse on 2,0(X) acres. It would remain tlv

properW of George Washington until his death in 1799, during wh=di tir <

he extensively renovated and enlarged the main house, and expanded tFie

estate to 8,(X)0 acres separated into five separate farms Washirigtiir - h-.-jse

featured here, was on a 5(X) acre farm referred to as Mansion House Far^.

The estate in total was meant to be self suffiaent, and nearH ex-cr. tF

needed for its continued operahon was made or gr> vs n <" site W"; r.. - er

Washington was home, he was an active partiapant in the oper it: r ;
- ^

farm, designing implements and expenmenhng with a v> id( \ - r
^

After considerable archaeological work and r= the i:Ui ^ r

grounds of Mansion House Farm are today -erv : ;lf tf; -.

1799, and stand as a grand m**mon.^ to the Fr '

,
ie ' - =, in

he saw himself Seemingly without irgdiJ ti - r-., p- r v,- "I p. p ;

complishments in life, and tF.- higl = H - w rs : u-. -p W?

his lifetime to the present d. • .-..s-. W, ir -; h,rr. - > nc-t

and foremo-'v, a farr-iei
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Washington on the Delaware

3046 Washington on the Delazvare. Steel. 3.75 x 3 inches. Imprint

of American Bank Note Company. Medium steel gray with

mottled olive-brown toning and faint pale blue tint. An attrac-

tive, deeply engraved plate with Washington on horseback,

aside another mounted soldier, preparing for his famous

crossing of the Delaware River, December 1776. The original

paper wrapper is included, with a direct proof impression

on the front.

Engraved identification number: V 47326 (567 crossed out).

Washington at Trenton

3047 Washington at Tren-

ton. 1776. Steel. 2.75 x

3.25 inches. Imprint of

American Bank Note

Company. Medium
steel gray, with mottled

gray toning and

hairlines from cleaning.

Several oxidation spots

are seen, varying in size

but mostly small save

for a single one above

the vignette. The plate

is cracked horizontally

near the center, about

half way through the

plate. The vignette is

of Washington on horseback, leading his army forward at

Trenton. A nice historical plate of General Washington.

Engraved identification number: V 47441 (428 crossed out).

The Battle of Trenton began with Washington's famous crossing of the

Delaware River in the late night and early morning hours of December 25

and 26, 1776 in a brutal winter storm. Before this advance, the American

army was well worn, hungry, freezing, demoralized, and generally feel-

ing that their time was short. Washington's plan to cross the Delaware on

Christmas night, under cover of darkness, to slip into the enemy Hessian

encampment in the pre-dawn hours of the 26th proved a brilliant move

that changed the outlook of the American troops from dismal to aggressive

and victorious. The storm made the nighttime movements of the Americans

difficult and slow, but it served to further protect them from discovery.

Though the attack was planned for the predawn hours, the Hessians were

unaware of the oncoming soldiers and were taken quite by surprise at 8

A.M. The battle lasted about 9(1 minutes, and by the end the Americans

had lost fewer than 10 soldiers, but captured over 850 1 lessians and thus

swiftly t(M)k Trenton.

November 2

Washington's Headquarters

Morristown, New Jersey

3048 Washington's Headquarters. Morristown, New Jersey. Steel.

3.75 X 2.5 inches. Imprint of National Bank Note Company,

New York. Bright and lustrous light steel gray. Some mottled

pale gray toning is seen, and the fields are rather hairlined
|

from cleaning. The engraving is nicely executed and easily I

seen.
|

Engraved identification number: V 49416. r

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, 105 Arundel Street, Sheffield, England

on back.
j

General Washington maintained his headquarters at Morristown, New

Jersey in this house during the winter of 1779-1780. The home, known today

as the Ford Mansion, was built between 1772 and 1774 for Jacob Ford, Jr.,

a successful businessman. Mr. Ford died early in 1777, but his wife and

children retained the home and rented most of it to Washington for Jus

winter headquarters. Mrs. Ford and her children remained in the house

during the period it served as headquarters.

A Second Ford Mansion Plate

3049 Washington's Headquarters. Morristown, New Jersey. Steel.

5.75 X 4 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company,

New York. A nice plate of good size. Lustrous medium steel

gray with soft gray and gold overtones and traces of pale blue.

Typical light hairlines and handling marks are seen. A sec-

ond example of this grand colonial home, rented by George

Washington for use as his Revolutionary War headquarters in

the winter of 1779-1780. The engraving bears the title, "Mor-

ristown Trust Co.," revealing the client that commissioned

the engraving. The original paper wrapper is included.

Engraved identification number: SPECIAL \' 4.3970 ((.-825 crvissed

out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.
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Washington's Headquarters

Newburgh

‘ 441#.^

3050

3051

XXx xV^XL-N-AXkVOCX

Washington's Head Quarters, Newburgh. 1782-1783. Steel.

3.75 X 2.25 inches. Artists' imprints of Hoyle and Freeman

Rawdon. Satiny and lustrous medium steel gray. A pair

of tiny oxidation marks are seen, but neither is deep or

particularly significant. Crosshatching around the vignette.

Engraved on a thick plate, just over a quarter of an inch.

The engraving is deep and the scene easily visible. General

Washington stands facing in full military dress with four of

his officers. The headquarters are visible behind at right.

Engraved identification number; V-4()135.

General Wa.shington created the military award known today as the

"Purple Heart" at his Newburgh encampment in 1782. It was originally

known as the Badge of Military Merit. After the Revolution, the award fell

into disuse for many years with a concerted effort to revive it beginning in

1927. In 1932, the 200th anniversary of Washington's birth, the award was

officially revived by order of the War Department by General Order 93,

February 22nd, 1932, as follows, "By order of the President of the United

States, the Purple Heart established by General George Washington at

Newburgh, August 7, 1782, during the War of the Revolution, is hereby

revived out of respect to his memory and military achievements," signed

by General Douglas MacArthur, as chief of .staff.

Standing portrait in

military dress. Steel.

3.25 X 4.25 inches.

Imprint of Rawdon,
Wright, Hatch, and
Edson, New York. Lus-

trous medium steel

gray, with pale gray

toning around the bor-

ders. Light dents are

noted, none affecting

the design, and in gen-

eral other handling

marks are trivial. The

full-figure portrait is

nicely engraved, show-

ing General Washing-

ton in military dress, pointing, with sword in hand. His

foot rests on the tail end of a cannon carriage. This vignette

appears at the left end of $3 notes of the Waupun Bank, Wau-

pun, Wisconsin (Haxby WI-855, G6). A heavy' card sleeve is

included.

Engraved identification number: V-401.‘’9.

3052

3053

Standing portrait in

military dress. Steel.

3.5 X 2.25 inches. Deep
,

’ *

satiny stc*el gray with

small dark toning

flecks and traces of

wax residue. Hair-

lined as typical, but

lustrous. Washing-
ton stands, facing, in

military dress, with a

sheathed sword at his

side and right hand

outstretched. A finely dressed servant tends to his horse*.

Original card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 46.S63 (P-130 crosst'd out). An ad-

ditional mark reads PHIL.

Mounted on horseback. Steel. 3.5 x 3.5 inches. Imprint of Na-

tional Bank Note Company, New York. Nicely polished and

reflective medium steel gray. Hairlines as typical, and light

golden brown and pale gray toning. Washington mounted,

in military dress with his hat in his outstretched hand. In the

distance are soldiers and tents, with an American flag above.

Titled below, "WASHINGTON."
Engraved identification number: V 49255.

'V

3054 The Recruit. Steel. 4.5 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of National Bank

Note Company, New York. Satiny and lustrous medium steel

gray with faint olive overtones. A rather clean and attractive

plate, with just a few ty pical hairlines. Cieneral Washington

on horseback, meeting a man with rifle and a voung N
with a drum on his back and sticks in his hand, app..rentA

the "meruit."

Engraved identification number \

Mark of |ohn Sellep. on ba< k

.#»

I
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3055 Washington on the battlefield. Steel. 4.5 x 2.5 inches. Imprint

of American Bank Note Company. Bright and reflective light

steel gray with some faint pale gray overtones. Hairlined as

typical, but boldly engraved and attractive. General Washing-

ton stands at center reading a letter, while a soldier at his side

appears to await dictation. A lookout and cannon are seen

at his left, his horse is tended to behind. A nice Washington

plate, used, for example, on rare $50 Proof notes of the Bank

of Rhode Island (Haxby RI-170, G56a).

Engraved identification number: V 47817 (No. 39 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers on back.

3056 Seated at desk with map. Steel. 3x2 inches. Satiny deep

steel gray with subtle lustre and mellow gold overtones.

The engraving is deeply cut and dark, standing out nicely

against the background. Washington is seated at a table, with

a map spread out. A globe stands near his side. Washington

was comfortable with maps as he did surveying work as a

young man. A nice, thick, and attractive plate. The original

card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 45947 (P-678 crossed out).

3057 Standing, in civil dress. Steel.

2.25 X 3.25 inches. Lustrous

medium steel gray with mottled

deeper gold and gray toning and

a faint tint of pale blue. Hairlines

around the design, as typical, but

the engraving is deep and the

full figure portrait of Washington

visually stands out very nicely.

Washington stands in civil dress,

with his sheathed sword in his

left hand, his right hand out-

stretched. This vignette appears,

for example, on $7 Proof notes

of the Merchant's Bank of South

Carolina at Cheraw (Haxby SC-

60, G7). A very nice Washington plate with an original card

sleeve included.

Engraved identification number: V 45998 (P-571 crossed out).

The Houdon Bust

3058 The Houdon Bust. Steel. 2.25

X 2.25 inches. Bright and lus-

trous light steel gray with light

burnishing marks in the bor-

ders. Attractive light golden

brown toning adds to the visual

appeal. A simple plate, with

the famous Houdon bust of

Washington, facing right, in a

stippled square field. The original paper wrapper is included,

with a proof impression affixed, though somewhat stained.

The story of the this bust of Washington begins October 2, 1785 with

the unexpected arrival at Mount Vernon of the highly acclaimed French

sculptor Jean Antoine Houdon and three assistants. They were sent from

Paris at the request of the Governor of Virginia to create a sculpture of

Washington for the state of Virginia. Houdon began work on the bust on

October 6th, but stayed with Washington for two weeks, studying to better

know his subject. The original bust in unfired clay was given to Washington,

and Houdon returned to France with a life mask of Washington that he

created during his stay. The Houdon bust is today considered one of the

most prized items in the collection at Mount Vernon, where it has remained

since it was given to Washington, and from early on it was considered by

members of Washington's family to the finest likeness of the General and

future President that they had ever seen.

Vignettes Related to James Crutchett Mementos

3059 Washington and Mount Vernon vignettes. 1796. Steel. 8.25 x

4.25 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company. Light

gray steel, very clean with a fine satiny texture and highly

lustrous appearance. Only the most trivial signs of handling

are seen on the surface. One corner tip of the plate is broken

away, but the design is not affected. The engravings are

very similar to designs found as electrotype shells in James

Crutchett's mementos of Washington, these being styled
j

after the series of residence and tomb medals from dies cut
|

by Charles Cushing Wright, and Frederick B. Smith. The bust 1

of Washington is after the Houdon bust, and the engraving :

of Mount Washington is virtually an exact copy of Smith's

reverse for the tomb medal catalogued in the Rulau-Fuld

revision of Medallic Portraits of Washington, as Baker- 110,

but with a different exergual inscription. This design, with

"MOUNT VERNON / IN 1796" is almost as the Crutchett

plate in Rulau-Fuld catalogued as Baker 1\-12S, but without

the Crutchett mark around the lower rim. The frame engrax ed

around each vignette is mirrored atter another Crutchett

piece, catalogued as Baker T12S, for which Rulau-Fuld gives

the engraver as Abraham nemaa'st.

Etij;r.u i'it idi'iitificalion mimbor: \ 4222s (\- WS5 crv'ssM out).

Mark ot |ohn Sollors ou back.
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A Second Die Related to James Crutchett Mementos

3060 Portrait vignette. Steel. 4.5 x 4.5 inches. Imprints of Na-
tional Bank Note Company, New York, and Homer Lee and
Company, New York. Lustrous light gray steel with some
reflectivity. Much of the surface is toned pale gray, with traces

of soft blue and olive. Hairlined, as typically seen. A nearly

identical copy (without being reversed) of the obverse of the

electrotype Crutchett medal catalogued in the Rulau-Fuld

revision of Baker as T128, but without the legends. The hair

styling of the portrait is almost identical, as is the distinctive

border around. Modeled after the Houdon bust in excellent

style, large and perfect for display. An original card sleeve

is included.

Engraved identification number: V 49352.

Mark of John Sellers on back.

"Crutchett Plate" Vignette Die

(Baker K-128)

3061 Mount Vernon Cemetery. Steel. 3x3 inches. Imprint of

American Bank Note Company. Bright and lustrous light

steel gray, somewhat hairlined from printing preparations,

but deeply engraved with the design easily seen. The design

by H. Billings, features a portrait of Washington at center,

after Houdon, supported by Liberty at the right, a shield

at the left and a memorial to Washington below giving the

dates of his birth and death. Mount Vernon is seen in the

background, and the entrance to his tomb is seen at left.

Around the portrait is the engraver's name, and the engrav-

ing firm title is seen at the top. The inscription around the

bottom half reads as follows, "Entered according to Act of

Congress in the year 1859 by H. Barnes in the Clerk's Office

of the District Court of the District of Massachusetts." The
plate was used to print the paper insert for w(X)den wall

decorations described in the Rulau-Fuld revision of Medallic

Portraits of Washington, as Baker R-128. These are listed as

Crutchett plates, and come in several variations including

electrotype shells in wood frames, apparently with a printed

label from this plate affixed to the back, a style with the paper

insert under glass in a wood frame, and others. An Engraving

Records Index form from American Bank Note Company is

included, identifying the engraver as Charles Burt, and the

approval date of the vignette as 1859. The back of the card

bears an affixed photocopy of a proof from the plate.

Engraved identificarion number; V 47776 (No. 89 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers on back.
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3062 Four Portrait Engravings. Steel. 9.5 x 11.5 inches. Imprint

of Continental Bank Note Company, New York. A large and

very impressive plate. The fields are highly polished, with

patches of light burnishing marks applied at angles to give

a lively, eye catching appearance. Other light scratches and

handling marks are of little consequence, nicely disguised

by the surface treatment. The metal is bright, reflective, and

lustrous with just the faintest traces of pale blue toning. A few

tiny oxidation spots are seen in the leftmost two portraits,

but they are minor enough to appear as small toning spots

and do not seem active. Each of the four engravings has

the Continental imprint below, this being a plate for four

subjects, though the specific intended use is unknown. A
rather attractive Washington plate that would make a superb

display piece for a collector of Washington pieces.

Mark of George B. Sharp, 45 Gold Street, New York on back.

The portrait engraved here is after Gilbert Stuart's "Athenaeum Portrait

" of 1796. The portrait was taken from life, and Stuart would make about

75 copies during his lifetime. This likeness has given us the most famous

image of Washington, as it is seen on the current circulating $1 Federal

Reserve Notes, and many other currency issues, both Federal and private,

along with stamps, and just about any other place a Washington portrait

appears in print today.

The original "Athenaeum Portrait" of Washington is so-called for hav-

ing been in the collection of the Boston Athenaeum for about 150 years.

It is famously unfinished, and remained so because Stuart had done this

copy from life, but had made so many duplicates of it in an attempt to

perfect the image that he felt the only way to guarantee the identification

of the original from life was to leave it incomplete. It reportedly was ptxirly

cared for by Stuart who personally retained this copy until his death in

I82H. It is now owned jointly by the Boston Museum of Fine Arts and the

National Portrait Gallery in Washington, D.G.

First National Bank header. Steel. 9x6 inches. Imprint of

Western Bank Note and Engraving Company, Chicago. A
wonderful Washington-related plate, large and impressive,

and with a connection to one of the many First National Banks

in the United States. The steel is lustrous and slightly reflective

medium steel gray with considerable traces of soft violet, rose,

gold, and pale gray toning over most of the surface. Some light

handling marks include a thin diagonal scratch that extends

well into the design which becomes visible in certain light, but

not easily seen otherwise. The engraving is boldly executed

and the design is one that is visually striking, beautifully

detailed, and perfect for display, particularly considering the

nice size of the plate. The identity of the specific bank that

commissioned the plate is not known to us, and the possibili-

ties are large in number. The purpose of the plate was likely

to head a calendar or some other type of promotional material

for the bank. The motto below, "FIRST IN WAR-IN PEACE /

IN HEARTS OF COUNTRYMEN" has long been associated

with George Washington. A delightful piece which includes

the original paper wrapper, with a proof impression affixed.

Engraved identification number: V-38095.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

3064 Portrait vignette. Steel, i

3x4 inches. Imprinted,

"A.C.F. Finzel, Sculpt."

Medium steel gray with

attractive mottled pale

gray toning and traces of

violet and gold. Holed at

the top center, far from

the design. Minor edge

nicks are noted, but han-

dling marks are few and

inconsequential A strong

portrait, after Stuart, in an

oval frame. The engraved

inscription below, "Agri-

culture is the Most Noble

Occupation of Mankind,"

is a sentiment that extends

back to ancient times, but as Washington considea'd himself

a farmer above all else, it is one that is a fitting complement to

his portrait here. Washington's name and dates ot life at also

engraved below. The original tar paper wrap^x'r is included.

with a proof impression affixed.

Fngr.u’t’d idi'iilific.diun luimlx'r: ISvS.

Mark of lolm S'llcrs and Si'U''. Shotliold. l iigland ou back

Wi^rirultuvi
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3l)^5 Portrait vignette. Sttvl. 2.25

\ 2.75 inches. Satiny and
lustrous medium steel gray

with varying degrees of

speckled deeper gray ton-

ing and with the right end

having a somewhat pale

blue tint. The lower right

corner is broken off, but

the design is not affected.

A nice bank note vignette of

Washington, after Stuart, in

an oval frame. Ornamental

scrollwork is seen at the

four corners.

Engraved identification number: V 45485 {P-1267 crossed out).

V e-A*-
3066

Portrait vignette. Steel.

2.5 X 3 inches. Imprint

of Rawdon, Wright,

Hatch and Ed.son, New
York. Bright and lus-

trous medium steel

gray, with some reflec-

tivity noted. Mottled

deeper gray toning is

seen, as are the typical

hairlines from cleaning.

The portrait, after Stu-

art, is deeply engraved

and easily .seen.

Engraved identification

number: V-39910.

Mark of John Sellers on back.

3067

Bank note vignette. Steel. 3 x 1.75 inches. A thick die, with

lustrous medium gray surfaces, light hairlines, and traces of

deeper golden brown toning. The plate shows a single stress

fracture from the left end (as printed), extending just into

the design. The engraving features a portrait of Washington,

after Stuart, in an ornate frame. To his left, again as printed,

is a sailing ship and shoreline, and at right an early locomo-

tive.

3068

Bank note vignette. Electroplated copper. 3.25 x 4 inches.

Bright platinum gray, hairlined from cleaning but lustrous

and bright with good eye appeal. Washington's portrait,

framed at center, with security vignettes at top and bottom.
Engraved identification numlx*r: V 36446.

3069

Washington supported by America. Steel. 3.25 x 2 inches.

Lustrous mottled silver and deep gray toning with traces of

olive. Light handling marks and traces of wax residue are

noted. George Washington's portrait, after Stuart, in an oval

frame is supported by Liberty as America. An eagle, flag, fas-

ces, bundle of arrows, and shield surround them. An original

card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 45983 (P-608 crossed out).

=r
45Q
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f

America Contemplating Washington

Used on Federal Treasury Notes of 1857

3071

Washington Crowned Victor for America. Steel. 4 x 2.5

inches. Imprint of National Bank Note Company, New York.

Highly lustrous light steel gray, with typical light hairlines

and minor handling marks but generally clean appearance.

The engraving is deep and visually stands out nicely from the

field. A lovely and elegantly executed vignette engraving fea-

turing three allegorical females around a bust of Washington,

supporting an American shield and crowning the bust with

a wreath of laurel. One of the nicer allegorical Washington

vignettes, and one that appears on many obsolete bank notes,

but also on $100 Federal loan forms issued for the Oregon War

Debt, under the Act of March 2, 1861 (Hessler-X127B). The

original paper wrapper is included, with a proof impression

affixed, though these are a little rough.

F’nj^raved identification number: V 49329.

Mark of |ohn Sellers on back.

3072

Bust of Washington and The Arts. Steel. 4x3 inches. Imprint

of Danforth, Wright and Company, New York and Philadel-

phia. Lustrous medium steel gray with deeper gray, mottled i

olive, and pale blue toning. Some wax residue is seen. The

engraving is nicely laid out, deeply cut, and easily seen. A
stone bust of Washington, with allegorical figures. Sculpture,

j

Painting and Drawing. A lovely engraving by DW&Co, used
1

on $5 notes of Lynn Mechanic's Bank, Lynn, Massachusetts (

(Haxby MA-785, G148b). Original card sleeve is included.
j

Engraved identification number: V 45994 (P-590 crossed out).
[

Mark of J. Keim, Philadelphia on back.
j

3070 America contemplating Washington. Steel. 4 x 2.5 inches.

Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter and Company, New York,

Philadelphia and Boston. Fine satiny texture with typical

hairlines from cleaning giving a bright and highly lustrous

appearance. A few minor scratches and handling marks are

seen, but none seriously affect the design. Traces of pale

blue and gold toning add to the aesthetic appeal. A lovely

engraving featuring a medallion-style bust of Washington,

after Houdon, supported by Liberty with a Continental

Army soldier and Native Americans looking on in apparent

reverence. The vignette was used federally on $100 Treasury

Notes authorized under the Act of December 23, 1857 (Hes-

sler X121A). Hessler describes the vignette as "early America

contemplating a bust of Washington." An important bank

note vignette with an original card sleeve included.

Engraved identification number: V-40169.

Partial mark of John Sellers on back.

3073

Washington as a

scholar. Steel. 2.5 x 2

inches. Lustrous light

silver gray steel with

hairlines and sev-

eral small scratches

and other handling

marks, though these

do not adversely af-

fect the engraving.

Washington is seated

on a stool, togaed,

with a pen and tablet in hand. A thick plate, with an original

card sleeve included.

Engraved identification number: V 45910 (P-676 crossed out).

3074

Standing portrait. Steel. 1.5 x 3

inches. An unusually thin plate,

light pewter gray with consider-

able mottled deeper gray, gold,

and pale blue toning. A few nicks

and other handling marks are

seen, including a tiny notch from

the bottom edge. Washington

stands facing, draped as a Roman

senator, holding a rolled scroll

in his right hand. An interesting

vignette that appears on $3 notes

of the Bank of Washtenaw, Ann

Arbor, Michigan (Haxby Ml-50,

G12), among others. Original card

sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: \'

4f>270 (P-338 cmssed out).
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3075 Portrait supported by Fame.
Steel. 2.25 \ 3.5 inches. Light

stivl gray, satiny and lustrous.

Minor nicks and other handling

marks aa* seen around the bor-

der, but do not extend into the

design. The plate shows some
stress fractures arcing around
the bottom of the vignette, but

again, not into the design. A nice

bank note vignette, with an oval

framed portrait of Washington,

after Stuart, suspended on a

tall sprouting tree, with Fame
behind. A neat image, celebrat-

ing the everlasting nature of

Washington's fame and place of reverence in the hearts of

the people. An original card sleeve is included.
Engraved identification number; V 45682 (P 826 cros.sed out). 3076 Washington Monument, Virginia. Steel. 4.75 x 3.75 inches.

Imprint of American Bank Note Company, New York. Satiny

and lustrous medium steel gray with pale gray overtones and
faint traces of pale blue. Typical hairlines and light handling

marks, with one corner tip off, but a large and bold engrav-

ing filling almost the entire plate. The monument stands tall,

while a family looks on in the foa’ground. The original paper

wrapper is included.

Engraved identification number: V 44795 (C-16 crossed out).

This 60 foot monument to George Washington stands at Capitol

Square in Richmond, Virginia. The cornerstone for the pedestal was laid

by President Zachary Taylor on February 22nd, 1850, but the monument
would not be dedicated until 1858,

The First President's March

3077 ffail, Columbia. Sheet music cover. Copper. 13.25 x 11.25

inches. Among the more beautiful engraved copper plates

we have seen from the archive thus far, in the opinion of

the cataloguer. The metal is verv’ lustrous, rich orange cop-

per, predominately brilliant with the exception of copper

brown, deeper orange, and light accents of violet

and blue where the piece has been most handled. A
few handprints are thus seen, but most are trivial in

nature except for a long thin scratch seen through the

lower half of the engraved design. This is long, but

not too visually distracting. The engraving shows Co-

lumbia, horsewhip held high, driving a Romanesque
four-horse chariot. The chariot is atop a globe, and
is positioned on the United States, with Mexico seen

below and the title, "Hail Columbia! Happv Land"
below with a treble clef and a few notes of music. A
spectacular piece of engraver's art, large and impres-

sive in every respect. A proof impression from the

plate is included.

Mark of L.S & Co. N.Y. on back.

The music of Hail, Columbia was originally titled The
President's March. It was written by American violinist and

composer, Philip Phile for the occasion of George Washington's

inauguration in 1789. It was first played for the president-elect

on April 21, 1789 at Trenton, New Jersey as Washington passed

through the cit)’ on his trip from Mount Vernon to \ev\ York for

his inauguration as the first president of the United States In 1 798 ,

it was arranged with lyrics by Joseph Mopkinson, son of patriot

Francis Hopkinsoa and was first performed publidv in this form

April 25, 1798. It became the popular national anthem of the United States

for the larger part of the 19th centur\, and into tlie next, hut it tell out of

favor as the anthem after World War 1, and was officially replaced a* mjc

in 1931. However, it continues in use in offiaal capaah as t)x> entranoe

song for the V'ice President of tJie United States, similar tc Hai! tr r ., i

as played for tFie president
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OTHER UNITED STATES PRESIDEOT^

JOHN ADAMS
The Second President (1797-1801)

November 2C

expanse was added to the United States, which today is over 20% of the

total land area of the nation. Thomas Jefferson founded and designed the

University of Virginia, which opened in March 1825, just over a year before

Jefferson's death. In doing so, he left behind an active memorial to his life

and intellectual philosophies that is unparalleled amongst those left by the

other 41 former presidents of the United States.

3078 Adams, John (1735-

1826). Portrait vi-

gnette. Steel. 3 X 3.5

inches. Imprint of

American Bank Note

Company. Lustrous

light steel gray with

traces of soft golden

brown toning near the

edges. Typical hair-

lines and light han-

dling marks but gener-

ally clean with a boldly

engraved portrait.

Engraved identification

number: V-102146 LAY-

DOWN FROM V-42146.

John Adams was bom in the Massachusetts Bay Colony in 1735. He

attended Harvard where he studied law. He was elected to the first and

second Continental Congresses, and was elected as the first vice president

of the United States under George Washington. Though remaining in this

office the full two terms, he felt it a position less than commensurate with

his ability and was generally dissatisfied with it, a sentiment expressed by

many of his successors. He was elected the second president in 1796, and

was the first such officer to inhabit the new White House. He lost his second

presidential election campaign to Thomas Jefferson in 1800.

3080

Thomas Jefferson Bank Note Vignette

Jefferson, Thomas (1743-1826).

Bank note vignette. Steel. 1.75

X 3.25 inches. Medium steel

gray with a fine satin finish

and pleasing lustre. Olive and

violet toning are mottled across

the surface, and a few minor

marks are seen near the edges

of the plate. Framed portrait

of Thomas Jefferson at center

with oval security engravings

above and below. "1776" is

directly above Jefferson's por-

trait, and "Jefferson" is below.

The likeness of Thomas Jefferson

on this plate appears to be based on a

miniature on wood by John Tmmbull,

executed in 1788, depicting Jefferson at

33 years of age. The original is owned

by Monticello. While the likeness is

nearly an exact match, the clothing

differs, being in three quarter profile

on the plate while on the miniature,

only Jefferson's head is turned.

THOMAS JEFFERSON

The Third President (1801-2809)

3079 Jefferson, Thomas (1743-

1826), Portrait vignette.

Steel. 2x3 inches. Highly

lustrous medium steel

gray with a fine satin fin-

ish. Light mottled olive

toning is seen, along with

a few trivial handling

marks and the typical

hairlines. A shallow dent

in the back of the plate

just barely shows from

the face. A sharp vignette,

nicely engraved and at-

tractive. An original card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 45386 (P 1162, V 43596, and V

45592 crossed out).

Thomas Jefferson was one of very few men for whom service as

president of the United States was but one of many illustrious accomplish-

ments that served to shape a nation. He was a brilliant scholar and as well

as a statesman, with diverse interests from archaeology to agriculture to

architecture to philosophy. He was one of the great renaissance men of his

time. Jefferson was a member of the Virginia House of Burgesses, and of

the Continental Congress. At 33 years of age, he drafted the Declaration of

Independence, ten years later he was the United States' Minister to France.

1 (e was secretary of state during the Washington administration, vice presi-

dent under John Adams, and elected the third president in 1H(X).

As president, he took swift advantage of the opportunity to purchase

the Louisiana Territory from Napoleon in 1803, anti in doing so a vast

A Second Jefferson Bank Note Vignette

3081 Jefferson, Thomas (1743-1826). Bank

note vignette. Steel. 1.25 x 3.5 inches.

Satiny and lustrous light steel gray with

a few minor marks and scratches. Traces

of deeper gray toning are seen near the

upper and lower edges. Very similar to

the plate offered above, with the same

portrait of Jefferson, and the same in-

scriptions, but this time with both the

name and date above the portrait. The

ornamentation is also slightly differ-

ent.
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Thomas Jefferson's Home

3082 Thomas Jefferson's Home, Monticello. Steel. 5 x 2.5 inches.

A lovely engraving of Jefferson's most personal and beloved
monument, designed, built and added onto by Jefferson

him.self over a period of many years to suit his ever changing
desires regarding the form and function of his home. The thin

steel plate is lustrous light gray, with mottled light olive and
pale gray toning evenly distributed across the surface. The
borders beyond the central engraving are microscopically

granular, as if acid treated, and close inspection reveals the

ghost of a second engraved identification number, different

than the one for the pre.sent engraving, along with traces of

additional unrelated foliage. Thus, a clue is yielded about
how steel plates were valued by the engraving firm. This

plate was at some point literally erased, and re-engraved

with the present vignette. Three corner tips are broken off, but

neither these nor the described history of this plate have any
noteworthy negative effect on the engraving of Monticello.

This vignette appears on bank notes of several denominations

issued by the Monticello Bank of Charlottesville, Virginia

(Haxby VA-45). These notes bear either the American Bank
Note Company imprint for the issues of the 1860s, or that of

Danforth, Wright and Company for the earlier issues. The

original card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 41774.

Monticello was constructed over a long period of time, from 1769

when the first bricks were laid until its completion in 1809 after extensive

efforts to enlarge and redesign the structure. The home is 11,000 square

feet and includes 43 rooms. It was constructed based on Jefferson's own
designs, largely with materials from Jefferson's own land, and by local

craftspeople and slaves, though some of the finer elements such as finished

interior carpentry were done by skilled artisans w'ho were hired from afar.

Window glass ordered from Europe is an example of material that was not

local, and says much about the effort and expense Jefferson would go to in

appointing the house to his tastes.

Ill

%

JAMES MADISON

The Fourth Presiiienf (1 809-1 S] 7) |

3083 Madison, James Madison
(1751-1836). Portrait vi-

gnette. Steel. 2 X 2.25 inches.

Lustrous medium steel gray

with light gold and pale blue

overtones. The lower left

comer is broken from the thin

plate, but this does not affect

the design. Some wax residue

is noted. A nice portrait, with

the engraved signature of

the President below. Also

detected is another signature, finely scratched into the plate

just below the portrait, and only partly legible, "Randolph
O..." The original card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: \' 41863.

The Princeton-educated James Madison was a key figure in the birth of

our nation. He played an active n>le in the framing of the Virginia Constitu-

tion, became a leader in the Virginia Assc^mbly, serc ed in the Continental

Congress, and is often refern-d to as the "Father of the Constitution" of

the United States for his participation in the debates that led to the final

d(Kument. He was involved in the framing of the Bill of Rights, and serc ed
as Thomas Jefferson's secretary of stale. Elected president in 1808, he

served two terms in this high office, which time included the declaration

of War against Britain in 1812. The War of 1812 would be a success for the

United Slates in the end, though during the War the British managed to

enter the capital city and famously set fire to the White 1 louse and the

Capitol building.

ANDREW JACKSON

The Seventh President (1829-1837)

3084 Jackson, Andrew
(1767-1845). Portrait

vignette. Steel. 3.5 x

4 inches. Imprint of

American Bank Note

Company. Satiny

and lustrous light

steel gray. Hairlined

as typical. Traces of

pale gray and soft

golden brown toning

are noted. The vi-

gnette is deeply en-

graved and sharp.

Engraved identifica-

tion number: V-102135 LAYDOWN FROM V-39975.

Though bom poor in rural South Carolina, Andrew Jackson strove

well beyond his early disadvantages to study Law and eventually become
a successful lauyer in Tennessee, eventually becoming tJie first member
of the House of Representatives elected from this state Most of hi- tame

was earned in the War of 1812, where he defended tFie valuable port at\ ol

New Orleans against British attemp>ts to take it, which would hax-e given

the British access to tFie Mississippi and made tFiem a senou- threat to the

young United States. Jackson won the elections of 1 828 and 1 832. tlie latti-r

with 36'*? of the popular vote, and nearly five times the electors i '.-Me of

his opponent Henr\' Gay, though early in his first term F»e Fiad proposed

the elimination of the Electoral College, belip\'ing that tJv ,.,tf

was the one that should mle supreme
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MARTIN VAN BUREN

The Eighth President (1837-1841)

3085 Van Buren, Martin (1782-

1862). Portrait vignette.

Steel. 3 X 3.5 inches. Im-

print of American Bank

Note Company. Satiny

and lustrous light steel

gray with typical hairlines

and light mottled olive

and pale gray toning. A
nice facing portrait of a

relatively young Van Bu-

ren whose portraits are

often of a considerably

more aged man. * *

Engraved identification

number; V-102145 LAYDOWN
FROM V-39996.

Born to a New York tavern keeper in 1782, Van Buren rose to become

very active in New York politics, and was elected to the Senate of the

United States in 1821. Andrew Jackson appointed him secretary of state,

and he became vice president under Andrew Jackson in the election of

1832. He was elected president in 1836, vowing to "follow the steps of my

illustrious predecessor." The eighth presidency was unfortunately for Van

Buren defined in large part by one of the worst financial panics and ensuing

depressions ever faced in the United States. Though the policies that con-

tributed to this economic downturn were put in place by Andrew Jackson

(this remains a matter of debate among historians). Van Buren's policies

were modeled after Jackson's and the situation rapidly degraded. He lost

his bid for re-election in 1840, returned to the scene of national politics for

another presidential campaign of 1848, and was again defeated.

ZACHARY TAYLOR

The 12th President (1849-1850)

3086 Taylor, Zachary (1784-1850).

Portrait vignette. Steel. 3 x

3.5 inches. Imprint of Amer-

ican Bank Note Company.

A fine satiny finish, bright

and boldly lustrous. Light

hairlines are seen, as usual,

but these are fine, even, and

not distracting. Traces of

gold and deeper gray ton-

ing are noted, mostly near

the edges. The portrait is

facing and bold, with Taylor

in military dress as usually

seen. A nice presidential portrait of the person honored on the

unique Taylor / Buena Vista gold medal offered elsewhere

in this sale.

Engraved identification number: V-102147 LAYDOWN FROM V-

39881.

Zachary Taylor wa.s born in Virginia, raised on a Kentucky plantation,

made his home in Louisiana, and owned a plantation in Mississippi and 100

slaves. I le was a life-long southerner, but he was also a career military man

who defended his country's western frontier against Native Americans, and

led soldiers in battle during the Mexican War, achieving victory and fame.

1 lis national loyalty was deeply rooted, and he did not defend the interests

of the South that conflicted with the interests and laws of his nation. 1 le was

firmly against secessicin, and though it would be a decade before any such

action was taken by one of the southern states, he made it clear in 18.S0 that

it would not be permitted on his watch, threatening to personally lead the

army if necessary to enforce the laws of his nation. He fell ill on July 4th, I'

1850, precisely one year after the date his gold medal was struck, and on

July 9th became the second president to die in office.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN

The 16th President (1861-1865)

3087

Lincoln, Abraham (1809-1865). Portrait vignette. Steel. 5 x

6.5 inches. Imprints of International Bank Note Company

and American Bank Note Company. Nicely polished and

reflective medium steel gray with pleasing mottled overtones

of olive, deeper gray, and light violet. Handling marks are

very few, and the plate is quite clean in appearance. A larger

and attractive portrait of Lincoln, facing, with full beard.

The engraving is deeply cut, and the image is boldly visible,

standing out sharply from the field. His signature is engraved

below, "A. Lincoln."

Engraved identification number: V-49905 (1586 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

This poor son of a Kentucky frontiersman rose to be one of the great

figures ofAmerican history through pure ambition. Much of his education

was on his own, and though money was always a difficult consideration,

through hard work and determination he saw to it that his education never

took second place. His efforts paid off, eventually attaining partnership in

an Illinois law firm. He also served in the Illinois Legislature for several

years, and ran for a position in the United States Senate in 1858. Though

this election did not fall in his favor, his experiences in the campaign and

the name he made for himself as a first class debater ser\'ed him well when

he entered the presidential race in 1860. The threat of civil war was already

running high at the time of the election, and Lincoln s inaugural address

included clear advice to the South of the position he would take on the

matter of secession, "In your hands, my dissatisfied fellow countiv mea

and not in mine, is the momentous issue of civil war. The government

will not assail you. You can have no conflict without yourselves being

the aggressors. You have no oath registered in Heaven to destaw the

government, while I shall have the most solemn one to pmst'rve. pmbM

and defend it."

This policy was anathema to the South, and on IXwmK'r 20, ISNl a

little mort' than a montli after his election. Smith L aivlina sm'dixl ta'in

the Union, .sivn followed by other states. Befom I inadn was inauguratxxt

on March 4, 18M, the Confederate States of America was formed, with it'

capital in Montgomery, .'Mabama, The a'st is historv.

Sw^
464
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RUTHERFORD 13. HAYES

i' The 19 til Prcshiciit (1877-1881

)

i

F 3088 Hayes, Rutherford B.

i (1822-1893). Portrait vi-

gnette. Steel. 3 X 3.5 inch-

es. Imprint of American
Bank Note Company,
New York. Bright and
highly lustrous silver

gray, hairlined as typical

but with only the most
trivial handling marks
and generally quite at-

tractive. The portrait

is bold, and stands out

nicely from the field. The

plate is accompanied by

the original Proof Room
index card from American Bank Note Company, which gives
the engraver as "Rice," presumably James R. Rice, and the

approval date for the engraving of June 1877. A proof impres-
sion, backed on a second card is also included.

Engraved identification number: V 46668 (495 crossed out).

Rutherford B. Hayes was a practicing lawyer, trained at Kenyon College

in Mount Vernon, Ohio and Harvard Law School. He served in the Civil

War, attaining the rank of brevet major general, during which time he was
elected to the F louse of Representatives by the people of Ohio, though he
refusc'd to leave the battlefield to campaign after his nomination. I le shortly

thereafter served three terms as Governor of Ohio, and won the Presidential

election of 1876, after a very close race in which the electoral votes of threv

states were hotly contested. All of the contested votes were decided in favor

of Hayes by the Electoral Commission established by Congmss to settle the

matter, and he became the 19th President.

JAMES A. GARFIELD

The 20th President (1881)

3089

Garfield, James A.

(1831-1881). Portrait

vignette. Steel. 3 x

3.75 inches. Imprint of

American Bank Note

Company, New York.

Bright and highly lus-

trous light steel gray.

A few light marks and

traces of pale olive

toning are seen, but

the portrait is bold

and the plate gener-

ally clean.

Engraved identifica-

tion number: V 42828 (C-43

crossed out).

lames A Garfield has

t)ie unfortunate distinction

as having served the second shortest term in the presidential office, having

hecTi inaugurated on March 4, 1881, and assassinated that year, shot July

Z 1881, and dying from the wound September 19. In the next year he was

Ixmon'd bv thie Trc'asurv Department, who placed his portrait on the face

of tf*e new Senes of 1882 S5 notes (a wide selection of which we offer in

ifK* present catal<*gue)

l»arfield was one of several Ohio bom presidents, and though Iw was

financially disadvantaged bv tJie loss of his fatJier when he was two years

old, he managesj to save enough money in young adulliuKid to pay tor lus

education at Williams College, from which he graduated in IhSii He 1« d

scildiers in battle during the Civil \^ar and attained the rank of brigadiei

general by the age of 31 , and shortly thereafter mayir general of Voluntis-rs

However, he was aski‘d by Lincoln to resign his command and (oin tlw

United States Congress to which he had besm elected in lHh2 His career in

Congress W'as a success, and he became the heading I louse Republican I le

won the presidential election of 1880 by only 10,000 ^xipular volt's

CHESTER A. ARTHUR
The 21st President (1881-1885)

3090 Arthur, Chester A. (1829-

1886). Portrait vignette.

Steel. 2.5 x 3.5 inches. Im-

print of American Bank
Note Company, New York.

Somewhat reflective and
attractive deep steel gray,

heavily toned rich russet,

blue, golden brown, and
violet with areas of dark

gray. A very colorful and
attractive plate, labeled be-

low in two lines, "Chester

A. Arthur / Prest U.S.A.
1881"

Engraved identification num-
bi'r: V 42860 (C-l 10 crossi'd out).

Chester Alan Arthur was a lawyer in New York CiW before bc'ing

appointed by President Grant to be collector of the Port of New York in

1871. Reformers came to dislike his approach to operation of the custom
house, and he was relieved of his dutii>s in 1878 by Rutherford B. Hayt's.

1 lowever, he was able to secure the vice presidential nomination, and won
the election of 1880 as the mnning mate of James A. Garfield. Arthur was
sworn in as president of the United States on September 20, 1881, the day
after the death of James A. Garfield by assassination. Garfield had serv'ed

only a few month.s, leaving Arthur nearly a full term in office.

GROVER CLEVELAND
The 22nd and 24th President (1885-1889) and (1893-1897)

3091 Cleveland, Grover (1837-

1908). Portrait vignette.

Steel. 3x4 inches. Imprint

of American Bank Note

Company, New York.

Lustrous light steel gray.

Hairlined as usual, but

clean and bright with only

minor handling marks. A
nice presidential portrait.

Engraved identification

number: \' 42695 (C-204 crossed

out).

Mark of John Sellers and

Sons, Sheffield, England on

back.

Grover Cleveland was the only United States president to be elected to

tw o non-coasecutive terms, being both the 22nd and 24th president with his

terms separated by Benjamin Flamson He w as tJie first Democrat eWx'ted

to the office since the Ci\ il War, and became the onK president ma. . led

in the White House, with his wedding to a considerabb vounger fr.i...

Folsom in June 1886 Miss Folsom was 21 vears old at t)ie ti— r wl rk

the president was 49 years of age Prior tc: his eleitior. to tlv pTr- j.lerm

Cle\ eland had serx ed as tJie max or of Buffalo New Y«xrk -;r.d pox err- -f

of New York stafe
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WILLIAM MCKINLEY

The 25th President (1897-1901)

3092 McKinley, William
(1843-1901). Portrait vi-

gnette with historical

connections. Steel. 3.25

X 3.75 inches. Imprint

of American Bank Note

Company, New York.

Lustrous medium steel

gray with a faint pale

blue hint. Small flecks

of wax are noted, but

handling marks are

few. The plate shows
several stress fractures.

The original index card

from the Proof Room of

American Bank Note

Company is included, and gives the engraver as S. Oyama,

with an approval date for the engraving of 1914. The plate

was used for tickets of the Republican National Convention

for the election of 1936 and thus is important to collectors of

political memorabilia. Also included is a proof impression

from the plate, backed on card, and the original paper wrap-

per.

Engraved identification number: V 42547 (C-401 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons. 151 Arundel Street, Sheffield, England

on back.

William McKinley was the 26th president of the United States, from

March 4, 1897, to September 14, 1901, his second term cut short by his as-

sassination by Leon Czolgolz while attending the Pan-American Exposition

in Buffalo, New York. For days after the shooting he lingered, while news

of his condition was telegraphed to the world by young Thomas Lindsay

Elder, who later became one of America's most important professional

numismatists.

Born in Niles, Ohio, McKinley maintained his permanent residence

for life in that state. He served under Rutherford B. Hayes in the Civil

War, practiced law after the war, and served in the United States House of

Representatives from 1877 to 1883, and 1885-1891. He was elected Governor

of Ohio in 1891, and served in that capacity until 1896, the year he won the

election for president of the United States against William Jennings Bryan.

McKinley is honored on the 1903 Louisiana Purchase and 1916 and 1917

McKinley commemorative gold dollars.

3093 McKinley, William (1843-1901). Portrait vignettes. Steel. 10.5

X 14.75 inches. A wonderful large plate with 12 impressions

from a cylinder die of William McKinley. Each engraving

with McKinley's signature engraved below. The plate is

impressive in size, nicely polished and reflective medium

steel gray. Light hairlines are scattered across the surface,

as is mottled pale blue, gold, and deep grayish brown ton-

ing. Some traces of oxidation are seen near the corners and

edges, but these do not appear to significantly compromise

the metal and could likely be cleaned and treated with some

ease. The purpose of this plate is unknown, but the original

paper wrapper is included and bears the handwritten date

1927 and "Portraits of McKinley (12 on)." A neat presidential

portrait plate.

Mark of F. Whiteley, New York, and "1927" on back.
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rUHODORt: ROOSEVELT

The 26th Trcsiiioit (1901-1909)

3094

Roosevelt, Theodore (1858-1919), Portrait vignette. Steel. 4 x

4.5 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company. Satiny
and lustrous medium steel gray with mottled deeper gray,

olive, and blue toning. A small oxidation spot is seen at the

lower left corner of the plate, far from the engraved design.

A sharp, facing portrait of the 26th president, engraved origi-

nally by George Frederick Gumming Smillie, and a‘-engraved

by Robert Savage on another die, the roles of these engravers
being engraved into the plate below the portrait.

Engraved identification number: V-74356.

Thei>dore Rtxisevelt wa.s recognized as a hero of the Spanish American
War for his successes as lieutenant colonel of the Rough Rider Regiment. He
was something of a rough rider in his personal life, as well and is known
for having an affection for hard work on his South Dakota ranch, driving

cattle, and big game hunting both in the United States and abroad. He as-

sumed the presidency upon the as.sa.ssination of William McKinley, and was
re-elected for a second full term, and being very interested in conser\’ation

issues at the time, he used his position to expand public lands in the west

among other environmental endeavors. He was awarded a Nobel Peace

Prize for his efforts to bring an end to the Russo-Japanese war, and worked
for the construction of the Panama-Canal.

Texiay, numismatists appreciate the memory of Roosevelt as the only

president known to have taken a deep personal interest in the coinage of

our country, notably in his work with Augustus Saint-Gaudens, who created

the MCMVII (1907) double eagle. Curiously, except for a tiny version as

part of the Mount Rushmore motif, Roosev'elf's portrait is conspicuously

absent from American commemorative coinage, although others such

as Eunice Shriver, Carter Glass, John McLoughlin, Joseph Robinson, et

al. (many of whom are obscure or unimportant, or both) in history, have

been so honored.

A Second Roosevelt Portrait

3095

Roosevelt, Theodore (1858-1919) and an unknown gentle-
man. Steel. 7.5 x 5.5 inches. Lustrous light stet>l gray, with
deeper gray speckled toning over much of the surface. Some
blue and olive brown is seen near the edges. As the portraits

face away, it seems that they gentlemen might be in opjxisi-

tion, such as in an election year. However, the person with
Roosevelt here is not any of his prt'sidential or vice presi-

dential opponents, nor is he a Republican running mate for

any of Rcxisev'elt's elections. Aha! A mystery for the buyer
to solve!

Engraved identification numK'r: V-.38K49 (1S8 cn>ssed out).

Mark »)f John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT

The 27th President (1909-1913)

3096

Taft, William Howard (1857-1930). Portrait vignette. Steel.

4 X 4.75 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company.
Medium steel gray, with an even satin finish and nice lustre.

Mottled olive-brown and deeper grav toning are seem o\'er

much of the plate and a few light hairline scratches are niHed.

A nicely engraved portrait, clean and crisp.

Engraved identificaficm number: V-71f>79.

William Howard Taft was the son of a judge, a graduate of >,=,'

lawyer, and eventually a federal arcuit ludge whe: aspjpfsH to iw , 1
=

a Supreme Court justice He wa- rmt a natural polite , i .ir.d h: pjjS

to the White House seems to have been dirrs-ted h\ j-tthr r r*re.idt /

McKinley requested hi- service in the Philippir- .j.- a :I ^dmtr.i .fr^!.-;

and Thevxtore R<x>s«’velt appvinted him Ss r.i !r,
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later that he should become Roosevelt's successor to the White House. Taft

disliked the process of the campaign, but once elected proved to approach

the presidential duties in a different manner than Roosevelt, who changed

party affiliatioas during the Taft administration and swung the next election

away from Taft, who left office and returned to law. He became a professor

of law at Yale, and later met his life goal when President Harding appointed

him to the position of Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court, an

honor that was far more precious to him personally than his time in the

White House. To this day, certain of his descendants have been important

in Ohio politics.

WOODROW WILSON

Ihe 28th President (1913-1921)

Pair of 1920 Presidential Campaign Plates

For Harding and Coolidge

t

fUi

III te o 1 J VI n<c. ft t

3097 Wilson, Woodrow (1856-1924). Portrait vignette. Steel. 4.5 x

5 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company. Bright,

satiny and highly lustrous light steel gray.A particularly clean

plate with only a few minor toning spots. Accompanied by a

proof impression sfapled to an index card, which identifies

the engraver as Sydney F. Smith. An internal Engraving De-

partment form dates the engraving for purposes of copyright

to February 20th, 1933.

Engraved identification number: V-72000.

Numbered D10957 on back.

Wcx)drow Wilson was born in Virginia and raised in Augusta, Georgia,

and Columbia, South Carolina. He was a southerner who reported his

earliest childhood memory as an announcement that Abraham Lincoln

had won the election, and that the country would go to war. Little did he

know at the time that he too would one day be the president of a nation at

war. Wilson studied and practiced law for a time, and later embarked on

a career in academia, first studying for his Ph.D. at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity and later serving on the faculties of Bryn Mawr College, Wesleyan

University, and Princeton University where he was named president in

1902. Wilson ran for president of the United States and won the election

of 1912, becoming the first to do so from any of the states that had been

part of the Confederacy during the Civil War. He worked hard in his first

term to keep America out of the growing European conflict. His success

in this regard helped to get him elected to his .second term which would

be defined by America's entrance into World War I, an action that Wilson

felt necessary as he believed that the European war had become a threat

to the American way of life. 1 lis efforts to establish the League of Nations

and the six months he spent at the Pai. Peace Conference contributed to

his s«'lection for the Nobel Peace Prize in '19.

3098 Pair of 1920 Presidential Campaign Plates. Copper. Each

6.5 X 4 inches. The plates are relatively thin copper, with

faint undertones of copper orange and heavy blue, violet,

and deep red patina. The soft copper surfaces show numer-

ous fine scratches and nicks from handling, and minor wax

remnants are noted on each. An interesting pair of plates for

the presidential campaign of 1920, for runmng mates Warren

G. Harding of Ohio as the presidential candidate, and Calvin

Coolidge of Massachusetts as the vice presidential candidate.

The plates are simple in design. Harding and Coolidge won
|

the election of 1920 for the Republican party against their

Democratic opponents, James Middleton Cox and Franklin
j

D. Roosevelt. (Total; 2 pieces)
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WARREN C. HARDING
The 29th Presiiient (1921-1923)

Harding, Warren G,

(1865-1923). Portrait

vignette. Steel. 3.5 x

5 inches. Imprint of

American Bank Note

Company. Satiny light

stwl gray with mottled

golden brown and pale

gray toning over much
of the surface. The por-

trait in profile, is nicely

engraved.

Engraved identification

numbers: L-116, V-42494

(C-492 crossed out).

Warren G. Harding won
his presidential election by

a landslide, with a popular

vote of 60% in favor, a num-

ber never before attained in any presidential race. A strong Republican,

he cooperated well with Republicans in the 1 louse who were able to push

several post-war bills through with his easy support, including broad tax

cuts, new limitations on immigration, relaxation of wartime controls, and

establishment of a Federal budget .system. One of 1 larding's campaign

slogans, "less government in business and more business in govern-

ment" seemed to be coming to pass under his administration, and he was

popularly praised with moving the country into a new period of post war

prosperity. However, corruption within the ranks of his administration

were brought to his attention (the Teapot Dome .scandal was foremost),

and his unexpected death in office of a heart attack came at a time when

he perhaps faced his greatest personal challenge in office, whether to hide

from the people the downfalls of character discovered among his peers,

or to publicly face whatever political challenges that might ari.se from

making them known.

CALVIN COOLIDGE

The 30th President (1923-1929)

Engraved identification numb»*r: V-72^K1

Calvin C'lHilidge pn-sided over oiw of the most prosfu-rous [vriods

of American history, the Roaring Twenties, but he did s<i qun-tly H<

educated at Amherst College, where he graduated with honors 1 te sitv ed

as a councilman in Northampton, Massachusetts, and later as governor of

Massachusetts before winning the election of 1920 as the vue pn-sidential

running mate of Warren G. Harding. Upon Harding's death in ottue on

August 2, 1923, Coolidge became president. He was visiting his father in

Vermont at the time who was a notarv public and he had him administer

the oath of office as President of the United States, alter which he famously

drank a glass of Moxie soda. He quickly became known for his quiet nature,

both piersonally and in office, and as in his earlier political career, his popu-

larity grew and elected him to his own full term in the election of 1924

PEOPLE AND PORTRAITS

3100 Coolidge, Calvin (1872-1933). Portrait vignette. Steel. 3.75 x

4 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Company. Satiny

and lustrous dt'ep steel gray, with deep mottled olive and

pale gray toning w'ith traces of light violet. A small trace of

red ink is stvn in the recesses of the engraving just left of the

portrait, as printed. The portrait itst'lf is well executed.

r / %

3101 Brown, E.H. Portrait vignette. Steel. 7 x 10 inches. Imprint

of St. Louis Bank Note Company. Bright, lustrous and well

polished. Slight oxidation is noted near the edges of the plate,

far from the design. A bold portrait of good size, and one that

would have been costly to have engraved. Though further

information about this E.H. Brown is not clearly presented,

we can assume that he was a gentleman of some influence,

again a subject for an interesting research project. As the plate

was executed by St. Louis Bank Note Company, we can a‘<-

sume that the man is from the Midwest, and therefore mav
be the E.H. Brown that was president of the Citizen^ Bank in

Girard, Crawford Countv’, Kansas in 1 882. The Citizen^ Bank

later became the First National Bank of Girard (Charter: 3216)

The original paper wrapper is included, and though in piecev

it has a proof impression affixed which is in reasi'inablv nuv

condition.

Mark of lohn Sdlrrs and Sons, Sbcffirld. Tngland or^ '.
. i

5
.
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3102

Browning, Orville Hickman (1806-1881). Portrait vignette.

Steel. 7x10 inches. Imprint of Western Bank Note Company,

Chicago. Heavily hairlined from cleaning, but with a gener-

ally bright appearance and lustrous light steel gray. Scattered

small toning spots are seen, and slight oxidation marks are

noted in the border, well away from the portrait. A nice large

portrait of this Civil War era politician, with his engraved

signature below, "Very truly yours /OH Browning." The

original paper wrapper is included, though a little chipped

and rough.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, 151 Arundel Street, Sheffield, England

on back.

Similar to the early history of Abraham Lincoln, with whom he was

long associated, Orville Browning was born in Kentucky in 1806, and later

settled in Illinois where, having studied law, he became active in politics and

served for a time in both houses of the State Legislature. In 1861 and 1862,

he served for a brief time in the United States Senate, having been called

upon to fill the position left empty by the death of Stephen A. Douglas.

Browning later served as Secretary of the Interior under Andrew Johnson,

and for a short period as Attorney General of the United States.

3103

Franklin, Benjamin (1706-1790) and Washington, George
I

(1732-1799). Portrait vignettes. Steel. 5.5 x 4 inches. The !

individual vignettes are considerably smaller, each being
[

just under approximately .75 x 1 inch. The plate is bright
i

and lustrous medium steel gray, hairlined as usual, and
j

with a few light scratches and other handling marks. The
'

vignettes are of the small medallion-style, that of Franklin

being similar to Alfred Sealy's engraving of April 1861, and
j

that of Washington being styled after the Houdon bust. The ;

original card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V-40023.

3104

Hamilton, Alexander (1755-1804). Portrait vignette. Steel.

3x4 inches. Light steel gray, lustrous and bright. Hairlined

as typical with a few additional handling marks, but none

affecting the design to any noteworthy degree. A lovely

portrait of Hamilton, in an elegantly ornamented frame

with his signature engraved below, "Alex'r Hamilton. The

original paper wrapper is included.

Engraved identification number: V 37538 (7715 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on hack.

Today Alexander Hamilton is best known as the face on the circulating

$10 Federal Reserve Note, and is thus one of the few non-presidents to

appear on a piece of small-size United States currency, sharing the honor

with Benjamin Franklin and Salmon P. Chase. He is perhaps second best

known for dying from mortal wounds sustained in a duel with his {.xilitica

rival Aaron Burr, at Weehawken, New Jersey in 1804. Hamilton also prac-

ticed law at 57 Wall Street in New York City, served in Congrcss. loundtxf

the Bank of New York, signed the United States Constitution and was the

first to publish a letter in defense of the newly signed dixument in 178.

served as the first secretary of the Treasur>- under I’rt'sident Washmgtoa

and remained a close advisor to the I’n'sident after his rv'sigiiation ot that

post in 17*^5. At an informal discussion among numismatists hen' at .\NK

it was agreed that 1 lamilton was anu'ng the live most imjx'rtant tigvm'' >•'

the formation and implementation ot the government ot the I'nitvxl state's

with which many if not most historians would likelv agnv 1 lanultv'n
»'

buried in the yard ot Irinitv Church, in lower Mai\haftan.

470
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310S Harrington, George
(1815-1892). Portrait

vignette. Sttvl. 2.75 x

3.25 inches. Imprint of

American Bank Note

Company. Lustrous

light steel gray v\'ith a

few light flecks of ol-

ive-brown toning and

a couple of tiny oxida-

tion marks. A deeply

engraved portrait,

and nicely executed.

George Harrington

was the Assistant Sec-

retary of the United

States Treasury during

the Lincoln Administration under Secretary of the Treasury

Salmon P. Chase, and later from 1865 to 1869, a minister to

Switzerland. After Lincoln's assassination, Harrington was
placed in charge of making the arrangements for the funeral

ceremonies. The original heavy paper sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 46783 (270 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

5

3106

McCulloch, Hugh. (1808-1895). Portrait vignette. Steel. 3

x 3.5 inches. Imprint of Continental Bank Note Company,

New York. Bright and polished medium steel gray with faint

gold and blue toning and a generally attractive appearance.

A few minor pits and handling marks are seen, but none are

particularly significant. Deeply engraved, taken after at least

his first term as Secretary of the Treasury. The engraved title

below’ the pnirtrait reads, in two lines, "Hon. Hugh McCulloch

/ Ex. Sec.t of the U.S. Treasury." The original paper w’rapper

is included, though a little rough.

Engraved identification number: V 48093 (1% crossed out).

Hugh McCulloch was born in Kennebunk, Maine and attended

Bowdoin College, studied law, and practiced law for a short time before

entering the business of banking in 1836. In 1835 Hugh McCullcKh became

associated with the State Bank of Indiana, and in 1857 he became president

of the Bank of the State of Indiana, in which position he signed bills for all

the branches The bank under his direction operated virtually problem-free

and was a model of what a state could do, with gcxxl people and planning.

He later went on to serve as the first comptroller of the currency under

Lincoln in 1863, during the launch of the National Banking system and its

paper money issues Uter he served as secretary of the Treasury 1865 to

18t,9 and again in 1884 and 1885 under the administrations of Abraham

Lincoln. Andrew lohnson, CTiester Arthur, and C.nner Cleveland

3107

Young, Brigham (1801-1877). Portrait vignette. Electroplated

copper. 5.75 x 8 inches. The plate is bright, light stt*el gray.

Nicely polished, in the borders with hairlines from cleaning.

The engraved oval frame including the portrait appears to

have been lightly etched to give a soft granular texture. A
distinctive portrait of this second president of the Mormon
church, taken from a contemporary photograph of Young in

later years.

Brigham Young was bom in Vermont, and raised a Methodist, but joined

the Mormon church in 1832, and quietly married his second w4fe in 1842.

Though at the time, Joseph Smith had not made public the church's position

on polygamy, a few of the elder members were advised, and Brigham Young

was among them. He is believed to have had 57 children by 16 different

wives, and may have had a considerably larger number of wives. Young

became the leader of the church upon the death of Joseph Smith in 1844,

and grew to be a very wealthy man, though he seemed to carelessly mix the

church's funds with his own and upon his death the estate was difficult to

settle. Numismatists with well fortified checking accounts can collect notes

of the Deseret National Bank of Salt Lake City and also re-issued (in Utah)

bills of the Kirtland Safety ScKieW Bank personally signed by Young,
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The United States Capitol Building

3108

District of Columbia, Washington. United States Capitol

Building. . Steel. 6x3 inches. A beautiful plate in lustrous

light gray steel with pleasing light gold toning blended with

mottled violet and golden brown near the edges. The plate

is hairlined as usual, with a few tiny oxidation pits noted,

though these appear inactive. A lovely engraving of

the early U.S. Capitol building, before the completion

of the dome to its full height. This vignette was used

on many bills, for example on $5 notes of the Bank

C of the Republic, Providence, Rhode Island (Haxby
*

RI-385, G8), which notes bear the imprints of both

American Bank Note Company, and Jocelyn, Draper,

Welch and Company.
Engraved identification number: V 45795 (P 833 crossed

out).

While the construction of the U.S. Capitol building began in

; 1793, the structure as we know it today was not completed until

1962, upon the completion of the last extension of the building.

The structure has survived two major fires, one in 1814 set by British

soldiers during the War of 1812, and a second in 1851. A gas explosion

also damaged the building in 1898. The vignette engraved here shows

the Capitol as it appeared in the middle 1850s, with the original dome

which was removed in 1856, and after the addihons of the large wings at

each end of the building.

A Second U.S. Capitol Engraving

3109

District of Columbia, Washington. United States Capitol

Building. Steel. 5.25 x 3.25 inches. Imprint of National Bank

Note Company, New York. Lustrous light steel gray with

soft pale gray and blue toning and traces of wax residue. A

nice engraving of the building much as it appears today, but

probably engraved shortly after the completion of the new

dome and the addition of the statue. Freedom which was

placed atop the dome in 1863, shortly a depiction of it had

become familiar as a vignette on federal currency, including

the widely distributed Legal Tender Notes of 1862. Titled

below in two lines, "CAPITOL U.S. / NO. 2." A makeshift

cardboard wrapper is included, one side with a direct Proof

impression in light blue, and the other side with a black proof

impression affixed to cardboard.

Engraved identification number: V 49410.

York. Satiny medium steel pay, lustrous and attrac-

t Sf 5 s ® J Y
J ‘S'S.S 0

3110

New York, New York. Seventh Regiment New Armory.

Inauguration Ball ticket, December 15th, 1880. Steel. 9 x

5.5 inches. Imprint of Homer Lee Bank Note Company, New

tive. Some hairline scratches and other handling

marks are seen, but none are severe. The plate shows

some light mottled toning and traces of wax, and

traces of black ink remain in the engraved recesses.

The ticket is large, with a vignette of the new armor)’

building, announcement of the event, date, and re-

quest for proper attire of military officers. The stub

at the end allowed for admission to the event for "a

lady and gentleman." The original paper wrapper

is included, with a proof impression affixed, though

the proof is chipped at two corners.

Engraved identification number: V 49034.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons on back.

The Seventh Regiment New Armory building was built at

Park Avenue and 66th Street in New ^ork City, and there

around 40,000 visitors upon its opening in IS80. It is the onh

such armory built in America solelv tinancixl b\ private tuiu

The grand brick structure still stands as a National Historiv

Landmark in New 'lork Cit\. The Seventh Kegiiuenfs hi»torv

extends back to 1806, and it served in the War ot 1812, the Ci\ il Wir aiu

both World Wars. It was gi\ en the name Seventh Regiment. Nationa

tiiiard, State ot New ^ork in 18-L

472
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3111 Tonnsylvania, taston. Lustoii Brid^^e. Stivl. 5.5 x

2.5 inches. Imprint ot American Bank Note Com-
pany, New York. Medium stcvl gray, hairlined and

lustrous. A tew small oxidation spots are seen.

l!ngravi“il identificatien number: V 44737 (C-6ft crosst'd

out).

The Easton Bridge was part of the Lehigh Valley Railroad,

and the stsond level of the structuri' was completed in 1855.

The bridge spanned the Delaware River to connect I’hillips-

burg. New )ersey with Easton, Pennsylvania. The present

vignette appears to show the second level of the bridge only

partly constructed.

J.

-

ir

HISTORICAL EVENTS AND SCENES
Eliot Preaching to the Indians Father Marquette

et'

k

i 3112 Eliot Preaching to the Indians. Steel. 5.5 x 2.75 inches. Satiny

and lustrous medium steel gray with soft gold and olive over-

tones nicely blended across the surface. Some light hairlines

and trivial handling marks are noted, but the plate is quite

clean overall. A different variety of this scene than one we

offered in our October 2006 sale, but similar and equally

desirable. The engraving is deep and sharply stands out from

the field. This vignette appears on notes of the Eliot Bank of

Boston, Massachusetts (Haxby MA-170). Though the plate

bears no imprint, the notes of the Eliot Bank are by Baldwin,

Adams and Company.
Engraved identification number: V 40407.

John Eliot, born in England in 1604, sailed to New England in 1631 and

became a minister of the Puritan Congregationalist Church in Roxbury,

Massachusetts Bay Colony. He is known for having devoted much atten-

tion to the local Algonquin Nation, including learning enough of their

language to be able to preach to them in their nativ'e tongue. In doing

so, he earned the nickname, "Apostle to the Indians. He arranged for

land grants for Native Americans who had converted to Christianity, and

continued working on their behalf throughout his career. John Eliot died

in 16‘)0, having left numerous lasting marks on the colony where he spent

the majoriW of his life.

3113 Father Marquette. Exploring the Mississippi. Steel. 3 x 3.5

inches. Medium gray steel with heavy mottled toning of pale

gray, blue, russet, and violet over most of the surface. One of

the more colorful plates in terms of toning. A couple of edge

bumps are seen at the top, and the plate is slightly bowed.

Almost an exact copy of a plate offered in our August 2006

Sale, with two exceptions. They are mirror images of each

other, and the other plate was titled Marquette and joliet on

the Mi.ssissippi. There are other minor differences as well.

These two separate engravings are nearly identical, and

thus nicely exhibit the incredible skill of the engraver. The

original paper wrapper is included, with a proof impression

affixed.

Engraved identification number; V 37663 and 71 A.

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on back.

Father Jacques Marquette (1637-1675), along with his fellow explorer

Louis Joliet (1645-17(X)) were the first Frenchmen to lead an expedition

down the Mississippi River, in 1673.
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William Penn's Treaty, 16813114

William Penn's Treaty With the Indians, 1681.

Steel. 6.5 x 4 inches. Imprint ofAmerican Bank Note
Company, Philadelphia. Medium steel gray with
soft overtones of olive and pale gray mottled across

the surface. Aside from the typically seen hairlines,

handling marks are very few and only a single tiny

oxidation pit is noted. It is inactive and far from the

engraving. The scene is superbly executed in fine

detail. A lovely and historic engraving, after the

famous painting of this scene by Benjamin West.
Engraved identification number: SPECIAL V-44933(P-5969

crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers and Sons, Sheffield, England on
back.

William Penn (1644-1718) is widely known today as the

founder of the Pennsylvania Colony on lands granted to him
by King Charles II in 1681, to settle a debt owed to Penn's

father. This debt had been inherited by William as a young man. The
land grant was one of the largest ever bestowed on an individual. He is

known also for fair dealings with the aboriginal peoples he encountered

in the New World, as he endeavored to purchase lands and make treaties

including the one with the Leni Lenape (Delaware) Nation for which he

also famous. The engraving here is of this treaty, and though it is dated

1681 on the plate, Penn was not in the New World until 1682, and he stayed

on this visit only a short time, leaving for England in August 1684. This

engraving was used as a logo for the John Wanamaker department stores

in Philadelphia, with the theme of "fair dealing" translating nicely to the

retail establishment.

This scene was widely reproduced in various other media, including

on medalets produced in Philadelphia by Robert Lovett, Jr., progenitor of

the famous 1861 Confederate States of America cent.

John Paul Jones

Capture of the Serapis

3115

Jones, John Paul (1747-1792). Capture of the Serapis. 1773.

Steel. 3.5 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of American Bank Note Com-
pany. Satiny and lustrous medium steel gray with light olive

and pale steel blue around the edges. A particularly clean

plate with light hairlines as typical, but nearly no handling

marks worthy of mention. Boldly engraved and sharp.

Titled below, "Paul Jones." A plate for a rare vignette used

on $10 Proof notes of the Marblehead Bank of Marblehead,

Massachusetts (Haxby MA-805, G180a). Another important

historical vignette plate. An original paper wrapper is in-

cluded.

Engraved identification number: V 47697 (No. 135 crossed out).

"Sir, I have not yet begun to fight" are the words for which John Paul

Jones is best known. These were spoken September 23, 1779 to the British

Captain of the 50-gun frigate, Serapis, which John Paul Jones defeated and

tcHik on this day. Born in 1747 in Scotland, Jones took to the seas at the age

of 12 when he joined the Briti.sh merchant marine. He received his first

command 10 years later, but upon murdering a mutinous sailor in 1773,

he fled for the safety of the American colonies. In 1775, he entered the

Continental Navy and was highly regarded for attacking British ships in

their own coastal waters during the American Revolution. His bravery and

daring nature earned him a place of high regard as a naval officer, and he

is referred today as the "Father of the United States Navy."

Battle of Bunker Hill

V

3116

Death of General Warren at the Battle of Bunker Hill. 1775.

Steel. 4.5 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of Toppan, Carpenter and Com-

pany. Bright and well polished light steel gray, reflective and

attractive. Some light hairline scratches are seen around the

borders, but do not seem to seriously affect the engraving.

The image is deeply cut and stands out nicely from the field.

The image is taken from John Trumbull's 1786 painting. The

Battle ofBimker Hill, and is used on notes of the Monument
Bank of Charlestown, Massachusetts (Haxby MA-475). These

notes are catalogued in Haxby as SENC. A rather nice histori-

cal plate, featuring a rarely seen vignette. The original card

sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 46388 (P-160 crossed out).

Mark of John Sellers on back.

The Battle of Bunker Hill began June 17, 1775 with a British as.sault on

an American position set up on Breed's Hill, just below the more famous

Bunker Hill. The assault was led by the British General Howe, with an

army of 2,200 soldiers. The Americans, outnumbered and out armtxl waiRxl

patiently for the advance of the British to bring them within easy .shivt-

ing range in an effort to inflict the maximum damage, while amst'rving

ammunition. The approach worked, twice sending the British in rv'tix'at.

Though a third British advance was successful in taking the hill, it was a

costly victory with over LOtK) British soldiers killed or woundixl, over twKV

the number of American casualties.
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Storming Stony Point

3117 Storming Stony Point. 1779. Steel. 4 x 2.75 inches. Imprint of

American Bank Note Company. Satiny and lustrous light steel

gray with typical hairlines, and areas of deeper gray toning

toward the edges. A few trivial oxidation pits are seen. Titled

below the engraving, "STORMING STONY POINT." Deeply

engraved and attractive.

Engraved identification number: V 47433 (427 cros.sed out).

Mark of John Sellers, Sheffield, England on back.

The storming of Stony Point on July 15, 1 779 is considered the founding

moment of the Army Corps of Engineers. A considerable force of Americans

led by Lieutenant-Colonel DeFleury and General Anthony Wayne raided

the British position on the Banks of the Hudson River at Stony Point near

modern-day West Point. The position was a particularly difficult one to

advance upon, and it was decided that stealth would be the main weapon.

Prior to the action, the Americans endeavored to kill all of the dogs within

a five mile radius to prevent them from revealing the American advance

under cover of night, and the majority of the advancing force did so with

unloaded muskets to be sure that there would be no accidental discharge

of a weapon to alert the British, The Americans quietly dismantled the

British abates, and were able to advance to within pistol range before being

discovered. In the face of the British firing guns of defense, the Americans

continued forward with bayonets only and proceeded to take the position

with relative ease. The Americans suffered 15 killed and 83 wounded,

compared with 63 deaths and 543 officers and men taken prisoner on the

British side.

Surrender at Yorktown
3118

Surrender at Yorktown. 1781. Steel. 3 x 1.75 inches. Lustrous

medium steel gray, with some light handling marks noted

and one corner tip broken off but not affecting the design.

The engraving is deeply cut and easily seen. The scene is

of Cornwallis surrendering his sword to the Americans,

probably intended in this image to be a direct surrender to

Washington, though neither general actually played this

specific role in history. The original card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification numbt'r: V-40166.

The rmgraving M*ems to be after a lithograph done circa 1845 b) Jame^

Baillie, which is not historically accurate However, the decoration on the

uniform of Cornwallis is clearly evident in contemporary portraits giving

away the intended identity Cornwallis claimed to be indisposed and un-

able to attend the formal surrender of his army and sent C.eneral O Hara

to otter the surrender in his place O'Hara approaiEw-d t j«*neral Waslungtoii

and apologized lor Cornwallis not K'ing able to attend, and WashingUrti

directed him to his Major General Ben)amin Liruxiln to deliver tlv surniulii

The date was October 19, 1781, and though skirmisht-s would conlinui loi

some time and the Tix'dty ol Pans to otficially end the War did not iKtxir

until 1783, the surrender at Yorktown was decisive and ellectn ely brought

the American Revolution to an end.

The more famous scene of the Surrender at Yorktown is that depict«*d

by John Trumbull in his painting compleU*d in 1820, which now hangs

in the rotunda of the U.S. Capitol. As Colonel Trumbull was present that

day as an officer in the American Army, his depicTion is likely nTiable It

features the British on foot at the center, surrendering to the American

Major General Benjamin Lincoln on horseback. General Washington is on

horseback at the right, with a line of mounted American olfievrs, including

Lafayette and John Trumbull. At the left, stands a line ol mounted Erench

officers including General Rochambeau.

MISCELLANEOUS
VIGNETTE DIES

COUNTERS

3119

"1." Steel. 4 x 2.5 inches. Imprint of Rawdon, Wright, Hatch,

and Edson, New York. Native American seated, with bow
and quiver supporting an ornately appointed numeral one.

A waterfall is seen in the distance. Two areas of oxidation

are seen near the bottom of the engraving, but otherwise the

plate is bright, nicely polished and attractive medium steel

gray with somew'hat pale gray overtones.

Engraved identification number: V-39685.

Mark of John Sellers on back.

3120

"1/ONE DOLLAR." Steel. 3.5 x 2 inches. Allegorical America

supporting a large, ornate numeral 1 . Ships on the sea arc

seen in the distance. Satiny light steel gray with traces of pale

gold toning and several small oxidation spots. A few minor

edge bumps and other handling marks are seen, but these

would be easily masked by a small frame.

Engraved identification number V 39S52
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3121

3122

3123

"ONE." Steel. 2.25 x 3.5

inches. A nice bold counter

at the bottom, with a lovely

small vignette above of an

early locomotive crossing

a bridge. A mill is on the

shore, with the large pad-

dlewheel visible. A deeply

toned plate, with shades

of deep gray, blue, and
violet mottled over pale

gray steel. Small oxidation

spots are seen, as are some
fine stress fractures in the

thick plate, though these

do not seem to threaten

the integrity of the plate.

"MICHIGAN" is engraved

between the vignettes. Though unmarked, the plate is likely

the work of Rawdon, Wright and Hatch. The original paper

sleeve is included, with a proof impression affixed.

"TWO." Steel. 3.75 x 2.25 inches. A pair of allegorical females,

seated and facing each other, supporting the large letters,

TWO. Small ships on the water are seen at left, as printed,

with a factory in the center, distant, and flora at the right.

Satiny and highly lustrous medium steel gray, with a few

light marks. The engraving is deep, attractively laid out, and

aesthetically sharp.

Engraved identification number: V 39670.

"3." Steel. 2 x 2.75 inches. A
young woman seated within

the ornate curls of a large

numeral three. Simple, but

elegantly executed. Satiny

medium steel gray with traces

of soft blue. Minor oxida-

tion marks are seen near the

edges, but do not affect the

general aesthetic appeal. A
lovely small counter.

Engraved identification number:

V-39699.

"Duncan" finely scratched on

back.

3124 "4." Steel. 1.75 X 4 inches. An end-block

counter for a bank note, with "4," in

a fine engine turned circular matrix,

with "FOUR" repeated around eight

times at the top and bottom. At the

center is a small vignette of a ship,

with similar repeated "FOUR" around.

The exact style of the "4" is seen on
notes bearing the imprint of Rawdon,
Wright, Hatch and Edson in a differ-

ently styled frame, so though this plate

bears no imprint it is likely the work
of the same firm. The plate shows a

couple of tiny oxidation marks, but

is thick, heavy, and lustrous medium
gray.

OlXAltS

3125 "FIVE DOLLARS." Steel. 5.25 x 2.5 inches. An interesting

counter, with "FIVE DOLLARS / ON DEMAND" at the

center in two lines. At the left and right are Roman numeral

fives in small security vignettes. Lustrous medium steel gray

with several areas of fine pitting that have been cleaned,

with no active oxidation remaining. The areas are shallow

and not distracting. One corner of the plate is broken off, far

from the design. A few faint stress fractures are also seen,

inward from the edge of the plate, but none are serious. The

original paper wrapper is included, with a proof impression

affixed.

3126 "5 / FIVE." Steel. 2.25 x

3.5 inches. An elegantly

designed numeral in a

frame, supported by a tall

allegorical female figure.

A locomotive crossing a

bridge is visible in the dis-

tance. Lustrous light steel

gray, deeply engraved

and attractive. A couple

of trivial oxidation spots

are noted, but none of

much consequence. The

original paper wrapper

is included, with a proof

impression affixed.

476
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/ 5 / V." Stivl. 5.25 X 3 inches. Imprint nt Favman

Kawdim, as "IVsi^ned, Drawn, and Engraved by Fav-
man Rawdi>n" in liny script at the bottom edge of the

vignette. An allegorical female sits within a large numeral

5, suppt>rted by Aj^rkulture and Commerce, as labeled bc‘-

low each figua', with Roman numerals at left and right,

rhe plate is bowed from having btvn rolled by a cylinder,

and all four corners are broken off. The surface retains

giH>d polish, but st)me small oxidation spots are seen.

Lustams medium stcvl gray with some pale gray toning.

A large counter, nicely executed, signed by the artist, and

impassive overall. Used on $5 notes of the Merchants and

Farmers Bank of Ithaca, New York (f faxby NY-1080, G8a).

Engraved identification number: V-39897.

^
3128

t

! 3129

I;

I

"5." Steel. 2 x 3.75 inches.

Imprint of Raw'don, Wright,

Hatch, and Edson, New
York. A lovely counter, with

a tall numeral 5, supported

by five allegorical females

representing lustice, War,

Peace, Liberty, and possi-

bly Truth. Satiny and lus-

trous medium steel gray

with .some minor handling

marks, including a fine

scratch in the engraving. A
few small shallow oxidation

spots are also seen. This vi-

gnette appears, for example,

on $5 notes of the North

Bridgewater Bank, North

Bridgewater, Massachusetts (ITaxby MA-940, G8a). A nicely

designed counter.

Engraved identification number: V-39858.

r

"5." Steel. 1 .75 X 3 inches. A very

ornate numeral, with an eagle

perched in the lower curl of the

figure. A banner behind reads,

"E PLURIBUS UNUM," and

flowers are around the bottom.

The plate is lustrous medium
steel gray with some pale gray

toning. Trivial oxidation spots

are detected, but the engrav-

ing is not affected. The original

paper sleeve is included, with a

prcxif impression affixed.

3130 "TWENTY." Steel. 2 x 3.25 inch-

es. With seated figure of James

Oglethorpe, his last name en-

graved above. Likely a counter

for a Georgia bank note. Satiny

and lustrous medium stcvl gray,

nicely engraved and rather clean

with only the most trivial han-

dling marks. A fine stress fracture

is detected, but not of concern.

Engraved idc'iitification number:

V-39872.

English born James Oglethorpe

(1696-1785) was one of the founders of

the Georgia Colony, named in honor

of then King of England, George II.

Oglethorpe studied at Oxford, and later

became a member of Parliament, which body he was re-elected to for over

30 years. Early in his career, he came to spearhead a group who propH)sed

the creation of a debtors' colony in the New World, as an alternative to the

debtors' prisons of the day that were known to offer particularly dn*adful

conditions. In June 1732, King George II signed the charter to form the

Georgia Colony. Oglethorpe traveled to the new colony to begin the settle-

ment there, and would make several trips between Georgia and England

to secure more funding and settlers. He also took to exploring the IcKal

territory, and continued trade relationships with the ItKal Creek Nation

that had been established just before his arrival. By 1738, there were 1,100

residents in Savannah. Shortly thereafter, amidst war between the Georgia

Colony and Spanish forces from Florida, Oglethorpe w as replaced as leader

of the Georgia Colony, and in 1743, he returned to England. But, his colony

w as a success, and he would live to see the day it declamd itself a free state

of the new' United States.

3131 "FIFTY DOLLARS." Steel.

2.75 X 3.5 inches. The de-

nomination runs vertically

along the right side, as

printed, with a vignette

of a Native American
crouching and preparing

to release an arrow. Ini-

tials A.C.W. are carefully

hidden amongst the foli-

age at the bottom of the

vignette, likely the initials

of engraver Asa Coolidge

Warren, an engraver for

New England Bank Note

Company, and later a designer for Continental Bank \«'tr

Company. The plate shows numerous light ATatiTie^

handling marks, but mmains bright and lustnne mt>^*"'n stre

gray. An original card sUxwe is includi-Nl

Fngrax ed idontification numbrf \ C'
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3132 1876 Centennial Souvenir advertising piece. 2-subject plate.

Steel on copper core. 11 x 18.25 inches. Imprint of American

Bank Note Company, New York. A nice large plate, bright

lustrous steel face fused to a copper core. The steel sheeting

is very thin, with traces of copper showing through in several

places, but mostly in the lower subject. Some of the steel is

flaking off in places, and there are a few minor oxidation

spots, but it is mostly intact. The advertising sheets were for

the Dwight Company, printed for distribution at the 1876

Centennial Exhibition. They featured the engraved portraits

of the first 18 presidents of the United States, and with an

ornate border around including each of the state seals. Prints

from this plate are available from time to time, often in rough

condition. In sharp contrast, the present plate is unique. A
large and impressive presidential piece.

3134 Native American. Bison hunt. Steel. 4.25 x 2 inches. Lustrous

and bright steel, mostly soft gray with deeper gray toning

toward the edges of the plate. Some light handling marks,

including a small dent near the top of the plate are noted, but

are not distracting. Slight wax residue is seen in addition. A
popular theme and nicely engraved. Signed by the engraver,

James Smillie, at the bottom edge of the engraving. An original

card sleeve is included. The importance of signed vignette

dies cannot be overemphasized. Such are in the distinct

minority among the treasures of the American Bank Note

Company archives.

Engraved identification number: V-40405.

After the Hunt

3135 Native American. After the hunt. Steel. 4 x 2.5 inches. Imprint

of Rawdon, Wright, Hatch and Edson, New York. A lovolv

plate, medium steel gray, lighter at the center, and nicely

toned around in golden brown, deeper gray, and \-iolet. The

engraving stands out sharply from the field of the plate and is

easily seen. A Natiye American hunter, seated right as prinkxl,

with a dead deer behind him at left. An original card sUwe

is included.

Engraved idi-ntificalion numK'r: \'-4(Ul.S.

Mark ol Ii'lin Sellers,

The Norweb Collection Items from the ABNCo. Archives November 2[

OTHER MISCELLANOUS DIES

Impressive 1876 Centennial Plate

1

3133 Bank note vignette. Steel. 2 x

2.5 inches. Lustrous deep steel

gray with traces of pale blue

and gold toning. A rural scene

with men emd women cutting a

wheat field. "BALTIMORE" at

top and bottom. A somewhat
crude, thick plate. Apparently

early and nicely engraved.

An original card sleeve is in-

cluded.

Engraved identification number:

V 41659.

FT.j’IhTf r

Balliiiiore

Bison Hunting
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Harpooning a Shark

Native American. Harpooning a shark. Steel.

5.5 \ 2.75 inches. Imprint ot Baldwin, Adams and
Company, dated 1853. Bright and lustrous medium
stivl gray with mottled deep olive and violet toning

around. A Native American family in a cancx', with

the child leaning toward the safety of the mother,

who steers the cancx through the waves. The man
prepaa*s to spear a shark, as birds fly in nearby. An
unusual Native American scene engraved specifi-

cally for use by the Metacomet Bank of Fall River,

Massachusetts (Haxby MA-58H), and appears on
several denominations. This was a private vignette

and appears only on notes of this bank, the name of which
is engraved in the design at the lower left, as printed. An
original card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V-404()6.

Family in Canoe

3137 Native American family in canoe. Steel. 5 x 2.5 inches. Bright

and lustrous medium gray steel with faint deeper gray toning

in areas. Some light hairline scratches are seen, but not more

than is typically founci. Some small wax spots are seen, as

are a few oxidation pits but these were cleaned and treated

long ago and appear inactive. A very Western perspective on

Native American family life, with the man seeming to take his

family on a pleasurable cancx ride. The activity depicted here

could easily be imagined to have a European family, in proper

Victorian dress. The original card sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: V 40465.

Mark of John Sellers, Manufacturer, on back.

Pony Expressf?). Steel. 3.75 x 2 inches. Deep steel gray with

pleasing overtones of golden brown and blue toning. Some

hairlines are seen, as typical, but few other handling marks

are worthy of mention. A nice rural scene vignette, with a

rider making a delivery to a man and child. The man feeds

the rider's horse, while the rider searches his bag. Perhaps

depicting a delivery by the Pony Express, which captured

the imagination of the public with its adv'cnturous journeys

in 1860. Otherw ise it may be of a post rider, once a familiar

figure on th<' American scene.

tngravpd idrnlificatKm number \ 416\t

Curious "Seal" of Maryland

V

3139 "Seal of the State of Maryland." Steel. 4x2 inches. Lustrous

medium steel gray with seyeral small nicks and other han-

dling marks. Finely engraved on a thick plate, the design

features a federal eagle with the inscription, "SEAL OF THE
STATE OF MARYLAND" around. However, this is not the

seal of Maryland, nor has it ever been. In fact, it is not even

similar. A most curious engraved plate. An original card

sleeve is included.

Engraved identification number: PHIL V 46401 (P-161 crossed out).

3140 Wooden single mast

ship at wharf. Steel.

3.25 X 2 inches. Sat-

iny medium gray,

lustrous, and deeply

engraved on a thick

plate. Some trivial

oxidation spots are

seen beyond the bor-

ders of the design,

and the engraving

itself is rather clean.

Stress cracks are seen around the right end of the engrax ing,

but again, do not affect the design. A nice small die.

Engraved identification number: V 37055.

A partial mark on back reads: ED-CAST-STEEL



The Nokvveb Collection Paper Money November

AMERICAN PAPER MONEY
Introduction

Welcome to our offering of American paper money. Our offering

commences wifh Colonial issues, fhen goes to a selection of Confeder-

afe and Southern states notes, then to an extensive listing of obsolefes,

wifh emphasis on groups and large lofs. Many of these notes came out

of fhe woodwork, as they say, and are fresh fo fhe modern markef.

Interest in obsolete notes is strong, but it is bound to expand greatly

when Dave Bowers' new book. Obsolete Currency Issued by Banks 1782-

1866, is released by Whitman Publishing, EEC, scheduled to take place

prior to the present sale. Contributors to the book read like a veritable

Who's Who in American Paper Money, and the foreword is by none ofher

than Eric P. Newman.

The main part of our offering comprises federal paper money from

1861 onward, commencing wifh the Demand Notes of fhaf year (fhree

of fhe $5 denominafion and one $10), and confinuing down fo fhe 20th

century. Along the way are many scarcities and rarities plus quite a few

popular "type" notes with wide appeal. Eegal Tender Notes include

a complete listing, with some duplicates, of the perennially popular

Rainbow Note series, comprising the $1, $2 (key to the set), $5, and $10

in the Series of 1869. Ofher Eegal Tenders will surprise, delight, and

offer many opportunifies. Inferesfing and somefimes rare signafure

and Treasury seal combinafions await, as do multiple 1901 Bison $10

notes and important $20 and $50 higher denominations.

An extremely rare $50 Interest Bearing Note, Act of June 30, 1864,

is fhe finesf known example of this classic rarity, and is sure to elevate

the temperature of fhe auction room! Silver Certificates follow, wifh a

"dream" offering including Martha Washington $ls, complete $1, $2,

and $5 Educationals in superb condition, including some duplicates,

and later classics among which will be found $5 Silver Dollar and

Eincoln Porfhole and multiple $10 Tombstone notes. A selection of 1891

Coin or Treasury Notes is followed by Federal Reserve Bank Notes and

related issues, then Gold Certificates. Among the last a remarkable

quality $1,000, variety F-1219e, will cause quite a stir.

Small-size notes. Series of 1928 onward (but first issued in 1929),

include many worthwhile items, ranging from groups and sets of

popular and inexpensive bills fo nofable scarcities and rarities. At one

time $1 sheets with the FIAWAII overprint came on the market now
and again, but today in 2006 offerings are few and far befween. Our

sale has a nice one, kept great company by an even rarer sheet of $1

Norfh Africa notes.

National Bank Notes form a special section of our sale. Highlighted

are quite a few oufsfanding Series of 1882 Brown Back $5 bills, includ-

ing—would you believe if?—a sheet from Sainf Paul, Nebraska—off fhe

markef for a long time, and new to the present generation of bidders.

Check some of the rarer 1882 Value Back and Date Back bills. Number

1 notes are wonderful, and when fhey have plafe letter A, they achieve

the ultimate in greatness. We offer multiple AOOOOOl Series of 1929

bills, each unique and a showpiece! Many of fhe Nationals are recenf

discoveries, new to the market. A group of Canadian notes is also

included in our offering.

Market Commentary

We have all seen a healthy increase in interest in recent years for

paper money of all kinds. Federal notes in particular have come to the

fore. The advent of two large third-party grading services, PMC and

PCCS, joining private services in early 2()(E5, has increased the market.

as those without knowledge of paper can rely on certification in some
i

instances. We suggest, however, that certification is only part of the •

aspect of the desirability of a note, and fhaf a single grading number
i

cannof suffice to describe a note that may have many complex features.

,

The remedy is simple: examine carefully any note you contemplate

'

purchasing, through study of the illustration or the note itself.

We like fo fhink that The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes,

published by Whitman earlier this year, and since then a sensation i

in the marketplace, has contributed a lot to collecting interest. It goes t

without saying that the Guide Book of United States Paper Money, by

Whitman Publishing Company, employing the Friedberg numbering

«

system and with an introduction by Arthur and Ira Friedberg, narra- <

tive and text by Q. David Bowers, has been of dynamic importance. As <

Whitman president Mary Counts related in her talk at the International i

Paper Money Show in Memphis this past June, for every single copy i

of this book sold in hobby and coin stores,four are sold by Barnes and I

Noble, Borders, Books-A-Million, and other outlets, serving to spread I

the word. Other aspects contributing to the dynamism of the current I

market are many and include, of course, the Society of Paper Money i

Collectors, Paper Money Magazine, fhe Bank Note Reporter, and the new *

seventh edition of Gene Hessler's Comprehensive Catalog of U.S. Paper i

Money, now wifh Carlton Chambliss as co-author.

As this catalogue is being prepared. Whitman is working on the

great new second edition of the Guide Book of United States Paper Money.

Q. David Bowers is revising the text extensively, incorporating new

discoveries, adding extensive grading information (including certified :

notes, wifh information from Jason Bradford of PCGS and Glen Jorde

;

of PMG), and more. The volume will be color illustrated from front to i

back, a first in the hobby. Tom Denly heads an illustrious panel of lead-

ing paper money specialisfs who are compiling currenf markef values >

in several grades. It is anticipated that the second edition will be even i

more popular than the first. Publication is anticipated early in 2007.

Paper money has been enjoyed by numismatists for a long time. As

curious as if may seem, in the 19th century there was hardly any inter-

est in Federal paper money—so popular now. Instead, in the 1870s, for f

example, fhere was intense inferesf in Confinenfal Currency, Fractional

«

Currency, and Confederate paper money. However, scarcely anyone *

was interested at all in National Bank Notes, Eegal Tender issues, on

anything else currently in circulation. Because of fhis, very few bills i

were numismafically saved. Some were sef aside here and fhere as a p

matter of chance, buf nof many. In fhe sevenfh edition of the Hessler i

book, Carlton Chambliss gives population estimates in some instances,

;

based upon his studies and observations. Often a tiny fraction of 1% ‘

of an original printing is believed fo exisf today.

One reason for the rarity of bills is fhat paper money was nof con- •

sidered fo be a permanenf sfore of value in fhe 19th century. Anyone
|

fearful of banks or the national government could squirrel away gold I

or silver coins, and did, sometimes in quantity. However, hardly anyone p

would think of hiding a pile of Eegal Tender Nofes, for fear that they <

might not have value later.

The entire aspect of note rarify is one that is bound to develop in <

coming years. In time, population a'ports will probably bo publisluxi b' (

PMG and PCGS. These will not neces,sarily adlect the whole jx'pulatioa I

but will give an indication as to how .scarce certain notes aa' that ha\ep

high values. One can anticipate, for example, that $ 1 Silver E ertificati's

of 1899 ("Black Eagle" Notes) will be widelv certitled in Elncia'ulaUxl

grade, but the mucli moa' numeanis examples and grades such as L-^xxl
|
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iiul \i'r\ CukkI will iu)t hiU’t' sutliciont value to bo cortiliod. Accurd-

ingh. f-H'pulation ropu^t^ must bo taken with a grain ot salt.

l or a long time Marlin (Jongorko has published (now on CD) an

weellent listing ot Federal currency (not including National Bank
Sotos) reported tii him, listing bills by serial numbers and, some-
ames, with plate information. Perhaps as sophistication builds in the

lobby, certification st'rvices, as well as those keeping track of notes,

.vill include complete plate information, which will nece.ssarily involve

Hitting down the face letter and, if present, the face number, plus the

i

Mate number on the back. Back numbers did not appear until late

n the lyth century, and then erratically for a time. Series numbers
ire essential information for certain early issues, say the early Legal

Tender $ls. These have series numbers printed on the face, running

or the $ls from Series 1 to close to 300. These help decode the time

hey were issued as w'ell as the relevance of the serial number, as they

started anew with each series. By way ot explanation, a Senes I note

with serial numlx*r 4567 was printed millions of notes prior to a Sen^

267 note with serial number 1. Confusing? Perhaps, but when studied

it dcK‘s make sense.

There are many ways to collect paper money, with ma|or t\ jvs

being the most popular today for iyth-cenlurx' Federal notes, plus as

a separate category. National Bank Notes, the last usually collected by

state or some other niche. A superb database* for nationals has btvn kept

by Don C. Kelly of the Paper Money Institute, Oxford, OH, yii*lding

an es.sential tool for collectors, dealers, and scholars. In fact, it would

be difficult to envision any serious numismatist who is not equipped

with a copy of the Kelly book plus the accompanying CD.

The recent Oune) International Paper Money Show in Memphis
was the best in its 30-year historv. As we see it, enthusiasm continues

to build. Our present auction should add to the excitement!

COLONIAL CURRENCY
3141 New Jersey. March 25, 1776. 3 shillings. Crisp Uncirculated.

Corners rounded, but not affecting the design border. A sharp

note with red arms and three bold signatures.

3142 Pennsylvania. April 10, 1777. 9 pence. AU. A bright note

w'ith good body. Margins are unevenly trimmed and tight,

but complete.

CONFEDERATE AND
SOUTHERN STATES

3143 Nice selection of Confederate States of America notes, with

a few Southern states issues: $50. T-16. 1861. VC J $10.

T-24. 1861. VC. Edge split U $100. T-39. 1862. EF J $100.

T-41. Contemporary counterfeit, and marked as such. VF J
$2. T-43. 1862. Fair. Crude tape repair $50. T-50. 1862. VF,

cut out cancel J $10. T-52. 1863. VF, cut cancel $5. T-53

(2). Both Fine. Southern states notes: Alabama. SOc. VG _1

Alabama. $1. Fine J Alabama. $1. VG J Florida. $2. 1861.

Good, corner off J Florida. $3. 1861. Choice VG 3 North

Carolina. $10. 1863. VF J North Carolina. 25(t. VF Virginia.

$1. 1862. Good, corner off. (Total: 17 pieces)

3144 Pair of Confederate States of America notes, both dated 1861:

J $20. T-18. VF. The popular clipper ship and sailor note. A
clean and attractive look J $5. T-30. EF. Crisp and bright. A

nice looking example of the "Sweet Potato Dinner" note. A

well-matched pair for aesthetic quality. (Total: 2 pieces)

a 3145 Three desirable $100 Confederate States notes: -) T-40. 1862.

Choice VF. Nice and clean, with good signatures J T-41.

1862. Choice AU. Two Jackson, Mississippi and one Mont-

gomery back stamps _1 4-41 . 1863. About EF. Back stamps of

Richmond and Raleigh. A nicely matched threesome. (Total:

3 pieces).

3146 Nice collection of Confederate notes of the last issue, all

dated February 17, 1864: J $500. T-64. VF, but with nicer

"first glance" eye appeal J $100. T-65. Choice AU J $50.

T-66. Crisp Uncirculated, and close to Choice J $20. T-67.

AU, and trimmed just into the design at the top J $10. T-68.

AU. Deep red tint J $10. T-68. AU, ends tightly trimmed J
$5. T-69. Choice AU J $2. T-70. Crisp Uncirculated J $1. T-

71. About EF, but with a small pinhole at center J 50c. T-72.

Crisp Uncirculated, but trimmed somewhat into the design.

A nice group including all the denominations of the series

with good eye appeal. (Total: 10 pieces)

3147 Nice partial set of t^’pe notes dated February 17, 1864: J $500.

T-64. Choice Fine, but with somewhat better eye appeal. A

nice Stonewall Jackson note J $50. T-66. EF. Some minimal

aging to the pap>er, but nice looking J $20. T-67. EF. Bright J
$2. T-70. Choice AU. Ver\' bright, with only very minor han-

dling J $1. T-71. AU. Trimmed in at the left end, but bright

and clean. A good beginning set of notes with nice qualih

(Total: 5 pieces)
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Louis. Terre Haute, Alton and St. Louis Rail Road Company, i

$10. 1859. Uncirculated Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. Manual
! j

Labor Bank. $5. 1836. Haxby PA-445, G12. AU, but a small
I

trimming chip from the bottom edge Tennessee, Nashville.
I

The Central Bank of Tennessee. $5. 1853. Haxby TN-140, G30a. V

Payable at the Dandridge branch. EF, with paper aged. Red
!

tint. Washington mounted at right, soldier and family at left. ;

Also including 13 different depression scrip notes of the 1930s, ; :

with some interesting types. (Total: 17 pieces) (i

3148 An old accumulation of Confederate notes, all of the Feb-

ruary 17, 1864 issue: $500. T-64. Fine, but with mounting
remnants at two face corners $100. T-65. AU $50. T-66

(2). AU and VF $20. T-67 (3). VF (2) and Fine $10. T-68

(6). Average VF or better, but one stained $5. T-69. VF $2.

T-70. VF. Deep red color and very sharp. (Total; 15 pieces)

3149 Selection of Confederafe and Southern states notes: Confed-

erate $50. T-66. 1864. AU, back centering low Confederate

$20. T-20. 1864. Choice Uncirculated, with deep red face fint

color Confederate $2. T-70. 1864. Uncirculated and bright

J Confederate $2. T-70. 1864. Uncirculated, and bright with

a wide top margin State of Florida $100. Criswell-2. 1861.

Fine. A clean and atfracfive nofe State of Georgia $10.

Criswell-4. 1862. AU State of North Carolina $3. Criswell-

125. 1863. VF, with light aging to the paper. A nice southern

lot. (Total: 7 pieces)

OBSOLETE CURRENCY OF
THE UNITED STATES

3150 Quartette of Southern obsolete notes, all $50 denominations

and with some scarce pieces: Alabama, Mobile. The Bank

of Mobile. 1856. $50. Haxby AL-45, G34. Choice VG. Issued,

and scarce. A nice note with Fame at center Mississippi,

Natchez. The Mississippi Rail Road Company. 1839. $50 post

note. Choice VG Mississippi, Natchez. The Planters Bank

of the State of Mississippi. 1830s. $50 Haxby MS-165, G14a.

Fine LI North Carolina, Raleigh. The Bank of fhe State of

North Carolina, branch at Charlotte. 1850. $50. Counterfeit.

Haxby NC-60, C84. Indian at left. VF, with aged paper but

choice for this note. (Total: 4 pieces)

3151 Group of attractive remainder notes, all Crisp Uncirculated:

J Connecticut, East Haddam. The Bank of New England. $1.

Haxby CT-110, G16. Green tint. Paddlewheel steamer vignette

J Connecticut, New Haven. The City Bank of New Haven.

$5. Haxby CT-265, G52b. Red tint. Ships in harbor Georgia,

Augusta. Bank of Augusta. $1 . Haxby GA-30, G26. Vignettes

of Liberty and Benjamin Franklin by Draper, Toppan and

Company J Maryland, Hagerstown. The Hagerstown Bank.

$5. Haxby MD-240, G40b.Red tint Nebraska, Omaha City.

The Western Exchange Fire and Marine Insurance Company.

$3. 1857. Haxby NE-30. Red tint. Lovely and popular bison

hunting vignette J Rhode Island, Newport. The New Eng-

land Commercial Bank. $2. Haxby RI-155, G36. A nice early

type by New England Bank Note Company. A lovely lot of

notes. (Total: 6 pieces).

3152 Selection of obsolete notes, with s«. oral examples of depres-

sion scrip of the 193ns: J Connectici , Fairfield. The Fairfield

Loan and Irust Company. $2. 1837. Fine. A neat type with

a vig?iette of two Bust silver dollar reverses J Missouri, St.

3153 Selecfion of $3 obsolete notes, mostly from New England,
1

'

^

all different types. The notes grade average VG to Fine:
;

Connecticut, Middletown. The Middletown Bank. Haxby *

CT-235, S5. Spurious plate Connecticut, Mystic. The Mystic t
I

Bank. Haxby CT-250, S5. Spurious issue Connecticut, West

Killingly. The Eastern Bank. Haxby CT-450, G6b Maine, ‘

Bangor. Eastern Bank. Haxby ME-60, C36. Spurious Perkins '

i

plate style Maine, Bangor. The Globe Bank. Haxby ME-
j

75, G6. New England Bank Note Company plate Maine,

Calais. The Washington County Bank. Haxby ME-250, G12

Maine, Sanford. The Sanford Bank. Haxby ME-535, G12a.

Red overprinf Massachusetts, Boston. The Cochituate Bank.

Haxby MA-130, G6a. Red overprint Massachusetts, Boston.

The Franklin Bank. Haxby MA-190, G48. New England Bank

Note Company plate Michigan, Manchester. The Bank of

Manchesfer. Haxby MI-250, G4. Closed cut cancels New i

Hampshire, Exeter. The Exeter Bank. Haxby NH-86, G6
[

New Hampshire, Newport. The Sugar River Bank. Haxby

NH-235, C6b. Spurious issue New Jersey, Hoboken. The

Hoboken Banking and Grazing Company. 1828. Haxby NJ-

195, G16 Rhode Island, Tiverton. The Tiverton Bank. 1857.
i

Haxby RI-505, G6a Vermont, Bethel. White River Bank.

Haxby VT-20, SIO. Spurious plate. A nice collection of $3

notes. (Total: 15 pieces)

3154 Quartette of New England remainder notes, most with nau-

tical vignettes: Connecticut, New Haven. The City Bank

of New Haven. $20. Circa 1850s. Haxby CT-265, G76c. Crisp

Uncirculated Connecticut, New London. The Union Bank

of New London. $10. Haxby CT-320, G216a. AU Connecti-

cut, Stonington. The Stonington Bank. $4. Haxby CT-415, G30.

EF. An attractive note, and scarcer denomination Rhode

Island, Newport. The New England Commercial Bank. $1.

Haxby RI-155, G16a. Crisp Uncirculated with nice color.
|

(Total: 4 pieces) i

3155

Connecticut, Stonington. Three colorful remainder notes

from the Stonington Bank, with nautical and vciy desirable

whaling vignettes: U $10. Haxby CT-415, G48a. Red "TEN-
|

Crisp Uncirculated. Whaling boat upturned by a thrashing >

whale. Imprint of Rawdon, Wright, 1 latch and Edson J $k '

Haxby CT-415, G8a. Red tint. Crisp Uncirculated. Sailor seat-

ed $2. 1 laxby CT-415, CilOa. Red tint. Crisp Uncirculated, :

with fop and bottom edges close. A nice whaling vignette

(Total: 3 pieces)
!
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315h t.nnipinj; or .ittriKtivf roniaindor notes, all with colortiil

tints, and all nice C risp Uncirculated notes; J Connecticut,

Stonington. Stonington Bank. $1. Haxby CT-415, CiBa. Red
tint. Sailor vignette J Kentucky, Frankfort. Farmers Bank
i>t Kentucky. $20. Haxby KY-lOO, Ci228a. Red tint, red back.

American Bank Note Company imprint J New Jersey, New
Brunswick. State Bank at New Brunswick. $1. Haxby Nj-

350, Cdba. Green tint. A sharp two-sided note by National

Bank Note Company J Rhode Island, Providence. Bank of

America. Haxby Rl-235 (3). $1, C;4a; $5, G14a; $10, G18a. All

with green tint, all crisp and fresh. (Total: 6 pieces)

3157 District of Columbia obsolete notes: J Georgetown. The
Bank of America. $3. 1852. Haxby DC-50, G4. AU J George-

town. The Potomac River Bank. Haxby DC-140 (3). $2, G4; $3,

G6; $5, G8. All EF or better, with imprints of W.L. Ormsby J
Washington. The Bullion Bank. Haxby DC-170 (2). $2, G22a;

$3, G24a. Red tints. Both AU, the $2 with some aging of the

paper J Washington. The Bank of the Republic. $5. 1852.

Haxby DC-350, G6. VF, and somewhat aged. A remainder,

and falsely filled in. (Total: 7 pieces)

3158 Selection of obsolete notes, all vignetted types: LI District of

Columbia. The Bullion Bank. $2. Haxby DC-1 70, G22a. Choice

Uncirculated Maine, Rockland. The Ship Builders Bank. $2.

Haxby ME-510, G4. Fine LI Rhode Island, Providence. The

Bank of the Republic. $2. Haxby Rl-385, G4a. Fine D Rhode

Island, Tiverton. The Tiverton Bank. $3. I laxby Rl-505, G6a.

VF J Rhode Island, Wickford. The Farmers Bank. $5. 1 laxby

Rl-565, G8a. EF. A choice grade for this note. (Total; 5 pieces)

3159 Selection of southern obsolete notes, all graded average Fine,

or so: J Florida, Appalachicola. The Bank of West Florida.

$5. Haxby FL-45, G30 U Georgiii, Savannah. The Merchants

and Planters Bank. $3. Haxby GA-315, G6a. Red overprint

J North Carolina, Murphy. The Miners and Planters Bank.

$5. Haxby NC-35, G8. Red overprint North Carolina,

Newburn. The Bank of Commerce, Haxby NC-40 (2). $5, G2a

and $10, G4b. Both with full green tint North Carolina,

Wadesboro. The Bank of Wadesboro. $4. Haxby NC-80, G6a.

Red overprint North Carolina, Washington. The Bank of

Washington. $4. Haxby NC-85, G8a. Red overprint J North

Carolina, Wilmington. The Bank of Cape Fear. $4. Haxby

NC-90, G64a. J South Carolina, Charleston. The Bank of the

State of South Carolina. $2. Haxby SC-45, G38b U Tennessee,

Knoxville. The Bank of East Tennessee. $3. Haxby TN-55,

G90a (2). Nearly all different types. (Total: 11 pieces)

3160 Collection of obsolete remainder notes, all nicely vignetted

and all graded AU to Crisp Uncirculated: J Georgia,

Augusta. The Bank of Augusta. $1. Haxby GA-30, G28 J
Louisiana, New Orleans. The Citizens' Bank of Louisiana.

$1. Haxby LA-15, G2 J Louisiana, New Orleans. The Citi-

zens' Bank of Louisiana. $2. Haxby LA-15, G4 J Louisiana,

New Orleans. Canal Bank. $10. Haxby LA-105, G26a. Red

tint J Maryland, Hagerstowm. The Hagerstown Bank. $5.

Haxby MD-240, G40b. Red tint J Maryland, Hagerstown.

The Hagerstown Bank. $10. Haxby MD-240, G46b. Red tint

J New 1 lampshire, Farmington. The Farmington Bank. $Lb

Haxbv NH-105, (;2b. Red tint J New Jersey, Newton. The

Su-M’x Bank. $50. 1 laxby NI-390, C..50 J Ohio, Franklin. The

Franklin Silk ( ompany. $5 J Rhode Island, Newport. The

New Fmgland t ommercial Bank. $2. Haxby RI-155, Gt.44a.

(.n-en tint. An excellent starter collection with nice eye ap-

p<’al Motal: 10 pieces)

3161

tiroup of southern obsolete remainder noti .snd drabs J
Getirgia, Augusta. The Bank ot Augusta $4 Ha-.bs C,A 4::

Cj.54a. Choice AU. Civil War era change notes on •aik J
Louisiana, New Orleans. Canal Bank.$l(KK). Haxbv LA l- A.,

Cj80a. Uncirculated J Louisiana, New Orleans. Banking

House of Samuel Smith and Co. Draft pavable in gold com
1868. VF J Mississippi, Natchez. The Mississippi Rail Road

Company. $50 post note. Haxby MS-70, G18. Issued. \'l,

corner chip J Virginia, Richmond. The Bank of the Com-
monw'ealth. Draft. 1861. Payable to William H. Brown in

New' Orleans, Louisiana. Orange tint, and tobacco vignette.

VF. A nice southern lot. (Total: 5 pieces)

3162

Trio of obsolete India paper Proof notes, all from the 1990

ABNCo Sale, two with their red stamp on the back, and all

nicely vignetted: J Georgia, Savannah. The Bank ot Com-
merce. $1. 1 laxby GA-275, G2a. Gem Uncirculated, and bold.

No back stamp. A lovely clipper ship vignette at center J
Marv'land, Baltimoa’. The American Bank. $5. 1 laxby MD-10,

G2. Choice Uncirculated, but w'ith a partial ABNCo stamp

on the face. Ships in harbor J New Jersey, Perth Amboy.

The City Bank ot Perth Amboy. $1. Haxby NJ-44(), G2. AU,
with a small edge tear and hinge tape on the back. Ships in

harbor. A lovely trio. (Total: 3 pieces)

3163 Indiana. The Stale Bank of Indiana. Unusual hoard of

$20 notes from a counterfeit plate "issued" from branches

at Lafayette and Richmond. Haxby IN-1, Dt'sign Type 20c.

Counterfeit plate: J Lafayette branch (4) J Richmond branch

(16). All average VF or so, one with a corner tip oft and one

w ith a sizable tear. Some have nice color, while others ari' a

little aged. A neat group. (Total: 20 piece's)

3164 Quartette ot Southern obsolete remainder notes, all nicelv

vignetted with nautical themes, all by Rawdon, Wright,

Hatch and Edson except where noted otherwise: J Dvui-

siana. New Orleans. The Canal Bank. $50. Haxby 1 ,^-l''^

G48a. Crisp Uncirculated J Louisiana, New Orlean- Cim

Canal and Banking Company. $100. Haxbv LA-in=. =: 'i."

Crisp Uncirculated J South Carolina, Charlestim. : hs B. ri

ottheStateofSouthCanilina.$10.Haxby8< 4^^ F:“ _

South Carolina, Charleston. The State Bank, S'-u (. .

$10. Haxby SC-40, G34b. VF Impnntv of B.M .
-

C(>. and Bald, Adams & i o 'Total 4 p:= -

4,S3
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3165

Selection of Maine obsolete notes with grades averaging VG
to VT; J Brewer. The Agricultural Bank. $2. Haxby ME-210,

G4 J Calais. The Washington County Bank. Haxby ME-250

(2). $5. C16 and $10. G28 Eastport. The Passamaquoddy
Bank. $5. Haxby ME-285, G32 J Frankfort. The Frankfort

Bank. $5. Haxby ME-310, G8a Orono. The bank of Old

Town. Haxby ME-410 (3). $5. G20 and $10. G28 (2) Sanford.

The Sanford Bank. $5. Haxby ME-535, G20b (2) Wiscasset.

The Lincoln County Bank. $2. Haxby ME-620, G4b. All intact

and nice average condition, with most being vignetted. (Total:

11 pieces)

3166 Pair of scarcer Maryland obsolete remainder notes, both

with nautical vignettes: Baltimore. The American Bank. $1

.

Haxby MD-10, G2a. EF. Bright and vivid, with a bold green

tint. A beautiful note by National Bank Note Company
McVeytown. 1842. 12.5(t. Crisp Uncirculated. A scarcer issue

with ships at center, and beehive at right. (Total: 2 pieces)

3167 Large collection of Massachusetts notes, all from spuri-

ous and counterfeit plates. A diverse selection, mostly of

1850s-dated issues, all from false plafes or concoctions made
to deceive the public. There is some minor duplication, but

mostly the notes are different types and thus the lot is a good

beginning collection, or useful for study. The notes generally

grade VG to Fine, and many are $3 issues. Notes include the

following: Abington. The Abington Bank. $5. Haxby MA-
10, S5 Andover. The Andover Bank. $3. Haxby MA-25, S5

J Blackstone. The Worcester County Bank. $3. Haxby MA-90,

S5 J Boston. The Tremont Bank. $3. Haxby MA-380, S15

Boston. Union Bank. $5. Haxby MA-385, S30. Neat "lazy 5"

style Chelsea. The Tradesman's Bank. $3. Haxby MA-490,

55 Dorchester. The Mattapan Bank. $3. Haxby MA-535, C6

(2) Fall River. The Fall River Bank. $10. Haxby MA-1230,

ClOOb. Stamped COUNTERFEIT by the National Bank of

Redemption Haverhill. The Union Bank. $5. Haxby MA-
680, C8b J Hingham. The Hingham Bank. $5. Haxby MA-685,

S5a -I Lynn. Lynn Mechanics' Bank. $3. Haxby MA-785, 512

J New Bedford. The Merchants Bank. $5. Haxby MA-910,

55. (2) J Newburyport. The Merchant's Bank. $2. Haxby

MA-895, C36c J North Adams. The Adams Bank. $5. Haxby

MA-932, C32a J North Danvers. The Village Bank. $3. Haxby

MA-943, 55 J Salem. The Commercial Bank. $2. Haxby MA-
1095, A25 J Salem. The Exchange Bank. $3. Haxby MA-1105,

Unlisted J Southbridge. The Southbridge Bank. $5. Haxby

MA-1160, C24a (2) J South Danvers. The Warren Bank. $2

Haxby MA-515, unlisted U Springfield. The Agawam Bank.

$2 Haxby MA-1 165, C4 (2) J Springfield. The Chicopee Bank.

$3 Haxby MA-1 175, SIO (2) J Stockbridge. The Housatonic

Bank. $5. 1 laxby MA-I200, S20 J Taunton. The Bristol County

Bank. $5. Haxby MA-1205, S5 .* Uxbridge. The Blackstone

Bank. $3. Haxby MA-1235, S5. A cely matched collection

for i|uality and quite interesting. (1 fal: 29 pieces)

3168 Large selection of obsolete notes of Massachusetts, divided

roughly equally between Perkins plate types and other
|

vignetted engraved-plate notes. There is a good selection of

notes, with some duplication and in general the group grades

VG, or better. Perkins Plate issues: Boston. Franklin Bank.
|

Haxby MA-190 (2). $50, G84 and $100, G96 Boston. The

Suffolk Bank. $10. Haxby MA-370, C116 (4) Dorchester. The

Dorchester and Milton Bank. $2. Haxby MA-530, C8 Hal-

lowell (later in Maine). The Hallowell and Augusta Bank. $5.
,

Haxby MA-655, G38 Pittsfield. The Berkshire Bank. Haxby

MA-980 (3). $5, G20 and $10, G22 (2). Vignetted plate issues:

Boston. The Cochituate Bank. $5. Haxby MA-130, G8d
!

Boston. The Franklin Bank. Haxby MA-190 (2). $2, G32 and
|

$20, G80 Boston. The Lafayette Bank. $5. Haxby MA-255,

G20 Brighton. The Bank of Brighton. Haxby MA-410 (5).

$20, G44 (2); $50, G56 (2); $100, G64 Roxbury. The Roxbury
j

Bank. Haxby MA-1075 (4). $1.25, G6 (2) and $1.50, G8 (2). A !

few with minor flaws, but as typically found for these issues,
j

(Total: 24 pieces)
}

I

3169 Collection of altered and raised obsolete notes: Massachu-

setts, Boston. The Granite Bank. $2. Haxby MA-215, A5. Fine.

Altered from a Waubeek, Nebraska note, and listed at SENC
in Haxby Massachusetts, Boston. The Traders Bank. $2.

Haxby MA-375, A25.VG. Altered from a Waubeek, Nebraska

note, and listed as SENC Massachusetts, Cambridgeport.

The Cambridge City Bank. $5. Haxby MA-455, A15. VF,

and choice. Altered from a Greensboro, Georgia note. Nice

vignettes by Bald, Cousland and Company Massachusetts,

Taunton. The Taunton Bank. $2. Haxby MA-1220, A5. Fine.

Altered from a note of the Thames Bank, Laurel, Indiana. Nice

coin vignette at left Rhode Island, Newport. The Rhode-

Island Union Bank. $20. Raised from a $1 note. Haxby Rl-175,

R5. Fine, but patched tears. Listed in Haxby as SENC, and

the first we have seen. (Total: 5 pieces)

3170 Massachusetts, Boston. The Lafayette Bank. 1837. $1.75.

Haxby MA-255, G8. VF, with a single small punched hole

cancel through the counter at the lower right. The note is

generally quite nice otherwise. Imprint of New England Bank

Note Company, Boston. A rare note from a common bank,

and further desirable as a neat odd denomination.

In 1837 in the East many different banks issued notes of odd denomina-

tions above $1 and below $2, including $1.25, $1.50, and $1.75. This was

because silver coins had been withdrawn from circulation, due to hixirding.

and hills of these values facilitated making purchases for ixld amounts

and also for making change. A delineation of this situation will K' found

in Dave Bowers' new Obfolete Payer Money /ssncil by Bankf in the Unitt>i

States 1782-IS66.

3171 Pair of scarcer New England notes: J Massachusetts, North

Bridgewater. The North Bridgewater Bank. September 4

1856. $5. 1 laxby MA-94t1, C8a. Raritv-6t. \X;, but with a nnigh

upper left corner, and heavv mounting remnants across the

back. Nice "5" counter vignettes at center and right, both

with live sealed alk'gorical lemales _1 \ermont, Bradtv'*!''.!-

^ - r-o
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rlu> Hr.tdliird B.iiik. April Ih, $5(). llaxby \'T-25, C14b.
C iuinti‘rU*it. 1 iiu*, and a littk* iigi'd. Hxcollont j^rado for this

lou^h noti*. Nicoly vignottod with a st'afod female allegorical

at upper left. (Total: 2 pieces)

3172 Selection of Northern obsolete remainder notes, with both
1 Vrkins style and vignetted notes. Notes generally gradeAU
to Uncirculated, with signs of handling: J New Hampshire,
l\>rtsmouth. The I’iscataqua Exchange bank. $3. Haxby
N 11-285, G6 J New Jersey, I’aterson. The People's Bank of

Paterson. 1 laxby NJ-438 (4). $6, C;40; $7, G42; $8, G44; $9, G46
J Pennsylvania, Warren. The Lumberman's Bank. $5 ("Funf

Thaler"). Haxby PA-665, G18 J Vermont, Burlington. The
Vermont State Bank. Haxby VT-4 (2). $1.25, G24 and $1.50,

G25. Perkins "watermelon chain" variety J Vermont, Wind-
sor. The Bank of Windsor. $3. Haxby VT-280, G24. Perkins

plate. Wide margin. (Total: 9 pieces)

CIWHANfll^
ti'i ijrjKk»j;i4JBff£cniiCiiTn^« i ia<b

3173 New Jersey, Trenton. The City Bank of Trenton. June 15,

1863. $3. Haxby NJ-545, G6c. VG, with a small punched out

cancel. Vignette of Ben Franklin, and young girls at the lower

corners. Imprint of American Bank Note Company. A scarcer

note.

As of January 1863 this was a very modest size bank, with a capital

of just $200,000 and with an equivalent of bills in circulation. By 1864 the

capital had been increased to $500,000, at which time George Judkins was

cashier and Matthew J. Williamson was president.

3174 Texas. Selection of notes from the Government of Texas,

and the Republic of Texas, all of the late 1830s and one

dated 1840, all during the Sam Houston era and well before

statehood: J Houston. The Government of Texas. 1838. $10.

Criswell-H17A. Fine. "Sam Houston" signature J Houston.

The Government of Texas. 1838. $50. Criswell-H21 A. Choice

Fine, but with a triangular cut out cancel. "Sam Houston"

signature. J Republic of Texas. 1839. $5. Criswell-A4. VG, and

without cancel J Republic of Texas. 1840. $10. Criswell-A5.

VG, closed cancels J Republic of Texas. 1839. $20. Criswell-

A6. Fine, with triangular cut out cancel. A nice Texas lot.

(Total: 5 pieces)

I HI NoKWI h Cu! I I ^

but otherwise with a nice apjx-dram t Nu I'lv vigiu-tted, v\

an eagle on shield at the left, a large red "1." o\ erpnnt at the

right center, and Ceres at the right. Imprints of Rawdon,

Wright, Hatch and Fdson, and New England Bank Note

Company. Haxby lists this note as Sl .NC, and it is likewise

the first we have st'en. Notes from this bank are generallv

tough, and this previously unknown high denomination is a

particularly exciting find from an old colkx.'tion, and jxissiblv

the only known example.
This bank was chartered in 1849 and went mtu business m spring

1850. Joseph F. Fairbanks was the founding president, and F e Ki-d-

ington, who recently had been with the Orange Countv Bank, was the

first cashier. Rawdon, Wright, Hatch & hdson was tapfx-d to issue pajx-r

money for the companv. Certain of the plates were retained in ust* alter

the AB.N'Co merger, and were later stampt'd with the ABNC o monogram
for further use.

3176 Non local. Circa 1830s. $2. Choice AU. An interesting test

Proof note, without the title block and with no city or state.

A complete composition otherwise, with nice vignettes in-

cluding ships at the center, Lafayette at right and cattle being

tended at the left. Printed on India paper with the imprint

of Boston Bank Note Company, at 39 State street. Attractive

and rare.

3177 Large accumulation of obsolete currency items including a

variety of bank notes, scrip and other miscellantxius financial

items. A wide assortment with several damaged items, but

with grades averaging Fair to VF overall. The lot includes

the following, generally described: J Obsolete bank notes,

mostly northern pieces and including some contemporary^

counterfeit issues (14) J Obsolete bank notes, mostly with

some damage, and mostly northern (18) J Miscellaneous

scrip notes, mostly northern, dated from the 1830s to the

1860s (18) J Checks, lottery tickets, political items, and ad-

y'ertising notes (7). A diverse and interesting lot that should

be seen, and offered here "as is." (Total: 57 pieces)

OBSOLETE CURRENCY
OF CANADA

A Great Vermont Rarity

3175 Vermont, St. Johnsbury. The Passumpsic Bank. 1856. $50.

Haxby VT-22n, G14a. About VF, with a few trivial ^l‘^t sp<ifs

3178

Upper Canada, Toronto. The Agricultural Bank of Toronto

J November 1, 1835 4 PiaMrex 20 Shi'ime- • tv U.

12-02-10. FF, hinge remnant i>n back
'

' km ’d G ». - , i
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October 1, 1835. 5 Piastres / 25 Shillings. Charlton 20-12-04-

08. EF, hinge remnant on back J December 1, 1835. 5 Piastres

/ 25 Shillings. Charlton 20-12-02-14. VF. A nicely matched
threesome. (Total: 3 pieces)

FEDERAL CURRENCY

Splendid 1861 $5 Demand Note

I

lydl

-jfn^

' //A//h\~
r-f

3179 Three Canadian obsolete notes, all with nice vignettes and
bright, colorful face tints: Clifton. Bank of Clifton. Septem-

ber 1, 1861. $2. Charlton 125-12-12. Choice AU. Vignette of St.

George and the dragon at center. Imprint of New York Bank
Note Company Toronto. Colonial Bank of Canada. May
4, 1859. $3. Charlton 130-10-02-06. AU. Attractive allegori-

cal vignette with three females. Imprints of American Bank

Note Company and Jocelyn, Draper, Welsh and Company
Toronto. Colonial Bank of Canada. May 4, 1859. $4. Charlton

130-10-02-08. AU, with a back hinge remnant. Justice at left,

Victoria at center. A beautiful Canadian threesome. (Total: 3

pieces)
3181 $5. F-1, Demand Note. Series of 1861. Payable at New York.

Serial: 66155. VF-35 (PMG). Plate information: Series 10, i

Plate C. A splendid example of one of the great classics in

American paper money, the $5 Demand Note dated August 1

10, 1861, part of the first series of federal currency launched 1

during fhe Civil War, the prelude to what developed into
|

many different series and designs. The present piece ap- '

peared in the CAA Sale in September 2000 (at $12,000) and,
j

before fhat, was auctioned in 1956, bofh ancient history in
j

terms of the paper market. Overall the bill is well printed, (

with bright colors, decent margins, and excellent eye ap-
|

peal. The note will be a showpiece in the collection of its
j

next owner. This issue is payable in New York City, at the
|

Subtreasury in Wall Street. Similar to certain other currency

of the era, it has the notice, "Patented 30 June 1857," the well

known "Canada green tint" rights held by the American Bank

Note Company, printer of the face of this bill. Although this

bill is graded only VF-30, its eye appeal far transcends this,

as even a quick glance will verify. Certainly this is one of the

most interesting and rare among our recent acquisitions.

Number 38 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Demand Notes were among the very earliest entries in Federal paper in

1861, being authorized in July of that year during the time of the Battle of

Bull Run. Designed to help finance the Union and to augment the depleted

Treasury of the United States, these bills were redeemable in gold or silver

coins on demand. Although Interest Bearing Notes had been issued earlier

in the years, they were not widely distributed. Now, for the first time the

Federal government produced bills that were made in smaller denomina-

tions, beginning at $5, and intended for wide circulation in the channels of

commerce. At the time paper was not tnisted by general citizens, many ot

whom remembered "broken" banks from the Panic of 1857 or even earlier

from the Panic of 1837. However, specifically payable in coins, these notes

did cirnilate at full face value, although some contractors and others relusevl

to receive them. Although Demand Notes wem not is,suod after ISol, fhe\

continued to be payable in gold and silver coins and iherx'fon' held their

value in terms of Legal Tender Notes (intaxlua'd in Maix'h lSn2) which erx

backed by nothing other than tlie good faith ol the Federal government.

3180 Pair of Canadian obsolete notes of the 1830s: Lower

Canada, Montreal. Henry's Bank. June 19, 1837. $2. Charlton

355-12-04. Choice VF. Female allegorical Agriculture seated at

center. Imprint of Burton, Gurley and Edmonds, New York

Upper Canada, Peterborough. The New Castle District Loan

Company. August 6, 1836. 4 Piastres / 1 Pound / 20 Shillings.

Charlton 520-10-06. Serial number 4. Choice Fine. A clean

and attractive note with the imprint of Rawdon, Wright and

Hatch, New York. (Total: 2 pieces)

486
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Important 1861 S5 Demand Note

3182

$5. F-1. Demand Note. Series of 1861. Payable at New York.

Serial: 24271. VF-30 (PMG). Closed margin splits; nice pen
signatures. Plate information: Series 8, Plate C. An attractive

example within its description of one of fhe most historic of

all currency issues.

NumbtT 38 in Tlw KM) Gn’uhvf American Currency Notes book.

At the left is Thomas Crawford's statue. Freedom, later placed on top of

the dome of the United States Capitol in 1863. On the face is the inscription

"Patented 30 |une 1857," a reflection of the Patent Green Tint ("Canada

Green") patented by Rawdon, Wright, I latch & Edson, transferred to them

in 1857, then in 1858 to the American Bank Note Company (whose imprint

appears in the top margin). The prevailing theory, at least as espoused by

ABNCo, was that of all colors green was most resistant to photographically

copying and counterfeiting. The Demand Notes have the reverse printed in

full gmen, giving rise to the term "Greenbacks," still used today, or, for that

matter, for green being "the color of money." The present note is signed in

ink by two Treasury clerks at the lower left and right, acting for the register

and treasurer of the United States. It was soon realized that signatures of

clerks had little meaning, as no one could tell whether they were authentic

or not, or, for that matter, even identify the handwriting.

Splendid 1861 Philadelphia $5 Demand Note

From the Schermerhorn and Bass Collections

3183

S5. F-2. Demand Note. Scries of 1861. Payable at Philadelphia.

Serial: 73106. Choice VF-35 (PMG). Great Color. Plate infor-

mation: Series 3, Plate B. A lovely example with especially

bold colors, inked signatures, and other aspects. Although

graded VF-35, it has the appearance of a significantly higher

level note. Schermerhorn was one of the great pioneers in

collecting Federal bank notes of the mid- 19th centurx. His

numismatic arromplishments wen' varied and included at-

tending the King Farouk Auction in Cairo in 1934.

Number in 7’’- KX>Crratr.t Ann rnan 'unrm Vufe bix'k

f ront the Robert ^clternterhorn and Harry IV. Ba^ , Jr. Col-

le turn

>

Thi N; iiGM i- ;: ! D ;

1

Elusive 1861 SlO Boston Demand .Note

3184

SlO. F-8. Demand Note. Series of 1861. Payable at Boston.

Serial: 88088. VF-25 (PMG). Plate information: Series 4,

Plate D. A verv pleasing note with full margins and nice

color, excellent within the grade, perhaps even finer than

usuallv expected. 1 lowever, although it is not possible to tell

as the note is in the holder, there may be some strengthening

of the center fold toward the bottom. Perhaps not, as PMti

might have mentioned it. The 1861 Demand Note is elusive

at any and all grade lev els. While they can be collected by

varieties (such as the current bill payable at the Sub-Treasur\'

in Boston), most elect to act^uire a single example for type.

Secretarial signatures at lower left and right are very clear.

This issue bears the portrait of a bearded Abraham Lincoln, current

President of the United States. There was no restriction at the time against

using the images of living people on paper money. However, due to an

abuse by Spencer M. Clark, Congress in 1866 provided that thi- could no

longer be done. However, the same restriction was not applied to coinage,

and living pieople were later depicted.

Number 60 in The 100 Greatest American Currcncif .Voti - bixik.

Classic 1862 $1 Legal Tender Note3185

SI. F-16. Legal Tender note. Series of 1862. Chittenden-

Spinner. Serial: 1384. Choice Un circulated -64 PPQ iPCGS).

Plate information: Series 257, Plate 24D. A '. on

example of this classic, beautiful, and aft' rd.=!o i ,

in the high grade offered hem. Thi' i' a ^ ...i
:

'

general design, with two srrial numtx ^ v i'
' ' 't II

being over the denominatinn ir counter, '.‘•I P rr
’

'

!

in the field. Imprint' of fhe Nation. ' B ' '! ' .
’ c p

pear twice on the face along V ith the ^
•

April 23 RD 18^1.
" which h :-.i n -

- .

i' the curious (.'v- lo .'c- ; o”*’ ' ^
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a combination of engine-turned and other curved designs,

and lettering, was said to deter counterfeiting. A printed

green panel reflecting this patent occupies the entire lower

right of the note. Depicted at the upper left is Salmon P.

Chase, Secretary of the Treasury, then living. Chase was a

very powerful figure in the Lincoln Administration. In 1864

he seems to have had a couple of "problems." Firsf, he paid

too much attention to affairs in other departments besides the

Treasury, causing some consternation. Second, he was said

to have had political ambitions. Lincoln neatly solved the

problem by appointing him as Chief Justice of the Supreme
Court.

Although higher denomination Legal Tender notes were issued in

March 1862, it wasn't until the Act of August 1, 1862, that the $1 and

$2 values were produced. It was intended to issue a $3 as well, and the

design made a provision for this, but such never materialized. However,

in concurrent circulation many state-chartered banks issued $3 bills, these

being among the more popular denominations.

Number 31 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

3186 $1. F-16. Legal Tender note. Series of 1862. Chittenden-

Spinner. Serial: 1996. Choice AU-55 (PMG). Great Color.

Plate information: Series 257, Plate 51D. Another example

of this popular issue, attractive and pleasing in all aspects.

Nice margins and nice everything else. At present the AU
level offers many opportunities.

Although the Friedberg numbering system, devised in 1953, lists F-16

as first among the $1 Legal Tenders, later scholars have found that this was

confused. The order of emission was: F-17, F-17b (a new designation), F-17,

F-16, and then F-16a. An explanation of this is to be found in the forthcoming

second edition of A Guide Book of United States Paper Money, by Friedberg

and Bowers, now in the final editorial and pricing process.

Number 31 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.3187

$1. F-16. Legal Tender note. Series of 1862. Chittenden-

Spinner. Serial: 39973. AU-50 (PMG). Great Embossing

and Color. Plate information: Series 227, Plate 19A. Another

attractive example of this popular issue. Bright green and red

overprints. Conservatively graded at AU-50, we suggest.

Number 31 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Choice 1869 $1 Rainbow Note

3188

$1. F-18. Legal Tender note. Series of 1869. Allison-Spinner.
l

Serial: V9298368. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Excep-
|

tional Paper Quality. Plate D62. A lovely example of the

first denomination in the famous Rainbow Note series. In its i

proper form. Rainbow Notes comprise the $1, $2 (rarest), $5, I

and $10 series, each with red printing on the face to which
|

is added a green overprint, on blue-tinted paper. The higher
j

denominations from $20 upwards are sometimes called
j

;

Rainbow Notes, but lack the green overprint and are not as
[

colorful. It is a popular discipline to get one each of the $1

through $10 values. If this is interesting to you, the present
j

note is a great start.

The Series of 1869 Legal Tender Notes all have a decorative star after
j

the serial number, no relation to the 20th-century practice of using a star

to indicate a replacement note.

Number 41 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Choice 1874 F-19 Legal Tender $1

3189

$1. P-19. Legal Tender note. Series of 1874. Allison-Spin-

ner. Serial: H829199. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Great

Color. Plate information: Plate C14. A pleasing example,

Allison-Sinner signature combination, of the same basic

design used for the famous Series of 1869 Rainbow Note,

but now lacking the green overprint. At the lower right is a

very ornate pink frame surrounding the denomination. The

back has been redesigned and has open space at the left and

the obligation plus counterfeiting clause to the right. Full

margins all around.
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Superb Cem Allison-Wyman $1 Legal Tender

' 3190 $l.F-26. Legal Tender note. Series of 1875. Allison-Wyman.

Serial: K4467889. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: A60. A superb specimen

as evaluated by PMG of this popular and available type.

Design similar to the foregoing, with some differences.

SERIES 1875 overprint on face. Bright colors on the face,

including ornament around the denomination. The back

is bright green. There is some transfer flecks of red visible

under magnification. A lovely, note, affordable even though

it is in a very high grade.

Gem 1875 F-26 Legal Tender Note

" 3191 Si. F-26. Legal Tender note. Series of 1875. Allison-Wyman.

Serial: K4467815. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: C60. A pleasing example,

well printed and with nice colors, of this popular issue. Simi-

lar to certain other bills of the era, the face has a vignette of a

scene from American history, Columbus and fellow sailors in

sight of the New World, but on the vignette just two people

are looking in the direction of a distant island.

Examining such bills under magnification can yield many delights.

In virtually microscopic letters under the lower left Elerial Number is this

inscription: "Geo. VV. Casilear's patent, Nov. 24, 1868." Casilear, a member

of a famous family of bank nofe engravers, was exceedingly important in

the guidance of designs at the Treasury Department during this era.

Choice 1875 Allison-Wyman Legal Tender $1

with bright pink si*al and llourishfs around the denoit i

nation, red si-rial numbers, and bright gnvn ba> k A r.i--

example of the tyf^x* and signature combination

Choice Allison-Gilfillan 1878 Legal Tender $1

3193 $1. F-27. Legal Tender note. Series of 1878. Allison-Gilfil-

lan. Serial: B2257190. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Plate

information: Bill. An attractive specimen ot F-27, similar

in general appearance to the foregoing, save for some im-

print differences. Although collecting Legal Tender notes

by signature, seal, and overprint combinations is not a par-

ticularly popular discipline, perhaps it may become such in

the future—just as collecting coins by dates and mintmarks

was not widely popular until the 193()s, but has driven the

market since then. Today certain of the scarcer signature

combinations can be acquired for much less than would be

the case if they had a wide following.

Superb Gem Scofield-Gilfillan Legal Tender $1

3194 SI. F-28. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Scofield-Gilfil-

lan. Serial: Z2313535. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality. Plate information: ClO/27. A lovely

specimen distinguished by a veiy’ large brown Treasury seal

at the right in combination with bright red serial numbers,

and a green back. A perfectly lovely note that will define the

varietv in an advanced collection—no need to ever look for

a nicer one!

j 3192 SI F -26. Legal Tender note. Series of 1875. Allison-Wyman.

i
Serial: K4467951. Choice Lncirculated-64 PPQ (PCGS).

Plate information: C60. An attractive note, well margined,



3196 $1. F-29. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Gilfillan.

Serial: Z20086570. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: B40/52. With its eye-catch-

ing large brown Treasury seal, this note, while continuing

to be the general type with Washington and Columbus on

the face, does have a dramatically different appearance. The
serial numbers are printed in another color, bright red. The

signature combinations are Bruce-Gilfillan, continuing the

chronological procession of Treasury officials. A splendid note

with bright colors, excellent appearance, and a remarkably

high grade.

Superb Gem F-30 Brown Seal Legal Tender $1

Impressive High Grade

3197 SI. F-30. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Wyman.

Serial: Z52939110. Gem Uncirculated-67PPQ (PCGS). Plate

information: B94/69. A lovely specimen of this variety, with

the signature combination of Bmce-Wyman, with large brown

Treasury seal. The same design and signature combination as

the preceding, but with the Treasury seal in different format.

3199 $1. F-30. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Wyman.

Serial: Z44081322. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality, Embossing, and Color. Plate infor-

mation: B60/67. Of format similar to the preceding, with

large brown Treasury seal, this note combines the Bruce and

Wyman signatures. Full margins, nice colors, nice ever^dhing

else. A bill well worth owning.

490

Norweb Collection

Duplicate of Preceding, A High-Grade F-30 $1 Note i

At present the assigned grade of Uncirculated 67 (PCGS uses

"New" instead of "Uncirculated") is indeed a rare level. This

is an ultra-high grade, and is highly prized as such.

3198 $1. F-30. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Wyman.
Serial: Z49548038. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality. Plate information: B84/77. A duplicate

of the preceding, but in a slightly lower grade, still at the Gem
level. A crisp, attractive, and thoroughly desirable issue.

We note the detailed plate letters and numbers as we see them, across

the realm of 19th-century notes. The certification services are mixed in their

current use, and the present holder simply gives the letter "B" for the face

only and says nothing about the back. Increasingly, as reflected in articles

in The Bank Note Reporter and Paper Money, and commentaries elsewhere,

plate letters and numbers are attracting specialists. In time, if enough are

recorded, quife a bit will be learned about the sequence in which plates

were made and used, including back plates that were used with different

face plates, yielding in some instances different Friedberg varieties.

Superb Gem 1880 Bruce-Gilfillan Legal Tender $1

3195 $1. F-29. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Gilfillan.

Serial: Z30450882. Gem Uncirculated-66 PPQ (PCGS). Plate

information: B68/37. A very attractive example similar in

format to the preceding. Also with large brown Treasury

seal. As is the case with so many pieces in our presentation,

to see the note is to want to own it, it is that attractive.

Gem 1880 Bruce-Gilfillan $1 Legal Tender Note
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CJein 1880 Kosecrans-Nebeker Legal Tender $1

Remarkable Rarity

3202

$1. F-34. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-Nc-

beker. Serial: A3708122. AU-58 (P.MG). Exceptional Paper

Quality. Plate information: 3B/79. A splendid example of

this issue, Rc^secrans-Nebeker signature combinations, with

excellent printing, full margins, and gcxid color. It scvms to

us that a carefully graded (as here) AU-58 note represc-nts an

excellent value in today's market, amidst a scenario in which

the demand for large-size "type" notes is in a rapid growth

stage (partially due, we like to think, to the widespread

popularity of Whitman's new "coffee table" bcxik. The h'Hi

Greatest American Currency Notes.)

) 3200 $1. F-33. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-

Nebeker. Serial: A2798311. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality, Good Color. Plate information:

5C/2757. Similar to the foregoing, but now with deep blue

Treasury serial numbers instead of red, but retaining the large

brown Treasury seal, this note is distinctive in its appearance.

Nice margins, crisp printing, and overall excellent eye ap-

peal. A rarity that will command the attention of specialists.

Gene Messier reports that only 88,000 were printed of this

signature combination together with the large brown seal,

one of the smallest printings of the ora.

Gem 1880 Rosecrans-Nebeker Legal Tender $1

I
3201 SI. F-34. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-Ne-

beker. Serial: A3655940. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Plate

information: 2D/2758. A lovely example, nicely margined,

reflecting a slight change in appearance. Now a bright pink

("small red') Treasury seal is at the left of the portrait of

Washington, and there is no ornamentation around the

denomination at the right. The serial numbers continue in

blue. The note is well printed, attractive, and desirable in

every respect. Only 1,460,000 were printed, a verx' modest

number ranking among the lowest of this type.

Superb Gem Tillman-Morgan 1880 Legal Tender $1

3203 $1. F-35. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: A5796494. Gem Uncirculatcd-66 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: 11 B. An attractive example

in a remarkably high grade of this later varietv' within the

basic face design that began with the famous Rainbow Note

of 1869. The present bill is from near the turn of the 20th

century and has the signatures of Tillman and Morgan.

Although such bills are part of a general fype, over a period

of time there are interesting changes to be observed, such as

a small pink Treasury seal on this variety, at the left of the

face, and the serial number is printed in blue (most earlier

notes have them in red). Although adding numbers to the

back plates was a common practice by this time, the present

plate was not given one. This beautiful bill will fit nicely in

the finest collection.

3204 QualiW pair of $1 notes certified by PMC.: J F-37. legal

Tender note. Scries of 1917. Choice Uncirculatcd-64. Excep-

tional Paper Qualitx'. Serial: K55941127A. Plate C2677 1853

J F-237. Silver Certificate. Scries of 1923. AU-58. Exceptional

Paper qualitv’. Serial: A34586616B. Plate H41 173. :Total: 2

pieces)

3205 Desirable pair of large-size Legal Tender notes each certi-

fied by PMG as Choice Uncirculated-64, exceptional paper

quality: J SI. F-38. Series of 1917. Serial v
’

D536 1936 J S2. F-60. Seric*^ of 1917 S«=:.-l B‘'

Plate F 357 141. Total: 2 puve :
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3206

Quality trio ot large-size $1 notes: F-39. Legal Tender
note. Series ot 1917. Speelman-White. T27785277A; Plate

A2311/ 1064. EF F-40. Legal Tender note. Series of 1923.

Speelman-White. Serial A23824569B; Plate A133 / 328. Choice

EF F-238. Silver Certificate. Series of 1923. Woods-White.
Serial A88349745E; Plate A418/5284. Choice Uncirculated.

(Total: 3 pieces)

3207

$1. F-40. Legal Tender note. Series of 1923. Speelman-White.

Serial; A4483526B. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality, Great Embossing. Plate information:

F14/128. A gem example of the only signature combination

of the type, an issue printed to the extent of 81,872,000 and

thus readily obtainable today. Excellent eye appeal.

3208

$1. F-40. Legal Tender note. Series of 1923. Speelman-

White. Serial A37317454B. Choice Uncirculated-64 PPQ
(PCGS). Plate information: B145/410. A bright, attractive,

and eminently desirable example from the sunset years of

the large-size Legal Tender series. Vivid red Treasury seal

and serial numbers.

Choice 1862 $2 Legal Tender Note

3209

$2. F-41. Legal Tender note. Series of 1862. Chittenden-Spin-

ner. Serial: 44459. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Series 152,

Plate C14. A lovely specimen with the National Bank Note

Company imprint and two patents, the 1857 patent held by

American Bank Note Company and the 1860 patent held

by National. Well printed and with bright, crisp colors, this

bill is the virtual definition of the date, variety, and assigned

grade. Simply gorgeous!

Number 88 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Ultra-Quality 1869 Rainbow $2

Rarest in the Rainbow Series

3210 $2. F-42. Legal Tender note. Series of 1869. Allison-Spinner.

Serial: Z2919548. Gem Uncirculatcd-66PPQ (PCGS). Plate

information: 13D. One of the great delights in the pn'sont

sale is this ultra-quality 18(i9 Rainbow Note, certitled as

Gem Uncirculated-66 bv PCGS. The note has nice margins,

bright colors, and is a virtuallv detinitive example of what a
|

Rainbow $2 should look like ideally!
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1 lu* t.KV dt'picts 1 humas |etk‘rst)n at the lett, the Capitol

Iniildiiif; at the center, and a large red-pink Treasury seal at

the right. The serial numbers in red have a star after each,

m this instance a decoration, tor the use of stars as replace-

ments did not take place until 1910. The green overprint at

the top and bright green at the serial number at the lower
left is distinctive and definitive for the Rainbow St*ries $1

through $10. To the left of center the face of the note is tinted

blue, colorful paper used in this era for a number of different

issues including Fractional Currency and selected National

Bank notes. We congratulate in advance the fortunate buyer

of this memorable bill.

Gem 1869 $2 Rainbow Note

Key to the Rainbow Series

3211

$2. F-42. Legal Tender note. Series of 1869. Allison-Spinner.

Serial: U6797439. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality, Great Color. Plate information: 24C.

Watermark Paper. Although the 1869 $2 Legal Tender does

not have the lowest printing quantity in the Rainbow Note

series (comprising $1, $2, $5, and $10), today in Uncirculated

grade it is by far the rarest. Bright green ov'erprint on the face,

blue tinted paper, red serial numbers (with decorative star),

and pink Treasury seal combine with the bright green back

to create an indeed colorful note. The face bears the imprint

of the National Bank Note Company and the back bears two

imprints of the American Bank Note Company. Treasury

policy at the time was to have one of these firms print the

face and the other the back, so as to increase security. Today

it is not clear for many issues of this era as to which side was

printed by which company, imprints notwithstanding.

Putting together a type set of Rainbow Notes is a pleas-

ant pursuit, and if this is on your agenda, here is a note that

merits a strong competitive bid.

NumtH-r 40 in The KM) Grcalcft American Currency Notes book.

Choice 1875 Allison-New Legal lender S2

3212

$2. F-44. Legal Tender note. Series of 1875. Allison-New.

Serial: B3133935. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Plate

information: C30. An attractive example incorporating the

foregoing design, w'ith Thomas Jetterson at the lett and the

United States Capitol at the center, now without green over-

print or tinted blue paper, but with the addition of an ornate

pink decoration occupying much of the lower right of the

face, with the Treasury' seal to the lett. Red serial numbcTs.

The back has been redesigned and, it anything, is more at-

tractive than that used on the Rainbow Note. It is amazing

how intricate the engraving is when examined under close

magnification. That side bears the imprint of the Columbian

Bank Note Company, Washington, D.C., which in the 1870s

did contract work tor a short time tor the Treasury Depart-

ment.

Attractive 1878 Allison-Gilfillan $2 Legal Tender

3213

S2. F-48. Legal Tender note. Series of 1878. Allison-Gilfillan.

Serial: A641045. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Vivid de-

tails. Plate information: A54. A lovely note, designed similar

to the foregoing, but w'ith a different signature combination.

The back continues the Columbian Bank Note Co. imprint

at the top, but now with the addition in the bottom border,

"Printed at the Bureau, Engraving & Printing, Treasury’

Dept." A lovely bill that w’ill satisfy just alxiut anyone look-

ing for a nice example of F-48, this being perhaps the most

affordable of the varieties from F-43 through 49.
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Choice 1880 Bruce-Gilfillan Legal Tender $2

3214

$2. F-51. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Gilfillan.

Serial: Z11106414. Choice Uncirculated-64 PPQ (PCGS).
Plate information: B22 A lovely example with the large

brown Treasury seal prominent at the right, red serial num-
bers. Back as foregoing, now with added overprint "Series

of 1880" at the top center. An attractive note that is ideal for

the type or variety.

Forming a type set of $2 notes is an interesting challenge,

but quite doable in that there are no impossible rarities. There

are two keys, the Original Series "Lazy 2" and the somewhat
related Series of 1875 (with different imprinting on the face),

also with the large number 2 in the reclining position. Never
as popular as $1 notes in the 19th century, the denomination

lingered well into the advent of small-size currency in 1929. In

the past generation production has been intermittent, includ-

ing the Bicentennial motif. Today, new issues are more sought

by collectors than are used by the general public.

3215

$2 F-51. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Gilfillan.

Serial: Z11106498. Choice LJncirculated-64 (PCGS). Red
label. Plate information: B24/16. "Mounting Remnants on

Back" per label. A very attractive note which has mention

of some mounting remnants, but it's a real challenge to see

where they are! Bright colors and very attractive overall. In-

person inspection is suggested for this beauty.

Pleasing 1880 Bruce-Wyman Legal Tender $2

3216

$2. F-52. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Wyman.

Serial: Z22803823. Gem UncircuIated-65 (PMG). Plate infor-

mation: C52/16. Fnough were printed of this i.ssue (8,584, ()()())

to make it an excellent candidate for a type set. The present

note is well printed and retains crispness and color. The back
is somewhat similar to the foregoing, except that the series

and bureau information are seen in the open space to the left,

as is a plate number placed horizontally. It's interesting how
transitions vary among back plates, a field not extensively

studied among large size notes.

3217 $2. F-60. Legal Tender note. Series of 1917. Speelman-White.
Serial: D47329643A. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Plate in-

formation: C599/189. A splendid example of the issue. Face

with serial numbers in light red and Treasury seal in light

pink.

The colors of serial numbers and Treasury seals are apt to vary among
a given type, as ink batches varied in their intensity. The stamp collecting

field explores printing color tints to a fare-the-well, with often a slight dif-

ference in tint making a large difference in price, never mind that many
expert philatelists are divided in their opinions concerning certain issues.

Philatelists are also extremely concerned with centering, which for paper

money is indeed important, but not a primary factor in grading. The PSE

division of Collector's Universe uses a 100 point scale to grade stamps,

of which 40 points have to do with centering. A review of the procedures

used by PSE might at first indicate something extremely complex, but on

balance it is probably a better system than the 70 point scale numismatists

use for both coins and paper money.

3218 Trio of large-size notes: $2. F-60. Legal Tender note. Series of

1917. Serial: D41543909A; Plate E578/208. VF $5. F-851c.

Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914. Serial: B80527702D;

Plate information: F1732/3834. VF $20 F-975. Federal

Reserve Note. Series of 1914. Serial: C21948258A; Plate in-

formation: B147/894. Choice VF. (Total: 3 pieces)

Superb Gem 1863 Legal Tender $5

3219

$5. F-63a. Legal Tender note. Series of 1863. Chittenden-

Spinner. Serial: 37244. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Great

Embossing. New Series 68, Plate information: D39. A lovely

example, indeed classified as a Gem, of this early Legal Ten-

der issue. The imprint American Bank Note Co., New York,

appears twice on the face. Just 1,000,000 were printed of this

particular Friedberg variety, a rather low emission, in fact a

tiny fraction of the 11,900,000 produced for F-61a. Bright color,

full margins, and other attributes yield a first class example

that will please the most fastidious buyer.

Number 32 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes bcKik.

494
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Superb 1869 I’ioneer Family Rainbow S5

; 3220 $5. F-64. Legal Tender note. Series of 1869. Allison-Spin-

ner. Serial: K3841870. Gem Uncirculated-66 PPQ (PCGS).

Plate information: 20B. The Woodchopper or Pioneer Fam-

1
ily $5 is of everlasting popularity, due to the panorama of

bright colors on the Series of 1869 alone (not continued later,

although the same design remained in use). The distinctive

f features include a green background to the serial numbers

I
at the left, blue tint, pink Treasury .seal, and bright red serial

j

numbers, plus a bright green back. This note is in especially

high grade, one of the nicest certified by PCGS. VVe expect

spirited bidding on this memorable quality note!

I

Number 47 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Another Gem 1869 $5 Rainbow Note
3221

$5. F-64. Legal Tender note. Series of 1869. Allison-Spin-

ner. Serial: K3423252. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Plate

information: 21 D. A lovely example of this popular issue,

with green overprint and on blue tinted paper. Not a rarity

by any means, but certainly pleasing to view and even nicer

to own. The offered example is crisp, choice, and attractive

in eveiA' respect.

Numbt'r 47 in Tlte 100 Greatest American Currency Notes Kxik.

Choice 1869 $5 Rainbow Note

3222

S5. F-64. Legal Tender note. Series of 1869. Allison-Spin-

ner. Serial: K767979. Choice Uncirculated-63 (P.MG). Plate

information: 4C. Another Rainbow Note, not quite in the

grade as the preceding, but almost as attractive. Nice colors,

full margins, and pleasing overall.

Number 47 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Nolo biK)k.

Gem 1875 Allison-Wyman Legal Tender $5

3223

S5. F-68. Legal Tender note. Series of 1875. Allison-Wyman.

Serial: B6687855. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: C20. A nice example of a

follow-through variety descended from the Rainbow Note,

but without the green overprint or tinted paper, now A'ith

the addition of a large pink ornamental denomination oc-

cupving much of the right side of the face. The face depicts

Andrew Jackson to the left, a familiar portrait widely used on

federal currency as well as earlier on state-chartered notes.

At the center is a Pioneer Family or "Woodchopper" motif.

The same design, first used on the Rainbow Note of 1869,

was continued into the 1920s. The back, also redesigned,

bears the imprint of the Columbian Bank Note Company,

Washington, D.C.

Choice 1875 F-68 Woodchopper Note

3224

S5. F-68. Legal Tender note. Series of 1875. Allison-Wyman

Serial: B6853407. Choice Uncirculated-4>4 (PM(,l 1 >cep-

tional Paper Quality. Plate information: C22.

example, arrangements m< -i!\ k " ‘
.

' ‘
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Superb Gem 1878 Allison-Gilfillan Legal Tender $5

3225

$5. F-69. Legal Tender note. Series of 1878. Allison-Gilfillan.

Serial: A1015520. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality, Great Embossing. Plate information: D29.

Quality comes to the fore with this lovely 66 note, highlight-

ing the variety to its best advantage. Well printed, fully

margined, and attractive.

3226

$5. F-69. Legal Tender note. Series of 1878. Allison-Gilfillan.

Serial number: A5739612. Plate information: D6. Choice

AU, with a corner fold visible on the back at the lower left.

Otherwise, the note is nice and appears to be crisp. The paper

is a little aged, but the ink colors remain good. The face is

well centered, while the back is just slightly off. Overall the

eye appeal is quite nice. Housed in a CGC grading holder,

and called Choice Uncirculated.

Superb $5 Pioneer Family Note
3227

$5. F-73. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Serial: A1565983.

Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Exceptional Paper Quality.

Plate information: C51/32. A lovely example. The Treasury

seal is large and pink. To the lower left is the familiar portrait

of Andrew Jackson, used widely on many varieties of federal

notes as well as some of the earlier issues from the state bank

era.

Another High-Grade F-73 Pioneer Family $5

3228

$5. F-73. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Wyman.
Serial Number: A1365564. Gem Uncirculated-65 PPQ
(PCGS). Plate information: D61/36. A pleasing example of

this Series of 1880 note, with signatures of Bruce and Wyman.
Nice colors and eye appeal. Very close to the preceding in

appearance and quality, assigned just a single grade lower.

Choice 1880 Bruce-Wyman Legal Tender $5

3229 $5. F-73. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Wyman.

Serial: A1565990. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Exception-

al Paper Quality, Embossing and Color. Plate information:

B51/32. A lovely note, similar in vignettes to the preceding,

but now with the denomination ornament at the right re-

moved and replaced with a large pink (sometimes described

as red) Treasury seal at the right. Blue serial numbers.
The latest (seventh) edition of Gene Hessler's Comprehensive Catalog of

U.S. Paper Money, now with Carlton Chambliss co-author, suggests that for

the numbers from F-70 to 82, "about one note for every 15,000 that were

issued" survive, yielding an estimated 6,500 overall. As commented upon

in our introductory remarks, the survival ratio of paper money is only a

tiny fraction of comparable silver and gold coins.

Affordable Bruce-Wyman Woodchopper Note

3230 $5. F-73. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Brucc-lVyman.

Serial: A1163114. VF-35 (PMG). Plate information: B4h/19. A

final example of the F-73, attractive and very nice within the

assigned grade. We might call this "high end" in quality, a"

a quick glance during the lot viewing process will instanth

reveal.

4%
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3234

S5. F-80. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Tillman-Mor-

gan. Serial: A33152210. Choice Uncirculated-64 (I’MG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: 7B. A lovely

example of the variety, this with a small light red Treasury

seal at the right and with other minor differences. This note

seems virtually indistinguishable from a higher grade. The

back does not have a plate number. Treasury practice was

very inconsistent during this period—with some bills having

plate numbers, back numbers, others not, and across different

series the locations varying.

Affordable $5 1880 Legal Tender Note

3232 $5. F-77. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-Hus-

ton. Serial: A18519070. AU-55 (PMG). Plate information:

B2135. A lovely specimen, this piece, although grading

"only" Uncirculated 55, is very choice, with only a few traces

of a vertical fold. This bill is from the famous collection of

Harry W. Bass, Jr., which the present cataloguer (QDB), then

associated with another firm, presented at auction in 1999.

Gem 1880 F-80 $5 Pioneer Family Note

.- A t MHI K

Gem 1880 Kosecrans-jordan Legal Tender $5

3231 S5. F-74. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-jor-

dan. Serial: A7034240. Gem Uncirculated-65 PPQ (PCGS).

Plate information: D70/64. An attractive example of this

issue, somewhat similar to the preceding, but with the

color overprinting a bit more intense. The present sale offers

quite a few signature and seal variations within the Pioneer

Family or Woodchopper $5 series, perhaps indicating an

opportunity to put together a specialized collection. While

some varieties are scarcer than others, generally the prices

for rare combinations do not reflect their elusive nature. The

back now bears the imprint of the Bureau of Engraving and

Printing, no longer the Columbian Bank Note Co.

Bass Collection F-77 $5 Pioneer Family Note
3235

S5. F-81. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Roberts.

Serial Number: A44174769. Choice Uncirculated-63 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality, Great Color. Exceptional Paper

Quality, Great Embossing. Face Plate 11A (This was a time

of transition and there is no Back Plate number). A splendid

note at the 63 level, with crisp printing, bright overprints,

and more. Ideal for type or as a nice example of the F-81

variety.3236

S5 F-83. Legal Tender note. Series of 1907. Vemon-Treat.

Serial: A31303566. Choice Uncirculated-64 (CGA). Plate

information: B299/113. A choice, bright example with full

margins of the Vernon-Treat signature combination of th«

famous Pioneer Family note.

I : 3233 S5. F-80. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: A27088327. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Plate infor-

mation: 14C. A lovely example of this issue, printed close to

the turn of the 2nth century’, and with the printed signatures

of Tillman and Morgan. The reverse is a completely different

configuration than first used with the face design in 1869. A

lovely note in especially high grade.

'hr k's
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3237

$5 F-83. Legal Tender note. Series of 1907. Vernon-Treat.

Serial: A25007711. Choice Uncirculated. Plate informa-

tion: C231/122. A nice 20th-century signature combination,

Vernon-Treat, of popular $5 note. Nice margins, nice color.

3238

$5. F-85. Legal Tender note. Series of 1907. Napier-McClung.

Serial: B58901340. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality, Great Embossing. Plate information:

D930/213.A very nice example, with bright red imprinting on

the face, including the denomination to the left of the Pioneer

Family motif. Not a rarity in lower grades, but slightly scarce

in Gem preservation, this note will serve well for the type or

variety.

Gem 1869 $10 Rainbow Note

Choice and Beautiful 1878 Legal Tender $10

3240 $10. F-99. Legal Tender note. Series of 1878. Allison-Gilfil-
|

Ian. Serial: A1323341. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Plate i

information: A14. A lovely example, in Choice to Gem grade,

of a successor to the famous 1869 Rainbow Note, the Series

of 1878 having the same vignettes but lacking the green face

color.A further description of the face is given below. The back

is completely different from the Series of 1869, constifuting

another collectible type. Nice imprint, margins, and color.

On the face to the left is a portrait of Daniel Webster, famous statesman,

orator, and champion of the Constitution. Hailing from New Hampshire,

where he first practiced law, he sought greener pastures and moved to

Massachusetts (sort of the reverse of the population flow today). At the

bottom center is a perched eagle, which if viewed upside down appears

to be the head of a donkey, giving the name "Jackass Note" to this issue.

At the right is a motif that has been given different names over the years,

such as Introduction of the Old World to the New World and Pocahontas Pre-

sented at Court. It's not quite clear what the "court" might be. The Indian

maiden is standing to the left, her eyes modestly looking downward,

while facing her seem to be a queen on a chair, a bearded Turk or related,

with turban, smoking a long pipe, and two standing gentlemen. On this

particular variety the Treasury seal is of large brown format and is just to

the right of the center. Similar to the contemporary $5 Legal Tender Notes,

the $10 values can be collected by type, or by varieties of signatures and

Treasury seals. Often, the true scarcity of such varieties is not reflected in

the market price. However, there is a great barrier among this type, F-109

with the Rosecrans-Nebeker names, large brown Treasury seal, of which

just two examples are known.

Number 71 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book. -

3239

$10. F-96. Legal Tender note. Series of 1869. Allison-Spin-

ner. Serial: H4265109. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Plate

information: lOA. What a lovely note this is! Light green

overprinting (defining the Rainbow name), blue tinted paper,

pink Treasury seal, and bright red .serial numbers are on the

face, in contrast with a lovely green back. This is the highest

denomination among the true Rainbow Notes. The demand

for this and related issues is intense and continuous. The

present note will make a fine addition to a great collection.

NumN’r 71 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes b(H)k.
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C'lOm 1880 Scofield-Gilfillan $10 Jackass Note

3241 $10. F-100. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Scofield-

I
Cilfillan. Serial: Z104747. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PCGS).

I
Plate information: C3 A very attractive note, continuing the

vignettes from the preceding.

Numbt-r 71 in The 1(H) Greatest American Currency Notes bcK)k.

Choice 1-107 $10 Jackass Note

3244 $10. F-107. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-

Huston. Serial: A8209854. Choice Uncirculated-b4 PPQ
(PCGS). Plate information: B2631/2533. Another lovely

Jackass Note, this u'ith a bright pink seal (called red) just

right of the center. Pleasing overall.

Number 71 in Tlie 100 Greatest American Curreiuy Notes btxrk

Choice F-103 $10 Jackass Note

i

' 3242 $10. F-103. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Wyman.

Serial: A289348. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Plate infor-

mation: D23/14. A pleasing example of the so-called jackass

Note, motifs as preceding, but now with a large pink (or

red) Treasury seal to the right of center. Only 972,0(X) were

printed, the smallest production from F-lOO through F-113,

save for 304,000 of the essentially non-collectible F-109.

Number 71 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes bcxik.

Choice F-106 $10 Jackass Note

3243 $10. F-106. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-

Hyatt. Serial: A4705285. Choice Uncirculated-64 PPQ

(PCGS). Plate information: A2152/2294. A lovely example,

vignettes as preceding, now distinguished by a splashy

Treasury seal, large pink (or red) with protruding spikes.

We art' not quite surt' why the Treasury Department issued

^uch a wide variety of si'als over such a long period of time,

but in terms of si/e, general appearance, and color, many

variations can be collected today.

Niimbrr 71 in The UH) GrraIrsI American Currency Nolr~ txxik

Gem F-108 1880 Brown Seal $10

3245 $10. F-108. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-

Huston. Serial: A10057010. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: B2490/21.

With fine margims, spectacular large browm seal, deep blue

serial numbers, and a bright green back, and well graded

as Uncirculated-65, this Jackass Note is simply ready to or-

der—not much thinking needed about its quality—sending it

on its way to your post office. This note is all ready to move

from our auction into your collection. Truly splendid!

A commentary on value and grade: Depending on your hudgrt, a gixxl

way to go is tobe sure that the pnnting, color, and margins are gixxl am
given note, that there has been no fading, and that the eye appeal is good

The earlier the bills are, the more difhcult all these things are t>. hnd ir

combination. Then, select a numerical grade Unarculated-bS is w(»r*der6jl

of course, but these also must be collected with care Som* what similar te

coins, we have seen Uncirculated -63 notes that we would rather own fhar

O-’rtain graded 65. Each needs to be es aluated separately

Number 71 in The 100 Greatest American e urrm.-^ .

' Uiol
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Superb Gem F-110 1880 Legal Tender $10

3246

$10. F-110. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-

Nebeker. Serial: A12957142. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG).
Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: Bll. Checking

in at Uncirculated-66, this lovely example is well printed with

bright, crisp features—ideal for the connoisseur. We expect

spirited bidding on this one!

Gem 1880 Rosecrans-Nebeker Legal Tender $10

3247

$10. F-110. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-

Nebeker. Serial: A13428607. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).

Great color. Plate information: C5/no back plate number
(reflective of Treasury inconsistency during this era). A
lovely note with bright pink (or red) Treasury seal, small in

format, to the right of the center. This note is a cousin to the

non-collectible F-109, with same signatures but with large

brown Treasury seal.

Number 71 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Superb Gem F-111 $10 Jackass Note3248

$10. F-111. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Tillman-Mor-

gan. Serial: A16342259. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Plate

information: C3. An attractive example with a bright pink

(or red) small Treasury seal, deep blue serial numbers, crisp

printing, and bright green back. As one of the more readily

availablt’ issues of this era, the present note would be ideal

fi)r inclusion in a type set.

Niimbor 71 in The 100 Greatest Amerit Currency Notes book.

Gem Tillman-Morgan $10 Jackass Note

3249

$10. F-111. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Tillman-Mor-

gan. Serial: A15649981. Gem Uncirculated-65 PPQ (PCGS).

Plate information: A2. Another handsome specimen of the

famous Jackass Note, this bears a remarkably low face plate

number and letter. The Treasury seal is small and bright pink,

the serial number is deep blue, and the black printing on the

face and the green printing on the back are crisp and vivid.

A splendid addition to any collection.

Gem F-113 $10 Jackass Note

3250

$10. F-113. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Lyons-Roberts.

Serial: A25457760. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Great

Embossing. Plate information: D2. A very nice example of

the last issue of this type, and also the one with the largest

printing c]uantity (11,836,000). Bright pink (red) Treasury seal,

medium blue serial numbers, nice margins, bright green back,

and excellent eye appeal define this note.

Number 71 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.3251

$10. F-113. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Lyons-Roberts.

Serial: A32189732. EF-40 PPQ (PCGS). Plate information:

D56/107. A well printed, bright and thoroughly attractixe

example of this ever-popular tvpe, the last in our offering

in Jackass Nofe varieties. The grade of EF-40 makes it quite

affordable. Held at arm's length the bill appears to be Uncir-

culated!

$00 S rvv
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ropularSlO "Buffalo Bill"

3252

$10. F-114. Legal Tender note. Series of 1901. Lyons-Roberts.

Serial: 1391933. AU-55 (PMG). Great Embossing. Plate

information: AlO/ll. A lovely example at the AU-55 grade

of the famous Bison Note, sometimes nicknamed the Buffalo

Bill. At the center of the face is a bison standing on a mostly

barren plain, with a small cactus at the left foreground, look-

ing tow'ard the observer. To the left and right are the portraits

of explorers Lewis and Clark. Signatures are Lyons-Roberts.

A very choice appearing note, bright and attractive.

Number 6 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes b(.H)k.

1901 F-116 Bison Note

3253

$10. F-116. Legal Tender note. Series of 1901. Vernon-Treat.

Serial: B4840745. Choice LJncirculated-64 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality. Plate information: A457/196. A ver>-

nice example of an American favorite. The back motif, titled

Pr(!yr,-- shows a standing gexidess surrounded by com (?) or

related leaves. The offered note has bright light red imprints

on the face and a bright grixm back. Full margins and quite

attractive,

Sur S-r in Tn, /l*' : Ai -rruan Currenev Note

Series 1901 Napier-McClung SIO Bison Note

3254

$10. F-118. Legal Tender note. Series of 1901. Napier-Mc-

Clung. Serial: D9949585. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality, Great Embossing. Plate

information: A627/283. A lovely Bison Note, designs and

overprints similar to the foregoing. Nice margins, nice color,

nice evervthing. Remarkably high quality.

Numbt-r 6 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes biK)k.

3255

$10. F-121. Legal Tender note. Series of 1901. Elliott-White.

Serial: E27668709. Gem Uncirculated-65 tPMG). Fxcep-

tional Paper Quality. Plate information: A35/332. Ant^thi-r

lovelv Bison Note, this piece has bright pink overpn-i-

bright green back, nice margins, and great ‘ v *’ ap|> ’

Number 6 in T7n Ji:' Grffl/i'-i' /i... K'l ( -'in'.

Gem 1901 Elliott-White $10 Bison Note
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3256

$10 F-122. Legal Tender note. Series of 1901. Speelman-
White. Serial: E31572246. Choice EF-45 PPQ (PCGS). Plate

information: B40/5.A very attractive example at the indicated

level. Bright red overprints on the face, bright green back.

High enough grade to be attractive enough for any display,

yet in a grade that is much more affordable than a higher

listing would be.

Number 6 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Superb Gem 1923 Legal Tender $10

3257

$10. F-123. Legal Tender note. Series of 1923. Speelman-

White. Serial: A359617B. Gem LJncirculated-66 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: A4/3. A
superb example of the last of the large Legal Tender notes,

with a new design featuring the portrait of Andrew Jackson

flanked by red overprints. The back is bright green with the

denomination or counters arranged within a circle and rays,

giving rise to the term "Poker Chip Note" used by some. The

overall style is Art Deco. The plate information indicates that

this was an early imprint in a series that in any event turned

out to be rather limited, with just 696,000 printed. Carlton

Chambliss estimates just 280 notes of this type survive over-

all, across a wide range of grades, of which a Gem such as

this is necessarily a tiny minority!

Number 46 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

November 2i

Superb Gem 1878 Allison-Gilfillan Legal Tender $20

3258

$20. F-129. Legal Tender note. Series of 1878. Allison-Gilfil-
i

'

Ian. Serial: A1624884. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Plate
j

information: d5. A lovely example of this type, successor to
|

the Series of 1869, but now with a completely restyled back.
'

The face depicts a profile portrait of Alexander Hamilton to i I

the left, and, to the right, a helmeted woman carrying in her
'

left hand a very long pole which is surmounted by a Liberty
i

Cap, and in her right an upraised shield. The overprints are

bright pink. The back is from a plate made by the Columbian

Bank Note Company, Washington, but the note was printed at !

the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Washington, which just

recently began making its own large-size bills in quantity.

Choice F-129 1878 Allison-Gilfillan $20 Legal Tender

3259

$20. F-129. Legal Tender note. Series of 1878. Allison-GilfiT

lan. Serial: A1013611. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Plate

information: 6C. A very nice example of this popular design,

Allison-Gilfillan signature combination. Pink overprints

on the face, light blue tinting down the left side of the note

(especially prominent on the back), and bright green on the

back combine to create a very worthwhile acquisition pos-

sibility.

Gem 1880 Rosecrans-Hyatt Legal Tender $20
3260

$20. F-136. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-

Hyatt. Serial: A2667979. Gem Uncirculated-65 PPQ (I’CGS).

Plate information: a8/2182. A splendid specimen with a large

bright pink spiked Treasury seal, adding a splash of color

to the face, keeping good eompanv with intense blue serial

numbers. Bright green back, now somewhat n'vised. witb

502
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Tnulod al thf lUiroau ot l:nj;raving & I’rinting" replacing

tlu' toriner C oliirnhian imprint. Nnte that the face letter is a

K>\ver case a, scvn imw and then in the federal sc'ries, but nut

otten. UpfX'rcasc' was the general rule; however, this current

era of l.egal Tender notes was an exceptit)n.

Another Splendid F-136 Legal Tender Note

I 3261 $20. F-136. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-

Hyatt. Serial: A2667928. Choice Uncirculated-64 PPQ
(PCGS). Plate information: d8/2182. A relatively high Un-

circulated grade, MS-64, with “premium quality" added,

combines with a relatively low price (all things considered)

to yield an example of F-136 that is well printed, attractive,

and an excellent value. The face depicts Alexander 1 lamilton

at the left, the architect of most early federal financial strategy,

I while at the right is the helmeted figure of Miss Liberty, in

the form of a goddess holding a shield upright with her right

hand and a Liberty Pole with her left. A pleasing note that

will be a fine addition to a great collection.

I Superb Gem 1880 Rosecrans-Huston Legal Tender $20

3262 $20. F-137. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Rosecrans-

Huston. Serial: A51%620. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG).

{
Great Embossing and Color. Plate information: d2499/2267.

i
A lovely example with large bright pink (called red in the

I
literature) Treasury seal and blue serial numbers. Bright gR^’n

I

back a^ expected. Well margined and with bright colors,

I
checking in at an especially high certified grade, this note

* will satisfy the most demanding buyer.

lx Hrrwan Halpcrti.

i

I

Superb Gem L-140 1880 $20 l egal lender Note

3263 $20. F-140. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Serial:

A7680078. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Exceptional Paper

Quality, Great Embossing & Color. Plate information: 6b.

An exceptionally nice example of the 1880 Legal Tender

$20, Rosecrans-Nebeker signature combination. Bright pink

Treasury seal, deep blue serial numbers, and crisp printing

on the face. The pR^sent note is an exceptionally beautiful

example in an exceptionally high grade.

The plate letters and numbers on this and other bills o( this era > an

be quite curious. Herx' we have a lower case b (which (or some ri'ason

many ptsiple desi'ribing these use an up[X'r cast* H) in combination with

the number 6, placed before, not alter the letter. II the currency };rading

ser\ ices can standardize how they tmat plate letters and numbiers (not done

by them at prest'iit) the mcorded data will be ol great use to researchers,

not that such variances cmate extra value.

Superb Gem 1880 Tillman-Morgan Legal Tender $20

3264 $20. P-141. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Tillman-

Morgan. Serial: A9652887. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG).

Plate information: 8c. D.N. Morgan courtesy autograph.

Another attractive example of this general type, the pR*st*nt

sports a small bright pink Treasury seal to the right. Excellent

margins, crisp printing, bright green back. A very desirable

note in an exceptionally high grade.

Another Gem F-140 Legal Tender $20

3265 $20. F-141. Legal Tender note. Scries of 1880. Tillman-

Morgan. Serial: A9652804. t.em L ncirculated-^8 :pi C,*'

Plate information: 8d. Another ln\ rL ;'' i
' L-*

printed and with I'V’P ’k>r‘- anil ‘ '*
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Ultra-Grade F-142 1880 Legal Tender $20

3266

$20. F-141. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Tillman-

Morgan. Serial: A9652857. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).
Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: 8a. An excep-

tional quality example, great margins, good color, bright pink

Treasury seal, deep blue serial numbers, bright green back,

and all other aspects of quality. Tillman-Morgan signature

combination of the late 19th century.

3269 $20. F-143. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Lyons-Roberts.

Serial number: A12694179. Choice VG. Plate information: C3

Well worn, but with no visible damage other than a tiny pin-

hole. Nicely centered and pleasing for the assigned grade.

Superb Gem Vernon-Treat Legal Tender $20

issue. Bearing the signature combination of Tillman and Mor-
gan, it was issued near the turn of the 20th century. Again,

the plate letter and numbers are interesting to contemplate.

On the face of the preceding we have the digit 8 preceding

the lower case letter d. The back of this particular note bears

no plate number at all, although earlier-used plates did. Let-

ters and numbers are very inconsistent in their placement

and style during this period, creating interesting objects of

study.

Gem F-141 1880 $20 Legal Tender Note

Splendid 1880 Legal Tender $20

3267

$20. F-142. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Roberts.

Serial: A11904306. Gem Uncirculated-67 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality. Plate information: 8b. Bearing the

incredible grade of Uncirculated-67 (.seldom seen in today's

market, but perhaps more often in the future, if present day

conservative grading by the leading services follows what

the same leading services have done with coins). In any

event, today MS-67 is very special. The note is well printed,

nicely margined, with great color. Bruce-Roberts signature

combination from the early 20th century.

3270 $20. F-144. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Vernon-Treat.

Serial: B127313. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: 14a/46. A very nice ex-

ample of this signature combination, continuing the bright

pink (or red) small Treasury seal initiated with F-140 and

continued through the end of the type.

3268

$20. F-142. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Bruce-Roberts.

Serial: A11904308. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: 8d. A lovely note of the

same general design as foregoing, this with a bright pink (or

light red) Treasury seal, small in format. Attractive in every

way, this will serve well for a type or for the variety. As we
have noted with other Legal Tender denominations of this

era, collecting by varieties is an interesting possibility. Within

the span of F-130 through 146 some are scarcer than others,

but all are collectible.
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Choice 1880 Elliotl-Whitc Legal Tender $20

‘ 3271 S20. F-147. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Elliott-White.

Serial: A3307268A. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Great

Color. Plate information: d34/15. A very pleasing example,

a note leaving little to be desired. Again we comment on the

interesting aspects of plate information. On the face of this

particular note the lower case letter precedes the number.

On the back the plate number is present, as indicated, but

it is in an entirely different position from that in the preced-

ing note, here at the upper left of the open area to the right,

and on the F-144 note centered at the top of the same space.

If more extensive recording is made of serial numbers and

their positions, no doubt a new era of specialists will arise, as

will expanded certification holder listings and other attribu-

tions. Presently, such serial number distinctions are widely

publicized and collected among small size notes, but not in

the large note issues.

Rare Series of 1869 $50 Treasury Note

3272 $50. F-151. Legal Tender note. Series of 1869. Allison-Spin-

ner. Serial: Y554308. Choice VF-30 (PCGS). Plate informa-

tion: D2. Standing as a major type, with a back used only on

this issue, and rare in all grades, the present bill will attract

much attention as it crosses the block. An extension of the

Rainbow Note St'ries, but without the green overprint, the

present bill has bright pink impressions on the face, blue

serial numbers, and is on tinted blue paper colorful in its

I t II N( »K\M H C : : I
^

own way. A lovely bill that, although graded "onlv" VI
'

is exceedingly attractive, as even a quick glamc will vents

Comments on collecimg notes by l\ (h-s Within tlu- ledi-ral seiK- of

currency from 1S61 to date, a popular pursuit is to obtain on<- eas+i of a-

many different major design tvpi's as jxissible Within the denomiruitions

of $1 and $2, Uncirculated spieimens post' no problem, although sonu

can be expensive. Among $5 issues it becomes necessary lor most buyers

to have a grade such as VF or FF as an ob|ective lor certain rarities, either

because they are expensive (such as the Demand Notes) or unobtainable

(National Ckild Bank Notes) in higher grades. Among $1(1 and $20 hyx-s,

the problem becomes more acute, and the number of circulated puses

needed to fill in a set, regardless of the buyer's financial ability, int leases

dramatically. At the present $50 level there has never been such a thing as

a full set of Uncirculated types in a given collection. The presently otfensJ

VF-30 is desirable for the most fastidious buyer.

Remarkable Gem F-161 1880 Legal Tender $50

3273 $50. F-161. Legal Tender note. Series of 1880. Serial:

A448522. Gem LIncirculated-66 (PMG). Exceptional Paper

Quality. Plate information: B2468/6. Earning high marks

in each and ever\^ category, including high assigned grade

(justifiably so), this piece is bound to be a highlight of any

advanced currency collection-no doubt going into a type set.

When found, most examples of F-161 show ample evidence

of circulation. The present bill is well printed, with bright

blue serial numbers, brown Treasury' seal, black face printing,

and intense green on the back.
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Extremely Rare $50 Interest Bearing Note

Act of June 30, 1864

Friedberg-212

The Finest Known Example

3274 $50. F-212. Interest Bearing Note. Three Year. Act of June 30, 1864. Colby-Spinner. Serial: 65433. Choice VF-30 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality, Great Color. Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate letter: C. About 10 fine creases or folds are detectable upon close in-

spection. These are all rather minor in nature, with many being light enough that they are not visible unless they are searched for.

The feel of the note overall leans toward crisp, with excellent body remaining. The immediate appearance of the note is superb, and

considerably nicer than the assigned grade might suggest, more on the order of EF to AU where aesthetics alone are concerned. The

left end margin is slightly tighter than the others, and faint traces of adhesive residue are just barely noticed at this end when held

under light, along with associated faint discoloration, mostly confined however fo the thin margin. The top and bottom margins are

even, and comfortably broad. The edges are sharp with not a single split (and no restoration), and only a single corner shows an old

fold. At the top edge, two tiny stains are seen in the margin, but otherwise the note offers a very clean and fresh appearance with

fhe paper being bright white, the black and green ink deep and bold, and the red seal and serial numbers of the Treasury Depart-

ment vivid. A couple of extremely small pinholes can be detected upon close examination, but they are nearly invisible otherwise,

and barely worthy of mention other than for the sake of descriptive accuracy. A single interest coupon of the five originally attached

remains on the right end. Fortunately, the original owner of the note rather carefully trimmed the last of the other four coupons with

the right edge of the remaining note being only slightly uneven, and thus leaving some "margin" at this end.

The Martin Gengerke Census lists only seven genuine examples (and one counterfeit) of this extremely rare Friedberg number,

including the present note which entered the Census with a description of AU. While we feel this a little generous, technically speak-

ing, we will take the opportunity to revisit the aesthetic appeal and add that the earlier grade says much about the first impression

this piece makes. Of the seven pieces reported in the Census, this note is the highest graded, the only one listed at AU, with the

next highest grade being VF, a grade assigned to two different notes. One of these is impounded in the National Collection at the

Smithsonian, and is noted to have no coupons remaining. The second is the Friedberg plate note, also with no coupons, and based

on the illustration considerably inferior overall to the present note. The remaining pieces are graded between VC to Fine, with two

having been repaired, and a third with punched out cancellations per Walter Breen, but the whereabouts of fhis note are apparently

unknown. This is the second example of fhis rarify thaf the present cataloguer (JMP) has had the opportunity to describe, the last

being the F.C.C. Boyd-New Netherlands-Friedberg-Schermerhorn-Bass specimen, in cataloguing the collection of Harry W. Bass, Jr.

for sale in 1999. That piece is among the repaired examples, listed in the census today as VG-i-.

In summary, the present note is without question the finest known example. Long held in the vault of an advanced collector who

likely purchased it in the Federal Brand Enterprises FUN Sale of January 3, 1963, it has been off the market for decades. If re-emerges

now in a time of great enthusiasm for rare paper money, and a time when the prices of currency items of all varieties have finally

grown to more correctly reflect the rarity and importance of these items. There is still a considerable distance to travel in this regard,

as rare and fragile paper notes, many of which are colorful, beautifully engraved and a delight to behold, do not sell for nearly the

prices generated by comparably rare coins. It is the opinion of the cataloguer that the time will indeed come when important rarities

such as this note sell for sums that make today's price a bargain, not due to inflation, but due to a deserved level of appreciation. The

recent sales of the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection have done much to catapult forward the appreciation of many once obscure but histori-

cally important rarities. It has been an awakening for many collectors of many series. Regardless of price, opportunities to acquire

pieces such as this may well be separated by a generation, and thus any such offering is a landmark occasion, not to be missed.

From the William A. Philpott Collection; Federal Brand Enterprises FUN Sale, January 3. 1963 to an anonymous collector.

%
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Superb Gem F-215 Martha Note

' 3275 $1. F-215. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Jor-
dan. Serial: B1261080. Gem Uncirculated-66 PPQ (PCGS).
Plate information: D1783. An exceptional example of the

ever-popular Martha Washington Note, Rosecrans-Jordan
signature combination, the predecessor motif to the famous
Fducational Series of 18%. Well printed with bright blue

serial numbers, and bright pink seal on the face, vivid green
on the back. This particular portrait of Martha Washington is

one that the Treasury Department selected for depiction on
currency here and elsewhere (such as on the successor 18%
$1 ), although contemporary portraits of America's first First

Lady vary widely (quite unlike, for example, portraits of

Andrew Jackson or Abraham Lincoln which generally look

• about the same).

In 1886 Secretary of the Ta'asury Daniel Manning decided to expand the

popularity of the Silver Certificates, which had been produced since 1878

but only in higher denominations. Now, values of $1, $2, and $5 wem added

to the lineup and printed in much larger quantities. Kach was backed by a

real silver dollar, a "Morgan" (as we call them today) held in reserve by the

Treasury Department. In fact, eventually the Treasury had so many coins

that it ran out of space at the various mints and at the Tmasury Building in

Washington, and had to take space in the Philadelphia Post Office!

Number 50 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Attractive F-215 Martha Washington $1
3276

$1. F-215. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Jor-

dan. Serial: B409293. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PCGS). Plate

1785A (the letter and the numbers not being even remotely

close to each other). A lovely Martha Washington Note, first

signatua* combination in a series that eventually extended

through F-221 (with this type of back) and then with revised

back extending through 223, comprising seven varieties of

signatures and Treasury variations. Although the production

and availability of the varieties in this series varies, today the

market prices are rather homogeneous. The "Martha Note,"

as some call it, has btvn popular for a long time.

NumtxT so in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes Kxik.

Affordable 1886 Martha Washington $1

3277

$1. F-215. Silver Certificate. Rosecrans-jordon. Series of

1886. Serial: B6463869. Choice Uncirculated-63 (PMG). Ex-

ceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: A1775. Graded
Uncirculated-63, and fairly so, this bill, variety as foregoing,

offers exceptional value in comparison to examples a couple

notches higher. Great printing and color on both sides.

Number 50 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes Knik.

Choice F-216 1886 Martha Washington $1

3278

SI. F-216. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-

Hyatt. Serial: B15667381. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG).
Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: A2041 (the

letter and the number are widely separated on this note).

A lovely example of this popular "type note" with what is

sometimes referred to as a "fancy" back. Different signature

combination than the preceding. Eagerly sought and widely

traded. It doesn't seem that long ago, but was actually in the

early 1970s, that this style, popularly known as the Martha

Note, was a hot ticket all in itself. Many considered it to be

among the very top favorites. Today it still is a favorite, of

course, but paper money is more widely collected and many
of the higher values are more desired now than they wem
years ago.

3279

SI. F-216. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Hvatt.

Serial: B20601562. Choice Uncirculated-63 (PMG). Plate

information: B2044. A beautiful note with .harp o ' f onA

the eve apjx’al of a gem. The center i- dightlv low on

face, but the back is quite good, if dightlv imp Mixl A .

example of the fvpe.
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Choice Rosecrans-Hyatt Martha Note

3280

$1. F-217. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Hyatt.

Serial: B36650630. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality. Plate information: B2328. Martha
Washington Notes, this one with the Rosecrans-Hyatt signa-

ture combination and an almost impossibly huge bright pink

seal, never go out of style. While most numismatists opt to

acquire but a single example for type, there is opportunity to

collect them by signature and seal varieties as well, an afford-

able and interesting pursuit. The present bill is of sufficiently

high quality that if we were buying it for our regular stock

we would take out our checkbook immediately!
Number 50 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Rosecrans-Nebeker $1 Martha Washington Note

3281

$1. F-220. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Ne-

beker. Serial: B64994510. Gem Uncirculated-65 PPQ (PCGS).

Plate information: 21B. AGem specimen, of special quality.

Beyond that, this example of the much desired Martha Wash-

ington note bears the Treasury signatures of Rosecrans and

Nebeker, in combination with a large, indeed huge brown
Treasury seal. Attractive to the eye and well worth owning.

The bill traces its pedigree to the Rickey Collection sold last

year by Lyn Knight.

Number 50 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

3282

$1 F-220. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Ne-

beker. Serial: B66427223. EF-40 (CGA). Plate information:

3C. A nice example within the grade category of the popular

Martha Washington note. Full margins, great color.

Number 50 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Superb Gem 1891 Martha Washington $1

3283

$1. F-223. Silver Certificate. Series of 1891. Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: E18717370. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Plate infor-

mation: 25B/53. Successor to the Series of 1886, the Series of

1891 featured an entirely redesigned back, now with open

spaces to the left and right of center, said to be a deterrent

against counterfeiting. Small bright pink Treasury seal, bright

blue numbers, and bright green back. Beautiful note for the

variety or type.

Number 50 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

A Further Gem F-223 Martha Washington Note

3284

$1. F-223. Silver Certificate. Series of 1891. Serial: E52689383.

Plate information: 113C/89. Gem Uncirculated-65 PPQ
(PCGS). A Gem example, assigned as having "Premium

Quality" as well, of this classic bearing the signature com-

bination of Tillman and Morgan, who held office in the late

19th century.

Number 50 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Superb Gem 1896 Silver Certificate

With Courtesy Autograph of D.N. Morgan3285

$1. F-224. Silver Certificate. Series of 1896. Tillman-Mor-

gan. Serial: 31573960. Gem Uncirculatcd-66 (PMG). Plate

information: D142/114. D.N. Morgan courtesy autograph

A note to be remembered, this bill is \volI printed and at-

tractive, with nice colors and margins. I'he Educational

motif, History histnictiii^ Voiith. is indeed one of the all time

favorites aiming American eurrencN. .Around the border ot

the face are the surnames of prominent .Americans, some ot

whom are a bit ambiguous, such as Slierman and Adani"
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1 hi iui\ Is iin iiitiTostin^ uno iind riiiij’cs triMii ^Dvornnu'iit
ottuKils to siiontists to litorary tiguros. Among the last wo
MV l.ongfollow, Irving, Ciniper (assuming that James Fen-
mmoro Cooper is inteiuled, not Peter Cooper of New York
k ity fame), Hawthorne, Bancroft, and Emerson. I’resumablv,
a high schiHiI student of the era could express a few sentences
about each of these famous figures. The back depicts the
portraits of Martha and George Washington, facing toward
the center, with a richly engraved background covering the
note.

Althounh anticipati'd ti) include higher denominations, in their final

torm the 1H% Educational Notes included just the $1, $2, and $5. As at-

tractive as they are to own and collect today (each ranked very high in

the voter survey that determined the entries in The 100 Greatest American
Curreniy Notes hix)k), complaints were registered about them in their time.

Bankers stated that the face was susceptible to smudging, and in any event
such bills with their complicated design could not be counted quickly. The
Treasury' Department opined that with so much engraving, particularly on
the back, counterfeits would become more of a problem, as the public would
not pause and lixik at the notes carefully (this problem does not seem to

have materialized, not at least according to any records we have seen). The
result was that these beautiful notes were soon di.scontinued, the $1 being
shortly replaced by the Series of 1899 "Black Eagle" style.

Number 7 in The 1(X) Greatest American Currency Notes brxrk.

3286 SI. F-224. Silver Certificate. Series of 1896. Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: 10540723. VF-35 (PMG). Plate information: C27/31.

A lovely lower grade example of the 1896 Educational Note

with History Instructing Youth. Graded Very Fine, this note

is low enough to be inexpensive, but high enough to yield

bright colors and good eye appeal.

Number 7 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes bcK)k.

3288

$1. F-225. Silver Certificate. Series of 1896. Bruce-Roberts.

Serial: 49353666. Choice VF-35 (PCGS). Red label. Plate

information: B42/116. "Minor Edge Restoration at Top Lett"

per label. A nice example overall, with some mentioned edge
restoration, but it takes a bit of imagination to scv. Before the

age of certification a note of this type would likelv be bought
and sold without such a mention, so subliminal it is.

.Number 7 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes bixik

Superb Gem F-229 Black Eagle $1

3289

SI. F-229. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Vernon-Mc-
Clung. Serial: X5689824. Gem Uncirculafed-66 (PMG).
Great Embossing and Color, exceptional paper quality.

Plate information: D6213/3065. Beautiful to behold and
even nicer to have in your own album, this bill epitomizes

the Black Eagle (properly. Eagle of the Capitol) motif in com-
bination with an exceptionally high assigned grade. Nice

margins, excellent printing, and great eye appeal.

Number 16 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes bcxik.

Gem 1896 Bruce-Roberts Educational $1

3287 Si. F-225. Silver Certificate. Series of 1896. Bruce-Roberts.

Serial: 51688482. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: B95/159. A lovely Gem
level 1 896 Educational Note with the Bruce-Roberts signature

combination, a bit scarcer than the normal Tillman-Morgan

imprint Mvn, and j^x'rhaps of interest for anyone who wants

to build a varietv collection of Educational Notes. Oie cannot

go t(K) far wrong in such a venture, as the notes aa' gorgeous,

and Mwning one is nice, but owning more than one might be

even K'tter!

Numbpr 7 m Tl: IIXI > -’^‘‘•ilc-.l American v en< v Soti b-.-'k

3290

Si F-229. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Vemon-McClung.
Serial: X20775865. Choice Uncirculated. Plate information;

A621 7/3083. Nice margias, nice blue overprints, bright gix‘en

back. E\'cr\’thing comes together to vicld a verv attractn-i

and affordable example of the famous Black Eagle SI

.

Number 16 in The Create -t American -
’ ’ c

V
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Gem F-235 Black Eagle $1 Gem F-241 $2 Silver Certificate

H37956193A

ifivnavi!)

mm
H37956193A

pHqwrfihi tn thw Bianriin dgmaniL

3291 $1. F-235. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Elliott-White.

Serial: H37956193A. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Plate in-

formation: A705/589. A lovely example with the Elliott-White

signature combination. Nice margins, bold printing, and nice

everything else. In addition to the well known positions of the

"Series of 1899" inscription on the Black Eagle series, there

are plate letter and position variations as well. On the face

of this note the back plate number is found af fhe lower righf

of the open space on the right, whereas on the earlier offered

F-229 the serial number is hidden near the center, within the

vignette itself, not easy to find.

Number 16 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

3292 Pair of large-size $1 Silver Certificates: F-236. Series of 1899.

Serial: N82804969A; Plafe A1092/2108. VF F-238. Series of

1923. Serial: A98530756E; Plate H581 /4548. Choice EF. (Total:

2 pieces)

F-236: Number 16 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

3293 Trio of large and small PMG-certified notes: $1. F-237.

Silver Certificate. Series of 1923. Serial: K32205136D; Plate

D7139/3970. VF-30 $20. F-2052-L. Federal Reserve Note.

Series of 1928-B. Serial: L11437874A; Plate H5/49. EF-45

$1. F-2306. Silver Certificate. Series of 1935-A. North Africa.

Serial: R99125639C; Plate E5546/3466. MS-64. Exceptional

Paper Quality. (Total: 3 pieces)

•((Hii^cCKwra'iKx -rii.vi' B981347F
•HlKSaCllAVK UKK.V ISKWOtiJIl^ieil'MWg

it j h-i anTimmiL-:

3294 $2. F-240. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Jor-

don. Serial: B981347. VF-35 (PCGS). Plate information:

C1863. A lovely and affordable Series of 1886 $2 Silver Cer-

tificate with the Rosecrans-Jordan signatures. By spending

one of these you could exchange it at one time for two Martha

Washington notes of the same series. Graded VF, this bill has

nice color and overall good appearance.

Number 73 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

3295 $2. F-241. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Hyatt.

Serial: B4424866. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality, Great Embossing. Plate information: B1982

A Gem example of the Rosecrans-Hyatt signature combina-

tion in the Series of 1886 Silver Certificate, with small red

seal. "Exceptional Paper Quality, Great Embossing" was

added by PMG to the numerical description. It is indeed a

"great" note—nice color, nice eye appeal, nice margins, nice

everything.

Number 73 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Ornate F-242 1886 $2 Silver Certificate

3296 $2. F-242. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Hya»-

Serial: B6459459. Gem Uncirculated-67 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: C1996. A lovely bill that

has everything desired-large bright pink seal, blue .seriab,

bright green back. The margins are nice, and the overall

a.spect is attractive. This style, launched in 1886 along with

the famous Martha Washington Note, is similarly oniate in

its borders and engraving.

Number 73 in The 100 Greatest Amenean Currency Notes Kx'k
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Superb 1-243 Kosecrans-Huston $2 Silver

3297 $2. F-243. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-
Huston. Serial: B14702127. Gem Uncirculated-66 (RMG).
Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: C1948. A
lovely example either for type or for collecting by signature
and seal variations of the Rosecrans-Huston combination
with large pink seal on the face. Bright colors, well printed

and thoroughly choice.

Number 73 in The KK) Greatest American Currency Notes bcxik.

Gem F-243 1886 $2 Silver Certificate

1 til l:
?

Superb Gem 1-246 1891 Windom S2 Note

3299 S2. F-246. Silver Certificate. Series of 1891.Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: E14020110. Gem Uncirculated-67 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality. Plate information: B32. A superb
Gem example, extraordinary grade, of the popular $2 Silver

Certificate portraying William Windom, a gentleman whose
biography is unknown except to serious students of history

and numismatics (although today the Internet yields about

everything). Crisp printing, bright colors, and nice centering

contribute to outstanding eye appeal.

Superb Gem F-247 1896 $2 Educational Note

3298 $2. F-243. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Hus-

ton. Serial: B15176056. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Plate

information: D1996. A very attractive example with a large

bright pink ("red") Treasury seal to the right of the center

on the face. One of two seal variations made with the Rose-

cran.s-Huston signature combination. Nice colors, margins,

and eye appeal. An excellent note for the variety or type.

Numbt'r 73 in The 700 Greatest American Currency Notes bnxik.

3300 $2. F-247. Silver Certificate. Series of 1896 Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: 276185. Gem Uncirculated-66 PPQ (PCGS). Plate

information: 7A/1. A beautiful example of the S>2 entrv m
the 18% Educational Note series, this with the wondorfulh

ornate vignette. Science Presenting Steam and KlecInnU t-

Commerce and Manufacture. The note i* bnghtlv ;v) = .>1

well printed, has excellent margins, and i- of a ='U?hh ‘

you will want to keep it forever.

Studying iho vignrHr of fhi>. and = rum r. v ju - >

ing Soenoe ha-, two young girls, .--rr- .=

assisting in ihr "pr. anting Ttw . -r' "i
-

' ~ I
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telegraph or electric wire, and places her hand on the knee of the seated

figure of Commerce, identified as such by having a large money bag on

the ground near her leg, prominently imprinted with a dollar sign. On the

right the youngster is holding a staff or other implement, and is gazing

at Manufacture, a woman who is identified as such by having a large cog

wheel resting against her leg. The hem of the dress of Science, the central

figure, is ornamented with a frieze showing signs of the Zodiac.

On the back are two portraits, not titled, and no doubt recognized by
most holders of the notes. To the left is Robert Fulton, remembered for

his development of the steam boat, and to the right is a much decorated

(wearing a chest full of ribbons) Samuel F.B. Morse, an accomplished artist

who is best remembered as the inventor of the telegraph.

Number 11 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Choice F-247 1896 $2 Educational Note

3301

$2. F-247. Silver Certificate. Series of 1896. Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: 276155. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality, Great Embossing. Plate information: C9/1.

A very early example, as revealed by the plate information.

As gorgeous as these are to contemplate and, better yet, own
today, in their era bankers did not like them. The face design

was so ornate that the denomination could not be ascertained

at a quick glance, and some difficulty arose in accepting such

bills in quantity over the counter. Complaints were registered,

and the design was soon discontinued.

Number 11 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

3302

$2. F-247. Silver Certificate. Series of 1896. Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: 7926451. EF-40 (PCGS). Plate information: C45/12. A
final example, attractive at its own grade level. An American

classic for a long time.

Number 11 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

3304 $2. F-250. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Lyons-Treat.

Serial: B2917218. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: B705/364. A very high-

grade example of the successor to the Educational Note, the

1899 Silver Certificate. At the center is the portrait of George

Washington flanked by Mechanics and Agriculture. The back is

of a new design. Both sides were engraved “by committee,"

with the back in particular enlisting the talents of E.M. Hall

W.F. Lutz, J.P. Prender, R. Ponickau, D.S. Ronaldson, and G.U.

Rose. Perhaps it is no wonder that the motif is not particu-

larly distinctive! That said, bills of this design are absolutely

necessary for type set purposes. The production of F-250 was

somewhat on the low side, with just 13,206,01X1 printed, in

dynamic contrast to F-249 whicli registeivd 1 19,408,1X10.

Number 67 in The 100 Greatest American Gurremy Notes Iwk.

Ultra-Gem 1896 $2 Educational Note

3303

$2. F-248. Silver Certificate. Series of 1896. Bruce-Roberts.

Serial: 15716664. Gem Uncirculated-67 PPQ (PCGS). Plate

information: 31D/33. A superb Gem, actually in the ultra-

grade of Uncirculated-67, of one of the great classics in this

series. On the back are two portraits, not titled, and no doubt

recognized by most holders of the notes. To the left is Robert

Fulton, remembered for his development of the steam boat,

and to the right is a much decorated (wearing a chest full of

ribbons) Samuel F.B. Morse, an accomplished artist who is

best remembered as the inventor of the telegraph.

Number 11 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Superb Gem 1899 Lyons-Treat $2 Silver Certificate

SlAi
.SI2



Superb Gem 1-251 1899 $2 Silver Certificate

3305 $2. F-251. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Vernon-Treat.
Serial: D62969763. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Plate in-

formation: C1154/651. A lovely specimen at the Gem level

of this distinctive Silver Certificate type.

Number 67 in The I(X) Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Choice 1-256 Series of 1899 S2 Silver ( ertificate

3308

S2. F-256. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Teehee-Burke.
Serial: N36147834. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Plate

information: B843/962. A very attractive example, niceK

printed and with full margins, of this signature combination.

Ideal for the varietx' or tvpc’.

.\umber 67 in The 100 Greatest American Currencu \otr> Knik.

i Superb Gem F-253 Series of 1899 $2 Silver Certificate

With Courtesy Autograph of Assistant Treasurer of the U.S.

!

i

1

( 3306 S2. F-253. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Napier-McClung.

Serial: B50012805. Gem Uncirculated-66 PPQ (PCGS). Plate

information: A1490/721. With a courtesy autograph, verti-

cally at the right, of the Assistant Treasurer of the United

States.

Number 67 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes btxik.

Choice F-255 Series of 1899 $2 Silver Certificate

3307 S2. F-255. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Parker-Burke.

Serial: M12818621. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality. Plate information: A69/825. A lovely

example of this variety, one of the more readily available

signature combinations in the series. At the Bureau of En-

graving and Printing the experts were having a grand time

varx'ing the styles of the plate letters on the face of notes of

this era, with the result that across different denominations

and series, many fonts were used.

\iimb<-' 67 in The IIXI L.rrate^t Anu ncan urrrncv Notr N«ik.

Superb Gem F-258 Series of 1899 $2 Silver Certificate

3309

S2. F-258. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Speelman-W'hite.

Serial: N89470858. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Great

Embossing and Color. Plate information: FI 79/57. On this

note the back plate number is way over to the left, near the

left inside border, in contrast to F-256 earlier offered with

the plate number far to the right and near the border.

Closing the curtain on this design Wpe, the F-258 notes

with Speelman-W'hite signatures were produced in the 1920s.

The present note is in an especially high grade.

Number 67 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes bcxik

3310

S5. F-262. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-Hu^

ton. Serial: B21249515. H-4'> (PNK-: <.»ood » olot i n i

Margins. Plate information: i 2507.
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Gem $5 Lincoln Porthole Note

3314 $5. F-282. Silver Certificate. Series of 1923. Speelman-White.

Serial: A3709320B. Gem Uncirculated-65 PPQ (PCGS). Plate

information: 9/2. A high-grade example of the well known

and much admired Lincoln Porthole Note, so-called from

the portrait being enclosed in a large circular frame. Blue

overprints are to the left and right, consisting of the Treasury

seal, denomination, and serial numbers. The back depicts the

Great Seal of the United States with rays of glory surround-

ing. This style was produced only in the Series of 1923 and

only with the Speelman-White signature combination.

Number 30 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

lower grade, with nice printing and colors and nice margins,

of the popular Silver Dollar Note. The employees at the

Bureau of Engraving and Printing outdid themselves in the

1880s, this being the first decade in which they had control

of the designs and printing. Bills of this era are especially

ornate across many different classes.

Number 21 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Superb Gem 1891 $5 Silver Certificate
3313 $5. F-275. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Napier-McClung.

Serial number: E63052625. Choice Fine. Plate information:

A1603/1014. Moderately worn, with some light soiling on

the back but good color remains on the face. A couple of tiny

pinholes are noted, but the note is well centered and pleasing

for the assigned grade.

3311 $5. F-267. Silver Certificate. Series of 1891. Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: E27610027. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: 99C/48. The face depicts

U.S. Grant, one of the most popular motifs on 19th century

currency. The back is a redesign succeeding the Silver Dollar

Note, now with open spaces to the left and right of center.

Of the two varieties of this type, F-266 and 267, the presently

offered is much more often encountered, marking it as a pos-

sibility for a high grade type set.

Superb Gem Indian Chief $5

3312 $5. F-275. Silver Certificate. Series of 1899. Napier-Mc-

Clung. Serial: E48159483. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG).

Plate information: C1542/961. Ranking high in popularity

among American currency designs the Indian Chief Note,

extending from F-271 through 281, is in constant demand.

The present piece is of particularly fine quality, being graded

Uncirculated-66, and beyond that, having very nice eye ap-

peal. A splendid bill that will be enjoyed by its next owner.

Numbur 10 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

S14
f
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Attordahle $10 Tombstone Note

3315 SIO. F-294. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-
Huston. Serial: B10190194. VF-25 (PMG). Plate information:

B2311. An affordable example of one of the more popular
types among 19th-century designs. Large bright pink ("red")

Treasury seal at the right. Depicted is the late Thomas A.

Hendricks, who is shown in a tombstone-shaped frame,

possibly by the intent of the engraver?
Depicted in a tombstone-shapt'd outline on the face is the recently (1885)

deceased Vice President Thomas A. Hendricks. Whether the eponymous
outline was a matter of intent or chance is not known, but certainly it is

appropriate, giving rise to yet another nickname a.ssigned to paper monev-
always a popular feature with collectors.

Number 85 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Superb Gem F-300 $10 Tombstone Note

3316

SIO. F-300. Silver Certificate. Series of 1891. Bruce-Roberts.

Serial: E25532493. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality, Embossing, and Color. Plate information:

11 A/37. A lovely example of the Tombstone Note, this with

a small bright pink Treasury' seal at the far lower right of the

face. Redesigned back, with more open spaces than on F-291

through 297. The printing quantity was 5,000,0(X1. Relatively

few have survived in condition to match this.

NumK-r 85 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes btxik.

iM :

Choice 1-301 $10 Tombstone Note

3317

SlO. F-301. Silver Certificate. Series of 1891. Lyons-Roberts.

Serial: E31261842. Gem Unc-65 (PMG). Exceptional Paper
Quality. Plate 23B/63. Another attractive tombstone note, this

has the Lyons-Roberts signature combination. Outstanding

condition for this popular type.

Number 85 in The 100 Greatest American Curreruy Notes b<H>k,

Splendid F-302 $10 Tombstone Note

3318

SlO. F-302. Silver Certificate. Series of 1908. Vemon-Treat.

Serial: A1595349. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: A8/8. An outstanding

example in a high grade, well margined, with nice color,

of this later signature combination with Vernon and Treat,

small blue Treasurx’ seal at the lower right. The si/e, color

and shapes of Treasur\' seals vary widely among different

denominations and series in this era, creating nou t

may be of the same black imprint area, but can loA \

different due to the Tmasurx- seal. This pres^mt note r

one and will satisfy the most discriminating t*,u\s ^

Number 85 in T7i( jc i c . ii >
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Rare F-303 $10 Tombstone Note

3319

$10. F-303. Silver Certificate. Series of 1908. Vernon-Mc-

Clung. Serial: B81703. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PCGS). Plate

information: C40/45. Another lovely Tombstone Note, this is

different from the preceding in that the face has the denomi-

nation X in blue at the left and a small blue Treasury seal at

the right. The printing quantity of F-303 was a rather limited

one, 756,000, making this variety rather scarce.

Number 85 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Choice F-304 $10 Tombstone Note

3320

$10. F-304. Silver Certificate. Series of 1908. Parker-Burke.

Serial: D1507315. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Plate in-

formation: C74/42. The last of the Tombstone Note varieties,

this bears the Parker-Burke signature combination. Blue face

imprints as preceding. A well margined and very attractive

example that will please the advanced specialist.

Number 85 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Scarce 1886 F-314 $20 Silver Certificate

3321

$20. F-314. Silver Certificate. Series of 1886. Rosecrans-

Huston. Serial: B832241. VF-25 (PMG). Plate information:

3195A. Scarce as a type, the present 1886 $20 Silver Certificate

at VF-25 offers an advantage budget-wise. The overall ap-

pearance is quite good, and while, of course. Uncirculated

would be better, the present bill will do just fine for many
buyers. It has excellent eye appeal on both sides, with, of

course, expected light traces of handling.

Depicted on the face is Daniel Manning, who served as

Secretary of the Treasury from 1885 to 1887 and who was

largely responsible for initiating the Silver Certificate Series

of 1886, across many denominations from $1 upward.

Gem F-350 1891 $5 Coin Note

3322

$1. F-350. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Rosecrans-Nebeker.

Serial: B10880173. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality, Great Embossing. Plate information:

A42/21. A lovely specimen at the Gem level, well printed,

well margined, with bright colors, and the notation on the

holder "Great Embossing." This is the second major type

within the Treasury or Coin Note series, introduced in 1890,

but modified in 1891 (as here) by vastly changing the back.

Rosecrans-Nebeker signature combination.

A.S beautiful a.s the earlier Series of 1890 Coin or Treasury Notes are to

numismatists today, at the time the Treasury Department felt that the backs,

completely filled with engraving, aided counterfeiting. The theorc' went

that the design was so complicated that people holding the notes would

not look at them carefully. On the other hand, notes with "open" areas,

such as the Series of 1891 here offered, were more apt to be scrutinized.

The more things change the more they stay the same, and an identical

argument was used in 1820 in London when the design of Bank of Eng-

land currency was discussed and reviewed by Sir William Congreve, who

successfully prevented the eager and up and coming Jacob Terkins, fr\>ni

America, securing a Bank of England contract with his engraving-tilled

Patent Stereotype Steel Plate face style.

Notes of this series and also of the Series of 189(1 wen' payable in . eui

but without specification as to whether the coin should K' siher or gold

There was quite a bit of discussion within the Tmasurv Department and

elsewhere that gold coins would be in short suppiv. and thus it would not

be wise to make them pavable in pieces ot that metal. The St'civtarv ol tin'

Treasury was given the optiim to pav out either silver or gv’ld. anil some

naysayers predicted that silver, in overflowing abundaniv m Imasui'

vaults and with mon' on the market than could K' absorKsl. would N'
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iis.>l .u-.kI In thf nuMntmu', doubli- tMgli-s m partuular wi-n- lakinn
U> I w hrrv i-rnnu-nts and banks had f>rfat tears alx)ut (he

Anvruan nionetan' system. I hey wanted gnld coins, not silver, as gold
was wiirth lull taiv value, whereas a siKer dollar had less than halt lace

value i>t sih er metal

In the meantime, fxilitical inten.‘sts championed the government buy-
ing e\ t-n more quantitii-s ot silver than it had before, in eftect supporting
the market, s.ud to bring prosperity to the silver mining industn'. That
particular branch ot enterprise was in divp trouble due to several factors,

l irst, from the 1870s onward new strikes had been made in many places,

fXThaps most notably in Colorado, while mines in Nevada and elsewhere
yielded ever-increasing amounts. Second, beginning in that decade the

amtral governments in Eunipe abandoned silver as a coinage standard, and
went over to gold. Vast quantities of silver coins were melted, increasing

the worldwide supply of bullion. After 1873, a silver dollar, in that year
containing about $1 worth of silver, steadily depreciated in value. By the

lime of the presidential election of 1898, pitting silver advcKate William

lennings Bryan against gold mainstay William McKinley, a silver dollar

had only 48 cents worth of that metal.

As it turned out, the Treasury printed relatively small modest quanti-

ties of the Series of 1890 and 1891 Coin Notes, and anyone calling for their

redemption in gold was able to secure the same.

Superb Gem F-351 1891 Coin Note

3323

SI. F-351. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: B22319547. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Plate

information: C63/17. A superb Gem example of this type,

extraordinary grade, well margined, bright colors, nicely

printed to begin with, of this type. Later Tillman-Morgan

signature combination. Quality never goes out of style,

and with the rapid growth of interest in paper money, the

demand for notes such as this will become even stronger in

the future.

Another Remarkable Quality F-351 1891 $1
3324

SI. F-351. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: B41327318. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Plate

information: B95/51. Another lovely and quite remarkable

example, bright, crisp, and with gmat eye appeal, of the Series

of 1891 Treasury or Coin Note.

Superb Gem 1891 SI Coin Note

3325

SI. F-352. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Bruce-Roberts. Se-

rial: B50820755. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Fxceptional

Paper Quality, Great Color. Plate information: C9/68. A \ er\'

attractive example, a superb Gem, of the second tv^x* ot the

Treasur}' or Coin Note, this with small red Treasure’ seal to

the right, and with a redesigned “open" back. I'he present

piece will serve well in a high-grade tvpe set.

Another Quality F-352 $1 Coin Note

3326

SI. F-352. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Bruce-Roberts. Se-

rial: B54510983. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: C18/107. Another very

attractive example with the Bruce-Roberts signature com-

bination of the Series of 1891 Treasury Note, also called the

Coin Note. A beautiful note for the signature combination

or t}'pe.

A Final F-352 1891 Coin Note3327

SI. F-352. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Bruce-Roberts.

Serial: B50820549. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality. Plate information: ,A3/57. \
- 'U,, i

bright, well printed, and attractive example of the -
- . d

type within the Coin Note or Treasurx Ni'te s.-t

A' K S
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Choice F-352 $1 Treasury or Coin Note Choice and Rare F-358 $2 Coin Note

3328

$1. F-352. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Bruce-Roberts. Se-

rial: B54511045. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: A22/72. Another nice

Series of 1891 note, this with the Bruce-Roberts signature

combination, the last in a lineup of three varieties of the basic

design. Full margins, bright colors, and attractive overall.

Attractive 1891 Bruce-Roberts $1 Coin Note

3329

$1 F-352. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Bruce-Roberts.

Serial: B50291787. AU-53 PPQ (PCGS). Plate information:

C/73. A very nice example with bright pink serial numbers

and Treasury seal (star added for decoration after the serial),

and bright green back printing. Very close to Uncirculated

grade, and not much different in appearance from that higher

level. Desirable for the variety or type.

Gem 1891 $2 Treasury or Coin Note3330

$2. F-357. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: B8363263. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Plate infor-

mation: C12/4. Of the three Friedberg numbers within this

type, F-357 is the most often seen, this bill suggests itself as

a candidate for a high quality type set.

3331

$2. F-358. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Bruce-Roberts.

Serial: B18481779. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Great

Embossing. Plate information: Cl/43. A very pleasing ex-

ample of the scarcest of the three varieties within the type.

Examples today are somewhat scarce in all grades, but in

Choice Uncirculated as here can be called rare. Nice printing,

with a decorative star after the serial number, as used on all

Series of 1890 and Series of 1891 Treasury or Coin Notes.

Gem F-362 1891 $5 Coin Note

3332

$5. P-362. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Rosecrans-Nebeker.

Serial: B2616129. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: A12/14. An excellent can-

didate for inclusion in a type set is this dandy gem F-362, a

part of the interesting Coin or Treasury Note Series of 1891,

relatively short lived. The obverse portrait is a Union gen-

eral, quite resembling U.S. Grant, but someone else (General

George M. Thomas). The portraits, engravings, and other

interesting details of currency of this era provide enjoyment i'

when viewed under magnification.3333

$5. F-362. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Rosecrans-Nebeker.

Serial: B1205880. AU-55 (PMG). Plate information: D 12/10.

Another nice example with great printing, of the Sc'ries of 18^1

Goin or Treasury Note, short of the Uncirculated grade, but

still quite attractive. A popular and highly desia'd variety.

518
SlAl>
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Cciu I -3b4 Bruce-Koberts 1891 $5 Coin Note

t 3334 $5. F-364. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Bruce-Roberts. Se-

rial: B16018664. Gem UncircuIated-65 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: D8/28. A lovely example
of the Bruce-Roberts signature combination on the 1891

Treasury Note or Coin Note. Nice margins, nice color, nice

original printing. A splendid example.

Choice 1891 F-364 $5 Coin Note

3335

S5. F-364. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Bruce-Roberts. Se-

rial: B16018687. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: C8/28. A very attractive

example of the somewhat scarce $5 Treasury or Coin Note,

Series of 1891, this with the Bruce-Roberts signature combi-

nation, scarce in that just 1,900,000 were printed (in sharp

contrast with 12,044,000 for F-268). As noted earlier, the nu-

mismatic market at present does not fully realize the rarit\' of

certain signature and seal variations, yielding opportunities

for the aware buyer.

Choice F-370 1891 $10 Coin Note3336

$10. F-370. Treasury Note. Series of 1891. Tillman-Morgan.

Serial: B3210927. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Plate

information: C2/7. A nice example, with particularly nice

margins, of the Series of 1891 Treasury' or Coin Note. CViIy

thrtv -signature combinations were made, all with the bright

pink Treasur\' seal, of which F-370 is the most available Uxlay.

Accordingly, it would st*em that the pmsent coin would be

ideal for inclusion in a tvfX' set. Carlson Chambliss estimates

that only 450 note’s exist tinlay, aensss all grades, of the Fried-

K’rc number'^^ 1-369 to 371.

Choice 1918 Cleveland $1 1 RUN
Low Serial Number 1)291 A

3337

$1. F-718. Federal Reserve Bank Note. Series of 1918. Tee-

hee-Burke. Serial: D291 A. Choice Uncirculated-64 (P.MG).

Plate information: ClO/30. A very nice example of a $1

"Green Eagle Note," from the Cleveland Federal RescTve

District, with district signatures of Edwin Baxter (cashier)

and E.R. Fancher (governor). Portrait of Washington to the

left, blue serial number to the right. The low sc'rial numlxT
indicates a good possibiliW that this must have been specially

saved as a souvenir at the time of issue. A desirable note in

ever)’ respect.

Superb Gem 1918 Chicago $1 FRBN

3338

SI. F-729. Federal Reserve Bank Note. Series of 1918. Elliott-

Burke. Serial: G51245261A. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: A283/934. A
very attractive specimen, graded Uncirculated-66, a some-

w’hat rare realm of attribution, bearing the usual Treasur)’

signatures plus in this instance Federal Reserve signatures

of S.B. Cramer and J.B. McDougal. On the low’er denomina-

tions among Federal Reserx'c Bank Notes of this era the bank

signatures were printed on the same plate as certain other

overprint information, whereas on certain larger denomi-

nations the bank signatures were separately overprinted,

sometimes not w’cll registered.

Superb Gem Boston S2 Battleship Note

3339

52. F-747. Federal Reserve Bank Note. Series of lois

Teehee-Burke. Serial: MlfKIA. Gem L nci'culated r- PD
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3341

(PCGS). Plate information: Dl/3. As evidenced by the plate

number and letter information, this was early out of the box
in the illustrious series of $2 Battleship Notes, a perennial

favorite, and a variety that steamed right into The 100 Great-

est American Currency Notes listing. Adding appeal is the

relatively low serial number. Bank signatures of cashier and
governor are Bullen and Morss. Bills of this design have been
popular for many years, but the popularity seems to have
taken an Olympic stride since the publication of the book
just mentioned.

Number 22 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Choice 1918 Boston $2 Battleship Note

3340 $2. F-749. Federal Reserve Bank Note. Series of 1918. Elliott-

Burke. Serial: A8383004A. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG).
Plate information: D53/86. A choice and beautiful example

with the Boston imprint, of the famous and highly desired

Battleship Note, depicting on the reverse a dreadnaught

under full steam, heading to the right, plowing through the

waves. Printed bank signatures of W. Willett and Charles A.

Morss.
Number 22 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Superb Gem $2 Cleveland Battleship Note

D2700957A

<» 11 I 4 »
MAV T«l -Tlf K MMJkMtCM

D2700957A

$2. F-759. Federal Reserve Bank Note. Series of 1918. Elliott-

Burke. Serial: D2700957A. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: A20/74. Not

particularly rare as a type, but exceedingly popular today,

and, at the Uncirculated-66 grade, not easy to find. Well

printed with bright colors, this dandy Cleveland note offers

everything.

Number 22 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Choice Chicago Battleship Note

G-7

G1189639A“
*niK t'MlTBD HIAfBfl or AMKMIO%

WIlAl^yTOTWW MK-VMKK OKMAAn
ireWjlWWiilLMW

G1189639A^V’^itt_i^

3342 $2. F-765. Eederal Reserve Bank Note. Series of 1918.

Teehee-Burke. Serial: G1189639A. Choice Uncirculated-64

(PMG). Plate information: C51. A very attractive example of

the Battleship Note, this from the Chicago Federal Reserve

Bank. Nice colors, complete margins (although a bit tight on

the bottom of the face), and very attractive overall.

Number 22 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Affordable Chicago $2 Battleship Note

as
ntK I'MITKU (rrAnM OPAMKRirA
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G36262A

3343 $2. F-765. Federal Reserve Bank Note. Series of 1918. Teehee-

Burke. Serial: G36262A. Choice Uncirculated-63 (PMG).

Plate information: B3/19. Another splendid Battleship Note

tracing its address to the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank. Fine

printing, great color on front and back, nice centering, nice

everything else.

Number 22 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Superb Gem Kansas City Battleship Note

3344 $2. F-774. Federal Reserve Bank Note. Series of 1918. Tee-

hee-Burke. Serial: J249849A. Gem Uncirculated-6b (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: A2/45. Hailing

from Kansas City, Missouri, this Battleship Note is a superb

Gem—elegant grade for any piece of large size cura'ncy, but

especially so for a Battleship Note. Everything is in perfect

order—complete margins, bright color, nice printing. .A find

for the advanced buyer.

Number 22 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Soles KhA.
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Ciem 1918 Kansas City Battleship Note Superb Gem r-833b 1914 Red Seal S5

3347

$5. F-794. Federal Reserve Bank Note. Series of 1918. Teehee-

Burke. Serial: G961447A. Choice UncircuIated-64 (PMG).

Great Fmbossing. f’late information: ClO/55. An attractive

example from the popular Chicago Federal Reserve District,

thi- with B.C,. McCloud and IB. McDougal signature combi

-

nati(*n. A‘. many of thest' notes were issued, the pmsent piece

(»ffer*- distinct possibilities for inclusion in a high-grade ri'pe

4*f,

3350 S5. F-870. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914. Burke-

Houston. Serial: G57051858A. Gem Uncirculated-^ PPQ
(PCGS). Plate information: B474'1509. \ < ^ •

from the Chicago Federal ReM-ix i Bank. <>m: pep -
: \

Crisp details, bright blui -H'nal number an--* n

and bright green n verse r* thcsu pn .

‘

showpiece.

:i

3346 S5. F-785. Federal Reserve Bank Note. Series of 1918. Tee-

hee-Burke. Serial: D597228A. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: D3 A lovely

example in an especially fine grade of this popular Cleveland

issue. With printed bank signatures of Edwin Baxter and

E.R. Fancher. The back vignettes are from different periods

in time, but are seemingly related in concept, with Columbus'

Discovery of Land and Landing of the Pilgrims to the right.

Choice 1918 Chicago $5 FRBN

3348

S5. F-833b. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914. Burke-

McAdoo. Serial: B9345008A. Gem LJncirculated-66 PPQ
(PCGS). Plate information: D69/111. Featuring the all-

purpose portrait of Abraham Lincoln, this is a splendid

representative, from the New York Federal Rest'rve Bank,

of this series-with red seal and serial numbers. Although
examples of F-833b are not rarities, the vast majoritv exist

in significantly lower grades than the piece ottered here-this

being one of the nicest imaginable.

1914 F-834a $5 Red Seal Rarity
Superb Gem 1918 Cleveland $5 FRBN

3349

S5. F-834a. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914. Burke-

McAdoo. Serial: C2606A. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).
Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: Bl/23. This

ver\^ attractive red seal note is from the Philadelphia Federal

Reserve Bank, has Burkc-McAdoo signatures, and is distin-

guished by being a significant rarity within this series-with

just 15 recorded, of which-would you believe it?—just four

have checked in as Uncirculated. What these are within the

Uncirculated classification is not known, but it is doubtful

that many could be as nice or nicer than this!

Superb 1914 F-870 $5 Blue Seal Federal Reserve Note

3345 $2. F-775. Federal Reserve Bank Note. Series of 1918. El-

liott-Burke. Serial: J2488701 A. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).
Great Embossing. Plate information: A17/147. Another
nice Battleship Note, this reaches the Gem level. Nice blue

overprint colors on the face, bright green back, and good
black printing elsewhere. A lovely note that will please its

next owner.
Number 22 in Tlw 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

G. G961447A

F!

G961447A/
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3353 $10. F-951a. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914. White-

Mellon. Serial: L25576841A through L25576844A. Gem
Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate

information: A through D 154/1108. (4 Pieces) A lovely suite

of four notes from an original sheet, cut apart at the Bureau of

Engraving and Printing, for the San Francisco Federal Reserve.

Well printed and with nice colors. A fine way to "put away for

the future" a group of this popular type. (Total; 4 pieces)

3354 $50. F-1039A. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914. White-

Mellon. Serial number: D4876478A. Choice VF. Plate informa-

tion: B34/57. Nice color and body with good centering, but

just a little off. The margins are all comfortably broad. A nice

looking note with a few vertical creases, and slight rippling

along the bottom edge fn>m dampness.

3357 $100. F-1090. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914. Burke-
|

Houston. Serial: B2715778A. Choice Uncirculated-M (PMG).
'

Plate information: B18/25. A choice Uncirculated example ot

the New York Federal Reserve Bank, blue seal, F-UW note,
i

Fifty-six have been recorded in the census but just thnv as

Uncirculated. If vou want the tinest grade categorv available,
|

this is vour note!

Niimln'r M in The KH) Cmilest Aimriuin Ciirn-iieu .W'fcs Ixs'k
'

i

3356 $100. F-1088. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914. Burke-

McAdoo. Serial: B898955A. AU-55 (PCGS). Plate informa-

tion: ClO/3. Attractively printed and with good color and

fine margin, this $100 will look just right and will be priced

just right when added to your collection.

Number 34 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Uncirculated 1914 F-1090 $100 Condition Rarity

K' 1111)14 v:KfiaTisi4)5!»jiiw

Ti^^"'GF4727194A

G84727194A^
iriaixf

The Norvveb Coli.ection Paper Money November 200,;

3351 $1 F-875a. Federal Reserx'e Note. Series of 1914. White-Mellon.

Serial: H39527065A. Choice Uncirculated-64 (CGA). Plate

information; E274/3782. Nice color and complete margins,

though the bottom face is a little tight. Only minor handling

marks seen.

Gem 1914 Atlanta Federal Reserve Note

Gem 1914 $10 Federal Reserve Note

Rare Issue and Grade

Cut Sheet of 1914 San Francisco $10 FRN

3355

$50. F-1046. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914. Burke-

Houston. Serial: F694937A. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: A5/53. Acrisp,

bright, and well centered example of this well known type,

depicting U.S. Grant on the face and an allegory of Panama
on the back, copied from an earlier design, with a goddess

standing on a plinth representing the division of the Atlantic

and the Pacific, with a commercial steamer rushing toward

her at the left and a well fortified battleship approaching to

the right. Despite what might seem to be imminent collisions

on both sides, she does not appear to be concerned.

Worthwhile 1914 $100 New York Federal Reserve Note

Tins:

L25576841A '^-L

I2.L L25576841A^^J|^

12-L
L25576842A't^[^|5'

I2.L L25576843A"^^Hj5^

T
TTIflXf

3352 $10. F-931. Type-c. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914.

White-Mellon. Serial: G84727194A. Gem Uncirculated-65

(PMG). Plate information: B485/1499. A very attractive ex-

ample of this somewhat scarce note, with Martin Gengerke

recording just 22 pieces, with obviously more in the offing,

but no doubt the majority in much lower grades such as not

to have justified their being recorded in auction catalogues

and elsewhere. The present Gem is ideal for the variety. It is

a significant rarity so fine.

SvACl
522
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Superb Ciem $100 1914 Atlanta Federal Reserve Note

I 3358 $100. F-1104. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914. Burke-

McAdoo. Serial: F39510A. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG).
Plate information: Bl/4. A lovely example of this popular

type, this with Burke-McAdoo signatures, blue Treasury

seal. Well printed, full margins, and very attractive overall.

Remarkably low plate number.

Gem Atlanta 1914 $100

3361

Quartette of gold cerlificales: JSIO. I -1171 Scn.il I 2

Plate B49/77. Choice VI JSlil. 1-1172 Serial I Plate

D269/149.VFJ $20. 1-1181. Serial: B4897M3; Plate ‘ 42 2 >

Choice Fine J $20. 1-1186. Serial: HI 408442.5, Plate A Kv- Kh

Fine. (Total: 4 pieces)

F-1171 and F-1172: Number W in The J(* reiilrst Amen- an i utie:--

Notea biK)k.

Gem 1922 Speelman-White $10 Gold Certificate

3362

$10. F-1173. Gold Certificate. Series of 1922. Speelman-
White. Serial: H28805326. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).
Plate information: F119/20. A ver)' attractive example, nicely

margined, well printed. Gold-orange overprints on the face

and full gold color on the back. Produced in large quantities,

this note would be ideal for inclusion in a typ>e set.

Number 48 in The KH) GrealesI American Currency Noles b<K)k.

Superb Gem 1906 $20 Gold Certificate

3359 $100. F-1104. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914. Burke-

McAdoo. Serial: F39425A. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: Al/3. Another

superb note, crisply printed and with bright colors, among

the very first of its kind, as evidenced by the plate informa-

tion. From the Atlanta Federal Reserve Bank this will serve

well for variety or type.

Number 34 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes bcxik.

Choice $100 Atlanta Federal Reserve Note

3360 $100. F-1104. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1914. Burke-

McAdoo. Serial: F39094A. Choice Uncirculated-64 PPQ

(PCGS). Plate information Bl/2. A choice Uncirculated

example of the Franklin $1(K1 Federal Reserve Note, again

r-sued from Atlanta. The plate information indicates that this

must have bt'en a very early impression. In time, plate data

from various Federal Reserve Bank notes, as here Federal

Rest*rve Note varieties, will be studied, we are sure, and

emission sequences can be determined-which notes were

printed in what (»rder for the various banks.

Numbrr »4 in The Kni ctreate^l American urremu 't; b<«'k

3363

$20. F-1183. Gold Certificate. Series of 1906. Napier-Mc-

Clung. Serial: D14234543. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: C255/70.

A superb Gem example of this popular "(.jold Back" bill,

Napier-McClung signature combination. Bright orang*'

overprints on the face, exclusive orange ox erpnnt all acr.r

the back. Redeemable at one time for a bright, shin\ ^

eagle, but, probably, the luck of the draw would have it that

the present bill would have been a better m'^ = sfr-. -r.j urdc >

per rare chance, a scarce date or mmtmaA v r.tM;; i
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Another Remarkable 1906 $20 Gold Certificate

3364 $20. F-1183. Gold Certificate. Series of 1906. Napier-Mc-
Clung. Serial: D13981291. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).
Exceptional Paper Quality, Great Color. Plate information:

C248/70. Attributed at the Gem level by PMG, this bill is a

superb example of the popular $20 denomination, with the

back printed entirely in gold (orange), exchangeable at par

for a double eagle at one time. Today examples are scarce,

and at the Uncirculated-65 level especially so. The added
comments, "Exceptional Paper Quality, Great Color" give

further appeal.

3365 $20. F-1186. Gold Certificate. Series of 1906. Teehee-Burke.

Serial: H12236615. Choice VF-30 (PMG). Plate information:

Cl 31 / 87. Attractive overall. Margin a bit tight on the bottom,

but complete and not touching the frame. Nice colors.

Gem 1922 Speelman-White $20 Gold Certificate

3366

$20. F-1187. Gold Certificate. Series of 1922. Speelman-

White. Serial: K76061692. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: D580/127.

Well margined and with attractive printing and gold color,

this note will serve well to illustrate the type or variety. This

is the end of the large-size Gold Certificate issues.

Nove.mber 20c I

Choice 1882 $50 Gold Certificate

3367

$50. F-1197. Gold Certificate. Series of 1882. Napier-Mc-

Clung. Serial: H1492975. VF-25 (PMG). Plate information:

C27. We see a lot to like in this note—nice yellow-gold

overprinting on the face, bright pink Treasury seal, rich

golden orange back. Nice margins. Evidence of light wear
as expected, but very choice within the grade.

Attractive 1922 $50 Gold Certificate

3368

$50. F-1200. Gold Certificate. Series of 1922. Speelman-

White. Serial: B1015917. VF-25 (PMG). Plate information:

E16/3. Another attractive Gold Certificate, with nice colors,

full margins, and excellent eye appeal within the assigned

grade.

Pleasing 1882 $100 Gold Certificate
3369

$100. F-1214. Gold Certificate. Series of 1882. Teehee-Burke. i

Serial: M520064. VF-30 (PMG). Plate information: D21.
j

Bright gold overprinting on the face with bright pink Tmasuiy i

seal, clean overall appearance, nice margins, and an attractive
|

orange back. Very light wear is evident, but no problems.

nice opportunity.

524 SrvcN
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Important Series of 1882 $500 Gold Certificate

I'riedbcrg-1216a

The Finest Known Example

3370 $500. F-1216a. Gold Certificate. Series of 1882. Parker-Burke.

Serial: D39077. Choice AU-58 (PMG). Great Color. Plate

information: A2/2. The design without respect to condition

is very attractive over all, with gold overprinting on the face,

blue serial numbers, and a bright pink Treasury seal. The back

is uniformly in bright orange-gold. Outstanding in its quality,

this piece certainly ranks high among those extant in terms

of aesthetic quality while technically speaking, it is the finest

known example. Just a whisper away from Uncirculated,

indeed so close that few could tell the difference, the note

shows only a single light center fold which is visible only

when the note is turned such that the fold is perpendicular

to the light source. The ink colors are bright and ver}' fresh

including that of the bold orange back w'hich sometimes has

a dull appearance on large-size Gold Certificates—no so here!

A few tiny toning spots are seen at the top edge of the back,

a minor imperfection, and only a slight distraction on this

world class note.

Of the Teehee-Burke signature combination, F-1216e,

just 40,000 were printed, tying F-1216a for its small number,

each being far less than 128,000 produced for F-1216. Of the

present variety fewer than 40 are recorded today. Among
those listed in the Gengerke Census, the present note is the

only piece assigned the AU grade, with no finer examples. It

has long been recognized as the finest note for the Friedberg

number, but it is also a serious contender for the same status

among all 1882 $500 Gold Certificates, as only two other

pieces of different Friedberg numbers have been assigned

the AU grade, but the recent whereabouts of these notes is

not known. A landmark large-size Gold Certificate suitable

for the finest collection.

Number 49 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes bcxik.

Landmark 1907 $1,000 Gold Certificate

Friedberg-1219e

$1,000. F-1219e. Gold Certificate. Series of 1907. Tehee-

Burke. Serial: 1)141884. Choice UncircuIated-64 (PMG).
Plate information: 1)7/2. There will certainly be a lot of

excitement when this splendid $1,000 note crosses the

auction block, one of the very finest known of the general

type (F-1219 through F-1220), for which Carlton Chambliss

estimates that only about 100 examples exist totally, the vast

majority' of which show circulation, sometimes extensive.

"Clearly strong demand now exists for these notes by signa-

ture varieties as well as by type," the same writer noted. Of
the Teehee-Burke combination. Series of 1907, 116,0(X) were

printed, from which fewer than 40 examples can be* traced

today. The present note is an outstanding find for the spt*-

cialists as well as for inclusion in a type set. The note is well

margined on both sides and the centering is very' nice. On
the face the gold overprinting includes both serial numbers,

the Treasury seal, and at the left, the large denomination. The

back is uniformly printed in bright orange-gold. No doubt

the colors are virtually as made, as the eye appeal is supc*rb.

Only a slight bump at the upper edge keeps this note from

a finer grade yet. Fewer than 40 examples of this Freidberg

number are reported in the (^ngerke Census, and among
these the average grade seems to be VF, with a few pieces

graded as high as CU and the present note is counted among
them. This past June an example of this Friedberg number

graded Choice Unc-63 (PMG) sold for a comfortable six-fig-

ure sum, and we therefore anticipate that this note will meet

with enthusiastic competition when it crosses the block. A
wonderful high-denomination, large-size Gold Certificate.

A 20th-Century classic.

Number 75 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Note^ Niok
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1900 $10,000 Gold Certificate

Cancelled Issue

3372

$10000. F-1225. Hessler-1567. Gold Certificate. Series of

1900. Teehee-Burke. Serial: M132103. Choice VF-35 (PMG).
Punch cancelled. Tear in right margin. An attractive example

of this famous cancelled issue. Series of 1900, printed only

on one side, and used for interdepartmental transactions.

Those that survive were rescued by chance from a fire that

took place on December 13, 1835, in a Post Office building in

Washington, D.C., used at the time for storage of certain Trea-

sury documents. Many cancelled bills, government records,

and other items were thrown out of the window to prevent

their destruction. Landing on the street, the bills became

widely scattered and were scooped up by the public. Today

the number that exist is in the hundreds. Gene Hessler's

seventh edition of The Comprehensive Catalog of U.S. Paper

Money gives a nice overview of these on pages 283 and 284.

Although they are assigned just one Friedberg number, the

Hessler text lists eight different varieties, all but one of which

is collectible. The present issue is Hessler's number 1567, of

which 213,000 were originally printed.

Number 69 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

3373

$10000. F-1225. Hessler 1567. Gold Certificate. Series of

1900. Teehee-Burke. Serial: M110317. VG-8 (PMG). Punch

cancelled. Tape and split repairs. One picture id worth a

thousand words, so they say, and in the present instance one

glance at this during the lot viewing will reveal that despite

the preceding description, the note does have a nice degree

of eye appeal.

Number 69 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Choice About Uncirculated $10,000 Gold Certificate

3374

$10000. F-1225a. Hessler-1564. Gold Certificate. Series

of 1900. Napier-McClung. Serial: K30865. Choice AU-55

(PMG). Punch cancelled. Punch cancelled. An attractive

example with especially bright printing and overall appear-

ance. Punch cancelled as normal. Hessler reports that just

18,000 of these were printed. Another opportunity to own
a showpiece. Although these bills are no longer worth face

value, they offer an opportunity to acquire notes of a higher

denomination at a relatively reasonable price.

Number 69 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

3375

$10000. F-1225b. HessIer-1562. Gold Certificate. Series of

1900. Vemon-Treat. Serial: H24394. Good-4 (PMG). Punch

cancelled. Tape repairs. Although graded "Good-4," the bill

does have its virtues. The problem is an old cellophane tape

repair on the back, holding the note together. A fairly scarce

issue, one of which just 36,000 were originally printed.

Number 69 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

FRACTIONAL CURRENCY
3376 3(t. F-1226 (4): Choice Uncirculated (2). Both nicely mar-

gined, with good color Uncirculated (2). Both with good

color. (Total: 4 pieces)

From the Norweb Collection.

3377 Collection of fractional currency issues: 5(t. F-1229. AU

5(t. F-1230. AU 5(t. F-1238. AU lOct. F-1246. EF UR.

F-1253. Choice Uncirculated. Hand autographed issue J

10(t. F-1255. Uncirculated 10(t. F-1256. Uncirculated, with

light stains lOd:. F-1266. Choice EF 25(t. F-1307. Choice

Uncirculated. Light aging at the bottom edge J 25(1. F-13tl9.

Choice Uncirculated 50(t. F-1324. AU, but with a rust stain

around a pinhole at the top center 50(1. F-1326. \'F. A nia'

starter set of fractional types. (Total: 12 pieces)

52h
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SMALL-SIZE CURRENCY

3378

SI. F-1500. Legal Tender note. Series of 1928. Gem Uncir-

culated. A superb quality note, bright and fresh with vivid

color.

Uncirculated -65 (CC.A) J $5. l-l65<i. Svries ot 1951,^ (

Uncirculated-65 (CCjA) _J $5. F-lhSh* Star Ki’placenu'nt

note. Series of iy53A. Gem Uncirculated-ti5 (t CjA) J
F- 1657. Series t>t 195311. Gem Uncirculaled-65 (C C.A). dotal

15 pieces)

3379 $2. F-1507. Legal Tender note. Series of 1928F. Uncut 12-

subject sheet. Serial numbers: D39552529A-D39552540A.

Choice Uncirculated, with a tiny corner bump seen at the

upper left. Otherwise, the sheet is essentially perfect with

nice margins on both sides, no other immediately visible

signs of handling and superb color and freshness. The red

ink of the third printing is very vivid and sharply printed

with traces of associated embossing visible on the back. A
very nice early small-size sheet, alw'ays in demand.

3380 Pair of desirable small-size Legal Tender, Star Replacement

notes: J $2. F-1507^. Series of 1928F. Uncirculated. Nice

color, but some light handling J $5. F-1527^. Series of 19286.

VF. Somewhat used, but not severely handled and still nice

looking. (Total: 2 pieces)

3382 S5. F-1525^. Legal Tender note. Star Replacement note.

Series of 1928. Choice Uncirculated. A bright and ver\' fresh

note with strong color and excellent eye appc'al. Traces of

embossing are seen. Some light handling marks account tor

the assigned grade. A very nice early small-size star.

3383 $5. F-1528. Legal Tender note. Series of 1928C (10). A lovely

con.secutive serial number run of ten pieces, all bright, fresh,

crisp, and grading average Choice to Gem Uncirculated.

(Total: 10 pieces)

3384 Desirable grouping of small-size Star Replacement notes:

J $5. F-1528^. Legal Tender note. Series of 1928C. Choice

Uncirculated. Bright and fresh with excellent color J $5. F-

1958A^. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 19346. Choice VF.

Nice color for the grade J $10. F-2011-A^. Federal Resc*rve

Note. Series of 1950A. AU. Bright and very attractive, but

light handling. (Total: 3 pieces)

3385 $100. F-1550. Legal Tender note. Series of 1966. Very Choice

Uncirculated. The paper quality, color, and overall aesthetic

appeal is far nicer than the grade suggests. In terms of pres-

en’ation, the note is essentially perfect, but the face centering

is quite a bit off from where it should be.

3386 $100. F-1550. Legal Tender note. Series of 1966. EF (2). Both

with nice color and good centering. (Total: 2 pieces)

3381

Collection of certified small-size Legal Tender and Silver

Certificate notes, nearly all Gem Uncirculated. Legal Tender

notes: J$2. F- 1511. Series of 1953B. Gem Uncirculated-67PPQ

(PCGS) J $2. F-1513. Series of 1963. Gem Uncirculated-67

(CC.A) (2) J $5. F-1 521 . Series of 1928F. Gem Uncirculated -65

(CC.A) J $5. F-1 531. Series of 1928F.Choice Uncirculated-64

(CC.A). Silver Certificates: J $1. F-1620^. Star Replacement

note. Series of 1957A. Cjem Uncirculated-67 (CGA) (3) J

$5. F-1 652. Series of 19.34B. Ck’m Uncirculated-65 (CGA) J

S5. F-1653. Series of 19,34C. Cjem Uncirculated-65 (CGA) J

$5. F-1 654. Series of 19,34D. CH.’m Uncirculated-65 (CGA) J

$5 I -]655^ Star Replacement note. Series of 1953. Ciem
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Superb Series 1966A $100 Red Seal

3387 $100. F-1551. Legal Tender Note. Series of 1966A. Serial

A00829983A. Plate Hl/8. PMG 66 Exceptional Paper Quality.

A lovely specimen, nicely margined with some extra margin

at the top (no charge for this!), superb grade, great appear-

ance, and with vivid red overprints.

3388 Collection of small-size Silver Certificates: $1. F-1600.

Series of 1928. Gem Uncirculated. The back centering is

slightly off $1. F-1601. Series of 1928A. AU $1. F-1606.

Series of 1934 (3). Gem Uncirculated; EF; Choice VF $5. F-

1654. Series of 1934D. Gem Uncirculated $5. F-1656. Series

of 1953A. Gem Uncirculated $10. F-1701. Series of 1934.

Gem Uncirculated. Superb color and freshness, with near

perfect centering. (Total: 8 pieces)

3389

Lovely pair of popular R and S experimental $1 Silver

Certificates, Series of 1935A: R. F-1609. Gem Uncirculated.

Centering a little off, but bright and very fresh S. F-1610.

Gem Uncirculated. Back centering a little off, but bright and

very fresh. A nicely matched pair. (Total: 2 pieces)

93390 Trio of "special" $1 Silver Certificates: F-1610. Series of

1935A. S Experimental. Choice Uncirculated. Fresh, with

nice color J F-2300. Series of 1935A. HAWAII overprint.

Uncirculated. Light internal handling wrinkles F-2306.

Series of 1935A. North Africa. Choice Uncirculated. Sharp

and colorful. (Total: 3 pieces)

3391 $1. F-1613N. Silver Certificate. Series of 1935D. Uncut 12-

subject sheet. Serial numbers: B05520829G-B05520840G.

Choice Uncirculated. A beautiful and fresh sheet, well cared

for and nicely preserved since the day it was printed. The

black and green ink colors of the first and second printings

are bold and very attractive against the bright fresh paper.

The third printing is sharp, with vivid blue ink and traces

of embossing through to the back. The margins are broad,

and nearly perfectly even. There are essentially no signs of

handling worthy of note, and the only imperfection is what

appears to a small black ink spot hidden in the background of

Washington's portrait on the second note from the top at the

right side. We have taken this into consideration in grading

the sheet, but it is not immediately seen unless it is known

to be present and might be "as made," as the sheet is very

clean otherwise. Off the market for many years, and always

desirable.

3392 Assortment of small-size notes: Varied selection of interesting

small-size notes: $1 F-1619^. Series of 1957 $1 F-1620^.

Series of 1957-A (2) $1 F-1900-A through F-1900-L (12-piece

set). Series of 1963 $1 F-1901-G. Series of 1963-A $5 F-

1963-G. Series of 1950-B (2) $5 F-1963-J. Series of 1950-B

$5 F-1963-J^. Series of 1950-B $10 F-2013-G. Series of

1950-C (2) $10 F-2400. Series of 1928 (4) $20 F-2402. Series

of 1928. (Total: 27 pieces)

E
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3393

$5. F-1654. Silver Certificate. Series of 1934D. Uncut 12-

subject sheet. Serial numbers: Q71628769A-Q716287780A.

Gem Uncirculated. A superb sheet, with fresh bright white

paper and only the most trivial signs of handling. The notes

are boldly printed. The third printing is sharply impressed

with traces of embossing showing through on the back, and

the blue ink is very vivid. The margins are broad and almost

even, while the corners and edges are sharp. The back is

bright green and similarly clean. A superb sheet, about as

nice as they are ever seen, and off the market for over 30

years.

3394 $10. F-1706^. Silver Certificate. Star Replacement note.

Series of 1953. Gem Uncirculated. A bold note, bright and

fresh with centering only slightly off.

3395 Collection of small-size Federal Reserve Bank Notes, Series

of 1929: J $5. F-1850-G. Chicago. Gem Uncirculated J $10. F-

1860-A. Boston. Gem Uncirculated, with centering somewhat

off J $10. F-1860-A. Boston. EF J $10. F-1860-B. New York.

ChoiceAU J $20. F-1870-A. Boston. Choice Uncirculated. All

with nice color and good aesthetic quality. (Total: 5 pieces)

3396 Collection of small-size Star Replacement notes: J $10.

F-1860-fl^. Federal Reserve Bank Note. Series of 1929. St.

Louis. Fine. Bank stamp on face J $10. F-2004-AW. Federal

Reserv’e Note. Series of 1934. Choice EF J $10. F-2004-B^

Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1934. Choice EF J $20. F-

2054-A Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1934. Choice \F

J $20. I -2055-A Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1934A.

Choia' EF J $100. F-2165-A^ Federal Reser\’e Note. Series

of 1%9A. AU. 'Total: 6 pieces)

3397 Grouping ol certified small-si/i I ederal Reserve No'.. J
$1. F-1913-L. Series of 1985. Cutting Frrtir AL 5<- :* (,A J
$5. F-1952-E. Series of 1928B. AU-.58 {CC.A (2 ) J $:(: 1 20<t2

G. Series of 1950C . Choice Uncirculated-<>4 (C( .A‘ J Slot)

F-2157-B. Sc*ries of 1950. AU-.5K (CCjA) J $1(K- I -21M F.*

Star Replacement note. Serit*sof 1%9. Choice Uncir< ulali‘d-(>4

(CGA). (Total: 6 pieces)

3398 Selection of small-size Federal Reserve Notes, all Cn'm Um ir-

culated except where noted otherwise: J $5. F-1951-B. Si*ries

of 1928A J $5. F-1952-H. Series of 1928B. Choice UncirculatixJ

J $5. F-1962-A. Series of 1950A. Choice Uncirculated, with

typical centering for the issue J $10. F-2(K)4-A. Sc*ric‘s of 1934.

Choice Uncirculated J $10. F-2004-B. Series of 1934 J $10.

F-2014-A. Series of 1950D J $20. F-2057-B. Series of 19.34t

J $50. F-2119-A. Series of 1977. (Total: 8 pieces)

Hoard of Uncirculated 1934A $10 Notes

3399

Hoard of $10. F-2006-A. Federal Reserve Note. Series of

1934A (55). A large consecutive serial numlxT run, all well

cared for and with grades averaging Choice to Ck‘m Uncircu-

lated. All are fresh notes, with good color, vivid green seals

and serial numbers and a generally sharp look. A nice small

hoard. (Total: 55 pieces)

Original Cache of Consecutively Numbered

Series of 1928B $20

3400 $20. F-2052-A. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1928B (25).

Group of consecutive notes. All grade Choice to Gem Un

circulated, with bold color and excellent eye appeal. The

original bank band from the Second National Bank of New
Haven, Connecticut is still around the notes, and it N'ars .

date stamp of September 30, 1932. The notes have mmaint-il

together in this bank since that day, and they ha\ e N'en

nicely presett ed over these many years. A neat find, and

unusual surv ivor of the harshest finanaal depn:*" -ion ir

historv’ of the United States. (Total: 25 pii'<'» ;
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3401 Quartette of S50. F-2102-A. Federal Reserve Notes. Series

of 1934 (4). All Uncirculated to Choice Uncirculated, with

counting marks. The notes are consecutive and bright, with

vivid green seals and serial numbers which show traces of

embossing. (Total; 4 pieces)

3403 $500. F-2202-G. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1934A. VF.

Good color, but the centering is off and there is a tiny notch

from the top edge.

3402 $500. F-2201-A. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1934. Choice

VF. Nicely centered with good color and body remaining.

Highly Desirable HAWAII $1 Sheet

3404 $1. F-2300. Silver Certificate. Series of 1935A. HAWAII overprint. Uncut 12-subject sheet. Serial numbers: F419b4223C-F419M225vSC

and F41966221C-F41966226C. Very Choice Uncirculated, and nearly Gem save for a couple of minor handling marks including a

light corner imperfection. Otherwise, the sheet is beautifully preserved. The paper is bright and fresh and the ink colors aiv divp

and bold. The 1 lAWAlI overprints are heavily applied and are embossed through to the opposing side. I'he centering ot the tace is

shifted a little to the left, but all margins remain ciimfortably broad. I'he back is also very slightl\- ott, but not enough to discuss. •\

scan er -.heil in the marketplace, and always in high demand. Ott the market tor dec.uies.
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.^40S r.ur Hi nia* quality 1 1AWAll nutus; J $1 . F-23(K). Silver Cor-
tituatc. Series ut 1435A. Cji*m Uncirculated. Very fresh with
bold color. The back centering is slightly off J $10. F-23()3.

Federal Kesc'rve Note. Sc'ries t)f 1934A. Choice AU. The look

ot a Cem with a faint centerfold. (Total: 2 pieces)

i 3406 $5. F-2302. Silver Certificate. Series of 1934A. FIAWAII
overprint. Gem Uncirculated. A superb note, bright and
crackling fresh. The centering is near perfect, just slightly off

on the back, and the color is bold. Some embossing is seen

at the serial numbers.

3407 $20. F-2305. Federal Reserve Note. Series of 1934A. HAWAII
overprint. Gem Uncirculated. A beautiful example, bright

and very fresh with excellent color and freshness. Embossing

of the overprint is seen on the face. The face centering is near

perfect, while the back is only trivially off. A superb example

from an old New England collection, and off the market for

decades.

Rare and Prized $1 North Africa Sheet

V.

3408 SI. F-2306. Silver Certificate. Series of 1935A. North Africa.

Serial numbers: F41 9521 99C-F41952204C and F419.54197C-

F41954202C. Choice Uncirculated, very bright and very

fa'sh. A tiny corner crease accounts for the grade, a rather

trivial imperfection on a sheet of this size, but present none-

theless. The ink colors are sharp and the yellow' seal and blue

serial numbers are particularly vivid. The paper is bright

and clean. The centering is nearly perfect and the edges and

comers are sharp except for the one mentioned. Nicely mar-

gined all around. A beautiful example of this rarer small-size

sheet that is highly prized and scarcely offered for sale. Off

the market for decades, and now the unchallenged highlight

of our offering of small-size currency.

3409 ITigh-grade North Africa denomination set: J $1. F-2.306.

Silver Certificate. Series of 1935A. Gem Uncirculated J $5.

F-2307. Silv'er Certificate. Series of 1934A. Gem Uncirculated

J $10. F-2309. Silver Certificate. Series of 1934A. Gem Un-

circulated. All are bright and fresh notes w'ith vivid color in

the yellow seals and blue serial numbers. A nicely matched

group of excellent quality. (Total: 3 pieces)
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3410

$10. F-2400. Gold Certificate. Series of 1928. Gem Uncircu-

lated. Bright, fresh paper and boldly printed with sharp and
vivid orange gold seal and serial numbers. The centering is

near perfect on both sides. A very impressive high grade

example.

3411

Pair of $20 Gold Certificates. F-2402. Series of 1928. Both

Choice EF with good color, nice centering and sharp eye

appeal. (Total: 2 pieces)

3412

$50. F-2404. Gold Certificate. Series of 1928. AU. First ap-

pearance of a considerably finer note with bold color and

a nice fresh look. A single center crease is detected upon a

closer inspection, but the note offers good aesthetic quality.

3413 $100. F-2405. Gold Certificate. Series of 1928. VF. Folds and

counting marks commensurate with the grade. A tiny pinhole

can just barely be detected.

3414 Group of small-size error notes: $1. F-1615. Silver Certifi-

cate. Series of 1935F. Butterfly fold. AU $5. F-1962-A. Fed-

eral Reserve Note. Series of 1950A. Thin gutter fold through

the center. VF J $5. F-1962-B. Federal Reserve Note. Series

of 1950A. Shifted third printing. Choice Uncirculated. Typi-

cal centering for the issue J $10. F-2011-B. Federal Reserve

Note. Series of 1950A. Offset printing, 45% face to back. VF.

An interesting lot of error notes. (Total: 4 pieces)

NATIONAL BANK NOTES

Decatur, AL $5 BOOOOIA Note

First National Bank

Series of 1929 Type 1

Fiisi BOOOOOIA
IIIDIIL l»I II

DECATUR

FIVK INILUVKN

BOOOOOIA

3415

Alabama, Decatur. First National Bank in Decatur. $5.

F-1800-1. Series of 1929. Type I. Charter: 10336. Gem Un-

circulated-66 (PMG). Exceptional Paper Quality, Great

Embossing. Plate information: Plate B67/234. Serial Number
1. Notes never go out of style, and no matter where the issu-

ing bank is located, they are in strong demand. The present

piece hails from the First National Bank in Decatur, Alabama,

a "scarce state." The condition is superb Gem Mint State.

Serial BOOOOOIA.
This was the second note down on a six-subject plate. Seemingly, two

sheets were cut up, making the issue collectible as well as affordable. Many
of the Serial Number One notes we enjoy today trace their pedigree to Col.

E.H.R. Green, who methodically set about acquiring them shortly after their

issue, by writing to the cashiers of various banks and offering a premium

for the first-numbered sheets. These were kept by Green, passed through

the Green Estate, and many, but not all, later went into the hands of col-

lectors and dealers. Quite a few sheefs were cut apart, with the advantage

that single notes became available to a wider number of people.

Important Alabama 1902 Date Back $5

First National Bank of Florence, Alabama

Serial Number 1, Plate A

3416

Alabama, Florence. The First National Bank of Florence. 55.

F-592. Series of 1902. Date Back. Charter: 3981. Bank serial:

1. Treasury serial: 11222199, Plate information: .\. FF, and

S32 S I Vt N
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witl'. llu* eve .ipjv.ll et .1 finer nnte. However, the tew light

folds aa* eonimeiisur.ife with tlie gr.ide assigned and the

puve has undergone professional restoration work to repair

hinge marks on the back. The restoration w'.is accomplished
by a very skilled hand and the only visible tr.ice of imperfec-

tion is at the right side of the central vignette where there is

some ink loss. The note retains excellent color and body, and
some embossing of the charter number remains visible on the

back. The ink colors are bold, particularly the deep blue of

the sc'rial numbers, charter numbers and Treasury seal. The
face is centered a little high, and though the margin is thin

it is complete. The other margins are comfortably broad on
both sides. The autographed signatures of the bank president

and cashier are clearly visible in light brown ink. A very nice

note overall with strong aesthetic quality, and Serial number
I . Only 12 large-size notes appear in the Kelly Census for this

charter number, and every one of them is a Plain Back type.

The present note will not only be new to the listings, but it

is the first Date Back note on this bank whose existence has

been reported. An important Alabama rarity, likely never

before offered publicly.

The First National Bank of Florence was chartered in 1889, one of two

National Bank titles chartered in Florence the same year, and upon the quick

demise of the other, it became the only such note-issuinj^ bank in this town.

It continued in operation throughout the note-issuing period and releasc'd

Brown Backs, 1902 Date Backs, 1902 Plain Backs and Series of 1929 notes of

both types with nearly $2.5 million eventually circulated under this title. As

of 1935, it was estimated that less than $5,000 remained outstanding.

Attractive California 1882 Value Back $5

First National Bank of Los Angeles

3417 California, Los Angeles. First National Bank of Los Angeles.

$5. F-574. Series of 1882. Value Back. Charter 2491. Bank

serial: 106418. Treasury serial: T392253. Very Fine or a bit

better. Plate information: 1/144. The rarest of the Series of

1882 types. An unreported example on this bank, joining

others. Bold signature of officers, VV.T.S. Hammond (cashier)

and Stoddard Jess (president).

The First National Bank of Los Angeles was chartered in September

1880 as the successor to the Commercial Bank in the same city. The institu-

tion grew to be' veiy important through the prosperity of Los Angeles in

general and also the acquisition of other banking institutions. On September

1, 1927, its name was changed to the Los Angeles-First National Trust &

Savings Bank. Don C. Kelly reports that 13 are known today, all circulated

example's. This sc-rial numbt'r was not reported.

Superb Gem California 1882 Brown Back S5

San Francisco National Bank

3418 California, San Francisco. The San Francisco National Bank.

S5. F-475. Scries of 1882. Brown Back. Tillman-Robcrts.

Charter: 5096. Bank Serial: 9845. Treasury Serial: T590273T.

Gem Uncirculatcd-67 PPQ (PCGS). Plate information:

D/7. A lovely example of this western 1882 $5 Brown Back,

a Bureau of Engraving and Printing show'piece. The pres-

ent example was preserved with care. Bold printing, gtnid

margins, and excellent attributes overall. A showpiece for a

general type collection, or a set by states, or for the specialist

for California issues.

Number 33 in The 1(H) Greatest American Currency Notes b<K)k,

The Series of 1882 Brown Back $5 notes constitute a special chapter

in the annals of the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, Among Nationals,

which for this new series were being made in denominations of $5, $10,

$20, $50, and $100, the face motifs and in some instances the original lace

plates used on the Original Series and Series of 1875 notes were retained

on the new series for all but the $5 value. These plates were the work of

the American Bank Note Company and National Bank Note Company,

New York City.

The $5 denomination was created by the Continental Bank Note t om-

panv. New York CiW, the face of which was not continued for the 1 882 mrtes

The reason for this is not specifically known today, but it could have been

because Continental alone positioned its Original Sene's and Series of 1 875

notes together on a four subject plate with extremely tight margins, scarcely

any space between the bills. This caused problems vsTien the recipient', (bank

cashiers) received them and cut them apart with shears.

In any event, the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, which had set

up facilities in its new building in the summer of 1880, used the S»-nes ..f

1882 $5 notes to showcase its talents, rather than drawing upon motifs ot

yesferx'ear. A logical vignette for the face was the recently n 88 ] ; marU red

President James Garfield. Alsti on the face is a nch brown Treasurx ^al

the right. Common to other National denominations of the time, the bani.

charter appears in a bold overprint, hen' 50%, and for -..'^me, a r.-,

letter. TTie present note has the letter P in two places, for "ICiifir.'' v

aided the sorting of the bills dunng the n'demption pnx-es'. Arr-

on a four subject plate $5, $5, $5, Si5, the Senes of 1882 issues wen

sufficiently far apart that the bills could now havf dr-i nt s sr- Tr.

n

the sheets were cut.

The back is a rich brown, fmm two plate V-- pi, S’ - >tF tt..

ink. constituting the majority of the 'surface ol' the note . /,: r- -s “
=

has at the left the California state eal, show.r.g : t - m -

a steamship in the background, and at the fror'i -3 yrrrs
‘ “

j
j

r,,
~

with the motto FL KLKA The \an<njs Bi- '- n ^ iuo‘- ^ 3 1 . h

of the state in which thex wc“ : . S r
’• tt ri r ri

- ’ n -’

1

print other L alifomic note wel In crr.wr tr 3 r rrs -
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in bright blue-green, is the charter number 5096.

During the course of production of the Series of 1882 Brown Back notes

(but not in any other National denominations or types) the staff at the BEP
used much artistic imagination, creating well over two dozen distinctive

styles of title blocks, or central imprints giving the location, bank name,
and denomination. Certain of these achieved an ornateness not replicated

before or since.

The San Francisco National Bank was chartered in 1897; liquidated

August 1, 1910. Don C. Kelly reports that 54 are known today, 43 of those

being in the census as Crisp Uncirculated. This serial number was not

reported. We are indeed fortunate that some enlightened person set aside

a small cache of new bills, providing issues that otherwise might be great

rarities today.

Another Notable San Francisco National Bank

$5 Brown Back

3419 California, San Francisco. The San Francisco National Bank.

$5. F-475. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Tillman-Roberts.

Charter: 5096. Bank Serial: 9827. Treasury Serial: T590255T.

Gem Uncirculated-66 PPQ (PCGS). Plate information: D/7.

A cousin to the preceding, and not far different in terms of the

Treasury seal, is this wonderful Gem, just one grade lower

than the preceding, but still very high in terms of what is

generally seen in the marketplace in terms of 1882 California

$5 Brown Back bills.

Number 33 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Don C. Kelly reports that 54 are known today, 43 of those being Crisp

Uncirculated. This serial number was not reported.

Pedigreed Connecticut 1882 Brown Back $10

Yale National Bank of New Haven

First Signed by Cashier

3420 Connecticut, New Haven. The Yale National Bank of New ^

Haven. $10. F-480. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Bruce-

Wyman. Charter: 796. Bank Serial: 7077. Treasury Serial:

Z29527. Choice AU-58 (PMG). Plate information: A/18.

Although this lovely bill is gorgeous to view and ranks as

a showpiece for its condition, perhaps the most distinctive

feature is that it was accompanied by an inked note stat-

ing, "This is the first bill signed by my dear father when he

became Cashier. Lota Lee Bushnell." This bill seems to have

passed to a daughter, for another inscription on the envelope

says, "This is the property of Miss Sota S. Bushnell, signature

of my mother." The face and back are both well printed

and retain their original colors, both serial numbers being

bright red, and the seal and charter number (796) being in

bold brown as is the SERIES 1882 vertical overprint at the

left. On the back the brown is particularly bright, accented

at the center with ornament in blue-green with the charter

number. The State Seal of Connecticut is at the left. On the

face the margin is tight but complete at the top, while the

back, being slightly differently centered, has extra white

margin all around. The Kelly Census includes this note

among only three Brown Backs reported on this bank, this

being the only $10 denomination.

The Yale National Bank of New Haven has an interesting history, it

was chartered on January 31, 1865, as the successor to the Quinnipiac

Bank of New Haven, one of the better known institutions in the state.

In the early operations Alexander McAllister was vice-cashier (almost

immediately to become full cashier), while the president was Jeremiah

Bishop. While the writer does not know the exact date that the signa-

tory, A.C. Bushnell, became president, no doubt this would furnish an

interesting bit of research in local papers, as typically such promotions or

placements were recorded.

In any event, years later on February 25, 1916, an agreement for con-

solidation was sent to the stockholders of the First National Bank and the

Yale National Bank for approval, under which provisions First National

would acquire the other institution, and everything would be moved into

the First National offices. The stockholders agreed, and on January' 1, 1918,

the arrangements were complete. Previously, the capital of each bank had

been $500,000, but now the combination had a capital of $1,000,000. A cap-

tive (more or less) savings bank had been founded by Yale National Bank

on April 16, 1913, and now was operated under the First National name.

At the time there were different sets of rules relating to savings banLs
j

and National Banks, with different types of loans allowed and, of auirse.
f

savings banks not permitted to issue currency'.

.5.34
SlWM
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Superb Gem Illinois 1882 Value Back $5

Greene County NB of Carrollton

3421

Illinois, Carrollton. The Greene County National Bank
of Carrollton. $5. F-574. Series of 1882. Value Back. Ly-

ons-Roberts. Charter: 2390. Bank Serial: 4523. Treasury

Serial: T412410. Gem Uncirculated-66 PPQ (PCGS). Plate

information: H/147. Now and then in numismatics we can

be grateful for small hoards, which in the paper money field

are much fewer fhan in coins. Such a small hoard yielded a

number of pieces as offered here, joining nearly 20 specimens

in Uncirculated grade reported by Don Kelly.

Otherwise this is a very scarce type, made only for a lim-

ited amount of time, and generally rare today. The present

bill is pleasing to the eye, with bright brown rubber stamped

signatures of the bank officers, and blue Treasury seal, se-

rial numbers, charter, and regional letter (M for Midwest).

A showpiece for an advanced type set, this bill is bound to

attract a lot of atfention. There are simply not enough to fill

the demand.
The Crt'ene County National Bank was chartered on July 1, 187S, and

liquidated on June 6, 1918. Two were reported with this serial numbc'r,

different plate letters, both Choice Uncirculated.

Gem 1882 Value Back $10

La Salle NB of La Salle, IL

3422

Illinois, l a Salle. The La Salle National Bank. SIO. F-577.

Series of 1882. Value Back. Lyons-Roberts. Charter: 2503.

Bank Serial: 3860. Treasury Serial: T803828. Gem Uncir-

culated-65 (PMG). Signatures type: Stamped. Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: I)/117. A very attractive

example of a basically scara’ tyjxe. C risp (lem cjuality. Rub-

1 HI Nl U<WI B t ill' !•

lx*r stampc'd bank signatures m pink are slighlFv f.ided : Jt

complete. Fxcellent eye apjx-al o\ erall. Ilu' Value B.i. k are

extremely scara* in comparison to the Brown Ba- k issue- o'

the same series. An im^xirtant opportunity tor tlx t\fx or

variety collector.

Ld Salle National Bank was charleied in IKSl ITk* name vs as changed u

the La Salle National Bank and Trust C ompany on Nov emlx-r 1^. 1 s to

C. Kelly reports that h9 are known today, 4.T ol thus*- beinn L ncin ulaU-d

Two are reported with this serial number, both C hoice L ncirculated

Gem Original Series Illinois $1 Ace

First National Bank of Lincoln

Popular Title

3423

Illinois, Lincoln. The First National Bank of Lincoln. Si.

F-382. Original Series. Allison-Spinner. Charter: 2126. Bank

Serial 1186. Treasury Serial: D642458. Gem Uncirculatcd-65

(PMG). Signatures type: Pen. Exceptional Paper Quality,

Great Embossing. Plate information: B. Qualit)' comes to the

fore in this lovely Ace from this historically named Illinois

town. Bright colors, bold bank signatures of U(arrison) B.

Schuler and J(ohn) D. Gillett. With the plate dated Sept 15th,

1873, with a capital of $50,C)(X) (later increased to S1(X),(XX)),

this is among the ver)' latest National Banks to issue Original

Series ones, as the Series of 1 875 replaced the old stv'le within

two years.

The face depicts the vignette Concordia at the center, with

ornate Wpography and printing elsewhere. The imprint is

of the National Bank Note Co., N.Y., which printed the face.

The back, in brighf green save for the Landing of the Pd^rtm^

vignette at the center, is also marked American Bank Note

Co., New York, maker of the plate, but was likely pnnk'd

by the National Bank Note Company. To the left is the state

seal of Illinois.

Number 45 in The 100 Greatest Amcncan Currcniy Sol, b<xik

TfieSl denominarionof National Bank notes was laurx Bed m ’s^" s- .

years after tfie first emission of S5 bills) and continued througs 1-
"

1879. These were printed on four subfect sjieets ar^ar^ed SI SI *
i

$1 issues, as here, bear the Amencan Bank Note C r.mpjr,- tn p-i ; -w hi',

the $2 at the bottom of the sheet is impnnted Natrm.i !
B^nk \ s =. . Bo-

firms shared in the pnnting in New York t itv a sei-unri ^ e.i“j.in Th.

were then shipped to Washington. T) C .
whereat the Tnasun I Vpartmeni

red overpnnting w as done on the fa«T After lhal ihi-c w en smi wrs^it t.

the vanous National Banks where the-, werr hand sif:n.-i1 m mv h\ th.

cashier and president then nil apart and disfnbtited

I

i

I

i

1

I

I
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Tixiay, most aces seen are of the Original Series from 1865 to 1875,

with fewer of the Series of 1875 which, as noted, expired for the $1 and $2

denominations in January 1879. The reason for this particular date has to

do with the monetary conditions of the time. Gold coins had been hoarded

since the Civil War. Beginning in the waning days of December 1861, they

were no longer paid out at par by banks. After that they rapidly disappeared

from circulation, where they were hoarded as "hard money." At the time

the value of both Confederate States of America and federal paper money
was subject to question. The war had been in progress for the best part

of a year, and there was no clear victory. Whichever side lost would have

its paper money become worthless. Hoarding gold coins, subsequently

silver, was an effective hedge and was practiced by citizens of both the

Union and Confederacy.

After the war ended in April 1865, it was anticipated that gold and

silver coins would soon return to circulation. However, that was not to be,

and they still were hoarded and traded at a premium. In fact, they were an

extremely popular speculation, gaining some fame with the famous gold

"corner" of 1869. By the 1870s the situation had eased and gold, while it

still sold at a premium, was not at a high multiple in terms of currency.

(At one time in 1864 it took over $250 in Legal Tender paper money to buy

$100 in gold coins.) Congress mandated that as of January 1, 1879, gold

coins would and must be convertible at par with paper money. However,

in anticipation of this the financial markets adjusted themselves, and par-

ity was achieved on December 17, 1878. To encourage the circulation of

gold dollars and other denominations the $1 National Bank notes were

discontinued (although other types of $1 bills continued to be made). They

had been somewhat of a nuisance anyway, with National Banks restricted

as to the amount they could order in proportion to higher denominations.

Now, in January 1879 they were discontinued.

At the time there was no numismatic interest in collecting these, or, for

that matter, the accompanying $2 ("Lazy 2") bills from the same sheets.

Circulating examples quickly became worn, and most were redeemed.

By the time that numismatic interest did occur, well into the 20th century,

most of these interesting $1 and $2 bills had long since disappeared. Today

both are the subject of intense collecting interest. These can be collected

several ways.

1 . Perhaps the most popular is to collect by type, which can be one each

of the Original Series and the Series of1875. The last have significant printing

differences on the face, including mention of the Treasury Department and

the red overprint Series of 1875. Or, the two can be combined as a general

type, as the vignettes are the same on both.

2. A set can be made by acquiring one each from the different states

and territories that issued these. Generally, territories range from rare to

extremely rare, while certain states (South Carolina comes to mind) are

rare as well. On the other hand, notes from most populous states in the

Northeast come to hand readily.

3. Another discipline is to collect as many as possible within a given

state. The present writer (QDB) is doing this for New Hampshire and

Vermont and is considering the possibility of adding Maine. Over the

years quite a few numismatists have followed this course for states with

many note-issuing banks.

The First National Bank of Lincoln, IL, was chartered on August 25,

1873, and liquidated on January 6, 1923. Don C. Kelly reports that 78 are

known today. All but five of these are Uncirculated.

Attractive Illinois 1882 Brown Back $10

First National Bank of Litchfield

3424 Illinois, Litchfield. The First National Bank of Litchfield.

$10. F-483. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Rosecrans-Hyatt.

Charter: 3962. Bank Serial: 4624. Treasury Serial: K496641K.

Choice AU-58 (PMG). Signatures type: Pen. Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: A/18. A pleasing example

of this Midwest issue, the note has bright colors, bold bank

signatures, and is first class in every respect. The margins are

complete. Viewed within the holder very few people could

tell that this note is not fully Uncirculated.

Interestingly, among National Bank notes the aspect of

grade takes a different direction than on popular "types"

elsewhere in the federal series. Many collectors aspiring to

own Silver Certificates, Legal Tender notes, or other issues

of lower denominations of the late 19th century aspire to

acquire Uncirculated pieces, as such as available, although

in some instances elusive. Not so with National Bank notes,

as for some banks the best known pieces may be Fine, Very

Fine, or among early issues such as Original Series and

Series of 1875, Fair or Good. Rarity is what counts, and as

Don C. Kelly's census indicates, there are many banks for

which no notes remain within a given series and type, and

many other banks for which the finest quality might be just

VG or Fine.

The First National Bank of Litchfield, IL was organized on

November 24, 1888. Don C. Kelly reports that eight examples

are known today, five of those being Uncirculated. Two are

reported with this serial number, different plate letters, both

Crisp Uncirculated.
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First NB of Springfield $20 AOOOOOl Note

Illinois State Capital

Series of 1929 Type 1

Unreported by Kelly

3425

Illinois, Springfield. First National Bank of Springfield.

$20. F-1802-1. Series 1929.Type 1. Charter: 205. Bank serial:

AOOOOOl A. Uncirculated. Plate information: G4/106. A note

that has it all—on the state capital of Illinois, Serial AOOOOOl A
from the top of the sheet, and in crisp new grade with only a

minor paper clip mark seen. As demand increases, number

one notes, especially with Plate Letter A, become even harder

to find. Each is indeed a once in a lifetime opportunity for

the specialist seeking a given state or town.

The First National Bank of Springfield was chartered on December

12, 1863, with a capital of $125,000, the first bank in the state capital. The

cashier was Fred H. Guers, and president was Pascal E. Hatch. Don C.

Kelly reports that 13 are known today, three of those being Uncirculated.

This serial number was not reported.

Important Indiana $1 BOOOOIA Note

Citizens National Bank

m CITI2HS

iiiiiiiL nil IF

GRih.NSBURG
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,

BOOOOOIA

3426

Indiana, Greensburg. The Citizens National Bank of

Greensburg. $5. F-1800-1. Series of 1929. Type 1. Charter:

1890. Serial: BOOOOOIA. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: B15/110. A

gem example of a Serial Number One note from Indiana, a

state that is not the most common, but could possibly rank

as "slightly scarce." A Serial Number 1 note, even with the

B prefix, necessarily commands attention when offered!

This is one of six from a cut-up sheet; otherwise the note is a great rar-

ity. B<ild colors and printing survive to this day, and the brightness of the

note cannot be much different frc>m what it was when first printed. Such

bills were first printed on the back, then dried, then printed on the face, but

without the serial number, st'al, or bank imprint and officers signatures.

Those were added later. In time, plate information, if studied carefully, can

offer important clues as to the order in w^hich such notes were printed.

Superb Gem Indiana 1882 Date Back $5 Rarity

National Bank of La Grange

Woman Signs as President

3427

Indiana, La Grange. The National Bank of La Grange. $5.

F-534. Series of 1882. Date Back. Tillman-Morgan. Charter:

4972. Bank Serial: 1737. Treasury Serial: K183799. Gem
Uncirculated-66 PPQ (PCGS). Plate information: F/80. A
lovely note possessing everything desired for a state or type

set. Only one other reported by Don C. Kelly, and that in much

lower ^rade. The bank signatures, added in ink, are still bold,

that of V.D. Weaver being in brown and, rarely and marvel-

ously, a woman president, Katherine R. Williams, added in

black. This aspect alone will make this note a showpiece for

many collectors, as the number of women who achieved the

presidency of banks was very small (by way of comparison,

just one in the entire state of New Hampshire).

We expect much interest to take place as this crosses the

block.

The National Bank of La Grange, Indiana was organized on July 12,

1894. It was placed into receivership on October 24, 1927.
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New Albany, Indiana Original Series $1

Merchants National Bank

3428

Indiana, New Albany. The Merchants National Bank of

New Albany. $1. F-380. Original Series. Charter: 965. Bank
serial: 1951. Treasury serial: 822074. Plate information: B.

VG, or perhaps better for the body and general look, but with

one quarter of the note severed and hinge tape repaired on
the back. The color is quite nice for the grade on both sides,

with the central vignette on the back being quite clear. The
margins are tight, and just into the design in places, as often

seen on Original Series notes. The autographed signatures are

sharp, and the color of the seal and bank serial number are

sharp. An Indiana rarity, one of only four notes reported on
the census for this bank, and the only Original Series Ace. A
note that could really benefit from professional restoration.

The Merchants National Bank of New Albany was chartered in 1865,

and continued in operation until liquidation on December 21, 1909. By
this time, just over $880,000 in bank notes were issued under this title and

though the 1910 estimate of what remained outstanding was over $60,000,

the notes are very rare today.

Choice Series of 1875 $10 Iowa Note

City National Bank of Clinton

3429

Iowa, Clinton. The City National Bank of Clinton. $10. F-

419. Series of 1875. Scofield-Gilfillan. Charter: 2469. Bank

Serial: 6783. Treasury Serial: K832681. Choice Uncirculated-

63 (PCGS). Plate information: B. The term rare can be applied

to Series of 1875 $10 notes in Choice Uncirculated grade and

even more so to their predecessors, the Original Series. The

present note is very attractive with bright printing on the

fair, bright green on the back, bold bank signatures, and

evi-rythingelse in good order. On the face A.C. Smith signs as

assistant cashier, a rare designation, as while vice presidents

often signed, assistant cashier listings are infrequent. How-
ever, this note has both, as we see the other officer-signing

as vice president. Accordingly we have here a "story note"

of above average interest. Beyond that, Iowa is a rare state in

the collecting spectrum. All told this bill has much to offer

when contemplated carefully!

The City National Bank of Clinton, Iowa, was chartered on March 31,

1880, succeeding the local banking firm of Stone & Smith. These were heady
times in Iowa, the economy was burgeoning, and in the ensuing decade

speculation in real estate and development would become rampant. Don
C. Kelly reports that seven are known today, five of those as Uncirculated,

including this one.

8 ssnSSBJssss
3430

Iowa, Council Bluffs. The City National Bank of Council

Bluffs. $20. F-652. Series of 1902. Plain Back. Vernon-Treat.

Charter: 9306. Bank Serial: 20539. UncircuIated-62 (PMG).

Signatures type: Stamped. Plate information: A/1119. This

note is unreported by Kelly. A very nice note overall, with

Iowa being an elusive state. The bank signatures, rubber

stamped in black, are very bold. The top margin is trimmed

it at the upper right, not uncommon to find among National

Bank notes which were often cut or even torn by hand from

their original sheets. The back design is not affected. The

present note offers nice fresh paper and bold ink colors.

The City National Bank of Council Bluffs was chartered on December

5, 1908. Don C. Kelly notes just seven known today, six of those as Uncir-

culated. None are reported with this serial number.

Stunning 1882 Kentucky $10 Brown Back Note

Citizens National Bank of Bowling Green

piKXr-lwia,„

3431 Kentucky, Bowling Green. The Citizens National Bank

of Bowling Green. $10. 1-490. Series of 1882. Brown Back.

I.yons-Uoberts. Charter: 5^100. Bank Serial: 3342. Freasurv
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Serial: N42H444N. Gem Uncirculated-6b (I’MG). Signatures

type: I’en. Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information:

A/ll. I here is much to appreciate with this lovely note—fine

printing, bright red and brown overprints on the face, nice

brown back with blue-green charter number and more. The
howling Green address is a somewhat unusual title. On
the face the S letter is for South, aiding in redemption. The
back shows the state seal of Kentucky to the left, with two
gentlemen shaking hands, the motto, still in use today, with

national emphasis (check bumper stickers next time you

are out for a drive): UNITED WE STAND, DIVIDED WE
EALL. It is interesting that certain of the state mottos are

also well known nationally, perhaps the best being IN GOD
WE TRUST, used in the state seal of Florida, and therefore

on certain 19th century bank notes, generations before the

imprint appeared intentionally on regular federal currency.

The Citizens National Bank of Bowling Green, Kentucky wa.s chartered

on |uly 11, 1901. Don C. Kelly reports that 11 are known today, seven of

those being Uncirculated, including this one.

3433 Kentucky, Lawrenceburg. The Lawrenceburg .National

Bank. S20. F-642. Series of 1902. Date Back. Charter: 7497.

Bank serial: 3725. Treasury serial: T450229A. Plate infor-

mation: B. Fine, with small pinholes and some minimal
staining. The bottom margin is trimmed into the face design

and the lavender signatures are faded. Though 18 large-si/e

notes appear on the Kelly Census for this charter, this note

will become the first example of a 1902 $20 Date Back.

Superb Gem 1882 Kentucky Brown Back $20

Citizens National Bank of Bowling Green

3432 Kentucky, Bowling Green. The Citizens National Bank

of Bowling Green. $20. F-504. Series of 1882. Brown Back.

Lyons-Roberts. Charter: 5900. Bank Serial: 3375. Serial:

N428427N. Gem Uncirculated-66 (PMG). Signatures type:

Pen. Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: A/ll.

Another fabulous Brown Back on this bank. The centering is

near-fX’rfect with nice full margins all around, which quality

it itself is a key consideration for any National Bank note as

the margins are often erratic. The color is superb and the

autographed signatures of T.H. Beard and Robert Rodes,

)r. large. Don C. Kelly reports that seven are known today,

five of those being listed as Uncirculated. The present note

is likely among the very finest of these.

Elusive Kentucky 1882 Value Back $5

Lincoln County National Bank of Stanford

Xlfcl > I H IJti >H 09imimirM M<i rj^ ij^
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3434 Kentucky, Stanford. Lincoln County National Bank of

Stanford. $5. F-574. Series of 1882. Value Back. Charter 5132.

Bank serial: 8118. Treasury serial: T437505. Very Good to

Fine. Plate information: F/140 Bank signatures faded. A w'ell

circulated note but important as a scarce type from a small

Kentucky town.

The Lincoln County National Bank of Stanford, Kentucky was orga-

nized on July 30, 1898.
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Choice Massachusetts 1882 Brown Back $5

First National Bank of Attleboro

3435 Massachusetts, Attleboro. The First National Bank of

Attleboro. $5. F-474. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Till-

man-Morgan. Charter: 2232. Bank Serial: 5055. Treasury

Serial: E870358E. Choice Uncirculated-63 PPQ (PCGS).
Plate information: A/97. Frederick G. Mason, cashier, and
J.M. Bates, president. A lovely 1882 Brown Back, this has an
ornate title block, with the ATTLEBORO address being very

"frilly." Regional Letter N for North. The bank signatures are

especially bold, with the president using a broad nib pen with

jet black ink. On the back is the state seal of Massachusetts.
Number 33 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

The First National Bank of Attleboro, MA, was chartered on March 10,

1875. Don C. Kelly reports that 20 have been reported today, 15 of those

as Uncirculated, including our example.

Attractive Massachusetts 1882 Date Back $5

Fourth National Bank of Boston

Important Buzzard's Bay, Massachusetts Sheet

Buzzard's Bay National Bank

1929 $5, Serial Number 2

3436 Massachusetts, Boston. Fourth National Bank of Boston.

$5. F-534. 1882 Series. Date Back. Charter 2277. Bank serial:

7720. Treasury serial: A462880. EE Plate information: F/11.

An attractive note with an ornate title layout. Bold signatures

of bank officers. A scarce and desirable type.

The Fourth National Bank of Boston was chartered on June 17, 1875

with a capital of $20,000. It acquired Charter 5158 on November 20, 1903.

The institution went into voluntary liquidation on August 28, 1912, and

was consolidated into Charter 643. Don C. Kelly reports four known today

(including this EF example), with one being Uncirculated.

3437 Massachusetts, Buzzards Bay. The Buzzards Bay National
|

Bank. $5. F-1800-1. Type I. Series of 1929. Charter: 13222.

6-subject sheet. Serial numbers: A000002A-F000002A. Plate

information: G-H-I-J-K-L; Numbers: 155/143. Choice AU
as a sheet, with a light but broad corner fold through the

!

bottom note. The other notes are not affected, and they are

generally Choice Uncirculated. The sheet offers excellent
i

eye appeal, with the paper being bright and clean, showing !

only minor signs of handling. The centering is slightly off,

but all margins are quite broad, a quality highly desired and

not often seen on individual National Bank Notes. The notes

are boldly printed and the color is excellent. The bank titles,

seals and serial numbers are deeply impressed into the paper,

and are nicely embossed through to the back. An important

Massachusetts sheet from a popular bank title that issued

only slightly over $100,000 in currency, all in Series of 1929

notes. According to the Kelly Census, there were three sheets

on this bank known to date, two serial number 1 examples

of Type I notes ($5 and $20), and one sheet of Type II notes

including serial numbers 1-6 ($5). The present sheet will be

an addition, held quietly in a private collection for decades.

A great find, and an important highlight of the National Bank

Notes in our present sale.

540 Si VcK
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Merrimack. National Bank AOOOOOl $5 Note

Haverhill, MA
Series of 1929 Type 1

5 3438 Massachusetts, Haverhill. Merrimack National Bank of

Haverhill. $5. F-1800-1.Series 1929. Type I. Charter: 633.

Bank serial: AOOOOOIA. Choice AU. Plate information:

G16/346. A crisp note, but with a wide corner fold. A unique

j

.serial number from this town in northeastern Massachusetts,

I
located on the Merrimack River from which it got its name.

I

The Merrimack National Bank of Haverhill Bank was chartered in

I

1864 and operated continuously until the Depression, when it ran into

I difficulties. The cashier was H.P. Tenney, and the president M.L. Whit-

j

comb. On November 10, 1934 it was merged into Charter 14266. After

the Bank Holiday of March 1933, strong banks were allowed to reopen,

but ones of questionable financial status were closed or, often, forced to

consolidate or merge with stronger institutions. The arrangement was

not always fair, but the net result was that the interests of depositors (but

not of shareholders) were usually protected. Don C. Kelly reports seven

known today, including six Uncirculated examples with serial numbi'r 1,

I plate letters A through F.

Important Plymouth, Massachusetts Sheet

Plymouth National Bank

$10 Series of 1929, Serial Numbers 1-6

A New Addition to the Census

i

I

I

i

i

i

i

t

sheet. Serial numbers: AO(XXX)l-A(XXXX)b. Plate infunnatiun:

A-B-C-D-E-F; Numbers: 170/281. Choice Uncirculated w ith

slight handling marks, a short printing creasi in the Ixilfitm

note, as made, and a small pcmcil initial at the Ult end of tin-

gutter margin between the lowest two notes. The shw't is

otherwise ver\' crisp and sharp, with exceptional treshm*s>s to

the paper and bold ink color. The bank titk*s, additional "lyqv
11" charter numbt'rs, and to a k*sser degree the serial numlx*rs,

are deeply impressed into the paper with good emlxissing of

these elements seen on the back. The centering is near pc*rltx'l,

and the margins are broad and even all around. A \ ery nice

sheet, and one that is an important discovery from this bank.

Among the 62 notes presently on the amsus, not a single shevt

is known from any type. Additionally, there am no low sc*nal

number notes listed, all known pieces bearing thret*-digit

numbers or higher. The present sheet is a landmark find for

the Massachusetts National Bank Note collector, as it offers

the first six serial numbers, it is a new discovery' to be added

to the roster of known notes, and will increase the numbc'r of

known Type 11 $10 notes from three to nine. A very' sptx'ial

sheet, off the market for many years and verv desirable.

Rare Maine 1902 Date Back $10

Pejepscot National Bank of Brunswick

Unique on Bank

3440 Maine, Brunswick. Pejepscot National Bank of Brunswick.

$10. F-616. Series of 1902. Date Back. Lyons-Roberts. Char-

ter: 1315. Bank serial: 1384. Treasury serial: U436865. About

Uncirculated. Plate information: F/114. A lovely note hailing

from Lyn Knight's Memphis Sale, there graded VF-EF which

we feel to be conservative and call it AU. Described in the pre-

vious sale as: "Great evocative Maine title on this Brunswick

bank. A dozen large are reported with this title, which was

in use for most of the bank's life, until a brief title change in

1929. Like most of the Maine notes in this wonderful offering,

this note is new to the census, and is the first $10 Date Back

to be reported. The grade is excellent and the signature's are

an added bonus."

The Pejopscot National Bank of Brunswick was chartered in 186S, sue

cessor to the Pejopscot Bank, state chartered, that had been established in

the relatively late year of 1857. The state bank conhnued to redeem its old

bills at par until June 29, 1868. The National Bank acquired Charter 1118 on

December 31, 1929, and changed its name to tlie Brunswick National Bank,

discarding the old name of Indian tradition It was placed into liquidation

on November 30, 1931.

This IS the only example knovm today

Brunswick, along the Maine coast, is well known as the ^-.tc of B<n^

doin College.

.3439 Massachusetts, Plymouth. The Plymouth National Bank.

$10. F-lROl-2. Type FI. Series of 1929. Charter. 779. 6-subject
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Choice Michigan 1882 $5 Brown Back Note

Commercial National Bank of Detroit

3441

Michigan, Detroit. The Commercial National Bank of De-
troit. $5. F-477. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Lyons-Roberts.

Charter:2591. Bank Serial: 7557. Treasury Serial: T569155.

Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Exceptional Paper Quality.

Plate information: C/18. A lovely Brown Back in exceptional

condition, with nice colors and nice everything else. The
signature of cashier F.A. Smith is of the "vanity" type, with

a huge lower loop going off the bottom of the note but vis-

ible at the top of the note (the bottom of the signature from
plate B). We suppose that in this particular instance a plate

A note would not be as desirable, as it would have the Smith

signature incomplete. On the other hand, president M(orris)

L. Williams signs in a modest but clear fashion.

Number 33 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

The Commercial National Bank of Detroit, MI was chartered on No-

vember 21, 1881, and went into voluntary liquidation June 1, 1908. Don
C. Kelly reports that 15 are known today, 10 as Uncirculated, including

the offered example.

Gem Michigan 1882 Date Back $20

Grand Rapids National Bank

3442

Michigan, Grand Rapids. The Grand Rapids National

Bank. $20. F-555. Series of 1882. Date Back. Lyons-Roberts.

Charter: 2460. Bank Serial: 1548. Treasury Serial: A385124.

Gem Uncirculated-65 PPQ (PCGS). Plate information: B/10.

A lovely note in high grade, this bill has everything desired.

The overprints are excellent, the bank signatures (John L.

Benjamin and Dudley E. Waters) are bold, and all else is in

fine order. The 1882-1908 type is quite elusive, multiples

scarcer than the Brown Back notes of the same series. The

present bill will serve ideally for a type collection as well as

for a Michigan specialist.

The Grand Rapids National Bank of Grand Rapids, MI, was chartered

on March 1, 1880, and liquidated on October 1, 1910. Don C. Kelly states

just 25 reported today, as Crisp Uncirculated, including this.

Gem 1882 Michigan Brown Back $5 Note

First National Exchange Bank of Plymouth

3443

Michigan, Plymouth. The First National Bank of Plymouth.

$5. F-472. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Rosecrans-Nebeker.

Charter: 4649. Bank Serial: 1898. Treasury Serial: M720173.

Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Signatures type: Stamped.

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: C/14. This

lovely note displays bright overprints on the face and an

attractive back, the latter incorporating the state seal of

Michigan. The bank officers' names are bold. Nice margins.

Ideal for any purpose in mind—type set, state set, or simply

to have a nice note to own.
Number 33 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

The First National Exchange Bank of Plymouth, MI, was chartered No-

vember 14, 1891. It was liquidated on August 20, 1903. Don C. Kelly reports

that 38 are known today, all but 7 are Uncirculated, including this one.

Gem Original Series Missouri Ace

Moniteau National Bank of California

Interesting Town Name

3444

Missouri, California. The Moniteau National Bank of Cali-

fornia. $1. F-382. Original Series. Allison-Spinner. Charter

1712 (not printed on note). Bank Serial: 149h. Treasury

Serial: C74448. Gem Uncirculated-h5 (PMG). Signatures

type: Pen. Exceptional Paper Quality, Great Embossing.
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Plate intormation: C. The interesting ti>wn name nt Calilnr-

nia, Missouri, adds appeal ti< a nnte that is already well set

in desirability. An item trom a remarkable hnard, this nnte

and Its cousins have Ixvn tamous tor a long time—as ideal

opyK>rtunities to acquire a gem Original Series ace for type,

and trom the "scarce slate" of Missouri, no less. Bright over-

prints, bright gavn back, sharp signatures of bank officers,

nice margins, and all else. The plate is dated October 1st, 1870,

issued just before the Treasury Department started adding

bold overprints with the charter numbers. Bank signatures

R.Q. Roache as cashier (he became president in 1873) and

president William M. Folks are as nice as the day they were

added.
Numbt-r 45 in The 1(X) Greatest American Currency Notes book.

The Moniteau National Bank of California, MO, wa.s chartered in 1870.

[Ton C. Kelly notes that 68 are known tinlay, with 53 as Uncirculated, includ-

ing; all three (A, B, C) from the sheet that produced the offered note.

Choice 1882 $5 Missouri Brown Back

First National Bank of King City

3445 Missouri, King City. The First National Bank of King

City. S5. F-471. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Rosecrans-

Huston. Charter: 4373. Bank Serial: 6928. Treasury Serial:

T286171T. Choice Uncirculated-64 (PMG). Signatures type:

Pen. Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: B/19. A

very attractive example that earns high marks in terms of

eye appeal, margins, and boldly inked bank signatures and

overprints, this bill will necessarily cause a lot of enthusiasm

when it crosses the block. Increasingly there has been an

interest in forming type sets, spurred greatly by the advent

of third-party certification services. The present bill will be

ideal for that purpose or for the Missouri specialist. George

Ward, cashier, and J.P. Harper, president.

Number 33 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes bewk.

The First National Bank of King City was chartered in 1890, and

liquidated on July 14, 1924. It was renamed First National Bank and Trust

Company on February 7, 1921. Don C. Kelly reports that 25 are known

today, 17 as Uncirculated. Three Crisp Uncirculated examples are reported

with this serial number (A, B as here offered, and D).

Gem 1882 Nebraska Value Back SlO

Fullerton National Bank

By Far the Finer of I wo Reported

3446 Nebraska, Fullerton. The Fullerton National Bank. $10.

F-577. Series of 1882. Value Back. Lyons-Roberts. Charter:

5384. Bank Serial: 2847. Treasury Serial: T556745. Gem
Uncirculaled-66 (PMG). Exceptional Paper Quality, Great

Embossing. Plate information: E/115. A lovely note of the

second type in the Series of 1882, the Value Back with the

denomination spelled out as TEN DOLLARS, and no longer

with the state seal to the left (instead we see the portrait of

Fessenden, appearing somew'hat similar to the portrait of

William Seward). A superb note, by far the finer of just two

reported of this type. Boldly printed signatures of bank of-

ficers W.P. Hatten and Martin L. Brower. Regional letter of

W for West. We can envision this being part of a ver\' high

quality type set.

The Fullerton National Bank of Fullerton, NE was chartered on June 1

,

1900. Don C. Kelly reports that just two are know n today, one Uncirculated

(here offered), the other only EF.
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Landmark 1882 Nebraska $5 Brown Back Sheet

Saint Paul National Bank

3447 Nebraska, St. Paul. The Saint Paul National Bank. $5. F-467.

Series of 1882. Brown Back. Charter: 3129. 4-subject sheet.

Bank Serial: 2611. Treasury Serial: V951854. Plate Informa-

tion: A-B-C-D. Choice AU as a sheet, for a light gutter fold

through the center, but this fortunately does not affect the

notes. A broad corner fold is also seen in the bottom note,

but this does not extend the complete distance from edge to

edge. Other light handling marks are seen, but individually

the notes would grade Uncirculated, except for perhaps the

last one, with at least one worthy of the Gem category. The

color is sharp, and the paper bright. The margins are all nice

and broad, with the centering being nearly perfect on both

sides. The autographed signatures of the bank president and

cashier are sharp, in typical brown ink. Brown Back notes

are not often seen in sheet form, though someone associated

with this particular bank seems to have saved a good number

of them in this form. Over 70 notes appear in the census for

this charter number, all of which are Brown Back $5 notes,

and nearly all of these are in groups of four matching serial

numbers and are listed as CU. In all likelihood, most of these

sheets have been cut apart, and in general an offering of an

intact Brown Back sheet is an occasion. In fact, one can wait

a year or several years between auction offerings of any sheet

of Brown Back Notes! The importance of the present offering

cannot be overestimated.

The Saint Paul National Bank was chartered February 27, 1884, and

liquidated March 31, 1897 after having released just over $52,000 in National

Bank Notes, all being $5 Brown Backs. As of 1910, it was estimated that

only $840 remained outstanding.

Rare New Jersey 1882 Date Back $5

Hackensack National Bank

One of Two Reported

3448 New Jersey, Hackensack. Hackensack National Bank. $5.

F-537. Series of 1882. Date Back. Charter: 5921. Bank se-

rial: 10072. Treasury serial: R347909. Extremely Fine. Plate

information: G/121. A nice appearing note, with a clever

repair to the lower right comer. Bold bank officer names,

bright blue overprint.

The Hackensack National Bank was chartered on July 29, 1901, but

ran into difficulties during the recession of 1921, two decades later, and

was liquidated on March 6, 1922. The present note has an imprint date

on the plate of May 23, 1901, prior to the charter date, simply reflective

that the imprint dates on bills are only approximate with regard to either

bank formation or charter extension. Don C. Kelly reports the only other

example known, with a different serial number, is in Fine grade.

3449 Trio of small-size National Bank Notes, Series of 1929:

New Jersey, Jersey City. Hudson County National Bank of

Jersey Cify. $5. F-1800-1. Type I. Charter: 1182. Serial number:

E043156A. Plate position E. VF Pennsylvania, Easton. The

Easton National Bank. $5. F-1800-1. Type I. Charter: 1233.

Serial number: E000806. Plate position E. VF. Light back

staining Pennsylvania, Scranton. The First National Bank

of Scranton. $10. F-1801-2. Type II. Charter: 77. Serial number:

A109660. Plate position J. Choice EF. Nice color and body.

(Total: 3 pieces)
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3450 New Jersey, Merchantville. Merchantville National Bank &
Trust Company. $5. F-1800-1. Type I. Series of 1929. Charter:

8323. 3-subject sheet. Serial numbers: E000017A-G000017A.

Plate information: D-E-F; Numbers: 126/373. EF, or so as

a sheet, with individual notes grading a little higher. The

topmost note has a somewhat irregular top margin and ap-

pears to have been hand torn from the upper three subjects

of the original sheet. However, the margin is full. Gutter folds

are seen between the notes, immediately at the top edge of

the design of the second note, and just into the upper left

corner of the third subject. The notes show some handling,

but mostly the color remains good. A nice low serial number

trio, from a sheet that was apparently saved by someone

close to the bank. Unfortunately the upper half is lost, but

these remaining notes are all new serial numbers to the Kelly

Census which shows only 21 notes reported from this bank,

including all issued types. Regarding Type I $5 notes from

the Series of 1929, these three will be new additions to the

eight other examples that have come to light. These notes

are from the third title period of the bank, which began June

30, 1932 when the title was changed from The First National

Bank and Trust Company of Merchantville. Only $5 notes

of the Series of 1929 were printed bearing this title, both in

Type I and Type 11 formats.

Sheet of New Jersey 1902 IMain Hack S5 .Notes

National Bank of North Hudson at Union City

3451 New Jersey, Union City. The National Bank of North

Hudson at Union City. $5. F-601. Series of 1902. Plain Back.

Charter: 9867. 4-subject sheet. Serial number: 8487. Plate

information: A-B-C-D. Choice AU as a sheet, due to a small

comer fold and a single gutter fold across the top of the shevt,

just tangent to the design border of the top note. A few minor

handling marks are seen, and the bottom note has a couple of

printing creases, as made, through the center of the note, but

the sheet otherwise is superb. The black and green inks are

bold, w'hile the blues of the seal, charter numbers and serial

numbers are vivid. Both sides are nicely centered with nice

broad margins all around. The autographed pen signatures

of the bank president and cashier are bold and dark, and the

charter numbers are embossed through to the back. Of the

21 large-size notes known on the bank, only 11 are from the

second title period, as is the present sheet. This sheet does

not appear in the census, nor does any other large-size sheet

from this bank. A single Series of 1929 sheet is knowm, how-

ever. The title of the bank changed on July 14, 1925 to that

found on this sheet, and remained the same until the bank

went into receivership on August 6, 1931 . The bank had been

organized September 19, 1910, and this date is found on the

present sheet as the engraved plate date. Another important

discovery sheet, beautiful, desirable, and rare.
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Important New Discovery 1929 $10 National Bank Note

First National Bank of White House Station, New Jersey

Finer of just Two Reported

JiiiPJill'

3452

New Jersey, White House Station. The First National Bank
of White House Station. $10. F-1801-1. Type I. Series of

1929. Charter: 9061. Serial: A000161A. Choice EF-45 (PMG).

Exceptional Paper Quality. Plate information: G74/154. An
important newly discovered note from a very desirable New
Jersey National Bank. The paper shows light aging, and some
trivial discoloration toward the right end, most noticeably

on the back. This has been taken into consideration by the

grading service, as the paper has the body of a finer note. No
pinholes or other defects worthy of mention are seen. The face

centering is shifted to the right, with the rightmost margin

just beyond the outer design border. The other margins are

broad and even, and the back has near-perfect centering.

All ink colors, including the brown seal and serial numbers

remain nice, and these details of the third printing along the

bank title block are embossed through to the back. The Kelly

Census reports six notes from this bank, with only a single

small-size example. This note will be an addition and rank

as the finest piece of the two small-size specimens. The total

issue of notes from this bank was just over $285,000, and

as of the closing of the institution on 1931 it was estimated

that a mere $14,700 remained outstanding, but precious few

have come to light over the years and collector demand is

considerably stronger than the number of known pieces

can support. The discovery of this piece provides another

valuable opportunity, not to be missed, as appearances of

this title have historically been few and far between.

The First National Bank of White House Station, NJ, was organized

on December 23, 1907. It was placed into receivership on December 30,

1931. This note has been held in the family of an early 20th century bank

officer from neighboring Flemington, New Jersey, and thus has never

before been offered for sale.

The Hunterdon County community of White House Station was named

after the Inn of Abraham Van Horne, who arrived in 1733, and built an

inn and tavern with white walls that later became known as "The White

1 louse." Later, the area became known as White Hou.se, and later still as

White Hou.se Station after the railroad came through in 1847. Today, it's

the home of Merck and Co., one of the world's largest pharmaceutical

lumpanies.

Ornate New York 1882 Brown Back $5

New York State National Bank of Albany

3453

New York, Albany. New York State National Bank of Al-

bany. $5. F-468. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Charter: 1262.

Bank serial: 15117. Treasury serial: X715310. VP or better.

Plate information: C/78. A very attractive note, with an

ornate title block. This example hitherto unreported. Bold

inked signatures of W.G. Nash as cashier (his announcement

to the post was made in Banker's Magazine, January 1889,

when he succeeded W.D. Wemple), and president J. Howard
King (who served for several years in the late 1870s).

The New York State National Bank ofAlbany succeeded the New York

State Bank in 1865, the former institution having had an illustrious history

since its incorporation on March 19, 1803—amidst a bid political squabble

(the awarding of bank charters in New York was largely a plum to party

favorites). Don C. Kelly reports eight known today, one in Uncirculated

grade, none with this serial number.

Landmark New York 1882 Brown Back $20

First National Bank of Amenia

Finer of Two on Bank

3454

New York, Amenia. First National Bank of Amenia. $20.

F-494. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Charter: 706. Bank serial:

576. Treasury serial: B105218. Very Fine. Plate information:

A/8. A lovely note, especially important for its rarity—by
far the finer of just two 1882 Brown Back $20s known on

this small in' dtution. As such it is a prize for the New York

specialist.

TheY':’ t National Bank was chartered in January 1865 with a capital

of $100, ag lintii^authorized limit of $500,000-in the days when extensive

capital was rea. iiy available. Later, as banks began using up the amount of

capital authorized by Congress, the formation of new banks became more

difficult, an t in some instances those intending to do so had to wait until

a bank in ' region closed, or other authorized capital was relinquished.

By that ti newly chartered banks were given specific figua's. without

overrides. L^on C. Kelly notes one other example in \'G grade, with a

different serial number.
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I irst NH & Irust Co. AOOOOOl $5 Note

I reeport, NY

Series of 1929 lype 1

3455 New York, Freeport. First National Bank and Trust Com-

pany of Freeport, New York. $20. F-1802-1. Series of 1929

Type 1. Charter; 7703. Bank serial: AOOOOOIA. Choice EF.

Plate information: A12/66. A pleasing and boldly imprinted

serial number one note, plate A, from a bank that operated

under this title only from July 8, 1926 onward. Earlier it was

chartered in April 1905 as the First National Bank of Free-

port. For the specialist in New York notes, this is it—the one

and only opportunity! The cashier was H.P. Tenney, and the

president M.L. Whitcomb. Don C. Kelly reports nine known

today, six Uncirculated with this serial number, plate A, as

here offered, and also B through F. [For $20, Don C. Kelly

reports 12 known today, six Uncirculated with this serial

number, plate A, as here offered, and also B through F.
j

Boldly Printed New York 1882 Brown Back $5

Hanover NB of the City of New York

llAxovi:u

3456 New York, New York City. Hanover National Bank of the

City of New York. $5. F-469. Series of 1882. Brown Back.

Charter: 1352. Bank serial: 98092. Treasury serial: Y515955.

Choice VF. Plate E/86. A boldly printed note, with a hardly

noticeable and ea.sily repairable edge split. Name of loca-

tion expressed as the City' of New York, a rare v’ariation on

the usual New York or New' York City listing. A previously

unreported example.

This bank was foundod on lune 27, 1865 as the successtir to the Hanover

Bank of the s,ime citv. The initial capital was 1,000,000 with a limit to twice

that amount. The bank grt'w steadily, acquiring along the way than.' other

national institutions (Charter l.W, 1324, and 13051). However, it ran into

difficulty at the onst't of the Depression, and on April 23, IW, was placed

into liquidation on April 23, 192<1. Don C. Kelly rep<irts 30 known today,

with five of thoM' examples being Uncirculated. None are known with

the s«-rial numK'r

Superb New York 1 902 Plain Back S5

National Ulster County Bank of Kingston

3457 New York, Kingston. The National Ulster County Bank of

Kingston. S5. F-598. Plain Back. Series of 1902. Bank Serial:

22188. Treasury Serial; Y196909D. Gem Uncirculated-bb

(PMG). Signatures Type: Stamped. Exceptional Paper Qual-

ity. Plate information: F/80. A superb Gc*m, graded at thi= \ erv

high level of 66, of a very impressive example of this ^-nipular

tv'pe, the latest among $5 large-size bills. This issue has the bold

signatures of the cashier and the president, rublx*r stam^x-d as

was nearlv alw ays the case for all banks and all denttminatiitns

of the 19()2 plain back. Ram sti fine, ^x'r Don C. Kelly; nnrst

know n examples am circulated. The Regional Ix'tter E, printed

twice in bright blue, facilitated the redemption and sorting ot

such bills at the Treasury^ Department.

Superb Gem 1882 New York Brown Back $20

National Bank of Commerce, New York City

3458 New York, New York. The National Bank of Commerce in

New York. $20. F-494. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Bruce-

Wyman. Charter: 733. Bank Serial: 58274. Treasury Serial:

U766969. Gem Uncirculated-66 PPQ (PCGS). Plate informa-

tion: B/49. An attracbve example from this important hank

Boldly inked signatures of officers. The back depiiT- the \.

York State Seal.

The National Bank of Commerce of New Vo-‘- C m. 3- n.

januarx 19, 1865 . Its name w as changed to Nahonal Bs-^i ofC-

New York in 1905, and was liquidated on Apnl 19,. ' !>.^n (. 1 =

60 are known tcxday, 48 of those as Unorculated. m. in.t::-. 'S

Peter Huntixm s essential Uniini //iry
‘

includes a feature on this bank, rele^ .ant to quote II., v

A particularly nch trove of Vne of ^

made for The National Bar.k ot (. omrrKToe 1 = ' rk N: ,

Stac k's
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ovvinj; to its circulation. The 20-year period between 1885 and 1904,

during which the bank issued Series of 1882 notes spanned a very fertile

pericxl of innovations in plate manufacture, so the plates incorporate both

majcir and many minor changes. Its issues serve to illustrate the richness

that can be found in a single series issued by one bank. We will focus solely

on the engraving varieties, not charter number, geographic letter or serial

number overprint varieties or bank signatures.

"The National Bank of Commerce in New York was one of the largest

note i.ssuing banks in the country. Among its milestones, it was the only

bank in the country to utilize the Original Series and Series of 1875 500-

500-500-500 and 1000-1000-1000-1000 plate combinations. On September

9, 1913, it became the first bank to reach bank serial 1,000,000 on a sheet

combination when the one millionth $5-$5-$5-$5 Series of 1902 date back

was numbered. The Series of 1882 Brown Back issues for the bank were

impressive as well. They involved 679,000 $5-$5-$5-$5 sheets, 396,600

$10-$10-$10-$20s, and 12,133 $50-$100s totaling $35,229,950. This volume
required numerous replacement plates which were rife with varieties.

Superb Gem 1882 New York Brown Back $5

National Bank of North America, New York City

3459

New York, New York. The National Bank of North America

in New York. $5. F-472. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Rose-

crans-Nebeker. Charter: 4581. Bank Serial: 19920. Treasury

Serial: D801438D. Gem Uncirculated-65 PPQ (PCGS). Plate

information: B/125. A lovely note with bold signatures of the

officers, nice centering, and crisp appearance. Impressive

bank title from an old line institution descended from an

early state chartered bank. H. Chapin, Jr. signs as cashier, and

Warner Van Norden as president. The signatures, although

they appear to be inked by hand, are actually printed, which

the Treasury Department would do for a service fee, an op-

portunity that was availed of mainly by large city or money
center banks as here.

Number 33 in The 200 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

The National Bank of North America in New York City was organized

on June 1 1, 1891. It was placed into receivership on January 27, 1908. Don

C. Kelly reports that 21 are known today, 11 Uncirculated. One with this

.serial number, Choice Uncirculated.

On occasion of its 50th anniversary, a hagiographic history of the bank

Golden ]ubilee, was published in 1901 by D. Appleton and Company. As

might be expected, certain embarra.ssing incidents were not mentioned

or were treated lightly. Apart from such matters, the National Bank was

formed on May 5, 1865, successor to the state chartered (second) Bank of

North America. In 1873 it decided to exit the National Bank system and

operate under a state charter. Then on May 20, 1891, the directors voted

to become a National Bank once again, gaining a new charter number as

given above.

In the early 20th century the bank operated dangerously—so much

so that after the Panic of 1907 it collapsed, going into receivership on

January 1, 1908. At the time its capital was $2,000,000, deposits amounted

to $6,890,000, and total liabilities were $13,326,000. As played out in the

newspapH'rs, bank officer Charles W. Morse was the cause of the problem.

1 le was a close associate of Augustus Heinze, a stock speculator of question-

able reputation. Bt)th Morse and Hein/f were charged with misapplication

of the bank's fund.s, and Morse was sei. meed to 15 years in the federal

p»-nitentiary in Atlanta (after serving two . d one-half years he was par-

doned by President William Taft). The bank was not insolvent, and after

lii|uiilation the obligations were paid in full, and the stockholders received

more than par value for their shares.

Another Gem 1882 New York Brown Back $5

National Bank of North America, New York City

3460

New York, New York. The National Bank of North America
in New York. $5. F-472. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Rose-

crans-Nebeker. Charter: 4581. Bank Serial: 19914. Treasury

Serial: D801432D. Gem Uncirculated-65 (PMG). Excep-

tional Paper Quality. Plate information: B/125. Another

lovely gem from the important but star-crossed National

Bank of North America in New York City, a virtual twin to

the preceding, and separated from it only by a few serial

numbers, reflective of a small group of bills carefully set

aside generations ago. Boldly imprinted officers' signatures

as on the foregoing.

Number 33 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

Don C. Kelly reports that 21 are known today, 11 Uncirculated, one

with this serial number. Crisp Uncirculated.

Choice New York 1882 Brown Back $5

National City Bank of New York

3461

New York, New York City. National City Bank of New
York. $5. F469. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Charter: 1461.

Bank serial: 124127.Treasury serial: N774105N. Extremely

Fine. Plate information: Vv/145. This note is well margined

and with especially strong imprints of the bank officers'

names.
Chartered on July 17, 1865, the institution succeeded the City Bank

of the same location, which had begun business in 1812 in the structure

that recently had housed the New York City office of the First Bank of

the United States. In 1901, the National City Bank hired McKim, Mead &
White, architects who had designed Madison Square Garden (Stanford

White was a social pal of sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens), to convert

the old United States Customs House to a banking institution. The ar-

chitects added four stories, faced it with Greek columns, and completely

redid the interior. So excellent were the results that the bank published

an extensive series of sepia-colored postcards showing diffeamt aspevts

of the interior and exterior, collectible today. Initial capital was Sl.tXXltXXl

against a limit of $5,000,000. The institution ganv steadily over the years

and was widely admired.

Don C. Kelly reports 23 known today (including this Extannelv Fine

example), and two of those aa' Uncirculated.
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Superb Ciem New York Original Series $5 Note

IradoMUons National Bank of the City of New York

A lype Collector's Dream

Important New York No, 1 brown ba- k S"

United National Bank of New ^ork C il\

Short-Lived Institution

3462

New York, New York. The Tradesmens National Bank of the

City of New York. $5. F-397. Original Series. Colby-Spinner.

Charter; 905. Bank Serial; 15627. Treasury Serial; H81468.

Gem Uncirculated-66 PPQ (PCGS). Plate information; A.

Simply marvelous in terms of appearance and quality is this

Original Series $5. As a basic type this is a major rariW. Rela-

tively few Uncirculated pieces exist in relation to the demand

for them, and those that do survive often have problems. The

present piece here is a true "poster example" of a desirable bill.

First of all, the margins are full, but somewhat irregular (as

the sheets were cut apart by shears). Interestingly, no "enlight-

ened" numismatist has trimmed the borders on a paper cutter,

so the original cutting, which does not touch the margins, can

still be seen and is interesting. The red overprints on the face

are as bright as can be. Ditto for the bright green on the back.

The bank signatures are inked and include Anthony Halsey

as cashier and R(ichard) Berry as president.

Number 29 in The 100 Create!;! American Currency Notes book.

The Tradesmens National Bank of New York City was chartered on

March 17, 1865, and liquidated January 13, 1899. Don C. Kelly reports 18

known today, 13 of these as Uncirculated. Four Uncirculated examples

are known with this serial number (A, B, C, D), therefore constituting the

entire sheet.

The imprint on the face is of the Continental Bank Note Co., New York,

which was formed in 1862 by VV.L. Ormsby and others, successor to his New

York Bank Note Co. However, due to some outspoken comments against

the practices the Treasurx’ Department used in awarding federal contracts

for paper money, Ormsbv became persona non grata and therefore did

not appear in the list of officers of Continental. Instead, he was behind the

scenes as the main siderographer at a munificent salarv' of $5,000 per year.

Continental, while it did nicely with the $5 denomination (the most popular

of all values at the time), was a distant third in terms of the business done

by the American Bank Note Co. and the National Bank Note Co. in the same

ciW. Eventually, Kith National and Continental merged into American.

Among both Original Series and Series of 1875 $5 notes, margins can

be a big problem. Sometimes there are fanciful explanations given such

as the si/e of cash drawers, banking practices in New England, and other

,uih things, but the real reas<in is that the notes were printed ver\’ closeh

together, uncomfortably so, s<i that there is no such thing as a wide top or

bottom margin. Accordingly, while shwts from the $5-S5-$5-$5 plate can

h<ive a wider top margin on note A and a wider bottom margin on note D,

the .ther margins „f necessity are apt to be tiny or in many instana-s cut

into the design of the bills

3463

New York, New York City. United National Bank of New
York City. S5. F-477. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Charter;

5990. Bank serial; 1. Treasury serial; 1)7650501). AU. Plate

information; l)/127. A rare showpiece is this Serial Number

1 note from a bank that was founded in 1901, but remained in

business only until 1906. As such, the currency issued by the

bank came in at the very tail end of the Series of 1882 issues,

which soon expired to be replaced by the Semies of 1902. 1 he

offered bill is an attractive AU example with gixid margins

(especially wide bottom margin with extra pajx*r), and ginid

color. One of just two examples known to survive from thi“

first $5-$5-$5-$5 sheet. For the specialist in New York bank

notes or for the lover of currenq' unusual and rare, here

indeed is a remarkable opportunity'.

The United National Bank of New York CiW was chartered on (k-toK-r

12, 1901. It was placed into liquidation on July 28, 1906, Done Kelly reports

12 known ttxJay, including this example, another with this sc>rial numb<-r

(plate C), and two Uncirculated examples.

Gem 1882 New York Brown Back S5

Farmers and Manufacturers NB of Poughkeepsie
3464

New York, Poughkeepsie. The Farmers and Manufacturers

National Bank of Poughkeepsie. S5. F-468. Senes of 1HS2

Brown Back. Bruce-lordan. Charter; 1312. Bank Serial

2538. Treasury Serial; N276835. Gem Uncirculated-65 PPO

(PCGS). Plate information; C/25, ’-'th.

Brown Back S5, thi^ hat - U -m F: u. r

ornate title bltx'k, with the Ic^
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ricime occupying two curved lines, as illustrated. Nicely
inked signatures ot G.H. Sherman as cashier and Edward
S. Atwater as president. Good color, full margins, and first

class in every respect. Ideal for the type or for the New York
specialist.

Number 33 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

The Farmers & Manufacturers National Bank of Poughkeepsie was
chartered in 1865. Don C. Kelly reports 26 known today, 10 of these Un-
circulated. None are known with this serial number.

Attractive New York 1882 Brown Back $5

Farmers and Mechanics NB of Poughkeepsie

3465 New York, Poughkeepsie. Farmers and Mechanics National

Bank of Poughkeepsie. $5. F-468. Series of 1882. Brown
Back. Charter: 1312. Bank serial: 19642. Treasury serial:

Y515955. Choice VF. Plate information: D/87. An attractive

note, tight margins, with brown overprint, matching bank
signatures in brown ink, and blue serial numbers.

The bank was formed in 1865 as a conversion of The Farmers and

Manufacturers Bank of the same city. Capital was $400,000 against a limit

of $600,000. Don C. Kelly reports 26 known today, with 10 of those being

Uncirculated. This serial number is unreported.

Gem 1882 Ohio Brown Back $5

Second National Bank of Bucyrus

Famous Hoard Note

3466 Ohio, Bucyrus. The Second National Bank of Bucyrus. $5.

F-467. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Bruce-Wyman. Charter:

3274. Bank Serial: 4297. Treasury Serial: H16790H. Gem Un-

circulated-67 PPQ (PCGS). Plate information: D/25. Adding

to our illustrious presc'ntation of truly gorgeous 1882 Brown

Back $5 notes is this lovely example from Bucyrus, Ohio,

with the title block distinctively set, in the present instance

with exceptionally wide spacing. Nicely inked signatures of

J.C.F. Hull as cashier and E.R. Low(?) as president.
Number 33 in The 200 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

The Second National Bank of Bucyrus, OH was chartered in 1884.

Don C. Kelly reports 58 known today, 48 of these being Uncirculated,

including this.

A "hoard note" such as this often gives a remarkable opportunity to

acquire a high grade example for type. Of course, a "hoard" in paper money
typically would be equal to a tiny group in the field of coins.

The back plate numbers on the 1882 Brown Back notes are necessarily

low, as the main brown plate also incorporated the state seal. Accordingly,

they did not run into higher numbers as was the case with the Value Back

and Date Back 1882 bills which lack the seals, so a common plate could

be used to produce bills from any state or territory.

Superb Gem Ohio 1882 Brown Back $5

First National Bank of Chillicothe

Only Reported 1882 BB $5!

3467 Ohio, Chillicothe. The First National Bank of Chillicothe.

$5. F-466. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Bruce-Gilfillan.

Charter: 128. Bank Serial: 7228. Treasury Serial: U311881.

Gem Uncirculated-67 (PMG). Signatures type: Pen. Excep-

tional Paper Quality, great embossing. Plate information:

B/15. A lovely note from one of the more historical towns

of Ohio—important in frontier days and, during the second

Bank of the United States, pivotal in a major scrap between

the state and the Bank of the United States. The local histori-

cal society must be an interesting place to visit!

The present bill has nice margins, bright printing, and

bold signatures of the officers. Miller's signature as cashier

is almost a vanity, or perhaps it could be called that, as the

second L in his name is with an extremely broad downstroke,

which runs off the bottom of the note and into the top of the

next note on the sheet. Indeed, a remnant of the signatua' is

seen at the top of the presently offered bill.

Number 33 in The 100 Greatest Ameriean Currency Notes bixA.

The First NntioPii! Bdnk of Cliillicothe w.\s cli.trterv'd in NovemK'r

1863. Don C. Kelly reports this .is the onl\’ specimen known. C risp Un-

ci rcu kited.
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Ohio Series of 1882 Brown Back $5

I ifth National Bank of Cincinnati

Rare lop Margin imprint

ihr hank =:hdrli i nunilH-r 2ii', IuJ i“i ii ,i
- - •

ri'fxirts II known lodav, -'jfii ! ;:if; u t.
'

this Uivi'lv i-vampli-

3468 Ohio, Cincinnati. The Fifth National Bank of Cincinnati.

$5. F-470. Scries of 1882. Brown Back. Rosecrans-Hyatt.

Charter: 2798. Bank Serial: 8705. Treasury Serial: U412378.

Gem LJncirculatcd-66 PI’Q (PCGS). Plate information: A/13.

Another prize 1882 Brown Back note, this bill has as a bo-

nus—unintended consequences—the complete top margin or

selvage from the note, not trimmed away. Of course, it could

be easily trimmed on a paper cutter, but we caution not to do

this. Accordingly, this bill is one of relatively few surviving

today that has the imprinted initials of Bureau of Engraving

and Printing employees, added separately and irregularly,

near the top border. These are seen on Proof impressions at

the Smithsonian Institution, but are exceedingly rare on actual

notes in numismatic hands. To our mind, this is a showpiece

because of this feature. Beyond that, the note continues as a

lovely Gem, with very nice margins, bright colors, and bold

ink signed signatures of the bank's officers. As will be seen by

looking at the illustrations, scarcely two different title blocks

are the same among our offerings of notes of this date and

type.

Number 33 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

This was the second title for the Queen City National Bank of Cincin-

nati with the same charter number. Its third title was Fifth-Third National

Bank, on June 2, 1908. A special act of Congress on March 15, 1913 gave

Ohio Series of 1882 Brown Back S5

Dayton National Bank

3469 Ohio, Dayton. The Dayton National Bank. $5. F-467. Series

of 1882. Brown Back. Bruce-Wyman. Charter: 898. Bank Se-

rial: 3539. Treasury Serial: Y370827. Gem Uncirculated-65

PPQ (PCGS). Plate information: A/23. Nice margins, bright

printing, and everything else adds up to make this Gem note

a bill well worth having. Again we have an interesting title

block, with NATIONAL BANK in a curved line, and with

other distinctive features. Inked signatures of hank officers.

Number 33 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes Nnik

The Dayton National Bank was chartered on March 16, 1865. It was

liquidated on July 13, 1925. Don C. Kelly reports five known today, threi'

being Uncirculated. Two examples are known with this serial numb*-r, C nsp

Uncirculated (A, here offered) and C(x>d-VC (D).

Superb Gem Ohio S20 Brown Back Note

Citizens National Bank of Ripley

3470

Unusual State Seal

Ohio, Ripley. The Citizens National Bank of Ripley. S20. F-494. Series

of 1882. Brown Back. Bruce-Wyman. Charter 3291. Bank Serial: 5778.

Treasury' Serial: W980174. Gem Uncirculated-66 PPQ (PCGS). Plate

information: A/29. Another lovely note, this again in elegant condition,

with full margins, bright printing, and high qualiW every thing else.

Inked signatures of bank officers F.A. Stivers and ]. Robert Stivers. On

the back is a curious version of the Ohio seal, this with stacked arrenv-

and wheat in the foreground, and particularly craggy’ mountain^ in the

distance (instead of the hills normally seen). Indeed, the peaks <^^'m

to be straight out of the Colorado Rockies! Although we haven t

cvcryxi'hcrc in Ohio, noyvhere in our travels have vnc soen mountain

even close to these in appearance.

As the denominations go up, rarity’ also escalates. TxJav flr - r r

Uncirculated 1882 Broyvn Back S20 is an attraction In rew- r

Uncirculated or MS-65 a .yreaf attraction, and K-v me th./. : .
-

even finer.

Thci ituensNationalBankof Riplec OH v.„ - ....-ti

23 known n>day, 19 Unarculatt'd, im iuding it':

I\ - Cfi;- -y-..
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Choice Ohio Series of 1882 Brown Back $5

Clinton County National Bank of Wilmington

3471

Ohio, Wilmington. The Clinton County National Bank of

Wilmington. $5. F-472. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Rose-

crans-Nebeker. Charter: 1997. Bank Serial: 116. Treasury Se-

rial: N398018. Choice Uncirculated-63 (PMG). Exceptional

Paper Quality. Plate information: A/8. Another outstanding

1882 $5 Brown Back, this note combines excellent margins,

bright printing, and bold bank signatures, the last with J.W.

Denver, Jr. as cashier and M. Rombach as president. Not
reported in the Kelly census.

Number 33 in The 100 Greatest American Currency Notes book.

The Clinton County National Bank of Wilmington, OH was chartered

on June 11, 1872. Its second title was Clinton County National Bank and
Trust Company on May 9, 1922. Don C. Kelly reports eight known today,

four Uncirculated. None are known with this serial number.

Choice Pennsylvania AOOOOOl $5 Note

Hazleton National Bank

Series of 1929 Type 1

3474 Pennsylvania, Hazleton. Hazleton National Bank. $5.

F-1800-1. Series 1929. Type I. Charter: 4204. Bank se-

rial: AOOOOOIA. Choice Uncirculated. Plate information:

G28/346. A lovely Number One note, plate position A, from

an institution founded in 1890. Ink line near right margin. A '

unique note and therefore a unique opportunity. Once sold,

the opportunity to acquire this again may not recur in your

lifetime.

The Hazelton National Bank was chartered in 1890. The cashier was
Bert E. Kunkle; the president, James Lee Pardee. Don C. Kelly reports

seven known, with no Uncirculated examples. One is reported with serial

number 1, plate position A, no grade given.

Ornate Title Pennsylvania 1882 Date Back $5

Deposit National Bank of Du Bois

3472 Pennsylvania, Du Bois. Deposit National Bank of Du Bois.

$5. F-534. Series of 1882. Date Back. Charter: 5019. Bank se-

rial: 2894. Treasury serial: D194849. VF. Plate information:

H/39. Bright colors on both sides. Bank signatures faded.

Ornate typography of the bank title. A hitherto unreported

example.
This institution was chartered in 1895, in the waning years of the

Series of 1882 issues. All Date Backs of the series are fairly scarce. Don C.

Kelly reports just three known today, none with this serial number, one

being Uncirculated.

3473 Pennsylvania, Erie. The Second National Bank of Erie. $10.

F-616. Series of 1902. Date Back. Charter: 606. Bank serial:

6938. Treasury serial: Z914671. Plate information: F. About

Fine, but pressed and with signatures faded away. Good color

remains for the grade, and the centering is typical. This will

be the first 1902 Date Back $10 to enter the census for this

bank.

Choice Pennsylvania AOOOOOl $5 Note

Herndon National Bank

Series of 1929 Type 2 (rare)

3475 Pennsylvania, Herndon. Herndon National Bank. $5.

F-1800-1. Series 1929 Type 2. Charter: 13982. Bank serial:

AOOOOOl. Uncirculated (unique grade for this bank and

type). Plate information: A337/363. A lovely note of this

relatively late banking institution. Important as the serial 1,

plate A, but also as the much scarcer general class of Type

2 notes. A prize for the Pennsylvania specialist or for any

connoisseur of National Bank Note rarities.

The Herndon National Bank was chartered in February 1934. The

cashier was A.S. Hepner, and president Carlos Wiest. Don C. Kelly reports

six known today, including this Choice Uncirculated specimen, no plate

information given. The other five are circulated examples.
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Ornate Title I’ennsylvania 1882 Date Back $5

1 ip.t National Bank of New Bethlehem

3476 I’ennsylvania, New Bethlehem. First National Bank of New
Bethlehem. S5. F-474. 1882 Series. Brown Back. Charter:

4978. Bank serial: 760. Treasury serial: X119673. Fine. Plate

information: C/25. Good margins. Clear bank signatures.

Town name in ornate type in title block.

Chartered in 1894, the institution continued in business into the small-

note era. Don C. Kelly reports just two known today, one Uncirculated,

neither with this serial number.

Gem Pennsylvania Series of 1882 Brown Back $5

The Market Street NB of Philadelphia

Numismatist George H. Earle, Jr., President

Ihe Market Slrivl .National haul ol 'lulaUi-l'itua I'A vi c

April 28, 1887 Don t Kelly rejsirt-- .trutvii, i.kI.o m ul-it o

None are known with thi-. serial numtx-r

Bom m 18S8, Ca-or^'e 1 1 I arle )r besanu- a \ i-i :!.< n j ii>< n i

eventually amassing gn-at vsealth He si-rved as pn-.iileot oi tlu M..ii ;

:

Stivet National Bankol I’hiladelpKia and Mgm d Nali<inal Bae.t. r-it; •. I : to,

June 25 to 29, l‘tl2, his collection crosvd the auilion bUn k unde,- tin .lee, .

of S 1 ludson Chapmen, via a presentation titled alah-.-^ut ot Ihi .vUvrus, <

m

Collection ofAncient Greek and Rimian, I urof^ran, ‘ hi-rntal l.aily Amituui. unJ

United States Coins ofGeorge U Larle, I sq Unitt-d States and 1 uro[na-n i oins

including high quality items and gn-at raritii*s abounded This ranks a- om
of the greatest collections of all time, and ivrtainlv a highlight ol Chapman
career. The realization was over S55,IK)0, probably equal to $U),i.KKi,;KKi to

$20,000,000 in today's 2006 dollars

Superb Gem Pennsylvania 1882 SIO Date Back Note

National Security Bank of Philadelphia

3478 Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. The National Security Bank of

Philadelphia. $10. F-539. Series of 1882. Date Back. Rose-

crans-Huston. Charter: 1743. Bank Serial: 2351. Treasury

Serial: D626431. Gem Uncirculated-67 PPQ (PCGS). Plate

information: H/386. Scarce as a basic type, and rare in superb

Gem condition with decent margins, bold bank signatures,

and sharp printing, this bill is another of many that will cause

eyebrows to lift as it crosses the auction block. It is one of just

two Uncirculated notes reported. In today's interest of great

activity in the currency market, it is rapidly being learned that

certain ty'pes of Nationals of the 19th centuiv’ can range from

scarce to rare to verv' rare, and often high quality is elusive.

Nicely inked signatures of bank officials.

The National Security Bank of Philadelphia was chartered in Decem-

ber 1870. It was liquidated on June 30, 1930. Its second title was National

Security Bank and Trust Company on |une 22, 1929 Don C K. llv report-

just three known today; two are Unorculated, including the.

3477 Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. The Market Street National

Bank of Philadelphia. $5. F-469. Series of 1882. Brown

Back. Rosecrans-Jordan. Charter: 3684. Bank Serial: 17006.

Treasury Serial: D183481D. Gem Uncirculated-67 PPQ

(PCGS). Plate information: B/40. The signature of VV.B.

Linnett appears at lower left, and at the right, the bold black

signature of George H. Earle, Jr., storied as one of fhe gfp^t

numismatists at the turn of the 20th centurv'. Earle enjoyed

his bank and, in face, commissioned sharp-eyed tellers to

watch for scarce coins!

The present note will serve well for a type collection, or

a specialized collection of Pennsylvania notes or, perhaps

its nicest use, an addition to a collection of memorabilia of

famous numismatists. This particular bill in not reported in

the Kelly census.

k's
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Choice Pennsylvania Series of 1882 $20 Date Back

Columbia National Bank of Pittsburgh

3479

Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh. The Columbia National Bank of

Pittsburgh. $20. F-550. Series of 1882. Date Back. Rosecrans-

Nebeker. Charter: 4910. Bank Serial: 578. Treasury Serial:

A185708. Choice Uncirculated-63 (PCGS). Plate informa-

tion: B/1. Nice margins, fine printing, and other aspects

create a very desirable note. Although not much attention

is paid to plate numbers at present, that on the back of this

bill adds another element of desirability, but probably not

cost. Stamped signatures of E. Lassen and G.E. Jennings are

clear. A fine bill for the type or specialist collector.

The Columbia National Bank of Pittsburgh, PA was chartered in

1893, and was closed on March 5, 1927. Don C. Kelly reports four known
today, all Uncirculated. One Uncirculated example is known with this

serial number.

Ornate Title Pennsylvania 1882 Date Back $5

First National Bank of Somerset

3480

Pennsylvania, Somerset. First National Bank of Somerset.

$5. F-471. Series of 1882. Brown Back. Rosecrans-Houston.

Charter: 4100. Bank serial: 4553. Treasury serial: R268986R.

Choice VF. Plate information: A/47. A very nice note, ex Don
C. Kelly. Full margins. Nice printing, bold inked signatures

of bank officials. Ornate typography in the title block, always

an attraction for notes of this interesting series.

This bank was chartered on August 26, 1889, which in this instance is

the same date engraved on the face of the bank note. Don C. Kelly reports

6 known today, including this example.

Desirable Pennsylvania 1902 Red Seal $5

First National Bank of Wilkes-Barre

Unique on Bank

3481

PA, Wilkes-Barre. First National Bank of Wilkes Barre. $5.

F-587. Series 1902 Series. Red Seal. Charter: 2736. Bank
serial: 5163. Treasury serial: M308638. Choice VF. Plate

information: C/12. A very attractive VF-EF note, margin

trimmed at the top, of this Northeastern Pennsylvania

banking institution. Red Seal notes are at once the scarcest

of the three types in the Series of 1902 and the most eagerly

sought by numismatists. Inked signatures of Francis Douglas

(cashier) and William S. McClain are very bold.

The First National Bank was chartered in July 1863 as Charter Number

30, and went into liquidation on June 20, 1882, a so-called 'T9-year bank."

Congress had failed to provide for an extension of charters, and certain

of the very early national banks had to dissolve their corporate structure,

immediately reorganize, and get net charter numbers, now 2736. During

the course of its growth and expansion the institution occupied several

different facilities.

Don C. Kelly reports that this is the only example of this note known

today, calling it VF.

COUNTERFEIT DETECTOR

3482

Naramore's photographic counterfeit detector. Set of the nine

different denominations, faces only, published by the Ameri-

can Photographic Company, Bridgeport, Connecticut 1866,

known as the Naramore Photographic Counterfeit Detector.

These were issued in various forms, including fronts and

backs on individual cards. The present group, complete with

National Bank notes of all denominations from $1 to $1,000,

direct photographs from Proof examples, was mounted on

a sheet, possibly contemporarily, and recently turned up in

London. The notes are in excellent condition except for the

$50 which has a minor tear at the left margin. Perhaps these

were made up as an exhibit or for reference by bankers. To-

day, actual specimens of certain of these bank notes are very

elusive, the $500 is exceedingly rare, and none are known at

all of the $1,000.

END OF SALE
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HEN YOU DECIDE TO SELL YOUR

COLLECTION, consider the finest team

oFnumismatists in the hobby today. Now the

legendary talents oftwo world renowned firms are

at your service! During their numismatic careers,

Q. David Bowers and Harvey G. Stack, in tandem

with their expert staffs, have worked with many

of the finest collections ever assembled, including

those of l.ouis P'. Eliasberg, Sr., John j. Ford,

Jr., Ambassador and Mrs. R. Henry Norweb,

Harry W. Bass, Jr., and many others. Year after

year, members of this team have produced more

award-winning catalogues and realized more

record breaking prices than any other auction

firm. Whether your collection is worth $2,000

or $20,000,000, let us sell your United States,

ancient, and world coins; paper money; medals;

and tokens for the highest possible market price.

Put our experts to work for you. Call to talk with

one of our numismatic advisors today!
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UNITED STATES COINS
ANCIENT AND WORLD COINS

MEDALS • PAPER MONEY
Stack’s New York City: 1 23 West 57th Street • New York, NY 1 00 1 9-2280

Telephone 212/582-2580 • Fax 212/245-5018

Stack's Wolfeboro, NH: P.O. Box 1804 • Wolfeboro, NH 03894

Toll-free 866/8 11-1 804 • 603/569-0823 • Fax 603/569-3875

* www.stacks.com


